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The present study was concerned to discover - against the
background of the anomalous position of unmarried women in both
traditional and contemporary Ghanaian society - why the single
woman figured as such a prominent feature of the urban environment.
An intensive study of the lives of a sample of such women was
undertaken in order to investigate the factors which had led
to their being single, the ways they had adopted to maintain
their single statuses, and the links between their choices and
actions and the wider social environment.

The research was carried out in Kokomlemle, a mixed residential
area of Accra, the capital of Ghana. Eighty-seven women between
the ages of twenty-one and forty-five, and of highly varied
socio-economic backgrounds, participated in the study.

Barth's theoretical model of the game (1966) was adopted
for the analysis of the data. This involved conceptualizing
the women as social actors using strategies in structured
ways to achieve desired goals; the strategies employed, it was
hypothesized, would be chosen in response to the wider constraints
and incentives present within the social environment.

This conceptual framework proved convenient. Once the
emphasis was placed on the women as decision-makers, actively
attempting to control their own social environment but constrained,
nevertheless, by the constraints and incentives present in that
environment, their behaviour and their decision to remain single
became more explicable. The desired goal or prize for which
the women were playing emerged as being the maximization of their
own long-term security interests through economic self-
sufficiency and resource accumulation; this goal, they felt,
was more readily obtainable by retaining their single statuses.
The methods of play or strategies adopted to win this prize were
chosen in response to the wider constraints and incentives
present within their society; they were also contingent upon
the resources - educational, occupational, social and sexual -
available to the women. Finally, the resource - or combination
of resources - calculated to optimize their chances of winning
the prize was the one chosen for activation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

"I have asked the old men and women why I did not
know [of the considerable powers and overall high
status of Ghanaian women] - I had spent very many

years in Ashanti. The answer is always the same:
'The white man never asked us this; you have
dealings with and recognize only the men; we

supposed the European considered women of no

account, and we know you do not recognize them
as we have always done ' "(Rattray 1923: 84).

Fifty years later, when the present research was embarked upon,

Rattray's comments still held true: Ghanaian women in the ethnographic

literature tended to be portrayed, by and large, from a male perspective -

in accounts written by male anthropologists and based, in large part, on

data collected from informants who were also male. Inevitably these

studies were coloured by a masculine ideology with the emphasis placed

on men's activities; indeed, in many of these ethnographic accounts

women are mentioned largely in terms of their relationships with men

which usually means in the context of marriage and the family.

Although a later generation of female anthropologists (Oppong, 1974;

Robertson, 1974a; Pellow, 1974) took a much more direct look at Ghanaian

women, the concentration was still largely on their roles as wives and

mothers, and the effect of a modernizing society on these roles. However,

modern Ghana also accommodates a growing category of women who cannot be

defined predominantly in terms of these traditional gender roles. These

are the single women - women who are managing their affairs independently

of legal husbands and who are free of the direct control usually exerted

by male elders. These women constitute one of the most striking features

of the contemporary Ghanaian urban milieu. It is these single women who

are the focus of interest in this thesis.

Accra, the capital of Ghana, is the site for the present study. The

city has had several centuries of contact with Europeans. A money economy,

wage employment, western forms of commerce, and increased exposure to

international trade, commerce, transportation, and communication, are

some of the results of the external forces of change and modernization

evident in the city. This transformation of the underlying economic

structure has been accompanied by the spread of western educational

systems, Christianity, public health measures, and by the introduction
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of new political institutions and ideologies. The social and demographic

changes generally associated with urbanization have also followed, with

a quickening pace in the twentieth century: these can be described as

mass migration to the city, an increasing density and heterogeneity of

population, and a greater diversification of roles and statuses for

both male and females.

From the point of view of the individual, a major advantage of city

life is, supposedly, the opportunity offered to break free from a

dependence upon one's lineage: new forms of income, ownership and

property - independent of lineage resources - are available in the urban

economy; and social position is increasingly based - with the spread of

education coupled with opportunities of employment for qualified personnel -

on individual wealth or professional skills linked to education. It is,

therefore, individual enterprise - not genealogical origin - which is

believed to be the crucial factor in upward mobility in the city.

Accra was created in the midst of a people whose social life was

organized around a farming and fishing economy: it had no urban tradition

prior to the arrival of the Europeans. In the literature on urbanization

on West Africa, a great emphasis is placed on the impact of 'westernization'

on the indigenous societies.

Undoubtedly, the urbanism of modern Accra is a product of social changes

which developed initially out of the political, commercial, industrial, and

administrative activities of foreigners who brought with them new

technologies, novel institutional frameworks, and western values, attitudes

and behaviours. However, one cannot assume that the western experience

of urbanization will be replicated in a city like Accra. Social and

economic change in any society involves a series of accommodations,

adjustments, modifications, incorporations, and rejections on the part

of the pre-existing society when confronted by innovation. Lewis says

it precisely:

"Urbanization is not a simple, unitary, universally similar
process, but... assumes different forms and meanings, depending
upon the prevailing historic, economic, social and cultural
conditions" (1970: 424).

Generalizations concerning the urban experience of single women in Accra,

and the social effects of an urban way of life on their position, must

take these local conditions into account. Our concern, therefore, will

be with existing social and cultural conditions found in the city rather

than with any attempt to formulate questions regarding the women's status

and life-styles in terms of more general notions of 'westernization' or
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'modernization'. This will involve adopting the 'situational' approach

suggested by Clyde Mitchell:

"The focus of sociological interest in African urban studies
must be on the way in which the behaviour of town-dwellers fits
into, and is adjusted to, the social matrix created by the
commercial, industrial, and administrative framework of a
modern metropolis - having regard to the fact that most
African town-dwellers have been born and brought up in the
rural hinterland of the city in which the cultural background
is markedly dissimilar from that in the city itself" (1966: 38).

Accra's institutions, values and settlement patterns are new and people -

including women - have got to adapt: the baseline for change will be the

traditional social order but the analysis will be concentrated on the

women's behaviour and social relationships, and the norms and values that

buttress these relationships, as they exist in their own right within the

city.

Roles, relationships, and values, however, can be carried over from

the traditional context to the new urban situation. The primary role of

marriage and motherhood for a Ghanaian woman is one example. In

traditional Ghanaian society* the normal and normative pattern for a

woman was to marry; indeed, only serious physical or mental disabilities

would have prevented her from doing so (Fortes 1949a: 69) . Marriage was

a turning-point in a woman's life - a necessary but natural stage in her

social maturation from child to adult (Fortes 1949a: 69; 1950: 269,

Brydon 1983: 320). The primary function of marriage was procreation,

and prolific child-bearing was highly esteemed: indeed, the mother of

ten children could boast of her achievement and public ceremonies of

congratulation were held in her honour (Fortes 1950: 262; Robertson

1974a: 168). Even after death, a woman's high fertility level would be

recalled with pride (Manoukian 1950: 52). It is not surprising,

therefore, that childlessness was regarded as the greatest personal

tragedy that could befall a woman: the barren woman was akin to an

outcast - regarded with a mixture of derision and scorn, and bearing

her stigma with her to the grave (Rattray 1927: 67; Fortes 1950: 262).

Extra-marital pregnancy carried far less social opprobrium than barreness,

and illegitimate children had a recognised place in the lineage (DanqUah,
1928: 148, 185; Rattray 1929: 25; Amoo 1946: 228; Fortes 1949a: 76;
1950: 266; Manoukian 1950: 89; and Antuban 1963: 48).

*The ethnographic monographs drawn upon for details of traditional
Ghanaian social organization include Sarbah (1897) on the Fante;
Danquah (1928) on the Akyem; Rattray(1923; 1927 and 1929), Fortes
(1949a and 1950) and Busia (1951) on the Ashanti; Field (1940) and
Manoukian (1950) on the Ga-Adangbe; Manoukian (1952) on the Ewe; and
Rattray (1932) and Manoukian (1951) on a number of northern Ghanaian
ethnic groups.
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Because such Importance attached to a woman's marital and repro¬

ductive role, there was no question of her having a choice as to whether

she would marry and have children or not: the possibility did not arise.

In any event, a woman shared her society's high evaluation of marriage

and childbearing: to be mistress of her own home, with her children

and grandchildren around her, was, in fortes' opinion, the highest

honour the average woman aspired to (1950: 263). A woman's fecundity

was also her primary source of security and prestige in her old age

(ibid.: 276).
2

Even today , in Ghana as a whole, this high evaluation of child-

bearing and marriage still prevails: wedlock and the production of

children still remain prescribed roles for women. The Ghanaian woman

gives birth to an average of 7.3 children, a high number even by tropical

African standards and, in fact, one of the highest levels of fertility

ever recorded (Caldwell 1967b: 88-89).

In Ghanaian urban milieux, the expectation that a woman will marry

and have children remains strong. This role expectation is so intensely

held, in fact, that attempts are made to enforce compliance when women

are seen to drag their feet. During the fieldwork, for example, an order
3

emanating from a rural traditional Council was carried in the national

press which stipulated that "all unmarried girls should get married

within six months and submit particulars of their husbands to the council".
4

A customary fine of "one live sheep, ten cedis , two bottles schnapps

and a pot of palm wine" would be levied on all girls who did not comply

with the ruling (The Mirror: March 21, 1975).

Informally, also, considerable pressure is placed on women by their

own families to find a husband and settle down. The popular press gets

great mileage in highlighting this issue. One columnist, writing in

The Mirror, a weekly Ghanaian newspaper, represented the not-so-subtle

way in which this pressure is exercised in the following terms:

"If your mother is alive, you would discover that the talk
of grandchildren will be recurring in her conversation
every now and again, and you know (she will say) these days
it is quite respectable to have a baby without a golden band...
and of course you can only gasp at your very proper mother who
used to tell you that you had to play it tough with men"
(August 30, 1974) .

The present tense is used throughout although the period in question
is 1974-1975 when the fieldwork was conducted.

3
The Council in question was the Nkonya Local District Council in the

Volta Region.

4
At the time of fieldwork, one pound sterling exchanged for 2.4 cedis.

The cedi is based on the decimal system, and one cedi (£1) is made up of
one hundred pesewas (lOOp).



Ghanaian women journalists are especially yocal on this question.

One woman, writing in The Daily Graphic, a daily newspaper, outlined

contemporary thinking on the issue of marriage and motherhood for women:

"The traditional narrow definition of the role of women in

society.... is seen broadly as that of wives and mothers.
Thus every girl is expected to have two aims in life, first
to become somebody's wife, and then somebody's mother; in
our modern age if not the first then definitely the latter.
A woman may gain the whole world... but she would have lost
her soul... if she doesn't become a male's extension, or

somebody's mother" (January 7, 1975).

Another woman, in an article in Ideal Women, a popular Ghanaian

women's magazine, makes the important point that the norms requiring

marriage are not only supported by public opinion in general but by

Ghanaian women themselves. She notes:

"Our society and the women themselves look upon marriage
as very essential. Even where there is the rare individual
who does not wish to get married, the society frowns upon
her as an abnormal person. Women who love their careers
and therefore don't get married are considered 'an unpleasant
class apart'" (No. 30, November 1974).

Thus, even where a woman attains economic independence and self-

sufficiency, she is still expected to have a husband. In one large-

scale social survey, subjects were asked for their opinions on success¬

ful career-women in interesting jobs who chose to remain single and

childless: the responses were overwhelmingly against such a life-style.

The writer records:

"Disapproval of spinsterhood was expressed almost always in
terms of Ghanaian values. Unmarried women were suspected
by men of being hard and selfish and by women of being
immoral and a lure to husbands" (Caldwell 1968: 66).

Clearly, therefore, Ghanaian normative standards require marriage

and motherhood - for the city woman as much as for her rural counterpart

for the successful career-woman no less than for her impecunious sister.

As a corollary, a strong negative stereotype attaches to the status of

'single' woman - she is 'hard', 'selfish' and 'immoral', and regarded

as belonging to 'an unpleasant class apart'.

Nevertheless, despite this social disapproval and even, on occasion

outright hostility, there is emerging in urban Ghana an increasingly

large number of women who have broken with tradition and are attempting

to maintain an economic and social independence of husbands. Some of

these women have never married; others have divorced or deserted their

husbands; and a small minority have been widowed, or been themselves

divorced or deserted. Although no study has concentrated specifically

on single women, we learn of their presence from a number of sources:

sociological and anthropological monographs which focus on marriage and



the family, contain many references to the threat that the large numbers

of single women in the towns pose for the married woman (Caldwell, 1968;

Oppong, 1974; Pellow, 1974); research on the domestic groupings found

in compounds in Accra reveal that the majority of women are not classified

in a conjugal role (Sanjek 1983: 330-43); other writers, sociologists

in particular, when studying particular female occupational categories

(traders or white-collared workers, for example) note in passing the

marital status of these workers and remarkably large numbers are recorded

as being single (McCall, 1961; Kumekpor, 1974; Robertson, 1974a); and,

journalists in the Ghanaian daily and weekly newspapers and in women's

magazines, and the writers figured in the letters' columns of these

publications - all keep the issue of the single woman before the minds

of the reading public, often in highly-charged moralistic tones.

It was against this background that the present study was conceived.

The question was: given the anomalous position of single women in

traditional Ghanaian society, and the fact that even today marriage

remains culturally prescribed (and women themselves seem to agree that

this is the appropriate state for women), why do single women figure as

such a prominent category in the urban environment? It was hoped that

a study of the lives of a sample of such women would cast some light

firstly, on the social factors which result in women being single;

secondly, on the roles and social relationships articulated by women

in maintaining their single statuses; and, finally, on the link between

this phenomenon of singlehood and the wider social and cultural environ¬

ment in which it is located.

Most studies of women in the African urban milieu adopt the view

that women are relatively passive in the face of the heavy weight of

'culture': roles are prescribed by custom and a woman dutifully complies.

Where change in their roles is noted, explanations of behaviour are

usually attributed to factors such as 'urbanization' and 'modernization' -

again external social forces which leave little room for individual

autonomy or manoeuvre. While accepting that some writers adopting this

analytic framework have produced major insights into what is happening

in urban Africa, it must also be asserted that the rigorous analysis of

individual decision-making has been excluded from these systems of

explanation. This is not to say that inferences about individual decisions

(derived from the participants' social positions) have not been made.

Thus, the fact that women can be observed in large numbers in the cities

outside the formal bonds of matrimony is usually taken to imply that they

are there as disgruntled spinsters, lingering on the shelf, discredited

as potential brides: urban women, it is alleged, are a 'bad risk'
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(Southall 1961: 50, 51, 58; Boserup 1970: 99-103, 157; Schwarz 1972:

202-3; Wipper 1972b: 339). Though this may be the case, I found myself

at the outset questioning whether this was a valid assumption.

I was much more inclined to argue that if one was to contribute to

any understanding of the position of women caught up in the process of

a rapidly urbanizing society, it was vitally important to gain a fuller

understanding of the women's own decision-making processes. Like

Homans (1964a) (but with a greater sensitivity to the female constituency!),

and a growing number of female social scientists (Rosaldo and Lamphere,

1974; Hafkin and Bay, 1976; Obbo, 1980), I was keen on "bringing men

back in" to sociological analysis. In short, my aim was to carry out

an analysis which would involve viewing the women not as objects but

as active, purposive actors interacting with their society, constrained,

undoubtedly, by it too, but, overall, making their own impact.

This approach involves the discovery of how, in a woman's individual

life situation, choices are made and the factors she takes into account

in making them. Also, given that a woman (or any individual) can not

be totally in control of all the social and economic forces that surround

her, attention would also have to be paid to the physical, social and

cultural contexts in which she operates; to the constraints and

incentives present in this environment; and to the strategies she has

devised for coping.

My research reveals that there is an almost universal reluctance

amongst these single women to marry. This attitude is based partly on

the highly inequitable marriage bargain which they consider is on offer

to them from their menfolk; and, partly on their belief that they can

do better for themselves financially on their own. In some instances,

being single involves no more than the freedom to immerse themselves

wholeheartedly in activities for their economic betterment without the

drain on their time, emotions, and possibly finance, that husbands would

make; in other instances, it involves the licence to use their sexuality

at their own discretion and to their own advantage.

The women's comments and lifestyles give substance to the view that

there is a serious conflict over the position of women in marriage,

particularly in relation to their maintenance, and inheritance and

sexual rights; and husbands are not shouldering those responsibilities

traditionally allocated to them in marriage. This state of affairs

could have left the women in a weak bargaining position - victims of

oppressive structures but prepared, nonetheless, to carry through their

culturally prescribed role as wives. This, however, is not the course
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of action that they haye chosen to adopt. Instead, they are 'voting with
their feet' - asserting themselves in a practical and pragmatic manner

by turning their backs on marriage.

They have also converted the situation to their advantage. The

withdrawal from relationships which are patently unsatisfactory frees

a woman to concentrate on other activities and involvements. A most

striking feature of these women is their desire to get ahead and 'be

someone'. Long-term security is the common ambition - most commonly

articulated as the accummulation of sufficient savings to 'put up a

building' which will secure both their own housing needs and an income

in the form of rent.

The women's lives and lifestyles do not represent, as we shall see,

an unqualified success story. There are varying degrees of achievement:

some of the women - most notably the more successful - self-employed

business-women - have undoubtedly attained a considerable measure of

well-being and prosperity; others, however, including a number of

'petty' traders, elderly prostitutes, and educated young women unable to

find the white-collar employment they desire, are quite poor indeed,

and struggling to survive in the city; and, mid-way between these

extremes are the more successful prostitutes, and the sizeable numbers
5

of professional and white-collar workers , who via new educational and

career openings, are steadily improving their position.

The estimation of whether the achievements of these women represent

'success' or 'failure' should not hinge, however, upon an evaluation of

their position by a western social scientist: much more significant is

the way in which the women themselves perceive their lot which, in turn,

relates to the reference groups or categories they have available for

comparison - their married urban counterparts and women in rural Ghana.

And, despite all the difficulties and problems experienced by these single

women, they consider themselves very fortunate indeed when compared to

their married counterparts in Accra: almost without exception they would

share the sentiment of one married woman in a compound who on learning

that the research-focus was single women, intoned - "Its we married

women you should be studying. Its we who are suffering-o". The women

5Some of the thesis material relating to these professional and
white-collar workers has already been published, For some account of
the professional and semi-professional women see Dinan(1977) 'Pragmatists or
Feminists, The Professional 'Single' Women of Accra, Ghana' in Cahiers
d'Etudes africaines, 65, Xyil (1): 155-176. A copy of this article can
be found in Appendix 8. An edited version of this article also appears
under the title 'Work, Marriage and Autonomy' in C. Allen and G. Williams
(eds.) Sub-Saharan Africa, London, The Macmillan Press, 1982: 52-57.
An account of the lifestyles of the white-collar workers can be found
in 'Sugar Daddies and Gold-Diggers: the White-Collar Single Women in
Accra', Chapter 25 in C. Oppong (ed.) Female and Male in West Africa,
London, George Allen & Unwin, 1983: 344-366.
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also consider that they haye lost little in leaving their rural areas

of origin: they feel relief at haying escaped the role of yillage

woman which they regard as one of unmitigated physical hardship acted

out in an oppressive and constrained social environment; indeed, only

a minority of uneducated women could envisage a return to their rural

places of origin even on retirement.

The strategies adopted by the women for the advancement of their

interests vary: for some women the sole concentration is on their

vocational skills; for others, there is considerable investment in

voluntary mutual-aid associations of one kind or another; and for yet

others there is the use of their sexual attractions. For all, there

is the steady cultivation of relationships and ties with their own

lineages - those family groups wherein the women feel their ultimate

futures and security, and those of their children, lie.

This is my thesis. It is a statement about the enterprise, ,

initiative and industry of a category of women who, faced with oppressive

marital structures in the 'private' domain are attempting to forge a

viable lifestyle for themselves in the 'public' arena (Sanday, 1974).

This is not a familiar theme in the literature on the position of women

in the urbanization process in Africa: it is frequently reiterated that

the processes of modernization, development and westernization have

seriously undermined the status of women in African societies and that

women's former, relatively-egalitarian position vis-a-vis men has been

transformed into one of male dominance and female dependence (Oppong

1983: 205). My data suggest that the contrary is the case: the urban

economy with its diversification of roles has opened up avenues of

opportunity for women undreamt of in their rural villages - and women

are determined that these urban spoils shall be theirs. In addition,

the model of womanhood and female enterprise represented by these women

is not easily recognizable on anything like the same scale in urban

centres in the western world: the behaviour, attitudes, and values of

these women are inextricably linked to the social matrix created by the

framework of the Ghanaian urban environment in which they live and which

at many points reveals continuity with the customary practices of their

traditional societies or origin.

To date these single Ghanaian women have only figured in the literature

when the extra-marital sexual behaviour of husbands is being discussed or

mentioned by wives as the "other women". In short, they have to date

been treated as an adjunct to the discussion of marriage - and usually

as the 'guilty parties' in the analysis of marriage rules breaking down
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under the pressures of urbanization. But these women constitute an

important and salient reference group in their own right, and provide

a model of an urban life-style and behaviour for other women. Nothing

breeds faster than success and some of these women - a minority albeit -

are undoubtedly gaining an economic standing as professional career-

women, self-employed business women, and property owners which is not

as readily accessible to their married sisters. Being single can now

be perceived by other women as not only a feasible but, in some instances,

a more lucrative alternative to being married. This modern city model

of womanhood provided by these women will inevitably be imitated by

others. In this way these single women may well prove to be the female

pathfinders in modern Ghana as they attempt to forge a new collection

of norms and values in this rapidly urbanizing society; as such, they

may well be paving the way for further social change in Ghanaian society

as a whole.

Their chosen lifestyle is, of course, still denied cultural respect¬

ability and they continue to be regarded as deviants: the normative

themes of marriage and motherhood are raised periodically by their own

relatives, in the press, and in many public forums, to discredit them

and to try to oblige them to marry. Such attempts to restate and rein¬

force the norms do not, however, easily divert the women from their chosen

courses. For the present they content themselves with the steady improve¬

ment of their economic resources and with the enhancement of their

bargaining positions with their own lineages and with men; the social

esteem following from the role of wife is not enough to tempt them.

The account is based upon fieldwork carried out in Kokomlemle, a
6

residential area in the inner suburbs of Accra . The neighbourhood's

population was recorded by the 1970 census-takers as 18,695 (Population

Census of Ghana. Vol. 11: 1972). The fieldwork lasted from January

1974 to March 1975. The decision to adopt a neighbourhood approach was

taken to facilitate the observational and participatory techniques on

which it was envisaged that the study would primarily rely. Participant

observation is an invaluable method for gaining an understanding of

ordinary behaviour and the content and tempo of people's lives; and

given that a major emphasis of the research was to be on the content of

the women's roles and relationships, it was crucial that the women's

behaviour and activities should be open to observation in as wide a range

of contexts as was practicable.

Kokomlemle was chosen as the research site as it contains a

6
See Appendix I for a more detailed account of the methods adopted

in carrying out the study.
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wide-ranging collection of people from diyerse regional and ethnic

backgrounds who are engaged in jobs which span the whole occupational

spectrum. I was not particularly interested in the elite as they had
been the focus of much research attention already (Caldwell, 1968;

Oppong, 1974); they reflect, moreover, a greater western influence

and contact than the generality of the population. Neither was I

particularly concerned to concentrate the work amongst the many un¬

skilled and transitory migrants living in the shanty-type areas of the

city. I wanted a more average 'intermediate' spread of women with some

stability of urban settlement.

I moved into the area within the first month of fieldwork. Firstly,

with the aid of four research assistants, I carried out a preliminary,

census-type survey of the people living in the area based on a systematic
7

random sample of every fifteenth compound in the area . This yielded a

total of 73 compounds and in 65 of these we were able to proceed with the

research. In the census-survey, information of a brief, demographic

nature was collected from 354 heads of household, which yielded information

on a total of 1,581 occupants of these compounds. After completing this

survey, the questionnaires were then scrutinised for the single women

who would form the study's main focus of interest.

Methodological Issues:

A number of methodological problems had to be resolved at the outset

of the main fieldwork with the women. Firstly, what age-range of single

women should be included? Secondly, how was a single woman to be defined?

And, thirdly, should only never-married women be considered or should

divorcees, separated women and widows find a place in a study of single
8

women?

a. Age Range of single women:

The first issue which had to be resolved related to the age-range

of women to be considered for the in-depth study. Some limitation was

necessary given the time and personnel available. The main concern was

to concentrate the research on those women who optimally represented a

violation of the cultural prescription to marry; that is to say, I was

interested in those women who were single at a time when one might

reasonably expect the pressures for marriage to be at their most intense.

The ethnographic literature provided some guidelines here and the answer

7
A copy of the Household Questionnaire used in the census survey

can be found in Appendix 2.

g
Pittin (1983: 301) proposes the useful convention of referring

to women who have not yet married as 'unmarried women' and to those who
have been married, but are so no longer, as 'non-married women'. This
distinction will be adopted here.
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was not altogether surprising: marriage in Ghana is especially enjoined

during the reproductive span of a woman's life (Rattray 1927: 69-76;

Fortes 1949a : 69).

Up-to-date figures on the ages at which women were marrying in the

country as a whole would have established contemporary patterns and the

age-base for the present research could have been set accordingly.

Unfortunately, no such national statistics existed. However, there were

some indications frccm smaller-scale surveys - albeit somewhat dated - of

when women were marrying: Fortes, for- example, found in his social survey

of Ashanti, 1945-1946, that the mean age of first marriage for women was

between fifteen and twenty (1949a: 69); Tetteh in his survey of two

rural communities near the River Volta in 1962 found that between 63%-74%

of the girls were married before the age of nineteen (1967: 202); in the

rural north, Caldwell found that most females are married at fifteen or

sixteen years of age (1967a: 68); and a Population Council Survey Programme

carried out in sixty-eight localities throughout the country in 1962-4

found that the average age of females at first marriage was lower in

urban areas than in rural areas. On the other hand, there were indications

that women in the middle and upper class suburbs of the cities were

marrying at a later age - a trend generally attributed to lengthier

educational careers (Caldwell 1967a: 69).

After some consideration of these findings, the age of twenty-one

was taken as the lower point of the age-span of women who would be

considered for the intensive study. It was an arbitrary cut-off point;

on the other hand, by this age the vast majority of Ghanaian women would

already be married and even the tiny minority involved in higher-education

would not be expected to postpone marriage for much longer.

The upper-age limit was set at forty-four, a time when the majority

of women would be coming to the end of their reproductive span. This

cut-off point was decided upon as post-menopausal women are not under

the same pressure to marry as their nubile younger sisters - the main

raison d'etre of marriage, is, after all, procreation. Also there is

evidence from other studies in Accra (Robertson 1974a: 164; Sanjek

1983: 342) that women will only consider marriage whilst still of

child-bearing age. It seemed sensible, therefore, in terms of the best

usage of resources, to concentrate on those women who were still in the

fertile period of life and whose status was particularly anomalous

rather than to involve women for whom the likelihood of marriage was

more remote.
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A total of 282 women of African origin, aged from 21-44, figured
9

amongst the 1,581 persons enumerated in th.e census-survey.

b. Defining a single woman:

A further difficulty involved in carrying out the research lay in

defining the phenomenon of singlehood and in identifying those women who

could properly be considered as 'single'. This was a particularly

important issue as given the negative stereotype attaching to the status

of single woman, some respondents might have been reluctant to represent

that they were unmarried.

The issue of defining and identifying a single woman is, however,

inextricably bound up with what is - for Europeans - the thorny question
10

of defining what constitutes a 'marriage' in African society. European

and African conceptions of marriage differ widely. Ghanaians, for example,

give explicit recognition to a wide variety of heterosexual relationships,

many of which are referred to colloquially as 'marriages'.11 Some of

these 'marital' ties are more binding than others; also the status of

a relationship can change over time and move from concubinage, through

to a formal betrothal, and onwards from there to the status of a full

formal marriage. The somewhat tenuous and fluid nature of the marital

bond has led Vellenga to conclude that marriage in traditional Ghanaian

society was considered more of a process than a state of being (1983: 145).

In the initial census-survey, information on the marital status of

household members was obtained; for 'married' persons, additional

information as to whether they had wed in accordance with customary

procedures, religious ceremonies or statutory law was obtained. A total

An additional eight women - all married - of non-African origin
(Indians, Lebanese and one English woman) were also encountered bringing
the total number of women surveyed within this age-group to 290. The
non-African respondents were, however, excluded from all analyses
relating to marriage.

1(1The difficulties involved in defining what constitutes a 'proper'
marriage - particularly in urban centres - and descriptions of the variety
of arrangements which are labelled as 'marriage' have been particularly
well treated by Southall and Gutkind (1957) and Leslie (1963) in the
context of East Africa, and by Mitchell (1957) and Mayer (1961) in their
writings about southern Africa.

11

Vellenga (1974: 52-83), for example, lists as many as twenty-four
different forms of heterosexual relationships found traditionally amongst
the Akan, the largest ethnic group in Ghana. These range from the standard
form of marriage (adehye aware), through 'counterfeit' marriage (mpena-wadee)
where the families of the partners have knowledge of the relationship but
the rites of the customary marriage are unperformed, through openly-conducted
concubinage (mpena-pa) where both sides take no great exception to people
knowing about their state because it may develop into marriage.
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of 188 women aged 21-44 - 67% of the total cohort of African women of

this age - were recorded as being married. In 72% of cases, the women's

unions were noted as 'customary marriages' which, traditionally, require

the participation of the families of both parties for their establishment,

the performance of one or more marriage ceremonies, and the presentation

of gifts and money to the bride's parents. In addition to customary rites,

a further 10% of the women had gone on to have their marriages 'blessed'

in church; 11% had also had Islamic rites performed; and 5% had,

additionally, an ordinance or civil marriage. The remaining 1% of women
12

were noted as having 'mutual consent' unions.

'Mutual consent' partnerships are established with a minimum of

formality: at most, a woman may introduce her partner to some members of

her descent group and call upon them to bear witness to the fact that they

are now living together; at least the partners discover that they are

compatible and a relationship involving some financial interdependence and

the woman's sexual fidelity is established which may or may not involve

cohabitation and the establishment of a common menage. However, apart

from the non-observance of the preliminary customary formalities, there

is little to outwardly distinguish these 'mutual consent' relationships

from those established with due traditional ceremony. And, as Vellenga

has noted, these unions may constitute a preliminary stage in what may

turn out to be a longer-term process ending in fully solemnized, formal

marriage - an eventuality all the more likely if the 'wife' gets pregnant.

In other instances, partnerships may disintegrate with the discontented

party merely disengaging from the arrangement.

It is possible that some of the women's conjugal partnerships which

were noted as 'customary marriages' - 72% of the total - may not strictly

warrant inclusion under the legal concept of full formal traditional

marriage. The impression was gained as the in-depth fieldwork with the

single women progressed that informal 'mutual consent' arrangements may

have been more common that the figure recorded - 1% - would suggest.

Anomalies in the data would reflect the rather loose usage of the term

'customary marriage' by the informants. Indeed, it seems that the category

'customary marriage' is now being adopted not only to signify unions

performed in accordance with traditional rites and practices but also as

a blanket, residual category to denote any partnership struck up without benefit

12
Other terms found in the literature to describe these unions include

'outside marriage', 'free marriage' and 'stable concubinage'. See Southall
and Gutkind (1957: 71); Leslie (1963: 220-232); Fraenkel (1964: 113-114);
Parkin (1966: 269-284); and Mandeville (1975: 183-195).
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of church or the law. And, it is not merely a question of terminology

which is involyed here: Kokomlemle residents do not see cause to

immediately distinguish Between a fully-formalized, customary marriage

and a relationship between a man and a woman established in the city

which, is seen to endure but which may not have been formalized by

various rites and the involvement of kin, or the sanction of religious

or ciyil law. Their definition of marriage relies much more on behavioural

criteria than on legal formalities: and once a partnership is seen to

endure, where there is some agreement between the partners concerned, and

where a man has a mutually acknowledged right to expect sexual fidelity,

the status of 'marriage' is ascribed to the union and it is accorded all

necessary public recognition.

In Kokomlemle, 'mutual consent' marriages may represent a mutually

convenient arrangement for older, previously married people; young persons

reluctant to commit themselves to full formal unions without some trial

period of cohabitation may also be found in these arrangements; and, they

may also - though less frequently - involve a man who is already married

under the ordinance and legally debarred from taking another statutory

wife.

By its very nature, a large-scale census-survey of the type executed

could not have elicited the kind of detailed and intimate information on

the respondents' marital arrangements which would have been necessary to

justify a more clear-cut and reliable classification of unions given the

complexities and gradations of Ghanaian 'marriage': greater precision

and detail would have required far more prolonged probing and would

probably have been attained with only a small and unrepresentative number

of informants particularly well-known to the fieldworker. This is not *o

suggest, however, that greater accuracy and precision could not have been

achieved: respondents did not appear to go out of their way to misrepresent

their marital statuses and those with whom the issue was pursued were quite

happy to discuss the details of their own position. The researcher's main

difficulty lies in the absence of a high degree of consciousness amongst

informants as to the precise status of unions. In this respect the position

in Kokomlemle is akin to that described by Leslie (1963: 222) in Dar es

Salaam where even co-tenants are not aware of the finer points of detail

about a neighbour's marriage or the formal rituals performed. Nor are

Kokomlemle residents particularly concerned to find out: there is little

or no social stigma attaching to unformalized unions and the status of

'wife' is conferred on a woman engaged in such a partnership.
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The difficulties involyed in trying to arrive at any absolute

distinction as between the various kinds of 'marriage' encountered -

and in trying to decide which partnerships had the more 'real', marriage¬

like characteristics - meant having to settle for the concept of 'marriage'

offered by the informants themselves: if when asked about their conjugal

status respondents represented that they were 'married' and, on further

probing, replied 'customarily', this was how they were recorded. Thus it

was possible that a woman might have been represented as being 'married'

(and considered herself to be so) even though her union may have involved -

in terms of a legalistic, Euro-American concept of marriage - no more than

a stable concubinage relationship. On the other hand, it can be argued

that the formalization of a union is one of the least important requirements

for establishing its 'real', sociologically-meaningful status as far as the

person involved is concerned. A subjective assessment by the partners

that their union constitutes a 'marriage' and their acceptance of the

obligations and role prescriptions of spouses, is surely more important

in establishing the significance of a union than any formalities involved

in its establishment? And, a final point that can be made in this regard:

if misrepresentation did occur it was not, by and large, perpetrated by

the women as in only 10% of instances were 'wives' the informants in the

census-survey (cf. Appendix 1: p.407).
A further check on the problem of women excluding themselves from

the study by representing that they were 'married' when not so, in practice,

was the fact that the original census-survey was concerned with households

and the majority of the 'spouses' in question were met, interviewed, and

biographical details compared. The only cases where suspicions could
reasonably have been entertained that women were trying to exclude them¬

selves by misrepresenting their marital status were when it was noted that

'spouses' lived elsewhere. And, such cases were not rare: as many as

22% of the surveyed women (21-44 years of age) who were recorded as
13

'married' had such a connubial arrangement. On the other hand, separate

residential arrangements are not unusual for married couples in Ghana

either traditionally or in the contemporary modern context (Fortes 1949a:

76-78; Manoukian 1950: 74; Field 1960: 25; Fiawoo 1974a: 164; and

Hardiman 1974: 108-110). An important check here was the incidence of

absentee 'wives' reported by men who would have had no reason to

13
The actual whereabouts of the 22% of husbands described as 'living

elsewhere' were noted as elsewhere in Accra (9%), elsewhere in Ghana (5%),
elsewhere in Kokomlemle (3%) and elsewhere outside Ghana - in another
African country, Europe or the U.S.A. (4%); in the remaining 1% of cases
the women either did not know the whereabouts of their husbands or the

information was not elicited by the researcher.
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misrepresent their marital status. In fact, the incidence of absentee

spouses noted in respect of married males within the same age-range was
14

remarkably similar to that recorded for women - 18%. Indeed, in only

a very small minority of cases where husbands were reported as being

overseas for what seemed a very long time indeed or their exact where¬

abouts were unknown did the women's declared marital statuses give

grounds for even the slightest suspicion.

A 'couple' may not have established a common abode for a variety

of reasons: the husband or the wife may have been allocated 'quarters'

for a single person by an employer; a partner may have been overseas

studying; a spouse may have been left behind in the village whilst

the respondent came to the city to earn money; the marriage may have

involved a polygynous arrangement and the wives were dispersed in

separate residences; and illness may have kept a couple apart. These

separate residential arrangements may involve anything from daily inter¬

action between the partners to the absence of direct face-to-face contact

for years. Separation and distance, however, do not undermine the reality

of these marriages for the individuals concerned: partners continue to

regard themselves, unquestionably, as 'husbands' and 'wives'.

Only those women, therefore, who regarded themselves as maritally

unattached, and who wished to be so regarded by representing to us, as

census-takers, that this was their present status, constituted the category

of single women who would be studied more intensively in the main part of

the research.

c. Whether divorced, separated and widowed women should be
included in the in-depth study:

The final methodological issue which had to be resolved at the outset

was whether the study should be concentrated exclusively on unmarried women,

or whether the non-married - divorced, separated and widowed women - should

also be included. This issue was more clear-cut, however, than the one

just discussed. In Ghana a divorced or widowed woman remaining unmarried

after the cessation of an earlier marriage is just as anomalous as a young

girl not getting married in the first instance; there might be an inter¬

lude between marriages for a divorcee, and a period of widowhood for a

bereaved woman, but remarriage was expected, and in a relatively brief

period of time (Brydon 1983: 322; Oppong 1983: 368). Indeed, in the

case of widows, traditionally a modified form of the levirate operated:

14
The detailed whereabouts of the 18% of wives noted as 'living

elsewhere' were given as elsewhere in Ghana (9%), elsewhere in Accra (5%),
elsewhere in Kokomlemle (2%) and elsewhere in Africa (2%).
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in matrilineal societies the successor to the deceased husband's title

or property - a uterine brother or a sister's son, for example - had a

moral obligation to go through a form of marriage ceremony with the

widow though he might not wish, necessarily, to cohabit with her

(Rattray 1927: 171; 1929: 28-30; Danquah 1928: 161; Amoo 1946:

233; Fortes 1949a: 219; Allott 1960: 234); in patrilineal systems

a widow was treated in much the same way in that she, too, was expected

to marry her late husband's successor or some other member of his family

(de Graft-Johnson 1974: 264).

Thus widows and divorcees are not expected to remain unmarried: the

status of 'single adult divorcee' and 'single adult widow' are not

acceptable states for an adult Ghanaian woman and these women should, in

accordance with cultural prescription, remarry. It was decided, therefore,

that in light of these anomolies in their position, divorcees and widows

had an important place in a study of single women and would, accordingly,

be included in the sample.

A total of ninety-four women emerged as 'single' on the criteria

adopted for inclusion in the in-depth study. These single women constituted

33% of the total cohort of African women aged 21-44 in the census-survey.

Eighty-seven of these women agreed to co-operate in the intensive study.

Fieldwork for the intensive study of the single women:

The main focus of this research report is on these eighty-seven women

who participated in the in-depth study. The women were approached formally

in the first instance and informally thereafter. With the majority of the

women relations and interactions were conducted freely without the aid of

an interpreter; with others, the help of a research assistant was required.

After the first few months, the 'stranger' status of the white, female,

single ethnographer around the neighbourhood receded somewhat; and with

extreme generosity of time, patience, good-humour, and tolerance, the

women drew me, increasingly, into their round of activities and shared

with me their many perceptions, insights, and 'secrets'. My door was

open: the women frequently dropped by to recount the latest titbit of

news and gossip or to ask me to accompany them to a local cinema,

restaurant, beer-bar or dance-hall; relatives and boyfriends were also

freely brought along to be introduced; and small children would arrive -

sent by the women - bearing steaming plates of choice local dishes or

invitations to their compounds to eat. And, I too was sufficiently accepted

by a number of the women to be able to drop in casually on them in their

homes. I was also in the happy position of being able to provide a number

of instrumental favours for the women: I wrote letters, and made visa
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and job applications for them; I was sometimes able to supply them with

information to which they did not have access; and I was frequently
called upon to mediate in quarrels and to lend my opinion and voice to

an issue under discussion. My home was the venue for the occasional

party with the fieldworker bravely trying her hand in the preparation

of local traditional dishes; occasionally, too, the women were prepared

to ride pillion on my small motor-cycle when the urgency of an appointment

rendered this undignified - in their lights - form of transport a

necessity; and, sometimes, I was able to help them, in small ways,

financially.

Kokomlemle, however, is neither geographically nor socially bounded

and frequently the women's work, recreational interests, family relation¬

ships, religious observances, and associational activities took them beyond

the confines of the neighbourhood. I, as ethnographer, followed: I

became familiar with most parts of Accra as the woman's day-time and night¬

time social and economic activities unfolded; I visited many 'hometown'

areas as the women returned for family celebrations of 'outdoorings' for

new family members or burial and memorial services for the deceased;

annual festivals were also occasions for many happy and fruitful ethno¬

graphic jaunts to the rural hinterland; I was invited along, on occasion,

when the women went for 'time' - a good time - to the luxurious hotels

situated along the coast, or inland to the Akosombo Dam; and on one

occasion I accompanied one of the women on a weekend spree to Lome, the

capital city of Togoland.

Apart from participant observation, the second major research

technique adopted was a focussed, tape-recorded interview with each of
15

the eighty-seven women. In the course of the interview, the women were

invited to discuss their family background, childhood and adolescence;

their educational, occupational, marital and childbearing histories;

their current relationships and involvement with family and friends; their

attitudes to marriage; and their general ambitions for the future.

Plan of Thesis:

To set the stage for the introduction of the main actors in this

study - single women - some initial consideration will have to be given

to the wider context of African urbanization and the position of women

in this process. In the following chapter, therefore, the debate on the

status of women in contemporary urban Africa will be introduced. This

15
A copy of the Single Woman Questionnaire can be found in Appendix

3; an additional Data Sheet was also completed for each woman and can
be found in Appendix 4.
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will be followed by a detailed account of the theoretical underpinnings

of the present study and a discussion of the main conceptual and

methodological problems which have to be confronted in adopting this

approach, finally, a detailed outline of the format of the thesis

(which follows from the theoretical framework adopted) will be presented.



CHAPTER 11

URBANIZATION AND AFRICAN WOMEN : THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES

Introduction:

The literature on urbanization in Africa in general, and West Africa

in particular is immense - both in quantity and in wealth of observation

and analysis. West Africa has constituted a particularly fertile field

for such studies as it has experienced the most rapid rate of urban

population growth of any region in the world in the twenty-year period

1950-70 (Gugler and Flanagan 1978: 2). The main concern of anthro¬

pologists and sociologists studying urbanization in the region has been

to arrive at satisfactory theories of modernization, development and

progress.

Most studies have been concerned to show that major economic and

demographic changes - a money economy, rural-urban migration, school

attendance, and new forms of social stratification for example - are

likely to be associated with significant changes in traditional values,

norms and perceptions, and with the abandonment of behaviours customarily

associated with roles such as those of spouse, parent, minor, relative

and community member (Oppong 1983: 371).

(i) Status of women in contemporary urban Africa:

To interpret the findings of this vast literature in relation to the

social position of women in the contemporary urban scene is, however,

problematic. In the early seventies, when this thesis was first conceived,

the status of women in the urban and modern sectors of African society, -

or, at least, people's perception of it - was, to say the least, somewhat

confused. Alternative models portrayed the relationship between the

contemporary status of women and their economic and social roles and

processes of change in very different ways (ibid: 372) .

Two main strands of thought had crystallized on the issue of whether

the condition of African women had been improved or worsened by modernization

and a movement to the cities; these have been labelled 'optimistic' or

'pessimistic' depending on the viewpoint taken by the authors with regard

to women's 'improvement' or 'emancipation' under urban conditions (Schwarz

1972). The 'Optimists' feel, generally, that urban living has improved

women's position: that the city offers them wider occupational options

(Baker and Bird 1959: 99) and hence greater scope for financial

independence (Ardener 1961: 94); higher standards of living (Southall

1961: 46); greater freedom to assert their economic and sexual

independence of husbands (McCall 1961: 298) or, given the favourable
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sex imbalance of the cities, greater scope for selectivity should they

decide on marital or quasi-marital partners (Gugler 1972: 292;

Southall 1961: 53); and, finally, greater possibilities for personal

emancipation from male-dominated traditional family systems (Mayer 1971:

233-234). Overall, therefore, as far as writers in this particular

vein were concerned women were rapidly achieving real gains in the city

with changes in values, norms and attitudes working to their advantage,

and with many new role opportunities opening up for them.

The opposite point of view, that represented by the 'Pessimists',

holds, on the other hand, that the urban milieu has eroded the

traditionally powerful position of African women and that urbanization

has introduced new positions of subjection and dependence for them

(Schwarz 1972: 188, 191); that unequal educational and economic

opportunities result in the preferential employment of men (Gugler 1972:

293, 299); that the majority of women, in consequence of this sexual

discrimination, have few real occupational options apart from petty

trading, formal or informal prostitution, and illicit brewing (Boserup

1970: 85-105, 157; Pons 1969: 214; Southall 1961: 58); that urban

feminine roles have crystallized in sexual and domestic areas in contrast

to the important 'public' roles they played in traditional society (Pons

1969: 218); that urban women, generally, are regarded as unmarriageable

because of the male opinion that city women are sexually loose (Boserup

1970: 99-103, 157; Schwarz 1972: 202-203); that unmarried women are

regarded by men as prostitutes (Wipper 1972b: 339) and that the general

stereotype of city women is that they are superficial, pleasure-seeking

and work-shy (ibid.\. Overall, therefore, writers in this particular

mould concluded that urbanization had resulted in a loss of status for

women.

The protagonists of the pessimistic line of argument tend to take

as their basis for comparison what they understand the status of women

to have been in traditional society: they argue that in pre-industrial

and pre-colonial society, women enjoyed a measure of real economic,

legal and political equality with men (Fortes 1971: 8); that the

division of labour in pre-colonial subsistence economies placed the main

burden of food production on women (TJ.N.E.C.A. 1972: 362); that this

major role for women in the agricultural process resulted in their

occupying a complementary rather than a subordinate position vis-a-vis

men as each had equal need of the other (Little 1973: 6); that their

economic status in such economies was also high as women could maintain

control over their own self-acquired property (Paulme 1963: 5); that

women had their own political associations where they could promote
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their own specific interests as opposed to those of men and could act

collectively against them when necessary (Van Allen 1972: 169-170);

and that in some societies women held high political office and played

an active military role (Omari 1960: 210).

(ii) The position of women in traditional Ghanaian society:

In Ghana, although, as we have seen, a woman's marital and maternal

roles were of primary importance, the traditional feminine gender-role

also involved a range of 'public' or extra-domestic responsibilities of

an economic, political and religious nature. Every adult woman was

expected to earn the major part of her livelihood and a married woman

with children was obliged, as part of her role as mother, to shoulder

a considerable share of the financial responsibilities in her marriage-

home and to contribute to the financial support of her children.

In farming communities a Ghanaian woman had an important economic

role, her contribution to agricultural production being equal to, if not

greater than, that of a man (Amoo 1946: 231; Hill 1963: 164, 168;

Hardiman 1974: 117). The traditional subsistence agricultural economy

was marked by sexually differentiated tasks: a man had responsibility

for the spasmodic but physically demanding and dangerous jobs of clearing

the bush, felling trees, hunting and trapping; a woman was charged with

the more routine but time-consuming tasks of preparing the land, planting

the food crops, and with weeding and hoeing; she was also responsible

for the daily porterage of foodstuffs and firewood from the farmlands to

home or market (Danquah 1928: 154; Amoo 1946: 231) \ In fishing

communities a division of labour was also maintained: the man caught

the fish whilst the woman was responsible for its curing and marketing

(Manoukian 1950: 71). Here again a woman's work was more continuous

and monotonous: it involved working late into the night tending the

clay ovens used for the smoking of the fish, and carrying it into the

hinterland to sell. During the non-fishing season, a woman supported

her husband by trading (Ideal Woman: January 1973, 19).

Whilst a woman had a duty to render her labour to her husband,

both domestically and in his farming or fishing endeavours (and the

proceeds reaped belonged to her husband), she was entitled to plant

vegetables like peppers, tomatoes, onions, garden-eggs, and okra between

his crops, or to cultivate her own vegetable garden, and to trade the

The exception here appear to be the Ga, the original Accra settlers.
Manoukian (1950: 71) notes that amongst this community of farmers and
fishermen: "a wife has no obligation to help on the farm but she often
does assist in clearing, planting and harvesting".



produce . In addition to any land allocated to her by her husband, a

woman also had a permanent right of usufruct to lineage farmlands which
3

she could also cultivate for trading purposes. This relatively wide

scope to exercise her own economic initiative through trading, and to

retain control over her own profits, enabled a Ghanaian woman to build

up her own financial position and to maintain property independently of
4

her husband .

A Ghanaian woman also enjoyed a considerable measure of legal and

political status (Fortes 1971: 8). In the political sphere a woman had

a well-recognised public role to play - especially in matrilineal societies.

The most senior woman of the royal lineage (a sister of the Chief,

typically) was the Queen Mother of the chiefdom (Fortes 1950: 256), a role

which gave her considerable powers in the enthronement and dethronement

of chiefs: since the Queen Mother was the acknowledged authority on

genealogy in the royal lineage it was she who was responsible for the

nomination of candidates - although it was not her will but that of the

councillors which actually prevailed (Rattray 1923: 81-85; Busia 1951:

19-20, 97). In addition she was expected to advise the Chief about his

conduct and was permitted to check him in a way not possible for even his

own councillors: she also sat as a member of the Chief's council, and

received her share of court fines and fees (Manoukian 1950: 39; Busia

1951: 20).

There is considerable disagreement amongst writers as to the precise
arrangements which obtained in relation to profits from these trading endeavours
Klingshirn (1971: 155), writing about the Guang of Larteh - a patrilineal
ethnic group - notes that only one-third of the profits from the sale of
vegetables grown on a plot allocated by her husband is retained by the woman

herself; Danquah (1928: 154) maintains,however, that amongst the Akyem -

a matrilineal sub-group of the Akan - the husband is entitled to just half
of the profits; on the other hand Amoo (1946: 230), generalizing about the
Akan, states that a husband is not entitled to any share in a wife's trading
profits.

3
Again there is not consensus amongst writers as to the exact share of

the profits which accrues to a wife from these labours. Danquah (1928: 154)
states: "If, however, the wife would do some work for her own benefit, such
as make cocoa farms, etc., on her own ancestral land, the husband has a right
to half the property on divorce. So also if she trades". On the other hand,
Klingshirn (1971: 155) writes: "If the farming land belongs to the woman's
family (all) of the money made from the sale of foodstuffs belongs to the
woman".

4
Hill (1963: 11), for example, found in her work amongst Akyem cocoa-

farmers that nearly half of the farms were owned by women (although on

average these farms were smaller than those owned by men). Hardiman (1974:
120) also found a high proportion of the Akuapem women in her research to
be property owners: of seventy compounds studied, twenty-one or thirty
per cent were owned by women.
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Every lineage also had its own headwoman who was responsible for

the morals of the women of that lineage, and who was directly involved

in all matters pertaining to the puberty, marriage, divorce, funeral

and burial rites of lineage members (Fortes 1950: 256-7; Busia 1951: 20).

A headwoman was often the best genealogical authority in the lineage which

gave her considerable power and influence (Fortes 1950: 257). As heads

of large domestic groups a woman also exercised considerable power in the

allocation of lineage land and property. In her old age - especially if

she had proved fecund - a woman was accorded honour and respect and

occupied a well-defined and prestigious niche in her society.

Historically, also, a Ghanaian woman played a military role. Indeed,

one renowned Queen Mother led an army against an invading British force

(Rattray 1923: 81; Omari 1960: 210). In the religious sphere she

again had a well-defined and important role to play especially at times

of annual harvest festivals (Manoukian 1950: 96-97; Busia 1951: 29-35).

A critical evaluation of the overall position of a woman in

traditional Ghanaian society would seem, therefore, to lead to the con¬

clusion that her status was high. Indeed, her lofty standing in society

has been commented upon by a number of social observers (Rattray 1923:

77-85; Allott 1960: 227-228). Omari (1960), a Ghanaian sociologist,

has noted:

"Women in Ghana have always had high status in certain
social contexts. Traditionally, the Queenmother - a
woman - is empowered to enstool or destool a chief. The
effective heads of most households, by virtue of the matri-
lineal bias in the society, are usually women. In peace
and in war, women have often played an important role in
shaping the destiny of Ghana" (p. 207).

Foreign observers have also been struck by this phenomenon.

Fortes (1971) has commented while discussing the Akan:

"It is a system which traditionally gives them (women) a

degree of economic, political, and legal equality with men
and a status of dignity that was never accorded to their
sisters in classical patrilineal systems.... The basis
was there in the traditional system... for the Akan woman
to take ad-vantage of the opportunities provided by modern
social change to assert her freedom to teach, to own

property, to have a voice in public matters, to remain
married or go her own way" (p. 8).

(iii) Changes in status of women since traditional times:

The high status and relative equality with men that women enjoyed

in traditional times - not only in Ghana but in many other traditional

African societies - became, it is argued, progressively modified. This

process is attributed largely to external factors and primarily to the

advent of the colonial era. This is the point in time generally taken
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to mark the starting point in the deterioration in the status of women

and the erosion of their rights. Some writers argue that the in¬

filtration of western values and norms into indigenous cultures was

even more important than actual conquest in this down-grading process

(Brain 1975: 40-59; Van Allen 1972: 176; U.N.E.C.A. 1972: 360-361):

western colonialists, it is maintained, were imbued with ideas and

assumptions about 'proper' male and female roles prevailing in their

societies of origin - role-definitions which carried more limited

expectations of female capabilities than was behaviourally true in the

African societies being colonized (Van Allen op. cit: 165-166, 180-181):

such definitions concentrated largely on domestic and social rather than

on economic (U.N.E.C.A. op. cit: 360) and political (Van Allen op. cit:

165, 180-181) roles. The result was that colonial officers tended to

ignore women's significant economic and political roles, and reforms

introduced served to undermine the women's own thriving economic and

political associations.

The colonialists' attitudes of male supremacy are thought, by the

'Pessimists', to have been further reinforced by the Christian missionaries

who, in their educational endeavours, placed a greater emphasis on turning

out Christian wives and mothers than on equipping women for economic or

civic roles. Thriving women's associations - the locus of women's political

power - were additionally undermined by conversion to Christianity, as

church membership required avoidance of the pagan rituals which were a

basic requirement for membership of these associations (Van Allen op. cit.

179) .

European technical advisors, although coming in the wake of the

colonialists, shared with them, apparently, the same narrow definition of

the female role. They assumed, it is argued, that agricultural work was

not naturally a woman's job despite the fact that women, as we have seen,

were deeply involved in both food production and its retail (U.N.E.C.A.

op. cit: 369; Boserup 1970: 55; Hamilton 1978). These attitudes

resulted in women being neglected when modern farming techniques were

introduced and excluded from lucrative cash-crop agriculture. This

redistribution of agricultural tasks worked to women's disadvantage:

with men monopolizing modern agricultural machinery, a productivity gap

was opened up between the sexes resulting in a decline in women's standing

relative to men's within agriculture (Paulme 1963: 8; Boserup op. cit:

53). In the later era of Development Aid, women were also ignored by

Development Planners, under-utilized in Development Programmes, and denied

the opportunity to acquire the skills which would have enabled them to

enjoy the benefits of modernization (U.N.E.C.A. op. cit: 368).
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Some writers tend to the opinion that this exclusion of women from

political and economic involvement was not a policy of conscious dis¬

crimination against women but resulted from the ethnocentricism of the

colonialists, who were unable to entertain an alternative conception of

the female role (Van Allen op. cit: 176; U.N.E.C.A. op. cit: 360).

Other writers, however, are inclined to the view that the neglect of

women may have been more deliberate. Brain (1975), for example, has

argued that it was the colonial administrators' "covert envy" of African

men which lay behind women's being ignored:

"Most European men serving in Africa tend to envy
African men their much more overt position of
dominance, their ability to take several wives,
and their ability to divorce wives without too
much difficulty" (p. 44).

A conspiracy theory involving Western and African men is offered by another

writer who suggests that African women were up against "a kind of coalition

between western and African men about what their roles should be" (Wipper

1972a: 145).

Western feminists have also entered into this debate and unequivocally

come down on the pessimistic side of the argument. They regard women in

the Third World as the real "wretched of the earth" (Rowbotham 1972: 202).

In their writings, the emphasis is placed on the heavy maternal and

domestic burdens shouldered by women which militate against their

participation in 'public' spheres (Oppong 1983: 372). Such writers

tend to take an activist stand and explicitly set themselves the task

(in their writings) of attempting an improvement in the social standing

of African women; they see their role as one of helping African women

to foster a better self-image (Pool 1972: 233). These authors regard

the development of a feminist consciousness as a prerequisite for their

liberation and urge that "women in the colonized countries articulate a

revolutionary feminist consciousness" in order to "shatter this legacy

of humiliation and domination left them by their colonial masters"

(Rowbotham op. cit: 206).

The arguments of the 'Pessimists' are persuasive up to a point but

there seems to be a tendency, on the part of some writers, to pursue their

line of reasoning even when faced with evidence which suggests another

interpretation may be more appropriate. An example from the writing of

Schwarz (1972: 183-212) may serve to illustrate this point. Schwarz

conducted his research amongst female Zairiain factory workers. He

notes that the women perceived salaried work as their "salvation" and

records their expressions of praise for it: they reported that their

work enabled them to be financially independent; that it afforded them

self-respect; and that their status had been elevated to the point
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where they felt that they could be treated like men (ibid: 208).

However, despite such strong evidence from the women themselves

that work enabled them to maintain their self-respect and independence,

Schwarz's interpretation of this stand is that the women are suffering

from a false consciousness; that they are deluded and indulging in

self-deception: that they are living in a fantasy world, attempting

to dismiss from their consciousness their feelings of disgrace and

exclusion; and that their stand is an elaborate pretence, gross wish¬

ful thinking which struggles to give meaning to an otherwise degrading

existence (ibid: 208-209). Schwarz concludes that their status

objectively cannot be considered an enviable one.

But unless Schwarz's views are derived from superior but un-proffered

data, it is unclear how he arrives at such a 'pessimistic' conclusion

about the women he was studying. No empirical evidence is presented

which would allow him to deny the authenticity of the feeling of self-

respect, success, and general well-being reported by the women. His

foray into the sub-conscious psyche of the women, however, enables him

to set up an irrefutable theory, completely watertight and immune to

challenge. At the same time, however, it is a very fragile theory:

Schwarz has reconstructed the feelings and beliefs of the women in such

a way that they only reflect his own feelings and beliefs.

Of course, the position of the female Zairiain factory worker as

described by Schwarz is not enviable from the point of view of a Western

social scientist: it is, afterall, ludicrous to be satisfied with a

factory worker's mite and the parsimonious lifestyle it makes possible;

and as unskilled factory workers, these women have scarcely any chance

of improving upon their existing skills or of realizing major increases

in income. On the other hand, these women are in jobs (unlike many of

their fellow city-dwellers) and they can probably maintain their position

relative to other occupational categories in their society. Hence

their subjective feelings of satisfaction as relayed to Schwarz. As far

as they are concerned they have carved out a rung for themselves in the

local, highly-competitive success ladder.

The assessment of the position of women in the African urbanization

process often does appear to rest on postulates like those of Schwarz

that levels of remuneration, conditions of employment, opportunities,

freedoms, and general lifestyles are only to be taken seriously when they

reach levels comparable to those enjoyed in western societies. But such

propositions belong to the realm of moral philosophy and have no place

in studies aimed at analyzing the behaviour, attitudes, and perceptions

of African women. Interpretative frameworks should not draw on the
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analyst's own ethnocentrism.

No clear or consistent picture of the position of women in the

rapidly modernizing sectors of African society could, therefore, be drawn

from the literature when the present research was mooted. It may not be

appropriate, in any event, to even try to think or to conceptualize in

such stark optimistic/pessimistic terms: urbanization sets in train a

whole series of changes which can have wide-ranging implications for

individuals and which can hardly be expected, therefore, to be wholly

'good' or wholly 'bad' for any one category of individuals. Social

reality is complex and any analysis must be able to accommodate that

complexity.

(iv) Factors influencing research findings in Social Anthropology:
(a) Sex of ethnographer;

Nowadays, it is usual to trace the paucity and inadequacy of existing

literature on women to the fact that the early ethnographers were pre¬

dominantly men (Pellow, 1974; Barker, 1975; Bujra, 1975b; Hafkin and Bay,
5

1976) . One of the consequences alleged to follow from this preponderance

of male researchers is that masculine ideologies as to what constituted a

'proper' fieldwork-topic dominated: men were considered the only real

actors in most spheres of activity and to study a society meant studying

its male constituency. As a corollary, women were considered at best -

"second-rate subjects"; at worst - an "invisible presence" (Rosaldo and

Lamphere 1974: 2). Where the ethnographies describe women they appear

in large measure as sex partners, or as mothers, daughters and sisters

of male informants; their own voices are mute (Reiter 1975: 12). Only

very rarely do they feature in their own right as social actors with hopes,

abilities, and concerns of their own (Hafkin & Bay op. cit: 2; Elmendorf

1975: 111).

Whilst it may be true that women were of little more than passing

interest in early studies, they tended to occupy a more central position

in the ethnographic literature as time went by. The publication in English

in 1963 of Pauline's work Women in Tropical Africa, a collection of articles

written by female anthropologists and devoted exclusively to women, is

widely acknowledged as marking a new phase in research on African women

(Rosaldo and Lamphere op. cit: v; Hafkin and Bay op. cit: 4). This

was followed in 1970 by the publication of Boserup's book, Woman's Role

in Economic Development, another major contribution to the field of

'women's studies'.

5
Although it is certainly true that the largest number of studies

referred to in the above overview of the literature were written by male
researchers, female anthropologists have long been engaged in the study
of Africa. Amongst those early ethnographies which take a woman's
perspective can be mentioned Leith-Ross (1939), Mair (1940), Crabtree
(1950), Kaberry (1952) and Richards (1956).
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But, putting more female workers in the field did not automatically

resolve all problems. Some of the literature that emerged early in the

1960s was little more than romantic fantasy, historically inaccurate and

most cavalier in its treatment of the anthropological evidence (Rosaldo

and Lamphere on. cit: 4; Bujra op. cit: 552). This bias reflected,

no doubt, the need felt by some women to counteract the version of

history which up to that point had ignored and distorted the role of

women (Hafkin & Bay op. cit: 4).

Initially, also, even women ethnographers struggled to avoid the

study of women (Barker Op. cit: 544-545; Bujra op. cit: 552). In

their attempts to gain acceptance in the male-dominated anthropological

profession, early female researchers frequently adopted an 'asexual' or

even 'pseudo-male' approach which involved considering themselves as not

just equal to, but no different from, men in the profession (Slocum 1975:

49; Bujra op. cit: 552). As a result, these women scholars felt com¬

pelled to tackle the 'really difficult' concerns of their male colleagues -

political institutions, male secret societies, and settlement disputes,

for example - and greeted with hostility any suggestion that their focus

should be the 'second-rate subject' of women which carried low academic

esteem (Barker op. cit: 544-545; Bujra op. cit: 552).

By the mid-1970s, however, doubtless as a by-product of the Women's

Movement in the West, it had become fashionable to carry out 'women's

studies' (Ifeka 1975: 560; Bujra op. cit: 552). In this work, the

research is focussed as much as possible on social interaction and inter¬

views with the women of a society. This approach, however, also has its

critics. As Fortes (1980) has remarked:

"It must not be forgotten that there is no known society in
which the interdependence and complementarity of the sexes
is not embodied in custom and sanctioned by law and morality.
To consider the status of either sex without reference to the

other, is to distort the reality we are trying to understand"
(p. 363).

If one uses more, or only, members of one sex to obtain data, and relegates

the information supplied from a few members of the opposite sex to a lower

category as being irrelevant, uninformative, or uninteresting, then, such

critics allege, the researcher is gathering only half the data required

to present a full picture of the problem in question (Jacob 1974: viii).

Another more sophisticated criticism of these 'women's studies' is

that women as a category for analysis are ideologically rather than

scientifically generated (Leeds 1976: 69). The argument advanced here

is that the category 'women' is a rhetorical one and has no valid scientific

b as i s .

However, while it may be the case that women are not a 'scientifically'
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generated category of analysis, it is,nevertheless,the case that in most

societies women are economically, socially, politically, and legally

defined as a distinct category (Obbo 1980: 2). And, surely there is

justification enough in concentrating upon women given that the study

of society has for too long meant the study of its male constituency?
women have been overlooked so frequently in fieldwork situations and

there is such an overall paucity of data on women relative to men, that

some attempt needs to be made to fill these data gaps.

The late 1970s has seen the publication of some excellent studies

of African women "under urban conditions starting with Pellow and her work

on Ghana's 'everywocman' (1977); this was followed by Schuster's study

of the modern young Zambian woman (1979); and most recently we have the

work of Obbo on female migrants in Uganda (1980). In these works, all

by female anthropologists, the focus is entirely on women and how they are

coping with their changing roles in the urban sectors of their societies.

The studies highlight and describe in a way not encountered in earlier

works, the perspecti-ves and ideologies of urban African women, their

hopes, ambitions, and feelings, and their activities, interests and

experiences. These works also capture the flavour of how women actually

lead their lives with much excellent first-hand observational material.

Indeed, all three works bear an unmistakable stamp of their female

authorship and open up a completely new and welcome phase in the study

of African women and the urbanization process.

Factors influencing research findings in Social Anthropology:
(b) Theoretical perspecti-ve of ethnographer;

The sex of the ethnographer is not, however, the only important factor

bearing on likely research results: the theoretical underpinnings of the

work are also of crucial importance. Anthropologists have tended to

adopt the theoretical position that social behaviour is determined by
6

custom: that is to say, it is assumed that the constraints on individual

behaviour and choice are moral constraints and that it is the set of jural

rules of a society that constrains individual choice behaviour (Barth 1966:

1-2; Buchler and Nutini 1969: Introduction). The primary concern of most

anthropologists has been, therefore, to elaborate on this normative or

ideological structure: they have concentrated on the moral injunctions

that influence social action and the range of culturally permissible

social action within a given society. This approach results in analyses

"where regularities in the pattern of behaviour are related to a set of

There have, of course, been exceptions of whom the most notable
are Leach (1964), Barth (1959, 1966), Bailey (1969), and more recently
Rosaldo and Lamphere (1974), Little (1975a,1976, 1977) and Obbo (1980).
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moral constraints and incentives" (Barth op. cit: 1). The study by

Pellow, Women in Accra (1977) is a case in point.

Pellow carried out her fieldwork in Adabraka, a mixed residential area

in Accra which borders Kokomlemle to the south, and which is similar to

it in a number of respects. She was interested in the urban Ghanaian

'everywoman'; in particular, she was concerned "to investigate the

decision-making powers of Ghanaian women in their various spheres of

activity" (p.35). Independence or autonomy in decision-making

would be gauged by the degree to which the women were seen to be operating

independently of (or, in spite of) the traditional sexual roles of wife,

mother, daughter, and sibling (p. 34).

In order to discuss the independence or liberation of her Adabraka

respondents Pellow turns at once - following conventional anthropological

procedure - to 'culture' for a possible answer to the problems she poses:

"Liberation connotes, at a minimum, some degree of change.
In a given society, there is a code of behaviour which
incorporates norms, values and so on. Such a code, which
we might consider to be "culture," is manifest in the
individual's expected or appropriate responses. This
culture forms a baseline for change. In this sense,
liberation connotes a move away from the accepted norms,
a move toward a state of normlessness" (p. 35).

Five elements of Ghanaian 'culture' are seen by Pellow to be

particularly important in determining the values and lifestyle of the

women of Adabraka: reciprocity, polygyny, and seniority - elements of

the traditional system obvious at the social structural level of society;

and lability ("flexibility" or "plasticity"), and fatalism ("the belief

that whatever happens is unavoidable") - personality traits derived from

traditional belief systems and obvious at the level of the individual.

The major part of Pellow's subsequent analysis is then devoted to a

consideration of the effects of these social, cultural and psychological

factors - factors which are "intricately interwoven in the structuring

of social relationships" (p. 39) - on the urban woman's role.

The concept of role is the indispensable tool used in the main

analysis. It is via roles that 'culture' is articulated at the level of

the individual and accessible to the analyst. Traditional roles are

examined, for example the roles of wife, mother, and member of an extended

family, as well as the new female relationships developed in the urban

milieu with neighbours, women friends, men friends, and co-wives.

But whether new roles or old, the baseline remains the 'traditional'

culture and the Adabraka 'everywoman' emerges as a singularly passive

individual - a woman "following established models and/or running [her ]

life according to the dictates of others" (p. 223). Weighed down by the



heavy hand of 'culture', any individualism seems impossible: 'culture'

and 'role', mediated via a powerful socialization process, result in the

women emerging as little more than the site of social forces, the mere

point of application of 'tradition' which determines their specific

responsibilities and expectations:

"The influence of the real, the traditional, is apparent
throughout a woman's activities. Women, and men as well,
are shaped from childhood for roles from which there is
little prospect for deviation. For a woman, it all begins
at her mother's knee. Every girl, no matter what her
ethnicity, generation, or place of residence, receives
identical training for her adult role: first in the domestic
arts, then in her sexual comportment. Everything is aimed
toward making a good marriage and keeping house for a man"
(p. 217).

The overall conclusions drawn by Pellow are that Ghanaian women in

the urban milieu are still "forced into the same (traditional) sexually-

defined roles" (p. 19) of wife, mother and sister; that "educational

and occupational... opportunities... are not theirs to choose" (p. 20);

that they remain "tied to a domestic role" (p. 33); that "it is "un¬

thinkable" for a woman to voluntarily refrain from marrying" (p. 52);

that "marriage is accepted as a given, and one marries the man one's

family picks" (p. 55); that "the unhappy wife makes the best of the

situation; any husband is better than none" (p. 52); and that "women

coming to Accra still go from the dominion of one authority figure to

that of another - from the home of their parents to that of the husband"

(p. 56). In summary, "traditional subordination continues in the city"

(p. 56): the negotiation of new roles is severely constrained "by the

traditional social structure and the traditional content of relationships"

(pp. 20-21).

These references and findings should suffice to illustrate the more

conventional style of anthropology which can be extracted from a study

like Women of Accra. For Pellow, studying the Ghanaian 'everywoman'

involved analysing the cultural and social causes responsible for her

present status. The concentration on cultural givens - traditional

authority, prescribed behaviours, normative constraints, for example -

results in the women emerging as passive subjects, automatons whose

behaviour is the consequence of societal constraints. This is inevitable:

the use of this conceptual framework concentrates the attention of the

analyst on normative structures rather than individuals; social actors

are stripped of autonomy, unable to resist if not 'society' then some

discrete structural component of it. The Adabraka 'everywoman' is

powerless when it comes to arranging her own life:
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"The Adabraka woman's social identities and identity
relationships stay within the traditional mold. She
does not perceive the city's opportunities as hers
for the taking. For one thing, not very much has been
made available to her; more significantly, she holds
herself back, for she does not think in terms of change.
The women are fully aware of the restriction placed
upon them as women in their social system, but they do
not consider that it might be within their power to
change this system or to leave it" (p. 62).

Pellow, as this passage makes clear, is not suggesting that her

informants themselves feel trapped: the Ghanaian 'everywoman' does not

think in terms of change. Indeed, Pellow is driven by the logic of her

argument of the power of the 'system' to determine the behaviour and

aspirations of the women to conclude that not alone is any actual self-

determination with regard to how the women conduct their lives absent

but even the contemplation of such autonomy is ruled out:

"To determine the best avenue or best activity at a given
time, much less to shape a course for one's life, is in¬
conceivable . The lesser decisions are either left to

chance or sought from others, who themselves follow a
model set down in tradition" (p. 55).

Of course, Adabraka women like their neighbours in Kokomlemle are

constrained by their institutional surroundings: one would not dispute

that there are values, norms and roles which prescribe how women (or

any individuals) should behave in certain situations and which restrain

their autonomy as individuals. But the fact that as social actors the

women's behaviour unwinds in a context of societal constraints which are

internalized or imposed upon them does not mean that their behaviour

should be treated as the exclusive consequence of these constraints.

On the contrary, there is accumulating evidence in the sociological

literature that these normative factors constitute only some of the

elements which permit understanding of individual action.

One of the interesting findings in modern research on roles, for

example, is that they allow a great deal more freedom for individual

manoeuvre and decision-making than had previously been thought. "How¬

ever minute the degree of detail with which institutions define the

elements of a role-system", notes Boudon (1981: 42), "it will never be

enough to deprive the social actor of any margin of autonomy". This

results partly from the fact that roles are seldom defined with such

precision or rigidity that all scope for individual interpretation is

removed; what Homans (1961) calls the sub-institutional or elementary

behaviour is never totally missing:
" [Sub-institutional behaviour ]... does not grow just in the
gaps between institutions; it clings to institutions as to a
trellis. It grows everywhere - if only because the norms
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established as institutions and the order given in
instituted organizations can never prescribe human
behaviour to the last detail, even if they were

obeyed to the letter, which they are not. Indeed
the elementary behaviour helps to explain how and
why they are disobeyed" (p. 391).

This margin for manoeuvre or what Parsons (1951) calls the variance in

roles will leave some loophole for the exercise of a social actor's

autonomy. And social actors will try to capitalize on this variance

in order to interpret it in a manner most advantageous to their interests

(Gross e^t. aJ. , 1958) .

In addition, as Merton (1976) and others (Wilson, 1962; Kelly, 1970)

have demonstrated, the norms prescribing appropriate behaviours for a

role-incumbent are frequently ambivalent if not even contradictory. This

occurs as most social positions involve not just a single relationship

to another person but a set of relationships to other persons and to

whole categories of persons and the incumbents of these other positions

within the role-system may not agree on the definition of a player's role

(Dahrendorf, 1973: 27). A Ghanaian mother, for example, would typically

be involved in relationships with a husband, sons, daughters, in-laws,

and others, and there is a separate, identifiable set of expectations for

each of these categories. Conflicting role expectations are likely -

and, are indeed, an everyday phenomenon (Mennell 1974: 79). And,

contradictory norms cannot be met simultaneously. These inherent

ambiguities and contradictions, widely observable in the norms which

define roles, constitute a further source of freedom for social actors

to impose their own interpretations on roles.

Thirdly, roles are typically composed of various sub-roles (Coser,

1975). An Adabraka wife, for example, is expected to be a homemaker,

lover, supplementary provider, and other things besides. But, which of

these sub-roles will she choose to emphasize given she has limited

resources of time and energy? An overzealous commitment to one sub-role

is likely to result in a breach of the obligations implicit in another.

And,finally, individuals generally play a variety of roles. Pellow's

own study makes this abundantly clear: an Adabraka woman may be, at one

and the same time, a wife, a member of an extended family, a neighbour,

a market trader, and a member of a local spiritualist church. However,

social life - like economic life - is characterized by scarcity: the

fulfilment of obligations inherent in the role of mother may constrain

a woman's operations qua market-trader; or the obligations of a woman

qua daughter may lead to situations which could create problems for the

performance of her wifely role. Choices must be made and compromises

reached as to how much investment can be made in any one role. Also each
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role demands different things and a woman may not be able to honour

her obligations to the entire satisfaction of those in any one role-

system without causing dissatisfaction to one or more others. Never¬

theless, a woman has to seek a modus vivendi as between these various

roles (Mennell op. cit: 79-80). This again leads to some degree of

independence in the interpretation of a role: the configuration of

role-definitions an individual arrives at in order to facilitate the

exercise of obligations in each of these multiple roles allows further

scope for manoeuvre.

The presence of variance in role performance, the ambivalence in

the norms defining roles, the tensions and conflicts generated by the

fact that not only is an individual liable to differing expectations

from various members of a role-set, but also that at any one time a

social actor occupies a number of different roles - all these factors

make for considerable leeway in the interpretation of any role. And,

as soon as the analyst is sensitized to this 'open' character of roles

then it becomes increasingly problematic to represent social systems

as systems of roles, or to suggest that all observed behaviour is an

interpretation of some role. Individuals do have margins of autonomy,
/

and, in order to understand the relationship between the elements of a

social system and the behaviour of the social actors who compose it,

allowance must be made for this autonomy.

(v) Theoretical framework adopted for the present study:
Fredrik Barth's Transactional Model;

I would like to argue that the social exchange theorists' approach

of looking at the social factors which impinge on the decisions taken

by the individual transactor may offer greater explanatory possibilities

for on-going changes in women's role in the African urban milieu, and,

in particular, the phenomenon of singlehood. This approach, variously

labelled 'social exchange theory', 'transactional analysis', 'rational

choice theory' and 'interest theory', has been developed in economics,

psychology, and political science as well as in sociology and social

anthropology. Its vocabulary reflects its diverse origins with terms

like 'transaction', 'payoff', 'cost' and 'reward', for example, which have

been drawn both from research disciplines and ordinary speech (Emerson 1976: 347

and many of its central concepts as used by sociologists and social

anthropologists have been similarly borrowed or adapted from other areas

of the social sciences.

Although social exchange analysis can be identified as a distinct

sociological perspective, it does not constitute a single coherent

theoretical system (Mulkay 1971: 3). Indeed it is not a theory at all;
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it is a frame of reference within which many theories - some micro, and

some macro - can speak to one another (Emerson op. cit: 336) ; it

embodies some key concepts, a "useful heuristic guideline for the conduct

of research, and a number of assumptions about social actors and their

behaviour.

Although its central ideas were anticipated by earlier writers such

as Simmel who had written an essay explicitly entitled Exchange as far

back as 1907, social exchange analysis only emerged in sociology and

anthropology as a distinct approach in the last twenty-five years. It

developed as a reaction to Functionalists such as Parsons and Merton who

placed the main emphasis on cultural and moral rules and represented

social behaviour in relatively static terms (Mulkay op. cit: 124-130;

Kapferer 1976: 13; Szacki 1979: 524). Social exchange theorists hoped

to remedy the perceived deficiencies of functionalism by shifting the

emphasis of sociology to the process whereby social relations are formed,

and to consider individual social actors as the founders of social order

and not merely as those who adapt themselves to a given system. As the

title of an article by one of the most comprehensive formulators of the

exchange approach puts it (Homans 1964a: 809), social exchange theory

was aimed at "bringing men CsicQ back in" to sociological analysis.

Two separate types of approach to the study of social exchange within

anthropology and sociology have been distinguished (Ekeh, 1974) . On the

one hand there are 'collectivistic' theories which refer to some general

and fundamental principle by which whole cultural and social systems are
7

organized; on the other hand, there are 'individualistic' theories of

social exchange which are concerned with the process whereby the actions

of individuals - over and above any normative constraints - are governed

by their personal perceptions of rewards and costs; partners to a

relationship are perceived to be engaged in a continuous process of

exchanging or withholding commodities and activities, both tangible and

intangible - love, power, status, ideas, assistance, courtesies, con¬

cessions and material goods,for example - all of which may strengthen or

weaken their positions of dominance or power with regard to each other.

7
Such a principle is expressed, for example, in Mauss' theory (1925)

that exchange in primitive societies takes the form of reciprocal gift-
giving rather than economic transactions,which produces, in turn, a morality
and supernatural belief system which permeates all aspects of life; it is
similarly found in Malinowski's proposition (1926) of the binding obligations
of reciprocity in the kula exchange system of the Trobriand Islanders which,
in turn, leads to the creation of multiplex social ties; and it is found
at its most general in Levi-Strauss' attempt to develop a systematic theory
of social exchange for whole societies (1958) where an exchange of brides
between descent groups is understood as an expression and consolidation
of already existing relationships and the very basis of social structure.
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It is with these individualistic theories of social exchange that we

will be concerned.

Within sociology the main exponents of an individualistic orientation

in social exchange theory are Homans and Blau: Homans, drawing

extensively on economic science and Skinner's behavioural psychology,

formulated his theory of social exchange most comprehensively in Social

Behavior: Its Elementary Forms (1961: revised 1974); Blau's Exchange

and Power in Social Life (1964) was an attempt to develop the scope of

exchange analysis beyond the boundaries of Homans' framework. The

anthropologist who has contributed most to the individualistic tradition

within exchange theory is Fredrik Barth: his 'transactional theory' was

first presented in 1963 in a series of three lectures at the London School

of Economics and published in 1966 as Models of Social Organization. Since

then there have been important transactional analyses carried out by

anthropologists such as Paine (1967), Bailey (1969) and Kapferer (1972)

to mention but a few.

The appearance of Models was heralded as marking a 'paradigm' shift

in British social anthropology (Kapferer 1976: 2). Homans described it

as "the most intelligent theoretical paper to come out of the British

school of social anthropology in years" (1967: 386), while Ward anti¬

cipated it would emerge as "one of the landmarks in the development of

social anthropology" (1967: 316). Barth is more modest, and describes

Models as "a first sketch of [a minimal] set of concepts, and a preliminary
exploration of some of its implications" (1966: vi). He goes on, however,

to develop for anthropology what is, in effect, an explicit exchange

framework.

In Models, Barth criticizes the dominant anthropological orthodoxies

of the time. In particular, he is critical of the Structural-Functionalists

and their depiction of 'social forms' - the empirical regularities which

can be observed in a large body of individual items of behaviour - in

static terms. Although, Barth argues,much necessary attention has been

devoted by the structuralists to the construction of models descriptive

of 'social forms'(to highlight a society's major structural features),

these normative models cannot explain "how actual forms, much less

frequency distributions in behaviour, come about, beyond the axiomatic:

what people do is influenced by moral injunctions" (p. 2). Barth's

major concern, by contrast, is that anthropological analysis should be

'processual', that is, it must be able to explain how various regularities -

empirical, observable phenomena - are generated.

The alternative model offered by Barth is one of "an aggregate of

people exercising choice while influenced by certain constraints and

incentives" (p. 1). In other words, he is hoping to explain the generation
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of regular patterns of behaviour - the 'social forms' - by reference

to the cumulative choices of individuals made in eyeryday personal

interactions. These choices, however, are not taken in an institutional

or social void: hence the analyst has also to be concerned with the

constraints and incentives present in the social actors' environment.

The conceptual tool Barth fashions for his analysis is the

transaction - "those sequences of interaction which are systematically

governed by reciprocity" (p. 4); and parties involved in reciprocal

relationships systematically "try to assure that the value gained for

them is greater or equal to the value lost" (p. 4). This, then, is the

basic axiom of Barth's transactionalism - actors pursuing reward, and in the
elaboration of his model Barth frequently refers to individuals behaving

so as to maximize their "self-interest" - some value, either material

or non-material. The principles governing transactions are viewed as

being subject to the rules of strategy advanced in game-theory models

(pp. 4-5).

Barth spells out in detail the form a transactional analysis would

take:

"One may see that transactions have a structure which permits
analysis by means of a strategic model, as a game of strategy.
They consist of a sequence of reciprocal prestations, which
represent successive moves in the game. There must be a ledger
kept of value gained and lost; and each successive action or
move affects that ledger, changes the strategic situation, and
thus canalizes subsequent choices. Many possible courses of
action are ruled out because they are patently unsatisfactory,
i.e. an actor must expect that value lost be greater than value
gained. In such a model the incentives and constraints on
choice are effective through the way they determine what can
be gained and lost; and each actor's social adjustment to
the other party in the transaction is depicted in terms of
alter's possible moves, and how they in turn affect ego's
value gains" (p. 4).

The outcome of each transaction is seen, therefore, as the result of a

process of choice, or a series of choices, made by 'free' decision-making

actors who are, however, constrained by the circumstances of the social

context in which they operate.

The concept of strategy takes us beyond the individual transaction

to a higher level of generalization: a strategy consists of a sequence

of transactions chosen, maintained, and modified in logical relationship

to each other in order to serve some broad, long-term objective; individual

transactions are, therefore, subsumed under the notion of strategy,

together with those transactions which are ruled out as 'patently un¬

satisfactory' . Strategies, therefore, can be conceived as identifiable

packages of action linked to broad, general values; in other words, they

involve longer-term courses of action designed to achieve 'value maximization'.
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The major emphasis in the model is, therefore, on choice and

decision-making: and, for Barth, it is the choices made by individuals

within the constraints imposed by their society (including the cultural

anthropologists' 'jural rules') which, aggregated, go to produce the
g

regularities of social life . The behaviour of individuals, therefore,

is always conceived as being intentional. It is also assumed that actors

are capable of selecting between alternative courses of action. It is,

additionally, assumed by the game-theory analogy that individuals choose
that alternative which brings about the greatest maximization of value;

and, even after a particular choice has been made, if the rewards of that

activity decrease or the costs increase to the point of zero advantage,

social actors will change again to another alternative. In pursuing

courses of action it is, additionally, assumed that individuals do so

rationally, that is, they select the course of action which is the most

efficient means to their goal (if, that is, they have a single goal),

or select the course which leads to their top priority goal (if they have

more than one, equally realizable goal). The notion of rationality also

assumes the existence of material and nonmaterial objects of value and

that social actors are generally impelled to possess or have access to

them.

Barth argues, moreover, that it is only when the individuals who

constitute the statistical aggregate in any study are perceived as social

actors subject to the influence of the choices and actions of others within

their social environment, and constrained by cultural rules, that we can

begin to understand or explain how patterns of social behaviour are

generated. Macro-sociological effects (in Barth's model)are produced by
the aggregation of individual choices, channelled according to the rules

of strategy.

Barth's model was developed for use in any cultural context: the

explanatory variables to be fed into it would be located in the fieldwork

situation. In this sense he is keenly aware of the methodological nature

of anthropological study. In the course of fieldwork, the analyst would

immerse herself in a society, learn the language, and become aware of the

biographies, values, social relationships, resource allocations and the

transactional behaviour of the people being studied. Of course, cultural

and structural principles may govern behaviour differently from society

g
In Barth's own application of this model in his early work among

the Swat Pathans (1959) this conception of social structure - as generated
by the aggregated choices of individuals - is very convincingly portrayed.
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to society but the model should be able to accommodate these variations:

"We are not committed by any prejudged 'view of society' -
the adequacy of the transactional model for any and every
particular relationship is continually on trial. And since
the model claims to depict actual empirical processes, all
its parts and its operations - its exchanges, its value
parameters, etc. - may be questioned and checked" (p. 5).

(vi) Criticisms of the Transactional Model:

As a general theory purporting to take account of a wide range of

ethnographic evidence and problems, formal transaction theory has met

with a number of criticisms. Three recurring charges have been provoked by

the theory: these are firstly, that its explanations are tautologous

(Cohen 1967: 106; 1968: 124-125; Mennell op. cit: 100-102; Paine 1974:

11-15; Emerson op. cit: 341-345; Heath 1976: 79-83; Kapferer 1976: 7);

secondly, that it is psychologically reductionist (Bredemeier 1979: 419-421;

Chadwick-Jones 1976: 360-390; Emerson op. cit: 344; Kapferer op. cit:

13-20); and, finally, that the theory rests on a misguided notion of

rationality (Simon 1955: 99-118; Prattis 1973: 46; Emerson o£. cit:

340-341; Menzies 1982: 102-106).

(a) The charge of tautology:

The charge of tautology is that transactional theory explains trans¬

action and strategy by pointing to the values which elicited them, and

defines values as that which elicited the line of action. Barth, in Models

makes himself particularly susceptible to such criticism. A central

principle of the model is that individuals will choose the alternative which

brings about the greatest maximization of value. But, he suggests, we can

only know what people 'really' value by observing their actual choice

behaviour. 'Values' and 'transaction' and 'choice taken' seem to merge

as synonyms:

"A measure of the analytic importance of such a concept of
transaction is the fact that it is implicit in our whole idea
of values. It is meaningless to say that something has value
unless people in real life seek it, prefer it to something of
less value, in other words maximize value. This can only be
true if they usually act strategically with respect to it,
that is, make it the object of transaction between them¬
selves and others" (p. 5).

The whole treatment of values in Models is in this mode: values are

defined as that which is valued (exhibited by the choices taken, and

the strategies of the social actors). Here Barth is certainly open to

the charge of tautology: the empirical content of the 'values' and

the 'transactions' and 'strategies' is the same; it is an exercise in

relabelling. One must further conclude from Barth's scheme that since

all choices are also values, then they must in some sense be perceived

as 'good' choices (Paine op. cit: 11).
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Post hoc explanation of this nature will inevitably lead to

tautology. However, the criticism can be dealt with if the analyst

obtains independent measures of what a person finds rewarding, or has

knowledge of motives independent of observing the act (Emerson op. cit:

343; Mennell op. cit: 101). It is necessary, therefore, to obtain

different sets of data: on the one hand, the value - the antecedent

condition - must be identified and defined independently of any

subsequent action or stragegy; on the other, it is necessary to study

actual behaviour, institutions and culture. And, as long as knowledge

of what a persons finds rewarding (her 'values' - the pleasures .satis¬

factions,and gratifications she enjoys or aspires to)is not derived from

knowledge of actual choices and behaviour being observed, then the reasoning

cannot be said to be circular or tautological; the model can be employed
g

in explaining or predicting a person's behaviour .

(b) The charge of psychological reductionism:

The charge of reductionism is that explanations in terms of the

'psychological' processes of individual actors fail to take account of

'emergent' levels of social reality. Transaction or exchange theory is

undoubtedly ego-centered in that it places the emphasis on individuals

as decision-makers and it would, therefore, appear to naturally invite
10

such a charge . And Models, on first sight, certainly would appear

to lay Barth wide open to this criticism.

In setting out the basic framework of his model, Barth does place

the greatest emphasis on the "elementary level", on the principles held

to direct individual behaviour: he suggests that though roles ("complex

and comprehensive patterns of behaviour") may be generated from statuses

9
Problems may still remain, of course, in actually predicting

transactional behaviour from values, not least the one of measurement
in the situational assessment of relevant values (Emerson op. cit: 344;
Heath op. cit: 80-81). As values,the independent variables,are defined
subjectively by informants, the researcher is dependent on introspective
judgements made by respondents to yield measures of cost and reward.
However, as Heath (op. cit: 82) notes: "It is not immediately apparent
why subjects should not be asked to introspect and to report their
judgements to investigators". And, in the experimental work he examined,
the independently-ascertained attitudes and subsequent choices made by
respondents tended to coincide.

10
Indeed, this has been a lively issue amongst sociologists working

within the exchange framework. Homans and Blau have clashed explicitly
over the issue of how much significance is to be given to the premises of
individual psychology. In their dialogue The Relevance of Psychology to
the Explanation of Social Phenomena (Borger and Cioffi 1970: 313-343)
Homans reiterates a standpoint expressed at many points in earlier works
(1964b, 1967, 1969): theoretical propositions about social phenomena must
be taken back to their most general explanatory premises - the psychological.
Blau, on the other hand, does not accept that explanations of social behaviour
can be reduced to basic psychological principles and launches an outright
attack on the "reductionist fallacy of ignoring emergent properties".
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("simpler specifications of rights"), we can only comprehend the ways

in which these statuses are generated by starting "at a more elementary

level" (p. 3).

Barth is impelled to adopt this emphasis because of the corrective

nature of his model: his intention is to repudiate the structural-

functional, holistic approach with jts leaning towards abstract

institutional and normative explanations of social behaviour, and statuses

and structures. Barth's primary objective, as we have seen, is to deduce

these 'social forms' and the structures of relationships from principles

held to influence individual behaviour at the more elementary level of

the transaction. The raison d'etre of the model, is, therefore, to show

how 'social forms' are created out of the processes of personal inter¬

action; hence the need to emphasize the micro processes of interaction.

Barth, indeed, anticipates the criticism of psychological reductionism

which his model is likely to attract. However, he explicitly represents

his own position as anti-reductionist and expresses scepticism as to the

possibility or desirability of psychological reductionism: "No doubt",

he writes, "man has a psychological constitution which affects the way

he behaves. But as a social anthropologist I am concerned with exploring

the effects of social determinants on human behaviour" (p. 5). His mention

of 'social determinants' reveals that though his emphasis may be on the

elementary level of interaction, he does not underestimate the importance

of extra-individual factors: the analyst must take into account the wider
institutional forces present in the environment which serve to restrain

individuals on the one hand and to yield manipulable resources on the

other. Also, in his own empirical work amongst the Swat Pathans (1959)

and the Fur of the Sudan (1967) , Barth makes it quite clear the importance

he places on the "social determinants on human behaviour"; in both of

these works he pays considerable attention to the constraints and

incentives located in the environment - ecological features, kinship

factors and occupational roles - which are shown to have a marked influence

on the strategy-choices of individuals. At the same time, however, it

is true,as Asad (1972: 84) has remarked in relation to the Swat work,
that these factors are brought into association and highlighted through

the individual's search for benefits and rewards.

In the second essay in Models Barth makes even more clear his

commitment to sociological explanations of behaviour. His stand here -

that society is a reality sui generis needing to be explained by 'social

facts'- is unequivocal. In this essay he discusses the 'emergent property'

of action and introduces the important concept of 'feedback':



"Clearly, every instance of transaction takes place in a
matrix of values and statuses, the latter being a basic
social arrangement, a distribution of values; and the
constraints and incentives on choices are determined by
such basic frameworks. But not only do the cumulated
resultant choices produce patterns which again affect and
modify choice; ...instances of transaction affect in turn
both the canons and distribution of values, and in part
compel the 'correction' of these values. Thus actions
can have a feed-back effect which make them logically
on a par, and in a certain sense developmentally prior
to, values and social arrangements" (p. 15).

New social relationships and new values are generated through individual

activity and these, in turn, are fed back into the social system and

serve to canalize further choices.

It would seem, therefore, that Barth successfully refutes the charge

of psychological reductionism. The model accommodates Mitchell's require¬

ment that any social analyst must include both a micro analysis of social

relationships as well as an analysis in terms of social institutions

(Mitchell 1969: 14-15, 48-49); the two analyses involve different

levels of abstraction (both, however, sociological) but both approaches

are necessary and indeed complementary. How much emphasis should be

placed on either in the interpretation of the data, and how much change

in either dimension is determined by change in the other, are separate

questions (Parkin 1976: 167) and here Barth leaves us in little doubt

as to his own predilections.

But, whilst Barth seeks explicitly to avoid the accususation of

'psychological reductionism', he, nevertheless, emerges as what is

generally termed a 'methodological individualist'. The relative merits

of 'individualism' versus 'holism' or 'collectivism' have constituted

a continuing debate in the literature (O'Neill, 1973). The postulate of

methodological individualism signifies that, as an ideal, the explanation

of any social phenomena, whether situated at an institutional level or

at the interpersonal level, assumes an analysis of the behaviour of the

individual actors who make up the systems at the centre of which is the

phenomenon (Boudon 0£. cit: 174: Mennell op. cit: 4-5). Barth clearly
emerges in this light as a methodological individualist. Propositions

and assumptions about the behaviour of individuals are an essential

ingredient of his framework. But, as we have also seen, they are not,

by any means, the sole ingredients: an analysis of the structure of

the social systems, groups, situations, and sub-systems in which social

actors operate also enter into his explanation of human behaviour. The

adoption of a position of methodological individualism does not mean,

therefore, that one need also be a psychological reductionist.
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(c) The charge that the theory rests on an untenable notion
of rationality:

The third major criticism levelled against exchange theory, in

general, and Barth's model, in particular, can be narrowed to the

contention that action is to be interpreted within the paradigm of a

notion of rationality attached to a maximization principle (Paine

op. cit: 6-10; Kapferer o£. cit: 7-8). A great deal of deliberate
calculation does appear to be assumed by Barth's model. The model we

will recall, is based on the notion that partners to a transaction will

aim to keep their 'benefits' or 'rewards' equalizing or exceeding 'costs':

"There must", Barth writes, "be a ledger kept of value gained and lost;

and each successive move affects that ledger" (p. 4). This is, of course,

the importation of homo (sic) economicus into the model where the

assumption is that man as an economizer, a maximizer, a rationalizer,

an allocater, and hence, as a creature with self-determining, self-interested

propensities and clear-sighted decision-making abilities, conjures with

probabilities and mentally rehearses expected returns for alternative

behaviours prior to decision-taking and action (Paine 0£. cit: 3).
Barth acknowledges his debt to the game theorists for this concept of

'rational' man (p. 5): in classic game theory, transactional behaviour

involves perfectly rational players, making conscious choices based upon

self-interested calculation, and able to estimate their optimal choices

from knowledge of the payoffs prior to taking action (Luce and Raiffa,

1957).

However if one applies a logic where the social actor is supposed

to act with perfect rationality there are a number of broad assumptions

which have to be made: that the person has a complete intellectual

grasp of the situation including complete information of the rewards

available (Chadwick-Jones op. cit: 147; Hempel 1965: 482; Heath

op. cit: 75; Atack 1973: 221); that he is able to see his interests

with clarity (Boudon oj). cit: 13); that he has a clear set of objectives
(Hempel op. cit: 482); that he is able to perceive the means which are

available to attain his objectives (Boudon o£. cit: 13); and that he is
in a position to evaluate the cost and efficiency of alternative means

(Boudon op. cit: 13). Abelson (1974) a social psychologist, gives us

a clear account of what is involved in the claim that a person's action

is rational:

"To achieve full rationality in any given situation, an individual
must carry out a number of cognitive tasks: he must bring to mind
the relevant considerations, test the credibility of the premises
subject to doubt, gather further necessary information, calculate
the most rational policy, and act if possible so as to implement
this policy; furthermore each of these steps may be subject to
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frequent revision in light of unanticipated consequences of
the implementation" (p. 59).

This would result in an impossibly complicated model of behaviour: as

the number of different aspects of situations to be considered and weighed

increases arithmetically, the number of conjoint alternatives to be

pondered increases exponentially (Atack op. cit: 221; Chadwick-Jones

op. cit: 140).

Widespread evidence exists to suggest that rational action as just

depicted is not a general form of action. There are many factors -

psychological as well as sociological - which may lead behaviour to

depart from these criteria of rationality. Social psychologists like

Thibaut and Kelley (1959) have stressed that many solutions to choice-

problems are provided by habit and routine; this is confirmed by

phenomenologists like Schutz (1962) who maintain that we live in a taken-for-

granted world and normally act without deliberation of any kind, let

alone careful calculation. In addition, information may be differentially

distributed amongst a group; social actors may not pursue their interests

because their knowledge is inadequate or faulty; there are individual

differences in perceptual skills (Thibaut and Kelley, op. cit); and

cognitive psychology indicates major limitations as to how individuals

actually process information (Dawes, 1976). The sociologist Boudon (1981)

also demonstrates that a model of 'rational action' or, as he prefers,

'logical action' is inadequate: he gives examples of social situations

which are not only structurally ambiguous for social actors but constitute

veritable traps; whatever the social actor's decision, he exposes himself

to consequences that he would wish to avoid (p. 3). Boudon further high¬

lights the difficulties involved in trying to maintain a precise boundary

between rationality and irrationality: an action can be rational in the

short-term, but not in the long-term; and an action can be rational for

each individual but irrational from the moment when each one behaves

rationally (p. 4). And finally, it should be noted that homo economicus

has not been verified empirically by the game theorists even in observations

of experimental games (Wiberg, 1972); also, in economics, multiple factors

confound rational decision-making (Blau 1964: 96); and in sociology even

exchange theorists of the stature of Homans and Blau do not assume without

qualification that actors strive to maximize rewards (Homans 1961: 72, 79;

Blau 0£. cit: 19-20).
In addition, in real life, as we know, action often takes place in

situations of uncertainty. The rational model seems to assume that social

actors plan their actions in situations of complete subjective certainty.

Heath (1976), however, in a valuable critique of exchange theory, considers
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three different situations in which people have to act.

The first involves situations of certainty (involving 'riskless

choice') where each course of action open to the individual has a single,

known outcome or consequence. This involves a situation in which the

person knows for certain his preference schedule, knows for certain what

he is able to do, and knows for certain the consequences of his action

(Heath op. cit: 7-13).

The second kind of scenario is where people have to act in

situations involving risk ('risky choice') where a number of possible

outcomes may follow from any given course of action. In this situation the

person still knows for certain the rank order of his preferences, and the
nature of his resources, but he does not know for sure the consequences

of an action (ibid: 13-14).

The third condition in which people might act is in situations of

uncertainty ('choice under uncertainty'). In this situation a person

might be uncertain about at least three aspects of the situation - his

preferences, abilities, and the probabilities of outcomes. People often

do not have clear preference schedules: here the most rational course

of action would be to reduce decision costs as much as possible, as, for

example, by handing the decisions over to a reliable other, or even by

closing one's eyes and sticking a pin in a list containing the various

options. This is the kind of uncertainty which generates the phenomenon

of 'ambivalence'(Bredemeier op. cit: 427). Also, even if a person knows

the rank order of his preferences, and has been able to estimate the

probability that his action will lead to a given outcome, he might still

be uncertain about his ability and the adequacy of his resources for

performing the action. This is a condition likely to cause 'anxiety'

(ibid.). To act rationally in this situation is, as always, to act so

as to maximize profits. In this case it would involve weighing the

benefits of trying and succeeding, against the costs of trying and

failing, and opting for the course of action which promises to yield the

larger payoff. And, finally, a person may not be able to estimate the

odds on a particular action leading to a particular outcome. We often

simply have no way of knowing how another person (or any environment)

will respond, or what an individual is going to do next. Here the

rational choice is often supposed to be the minimax rule of game theory -

the choice which will maximize one's minimum gain or minimize one's

maximum loss. Sometimes, however, there is not even a choice that will

achieve this (Heath op. cit: 15-18).^

11From this point on theorists seem to disagree as to whether the course
of action that would,in the long run,maximize profits is either to act as if
all outcomes were equally probable or to consider only the best possible
outcome and the worst possible one, and to refer to one's preference schedule
as between them (Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944; Luce and Raiffia, 1957).



Under conditions of uncertainty, therefore, each possible action

has a distribution of possible outcomes, only one of which will

materialize if the action is taken, and that one outcome cannot be

foreseen (Alchian, 1950). Under these conditions, notions like

'maximizing values' or 'producing optimal benefits' begin to sound

hollow; as Mennell (1974) points out, under conditions of extreme

uncertainty, "the course of action which, objectively, would produce

the most desirable outcome would be hit upon, if at all, by random

chance" (p. 26).

In view of the overwhelming conceptual and empirical objections to

a 'strong' definition of 'maximization' or 'rationality', such as seems

to define the ideal-typical actor in Barth's schema, attempts have been

made to replace the assumption that individuals pursue 'maximal benefit'

with the notion that individuals orient their behaviour to obtaining

satisfactory benefits. Simon (1956) has suggested that actors simplify

their computational tasks by choosing the first alternative that meets

a minimum set of conditions which are considered satisfactory; it is

in terms of such satisficing that Simon defines rationality. Atack

(1973) also suggests that we substitute the concept of satisficing for

that of 'maximizing': a satisficing model would assume that a social

actor is not attracted to decisions through calculated expectations of

payoffs but is forced to search for alternatives because his present

situation is unsatisfactory; a person's action, therefore, is understood

to follow heuristic rules in trying to increase levels of satisfaction

over what can be expected from other options. In a similar attempt to

modify the concept of 'maximizing', Prattis (1973: 46-58) suggests that

we examine rationality in terms of 'strategising' and not in terms of

exclusive maximizing or satisficing.

Because there would appear to be only degrees of approximate

rationality, and because there is limited information about consequences,

and limited capacity for a social actor to use this rationality, one

solution would be to look at the question in terms of subjective

maximization and to pay attention to the situational logic of the person

making decisions. Here, the analyst would not apply stringent 'maxi¬
mization' rules but would allow, instead, for 'relativity' depending on

the social situation of the actor with regard to both rules and information

(Chadwick-Jones op. cit: 140). Watkins (1970: 167-217) refers to this

as the 'imperfect rationality principle' .

A situational logic approach has been defined by Jarvie (1969) as:



"... the view that the only known way to explain social life
is to envisage the situation as it is faced by the individual,
and attempt to reconstruct those factors in that situation,
including his own beliefs and proclivities, which led him
to act in the way he did" (p. 202).

In other words, if one knows the individual's understanding of the

situation of choice, and the ends he is pursuing, and how he perceives

that he can achieve them, then one can see the actor's action as

logical in terms of the situation. This is obviously very similar to

Thomas's dictum on understanding resulting from knowledge of the actor's

own 'definition of the situation'. Situational logic, however, does

not imply idiosyncratic forms of logic that differ from situation to

situation: logic is a particular method of reasoning and cannot be

situation-specific; what are specific.however, are the considerations

to which a person pays attention in various circumstances (Menzies op.

cit: 104) .

A depiction of the behaviour of a single woman in Accra in terms

of her situational logic would yield us her understanding of her

circumstances in her own terms: we could discover what ends she is

seeking and the means she perceives which are available to her for

their achievement both by asking her questions and by inferring it

from observations of her behaviour and our knowledge of behaviour in

Ghanaian society; we would then be in a position to understand - in

the Weberian sense of verstehen - the woman's own situational logic.

This would not mean, however, that the analysis would be, inevitably,

subjectivist (Boudon o£. cit: 166); this form of understanding has

nothing to do with introspection or any special skill on the part of

the analyst to 'empathize' with a respondent (Mennell op. cit: 23);

it involves just the same process of interpretation of another person's

meanings which is crucial to normal social interaction and even to natural

science, with which it shares the same canons of scientific method (Schutz

op. cit: 56); and verification of any explanation would be obtained by

statistical or comparative analyses of many cases (Weber 1968: 1, 10).

This situational logic approach would appear to allow us to resolve

some of the difficulties posed by adopting Barth's model in an unmodified

form. The main problem, as we saw, was the 'strong' version of rationality,

borrowed from the game theorists, which was embodied in it. The adoption

of a situational logic approach would not require the assumption that

people - the single worn en in this instance - are forever consciously

assessing their preference schedules, balancing their reward-cost ledgers,

working out consequences, calculating probabilities as to outcomes, and

so on; instead, we would assume that as social actors the women are



possessed of intentionality, that they are confronted by choices, and

that they try to take the best decisions according to a preference ranking;

however, they cannot be certain about the balance of costs and advantages,

and will tend to act so as to maximize rewards and to minimize costs over

time or in the long term: at the same time, by acting rationally in this

way, there is no guarantee that they will, necessarily, be successful.

With this modification, Barth's model can serve as an extremely useful
heuristic framework for the analysis of the research evidence. We remain

committed to a general maximizing assumption as to the conduct of social

relations, but not to a rationality which could be understood in any

narrow, cognitive, accounting-procedure sense. This postulate of general,

long-term maximizing can then be tested in terms of the women's own

situational logic.

If, however, the hypothesis that the single women are trying to push

home their advantage (within the limits imposed upon them by the constraints

(as perceived by them) of their own situation) fails to explain the

phenomenon of singlehood that we wish to account for, or if it is un-

illuminating, then we shall, of course, have to turn to other explanations.

But, despite the definite problems involved in the claim that people act

as if rational, it is possibly, as Heath has noted (op. cit: viii) , the

best initial assumption we can make about people: "I think we do well

until firm evidence to the contrary is available, to assume that our

fellow men are as rational and intelligent agents as we usually suppose

ourselves to be".

In the present analysis one concern will be, therefore, to test

whether Barth's model (modified to accommodate a general maximizing

assumption) can be used to advantage in trying to explain the behaviour

of a category of urban African single women whose actions are not readily

explicable in terms of a more conventional structural-functionalist

framework.

(vii) Methodological problems involved in carrying out a study
of single women using a Transactional Model:

Two general methodological problems relating to the issues just

raised require further discussion in the context of the present research

given that the study was aimed at a category of women who appeared to be

subscribing to a separate culture of deviant norms and values. As we saw,

one of the major requirements in using a transactional model is to get

respondents to define, in subjective terms, their values; another

requirement involves getting informants to offer motivational accounts

for their actions. The context of the interview would be of major

importance, therefore, given we would be dependent on the women's own

judgements for our measures of cost and reward. However, assuming that
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we were able to elicit the co-operation of the women, what proof would

we have that there was a correspondence between the reasons offered by

the women for their actions and the 'real' reasons? Afterall, it is

generally acknowledged that it is within the area of deviance that

social scientists receive the most unsatisfactory replies: the deviant

asked about motives will often produce an account which is found to be

literally incredible, or he may remain silent about his motives

(Taylor 1972: 23). Perhaps, therefore, lies, excuses or justifications

were all we could reasonably expect from these women given their

stigmatized status?

A further important determinant in obtaining valid and reliable

data is the respondents' perception of the fieldworker (Berreman, 1962).

A crucial factor influencing this perception is, it is argued, the sex

of the ethnographer. In social anthropology, the effect of the ethno¬

grapher's sex is now quite routinely referred to - especially by female

writers who tend to convert it into a role: a female ethnographer is

better able to study women simply by being a woman herself; she is

expected to be more readily acceptable to female informants and afforded

access to 'secrets' from which men are excluded. The assumption is,

therefore, that a woman learns more about women and that the data are

more reliable (Wallman 1978: 37-39). Adopting these assumptions, my

own sexual status as a woman would have placed me at some advantage in

conducting the research with the women. But what of those respondents

who could not be approached directly by the researcher because of

language problems and for whom an interpreter would be necessary? Would

the sex of the interpreter-assistant also be of major significance?

These two methodological issues are best confronted at the outset.

(a) Correspondence between women's statements of motives
and 'real' motives:

In an attempt to overcome the inadequacies of the deviant's own

accounts, social scientists have tended to look for ways in which motives

can still be collected for analysis whilst effectively side-stepping

the actor's own representation of his purpose and intentions. The

functionalists' inventory of culturally defined objectives ("goals,

purposes and interests, held out as legitimate objectives for all or for

diversely located members of the society")(Merton 1968: 186) and means

("regulations, rooted in the mores of institutions, of allowable procedures

for moving toward these objectives ")(ibid: 187) is one way in which

sociologists have tried to do this. Goals like 'success', 'achievement',

the 'accumulation of personal wealth' or even 'the conquests of a Don

Juan' (ibid: 220), can be compiled with little reference to, or dependence

upon, the actors' stated motives These goals - internalized via the
\
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family, the school and the workplace - are then represented as the

necessary and sufficient motives for action, 'truer' indications of the

actor's intentions than their own motivational accounts (Taylor op. cit:

24). Theorists of this persuasion effectively write off, therefore, what

the deviant has to say; his accounts are of little if any significance

and can be discarded without loss or penalty in deciding why it was that

he decided to act in the way he did. In effect, they deny the deviant's

right to make a claim upon the researcher's credibility.

However, despite this tendency on the part of some theorists to deny

legitimacy to the deviant's own verbalized accounts, there have also been

sociologists who have taken the actor at his word and who have insisted

that, as social scientists, we listen to what individuals tell us. These

writers contend that in these motivational accounts may lie not only the

necessary (although not always the sufficient) reasons for the initial

decision to act but also the necessary reasons for the continuation of

the deviant behaviour. The acknowledged pioneer of this approach is the

sociologist C. Wright Mills.

Mills' concern was not simply to correct traditional approaches to

the discovery of motives for the deviant: his formulations constitute

an attempt to construct a general sociology of motivation. For Mills,

statements of motives are important data for the social scientist trying

to understand human behaviour, deviant or otherwise:

"...the differing reasons men give for their actions - are not
themselves without bases. Rather than throw these reasons aside
as "mere rationalizations" we may use them in understanding why
men act as they do" (1954: 115).

Mills asserts that statements of motive are fundamentally of a social

character. When a person confesses motives, he is not usually trying to

describe his social conduct nor, simply, to state reasons for it: he is

trying, typically, to advance reasons which will mediate the enactment

of his role and, thereby, to influence others (1940: 907). In any society,

however, there is only a limited range of acceptable motives which will

produce the desired effect in any group and an actor has to choose those

which are acceptable and which will, where necessary, realign him with

individuals or groups whose expectations he may have temporarily violated.

These expressed motives may be those which generated the action in the first

place - or they may not: they may be motives adopted in the very course of

acting. However, the fact that an actor may be readjusting his perspectives

on the basis of current acts, commitments, and relationships, and reinter¬

preting his motives (settling, perhaps, for ones that will satisfy those -

like ethnographers - who question him), does not mean that these present

statements of motive are redundant as data for the researcher:
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"A man may begin an act for one motive; in the course of this
act he may adopt an auxiliary motive which he will use to
explain his act to others who question it, or whom he feels
may question it in the future. The use of this second motive
as an apology does not make it inefficacious as a factor in
his conduct. In such after-the-event explanations we often
appeal to an acceptable vocabulary of motives, associated
with expectations with which the members of the situation
are in agreement" (Mills 1954: 116).

The appeal to an acceptable vocabulary of motives, therefore, wins an

actor allies for his activities; and by affording social acceptance, such

motives "often strengthen [the] will to act" (ibid: 117) . Reconstructed

motives have the same role to play in this respect as 'real' motives: once

articulated they become reasons for continuance of an activity. On the

other hand, an actor unable to articulate an acceptable vocabulary of motives

may have to abandon a particular line of activity. A social actor's
vocabulary of motives is, therefore, an important mechanism of social
control.

Up to this point what is being asserted by Mills is that the vocabularies

which individuals choose for their statements of motive tend to be those

which are accepted by others as reasonable, adequate, satisfactory, and

appropriate reasons for conduct; and, they may also be important controlling

factors of action regardless of whether the stated motives are those which

generated the action in the first place. It is still of considerable interest,

however, to know whether the vocabularies chosen for statements by the single

women, for instance, can be considered their 'real' motives. On this point

Mills asserts that the more deeply internalized in the person, and the more

closely integrated with 'the psychic structure' a vocabulary of motives is,

the greater is the chance that it contains 'the real motives' (ibid: 120):

and those vocabularies of motive which have the greatest chance - other

things being equal - of becoming fully integrated in the individual's

psychic structure are those which are used consistently by the individual

whether in public, in private, and when alone.

Mills is suggesting, therefore, that the investigator probing for

'real' motives must pay attention to the context of vocabularies of motive:

the researcher must note the consistency or otherwise of these accounts

in both the private and public domains in which the individual operates.

It is from such observations that the researcher can infer how deeply

stated motives have been internalized, and thus how 'real' they are

(ibid: 119-124).

The significance of Mills' work for the present research lies in his

insistence that we listen to the women's own accounts - even if they are
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no more than social justifications and introduced as a means
12

of persuading others to accept (and further) their own actions.

A study of the women's stated motives can also provide us with

important clues about the nature of the culture in which they

are enmeshed: on the one hand, we can look for the limitations

(the justifications not being mentioned, for example) imposed

upon the women's motivational vocabulary; and, on the other, the

set of motives offered will reveal the culturally acceptable

way in which respondents feel they can justify their behaviour

as a chosen solution to their problem. A search for 'real'

motives will involve an alertness to the consistency of the
13

women's vocabulary of motives across a number of contexts.

The motives of the women - as also their goals, values,

desires, intentions, beliefs, worries, plans and so on - would

be elicited in the course of both the formal interviews and in

casual conversations. They would be outlined, therefore, in

subjective terms by the women themselves and defined independently

of their actual transactional behaviour. This knowledge of

12
Goffman, in The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life

(1959) presents a similar defence of what he terms 'impression
management' from the perspective of a symbolic interactionist.
"While we could retain the common-sense notion that fostered appear¬
ances can be discredited by a discrepant reality, there is often no
reason for claiming that the facts discrepant with the fostered
impression are any more the real reality than is the fostered
reality they embarrass. A cynical view of every-day performances
can be as one-sided as the one that is sponsored by the performer.
For many sociological issues it may not even be necessary to
decide which is the more real, the fostered impression or the one
the performer attempts to prevent the audience from receiving"
(pp.65-66).

13
Again the argument of a symbolic interactionist like

Goffman (1959) is instructive here. He argues that behaviour
that differs before different audiences is equally revealing, in
each context. To take the example of the present research to
illustrate: a woman who leaps to a proposal of marriage having
recently informed the visiting ethnographer that she is totally
opposed to marriage may 'believe' in both or neither; in each
context, however, she is responding to her social environment so
as to maintain or enhance her position in it. And from her
behaviour can be drawn - if not the 'true' feelings she entertains -

than inferences about the nature of the constraints upon her in
each situation, and insights into the overall social system in
which she operates.
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what the women found rewarding or costly would then be investi¬

gated through the use of the main research technique - partici¬

patory observation. This approach would also help to verify

whether the motives, values, and goals articulated by the

women were, indeed, 'real' in the sense of being translated

into different behavioural options. Afterall, to suggest

that the women have certain motives tied to goals and value-

preferences is meaningless in any but a comparative frame of

reference: nothing is costless; everything requires a sacrifice

of something else. Simmel (1971: 51) makes this point very

clearly in his discussion of exchange theory. The example

he uses is drawn from economic behaviour but it is equally

applicable in other areas of exchange behaviour:

"If we regard economic activity as a special case
of the universal life-form of exchange, as a sacrifice
in return for a gain, we shall from the very beginning
intuit something of what takes place within this
form, namely, that the value of the gain is not ...
brought with it, ready made, but accrues to the
desired object, in part or even entirely through
the measure of the sacrifice demanded in acquiring
it" (p.51).

The value of something to the women is, therefore, what

they are prepared to sacrifice for its attainment. All actions

and behaviour involve opportunity costs - the cost involved

in denying ourselves the chance to pursue other activities

and courses of action; and many actions or courses of behaviour

involve, additionally, disutility costs - the discomfort,

unpleasantness, annoyance, and toil intrinsic to the activity

(ibid: 49-50). The study of the women's behaviour, and,

in particular, the observation of the sacrifices they are

making will, therefore, yield us additional measures of what

value different courses of action have for them, and how they

accord with their vocabularies of motive. However, by obtaining

independent measures of 'motive' and 'value' we would not

be arguing from the sacrifices made to the deducement of

values. In this way we would hope to avoid the charge of a
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circular or tautological form of reasoning which is frequently,

as we have seen, levelled against the social exchange

model.

(b) Respondents' perception of fieldworker:

The second major methodological issue relating to the

context in which data were collected concerns the status of

the fieldworker in relation to the people being studied.

Any rigorous interpretation of the effects of the sex,

age, marital status, socio-economic status or any other charac¬

teristic of the fieldworker on a respondent's perception of

him is highly problematic. It is, nevertheless, important

to know, in some analytic way, where the investigator stands

in relation to his respondents. Berreman (1962), using

Goffman's dramaturgic imagery, sums up the essential nature

of this analysis:

"Impression management is a feature of all social
interaction. It is apparently a necessary condition
for continued social interaction. An understanding
of its nature and of the resultant performances
is essential to competent ethnography. Methodo¬
logical procedures must be employed which will
reveal not only the performance staged for the
observer, but the nature of the efforts which
go into producing it and the backstage situation
it conceals" (p.24).

The sex of the ethnographer is assumed by most present-

day female anthropologists to be one of the major determinants

influencing a female respondent's perception: a female

researcher, it is argued, is more favourably perceived

and hence more likely to be taken into a woman's confidence

than a male. This was also my initial assumption. Fortunately

my own female sex-class suggested I would have no difficulties

to contend with in that respect. However, with the lengthy

interviews with the single women, I realized that I could

not work effectively without some assistance owing to my

ignorance of the language spoken by a substantial minority

of the respondents. I needed an interpreter - and I determined to

have a female one. Ramatu, the only female member of the original
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census-survey team agreed to act as my assistant . Although the

information on her original schedules was more 'scanty' than that

returned by the three male interviewers, I was confident that - as an

interpreter - she could be guided appropriately. The first two lengthy

interviews with the single women had not been particularly successful:

Ramatu was tense and ill-at-ease which was readily communicated to the

informants; however, at the time I attributed the poor rapport to my

own presence and 'stranger' status. Ramatu quit at this point; she

never told me directly that she wished to leave but became increasingly

unreliable and uncontactable although living nearby. With many misgivings

I turned to Mohammed for assistance whilst I looked for a female re¬

placement. Mohammed, also a member of the original census-survey team,
15

was a post-graduate student at the University of Ghana

From the outset, Mohammed revealed a deep appreciation of the problems

involved in carrying out social research. He was very concerned to allay

any anxieties the women might have had about participating and his wit

and relaxed manner, combined with a deep sensitivity and tolerance, made

for easy rapport. After the first few interviews, he knew the schedule

and routine; he sensed exactly when to probe and how to tease or cajole

the women into revealing additional information; but, although his

questioning was incisive, the interviews assumed a basically conversational

tone with the women at ease in his presence. I sat with Mohammed whilst

14
Ramatu was Kusasi by ethnic origin; an A-level certificate holder;

a Christian; and in her mid-twenties. She appeared to be ideally suited
for the role of interpreter: she was extremely proficient in a number of
Ghanaian languages and had previous experience of social research having
worked on the population project of the Institute of Social and Economic
Research. She was also, herself, a single woman although engaged to a
young and successful southern Ghanaian business-man.

15
Mohammed was Hausa by ethnic origin; a Muslim; and in his mid-

thirties. He was born in Koforidua, a Twi-speaking town in the Eastern
Region of Ghana where he grew up in a large family compound from which his
mother and her two 'rivals' conducted trading ventures; his father was a
successful trader. Mohammed trained originally as a teacher and taught
in a Koforidua secondary school for a number of years before embarking
on his undergraduate work in Islamic studies at the University of Ghana.
It was there I first met him, four years earlier, when he answered my
advertisement for a language-tutor in Hausa; later we worked together
on a part-time basis for over a year on a project in a local Accra Zongo
or 'strangers' quarter . Since that time he had worked as a language-
instructor on courses organized for Peace Corps volunteers in Accra, and
gained further familiarity with anthropological techniques by working
with another visiting ethnographer - an American - in a Kumasi Zongo.
His wife and three children had moved from Koforidua to 'Lagos Town', a
neighbourhood adjoining Kokomlemle, to be near him throughout his studies;
Habiba worked as a trader in the local Kokomlemle market.
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women revealed - with little or no embarrassment - the sharp practices

of their trade, for example, or their slide into prostitution; and even

intimate details of their own personal lives - which could run to graphic

accounts of illegal abortions - were freely given. It is not an

exaggeration to say that Mohammed was welcomed into the women's company.

There was no question of subterfuge: after the first few months I gained

some familiarity with Twi (the language in which most of the interviews

requiring translation were conducted) and could have detected any major

errors or omissions; and, as a check, an independent translation of a

sample of Mohammed's taped interviews was carried out by another

assistant.

After the first few interviews, therefore, all thoughts of replacing

Mohammed as interpreter-assistant vanished. As it turned out he acted

as interpreter for a total of 33 interviews (22 in Twi; 6 in Ga; 3 in

Ewe; and 2 in Krobo); I conducted on my own,46 interviews in English

and 8 in Hausa with Ramatu assisting in two instances with the Hausa

interviews.

No researcher can ever state without qualification that interview

data are totally accurate or complete in all respects; however, what can

be stated in relation to the present data is that they are appreciably

more accurate and complete than would have been the case had Ramatu

remained as interpreter. In any research the ethnographer remains alert

to the possibility of error and deception and takes steps to keep them

at a minimum: and, on measures such as cross-checks embedded in the

interview schedules, covering some of the same ground during my own

informal socializing with informants, and an independent check on the

tapes, Mohammed's interview data were, by and large, verified; they

also tallied with the information on the census-schedules obtained, in

most instances, by other researchers. This, however, cannot be claimed

in respect of Ramatu's work: as we began to return to compounds where

Ramatu had carried out the initial interviewing and to become better

acquainted with the single women, a consistent picture of missed or

suppressed information began to emerge: unformalized unions with boy¬

friends had been skipped, for example, or children born out of wedlock

went unrecorded. There was no reason to suspect that Amina was either

lazy or incompetent: she was just not being taken into the women's

confidence. A clear pattern of concealment of information which might

conceivably have cast informants in a bad light became evident. And,

this was only true in respect of Ramatu's schedules: in the case of

not only Mohammed's schedules but also those of the two other members

of the original census team - both male - a remarkable consistency of
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detail was maintained.

What reasons can we adyance for the variations in both the quality

and quantity of information received by Mohammed and Ramatu? The

differences cannot be explained in terms of their educational, economic,

ethnic or any other immediately apparent socio-economic characteristic:

both were well-educated, upwardly mobile, and of similar northern

'stranger' status (as far as the largely southern Ghanaian, Twi-speaking

respondents were concerned). This still leaves, however, the variables

of sex and marital status and of these two factors I was led to conclude

that the sex of the respective assistants was crucial - but not in a way

predicted by the literature: for this particular study, Ramatu's female-

ness was a positive disadvantage.

It was precisely because Ramatu was a woman and could be readily

identified with as one, that she was experiencing difficulties in getting

informants to open up to her: why should the informants, women themselves,

reveal the intimacies of their lives to one who, on the basis of her sex,

was a 'sister', a fellow-traveller? Why should she be trusted to safe¬

guard their 'secrets'? The significance of Ramatu's shared 'single'

status probably only compounded her difficulties as it made for an even

greater identity of interests. On the other hand, if Ramatu was married,

she would conceivably have fared even worse: given the stigma of single-

hood, it is not unreasonable to suppose that informants would have felt

even more inclined to go on the defensive and engage in even more elaborate

'impression management'.

Also, following from this common identification on the basis of a

shared femaleness, respondents (of low educational-standards themselves)

may well have resented the differential advantages inherent in their

respective statuses and been engaged in elaborate attempts at impression

management (Berreman ibid: 22); and any such resentments may well have

been further compounded in the face of the manifest success of one, who

by ethnic background (a northerner) should have been their (southern

Ghanaian) inferior.

The context of the interview and the fieldworker-informant relation¬

ship may also have been affected by an understandable anxiety on Ramatu's

part to maintain her hard-won 'success' and status by exemplifying

appropriate establishment attitudes and virtues; this would have created

problems for Ramatu in empathizing with respondents and creating, thereby,

a suitable atmosphere for the receipt of confidences; afterall, to have

exhibited too sympathetic an understanding of 'inappropriate conduct'
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would have enmeshed her in a conspiratorial role which would haye
16

involved considerable status-loss

Mohammed, on the other hand, by -virtue of his sex, could not be

identified with in the same way. The women did not think to judge

themselves against the yardstick of his success, and he, in turn, could

naturally distance himself from the life-experiences of the women. The

alleged danger of male fieldworkers appearing as 'sexually predatory' to

female respondents was neutralized in Mohammed's case (or so I like to

think!) by having a wife living and working in the community. And, this

factor may have worked to his advantage in another way: as far as they

were concerned he was probably already aware - through his wife - of

many facets of their lives about which they might otherwise be secretive

or self-conscious.

This discussion raises, of course, the question of my own sexual

status in the eyes of the informants. As I was a constant in both

Ramatu's and Mohammed's interactions with informants, this factor could

not have influenced the differential results obtained in the two sets

of interviews. The interpretation of the effect of my sex as a female

is problematic, however, since the respondents' perceptions of me were

inextricably bound up with my 'stranger' status as a 'white'. Many

female white ethnographers who have worked with African women from

Bowen (1954) through Powdermaker (1967) to Paulme (1963) have argued

that the eccentricities of fieldwork are so far removed from recognizable

feminine gender behaviour that they have ended up being perceived as

16

Another alternative hypothesis is that Ramatu was herself engaged
in an exercise in 'impression management' for the benefit of the white
ethnographer and was attempting to suppress information. It is conceivable
that she wished to convey to the visiting fieldworker a definition of
Ghanaian womanhood that would cast its practitioners (and herself by
inference) in a favourable light - an impression not too greatly at
variance with the role-model she herself had been presented with by the
white Catholic nuns during her convent education in the north. It is true
that Ramatu, like many northern Ghanaians, had considerable 'respect' for
white people and what she understood to be the white way of life. She
was certainly keen to shelter me from the seamier aspects of Kokomlemle
life, demonstrated most tangibly in her efforts to get me to leave the
'House of Women' in which I first lodged; she was also generally inclined
to steer me away from association with low-status women. Mohammed, on
the other hand, could not be expected - as a male - to have the same
vested interest in the visiting ethnographer's impression of Ghanaian
womanhood; and he did not appear in the least concerned as to whether
my view was unflattering or not. Mohammed had successfully trimmed any
idealized image of the white man's world that he might have gained during
schooldays from his years of contact with visiting ethnographers and
Peace Corps volunteers, and ready access to their social worlds.
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' asexualWallman (1978) expresses this precisely:

"A female ethnographer is perceived by her female subjects
as an ethnographer, not as a man perhaps, but not as a
woman either. If her sex class is recognizably female, her
gender behaviour is wrong. She normally does too many strange
things, plays too strange roles, for her sex to be womanhood"
(p. 39).

The large measure of cultural strangeness associated with me, combined

with some odd gender behaviour, meant I was able to avoid the problem of

a common identification with informants which was at the root of Ramatu's

difficulties. However, whether this also implied an 'asexual' gender

classification is not clear as the respondents' perceptions of me are

almost impossible to dissociate from my own perceptions of myself.

Of course, the exact implications of our status as researchers in

the eyes of the informants, or the actual impressions given, are impossible

to ascertain with any degree of certainty. However, the assumption that

problems associated with studying women will be considerably less if female

fieldworkers are used has not been borne out in the present study: what

emerges from this research is that whilst it is true - as many contemporary

anthropologists assert - that the sex of the fieldworker does make a

difference, this difference is not predictable in any straightforward way;

in the present study the use of a female assistant constituted a positive

disadvantage. It is also important to remember that sex is only one

factor bearing on a respondent's perception of the research worker. Many

other variable come into play which can introduce distortions to data:

the substantive nature of the research may have an important part to play;

the age, marital status, and educational and economic standing of the

fieldworker may also have some effect; the physical appearance of the

worker, whether in terms of perceived beauty or of ethnic or racial group,

may also play some part; local attitudes to divulging information to

strangers may also have some effect; and the vested interests of informants

may also, conceivably, be involved (Marshall 1970: 167-191; Wallman op.

cit: 41). And, of course, these variables may themselves be a function

of the particular culture being studied.

(viii) The application of the Transactional Model in the present study:

To apply Barth's transactional model in the present study will involve

conceptualizing the single women as social actors who adopt strategies

to achieve socially defined prizes: the goals they set themselves will

be defined in accordance with the situational logic of the women, and

influenced by their respective positions within the overall social system

and the resources which they themselves possess. The main hypothesis to be

tested is that the strategies employed by the women will involve attempts

to maximize their resources by manipulating the opportunities that they
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perceive to be present in their environment. At the same time, the

choices and strategies that they employ can be expected to be a response

to the wider constraints and incentives present in their social environ¬

ment. The central problem for the analyst using this model will be,

therefore, as Barth makes clear (1966: 1), the discovery of "the

constraints and incentives that canalize choices". These 'constraints

and incentives' will constitute, in effect, a backdrop of rules which

the women as rational social actors will have to observe when pursuing

their goals.

Bailey, an anthropologist heavily influenced by Barth, uses the

analogy of a game to describe individual choice behaviour in society

(1969). Individual social actors are conceived as striving for scarce

ends in the same way as competitors behave in sporting events: in a

game, as in society, there are certain prizes; individuals agree that

such prizes are worth having and they also agree on the basic procedural

means for attaining them (ibid: 1); and, finally, it is assumed that

individuals have "limited resources with which to gain their ends" and

that they "must choose between the different manoeuvres or counter-

manoeuvres which are open to them according to their estimate of the

relative costs" (ibid: 37).

Bailey also makes a useful conceptual distinction when discussing

the rules found in any society. He differentiates between what he terms

the 'normative rules' and the 'pragmatic rules'. His substantive definition

of normative rules is that they are rules which "express a society's

ultimate and publicly acceptable values" (ibid: 4); they are "very

general guides to conduct... used to judge particular actions ethically

right or wrong" (ibid: 5); they "say what is the right and proper thing

to do" (ibid: 16).

Pragmatic rules, on the other hand, are defined as "rules which

recommend courses of action as being effective" (ibid: 3); these rules

are the "practical instructions about how to win"(ibid: 4); they

"recommend tactics and manoeuvres as likely to be the most efficient"

(ibid: 5); they are "statements not about whether a particular line

of conduct is just or unjust, but about whether or not it will be effective.

They are normatively neutral" (ibid: 6). In short, pragmatic rules "tell

you what is the effective thing to do, right or wrong" (ibid: 16).

Bailey's conception of normative rules is, therefore, similar to

Barth's in that Bailey also argues that they do not pose absolute

constraints on social behaviour. But Bailey goes even further: he is

arguing that alongside the normative rules can be found the pragmatic

ones which also serve to define fields of individual choice behaviour.
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These pragmatic rules, moreover, recommend the behaviour, strategies

and manoeuvres most likely to be effective in achieving desired ends -

whether culturally approved of or not. Bailey insists, moreover, that

these complementary sets of rules are present in every society - the

normative ones whereby social relations are structured and the pragmatic

ones which produce the structured deviations from these same normative
17

standards . Bailey insists, finally, that both the normative and

pragmatic systems are inter-connected and that it is necessary to study

both for a full description and explanation of social phenomena.

This notion of 'pragmatic rules' for purposes of the present study

will involve, therefore, looking beyond the 'moral injunctions' or 'jural

rules' present in Ghanaian society: it will require a search for other

rules - rules which may afford greater maximization of individual interest

but which, in any event, will allow the women as social actors the

possibility of choice.

(ix) Plan of Thesis:

The adoption of Barth's transactional model to describe and explain

the phenomenon of singlehood requires that we follow a number of set

descriptive and analytical stages.

1 • The first step involves setting out the main ecological

factors present in the women's environment. "First", Barth notes (1966: 6),

"one needs to specify some features of the ecologic situation: that

combination of relevant environment... which sets the scene for behaviour".

Urban living is likely to reinforce certain kinds of behaviour and social

relationships and to undermine others; and some of these incentives and

constraints are, undoubtedly, to be found in a person's immediate ecological

environment. To meet Barth's first requirement, therefore, a physical

description of the neighbourhood of Kokomlemle is presented; this can be

found in Chapter III. This account draws mainly on the fieldworker's

observations but there is some supplementation, for historical depth, of

material obtained from the Ghana National Archives.

2. The next requirement involves describing the 'general

features' of the social system - those "regularities in social life...

which we observe in our investigation of a social system" (ibid: 1).

Barth emphasizes the importance of this requirement: "No matter how crude

our techniques for registration and counting are, our claim must be that

we have discovered some non-random frequency distribution in actions"

(ibid ).

17
Although Barth does not make explicit the same conceptual dis¬

tinction, it is certainly implied in his writings where he distinguishes
between the moral injunctions or cultural norms of behaviour on the one
hand and the statistical frequencies of actual behaviour on the other.
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The 'non-randean .frequency distribution in actions' is taken, in the

present research-context, to refer to the single status of the women.

For this requirement the detailed ethnographer information collected in

the in-depth study of the eighty-seven single women will be presented;

and to place the data in context, the research findings from the survey

on the wider census population will be introduced as appropriate. These

descriptive data are contained in Chapters IV - VII: Chapter IV details

the occupational roles of the single women in order to establish, at the

outset, the primary economic basis of their independence; Chapter V

introduces the major biographical details relating to the single women

and compares them, on a number of demographic variables, with their

married counterparts of the same age in Kokomlemle; Chapter VI describes

the domestic and housing arrangements of both the single women and the

wider population in Kokomlemle and discusses the social matrix of behaviours

and relationships which result from these arrangements; the aim here is

to discover what it means, in terms of actual day-to-day living, to be an

independent, single woman in Accra; and Chapter VII involves an account

of the women's marital and quasi-marital careers which is presented in

the context of a more general discussion of what marriage in Ghana

traditionally entails.

3. The third stage involves explaining "how the observable

frequency patterns, or regularities, are generated" (Ibid: 1). This

requirement involves the main analysis of the data collected from the

single women. Barth, as we know, regards these 'regularities' in social

life as the statistical outcome of a multitude of individual choices and

actions made in the light of prevailing values, constraints and incentives.

Therefore, even though the concentration will be on the individual women,

the analysis of their status and the kind of decisions they are making,

are conceived as being heavily influenced by the constraints and incentives

of their social system: in other words, the choices that the women are

making can only be understood if we consider the system of interaction in

which they are enmeshed. The main requirement at this stage involves,

therefore, the explication of:

a. The prevailing values or rules of the game to which

all members of society are expected to subscribe -

in this case the cultural rule of marriage and

motherhood for women. As the more general evidence

that marriage and motherhood are culturally highly-

valued has been presented already (in the Introduction),

further treatment of this theme will be dealt with by
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discussing whether or not the women themselves

subjectively experience disapproval lor not

complying with this prescription.

b. The constraints involved in following the cultural

norm of marriage and motherhood. Those constraints

which emerge from the data and which appear crucial

in influencing the decisions of the women to opt

for their single statuses will be presented.

c. The incentives or enabling factors present in the

cultural or social environment which also seem

important.

The discussion of the main constraints, freedoms and incentives present

in the women's social environment is contained in Chapter VIII.

4. The next major stage involves a consideration of the

'pragmatic rules' or strategies being employed by the women in their

attempts to win the prizes they esteem. An attempt will also be made here

to explain why different strategies are being adopted by different women.

This involves some consideration of the resources - vocational, social,

sexual and economic - of the women: for whilst prizes deemed desirable may

be agreed upon by all the women, the strategies required for obtaining

them may differ from one woman to another. This analysis is presented in

Chapter IX.

The main findings and implications of the study are drawn together

in Chapter X.

This, therefore, is the model being tested in the present thesis.

A major advantage of the transactional model is that it allows the women

assume the central role as social actors throughout: because, not only

is it hypothesized that it is unlikely that the women, as individuals, are

constrained absolutely by jural rules, but that there exists a market-type

situation in which they can enjoy a measure of freedom of choice to adopt

whatever strategies will best serve their own interests.
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CHAPTER III

PLACE OF ABODE - KOKOMLEMLE

Introduction:

To place the single women in context, some consideration

must be given at the outset to the physical environment in which they

are located - the neighbourhood area of Kokomlemle, The chapter opens

with a brief history of the development of Accra and the establishment

of Kokomlemle; for this section, material collected from the Ghana

National Archives, and oral accounts of the older residents of Kokom¬

lemle have been used. This is followed by a description of the

physical layout of Kokomlemle and its main amenities- Impressionistic

material gathered during the fieldwork is included to try to convey some¬

thing of the atmosphere and quality of neighbourhood life.1

The growth of Accra:

Accra is the product of five centuries of contact and inter¬

action between Ghanaian and external influences since the first arrival

of the Portuguese in 1470 (Dickson 1969: 45), In the process it has

been transformed from a relatively homogeneous, small-scale coastal

settlement occupied by the Ga, a traditionally agricultural and fishing

people, into a modern, cosmopolitan city, Its development as a modern

metropolis, however, is of relatively recent date.

At the turn of this century, an eyewitness could describe the

then indigenous settlements which lay along the coast as "an unimposing

ramshackle collection of weather-beaten white-washed houses and huts"

(Guggisberg 1909: 38). At that time there were three recognized

communities living in the area, the Ga people of James Town and Ussher

Town and the 'Mohommedan community' (GNA ADM. 20/01/1908): James Town

was composed of about two hundred families and was "hopelessly congested

and insanitary" (GNA ADM. 15/02/1908); the Gas in Ussher Town lived

1
See O'Barr (1974: 577-84) for a discussion of the uses and

value of impressionistic material in anthropological work.
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"for the most part _inj mud huts of the meanest description,..,
situated in the most congested and insanitary quarter of Accra"

(GNA ADM. 14/01/1909); as for the Muslim quarter, it was described

as "an irregular mass, and composed mostly of thatched dwellings made

of grass, with no separation between compounds, no attempt whatsoever

having been made of streeting, patching or draining any of the areas"

(GNA ADM. 11/1747: March-May 1908), To the east of these settlements,

and also situated on the coast, lay the fortified Christiansborg (now

Osu) Castle, the official residence of the Colonial Governor, and the

administrative and residential centre of the colonial authorities,

Over the next seventy years, however, the town grew

spectacularly. The initial impetus for growth lay not so much in its

being the Gold Coast's capital city, a distinction it enjoyed since

1877, but in the town's pre-eminence as a seaport, and the major outlet

for the export of cocoa which, from the 1920s, was becoming the country's

major crop (Dickson, op. cit). These developments led to an increased

flow of investment capital, an expansion of commerce, and, after

Independence in 1957, a steady growth in government and semi-state

offices and corporations. Men and women moved into the town in pursuit

of these new economic opportunities. The growing population, in its

turn, facilitated further expansion in the retail, commercial and

financial sectors of the economy, and made the city a natural site for

the location of major educational and medical services,

Just how remarkable the growth of Accra has been in this short

time-period can be gauged from the population increases: in 1911, the

number of people living in the city was 19,582; over the next decade

the population more than doubled to a figure of 41,124 in 1921, and it

rose again to 60,726 in 1931; it almost doubled again in the next inter-

censal period between 1931 and 1948, and rose from 337,820 in 1960 to

564,194 in 1970 (Census of Population Reports 1911, 1921, 1931, 1948,

1960 and 1972).

The Research Site: Kokomlemle:

Kokomlemle remained largely bush-land and unsettled for the

first quarter of this century, and lay well outside the city's boundaries.

In 1910 a British Chief Justice could refer to the area beyond the

coastal settlement as "waste land" and went on to note that people dare

not live there "as they would have been in great danger of capture by

marauding natives" (GNA Judgment Record Book, 21/02/1910). But, although
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the area was uninhabited, local Ga lineage groups did have claims on

the land. However, as the same Chief Justice remarked cynically:

"Questions of ownership were probably never raised unless some European

wanted a piece of land whereon to build a Fort or a factory" (ibid,,) .

In the memory of older residents of Kokomlemle, the first

sites to be bought and developed date from the nineteen-thirties„ With

the outward movement of people from the original nucleus of settlement

along the coast (in part forced by the colonial authorities to relieve

congestion, in part voluntary), the most southern part of Kokomlemle,

bordering on what is now the Ring Road, and the land along the Nsawam

Road, were the first parts of the area to be developed,, The colonial

authorities marked out the area and became involved themselves in the

purchase of land from local Ga Chiefs with the aim of providing low-

density housing for Europeans employed in the military and the civil

service, and property which could be leased to expatriate businesses

for their non-Ghanaian employees„

Prior to Independence in 1957, Kokomlemle was one of the few

areas in Accra township where British expatriates lived; these were

mainly commercial employees and army officers (Acquah 1958: 45)„ In

the late fifties some prominent Ghanaian politicians and civil servants

moved in, developing their own individually-acquired plots of land, and,

by the early sixties, the area had acquired a reputation as a fashion¬

able residential neighbourhood„ Indeed, during the period of fieldwork

some of the most useful landmarks in the area were the large houses

which still bore the names of their original owners - famous, and

infamous politicians like Gbedemah and Kojo Botsio, the two most

powerful politicians of the CPP after Nkrumah, Krobo Edusei, a leading

CPP organizer, Nkumsah, and many others; the names ring like a roll-

call of Nkrumah's cabinet. The indigenous Ga also began moving into

the area putting up buildings on the plots of land owned by their

descent groups. At the beginning, most occupants maintained the houses

as single family residences.

The rate of change and expansion quickened after Independence

in 1957. The late fifties and sixties saw a great expansion of

building in the area so that by 1974, when the present research
2

was carried out, there were over one thousand houses in the area;

and the population had increased from 10,106 persons in 1960,

2
I am obliged to the officers in the Rating Section of the

Accra-Tema Municipal Council for access to their records for this figure.
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to 18,695 in 1970 (Census of Population Report 1972), Europeans no

longer live in any numbers in the area; now their addresses are more

likely to be in the newer, more attractive, and more exclusive

residential areas further out in the suburbs - neighbourhoods like

Cantonments, Tesano and Roman Ridge. Many of the politicians who

originally built their urban mansions in Kokomlemle have also moved,

their fortunes reversed with the overthrow of civilian rule. The

character of the area has also changed dramatically from the time

when it was composed largely of imposing 2-storeyed buildings set
in their own spacious grounds: in a social sense, it has gone down¬

hill.

The development of Accra itself followed a radial pattern

and by the 1970s extended in a broad arc from Korle Gonno on the

western, coastal rim, through Tesano, Roman Ridge and the Airport

Residential Area to the North, and on to the coastal settlement of

Labadi on the east. Kokomlemle is very centrally located in terms

of the city as a whole (see Fig. 1). A leisurely thirty minutes

walk southwards towards the coast takes you through Adabraka and into

the main commercial, government, and administrative areas of central

Accra.

The boundaries of Kokomlemle adopted for the study are as

defined by the Census office for the National Census in 1970 (see Fig. 2

inside back cover). The area lies immediately to the north of the Ring Road,

a busy dual-carriageway, as it runs eastwards from Liberation Circle;

on the west, it is bounded by the main road to the north leading out

of Accra, the Nsawam Road, which separates Kokomlemle from the main

area of light industry in the city; on the east, a wide drain forms

the boundary between Kokomlemle and Nima, a post-war slum area which

houses the poorly-educated, northern savannah immigrants to the city

(Hart, 1973; Sandbrook and Arn, 1977); on the north no natural

boundary exists to separate the area from the highly congested area
3

of Accra New Town (known locally as Lagos Town ) where the more

occupationally mobile, foreign-African immigrants have established

themselves.

3
The name derives from the settlement there, after the 1908

outbreak of bubonic plague in central Accra, of the Yoruba section
of the 'Mohommedan community' (GNA SNA 1513: 9/07/1908)»
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Figure 1. METROPOLITAN ACCRA, 1974

Map sketched by using transparent overlay on Map of Accra
in Acquah (1958: 29); the details relevant to present
research were then inserted. Scale of map approximately
one mile to one inch.
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Kokomlemle, like the neighbourhoods of Adabraka, Tudu,

Asylum Down and Accra New Town which immediately adjoin it, is

classified, on the basis of the property rates charged, as a second-
4

class residential area „ Only Cantonments, the Airport Residential

Area, Tesano, and Roman Ridge enjoy a higher status. But to someone

accustomed to the relative orderliness, uniformity, neatness - if

not drabness - of western urban residential areas, the initial visual

impact on entering the area is one of untidy, disorganized, bustling
5

chaos „ Liberation Circle (Nkrumah Circle until the coup of 24th

February, 1966) is the entry point to Kokomlemle coming from inner

Accra, The open, unpaved, lot around the Circle on the Kdkomlemle

side is a hub of commercial activity: brightly-painted kiosks,

spaced irregularly, serve as small restaurants specializing in local

cooked dishes, or as work-shops for barbers, tailors, and goldsmiths;

traders, operating from tables, sell anything from trouser-lengths,

biros, sun-glasses, and mosquitoe-repellents, to kerosene-lamps; and

school text-books in local languages are displayed side-by-side with

the collected speeches of Lenin on the bookseller's stall. Itinerant

food sellers abound, moving around amongst the crowd with their home-

prepared dishes of garri (processed cassava), teketay (fried meat),

hard-boiled eggs, and kelewele (spiced plantain segments). Other

traders conduct their business from the ground: iced-water, kept

in large, earthen-pots, can be bought by the tin; a herbalist from

Nzima spreads out his cures for a variety of ailments from snake

bites to boils, on a polythene sheet; and the Kwawu hunters display

their grass-cutters, pheasants, and bats on rough hide-skins. In
6

the midst of this activity, the 'tro tro' drivers pull in to pick

up commuters travelling eastwards to Nima, Malam and Osu.

A walk up the Nsawam Road from the Circle brings you past

a number of solidly built 2-storeyed houses. Family life goes on

in the densely-populated compound areas to the rear, but rooms facing

4
Personal communication from the Rating Section of the Accra-

Tema Municipal Council,
5
A full listing of the main amenities and commercial services

located within Kokomlemle is provided in Appendix 5.
6
'Tro tro' or 'mammy waggon' is the local Accra term for the

converted lorries used to convey passengers. The backs of the lorries
are built up with wooden frames and planks are strung across to serve
as benches. The normal 'tro tro' would accommodate up to 36 passengers.
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onto the street are given over entirely to commerce or professional

services: here you can find the spare-parts dealers, the wholesale

trading stores, the hardware merchants, and stationery suppliers;

a modern laundry, pharmacist's shop and dispensary, and a general

medical practitioner's surgery are also located here; and the

upstairs rooms have been rented to legal practitioners, advertising

agencies, and printing companies. The 'Crazy Horse' restaurant,

patronized by the young 'afro' set, occupies the upstairs-floor of

one of these houses. The unpaved footpath outside is also given

over to buying, selling, servicing and repairing: the watch-, shoe-,

and bicycle-repairers are busy at work in their kiosks which are

arranged erratically along the roadside; several lotto receivers

sit in their unmistakable yellow kiosks, carefully preparing receipts

for the state-organized weekly lottery; young girls hang about trading

their locally-produced key soap from trays carefully balanced on top

of their heads; an elderly Hausa woman sits behind a low wooden table

on which is displayed a small quantity of kola nuts and cigarettes;

and several watch-salesmen tout for trade, their good s contained in

wooden-framed, glass cabinets. Here, also, the food and drink
sellers have established themselves: men sit under a clump of casia

trees eating dafa (a processed cassava dish) prepared in the pavement
7

kiosk which serves as a 'chop' bar; another kiosk is used as a take¬

away sandwich bar; kenkey (the popular staple starch food of the Ga

made from fermented maize), waki (black-eyed beans), banku (a local

Ewe speciality of fermented corn-dough) and rice stew can be obtained

from women selling from tables scattered about; the bread sellers

move around, their loaves piled high on trays carried on their heads;

fresh coconut milk is obtainable from a woman wielding a large machete

with which she breaks open the coconut-shells with a frightening

disregard for limb; the 'Top Hat' kiosk invites you to call for your

'Appetizing Tots of the Real Extract from Palm'; and iced minerals

are available at many points. Several tailors have also inched their

way into this area, their large treadle-machines busy, as also have

some fitters and electricians; and a barber is deftly clipping

7

'Chop' is the common West African term for food. The term is
also used colloquially to refer to sexual intercourse.
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a customer's hair* Local craftsmen are also busy manufacturing and

selling their products: two tinsmiths beat out their braziers

unconcerned and undisturbed by the throng of people; some northern

shoe-makers neatly hand-sew leather sandals with scarcely an

acknowledgement to the remarks of friends loitering nearby; a

carpenter brings along some low, wooden stools for sale; and a

trader stands beside a pile of locally-produced cement blocks*

Traders, customers and passers-by pick their way over

uneven soil clumps: second-hand clothing blocks the footpath at one

point, retreaded tyres at another,, People wait patiently in line at

a public standpipe* A long queue forms for the 'tro tros' coming in

from Abeka and Tesano which will take commuters into the city centre;

the impatient, hooting, long-distance 'one-poun, one-poun' peugeot

car drivers set down their passengers from Kumasi; and drivers pull

in for fuel at the single petrol pump*

This scene of bristling, noisy activity is all contained

in the small roadside area of the Nsawam Road leading from Liberation

Circle up to the Accra New Town road junction* Further along the

Nsawam Road, the level of commercial activity decreases but never

disappears* Most of the houses have some form of business being

conducted from the compound yards* Old rusted cars, wood-chippings,

and disused batteries spill onto the pathway; and washing is spread

out on the thoroughfare to dry* Buildings have gone up without any

thought for a common alignment with the road: some are spaced so

far back that they can just be glimpsed above the lots of broken-

down cars or banana fronds; others have their faces set firmly to

catch some roadside trade* 'Le Chevalier'
, a restaurant and nightclub

with a reputation far beyond the confines of Kokomlemle, is housed

in a well-constructed building on the corner of Faanofa Road: under

Swiss management, it offers a superb choice of French cooking; and

the nightly discotheque, held in the darkened, air-conditioned interior,

is a favourite spot for continental Europeans living in Accra* Hoechst,

the German-based pharmaceutical multi-national company, occupies the

2-storeyed building on the other corner* A few more electrical work¬

shops specializing in battery charging, a second-hand refrigeration

and air-conditioning company (the fridges and air-conditioners (to be

ransacked for spare-parts) spilling out on the road), a printing press,

a radio and television repair shop, a fashion kiosk, a furniture

workshop, the offices of the Catholic Relief Services - these and
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other small-scale enterprises, conducted from the houses or yards of

houses along the main road, take you as far as the Caprice Hotel,

the Nsawam Road's northern boundary point for Kokomlemle. The hotel

('Ghana's Premier Rendezvous'), a dazzlingly-white, 3-storeyed

building with the Ghanaian, British, and American flags flying from

the roof top, is a very popular Accra meeting place. It was re¬

opened during the period of fieldwork on the release from jail of its

owner, Emmanuel Ayeh Kumi, a prominent business-man and senior

official in Nkrumah's Presidential Office, who served a 7-year

sentence for misappropriating government funds. Here Ghanaian

businessmen get together for lunch in the roof-top 'garden'; and

at night the electronic music played by one or other of the two

resident dance-bands can be heard over a wide area into the early

hours. Outside, along the main Nsawam road, thunders the bulk of

all road-traffic going to or from the Ghanaian hinterland.

Turning the corner, eastwards, at the Caprice Hotel, you

enter the Rolyat Castle Road, a winding, pot-holed road which cuts

diagonally through Kokomlemle in a north-west/south-easterly direction;

a heavy volume of traffic is carried on this road as drivers seek to

bypass the traffic congestion around Liberation Circle. The road

takes its name from the large house of that name, the 'Rolyat Castle',

which is situated at the Nsawam end of the road. Land-use along the

Rolyat Castle Road is broadly similar to that already described in

relation to the Nsawam Road: houses of varying types, standards

and sizes, in erratic formation, line both sides of the road; and

nearly all of them accommodate some type of commercial activity. The

Accra New Town District Court which serves residents of both Kokomlemle

and Accra New Town, stands beyond the traffic lights at the junction

of Accra New Town Road. Towards the Ring Road end of the road lies

the Accra Technical Training Centre, a modern technical Institute

financed largely from Canadian Government monies, which serves as the

City's main technical training centre.

The other main road cutting through Kokomlemle is the

Accra New Town road which runs in a north-east/south-westerly direction.

This is the main artery linking the highly congested areas lying to
the north of Kokomlemle - Accra New Town, Bubuashi and Pig Farm - with

Central Accra. This road carries a continuous and noisy volume of

traffic. The many gaping pot-holes in its tarred surface often appear

the only brakes at work for the speeding 'tro tros': their drivers



weave in and out of the heavy stream of traffic with a blind disregard

for the rules of the road or the safety of their passengers, the

rears of their lorries tilting with overloading, A number of side-

roads criss-cross the Accra New Town Road - roads such as Stanfast

Road, Goodwill Road, and Homowo Road, named after the annual harvest

festival of the Ga; Olympics Road and Hearts Avenue have been named

after the two rival Accra soccer clubs; Kotoko Avenue takes its

name from Major-General Kotoka, a member of the National Liberation

Council which had overthrown Nkrumah, and who himself was killed in

1967; the Anthonian Press Road is named after a printing company

of that name located in one of the buildings along the road and the

St, Francis Clinic Road is called after the clinic and research centre

located there which serve the country's sickle-cell anaemia sufferers.

The names of these roads, however, remain names on maps: residents

of the area neither use nor know them. The people of Kokomlemle will

refer to some remnant of local vegetation such as a clump of palm

trees or a mango grove, or will orient themselves to local landmarks

like a tailor's workshop, or the house of a well-known landlord or

politician, when giving directions. The roads themselves, in any

event, scarcely merit a title: they are often little more than

rough tracks - red, dusty, and deeply-seared laterite paths during

the dry season, and virtual swamps during the rainy season.

The entire north-eastern section of Kokomlemle is dominated

by the market. Whilst known officially as the 'Accra New Town Market',

it is referred to by most Accra people as 'Lagos Town Market', and

by the residents of Kokomlemle as 'Malam Atta Market', after the

local Hausa butcher who established the market's meat section. After

the three central markets of the city (Selwyn (Makola No, 1), Amamomo

and Katamanto), Malam Atta Market is the largest, in terms of monthly

earning capacity, of the sixteen markets in the Accra-Tema Municipality

(Sai 1971: 30).

The market is roughly square in shape. High walls surround

it and access is gained through openings located at each side. Long

rows of wooden, covered stalls run in aisles in an orderly north-west/

south-easterly direction; in the centre, however, there is a more

haphazard clustering of small tables where non-stall renters display

their goods, or operate from trays on the ground. At the northern

end is a deeply rutted waste area which serves as a lorry park for
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the vehicles bringing produce and rural traders into the market;

along the western and southern sides can be found a number of stores

specializing in wholesale grain, cold meat, hardware, and ladies

and children's wear, as well as a number of general stores, small

kiosks, local restaurants and drinks' bars; the laneway approach

on the east is lined with traders.

The market comes under the control of the City Council and

the personal supervision of their Chief Market Superintendents

Permission to occupy stalls is granted by the Council and are rented

to traders for one cedi monthly; those unable to obtain these

coveted places (or, to sub-rent illegally from registered stall¬

holders) , pay ten pesewas daily (or 20p on market days) for permission

to trade within the market either as itinerant sellers or squatters

on the grounds

The market is held daily but Wednesdays and Saturdays are

recognised 'market days' when traders are more numerous, commodities
8

more diversified, and customers more plentiful 0 Prices are keen

and on 'market days' traders and shoppers come from all over Accra,

and beyond, to conduct business» Virtually nothing required for the

neighbourhood's day-to-day needs, either commodity or service, is

absent from the market or its immediate vicinity. The bulk of the

items found is local produce, and most types of produce grown in

Ghana can be bought in the market, A plentiful supply of staple

starches, vegetables and fruit is carried daily, by truck, to the

market from the fertile hinterland; grains and meat come from the

open and tsetse-free Northern and Upper regions; and the sea on

Accra's doorstep ensures an abundant supply of fish. Additional

ingredients and condiments for cooking - processed nuts, herbs, salt,

oils and pastes - can also be found in considerable variety and

abundance. Imported second-hand clothing (1ebruni wawo' as Ghanaians

term it, literally 'the dead Whiteman's clothes') constitutes another

large sectionjas also is fuel - charcoal and firewood. Household

items like cooking utensils, crockery and cutlery are also to be

8
A market survey was conducted with the help of my interpretor

on eight consecutive 'market days' during which time we enumerated
all traders in the market and ascertained their commodity line/s,
place of residence, and ethnicity, See Appendix 6, Tables A6.1,
A6.2 and A6.3 for the detailed findings.
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found in considerable variety, Cooked-food preparers and sellers,

offering a wide variety of local dishes and delicacies, are never

far away and provide an essential service both for hungry shoppers

and for the traders who spend a long working-day in the market.

The services of a seamstress, shoe-repairer, handbag-maker, and

many others, are also near at hand.

But, whilst the general availability of commodities, food

and services in the market is good, the market itself leaves a lot

to be desired: the unpaved surface places an enormous burden on

the traders as they struggle against dust and pot-holes during the

dry season, and mud and gullies when it rains; the smells from

the public latrines are quite offensive and reach as far as the

food sellers at the opposite end of the market; and flies constitute

a huge source of annoyance (to say nothing of their hazard to health),

for both traders and shoppers alike. There is no pipe-borne water

system through the market and traders have to carry what they require

from a single stand-pipe located outside the mark.et walls; traders

staying late have to resort to their own little paraffin or kerosene

lamps in the absence of electricity; the few litter bins provided

by the traders themselves are invariably submerged under a mound of

garbage; as a result rubbish is dumped everywhere; and the drains

around the market are constantly choked, their putrid contents

adding a further unpleasant smell to the air.

Finally, to complete our meander through Kokomlemle, we

come to the area along its eastern perimeter. The Nima drain forms

the eastern boundary-line of Kokomlemle and separates the area from

Nima, a highly-congested neighbourhood composed largely of northern,

savannah migrants. The drain itself is a wide, foul-smelling channel,

stagnant and foetid for most of the year, which serves largely as a

receptacle for the refuse and sewage of those living in its vicinity,

The area along this drain on the Kokomlemle side is known locally as

'Arena' and was once, reputedly, a favourite hideaway for criminals.

The housing along this stretch consists, for the most part, of simple,

village-style mud-and-wattle compound houses which are arranged

haphazardly, and in considerable density, along the bank of the drain,

their backs set against it. In vacant places, small mud shacks,

improvized wooden buildings, and hastily-erected corrugated-iron

huts have gone up without authorization and in violation of urban
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planning regulations. This is the only locality within Kokomlemle

which comes remotely near to being a slum: tenants squat until

moved on in the next round of enforcement of the bye-laws, or until

the land is required by the owners for development.

Overall, therefore, land development in Kokomlemle has

been uneven. Some Ga landowners, whilst unwilling to sell their land,

are unable to develop it themselves. Building is also impeded when

disputes over land-ownership arise (although it is not unheard of

for buildings to be standing when new titles to the land are

successfully established). The result is that vacant and undeveloped

lots remain throughout the area. The foundations of a house may be

laid but it may be several years before building proceeds; local

ethnic stereotyping of Ga men as feckless - 'one day, one brick' -

is offered in explanation. But, building goes on continually, and,

gradually open spaces are filled; single-storey buildings are put

to full use while the supports for the next storey protrude; when

funds allow, extra floors will be added; an additional bungalow

is squeezed in on the compound land of the main house. And, house

plots are never, strictly speaking, vacant: sugar cane, mangoes,

avocadoes, bananas and plantains are carefully tended and guarded

by enterprising local gardeners; traders move in with their char¬

coal bags and set up business; and Muslims living nearby use vacant

lots as improvized prayer grounds.

The overall level of infrastructural provision in the

neighbourhood is also extremely patchy. Such provision - in the

form of adequate approach-roads to all dwellings, a comprehensive

water and electricity supply, and proper sewerage and drainage

facilities - has lagged behind building development. Only the main

roads are tarred which leaves many localities only accessible by

earth tracks. By no means all of the houses are supplied with piped

water: for those without, water has to be carried from stand-pipes

spaced intermittently throughout the area, or bought from landlords

who have had pipes installed and who sell water, or from self-employed

Northern Nigerian water-caddies who move around the area with large

water-filled kerosene cans strung on a pole across their shoulders.

Flush-toilets are a feature of only the better-constructed modern

houses: dry-closets are provided in some others; in yet others,

however, there are no lavatory facilities of any description and



men and children relieve themselves in the open drainage-ditches

on the roadsides whilst women resort to chamber-pots in their

rooms. The only public provision in the area is two blocks of

public latrines. Open drains run alongside the roadways and

serve (in addition to their function as urinals) as repositories

for unwanted rubbish and garbage of all sorts; a thick green

moss forms when the water becomes stagnant and the smells are

foul o

However, it is not the olfactory impression of Kokomlemle

that has most impact so much as its visual one of vibrant, brilliant

colour. In Kokomlemle, it is the unpainted house that looks unusual:

residents favour vivid reds, pinks, blues, yellows and greens - not

just for the woodwork but for the whole exterior. And these colours

are freely contrasted: post-box red window frames and turquoise-

blue shutters. The brightly and graphically painted kiosks lend

further colour and gaiety - and that unmistakably West African

flavour - to the area: tailors and seamstresses commission local

artists to paint scenes appropriate to their trade - sometimes

finished products such as well-tailored 'afro' trousers or mini-

dresses, sometimes the tools of their trade such as a large pair

of scissors or a sewing machine; an akpeteshi kiosk displays balls

of fire like sunbursts to indicate the effect of the 'kill-me-quick'

local crude gin; 'chop' bars have murals depicting women churning

food as they lean over their large pots while their male customers,

bowls extended, await service; and a graphic portrayal of a car

smash betokens the presence of a panel-beater; a battery wired up

to a generator, an electrical repair workshop; and a head peering

under a bonnet, a motor mechanic.

The vegetation of tropical Africa adds its own beauty to

the neighbourhood's visual appearance. The straggly fronds of the

palm, banana, plantain, coconut and pawpaw trees are scattered

around in gardens and "vacant lots, survivors of the more luxuriant

vegetation that once covered the entire area. Where roads taper

out, plots of corn, cassava, and coco-yam give sections of the area

a distinctly rural appearance. Creepers like the bougainvillaea
in its many brilliant colours, or the beautiful yellow allamander,

are found everywhere; gardens display their canna lilies, zinnias,

gardinia, and bright yellow sunflowers. Verges are overgrown with
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grass which provides a pleasant green border against the background

of the rust-coloured clay of the pathways„ Nim trees line the

quieter streets, and the occasional pagoda tree with its pale,

yellow petals, and the green, shade-giving casia tree, are still

standing.

Brand, a geographer, working on the Census Office's

demographic data for Accra, has this to say about Kokomlemle:

"Modern and traditional behavioural patterns
and life-styles interact, and while western
achievement orientations have made considerable

inroads, vestiges of the traditional African
value systems remain" (Brand 1972: 296).

The element of contrast and accommodation between the

traditional and the modern suggested by Brand is certainly much in

evidence in Kokomlemle at the physical level just described. Even

a casual observer is struck by the contrasts - by the conspicuous

variations within the area in the trappings of modernity. In the

context of Accra as a whole, Kokomlemle is at the interface of the

old and the new, of the traditional and the modern. The traditional

or 'old' is epitomized by localities like Jamestown and Ussher Town

in the core of the old city, where communities of the local-born Ga

coastal people still persist with traditional forms of organization

under highly-crowded living conditions (Kilson, 1974; Robertson,

1974a); or by the Muslim 'Zongo' or 'stranger' communities of Sabon

Zongo, Zongo Lane, New Fadama and Nima which are scattered around

the city; these traditional 'strangers' quarters' are often no

more than high-density slums but localities, none the less, where

traditional life-styles are readily apparent (Brand op. cit)„ At

the other extreme are the 'new' or 'modern' localities like

Cantonments, Tesano, Roman Ridge and the Airport Residential Area

which ring the outer-limits of the city. These highly modernized

areas are largely government planned, financed, and owned, and

were built to provide housing which could be leased to European

business concerns (for their employees), or rented by the Ghanaian

elite. These neighbourhoods are similar to the wealthy commuter-

suburbs found in any western city, and are, by and large, spatially

segregated areas with very low housing densities. Kokomlemle, by

contrast, is neither 'traditional' nor 'modern': it is much more

obviously a centre for the contact, interaction and fusion between
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the traditional 'old' and the imported, modern 'new' „

Another striking feature of Kokomlemle as a neighbourhood-

area is the interplay of the residential and the commercial; for,

Kokomlemle is not just a place of abode for many of the residents -

it is also their work-place,, In the next chapter we will pursue

this theme, and look more closely at the concentration of commercial

activities in the area. In particular we will be concerned to see

the part played by single women in the neighbourhood economy of

Kokomlemle and beyond that, in the economy of Accra as a whole.
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CHAPTER IV

THE OCCUPATIONAL BASIS OF THE SINGLE STATUS

Introduction:

By the nineteen-seventies the residential fabric of the once

fashionable area of Kokomlemle had become inextricably inter-woven

with commercial activities„ The impressionistic account contained in

the previous chapter conveys something of the concentration of commercial,

service and recreational concerns located in this once select residential

area. The survey data confirm this: Kokomlemle generates work for

nearly one-third (30%) of all working adults living in the area

(Table 4,1)„

TABLE 4.1: PLACE OF WORK OF KOKOMLEMLE ADULTS (15 years of age and
over) IN CENSUS POPULATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH SEX (percentages)

Adults (21--44 years All adults (15 years

LOCATION OF

WORKPLACE

of age) of age and over)

Male

Married

Female
Single
Female 1 Male Female Total

Kokomlemle 13.0 43.9 41.7 15.9 47.0 30.3

Central Accra 45.6 33.3 31.0 44.3 30.2 37.8

Elsewhere Accra 30.4 18.7 23 .8 29.6 18.8 24.6

Metropolitan Area

Accra Capital 6.3 0.8 1.2 5.8 1.0 3.7
District

Elsewhere (outside 4.8 3.2 2.4 4.3 3.0 3.6

Accra, no fixed
workplace

TOTAL
n

100.1 99.9 101.1 99.9 100.0 100.0

270 123 84 345 298 643
Not applicable * 37 73 10 375 562 931
Not stated 1 — "" 1 ~* 1

* Under 15 years of age or non-economically active adult.

Altogether 94 single women appeared in the sample, 87 of whom
cooperated in the intensive study. In some analyses data are only
available for those participants in the main study and consequently
n = 87; in others (when the data were obtained in the census survey)
information is available on all the women and hence n = 94.
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Women play a central role in this economy. Indeed, three times

the number of working women have their occupational role confined to

Kokomlemle as is the case for men. Viewed in terms of the women them¬

selves, this means that almost every second adult working-woman (47%)

living in Kokomlemle has her work-role confined to her own locality.

Their activity and involvement is obvious in six main sectors: as

workers operating from their homes; as itinerant traders; as retailers

and service workers at their tables or in their kiosks along the road¬

ways; as store, restaurant, and bar proprietors; as traders in the

market; and as participants in the night-time commercial life of the

area.

To what degree do single women figure in this economy? Are

they a visible presence as far as the various levels of neighbourhood

commercial activity are concerned?; and in what kinds of occupations

are they engaged? And what of their economic activity beyond the

boundaries of the area, and the kinds of occupations they enjoy in the

wider urban economy? It is important that we try to establish the

economic basis of the women's independence of husbands at the outset:

for although, as we shall see in later chapters, they may consider

that other additional sources of support are necessary or desirable,
it is the women's occupational role - even when this role involves

prostitution - which provides the major basis for their independence

in the city.

In this chapter, therefore, we will begin by describing the

six main levels of female commercial activity found in Kokomlemle.

Into this descriptive account will be laced details of the occupations

of the single women as they occur in these activity sectors. This

will enable us to gauge the degree to which these women are integrated

in their own neighbourhood economy, Some of the more unfamiliar tasks

in which the women are engaged will also be described. In the latter

part of the chapter those occupations in which the women are engaged

beyond the boundaries of Kokomlemle - jobs largely in the modern sector

of the urban economy - will be discussed. Finally, some attempt will

be made to assess the occupational status of the women, making comparisons

where appropriate with the jobs of the married women of the same age

living in Kokomlemle. Data collected in the social survey of the



sampled residents of the area will be drawn upon, as well as the more

detailed material obtained from the single women both in interviews

and in the course of more informal interactions.

Before we begin, some points about the classification of

occupations and the computation of income levels are in order. The

difficulties involved in classifying occupations in West Africa are

legion. These problems arise, by and large, because often there is

no single clear-cut activity which can be unambiguously identified
2

as an individual's main occupation . To circumvent some of these

difficulties, it was hoped initially to use the classification of
3

occupations of the Ghana Census Office for the present data ; this

had the advantage of being modified to suit local conditions, and

would also permit comparison of the Kokomlemle data with other findings.

For example, as we shall see, many women are involved in the
time-consuming and skilful process of preparing and cooking local
foodstuffs like yam, cassava, plantain, maize and other grains, for
direct sale to the consumer. How should they be classified - as

production-process workers given the lengthy and often technical
preparation involved, or should they be regarded as traders given
that they also retail their products? It is a problem encountered
by all observers of the work-force in West Africa. Indeed, it has
been suggested (Bauer and Yamey, 1951) that the difficulties involved
in classifying occupations in West Africa are so intractable that any
categorization of the working population is 'inappropriate'. But
although difficulties undoubtedly exist, this is, perhaps an overstatement:
distortion is most likely to occur not so much in any detailed listing
of occupations but when decisions have to be taken as to how these
occupations will be subsumed under broader occupational headings.

3
This classification is based on a Conversion Table of the

Standard National Occupation Classification System (S.N.O.C.S.) of
Ghana and International Standard Classification of Occupations (I.S.C.O.)
(1960 Population Census of Ghana, Vol. IV - Census Office, Accra, 1964).
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Difficulties, however, were soon encountered., In many instances the

categories used were too broad; more importantly, however, they

gave no recognition to the educational qualifications required for

entry into certain positions, or to the prestige and lifestyle opened
4

up to the occupants of these statuses . Eventually, a modified form

of the Census classification was adopted which did incorporate levels

of education,, This yielded nine major occupational categories for

the economically active, and four for the non-economically active.

Table 4.2 contains a detailed listing of the occupations of the 87

single women who participated in the in-depth study grouped in

accordance with the classification categories adopted.

4
A case in point is the categorization of members of the police

and the armed forces. In the Census classification they are included
under 'Service, Sport and Recreation', in the company of unschooled
domestics, watchmen, dancing hostesses and other 'entertainment
companions'. This gives no recognition to the fact that they are all,
at the very least, middle school-leavers, that they have undergone
specialized training in the National Police Depot, and that they
enjoy levels of remuneration, prestige, and subsidized housing which
enables them to pursue lifestyles very similar to those enjoyed by
nurses, teachers and others of 'semi-professional' status, and with
whose educational careers there are many parallels. A decision was

taken, therefore, to include police officers and members of the
armed forces in the category of 'semi-professional'» In the same way,
the census category 'sales' was sub-divided into 'employees' and
the 'self-employed' to give some recognition to the fact that those
employed as salespersons and shop assistants are invariably educated
at least up to middle school level, are wage-earners, and differentiate
themselves from their unlettered trading sisters. The 'self-employed'
category as here constituted is a wide-ranging one and comprises
those workers engaged in various forms of private entrepreneurial
activity whether as wholesalers, business people, store and kiosk
keepers, and petty traders; the category also includes retailers of
firewood and charcoal who, in the census classification, are included
under the category of 'Farmers, Fishermen and Related workers'; and,
finally, the category also encompasses bread bakers, and various
other local food preparers who are classified by the Census Office
as 'Production Process workers' but who are more appropriately
categorized, for present purposes, as self-employed 'sales' persons
as they also, without exception, retail their products.
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TABLE 402; OCCUPATION OF KOKQMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age)
TOO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY (absolute numbers)

TYPE OF OCCUPATION Frequency

Professional, Administrative, Executive,
and Managerial:

medical doctor

lawyer
radio producer
public relations officer
horticulturist

chain-store manageress
headmistress - girls vocational school

Semi-Professional:
Teacher

secondary school
primary school

policewoman
nurse

midwife

family planning counsellor

White-Collar:

secretary
copy typist
clerical assistant

accounting assistant
cashier

receptionist/telephonist

Sales:

Employee:
sales assistant

Self-employed:
building materials contractor
importer

Retailer:

cloth trader
women's and children's wear

stationery
'Chop' bar
beer bar

Akpeteshi bar
general provisions
foodstuffs and vegetables
preparer and retailer of local foodstuffs

Service:

Craft:

dressmaker

Domestic, Recreation:
Prostitute:

Ashawo

Awasheng

Unemployed: Looking for work as:
clerical assistant

sales assistant/factory operative

1

1

2

3

1

1

3

1

2

3

1

5

1

2

3
1

1

1

1

1

2

5

7

9

7

3

4

TOTAL n 87



The discussion of the women's occupations must involve

some reference to the monetary returns from particular jobs: afterall,

a primary consideration must be the establishment of the financial

basis of these single women's independent statuses,, However, as we

shall see, many of the women are engaged as self-employed workers,

the computation of whose profit levels is extremely problematic.

There are many genuine difficulties involved in calculating profits

for own-account workers even when the respondents themselves are

frank and willing to discuss them: trading may fluctuate considerably

from week to week, supplies may be seasonal, and re-investment in

further stock is a continuing necessity,, Also, some respondents

calculate on the basis of daily turnover, others estimate for a week,

whilst yet others base their figures on the profit margins they expect

to realize on their wholesale purchases which may last for anything

from a few days to a few weeks. Thus, whilst an attempt has been made

to include actual incomes for the self-employed, the figures should

be regarded with some caution; on the other hand, a marked degree

of uniformity in profit levels is in evidence amongst women engaged

in similar commodity lines which does suggest that the data may

warrant more confidence than was initially expected. In an effort to

standardize the data, all amounts have been converted into monthly

rates on the basis of a 27-day working month, the time-period used

in Ghana to calculate monthly rates of pay. The compilation of the

rates received by women in salaried employment presented no problem:

the women were frank and uninhibited in discussing their salaries;

in any event, many of the women are in recognized civil service

positions whose rates of pay are frequently cited in the media.

To place the amounts quoted in context: a minimum basic

wage of £2.00 per day was recommended in a Government White Paper

published during the period of fieldwork (Report of the Salary Review

Committee, 1974); calculating on the basis of this daily rate, the

Paper went on to note that the "minimum gross monthly salary on the

basis of twenty-seven working days would be £54.00" (p.l). In Ghana,

the minimum wage rate is traditionally the rate to which the wages

of skilled and semi-skilled workers are tied (Sandbrook and Arn 1977: 8).
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A. OCCUPATIONS OF SINGLE WOMEN WITHIN KOKOMLEMLE: THE INFORMAL

SECTOR

(i) Commercial activities run from the home:

In the impressionistic account of the main physical features of

the area, it was noted that houses used solely for residential purposes

are extremely rare: invariably some enterprising individual is

occupied therein making a living. Individuals offering a range of

personal services acquire reputations in the neighbourhood and work

from their own rooms: the 'washman' takes in washing and performs

a highly professional laundering service using cassava starch and a

heavy charcoal iron; manicurists, pedicurists and hair plaitists also

abound. Ground-floor rooms serve as 'salons' for hair-stylists and

beauticians and workshops for shoe-makers and watch-repairers; an

improvised awning or converted garage can meet the needs of a

carpenter or a mechanic; and carpentry, car-fitting, welding, panel-

beating, spraying, brick-making and mattress-making are carried on by

the area's menfolk when space allows in and around the compound.

Retailers of small items of daily, domestic necessity - tinned-milk,

corned-beef, sardines, matches, soap and sugar - also operate from

the houses; indeed in some houses home-based traders can meet the

needs of customers for a variety of provisions without them even

entering the compound yard - a kiosk positioned against the boundary

wall is accessible from the roadway outside.

There is scarcely a house in the whole of Kokomlemle that does
5 6

not have at least one dressmaker . Esi Bonsu , a 30-year old unmarried

5
Dressmakers are classified as 'service workers' for present purposes.

In the census office classification they are categorized as 'Production
Process Workers' together with persons involved in the processing
of local foodstuffs. The latter have been reclassified as self-

employed salesworkers as explained already (cf. Footnote 4: p.85).
Dressmakers, along with tailors, upholsterers, shoe-makers, carpenters,
joiners and watch-repairers tend to be self-employed and not part of
any large-scale production process: they also appeared to fall more

naturally into the category of 'service workers' offering, as they
do, their skills on a personal basis to customers.

0
Fictitious names have been used throughout to ensure that the

promise of confidentiality and anonymity which was given to the women
is honoured. Data on ethnic background and place-names have also been
altered where necessary by transposing details. Where such changes
have been made, however, care has been taken, in all instances, that
no significant facets of the individual's case history have been distorted.
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Krobo, works from her room in a large multiple-household compound:

just a small notice - 'Esi's Sewing Home' - hangs outside the house

to advertise her presence, but customers come through hearsay.

Agatha Sowah, a 37-year old Ga/Adangbe divorcee, has built up a

lucrative sideline in button-making in addition to her regular seam-

stressing work; she works away on the shaded verandah of her ground-

floor flat admirably situated for picking up business below the

'Crazy Horse' restaurant. And, Auntie Isobel, a 41-year old Ewe

divorcee, is also home-based; her dressmaking business, however, is

operated on a much more professional level than is true of either Esi

or Agatha, or, for that matter, the generality of seamstresses in the

area:

Auntie Isobel operates from a spacious ground-floor
rented apartment; she has a male tailor in her employ,
and ten trainee-apprentices. She sews a conventional
range of clothing - 'slits' (traditional long, tight
skirts), kaba (traditional blouses), maxi dresses,
skirts and slacks; she also sews children's clothes.
Although untrained herself, she has both European and
Ghanaian customers coming to her from all parts of
Accra. She has also a regular contract with one of
the large Department Stores in the city for the supply
of 'ready-made' dresses made from local tie-and-dye
and wax batik cloth which Auntie Isobel commissions

from other Kokomlemle women, and which she sews up as

smart, fashionable dresses. She produces between ten
and twenty of these dresses daily. Auntie Isobel has
difficulty in computing her profits: she estimates,
however, that her profits from her store contract
net her approximately £260 monthly; and her general
dress-making £200 - which makes a net profit of £400
monthly after paying her tailor. Her apprenticeship-
trainee scheme is an additional money-spinner: each
student pays an initial fee of £303 and £40 monthly
thereafter for the duration of their two-year
apprenticeship; they also work unpaid for six months
'on practical'. On completion of their apprenticeship
(^vhich lasts 2j years} each student pays £40, in addition
to providing whisky, beer and minerals for the 'coming-out'
celebrations. (Data extracted from tape-recorded
interview conducted in English).
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Just to take Auntie Isobel's conservative estimate of £400 monthly

profit places her income at almost eight times the level of the

minimum monthly salary payable to a Ghanaian skilled and semi¬

skilled worker: on the other hand, the estimated income of both

Agatha and Esi is much closer to the minimum recommended rate -

£80 and £60 respectively.

The scale of Auntie Isobel's home-based business is not,

however, unique, and in some instances may involve properly constituted

companies. Auntie Bea, for example, a 31-year old Asante divorcee,

is a building material's contractor with her own registered company:

the hire of tipper-trucks, negotiations with builders, dealings with

truck-drivers, and liaison with quarry-owners and officials of the

State Housing Corporation are all handled from her home. Auntie Bea

estimates her profits as £260 monthly which taken alongside her

negotiations to purchase a tipper-truck at a cost of £42,000 may be

something of an understatement. The next two businesswomen were not

even prepared to discuss profits but judging from the women's general

lifestyles, probably run to four if not five figures annually. Auntie

Teikwo, a 39-year old widowed Asante operates her importing company

in dress fabrics, blouses, scarves, headkerchiefs, wigs, footwear and

flasks from her own home: two large rooms in her rented ground-floor

flat have been set aside for her business and are packed ceiling-high

with commodities; retail traders come to her to pick up their goods.

And again, for Auntie Alice, a 44-year old Fante/Akyem woman, also

widowed, business is conducted largely by telephone from the roomy and

attractive two-storeyed block building which she owns:

Auntie Alice has been operating an importing business from
her own home for the last six years. The business was started
with a capital of £10,000. Her commodity lines vary: clerks
at the Ministry of Trade "who know the market and the things
people like at market" advise her. At the moment she is
importing refrigerators, cookers, house-furnishing, linoleum
and carpets. She is notified by Port officials when her goods
arrive and she informs her retail customers who then collect
the goods themselves. A 'brother' (MZS) at the Ministry of
Trade takes care of the paperwork - obtaining import licences,

The notation adopted throughout to designate relationships is
as follows: father (F) , mother (M), brother (B), sister (Z), son (S),
daughter (D), husband (H) and wife (W).
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'proforma' invoices and 'letters of credit' which
would otherwise involve Auntie Alice in "needless

going up and down", (Data extracted from tape-
recorded interview conducted in English),

Not all economic activity in the houses is devoted to buying

and selling however: both Madam Lucille, a 32-year old Fante divorcee,

and Madam Cecilia, a 28-year old Kwawu woman, also divorced, run

educational institutions from houses in the area which have been

modified somewhat to meet their needs. In Madam Cecilia's school the

emphasis is on vocational skills: she accepts 25 young women annually

for training in sewing, home management, housecraft, laundering, hygiene,

child-care and hairdressing, and prepares them for the National

Vocational Training Institute's Trade examinations which they take after

2 years. Madam Lucille's school, which caters for 40 full-time students,

either boarding or attending on a daily basis, functions more on the

lines of a 'finishing school'; here the emphasis is on the acquisition

of 'ladylike' skills and behaviour:

"My main aim is to bring up the women to accept the
situation of the world because most of my students
come from the villages. I have elderly women who are -

you know, you have stayed here - some of them are not
well-educated up to the standard of the husband and
the husband is, say, promoted to Principal Secretary
or such a post and they have to do a lot of entertaining,
and she is not qualified for that, so the husband sends
the lady to me and I prepare her. She will come for maybe
a year or so. Whilst here, I polish her up. By the time
she finishes she knows how to cook, how to dress up, how
to sit properly, how to act properly, how to make cock¬
tails, how to have a dinner party, how to speak, not to
be so nervous." (Tape-recorded conversation in English).

Madam Lucille received her own 'polishing up' after first graduating

from University, at various schools of fashion and modelling in both

London and Paris. Of the graduates of her school, she has this to say:

"They come out I wouldn't say to be elite but a middle sort of one.

Later on you read in the papers 'Madam so and so' and you feel proud".

Both Madam Lucille and Madam Cecilia allow themselves set salaries of

£166 and £200 monthly respectively^ whilst they plough the rest of
their profits into equipment and other forms of capital for their

schools.
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Single women working in and around the small private

educational institutions in the area are not, of course, always

present in a proprietorial or even teaching capacity: Eugenia, for

example, is a 23-year old unmarried Fante receptionist/telephonist

engaged by her uncle in his privately-run secretarial college: for

this she receives a salary of a mere £22 monthly, the lowest salary

by far received by any of the employed women but in line with what

'family employees' can expect to receive in Accra,

A further type of commercial activity run from the houses

themselves is the 'cottage industry': 'European rabbits' are bred and

advertised for sale from one pretty, self-contained bungalow; a

notice for the sale of 'Homemade Honey' hangs outside another; and

many more are to be found carried on in the large compound yards -

bread-baking, palm-oil extraction from discarded kernels, the preparation

of garri (processed cassava) and aboloo (fermented cassava dough),

'tie-and dyeing' and batik making, and the smoking of fish - with

women the sole producers.

Patience Nortey, a 23-year old Ga divorcee, carries on her

work as a bread-baker in one of the large compound houses in the

neighbourhood:

Patience is to be found baking in her compound every

Wednesday and Sunday, Her specialities are the un¬
sweetened 'tea-bread' and the popular sweetened 'sugar-
bread' . She prepares 2 large sacks of flour each time.
On the days she bakes, she is up by dawn to take her
flour along to the local Kokomlemle mill for mixing with
water, sugar and salt. Yeast is added when she returns
home and the lengthy process of kneading begins; if
alone, this takes her up until the late afternoon but
usually some neighbours assist (in return for a large
loaf), and she is finished by noon. The mixture is then
allowed to rise for three to four hours. During this
time the oven has to be heated. Patience has her own

dome-shaped oven made of local, sun-baked bricks, which
she had built for herself in the compound. Heating is
achieved by burning stacks of wood inside and when
burned, by spreading charcoals over the heated floor.
When sufficiently hot the oven-floor is cleared and
ready for the bread. The risen bread is placed in
baking-tins and positioned on the oven-floor. Some
charcoal, palm-nut chaff, and flour are left smoking
at the entrance throughout the baking to give the bread
an attractive red colouring. Finally, flour bags and a
metal cover are placed over the oven entrance to keep in
the heat. Each batch of bread takes about an hour. The
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oven has to be reheated for each new batch. The baked
bread is neatly stacked in locally-made metal trays.
Patience is often to be found, still tending the oven,
late into the night. She has her own regular dis¬
tributors who work on a commission basis - twenty
pesewas on each cedi-worth of bread sold. She keeps
one batch of bread to retail herself. She estimates that
she makes 010 profit per bag of flour which works out at
05.70 profit daily or 0154 monthly, (Data extracted
from tape-recorded interview conducted in Ga).

On the days Patience is not actually baking she can be found selling

her bread on a table near the market.

Another of the single women respondents who is engaged in a

lengthy food-processing business in her compound building is Mercy

Kludze, a 43-year old Ewe divorcee. She is a fishmonger:

On Mondays and Tuesdays Mercy is off by 7 a,m. to the
Ghana Cold Store in the Industrial Estate (the main Ghanaian
agency for the distribution of fish) to buy her supplies;
she tries to obtain two cartons of medium-sized mackerel,
trout or butterfish but may have to settle for the smaller
herrings or red snappers. Once home, the fish is left to
defrost and Mercy busies herself preparing her oven. This
oven differs from the bread-oven of Patience and consists

of two straightened metal barrels which have been welded
together with wire netting to form one large container.
When thawed, the fish are washed and arranged in layers on
metal trays in the oven. Firewood and sugar-cane rafia
are placed to smoulder on the oven floor and a sack is
thrown over the entire oven. The fish requires continuous
attention and turning to ensure that it does not get burnt.
Each batch takes about an hour and very often it is midnight
before the last fish are smoked. (Data extracted from tape-
recorded interview conducted in Ewe).

On the remaining weekdays Mercy retails her fish in Malam-

Atta market where she has a table in the fish section. She also has

a sideline in dried peppers which she buys in bulk and after processing

(cleaning, picking, boiling and drying) retails herself, arranging them

in little bundles on her counter alongside her fish. Mercy estimates

that she makes between 0 6- £12 on each batch of smoked fish, and 04

weekly on her peppers, which - calculated on a 27-day basis - leaves

her with monthly profits of between 062 and 0108.

The production of kenkey, the staple starch food of the Ga

(but popular with all ethnic groups) is another tedious and time-consuming

process which again takes place in the compound. Charity, a 21-year

old unmarried Ewe woman,is engaged in this work assisted by a younger
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sister:

Charity's day starts at 6 a.m. when she boils up water in
a large blackened pot; fermented corn-dough is then added
and the laborious task of stirring the mixture with a large
stick to prevent lumping proceeds: when the right consistency
is reached the mixture is placed in a big pan; individual
kenkey balls are then formed by mixing cooked dough with a
little fresh corn-dough and water; each ball is intricately
wrapped in the traditional manner in a corn husk. This stage
of the work is generally completed by noon. The wrapped
kenkey balls have then, however, to be steamed; this is done
by placing them in a large cut-down petrol drum and covering
them with a blanket; steaming takes from 2-3 hours. Once
the steaming is underway Charity busies herself in preparing
the traditional accompanying pepper sauce - grinding hot red
peppers, onions and tomatoes in her ka (ridged clay mashing
bowl). When the kenkey is ready, each ball (still in its
corn-husk jacket) is carefully placed in a large enamel pan
lined with a spotless white sheet and covered with thick
polythene. She then sets off, the large pan on her head,
to start selling in the laneway leading to the Malam Atta
market. A fishmonger nearby retails smoked fish - the
traditional accompaniment (with pepper sauce) for kenkey.
Charity generally completes all sales between 5 o'clock and
6.30 p.m. Apart from these daily labours, there is also
the longer-term preparation of the basic raw material to
be considered - the fermented corn. This involves Charity
in a 5-day work-cycle: the fresh corn kernels have first
to be pounded (to remove the husks) and then allowed to
dehydrate in the sun for a couple of hours; they are then
left to soak in cold water for two days; the mixture is
strained on the third day and taken (with the help of a

kaya kaya (an unskilled labourer)) to the local mill for
Srinding into corn-powder. Once home, Charity mixes the corn-

powder with water - this time warm water - and allows it to
stand in a cool place for a further couple of days to allow
fermentation to take place. The mixture is then formed into
a big mound and Charity draws her daily needs until the next
lot is ready 5 days later. She estimates her profits as being
between 012 - 016 a bag of corn which works out at between
02.40 - 03.20 daily, or 065 and 086 monthly. (Data extracted
from tape-recorded interview conducted in Ewe).

(ii) Itinerant traders:

Itinerant trading is another immediately striking area of commercial

activity in the neighbourhood. During the day along the streets of

Kokomlemle come the many hawkers - women, by and large, with heavily-

laden trays on their heads, and not infrequently, babies on their

backs: cloth traders are plentiful, often engaged in jojuma (credit-

trading) and not knowing when, if ever, they will be paid; the delicate

face features and headkerchief worn low over the forehead immediately

proclaims the northern Muslim identity of a woman selling myafees (gold-

threaded headscarves); a Zabramah man in a long green cotton smock makes
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his daily calls on the compound, buying up empty bottles for re-sale

to the city traders; medicine pedlars with their cures for malaria,

dysentery and toothache offer relief to the suffering; a Kwawu woman

makes her way from compound to compound displaying the hats she has

sewn from strips of left-over crimplene; the handkerchief trader

has her wares elaborately and colourfully arranged in layers on her

head-tray; a young man in tailored suit and tie opens his brief-case

to reveal a selection of racy, nylon panties; an Asante woman proceeds

gracefully through the area, her glass showcase containing a selection

of locally-wrought gold earrings and bracelets, delicately balanced

on her head; another woman, a bell ringing to announce her presence,

steps inside a compound yard to display her crockery stacked a metre

high on a tray on her head; a palm-wine seller has her large earthen

pot and drinking gourds also finely balanced on her head; and the sales

cry of 'eey-sed waa-ter' is seldom missing. In the afternoons there is

competition from the Makaranta (Qu'ran schoolgirls) engaged in talia -

the traditional trading apprenticeship for young Muslim girls; they

hawk their pre-cooked snacks of masa (fried guinea-corn cakes), fura

(spiced millet flour mashed up with sour milk), kosai (bean cakes) and

the delicious wagashi (fried cream cheese) around the neighbourhood;

other schoolgirls and girls otherwise employed as maidservants may also

be sent by their parents and guardians to do some petty trading.

Rose Twum, a 22-year old unmarried Kwawu/Asante is the only single

woman respondent who works as an itinerant trader; her commodity-line

is eggs which she buys fresh (in bulk) and retails (individually) hard-

boiled .

Each day Rose prepares 10 dozen eggs for sale. She is up

by 6 a.m. to get her large saucepan of water on to boil. By
8 a.m. she is ready to start selling. Rose has no definite
work-place: she plies her trade, a large tray on her head,
piled high with the eggs, along the main Nsawam road leading
through Kokomlemle, past Liberation Circle and down through
Adabraka to the main Accra railway station in Central Accra.
She remains there until her day's supply is exhausted. On
a good day she finishes by 3 o'clock, on a bad day it is
nearer 5 p.m. Rose buys her supplies of eggs in bulk -

forty-dozen eggs at a time - from the same regular dealer
at the railway station. Rose estimates that her profits
are £2 daily which means a monthly income of £54. (Data
extracted from tape-recorded interview conducted in Twi).

(iii) Retailers and service workers along the roadways:

Along the roadways and sidewalks of the neighbourhood, petty

trading and servicing goes on everywhere on either small, makeshift
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tables or in regular kiosks. You do not have to travel far before coming

upon a trader sitting tending a small brazier frying doughnuts or kelewele

(spiced and fried plantains) or kakulo and aboboi (beans and spiced

plantains) or standing behind a table selling garden vegetables like

tomatoes, garden eggs, onions, ginger, okra, and peppers, or fruits like

avocadoes, mangoes, pawpaws, guavas, dunya (blackberries), bananas and

oranges. Mansa Appiah, a 23-year old umnarried Asante, and Habiba

Innusah, a 23-year old Hausa/Zamfara divorcee, both sell oranges from

small wooden tables outside their homes; both realize in the region of

£44 - £50 monthly from this commodity-line.

Food which has been prepared in the compound is also frequently

retailed from tables outside the women's homes. Amina, a 29-year old

divorced Busanga, prepares rice and waki (black-eyed beans), which she

sells on a table outside her house, conveniently located on one of the

main roads:

Rice and beans are customarily eaten as a breakfast dish which
means that Amina has to make an early start: she is up by 4.30 a.m.
cooking the rice and beans in the courtyard of her compound
house. By 7 a.m. she is ready to carry her dishes outside and
she remains there selling until all the food is bought - around
10 a.m. Her day's labours do not cease there, however: preparation
for the following day has to begin and the best part of her after¬
noon is spent washing and winnowing the rice and cleaning and
preparing the beans. Once weekly she takes a trip to Malam Atta
market and buys wholesale her requirements for the following week -

one sack of rice and one sack of beans which she conveys home by
taxi. Amina estimates her profits are approximately £2 - _£3
daily, or between £54 - £81 monthly. (Data extracted from tape-
recorded interview conducted in Hausa).

Maki Arku, a 38-year old Ewe divorcee, is another street-side food

seller; she operates under a covered wooden table outside her home.

Her speciality is plantains and groundnuts:

By 8 a.m. Maki is in Malam Atta market buying her daily require¬
ments of plantains and groundnuts. When she reaches home, the
charcoals for the plantains have to be prepared and a large
skillet pan heated for the dry-roasting of the groundnuts. The
plantains are washed and peeled; each fruit is first divided
lengthwise, and then cut diagonally into a number of portions;
these are arranged on a grilling-rack about 9" above the charcoals
and grilled slowly. Her main trade is with local school-children
who buy during their mid-morning break or at lunch-time. She
also keeps a small stock of ingredients - small salted kobi
(fish), garri, cassava-starch, peppers and tomatoes which she
has neatly piled in little bundles on her table. Maki estimates
her profits are £2 daily from the plantains and groundnuts and
50p weekly from the ingredients, which works out at £56 monthly.
(Data extracted from tape-recorded interview conducted in Ewe).

The numerous kiosks on kerbs and corners serve as general provisions
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stores, drink outlets, record shops, or offer a range of personal

services like seamstressing, tailoring, barbering, shoe-repairing,

goldsmithing, watch repairing, and photography: and, at every corner

stands the bright yellow kiosks of the 'lotto' seller. All kiosks are

identified by name - the 'Evening in Mexico' provisions kiosk, the 'San

Francisco Chop Bar', 'Blackpool's Akpeteshi Drinking Bar' and the 'Monte

Carlo Inn' to mention but a few. Slogans usually follow. Some of these

are pious - 'No King as God', 'God never Sleeps', 'Jesus Lord, I ask for

Mercy' are some of the watchwords found over the'chop'bars and akpeteshi

kiosks. Others are philosophical; 'Whatever you do people will talk

about you' run the lines over a watch-repairer's kiosk. And yet others

reveal the proprietor's sense of disillusionment as found on the 'Poor

Man, No Friend' akpeteshi Bar, or the 'All Shall Pass' provisions trading

store, and the 'My Kindness is my Downfall' tailoring kiosk.

Korleykyi Mensah, a 30-year old Krobo divorcee, works as a seamstress
from her bright yellow kiosk - a sewing-machine and fashionable seamstress

painted outside - on the sidewalk outside the compound wall of the Rolyat

Castle; her slogan reads optimistically 'God will Provide Seamstressing

Service'. When trade is brisk, Korleykyi estimates she sews maybe 3 full

outfits a day and makes £9 profit - a monthly return of £243: when bad,

several days may elapse without a single customer; she doubts however,

whether her monthly income ever exceeds £65 - £70 - approximately the

same amount estimated by the two seamstresses, operating on their own,

discussed earlier. Korleykyi also has 2 apprentices who pay her £2 monthly.

Two general provisions retailers who stock the same range of goods

also work from their kiosks. Araba Kofi, a 39-year old Adangbe divorcee,

has her small kiosk located in a busy laneway near the Nsawam Road; and

Akosua Ekua, a 43-year old Akyem,also divorced, works from her pale blue

kiosk on the main road to'Lagos Town'. The mode of operation of both

women is the same:

An extraordinary wide range of items is to be found in these
little kiosks; these are mainly household commodities required
on a daily basis - mosquito coils, candles, soap, washing
powder, 'kettle' tea, 'bongo' coffee, sponges, cigarettes,
matches, biscuits, sweets, biros, stationery, patented medicines,
batteries, blades, etc. Araba has also installed a locally-made,
aluminium-lined wooden fridge and sells iced-water. Each of these
commodities is retailed in very small units: cigarettes are sold
as single 'sticks'; a medium-sized packet of washing-powder is
divided into possibly six lots and sold in small polythene packs;
a packet of biscuits is broken up and sold in threes. Both women
work very long hours. Araba works from Tuesday to Sunday opening
her kiosk by 7.30 a.m. and remaining open until midnight; Akosua
keeps her kiosk open from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. 6 days a week. The
remaining day is devoted to restocking, which takes the women
all over Accra - to the large retail stores like the Ghana National
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Trading Company, to the Kwawu store-traders around Makola Market
in Central Accra, to the cigarette companies, and to the drug¬
store - in pursuit of the cheapest prices. Fluctuations in
business again make it difficult to quantify profits exactly:
"There could be a day when you will not make even 02 sales but
on good days you could take in up to 08 - 010 or sometimes
even more"; also, buying from other retailers can mean buying
goods above even the statutory controlled price. Both women,

however, could estimate profit margins on individual commodities
down to the last pesewa; on average these profits appeared
to be 40% of their turnover rate. Difficulties in computing
profit levels, notwithstanding, both women came up with the
same monthly profit of 060. (Data extracted from tape-recorded
interviews conducted in Ga with Araba and Twi with Akosua).

Comfort Konadu is the last of our roadside traders: a 25-year old

unmarried Ga, she runs and part-owns a drinks bar. Her kiosk, a well-

maintained, red, wooden structure with bright blue shutters, is

advantageously situated near Liberation Circle to catch the daytime

city-workers and the night-time pleasure-seekers. Her trade is mainly

in akpeteshi which she brings down herself, in large drums every fort¬

night, from the akpeteshi villages in the Eastern Region. Comfort takes

060 monthly in salary and the remaining profits are divided up between

Comfort and her cousin (MZS); overall she estimates her monthly income

as being between 070 - 075.

(iv) Stores, restaurants and bars:

Stores, restaurants and beer bars also abound in the area - and

here, once again, the involvement of single women is obvious. Auntie

Dinah, a 43-year old Kwawu divorcee, is one of the more successful

business-women in the sample. She rents the ground-floor of a large,

modern, commercial property facing directly into Malam Atta market

where she retails (with the help of a niece (BD)) women's and children's

wear - 'ready-made' imported cotton and crimplene dresses, skirts,

women's underwear, nylon negligees, and an assortment of children's

woollen and crimplene jumpers, bonnets, shoes and blankets. She has

also recently invested in a large deep-freezer for the retail of

iced-water and soft drinks. She is unable to determine her profits

on the clothing end of the business; on the iced-water she estimates

that she realizes at least 02 profit daily and another 70p on the

minerals. On this reckoning, Auntie Dinah's monthly income is already

073 from what is, for her, a very small sideline.

Pamela Tawiah is another store trader: a 28-year old Akuapem, she

is also divorced. Pamela is manageress and part-owner (with a step-brother)

of a large, busy stationery and office supplies store situated on the
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Accra New Town road:

Pamela is, in fact, in complete day-to-day control of the
business. She has three employees - "all family" - helping
her: one works as a telephonist, another handles the accounts
and the third helps as a store-assistant. She stocks a wide
range of stationery for retail in the store. However,
Pamela's main concern is the development of the wholesale
side of the business and she has recently negotiated orders
for the regular supply of stationery to the Army, the State
Insurance Company, and the Department of Water and Sewerage;
all these contacts were forged on her own initiative. Profits
are shared fifty-fifty with her step-brother and these Pamela
could not estimate; one order alone - for the supply of £7,000
worth of stationery for the Army - netted her £400 profit
recently. She is however also entitled to salary over and
above any net profits which is £60 monthly. (Data extracted
from tape-recorded interview conducted in English).

Proprietorship, however, also involves a considerable outlay of

time, energy and resources, and does not necessarily, involve the 'big

time'. This is certainly the case for Alhajia Iyishattu, a 42-year

old Hausa/Mossi divorcee who operates a small restaurant from two

ground-floor rooms in a property she owns in the area:

A homely, family, meal-time mural emblazons the entrance of
Alhajia Iyishattu's 'Don't Mind Your Wife Chop Bar'. Although
she employs three young teenage girls and a male kaya-kaya
(unskilled labourer) Alhajia's days are long and arduous. By
7 a.m. she is in Malam Atta Market buying her supplies of
corn-flour, cassava-flour, guineacorn and vegetables. Her
employees carry these back to the restaurant while she remains
behind to buy her meat - a whole sheep daily and a half-dozen
fowl. A large sack of cassava is delivered direct to the
restaurant daily. By the time Alhajia returns, her workers
are busy grinding the ingredients and peeling the cassava.
The preparation of the food is time-consuming and elaborate.
For tuwon garri (cornflour and cassava flour), one of the two
basic starch dishes on her menu, the raw corn requires five
or six poundings and winnowings before it is taken to the
local mill for grinding; it has then to be dried out thoroughly
before being used. The same process has to be followed for
the cassava flour. The cooking is done in a large blackened
cauldron on a wood fire; a small amount of cornflour is
first mixed with cold water, and added to the boiling water;
this is left for some time to boil; a small quantity is then
removed and set aside; a judicious mixture of cassava and
corn-flour is then added slowly, and the mixture is stirred
continuously with a large wooden stick. Various stages of
simmering and cooling follow with the stirring continuing to
prevent lumping. When the texture is thick - in roughly an
hour - the cornflour mixture which has been set aside is

finally added - and the dish is ready for serving. A mudu
(calabash) is used to mould individual portions and these are
served in ridged, earthenware bowls. Tuwon shinkafa, the second
basic starch staple dish prepared daily involves a similarly
complicated process. There is also the stew accompaniment to
be considered: Alhajia generally prepares three daily from a
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range which includes groundnut soup, palmnut stew, dried
okra or fresh okra, kuku (a ground-leaf stew), nkontomire
(cocoyam-leaf stew), aloyo, alefo or sure stews (all
northern leaf stews), egusi (dried melon-seed stew), dawadawa
(powdered-bean stew), or neri (a northern bean stew). Alhajia's
workday never ends before 8 p.m. For this tremendous outlay
of time, supervision, physical labour and skill, Alhajia's
profits are small: she calculates that she makes only £6 clear
profit daily, which works out at £162 monthly. (Data extracted
from tape-recorded interview conducted in Hausa).

Running the 'God Never Sleeps Down Town Bar' involves Ernestina

Dunkwo, a 33-year old Asante divorcee, in similarly long working hours,

though not quite the same physical exertions. This is a small but

very popular local establishment of which Ernestina is the part-owner

and manageress. The bar accommodates up to fifty drinkers who are

seated in either the dimly-lit interior(attractively partitioned with

green bamboo) or the shaded patio. The interior decor is modern

(formica-topped tables and tubular-steel chairs) and piped music is

played continuously.

Chilled beer, including all the local favourites like gulder,
star, club and tata, and guinness, in addition to spirits like
gin and vodka, are available in the 'God Never Sleeps Down Town
Bar'. Ernestina has also introduced tasty food snacks like
kyinkyinga (paprika skewered meat) and hot roasted chicken
pieces, which she prepares herself on an open charcoal grill;
a barman is employed to assist with the serving of drinks. She
opens the bar mid-morning to prepare for her lunch-time trade
and remains open for as long as there are customers - midnight
and after. Her own working-day starts much earlier, however:
most days she has to go in person to the various breweries and
distilleries around the city to ensure that she gets her
supplies. Profits are shared with her partner: these, she
estimates, are approximately £200 monthly; Ernestina is also
entitled to £60 monthly for her work as manageress. On a

monthly basis, therefore, Ernestina's income is the same as

Alhajias - £160. (Data extracted from tape-recorded interview
in Twi).

Women working in these stores, restaurants, and bars are not, of

course, always present in a proprietorial capacity: Rosaria, for

example, a 24-year old unmarried Kwawu woman, is employed as a counter-

assistant in a local laundry at a wage of just £30 monthly.

(v) Kokomlemle market:

Kokomlemle's main concentration of commerical activity is undoubtedly,

however, located in the market located within its boundaries - the Malam

Atta Market - and in the immediately adjoining streets and laneways: over

one thousand permanent traders at stalls and tables were enumerated in the

market survey and there are probably as many or even more 'squatters' and
8

itinerant traders also centred there .

See Appendix 6 for the detailed findings of the market survey.
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Commercial life thrives in the market. By 6.30 a.m. lorries loaded

with rich produce from the Ghanaian hinterland arrive in the open lorry

park to the north, and the market traders buy their daily needs from

the wholesalers; they buy in bulk and retail from their own stalls

within the market; a small number of rural traders may elect to pay

the daily market fee and settle to retail their own produce. There

is much haggling and price-fixing but by 8 o'clock most bargains have

been struck and the traders are at their stalls.

The market is highly congested, and traders jostle each other for

space and custom. Traders in each commodity section are competing with

each other as they hail strangers with the familiar greeting - 'akosua'-

or ring their small bells to attract the attention of potential customers.

The amount of goods on sale with any one trader tends to be small and

is displayed as attractively as possible' on the tables or stalls. The

courtesy with which buyers are greeted - 'morning, morning aura' -

quickly changes as haggling proceeds; the trader may eventually agree

to the customer's last offer but the face-saving 'kyauta' is asked for;

"whatever you like to give" the customer is told which usually involves

splitting the difference between the asking and buying prices.

Amidst the congestion, noise and pungent smells, and the surface

impression of utter chaos, an underlying order exists. There is a

general Market Association for all the traders under the Presidency of

Auntie Akwea, a 60-year old Ga mother of ten, which liaises with the

absentee Market Superintendent and the City Council on all matters of

concern to members. Beneath this layer of organization - and more

important - are the various trade associations. Traders engaged in the

sale of a particular commodity-line band together to form a 'union' which

assumes responsibility for that speciality in the market. As many as

forty such unions exist in the market revealing the remarkable commodity

specialization to be found there: for example, the fishmongers have no

less than five unions representing those engaged in smoked fish, fresh

fish, river fish, crab, and lobster. Each union has a recognized

'Commodity Chief' who is elected by the traders engaged in that particular

commodity line and who is required to settle disputes amongst members,

and those between buyer and seller; price-fixing is no less important

a function but this tends to be played down. Most of these unions are

exclusive to the market but some of the larger unions maintain contacts

with their counterparts in other markets in Accra.

In the market, no less than in other areas of commercial activity

in the area, women again predominate: of the 1,032 regular traders
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enumerated as many as 867 (84%) are women ( i^pendix 6, Table A6.1).

But just as the market functions as an important retail outlet for

shoppers from all over Accra, so it also attracts traders in from

other areas: just one-fifth of the traders actually live in Kokomlemle;

sizeable numbers come from the adjoining neighbourhoods of Accra New

Town (Lagos Town), Nima, and places like Kotobaabi and Pig Farm further

north (Appendix 6, Table A6.2). The ethnicity of the traders is also

extremely varied (Appendix 6, Table A6.3).

A number of single women trade in the market. For example, Mercy

Kludze, the Ewe divorcee discussed already, retails her smoked fish in

the fish section of the market; and Charity, the young unmarried kenkey

maker, brings her kenkey to the laneway alongside the market for retailing.

Others involved solely in the sale of commodites are also to be found.

Yaa Ashong, for example, a 27-year old Akuapem divorcee, rents a permanent

stall in the yam section. Business for Yaa is heavily dependent on

seasonal factors: when yams are plentiful her profits can be as low as

£40, but when scarce (and she can still get her supplies) they can be

as high as £80 monthly. Attia Addo, a 34-year old Krobo divorcee, is

another market trader. Attia, however, is a "squatter" who displays her

goods - yams, cocoyams, cassava, and plantain - on the ground. Attia

estimates a monthly income ranging from £51 in her off-season to £62

when trading is brisk.

Aliya Issifu is another trader in the Malam Atta Market. A 39-year

old widowed Sisala, Aliya is engaged in the sale of charcoal and has her

own allotment in the market:

Aliya Issifu works in the open-air section of the market
alongside the other Sisala charcoal sellers. Her working
conditions are extremely unpleasant: there is no protection
against the fierce heat of the sun and Aliya is perpetually
covered with a thick film of black, charcoal dust. She is
at her stand by 8 a.m. in the morning and remains there
until the late afternoon when one of her school-going
children will take over. Aliya stocks up with ten large
sacks of charcoal obtained on credit from other Sisalas

who bring the charcoal from the forest areas around Kintampo,
Nkoranza and Atebubu in the Brong Ahafo Region. Aliya's
profits are also seasonal but would seldom exceed £50
monthly. (Data extracted from tape-recorded interview
conducted in Hausa).

Up to this point we have been concentrating on the commercial life

of Kokomlemle as it manifests itself during the daytime. At night,

however, other forms of commerce and women of different occupational

status become more evident. It is to this aspect of the commercial life

of the area that we will now move.
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(v) Night-time commercial life of Kokomlemle:

Kokomlemle possesses as many as 13 hotels, 1 motel, 2 'rest houses',

9 nightclubs or discotheques, and 11 European-style beer, wine and spirit

bars (see Appendix 5). It is around these establishments that the

organized night-life of Kokomlemle revolves, drawing in not only persons

living in the area but large numbers of outsiders as well who are attracted

by Kokomlemle's reputation as a 'swinging place'. The night-life found

in the more exclusive clubs and discotheques differs markedly from that

obtainable in the more modest beer bars and cheaper hotels; and the

occupational standing and general mode of operation of women frequenting

either milieu differ accordingly. Hence each ambiance will be described

separately. Finally, as this organized recreational life of the area

also generates some night-time trading this aspect of the area's commercial

life will also be noted.

(a) Nightclubs and Discotheques:

Popular with members of the Ghanaian elite and expatriates are places

like the Caprice Hotel with its full range of first-class services -

a number of bars, a night-club, lounge, restaurant, and air-conditioned

accommodation. Also extremely popular are the discotheques opened recently

in the area: the discotheque attached to 'Le Chevalier' (a restaurant

frequented largely by expatriates) has been mentioned already; in addition,

there is 'The Playboya discotheque which attracts a number of Russian

divorcees and 'The Pussycat', a great favourite with the young, smart set.

These discotheques - intimate, chic and air-conditioned, with 'groovy'

disc jockeys, the latest soul and reggae hits in quadrophonic sound, and

spectacular psychedelic lighting— and the more select hotels, are also

the places where young, sophisticated, and beautiful women known locally

as ashawos are to be found. These women support themselves, by and large,

from earnings they generate through prostitution. Altogether there are

nine ashawos in the single woman sample, all women in their twenties.

Ashawo women are only to be found where the 'paymasters' - wealthy

European and African patrons - are likely to be. Indeed, any night they

do not 'find the luck' in the clubs of Kokomlemle, they move on to hotels

or clubs located elsewhere in the city - to State Hotels like the Star,

the Ambassador or the Continental, or nightclubs like the Piccolo Mondo,

Cave du Roi and Club Napoleon. Apart from the 'butterflies' (the women's

term for casual clients) most ashawos are also engaged in some form of

semi-permanent liaison with one or more whitemen who either live in Accra

or pay regular business trips to the city. These 'mistress' relationships
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usually involve married men and do not demand any great outlay of time

or inconvenience on the women's part; they can be easily accommodated

in conjunction with the women's other casual transactions.

An ashawo woman, however, does not confine her activities to Accra

alone: "Its not good to stay too long in one place because people get

to know you and they like fresh faces". They all periodically make trips

to the capital cities of neighbouring French West African countries -

Abidjan, Lome, Cotonou and Ougoudougou - where the local girls, in their

estimation, are still 'bush' and their own services are in high demand:

"Everyone knows that Ghanaian girls are the best-looking girls in these

places. And they don't make trouble. They know the business". When,

in turn, "the weather turns bad in that place", they return to Accra and

another cycle begins with "new faces everywhere".

The women distinguish between 'long' and 'short' time: 'long-time'

involves spending the whole night with the man in his hotel room, or home,

whilst 'short-time' will only detain them for the duration of the sexual

act. No fixed charge is set by the women for their services and, indeed,

such a practice is considered highly improper: "Me like this, as I

respect myself, I do not set a charge before having sex with the man.

Whatever he likes to give I take"; "I just go with the man, let him 'chop'

and then I make to put on my dress. Whatever he gives me - even if a few
9

pesewas - I will take it ". They do, however, have their own guiles for

getting what they consider is appropriate: "I squeeze my eyes so that

the tears come"; "I make these crocodile tears and tell the man about my

poor mother and sisters". The women's earnings from their more enduring,

'mistress' liaisons, however, are quantifiable: room rents in the region

of £20 - £25 monthly, and 'chop' money ranging from £50 - £120 are being

received. Actual amounts here, too, are dependent on the goodwill and

generosity of the man: "If I'm going with a man I don't ask them for

this and this; just what they feel to give me I will take it".

Apart from these direct earnings for their sexual services, ashawos

also pick up quite a variety of casual gifts around the clubs: former

clients can be easily cajoled into parting with anything up to £20 in

the course of a friendly reminiscence over past happy times; gamblers

from the casinos drop in on the late-night clubs and euphoric on their
10

winnings freely 'dash' every woman in sight; and regular patrons in
_

This practice of not setting a price in advance takes some clients
by surprise, especially visitors to Ghana who would have little ground for
suspecting that these beautiful women, casually drinking around the hotels,
are operating as prostitutes. Ruby, one of the ashawos, described one such
incident: "This young Englishman was just visiting Ghana for the first time.
I stayed in his room and the following morning he asked me where did I work.
I said 'I don't work. This is my business so just let me have my money so
I go".

^'Dash' is a very common Ghanaian term which means giving something
as a gift.
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the clubs, platonic friends or former lovers, may be moved to give them

money "to go on home" if it is very late. Other non-monetary perks also

frequently come into their possession: clients just visiting Ghana may

require conducted tours of the jewellery and fashion shops of the city

for souvenirs and gifts for absent wives - and an ashawo woman is

highly skilled at capitalizing on the generosity of the moment in

ensuring that such gifts also come her way: men with whom they are

involved in more permanent liaisons are also generous with gifts of

record-players, radios and tape-recorders, or items of furniture like

wardrobes, side-boards, and dressing-tables', if leaving Ghana permanently

they may even leave the women their complete sets of house furnishings;

and 'naughty weekends' in neighbouring French countries with married lovers

are quickly converted into shopping sprees for themselves at the 'quality

French shops' of Lom€ and Abidjan.

(b) Small Hotels and Beer Bars:

Also in Kokomlemle, but catering for a very different clientele, are

the numerous small hotels and beer bars bearing names like 'Sadiscoes',

'The Albert', 'The Rex', and 'Brittania'. The names may be regal but

these establishments function, by and large, as 'rest houses' - beer-bars

with rooms attached where patrons can retire on either a 'short-time'

or 'long-time' basis for sexual transactions. The drinking areas of

these hotels are packed in the evenings with anything up to fifty women

engaged in - in local parlance - "trading the toto". Women who frequent

these cheaper hotels are known locally as awasheng and tend to be women

in their thirties and forties who are already past their prime in sexual

attractiveness and beauty. Seven awasheng women, all in their thirties,

appear in the single woman sample..

An awasheng woman regularly chooses the same bar: "Club Mountaineers

is like makola (the large Central Accra market) for me" noted Abba Dampa,

a 35-year old unmarried Asante, "I treat the place like I would treat

having a stall for market. All of us women work like that". The bars

themselves are companionable if roisterous places: Soul and 'High Life'

music are played continuously; the women sit around at tables drinking,

gossiping, laughing and occasionally fighting, either in the darkened

interiors or patios, or out on the verandahs, until approached by an

interested client. By and large the men frequenting these establishments

are 'cheapside' - the unskilled and poorly-paid - but all sorts find

their way there - 'benz paymasters', clerks, illiterate but wealthy

cocoa-farmers, tradesmen, self-made local business-men, local Accra

shopkeepers, and foreign African traders. The men are, in all likelihood
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married, but out to enjoy the rough camaraderie of the bars and the

challenge of these earthy, tough women, as well as the eventual sex.

The venue is left to the client. "I will go to hotel, 'rest-

house' or even his own house with the man. Only not all men that I

will take to my house. If I look at the fellow and feel he's the

type I would like to carry home, I will bring him to the house".

In exceptional circumstances, to quote Ayanima, another awasheng

woman, "they just pick you and poke you for bush [ in the bush ]

Awasheng women are quicker to mention amounts received from their

clients than ashawos but, here again, average earnings are impossible

to calculate: some nights they will "find the luck" and entertain

more than one client; at other times, especially towards the end of

the month when money is scarce, several days may elapse without a

single offer. And actual payments vary as the awasheng women (like

the ashawo)do not have any set charges: "We don't have any one

charge" remarked Maame, a 32-year old Asante, "In fact some men you

can't charge. Some men whose faces are so respectable that you can't

charge them. The man himself will volunteer; he will say: 'I'll

give you £10, £15 or £20'. Some too will tell you that the month is

so far spent so he will give you £5". Another awasheng, Akwea Adu,

a 33-year old Akuapem, confided: "I presently get £3 - £5 for 'short-

time' - but sometimes it is double that on one person. You see the

whole thing is based on luck".

The 'perks' of the awasheng are few. However, friends, acquaintences,

and former and potential clients tend to keep them supplied with drinks

and cigarettes whilst in the clubs. Occasionally, also, these men may

get the women to act as brokers for them in the procurement of younger

women for which service an awasheng will receive her own 'dash'. Three of

the awashengjhowever, are also involved in conventional work: Ayanima3a
34-year old unmarried Yoruba/Ga}earns £29 as a cleaner in a government ministry

working from 5.00 a.m. to 6.30; another woman - Maame, a 32-year old

unmarried Asante - struggles on with a wig-trading venture which once

occupied her on a full-time basis; and Matamua, a 39-year old unmarried

Ewe, occasionally trades blouses and ladies pants when she can get them

from Lome'.

(c) Nightime Trading Activities

In discussing the night-time activities of Kokomlemle, the

concentration has been on those women who earn their livelihood by

exchanging sexual services for payments from men they meet around the

hotels and beer bars. But by no means all of the women found working at
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night in the area are thus engaged: one service generates another and

thus we find women engaged in more conventional occupations earning

their livelihood from the services that they can provide to these

revellers around the hotels. Ama i^ma, a 40-year old Akyem/Ga divorcee,

is one such woman.

Ama Kuma sells rice and a meat stew on the roadway outside
Sadiscos, a popular Kokomlemle beer bar frequented by large
numbers of awasheng. During the day Ama is engaged in pur¬

chasing her rice and meat in the market, and preparing the
food back in her compound. By 5 p.m. her rice and meat stew
areready and a kaya kaya (porter) carries her two enormous
enamel basins containing the food to her sales pitch. The
food is retailed between 5 p.m. and anytime up to 4 a.m. the
following morning; her two school-going daughters assist
her in the early evening. Portions are served in cassava
leaves and eaten, as is customary, by hand; a basin of water
is available for hand-rinsing. Ama estimates a profit of only
£10 monthly on the rice as, not having any capital, she is
forced to buy in small quantities and at retail prices from
the market traders: "This is bad if you think of the effort
I put in but I make my profit on the meat stew". In fact,
the buying of rice is conditional on the buying of stew;
on this she estimates that she makes £3 profit nightly.
Combining these two estimates, Ama's monthly income is £91.
(Data extracted from tape-recorded interview conducted in Twi).

Up to this point we have been concerned with describing the

commercial life of Kokomlemle and with introducing those single women

in the sample who form an integral part of this economy. Altogether

two-in-five (42%) of the working single women have occupations located

within the area (Table 4.1: p.82).H
The occupations we have been describing, however, are confined by

and large to the traditional or informal sector of the urban economy;

that is to say, _in Kokomlemle single women are to be found overwhelmingly
in occupations which they themselves have generated. Indeed, a total

of three-in-five (59%) of the single women are either self-employed and

working on their own (45%),or self-employed and employers of others (14%)

(Table 4.3). However, there are other single women in the sample who are

employed in the modern formal sector of the economy and engaged as

professional and semi-professional employees, and as white-collar workers;

and there are others presently unemployed but actively looking for work

in this sector. But, because these occupations are not sited in Kokomlemle

This figure does not include the nine ashawo women or Rose, the
itinerant egg-seller, who, whilst partially involved in the economy of
the area, concentrate their activities more heavily in the Central
Accra area.
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TABLE 4,3: EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF KOKOMLEMLE ADULTS (15 years of age
and over) IN CENSUS POPULATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH SEX (percentages)

Adults (21-44 years
of age)

All Adults (15 years
of age and over)

EMPLOYMENT STATUS
Male

Married
Female

Single
Female Male Female Total

Self-employed:

Self-employed 10.8 53.6 45.2 12.0 47.6 28.6

Self-employed and
employer of others

4.1 3.2 13.1 5.9 5.0 5.5

Employee:

Large employer (20
workers and over)

52.6 35.0 33.3 48.4 29.9 40.0

Small employer (less
than 20 workers)

29.1 4.9 6.0 28.4 9.7 19.7

Paid family worker 1.1 3.2 1.2 1.5 2.7 2.0

Unpaid family worker 0.4 - - 0.3 0.3 0.3

Unpaid apprentice 1.9 — 1.2 3.5 4.7 4.1

TOTAL %
n

Not applicable* n
Not stated n

100.0
268

37

3

99.9
123

73

100.0
84

10

100.0
341

375

5

99.9
298

562

100.2
639
937

5

* Under 15 years of age or non-economically active adult.

12
itself they have not come to our notice up to his point . It is to

some consideration of these women and their occupations that attention

will now be turned.

(b) OCCUPATIONS OF SINGLE WOMEN OUTSIDE KOKOMLEMLE: THE FORMAL SECTOR:

(i) 'Professional' and 'Administrative, Executive and Managerial'
occupations:

A total of eight single women are engaged in occupations which can

be categorized as 'professional' or 'administrative, executive and managerial'

(Table 4.2: p.86). These categories are reserved for those occupations which
require a degree course at a third-level educational institute or

Neither, by the same token, have occupations in the informal sector
in which the single women in the sample are engaged, but which are located
outside Kokomlemle, been described. This happened in the case of three
'cloth' traders who work either in or around the main Makola Market in

Central Accra: Antonia, a 44-year old Fante divorcee is a highly successful
wholesale trader with her own store stocked ceiling-high with Ghanaian
prints which she buys direct from the textile factories and sells in bulk
to other traders for retail; Auntie Dora, a 40-year old Ewe widow retails
lengths of cloth from her covered rented stall in the main market; and
Clara Amu, a 42-year old Kwawu divorcee, who retails cloth by the yard
from a table on the crowded, unpaved laterite sidewalk outside the market.
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university . Two of these women have been discussed already - Madam

Lucille and Madam Cecilia - who are the School Principals operating

their own educational institutes in Kokomlemle. The remaining six

women, however, are all employed in the modern sector of the economy and

work outside the area. The occupations in question encompass a wide

range. Elizabeth, a 30-year old unmarried Fante, is a doctor working

in Accra's main teaching hospital, Korle Bu; Victoria, a 32-year old

Fante, also unmarried, is a commercial lawyer working for the Ghana

Commercial Bank. Another woman, Gertrude, a 30-year old Akuapem

divorcee, is a radio producer with the Ghana Broadcasting Corporation;

she joined the Corporation initially as a programme assistant and then

rose through the ranks to become, in turn, studio manager, continuity

'girl', radio announcer, until her promotion to producer. She now

has responsibility for a current affairs programme. Then there is

Adjua, a 26-year old unmarried Fante}who is employed as a public

relations officer by a large semi-state corporation: in this position

she is responsible for press releases and keeping the public informed

of the corporation's activities; the job also involves meeting people

from many different walks of national life, and organizing press

conferences and receptions. Rebecca, a 25-year old unmarried Fante,

is a horticulturist-cum-landscape gardener employed by the Department

of Parks and Gardens: she works mainly in the large 'showpiece'

government gardens in Accra where she is responsible for general lay¬

out with a team of gardeners under her supervision; she is also involved

in the landscaping of public parks around the city and is occasionally

called upon to use her flower-arranging skills for banquets held in State

House. And, finally, there is Josephine, a 27-year old unmarried Fante,

employed by the Ghana National Trading Company, a large chain-store which

has over 360 retail outlets throughout the country; she was employed

initially as a floor manageress in one of the store's local branches

but subsequently worked her way up through the ranks to appointments as

firstly, sales manageress in the company's major store in Kumasi, and

latterly, group store manageress with responsibility for furniture

throughout the Company's entire chain of stores; Josephine's work

involves her in considerable travel around the country.

In the census office classification of occupations the category
of 'professional' embraces a far wider array of occupations and includes
nurses, herbalists, jujumen, fetish priests, and creative artists as
well as more strictly-defined 'professional' occupations like those of
surgeon, engineer or physicist.
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The single women who occupy these professional, administrative

and executive positions can be regarded as having reached the top

in the occupational hierarchy: they have gained entry into the most

prestigious (if not always the most financially lucrative) occupations

available in Ghanaian society. These women are in receipt of salaries

of between £208 - £333 monthly - the Doctor at the lower end of the

scale and the chain-store manageress at the upper. Also, where

government employees, the women are entitled to loans to buy their

cars and allowances to run them, and they also enjoy heavily subsidized

housing.

(ii) 'Semi-professional' occupations:

Nine further single women are engaged in what has been termed here
14

'semi-professional' occupations (Table 4.2: p.86). Again, this category

encompasses a wide range of individual occupations. There are two teachers

present: Patricia, a 31-year old Fante divorcee, who teaches *0'level history
in a boys' secondary school in Accra; and, Honora, a 21-year old

unmarried Ga/Adangbe, who is a Class 3 primary school teacher in a

school ten miles outside the city on the main Nsawam railway line.

There are also two police officers - Faustina and Ramatu - who are both

employed as finger-print specialists in the criminal records division

at police headquarters in Central Accra! Faustina is a 26-year old

unmarried Builsa (Kangyaga), and Ramatu, also 26 years of age and

unmarried, is a Dagomba. And finally, there are five women engaged

in para-medical work: Grace, a 26-year old unmarried Ga/Akuapem woman,

is a state registered nurse; Margaret, a 39-year old Ga/Fante, also

unmarried, works as an x-ray nurse; Emily, a 28-year old unmarried

Akuapem, is a midwife; Effua, a 26-year old unmarried Akuapem,is in

the more modest position of 'enrolled' or auxiliary nurse; and finally,

Abena, a 27-year old unmarried Ga/Adangbe, works as a family planning

counsellor. All three nurses and the midwife work at Korle Bu, the

teaching hospital in Accra where Elizabeth, the doctor, is also

engaged. Abena, the family planning councellor, however, is employed

by the Planned Parenthood Association which was established in 1970

under the government's Planned Parenthood Programme. Her work is

largely informational - house-calls in the poorer socio-economic

areas of the city like Darkumah, 'Town Council Line', and Sabon Zongo

where she disseminates general information about family planning

This category was created to cover occupations classified by the census
office as 'professional' but which require only professional or vocational
training and not graduation from a university or similar higher educational
institute - the criterion for classification as a 'professional' adopted
here. Also included in this category of 'semi-professional' are police
officers who are classified as 'service workers^ by the census office.
(See Footnote 4: p. 85 ) •
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and instructs on various contraceptive methods available under the

Planned Parenthood programme; she also holds twice-weekly clinics

in one of Accra's two Planned Parenthood Clinics.

In Ghana, entry into these 'semi-professional' occupations requires

only a middle school education followed by some professional training

and they are not held in particularly high regard (Hurd 1967: 236).

However, professional or vocational training is heavily sponsored in

Ghana and is one of the few options available to an academically bright

child faced with family opposition to a continuing educational career,

Surprisingly low salaries are earned by these 'semi-professional' women:

the lowest paid is Honora, the primary school teacher, who earns as

little as £64 monthly; next comes Effua, the enrolled nurse, who earns

£70; Emily, the midwife, earns £90, and Abena, the family planning

advisor, £105; the earnings of Grace, the state registered nurse and

Margaret, the x-ray nurse, are the same - £108; Faustina and Ramatu,

the police officers are on the same government grading and receive

£111 monthly; and finally, Patricia, the secondary school teacher,

despite her four years professional training, receives just £145 monthly.

The work of the 'semi-professional' women is certainly less

glamourous than that of the 'professional'women and, particularly in

the case of the nurses, involves long, tiring hours operating on shifts.

However, intrinsic work satisfaction brings it own compensations: "I

like nursing because I like to do a sacrificial work and care for

patients and feel that I'm helping them".

(iii)'White-collar occupations: secretaries, typists, clerical
assistants and telephonist/receptionists:

There is also a sizeable representation of white-collar workers

amongst the single women - fifteen women in all (Table 4.2, p.86).

Augustina, Grace and Anastasia all work as secretaries in various

government ministries: Augustina, a 22-year old unmarried Ewe, is one

of a team of four secretaries working for the Senior principal secretary

in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Grace, also 22 years of age,

unmarried and Ewe, works in the Ministry of Home Affairs; and Anastasia,

a 27-year old unmarried Kwawu, is employed in the Ministry of Health.

The only copy/typist is Gifty, a 23-year old Fante/Akyem, who works in

the typing pool of the social security section of the State Insurance

Company. There are two clerical workers, both 'A' level certificate

holders: Georgina, a 30-year old unmarried Ewe, is employed by the

French Embassy and has, in addition to her routine clerical work,

responsibility for the processing of scholarship applications from
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Ghanaians wishing to study in France; Naomi, on the other hand, is a

24-year old unmarried Dagomba who works in the Benefit Section of the

State Insurance Corporation where she is largely engaged in processing

applications and settling claims. There are also three accounting

assistants variously engaged: Mary, a 22-year old unmarried Fante, is

employed as a wages clerk in the Ministry of Defence; Salina, a 26-year

old unmarried Ewe, works as a pay clerk in an expatriate Merchant Bank;

and Genevieve, a 31-year old Fante divorcee, is an accounting assistant

with the Ghana Commercial Bank. There is one cashier - Bernadette, a

21-year old unmarried Fante, who works in a casino operated from one

of the State Hotels, and whose duties involve the issue and redemption

of gambling chits used in the casino. And, finally, five of the women

are engaged as receptionist/telephonists and employed by highly diverse

establishments: Beatrice, a 33-year old unmarried Asante, is employed

by the Japanese Embassy; Alphonsina, a 34-year old Ewe divorcee, works

in a Lebanese Shoe Factory; Lorraine, a 25-year old unmarried Ewe, works
in a Japanese car assembly plant under Lebanese management. Juliana, a

22-year old unmarried Kwawu, works in the Department of National Lotteries;

and Eugenia, the 23-year old unmarried Fante mentioned already;who is

employed by her uncle in his commercial college located within Kokomlemle.

All positions involve routine receptionist/telephonist responsibilities.

Young women compete eagerly for these posts as stenographers, typists,

and clerical assistants in the modern sector of the economy - positions

monopolized by men in Colonial times. Secretarial jobs in government

ministries, and most white-collar jobs in the private sector, are

particularly keenly sought. This is, undoubtedly, a reflection of the

high levels of remuneration obtainable in these employments and single

women who hold these positions are by far the best-paid workers of this

white-collar category: their average monthly salary is £140. On the

other hand, clerks and other white-collar workers in the state sector

earn considerably less - some, like Juliana, the receptionist with the

Department of National Lotteries, and Mary, the wages clerk with the

Ministry of Defence, earning as little as £78 and £72 respectively.

However, the lowest wage received by far is the £22 noted already in

respect of Eugenia, the receptionist employed by her uncle. Eugenia is,

in fact, the only single woman with the employment status of 'paid

family worker'. Generally speaking, women are not keen to work for

relatives which is partly explained by the low wages obtainable and

partly by a desire to be free of family control at their workplaces.
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(iv) Sales workers: employee:

A further three women are engaged as wage-employed, sales

assistants (Table 4.2, p.86 );15 Helena, a 22-year old unmarried Akuapem,

works as a counter-hand in the food bar of Ghana House, the Ghana National

Trading Company's main retail outlet in Accra; Majella, a 22-year old

unmarried Ewe, is engaged as a ticket seller by the Department of Civil

Aviation and stationed at Accra Airport - her job is to issue tickets

for access to the airport balcony and for passengers travelling on the

airport buses; and Rosario, the 24-year old unmarried Kwawu discussed

earlier,is employed as a counter assistant in a Kokomlemle laundry.
These positions as sales assistants are eagerly sought by middle

school leavers reluctant to turn to more traditional occupations: the work

is certainly less physically-arduous than anything comparable in the

traditional sector, and a smart uniform lends glamour. However, the

salaries obtainable are small and parallel those found at the lower end of

the white-collar range: Helena and Majella who both work in the state sector

receive just 072 monthly, whilst Rosaria's salary is a mere 030.

(v) The unemployed:

The last and final category is that of the non-economically active.

Altogether there are seven single women in the sample who have finished

school but are unemployed and looking for work (Table 4.2, p.86). These

are all young women in their early twenties. Three of them are Form 5

secondary school leavers - Colette, a 23-year old Ga, Rosina, a 22-year

old Fante, and Ursula, a 22-year old Ewe. All three women are unmarried.

Since leaving school they have worked in a variety of temporary clerical

positions - as coders, filers, compilers and recorders - in a number of

state and semi-state bodies; none of these jobs, however, materialized

into permanent positions for the women.

It is, emphatically, employment as clerical workers in the modern,

wage sectory of the economy which these women seek. Generally speaking,

Ghanaians who have gone as far as secondary Form 5 and obtained their

'0' Levels would be extremely reluctant to turn to traditional

occupations: such a more would be construed as 'failure' since the

object of education is conceived primarily in occupational terms (Hurd

1967: 232-233). However, the modern sector of the Ghanaian economy has

not been expanding at a sufficiently fast pace to provide openings for

all school-leavers and competition for these clerical positions is

extremely keen.

15
This category of 'Sales workers: employee' was created to

differentiate those employed as sales persons and shop assistants -

individuals with at least a middle school education and in receipt
of salaries - from the self-employed traders (cf. Footnote 4; P.85 )■
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The four remaining unemployed women are all middle school leavers -

Caroline, a 22-year old Akuapem, Martina, a 23-year old Asante, Antonia,

a 24-year old Ewe, and Daphne, a 22-year old Ahanta/Asante. All four

women are unmarried. They, too, have all worked since leaving school

but in more menial positions - as housemaids and waitresses, and, in

one instance each, as an amusement-arcade attendant, and as a counter-

hand in a shoe-bar. A variety of reasons led to the termination of

these employments - having to resign to nurse a sick mother, unpleasant

conditions of work, over-demanding employers, and getting the sack for

poor time-keeping.

These women are seeking jobs as sales assistants and factory

operatives; however, these positions are also in extremely short supply

in Ghana. The account given by Antonia of her job-hunting travails

gives some indication of the problems these women face in trying to

find wage-employment in contemporary Accra:

"I have gone round, round. I am willing to work as a

salesgirl, factory worker, anything, I applied to State
Insurance, Cocoa Board, Ghana Tourist Corporation - even
as far as Tema, I even went personally to all these places -

Ghana Textile Products, Lever Brothers - so many places. I
have grown lean now looking for work. People are suffering-o,
because of job in this Ghana". (Tape-recorded interview in Twi).

Unemployment benefit is only available in Ghana since 1972 and

applies, in any event, to only a few limited categories of redundant

workers (Mouton 1975: 38). Other sources of support are crucial,

therefore, if an unemployed woman is to survive in the city until her

own job-hunting endeavours prove successful. Relatives are the chief

supports for these women with the provision of accommodation and main-
16

tenance, but boyfriends too are providing assistance

These then are the occupations in the modern sector of the urban

economy in which these single women are engaged, or desire to be engaged;

the incomes generated by these various employments have also been detailed.

Some of these women engaged in 'modern' occupations are not averse, however,

to turning their skills to more 'traditional' forms of entrepreneurial

endeavour in their spare-time. To pick up something - anything - and

trade it at a profit is a fundamental urge many of these women share with

women occupied exclusively in the traditional sector: shirts, material

lengths, blouses, shoes, baby clothes and skirts - anything going as a

bargain in the market, or obtained via social contacts, is snapped up

X 6
In five instances these unemployed women are staying with relatives -

with mothers (2), both parents (1), a sister (1) and an uncle (MB); in
the remaining two cases boyfriends are paying rent for the rooms which
the women are renting, and also giving them 'chop' money - an allowance
for their food outlays.
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and resold to work-mates, neighbours or friends on a cash-sale or credit

basis. Alphonsina, for example, one of the receptionists, estimates

that this form of petty trading realizes her an additional £25 monthly.

Other women are alert to opportunities whereby personal skills (often

self-acquired) may be turned to financial advantage in their spare time.

Eugenia, for example, the college receptionist, is able to augment her

meagre salary of 0.22 by as much again by sewing children's school

uniforms. And Lorraine, the receptionist in the car assembly plant, has
been even more enterprising: she has rented a garage adjoining her

house, made some conversions, hired an assistant, and is operating her

own cosmetic and perfumery store; 'Avon' products are her speciality

and these she has brought down from London by a stewardess friend working

with Ghana Airways; this spare-time work earns her an additional £40

monthly.

Conclusions:

Single women, as we have seen, are engaged in work which extends

across a wide occupational spectrum and which encompasses an extraordinary

variety of employment: they form an integral part of the economy of their

own residential neighbourhood and they are also well represented across

a broad range of occupations in the modern sector of the economy. This

wide proliferation of occupational roles for women has no parallel in

traditional rural society and reflects the increased complexity of an

urban occupational structure.

(1) Involvement in the Modern Sector:

Involvement in the modern sector of the economy can be taken as some

measure of 'success'; these occupations are closely linked to educational

achievement and are, additionally, keenly sought. Altogether, 2-in-5

(39.9%) of the single women in the sample are engaged as employees in

this sector - an involvement, incidentally, which is almost identical

to that found amongst married women of the same age in the area (39.3%)

(Table 4.3, pl08). To put this figure of 40% in perspective: the

national figure for women in wage-employment (derived from the 1960

Census figures) is a mere 4% (Caldwell 1967a: 62). On the other hand,

the corresponding figure for the involvement of Kokomlemle males in

the modern sector is 82%, more than double the female rate.

This low involvement of women relative to men in the modern sector

of the Ghanaian economy is so despite the fact that the potential con¬

tribution of women in this area has always been appreciated. No legal

barriers exist to prevent women from pursuing any occupation of their

choosing, and no jobs are specifically reserved for men (North 1975: 3,
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quoting Ghanaian Appeals Court Judge Annie Jiagge). Women are eligible

for all posts in both national and local government service and are

eligible for all public appointments. The principle of equal pay for

equal work has been accepted in Ghana since 1951 (Greenstreet 1972: 353).

In fact, the government has taken the lead in formulating progressive

policies in relation to its female employees: since 1948, female civil

servants have been entitled to three months maternity leave, and by the

1970s they enjoyed such leave with full pay (ibid).

Statutory provision is, however, only one side of the story: actual

securement remains closely tied to education. And educational provision

and take-up in Ghana has been very uneven: strong regional differences

in patterns of educational achievement are immediately apparent with

the largest proportions of educated Ghanaians coming from the coastal

towns, the cocoa-farming areas, and the regional capitals (Caldwell

1967a: 53) - regions populated, by and large, by the southern Ghanaian

ethnic groups of the Akan and Ewe. This pattern is also very clearly

reflected in the present findings where involvement in modern sector

occupations coincides closely with ethnicity (Table 4.4). Thus,

although just 42% of the single women in the sample are Akans, all the

top professional, administrative and executive positions are filled by

Akans; they also account for 47% of white-collar positions. Ewes

evidence the same overrepresentation in the white-collar occupations:

thus, whereas they comprise just 18% of the sample population, they

account for 40% of white-collar jobs. On the other hand there is a

relatively low involvement of northerners and foreign-origin women

in modern sector jobs: educational facilities are less widely available

in the Northern and Upper Regions - the traditional homelands of the

Mole-Dagbani and Grusi; and foreign-Africans, who are typically Muslims,

evidence a considerable resistance to Western education even when

settled in southern Ghanaian towns and cities where availability is

not at issue.

Employment in the modern sector, particularly employment in the

top professional occupations, is also closely tied to social-class
17

background. This becomes very apparent when we compare the occupations

of the single women with those of their fathers (Table 4.5). The

figures reveal a remarkable lack of inter-generational mobility:

for example, of the eight women occupying 'professional' or 'administrative,

executive and managerial' positions for which a degree of equivalent

qualification is required, seven have fathers who are themselves university

For a summary of the debate on male social mobility and
education in Ghana see Weis (1979: 41-51).
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TABLE4.4:OCCUPATIONOFKOKOMLEMLESINGLEWOMEN(21-44yearsofage)WHO PARTICIPATEDINMAINSTUDYINACCORDANCEWITHETHNICGROUP(percentages)
OCCUPATION

MajorEthnicGroup

OF

SINGLEWOMAN

Akan

Ga-Adangbe

Ewe

Mole- Dagbani, Grusi

Other African

Mixed Ethnic Origin

Total

Professional,and Administrative,Executive, andManagerial

22

-

-

-

-

-

9

Semi-Professional

8

20

-

33

-

13

10

Clerical,white-collar

19

-

38

17

-

7

17

Sales: Employee

5

_

6

_

—

—

3

Self-employed

27

30

25

17

33

40

29

ServiceandRecreation: Dress-making

-

20

6

-

-

7

5

Prostitute: Ashawo

3

10

_

33

67

20

10

Awasheng

8

10

12

-

-

7

8

Unemployed

8

10

12

-

-

7

8

TOTAL%
n

100
37

100
10

99 16

100
6

100
3

101
15

99 87



TABLE4.5:OCCUPATIONOFKOKOMLEMLESINGLEWOMEN(21-44yearsofage)WHO PARTICIPATEDINMAINSTUDYINACCORDANCEWITHOCCUPATIONOFFATHERS(percentages)
■11

OCCUPATIONOF

OccupationalStatusofFather
SINGLEWOMAN

Prof

Semi-

White-

Sales

Farmers

Trans

Craft

Service

Admin,Exec, Manger'1

Profess- ional

Collar

Employ¬ ee

Self- Employ'd
Fisher¬ men

&

Comm

Productn Process

Sport Recreatn
TOTAL

Professional,and Administrative, Executiveand Managerial

50

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

9

Semi-Professional

-

-

25

-

-

18

-

12

-

10

Clerical,white-collar
36

25

25

33

43

5

17

12

-

17

Sales: Employee

-

-

-

-

14

3

17

-

-

3

Self-employed

-

25

-

33

-

46

-

50

50

29

ServiceandRecreation: Dress-making

7

-

-

-

-

8

-

-

-

5

Prostitute: Ashawo

-

25

50

-

43

3

-

12

50

10

Awasheng

-

-

-

-

-

10

33

12

-

8

Unemployed

7

25

-

33

-

5

33

-

-

8

TOTAL%
n

99 14

100
4

100

4

99

3

100
7

101
39

100
6

98

8

100

2

99 87



graduates and employed in professional, administrative or executive

capacities. Most of these professional fathers are in senior positions

in the civil service - principal secretaries, commissioners in state

corporations, and executive officers in government departments; the

remaining father is a lawyer with his own legal chambers. Only Gertrude,

the radio producer, comes from a non-professional background: her father

is a farmer in Akyem Aboakwa in the Eastern Region.

This pattern of low mobility, though startlingly obvious for women

engaged in professional occupations, is also apparent on closer analysis

of the other categories of modern sector jobs. Thus, the fact that the

women engaged in 'semi-professional' occupations come from very modest

backgrounds (only one father is literate) would seem to suggest at

first glance, a high degree of inter-generational mobility; however,

as we saw, these occupations require only a middle school education and

some vocational training for entry. Again, on first observation, the

white-collar workers seem to come from a wide variety of socio-economic

backgrounds. However, there is some internal differentiation within

this category hinted at already when we discussed the widely-varying

levels of remuneration found: those in the more responsible secretarial

posts in the civil service, or in the better-paid positions in the private

sector, tend to be secondary school—leavers who have competed successfully

for places at the well-run government secretarial college in Accra and

pursued a first-class, two-year secretarial course whilst there; the

less-well-paid typists, clerks, telephonists and receptionists are,

more typically, middle school—leavers who have received a less rigorous

training in typing and book-keeping skills at private commercial institutes.

It is those women with a secondary-school education, and who presently

monopolize the most coveted white-collar positions, who account for all

the fathers of professional status found for this category; the middle

school-leavers come from much more modest backgrounds.

How are the single women in the Kokomlemle sample faring in relation

to those modern-sector jobs as compared with their married counterparts

of the same age in the area for whom we also have data? In a number of

important respects single women seem to be at some advantage. For example,

to take the two top occupational categories of 'professional' and

'administrative, executive and managerial'; whereas 9% of the area's

sampled single women are engaged in these occupations, the corresponding

figure for Kokomlemle's married women who participated in the study is

only 1% (Table 4.6). Indeed Kokomlemle's single women seem to be doing
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TABLE 4.6: OCCUPATION Of KOKQMLEMLE ADULTS (15 years of age and qvptI

IN CENSUS POPULATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH SEX (percentages)

TYPE OF OCCUPATION
Adults (21-44

age)
years of All adults (15 years

of age and over)

Male

Married

Female
Single
Female Male Female Total

Economically Active:

Professional,
administrative,
executive and

managerial

11.4 1.0 8.5 10.2 2.4 6.1

Semi-professional 14.3 10.2 9.6 10.2 7.0 8.5

Clerical, white-
collar

Sales:

11.0 8.2 16.0 8.2 8.2 8.2

Employee 2.6 4.6 3.2 2.2 3.4 2.8

Self-employed 4.9 30.1 27.6 4.6 24.5 15.1

Farmers, fishermen
and related workers

0.6 0.5 - 0.9 0.2 0.5

Workers in transport
and communications

8.1 0.5 - 7.1 0.4 3.6

Production process
workers

13.0 1.0 - 12.4 1.0 6.4

Service:

Craft 5.2 5.6 6.4 5.3 3.8 4.5

Domestic,
Recreation

14.9 1.0 17.0 11.9 5.8 8.7

Non-Economically
Active:

Homemakers - 35.2 - - 19.7 10.4

Students 6.8 2.0 - 17.5 15.1 16.2

Retired, ill 0.3 - - 2.0 1.8 1.9

Unemployed 6.8 - 11.7 7.5 6.8 7.1

TOTAL %
n

Not applicable:
under 15 years of
age n

99.9

307
99.9
196

100.0
94

100.0
452

268

100.1

502

358

100.0

954

626

Not stated n 1 - - 1 - 1
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particularly well as the figure of 1% for the area's married women is

much more in line with the national figure for female professional

and administrative workers which is 1.3% (Statistical Yearbook Ghana.
18

1967-68: 12-28) ; and a 9% involvement in these top professional

occupations means that these single women are only marginally behind

men of the same age in the area whose participation level is 11%.

When we come to the 'semi-professional' category - nurses, teachers,

and police officers - we find that the representation of single and

married women in these occupations is very similar: 10.4% of the single

women in the Kokomlemle sample are thus engaged as compared to 9.9%

of married women (Table 4.6). Kokomlemle males have a 14.3% involvement

in these 'semi-professional' jobs which may appear surprisingly high:

these men are, however, largely police officers whose presence in such

large numbers can be explained by the fact that three of the houses in

the sample are given over entirely to the accommodation of police

personnel.

Single women in the Kokomlemle survey also enjoy a considerable

comparative advantage over their married counterparts when it comes to

the highly-coveted white-collar jobs: 17% of the single women are

engaged in these secretarial, typing, and other office-type occupations

as compared to an 8% involvement of the married women in the survey.

The category of wage-earning sales assistant is small and no significant

differences emerge with regard to involvement: just 3% of the single

women, 4% of married women, and 3% of men - all of the same age range -

are thus engaged.

With regard to the unemployment figures, at first glance single

women in the Kokomlemle study appear to be much more likely to be out of

work than their married counterparts: 8% of the single women are

categorized as 'unemployed' as compared with the married women's rate of

2%. However, as many as 34% of the married women in the sample are

categorized as 'homemakers' which undoubtedly serves to disguise some

unemployed women. In Ghana the economically inactive 'housewife' is

almost unknown; Ghanaian women are expected - in their roles as wives

and mothers - to engage in some form of income-generating activity. The

unemployment rate of 8% for single women is on the other hand, very similar

to the 7% recorded for men of the same age in Kokomlemle,

18
This percentage (extracted from Table 11, Detailed Occupations

of employed persons (aged 15 and over))is based on 1960 Census of
Population figures.
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Single women, therefore, appear to be doing extremely well vis-a-vis
their married counterparts in Kokomlemle when it comes to jobs in the

modern sector of the economy.

(ii) Involvement in the traditional sector:

An overall assessment of the Kokomlemle single women's occupations

in the informal, traditional sector of the economy is extremely difficult,

as is, additionally, any comparison of their position vis-a-vis the area's

married women similarly engaged. On a measure like the percentage of

each category having their work role confined within Kokomlemle, we find

that single and married women have an almost identical involvement: 42%

of single women work in their own residential area whilst 43% of married

women so do (Table 4.1, p.82). Again, in terms of the comparative

involvement of single and married women in traditional, self-generated,

forms of employment, the position is practically identical for both

categories: 59% of single women are thus engaged compared with a 57%
19

involvement of married women of the same age . Single women,however,

do appear to enjoy some comparative advantage over their married counter¬

parts when it comes to engaging others to assist them in their

entrepreneurial endeavours! 14% of the single women have employees and/or

apprentices helping them whilst only 3% of the married women have.

When we turn our attention to the actual jobs of these self-employed

women (Table 4.6), we find that they are largely engaged in trading. And,

once again, the involvement of single and married women in the Kokomlemle

sample is remarkably similar - 29% of single women are engaged in own-

account trading as compared with 30% of married women. The fact that

l-in-3 Kokomlemle women in the study aged between 21-45 is a self-employed

trader must be a reflection of many things - the modest development of

the Ghanaian economy, the educational unpreparedness of many of these

women for wage employment, etc... but it must also say something about

the women's own initiative and enterprise. With their long tradition

of trading, these women have been quick to use their skills to take

advantage of whatever trading openings they can find in the city. And

they have come a long way from traditional times when Ghanaian women

bartered excess foodstuffs from their rural family holdings: in

Kokomlemle, as we have seen, they have carved out an extraordinarily wide

and varied range of retail outlets for themselves whether as wholesalers,

19
These figures may appear high for urban-based women but they

compare favourably with the national figure for female self-employment
which is in excess of 75% (1960 Census figures quoted in Birmingham
et al. 1966: 12).
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market stall-holders, store and kiosk owners, itinerant traders, or

simply working from their own homes in a yariety of occupational capacities.

The initial capital required for this trading has been obtained, in

most instances, from mothers or other female guardians with whom the

women served childhood apprenticeships, but older brothers, husbands

and other relatives have also proved helpful in a few instances; the

minority of educated traders used their savings from wage-employment.

Choice of trading commodity is initially determined by a woman's

childhood experiences of certain lines: thereafter the aim is to

generate increased capital resources to facilitate a move 'up-market'

into more lucrative lines like cloth-trading, or into wholesale trading,

or, as an intermediary step, to facilitate buying one's own commodities

or raw materials wholesale rather than having to buy from other retailers.

Only a minority of women, however, follow such an unruffled trajectory.

Trading is a risky business dependent on many factors beyond the control

of even the most ambitious, hard-working, and shrewd trader and plans

are easily thwarted: markets and profits can deteriorate with price

fluctuations of wholesale commodities, or the imposition by

Government of fixed retail prices; seasonal products like starches,

vegetables, fruit and even fish are not always obtainable; and traders

often have to offer credit facilities against their better judgement.

Personal misfortune also takes its toil: breakables get broken,

perishable goods rot, capital gets stolen, and customers and partners

swindle. Problems with the authorities - with the police, price control

inspectors and customs officials-can force a trader out of business

directly (by exhausting her capital in buying herself out of police

custody) or indirectly (the necessary bribing of officials can render

even successful ventures uneconomical). And, finally, changes in

marital circumstances may require a change in occupational status:

Muslim women may be placed in purdah after marriage and forbidden to

work; new trading outlets may have to be found when a woman accompanies

her husband in pursuit of his occupational interests; and new ways may

have to be found of earning a livelihood with the break-up of a marriage.

Involvement in self-employed trading is closely tied to social-class

background. The twenty-five single girls engaged in this traditional

sector come, by and large, from modest, illiterate backgrounds (Table 4.5:p.ll8)

Indeed, in only two instances are fathers educated and employed in jobs

requiring literacy: one of these is a primary school teacher and the

other is a store-keeper. The vast majority (17) are farmers operating
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small-scale holdings - in some instances cocoa (6), but more typically

subsistence commodities like plantain, cassava, yam, maize and guinea-

corn (11). One further father is a fisherman (1); four more work as

self-employed craftsmen - as fitters (2) , a carpenter (1) and a gold¬

smith (1); and the remaining father is employed as a watchman.

Wide variations in income levels are immediately apparent within

this category of self-employed women. Many factors determine a trader's

returns - the scale of the woman's operation, the amount of capital

invested, the particular commodity line, the business acumen of the

trader, and the woman's wholesale contacts. Although impossible to

quantify exactly, the three registered company owners and Antonia, the

store-owner in Central Accra, are, by all external criteria, extremely

wealthy women: their general standard of living, domestic retinues,

chauffeur-driven cars, and property investments leave the observer in

no doubt that these self-employed women have incomes far in access

of these received by professional women who have reached the top in

the modern sector. The earnings of Auntie Isobel (the seamstress with

ten trainees and the department-store contract), Auntie Dinah (the

women's and children's clothes store proprietress), Auntie Dora (another

cloth trader in Central Accra) and the two school Principals would also

compare favourably with those of Elizabeth, the Doctor, or Victoria, the

lawyer. On the other hand, the incomes generated by the preparers and

retailers of local foodstuffs - the rice, kenkey, fish, plantain and

groundnut traders - are quite small and render them some of the poorest

women in the sample: these incomes, however, still compare favourably

with the £54 statutory minimum monthly rates paid to skilled and semi¬

skilled employees. Indeed the only working women in the sample whose

estimated income falls below this rate are - in the self-employed

category - the two orange sellers, the itinerant egg-seller Rose, and

Aliya, the charcoal-seller and - in the employee category - Eugenia,

who works for her uncle, and Rosario, the laundry assistant. Estimating

income levels for the prostitutes is highly problematic although it is

possible to differentiate sharphy between the ashawo and the awasheng

in terms of their income and lifestyles: ashawo women clearly enjoy a

high standard of living as judged by their outlays on clothing and

jewellery, their accommodation and furnishings, and even their investments)

indeed on these criteria, ashawo women are considerably more wealthy than

the white-collar and semi-professional women and, probably, also many

of the professionals.
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Their occupations are yery important to these single women. Indeed,

for the majority, jobs are the mainstay of their independence: they

proyide the means whereby the women can - if they so wish - support them¬

selves free of the dictates of lineage or husbands. An independent income

is a source of considerable personal power: and, for as long as they

remain single women, the allocation of this income is their own affair.

Although, as we know, a single status carries considerable social

stigma, being single does not appear to have any obvious negative

consequences as far as these women's occupational roles are concerned.

As we have seen, single women are an integral part of the economic life
of contemporary Accra: in the neighbourhood economy of Kokomlemle,

single women play an important and highly visible occupational role;

and in the modern sector of the Accra economy their achievements are

even more impressive than those of their married counterparts.

A woman's occupational role, however, is only one facet of her

total being. Many additional questions have still to be addressed

if we are to arrive at a more comprehensive understanding of these

single women. By what routes, for example - educational, socio-economic,

geographic - have these women arrived at their present positions? And

what are the social and personal circumstances which lie behind their

presence in this neighbourhood area of Accra? It is to some consideration

of these broader social factors that we will turn in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V

THE SINGLE WOMAN IN PROFILE

Introduction;

In the previous chapter we saw how the placement of single women

in the occupational structure of the city is associated with such background

factors as social-class and ethnicity. In this chapter, we will pursue

this question further and consider in greater depth the social origins of

these single women. A woman's early childhood experiences - whether

undergone in an urban area or a small village, the ethnic group of which

she is a member, the type of domestic group in which she is socialized

and experiences her first introduction to the culture of her society -

these are important facets of any woman's background and can be expected

to exercise an influence on her present behaviour and orientations. The

formal school system is another important agency not only for its potential

as a formative influence on a young girl but also for the crucial role

it plays in the placement of individuals in occupations in a modern

economy. We know that these Kokomlemle single women compare favourably

with their married counterparts in the area and women elsewhere in Ghana

when it comes to getting some of the most highly-sought professional

and white-collar jobs in the modern sector of the economy - but how hard

did they have to fight to obtain their qualifications? Were they faced

with prejudice, apathy or even opposition or was everything done to

facilitate their abilities and aspirations? And, what about the 3-in-5

women holding down jobs in the traditional sector? What of their exper¬

iences within the educational system? And, lastly we will consider some

of the underlying causes and events that lay behind the non-Accra women's

decisions to move to the city, and Kokomlemle in particular. In short,

our concern in this chapter is to draw up a profile of the single women

by drawing on the main demographic data collected during the fieldwork.

Into this profile of the single women will be woven data on the

other residents of Kokomlemle. In addition, the single women will be

compared with their married counterparts of the same age in the area on

a number of variables in an attempt to detect differences and similarities

between them. For example, do both categories of women originate from

the same areas or are single women coming from particular parts of the

country? Is ethnicity a factor which serves to differentiate them?
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Are their educational achievements the same? This exercise, it is

hoped, will yield some clues as to why, in an urban neighbourhood like

Kokomlemle, one set of women is living in the allegedly stigmatized

status of singlehood and another set is married.

This profile of the women will start with some consideration of the

women's ages and then move on to a discussion of their places of birth,

ethnicity, education, and finally, their migratory histories.

A, AGE:

Single women span the whole of the age range 21-44 delimited for

the study and range from Honora, the primary school teacher, and Charity,

the kenkey maker who are the youngest at twenty-one, to the two importers,

Auntie Alice and Auntie Teikwo, and Antonia, the wholesale cloth-trader

in central Accra, who are all forty-four years of age. Table 5.1 contains

TABLE 5.1: AGE BREAKDOWN OF KOKOMLEMLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age)
IN CENSUS POPULATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH MARITAL STATUS (percentages)

AGE GROUP
Marital Status of Woman

Total

Married Single

21-24 years of age 19.7 29.8 23.0

25-29 years of age 35.6 29 o 8 33.7

30-34 years of age 21.3 21.3 21.3

35-39 years of age 16 o 5 8.5 13.8

40-44 years of age 6.9 10.6 8.2

100.0 100.0 100.0
TOTAL n 188 94 282

* Altogether there are 196 married women in the sample population
aged 21-44 years of age but 8 women of non-African origin are
excluded from this analysis. The figure of 94 single women
includes both the 87 women who participated in the in-depth
study and the 7 women who for one reason or another did not.

a detailed breakdown of the ages of both single and married women aged

21-44 years in the census population of Kokomlemle. Of the single women,

60% are in their twenties, 30% in their thirties, and 11% in their forties.

At first glance these figures may seem to suggest that as women get older

there is a marked and consistent drift towards marriage; this, however,

is not the case and the figures are merely a reflection of the smaller
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numbers of older women present in Kokomlemle. This, in fact, is a

notable demographic feature of the area's population for Kokomlemle,

like Accra as a whole, is composed predominantly of young people :"*"
as many as one quarter (26%) of the census population of the area are

under the age of ten, and more than one half (52%) are less than twenty

years of age (Table 5.2). Thereafter there is a steady and consistent

decline in population numbers for each successive age-cohort.

Sex ratios, defined as the number of males per 100 females, are a

not inconsiderable factor in any discussion of marital status and are

also included in Table 5.2. Polygyny notwithstanding, if women outnumber

men to any great extent, their consideration as marriage partners is that

TABLE 502: AGE OF KOKOMLEMLE RESIDENTS IN CENSUS POPULATION IN
ACCORDANCE WITH SEX, AND SEX RATIO (percentages)

AGE GROUP Male Female Total SEX RATIO*

Under 10 years of age 26.9 24.8 25.8 90

10-19 years of age 20 o 8 31.6 26.7 56

20-29 years of age 23.7 22.7 23.2 87

30-39 years of age 16.7 12.2 14.3 114

40 years of age and 11.8 8.5 10.0 123

over

TOTAL
n

99.9
721

99,8
860

100.0

1,581
84

* Defined as the number of males per 100 females.

Indeed the age structure of the census population of Kokomlemle is
remarkably similar to that of Accra as a whole as the following comparisons
make clear:

Age groups Accra Kokomlemle
1970 1974

0-14 41 40

15-24 21 25

25-44 29 29

45-64 7 5

65 years and over 2 1

Source: Accra figures - 1970 Population Census of Ghana, Vol. 11 :
Statistics of Localities and Enumeration Areas, pp. 202 - 203; Kokomlemle
figures - 1974 data obtained in the census survey of a sample of Kokomlemle
residents in the course of the present study.
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much less likely. However, from this purely demographic standpoint,

women enjoy a distinct advantage from the age of 30 onwards: in the

census population of Kokomlemle they are outnumbered by men in the

ratio of 114 men to 100 women in their thirties, and by 123 men to every

100 women thereafter; in Accra as a whole in the age range 25-44 there
2

are 136 men to every 100 women. The single women of Kokomlemle are

therefore - demographically speaking - in a highly favourable situation

from the point of view of potential marriage partners both in their own

neighbourhood area of Kokomlemle and the city as a whole.

The percentage representation of single and married women in each

age cohort in the census population of Kokomlemle is contained in Table

5.3. Overall, single women comprise exactly one-third of the women aged

TABLE 5,3: MARITAL STATUS OF KOKOMLEMLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age)
IN CENSUS POPULATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH AGE (percentages)

MARITAL STATUS

OF WOMAN

21-24

years of
age

25-29

years of
age

30-34

years of
age

35-39

years of
age

40-44

years of
age

Total

*
Married 57 70 67 79 57 67

Single 43 30 33 21 43 33

TOTAL %
n

100„00
65

100o00
95

100o00
60

100„00
39

100o00
23

100

282

* Eight married women of non-African origin excluded from this
analysis.

between 21-44. The rates for singlehood, however, vary considerably from

one age group to another: thus, whereas more than 4-in-10 women in their

early twenties are single, the rate never rises above 3-in-10 for women

aged 25-35; at this point the proportion of single women reaches its

lowest level with no more than 2-in-10 women aged 35-39 being single.

In the age range 40-44, however, the incidence of single women reverts
3

to the rate of 4-in-10 women observed for those in their early twenties.

2
1970 Population Census of Ghana, Vol. 11 : Statistics of Localities

and Enumeration Areas, pp. 202-203.

3
Beyond the age of 45, single women constitute a majority of the

women in any particular age cohort: out of a total of 48 women in the
sample aged 45 and over, as many as 29 are single and only 19 are married -

a proportion of 6-in-10 women being single.
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These rates may appear extremely high for a society which places

such emphasis upon marriage as the acceptable status for women of this

age, but they are not as high, nevertheless, as those suggested by

Sanjek's data collected in the early seventies in a study of household

residence roles in the neighbourhood of Adabraka which adjoins Kokomlemle

to the south (1983: 339). This study includes details of the house¬

hold residence-status of seventy-seven women aged twenty-five and over.

Overall Sanjek found that these women are present as 'conjugal partners'

in only 42% of cases; as many as 58% of the women have the residential

status of child, employee, independent co-member, solitary adult, single

parent or grandparent. Of course one cannot conclude that all of these

women are necessarily 'single' but neither is it unreasonable to infer

that a large proportion are. Sanjek's figures also reveal the same

increase in non-conjugality as women get older so noticeable in the

Kokomlemle data: thus, whereas he found that almost 5-in-10 women in

their thirties live in a non-conjugal household capacity, this figure

rises to 7-in-10 for women in their forties, and to almost 8-in-10 for

women above the age of fifty.

B. PLACE OF BIRTH

The staggering growth of Accra discussed in Chapter III has been

largely accounted for by in-migration. In 1970 less than half (49%)

of the city's residents had been born either in the city or the surround¬

ing Accra Capital District: the majority were either inter-regional

migrants (43%), or originated from outside Ghana (8%) (1970 Census of

Population, Vol. 11, pp. 202-203). This pattern of in-migration to

the city is immediately reflected in the figures obtained in the present

survey of a sample of Kokomlemle residents: just 38% of the sample

population of Kokomlemle have birthplaces in either Accra or the

surrounding District; 53% are inter-regional migrants; and 9% come
4

from outside Ghana (Table 5.4). A further breakdown of these Kokomlemle

figures is even more revealing of the migratory process which has taken

place in the area. In Table 5.4 we find that 20% of the sample population

have actually been born in Kokomlemle: however, closer inspection reveals

4
Birthplace was taken (following Census Office practice) as the place

of usual residence of the woman's mother at the time of birth, rather
than the actual physical place of birth like, for example, a hospital or
maternity home, or the home-town of the mother where women frequently
return in order to be with their own matrikin for their delivery and
postpartum period.
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TABLE5.4:BIRTHPLACEOFKOKOMLEMLERESIDENTSINCENSUSPOPULATION INACCORDANCEWITHAGEANDSEX(percentages) AgeGroup

BIRTHPLACE

21-44years
ofage

45y age
ov

earsof and er

ALLAGEGROUPS

Under
6Years

6-14 yearsofage
15

years

-20
ofage

Male

Carried female

Single Female

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

F

M

F

M

F

Total

Kokomlemle

65.0

71.1

36.6

27.8

9.6

7.9

1.6

1.0

3.2

2.0

2.1

20.6

20.2

20.3

ElsewhereAccraMet
15.4

14.8

24,1

19.6

17.0

18.3

8.4

14.3

14.9

12.2

37.5

14.2

17.9

16.2

AccraCapDistrict
0.8

0.8

-

1.3

3.2

1.2

0.6

2.6

3.2

2.0

4.2

1.0

1.9

1.5

WesternRegion
2.4

-

3.4

3.0

4.3

1.8

1.3

3.1

3.2

2.0

-

2.4

2.2

2.3

CentralRegion
0.8

-

6.2

5.2

6.4

7.3

8.4

8.7

5.3

6.1

2.1

6.3

5.5

5.8

EasternRegion
3.3

2.3

15.9

14.3

22.3

29.3

27.9

33.2

31.9

26.5

27.1

20.4

22.3

21.5

VoltaRegion

0.8

1.6

2.8

4.8

11.7

11.0

14.9

10.2

13.8

12.2

16.7

9.5

8.4

8.9

AshantiRegion
4.1

4.7

4.1

10.9

12.8

14.0

13.0

14.3

17.0

8.2

6.2

9.3

11.7

10.6

BrongAhafoRegion
-

0.8

-

0.4

2.1

-

1.9

.5

1.1

-

-

1.1

0.5

0.8

NorthernRegion
0.8

0.8

0.7

0.9

-

-

0.3

-

2.1

2.0

-

0.6

0.6

0.6

UpperRegion

3.3

0.8

2.1

3.0

3.2

1.8

4.9

.5

2.1

-

-

3.5

1.6

2.5

Elsewhere

3.3

2.3

4.1

8.7

7.4

7.3

16.6

11.7

2.1

26.5

4.2

11.3

7.2

9.1

TOTAL% Notstate3
100.0 123

100.0 128

100.0 145
2

99.9 230

100.0 94

99.9 164

99.8 308

100.1 196

99.9 94

99.7 49

100.1 48

100.2 719
2

100.0 860

100.1 1,579
2



that this statistic is largely accounted for by the considerable number

of children under the age of fifteen who have been born in the area;

the incidence of birth in Kokomlemle is only 2% for those over the age

of twenty-one.

Only 3% of the sampled single women have been born in Kokomlemle

(Table 5.4); indeed, less than l-in-5 (18%) have birthplaces anywhere in

metropolitan Accra, and only marginally more (21%) if the Accra Capital

District is included. These single women, like the larger population of

the area and the city as a whole, are predominantly inter-regional

migrants (76%) who hail from all eight regions of the country. Three

regions in particular, however, are especially-well represented: almost

l-in-3 (32%) of all the single women come from the heavily populated

farming areas of the Eastern Region; a further 17% have birthplaces in

the Ashanti Region; and 14% originate from the Volta Region. The

remaining regions all have much smaller representations: the Central

Region - 5%; the Western Region - 3%; the Northern Region - 2%; the

Upper Region - 2%; and the Brong Ahafo Region - 1%. Only one single

woman - Promise, a 26-year old Ibo ashawo - was born outside Ghana: she

hails from Eastern Nigeria.

In a comparison of the birthplaces of the single women and their

married counterparts of the same age in Kokomlemle, we find a remarkable

sameness in their regions of origin (Table 5.4). The only discrepant

category is that of birth 'elsewhere' where the 12% recorded for married

women contrasts with 2% for single women: however, these married women

are predominantly non-Ghanaians (including eight non-African women) who

have been taken as wives to Accra from their countries of origin when

their husbands came to work. Birthplace is not, therefore, a factor

which differentiates single women from their married sisters.

Frequently actual birthplaces are either small towns or villages.

Table 5.5 outlines the size of settlements in which the single women and
5

the rest of the sampled Kokomlemle residents were born. l-in-3 (34%)

5
The classification of settlements as 'rural', 'semi-urban' and

'urban' is one suggested by the Ghanaian demographer Addo (1971).
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TABLE 5.5: SIZE OF BIRTHPLACE OF KOKOMLEMLE RESIDENTS IN CENSUS
POPULATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH SEX (percentages)

Adults (21-44
of age)

years All age groups

SIZE OF BIRTHPLACE
Married Single

Male Female Female Male Female Total

Rural:

Under 5,000 35.8 31.2 33.7 23. 5 23.1 23. 3

Semi-Urban:

5,000-9,999 23.3 21.4 7.6 14.1 9.6 11.6

Urban:

10,000-19,999 17.9 14.4 21.7 11.6 12.2 11.9

20,000-49,999 7.4 8.7 6.5 6.9 6.4 6.6

50,000-99,999 1.6 2.9 5.4 2.8 2.1 2.4

100,000 plus 14.0 21.4 25.0 41.2 46.6 44.2

TOTAL 0,0 LOO. 0 100.0 99.9 100.1 100.0 100.0

n 257 173 92 638 798 1,436
Born outside Ghana n 51 23 2 81 62 143

Not stated — 2 2

of the single women were born in villages of less than 5,000 inhabitants
and qualify for designation as 'rural'. Almost l-in-3 (29%) again were

born in either 'semi-urban' settlements of between 5,000-9,999 inhabitants,

or 'urban' concentrations of between 10,000-19,999 persons - places, it

should be noted, which in no instance reach the population size of

18,695 recorded in respect of Kokomlemle in 1970 (Census of Population,

Vol. 11). The remaining women, however, came from towns or cities of

sizeable proportions: l-in-8 (12%) were born in 'urban' settlements of

between 20,000-99,999 persons - almost invariably provincial capitals
of the Regions: and l-in-4 (25%) were born in settlements of 100,000

plus - either Accra itself or Kumasi, the provincial capital of the

Ashanti Region.

The size of settlement in which the single women were born closely

resembles that of their married counterparts in Kokomlemle (Table 5.5).

There is a slight tendency, however, for single women to have the more

populous birthplace but the difference is not sufficient to warrant

drawing any conclusions. Again, therefore, on this dimension of birthplace
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size there would appear to be little to differentiate the category of

single woman from that of her married counterpart.

C. ETHNICITY

The ethnic group membership of the single women - and indeed that

of their married counterparts and the rest of the population in the

census survey of Kokomlemle-is detailed in Table 5.6. The Census

Office classification of 'major ethnic groups' was adopted to categorize
0

ethnic background. A further more detailed breakdown of the ethnic

background of the eighty-seven single women who participated in the

in-depth study is contained in Table 5.7.

Overall, we find that the ethnic group membership of the single

women reflects their diverse places of birth (Table 5.7). The largest

single 'major' ethnic group represented is that of the matrilineal

Akan, a term used to cover all the Twi-speaking ethnic groups in Ghana :

Akans account for 2-in-5 (43%) of the women and include Asantes,

Akuapems, Kwawus, and Akyems as well as a relatively large number of

Fantes, a coastal people noted, historically, for their high evaluation

of education and with a tradition of Western literacy going back many

generations. The next largest category are Ewe who comprise 18% of

the total. The Ewe are a patrilineal people who occupy the area to

the east of the Volta River in southern Ghana and stretch from there

across into the neighbouring Republic of Togoland: all except one of

these single women have their family links on the Ghanaian side of the

border. Ga-Adangbes - composed of Gas, Krobos and Adangbes - are next

in numerical importance, and constitute 11% of the single women. The

The major criterion used by the census office to draw up this
classification was language (Special Report 'E', Tribes of Ghana,
Census Office, Accra, 1964). To facilitate the analysis of the Kokomlemle
data, where the numbers involved for a 'major ethnic group' did not
warrant a separate category, the ethnic group concerned was combined
with one or more others with whom it shared obvious affinities. This

happened in two instances and two new categories were created: 'Mole-
Dagbani and Grusi' which figured as two separate categories in the census
office classification; and 'Other African' to include Hausa, Yoruba,
Mande, Songhai, Tem, Central Togolese, and Gurma - each of which
featured as a 'major' category in the original census office classification.
This regrouping was based on geographic and national criteria. Two
additional categories were also introduced: 'Other non-African' to cover

Indian, Lebanese, Pakistani, European and Syrian respondents; and 'Mixed
ethnic or racial origin' to facilitate persons of mixed ethnic or racial
background.
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TABLE5.6:ETHNICBACKGROUNDOFKOKQMLEMLERESIDENTSINCENSUSPOPULATION INACCORDANCEWITHAGEANDSEX(percentages) Agegroup

ETHNIC

Under21

21-44yearsof
age

45

yearsofage andover

Allagegroups

BACKGROUND

years

Married

Single Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Total

Akan

32.1

36.6

45.5

48.0

42.6

36.7

33.3

38.1

39.7

39.0

Ga-Adangbe

17.9

18.0

12.3

14.8

10.6

20.4

41.7

15.7

17.8

16.8

Ewe

12.1

14.2

18.5

16.3

17.0

20.4

20.8

15.4

15.3

15.4

Guan

2.2

1.7

1.9

2.6

-

4.1

2.1

2.2

1.7

2.0

Mole-Dagbani, Grusi

4.1

4.6

6.5

2.6

7.4

2.0

-

5.0

4.2

4.6

OtherAfrican (Hausa,Yoruba,Mande, Songhai,Tem,Central Togolese,Gurma)

4.6

5.8

10.7

10.7

4.3

6.1

2.1

7.4

6.5

6.9

Othernon-African (Indian,Lebanese, Pakistani,European, Syrian)

1.4

2.5

1.9

4.1

8.2

2.1

2.4

2.3

Mixedethnicorracial origin

25.5

16.7

2.6

1.0

18.1

2.0

14.1

12.3

13.2

%

TOTALn
99.9 364

100.1 522

99.9 308

100.1 196

100.0
94

99.9
49

100.0
48

100.0 721

99.9 860

100.2 1581



TABLE 5.7: ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years
of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY (percentages)

ETHNIC GROUP Frequency

Akan:

Twi-Fante (Twi)
Asante 12

Akuapem 9

Kwawu 6

Akyem 1

Twi-Fante (Fante)
Fante 15

Ewe:

Ewe 18

Ga-Adangbe:
Ga

Ga 6

Adangbe
Krobo 3

Adangbe 2

Mole-Dagbani:
Dagomba 3

Builsa (Kangyaga) 2

Grusi:

Sisala 1

Mande:

Busanga 1

Other African:

Hausa 1

Ibo 1

Mixed Ethnic Group/Race:
Different individual 1
ethnic groups

Different sub-groups 6

Different major group 10

TOTAL %
n

98

87

social organization of the Ga-Adangbe is also predominantly patrilineal.

A further 5% of the women are members of the 'major' ethnic group of

the northern 'Mole-Dagbani' - composed, in the case of these single

women, of Dagomba and Builsa. One Sisala woman, one Busanga, one

Hausa and one Ibo add further to this ethnic melange. The remaining
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7
17% of the women are of mixed ethnic descent.

When we compare the ethnic origins of the single and married women

we find once again - especially in the case of the three largest categ¬

ories of the Akan, Ewes and Ga-Adangbe (which account, in each case,

for more than 7-in-10 of the women) - that the figures for ethnic

representation are very similar (Table 5.6). However, 4% of married

women are of 'non-African' origin - Lebanese, Pakistani and European

women - whilst no woman in the single woman category is non-African.

The largest discrepancy arises, however, in the category of 'mixed

ethnic or racial origin' where the figure of 18% for single women

stands in sharp contrast to the figure of 1% for married women. This

large difference, however, may be more apparent than real and may simply

reflect the gross understatement of mixed-ethnic background on the part

of the married women: unless the issue is probed (as was done in the

case of single but not married women), Ghanaians tend to ally themselves

with the ethnic group of one parent - usually fathers - even when mixed
8

ethnic parentage is involved.

7
In one instance a woman's parents are of different 'individual'

ethnic groups but of the same 'sub-group' of a 'major' ethnic group -
a Kwawu/Asante alliance. In a further five instances women have

fathers and mothers who come from different 'sub-groups' of the same 'major'
ethnic group: these are (with fathers the first to be noted) two instances
of Fante/Akyem unions, one an Ahanta/Asante alliance, one a Ga/Adangbe
arrangement, and the last a Ga/Krobo union. Finally, nine cases involve
unions where parents come from different 'major' ethnic groups : three of
these involve unions between members of the 'major' ethnic groups of the
Akan and the Ga-Adangbe - Ga/Akuapem, Ga/Fante, and Akyem/Ga unions; two
further instances involve Ga-Adangbe mothers in exogamous unions - one
with an Ewe, the other with a Yoruba; the remaining four instances involve,
by and large, members of ethnic groups originating outside Ghana: a Fulani/
Hausa, and a Hausa/Zamfara union (all ethnic groups of Nigerian origin); a
Kotokoli/Bassare union (both ethnic groups of Togolese origin); and a
Hausa of Nigerian origin and a northern-Ghanaian Mosi woman (of the Mole-
Dagbani 'major' ethnic group).

8
This came to light in the course of the household interviews when

one ethnic category was frequently noted in respect of children of known
inter-ethnic unions; it also became apparent when the in-depth interviews
with the single women got underway. The statistics support the supposition
that understatement is involved: thus whilst 20% of those under 21 years
of age (for whom knowledge of parents' ethnicity was available in most
instances) come of mixed parentage, the figure for those over 21 (excluding
the single women) is just 2% (Table 5.6); for the single women the incidence
of inter-ethnic parentage is 18%. Therefore, although one must allow for
the possibility of some increase in inter-ethnic marriage, under-reporting
does appear the more likely explanation of these discrepancies.
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The extreme heterogeneity of ethnic background notable amongst both

the single and married women is also evident amongst the wider sample-

population of the area. For Kokomlemle, like the rest of Accra, has

been utterly transformed by the in-migration which followed urbanization.

Now local-born Gas, Kokomlemle's original, indigenous settlers and land¬

owners represent just l-in-6 (17%) of the population of the area (Table

5,6): Akans presently form the largest single ethnic category with an
9

overall representation amongst the whole sampled population of 39%;
10

next, in descending numerical importance, come the Ga-Adangbe 17%,
11

, . AJ, . 12 „ , „ ^ „ . =(W 13 „ 14Ewe 15%, foreign-Africans 7%, Mole-Dagbani and Grusi 5%, Guan 2%,

9
This 'major' ethnic category of Akan was made up of the following

'individual' ethnic groups : Asantes 25%, Akuapems 22%, Fantes 22%,
Kwawus 15%, Akyems 11%; the remaining 5% was accounted for by a number
of smaller ethnic groups like the Asen, Efutu, Wasa, Nzema, Ahanta and
Brong.

"^Gas make up 78% of this category, Krobos 9%, Adas 8%, and Adangbes
5%.

^Ewes of Ghanaian origin account for 79% of this category and those
of Togolese origin 21%.

12
This category includes ethnic groups from Nigeria 35%, Upper Volta

21%, Mali 16%, Niger 14%, Togoland 13% and the Cameroons 1%. Those of
Nigerian origin include Hausas 47%, Yorubas 47%, Baribari 3% and Ibo 3%.
The Upper Volta representation is composed entirely of Busangas, a sub¬
group of the Mande. Wangaras, another sub-category of the Mande, account
for all the Mali contingent. The ethnic composition of those respondents
hailing from Niger are Zabrama 53% and Gao 20%, both sub-groups of the
Songhai, and Bozo 27%. Those of Togolese origin include Kotokolis 35%
and Zugus 29% (both sub-groups of the Tem), Buems 29% (an 'individual'
ethnic group of the 'major' group of Central Togoland tribes), and
Gurmas 7%. The presence of such a large contingent of foreign-Africans
is surprising: in the late-sixties a policy of replacing foreigners
with Ghanaianswas introduced which culminated in the Aliens Compliance
Order of 1969 whereby all 'aliens' without residence permits were required
to leave Ghana within two weeks (Garlick 1971 : 131). It has been estimated
that 100,000 non-Ghanaians were deported at that time (Peil 1971: 225).

13
This category is comprised of Mole-Dagbani 92% and Grusi 8%. The

Mole-Dagbani 'major' ethnic group is composed of Frafras 23%, Dagombas
21%, Mosis 20%, Builsa (Kangyagas) 17%, Gurenses 15%, Dagartes 2%,
Mamprusis 1% and Walas 1%. The Grusi 'major' group is composed entirely
of Sisalas.

14
This 'major' group is made up of Lartes 42%, Guans 26%, Anum-Bossos

23%, Nkonyas 6%, and Gonjas 3%.
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and a miscellaneous category of persons of mixed ethnic or racial origin
15

13%. Just how ethnically heterogeneous Kokomlemle is can be assessed

when we consider that of the seventeen 'major' ethnic groups isolated in

Ghana by the Census Office in I960, as many as fifteen are found in this

one neighbourhood area of Kokomlemle; also, of the ninety-two 'individual'

ethnic groups they distinguish, forty-five are present in the Kokomlemle
16

sample (Census Office, Accra, 1964) .

Ghanaians and foreign-African migrants are not, however, the only

inhabitants of Kokomlemle. The remaining 2% of the area's sampled popul¬

ation are non-Africans - Indians, Lebanese, Pakistanis, Europeans and

Syrians - who add still further to the cosmopolitan character of the area

(Table 5.6).17

Amongst the ethnic groups noted in respect of the single women -

and indeed in respect of their married counterparts and the sampled

population of Kokomlemle as a whole - we find represented, in almost equal

proportions, the two main systems of social organization which characterize
Ghanaian society - the matrilineal and the patrilineal. Both systems are

polygynous and both are based on unilineal descent groups or lineages.

15
14% of those included in this category have parents of different

'individual' ethnic groups but with both partners belonging to the same

sub-group of the same 'major' group; 25% have parents of different sub¬
groups although both come from the same 'major' group; 57% have parents
who come from different 'major' ethnic groups; and 4% have parents of
different racial groups, for example Ghanaian and Lebanese, Italian or
German.

16
As the Census planners point out, however, some of these 'individual'

ethnic groups cannot be regarded as 'ethnic' in any rigorous sense of the
word. Certainly some 'individual' ethnic groups subsumed under 'major'
ethnic groups are more different than others: for example, the Asantes
and Fantes, both 'individual' groups of the 'major' Akan, although speaking
different dialects of Twi, have few communication problems, and share many
common features of social organization; on the other hand, the Dagomba,
Builsa, and Frafra, all 'individual' groups of the 'major' Mole-Dagbani
group, although evidencing"no sharp linguistic, political or cultural
differences - do have many differences in social structure (Census Office,
Accra, 1964: xxv - xxvii).

17
Of this category Indians comprise 50%, Lebanese 27%, Pakistanis 17%,

Europeans 3% and Syrians 3%.
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Beyond these basic similarities, however, fundamental differences in

social organization with regard to marriage customs, succession to

property, household family patterns, legal and political systems, and

religious beliefs are to be found which sharply differentiate members of

each system. A discussion of the variation which exists between these

two major systems, or amongst the numerous 'individual' ethnic groups

found in Kokomlemle, is outside the scope of our main consideration here
18

which is the social background of the single women. In line with this

interest we will, therefore, now proceed to consider the domestic or

family groups in which these single women's childhoods were spent.

D< FAMILY BACKGROUND AND CHILDHOOD:

The key agency involved in introducing new members of a society to

its culture is the domestic or family group. It is this group which plays

the major role in the early socialization of the individual; it is within

the family that roles acted out amongst adult members are witnessed first¬

hand - how men treat and are expected to treat their wives and children,

how family members interact with each other - and where learning about

one's own future roles is first begun. The small domestic group in which

this early socialization takes place constitutes, therefore, a crucially

important agency in the life of any individual.

Polygynous family backgrounds are the norm for the single women

(Table 5.8). In most instances, however, this can more accurately be

described as 'sequential polygyny' as only a minority of fathers had more

than two wives at any one time. Over a quarter (27%) of mothers had also

married more than once.

Families are large by Western standards with over half (54%) of the

women having seven or more either full or half-siblings (Table 5.9). Four

of the women, however, were not in a position to establish exact sibling

numbers for, whilst aware of subsequent marriages of their fathers, they

had long since lost contact with them, and their child-begetting histories

18
See Rattray (1929) and Fortes (1950: 254-263) for an account of

the territorial, political and social organization of the matrilineal
Akan; for the patrilineal groups see Rattray (1932) and Fortes (1945, 1949b)
for accounts of the political and social organization of the northern
Ghanaian groups; Manoukian (1952), Nukunya (1969), Flawoo (1974b: 168-171)
and Kludze (1974: 199-211) for accounts of the Ewe; and Field (1940), and
Manoukian (1950) for ethnographies of the Ga and Adangbe peoples.
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TABLE 5.8: FAMILY BACKGROUND OF KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years
of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY IN TERMS OF THE NUMBER OF
SPOUSES OF FATHERS AND MOTHERS (percentages)

NUMBER OF

SPOUSES

Parent of single woman

Mother

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Six

Seven

Eight or more

Does not know

TOTAL

72

22

1

3

1

99

87

TABLE 5.9: FAMILY BACKGROUND OF KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years
of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY IN TERMS OF KNOWN NUMBER OF
SIBLINGS (percentages)

NUMBER OF FULL OR

HALF-SIBLINGS Frequency

None 1

1-3 12

4-6 29

7-9 32

10 - 12 12

13 - 15 7

Over 15 3

Does not know 5

exact number

TOTAL
n

101

87
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were unknown after a certain point. The women could supply names, ages,

occupations, marital status and present whereabouts for all siblings
19

included in the present calculations.

To a Westerner, the family background of the majority of these women

appears remarkably unstable. Continuous residence during childhood within

any one stable domestic group is rare; stable, continuous residence spent

with one's own parents and siblings in a monogamous, neolocal household is

rarer still. For the vast majority of the women, childhood was character¬

ized by a high incidence of surrogate parents, a great variety of household

types, and considerable geographical mobility.

Only a quarter (28%) or 24 of these 87 single women passed their

childhoods in continuous residence within the one domestic group (Table

5. 10). However, in only 12% of these cases of stable, continuous residence

TABLE 5„10: FAMILY BACKGROUND OF KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years
of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY IN TERMS OF THE NUMBER OF FAMILY
GROUPS IN WHICH CHILDHOODS WERE SPENT (percentages)

NUMBER OF FAMILY
GROUPS Frequency

Stable, continuous residence 28

with one family group

Residence with two different 36

family groups

Residence with three different 18

family groups

Residence with four different 16

family groups

Residence with five or more 2

different family groups

TOTAL %
n

100

87

See Appendix 4, Data sheet : single women which was used to record
the family details of the single women who participated in the in-depth
study,
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was the domestic group a monogamous, nuclear family: in 88% of instances

these women either grew up with one biological parent and an assortment

of full and half-siblings, or they were submerged in large three-generational

matrilineal or patrilineal households with a wide variety of extended-family

members, often in the absence of the non-kin parent, and sometimes in

the absence of both biological parents. And, even when they themselves

remained constant, the composition of these households rarely did: fathers

moved out on divorce in instances where the household was based around

members of the mother's lineage; if living with patrilineal kin, it was

often mothers who left leaving the women behind with polygynous fathers

and step-mothers, or with patrilineal kin.

For the vast majority (72%) of the women, however, childhood was

characterized by a wide array of household experiences. Altogether,

these 63 women had lived in a total of 177 homes, an average of 2.8 per

woman; and many moved backwards and forwards between households, so

the actual number of residential moves was even higher - 4.8 on average.

The composition of these households was again extremely varied: most of

the women lived at some point with either their own parents and siblings

or half-siblings (either in nuclear arrangements or submerged amongst

an assortment of either patrilateral or matrilateral kin) or they lived

with one parent - usually their mothers- in extended family homes. There¬

after they experienced, throughout their childhoods, stays of periods

ranging from 2-8 years in households headed by mothers, by fathers and

step-mothers, by step-fathers and mothers, by older siblings, grandmothers,

aunts, uncles, cousins or by fathers alone. Surprisingly, perhaps, no

clear-cut residential pattern emerges linked to the lineage organization

of their ethnic groups; matrilineal or patrilineal origin was not a

crucial factor in determining which set of relations the children were

placed amongst. The tie with the mother, however, was important: mothers

tried, where possible, to assume direct guardianship of their children

themselves, or to place them as advantageously as possible amongst some

established domestic group composed of their own relatives.

To illustrate how remarkably peripatetic a Ghanaian childhood can

be, three case-histories are included. Victoria, Ama and Esi's childhoods

are not atypical of the other single women; the choice of representatives

of different occupational categories is, however, deliberate and designed

to highlight the fact that the pattern obtains in all social classes.
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Victoria, the 32-year old unmarried Fante lawyer, was
born in Elmina (C.R.)2^, her mother's home-town. She
lived there with both parents until she was three years
of age. At that point the marriage of her parents broke
down and her father went to Britain on study leave; Victoria
was sent to stay with her grandmother (FM) in the large family
house of her father in Cape Coast (C.R.) - "I don't know why
because you know the Fantes go to the mother's side". She
remained in Cape Coast and completed her elementary schooling.
She had just entered secondary school when she became ill and
her mother took her to stay with her in Kumasi (A.R.); she
stayed there for a year-and-a-half in the household of her
mother, aunt (MZ) and cousin CMZD) "watching my cousin doing
her seamstressing". Her father had by then returned to
Ghana and was settled in Accra, so Victoria joined him for
a year and attended a secondary school there. The following
year she was sent to boarding school in Ho (V.R.) where she
stayed until she completed her '0' levels; vacations were
spent with an aunt (FZ) in Takoradi (W.R.). She completed
her secondary education in Achimota College, just outside
Accra.21 (Data extracted from tape-recorded interview
conducted in English).

Ama Kuma is the 40-year-old divorcee who sells rice and meat-
stew to the night-time revellers in Kokomlemle. She is of
mixed ethnic parentage: her father is Akyem and her mother
Ga. Ama was born in the small village of Kurakan, about four
miles from Koforidua (E.R.). She lived with her father and
his three wives (including her own mother) in her father's
family house until his death when she was eight. At that point
her father's relatives "drove the wives away" and apportioned
out the children to various relatives: Ama was sent to stay
with an unmarried aunt (FZ) at Tafo (E.R.). When she was ten
her mother came and 'begged' for her and she was 'given out' to
another aunt (MZ) who was trading in Akwatia (E.R.). After two
years Ama's aunt's marriage broke up and she moved to Accra,
returning Ama to live with the aunt (FZ) at Tafo with whom she
had formerly stayed. This arrangement lasted for only two
years: "We were staying together peacefully. She was not
having any child but she brought forth later and her attitude
to me changed". Ama was then taken by her mother to Koforidua
(E.R.) where she remained until her marriage. (Data extracted
from tape-recorded interview conducted in Twi).

20
The notation adopted throughout to designate the various Ghanaian

regions is as follows : Accra Capital District (A.C.D.); Ashanti Region
(A.R.); Brong Ahafo Region (B.A.); Central Region (C.R.); Eastern
Region (E.R.); Northern Region (N.R.); Upper Region (U.R.); Volta Region
(V.R.); and Western Region (W.R.).

21
The U.K. equivalent of such a peripatetic early life would be, for

example, birth in Fishguard; a move to Bristol to stay with grannie at age
three; then, as a young teenager, on to Mum - estranged from Dad - in
Birmingham for a year followed by a year with Dad in London; then up to
Leeds for secondary schooling - vacations being spent with auntie in
Cornwall; then the final two years of secondary school spent at a school
in Surrey.
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Esi Bonsu is the 30-year-old unmarried Krobo seamstress.
She was born in Odumasi (E.R.) and lived in a nuclear
household with her father, mother and older sister. Six
subsequent children all died within the first few years of
life; Esi's mother died when she was eight. A year later
Esi was sent to stay with a woman at Asesewa (E.R.): "She
wasn't a relative but a Krobo of the same Jehovah Witness

Church with my father. This woman had no child so she asked
my father to give me to her to adopt". She was withdrawn
from school and was employed helping the woman in her trading.
At the age of twelve her father reassumed custody of Esi
because of the woman's neglect and ill-treatment of her.
She remained with her father for the next two years during
which time she assisted him in farming corn, cassava and
cocoyam. At the age of fourteen she joined her older sister
who was living in Koforidua (E.R.) and remained there with
her trading. (Data extracted from tape-recorded interview
conducted in Krobo).

Many factors contribute to this frequency of movement. Marriage

in traditional society is highly unstable and a high incidence of divorce

and remarriage is common; children may then get merged with kin until

one of the biological parents, usually the mother, is able to re-assume

custody. Also, high mortality rates characterize this generation of

Ghanaian parents and early-childhood bereavement is not uncommon. In

addition, children are freely 'given out' by parents at any point after

weaning: fathers are transferred, or they move with their skills or

businesses to new towns, and it is more convenient to leave children

behind with kin; the availability of educational facilities in a

particular area may mean children get sent to stay with kin living there;

and, relatives, too, take the initiative in asking for a child - in some

instances to educate, in other cases for their domestic services or

assistance with trading; and, illtreatment, illness or unhappiness in

a particular household will also force a change. Changing family

circumstances - divorce, death or illness - affect, in turn, these

surrogate parents, and children may find themselves returned to their

parents, and a new round of fostering is begun.

In the midst of this movement, the formal education of the young

girl has to be accommodated. It is, therefore, to some consideration

of the school careers of the women that we will now turn after first

making some preliminary comments on the Ghanaian educational system.
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EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND:

In 1948 only 4% of Ghanaians had received any formal schooling

(Hurd 1967: 225). Since Independence, however, enormous efforts have

been made by successive Ghanaian governments to introduce a comprehensive

educational system. In 1961 the Nkrumah government introduced an

Education Act which provided for free and compulsory education at the

primary school level for the first two years of middle school; parents

who failed to enrol their children for school were liable to a fine of

up to £10 and, in the case of continuing absenteeism, to fines of up to

£2 daily for the duration of the offence (Africa South of the Sahara,

1980- 81: 464) .

Primary schooling involves a basic six-year course and is designed for
children aged from about 6-12 years. The middle school curriculum is

designed to prepare students for secondary school: at the end of the

four-year course pupils may sit the Middle School Certificate Examination.

Selection for secondary school is by competitive 'Common Entrance' exam¬

ination conducted by the West African Examinations Council. This

examination may be sat, however, at any point after the completion of

primary school so a pupil may bypass middle school altogether and proceed

directly to secondary school for a five-year course leading to '0' levels,

and a further two years for 'A' levels. Any student who obtains the

necessary number of 'A' levels can continue on to university. Fees are

payable at secondary school but university education is free and students

also receive grants. At all levels of the system, however, textbooks and

uniforms have to be funded privately. These educational provisions apply
22

regardless of sex.

Women, therefore, enjoy an equal right to education from primary

school to university and are free to avail themselves of any type of

vocational, professional or academic training (Bannerman 1975: 1-2) .

Successive Ghanaian Governments and educationists have consistently
and persistently stressed the need for the Ghanaian educational system to
be more closely geared to the country's technical, industrial and economic
needs. To meet some of these needs a new educational structure was intro¬
duced in 1974/'75, which consisted of an initial phase of six years' primary
and three years' junior secondary education which was compulsory and free:,
and a second phase in which pupils were prepared for '0' level technical
and commercial courses. Pupils who completed the second phase were then
eligible either for a Senior Secondary Upper course, leading to 'A' level,
or for a Teacher Training or Polytechnic course (Africa South of the
Sahara, 1980- 81: 464).
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However, differential participation rates for boys and girls are clearly

evident at all levels of the educational system with a very dramatic

decrease in the rate of female participation at each successive level.

National figures for 1973-'74 reveal that girls account for 43% of the

total population enrolled in elementary schools; at the secondary school

level this figure drops to 28% (Blumenfeld 1975: 123) whilst girls

comprise only 13% of the student population in the country's three

universities (Bannerman 1975: 3 based on 1970-'71 figures). In other

areas of formal education - in Teaching Training Colleges or Technical

institutions, for example -the trend is the same. It is only in the

traditionally female areas of nursing or home science that girls outnumber

boys .

When we turn to the educational attainments of the sampled population

of Kokomlemle we find the same broad differences in participation rates

for the sexes (Table 5.11). For example, we find amongst the area's

TABLE 5.11: EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF KOKOMLEMLE ADULTS (15 years of
age and over) IN CENSUS POPULATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH SEX, AND SEX
RATIO (percentages)

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
HIGHEST GRADE ATTAINED

Sex of Respondent Sex Ratio

Male Female Total Male 'Female

Never attended school 14.4 26 o 4 20.7 33 67

Primary 1-3 1.5 4.5 3.1 23 77

Primary 4-6 1.8 5.4 3 „ 7 23 77

Middle School 40.4 38.4 39.3 48 52

Secondary School 13.6 6.8 10.0 64 36

Commercial, Secretarial,
Technical & Vocational

9.3 8.4 8.8 49 51

Teacher, Nursing,
Police Training

9.3 5.9 7 o 5 58 42

Professional Institute 3.8 1 o 6 2.6 68 32

University 5.9 2.5 4.1 68 32

TOTAL
n

Not applicable:
15 years of age-t-and n
still attending school
Under 15 years of age n
Not stated n

100.0
389

63

268

1

99.9
440

61

358

1

99.8
829

124

626
2

47

389

53

440
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adults (15 years of age and over) who have completed their education,

that almost twice as many females (26%) as males (14%) have never

attended school; and, at the upper reaches of the system - in third-

level professional institutes and universities - women have less than

half (4%) the chance of men (10%) of having attended.

In Kokomlemle, therefore, the education of girls still lags behind

that of boys. However, there are some encouraging trends evident in

the data. For example, a further breakdown of the figures for Kokomlemle

women over the age of 15 would reveal that in each age cohort, in

descending order, there is an increased involvement of women in schooling:

for women 30 years of age and over, as many as 37% have never been to

school; for those aged 25-29 years this figure is 26%; in the age range

20-24, it is 15%; and for those 15-19 years of age the figure is as low

as 8%. Also, the figures in Table 5.11 relate only to adults (15 years

of age and over) whose formal educational careers are complete: however,

as many as 13% of Kokomlemle adults are still in full-time education and

the involvement of girls is almost equal to that of boys - 12% of females

as compared with 14% of males.

To get behind these statistics, we will now turn to the educational

careers of Kokomlemle's single women. Details of their formal attainments

can be found in Table 5.12. However, what these figures cannot reveal,

is the persistence, fight against prejudice, and struggle to obtain

sponsorship which many of the women endured to reach these educational

levels.

(i) The unschooled and primary-school drop-outs:

Nearly one-third (30%) of the single women received either no

formal education whatsoever (14%) or attended local elementary schools

(16%) for what was, in most instances, a few years of uncommitted

schooling. These women, come, without exception, from either illiterate,

rural backgrounds or Muslim urban homes. There was no tradition of

education in the villages when they were growing up back in the fifties

or even forties: "By that time only few people in our village were going

to school so they never sent us"; "During that time nobody went to school

in the family". Poverty was also a factor in a number of instances and

the girl's labour was otherwise required: "Our mother died when we were

young so my father thought that to take the two of us to school would be

too much of a burden on him so only my sister was sent"; "My father
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TABLE 5.12: EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT OF KOKOMLEMLE WOMEN
(21-44 years of age) IN CENSUS POPULATION IN ACCORDANCE
WITH MARITAL STATUS (percentages)

SCHOOL ATTENDANCE Marital Status of Woman

HIGHEST GRADE ATTAINED
Married Single

Never attended school 34.0 13.8

Primary 1-3 2.1 12.8

Primary 4-6 1.6 3.2

Middle School 1-2 5.8 2.1

Middle School 3-4 36.7 21.3

Secondary 1-4 1.1 2.1

Secondary 5-6 2.6 10.6

Commercial or Secretarial College 6.9 14.9

Teacher Training College 3.2 2.1

Nursing College 1.1 6.4

Police Training Depot 2.1 2.1

Professional Institute 1.6 3.2

University 1.1 5.3

TOTAL % 99.9 99.9

n 188 94

didn't have the means. He was a farmer and he wanted me to be helping".
And never too far from the surface was a cultural resistance to female

education: "There was some prejudice against the girls in our family

going to school"; "All our brothers, including even adopted brothers,

were taken to school but not a single female in our house stepped in

the classroom".

A few years spent at primary school often means parental compliance

with the then novel compulsory educational requirements rather than any

commitment to education: "In those days when they put your arm over

your head and it reached your ear, then they had to send you to school".

School attendance was also, in some instances, a function of chance -

a providential change of residence and a girl found herself in households

with other school-going children: "We moved to stay with a sister of

my father's who had got about eleven children and all of them were
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going to school so my father asked me to follow them. I was about

nine years at that time". A late school start is not the most

auspicious beginning and embarrassment at finding herself amongst

younger class-mates may prompt a desire on the woman's own part to

leave: "I started school late - at nine years - so even when in

Class 3 amongst my friends I was the first to menstruate so I was

feeling shy and I wouldn't go again".

Many women who dropped out of school after a couple of years did

so, in fact, on their own volition: in rural villages, with family

life centred on farming and marketing, and with few educated adult

role-models apart from the village teachers themselves, what was the

point of subjecting oneself to the discipline of the school? The

hustle and bustle of the marketplace or accompanying either parent to

the farms, exerted a far more powerful appeal: "I never wanted to go to

school. It was childishness. I thought it was a burden so I myself

was refusing to go"; "Even as a small girl when I would go to the

market with my mother and watch her counting money, I knew that that

was what I too wanted to do"; "I was given beatings every day. Even

they put pepper in my anus when they caught me running away. They used

to try to force me and take me down to the classroom but I would still

find chance to run away because I liked to go with my mother to the

farms".

A couple of years state schooling is all that a Muslim woman -

nine of whom figure in the single woman sample - can expect to receive.

Muslim parents are strongly opposed to a secular education for girls:

it makes them morally lax and liable to resist arranged marriages at

puberty; also marriage may involve being placed in purdah and forbidden
to work so what is the point of educating a girl? All nine Muslim

respondents received, however, an extensive education in the Qu'ran

in local makaranta (_Qu'ranic schools) run by Malams .

(ii) Middle-school leavers :

A further 23% of the women had their formal educational careers

over by the end of middle school. This does not represent a high

standard of achievement: a middle-school leaver has received a basic

grounding in literacy and numeracy, and has a certain minimal fluency

in English, These school-leavers share the same low-income, illiterate

family backgrounds as the never-or primary-school educated respondents.
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It was mothers in most instances who provided the main encouragement

for their education; fathers were disinterested if not actually hostile.

Mothers were also the ones responsible for uniforms and textbooks.

Frequently, however, the task was beyond their resources and the school

careers of these middle-school leavers were characterized by many

interruptions: when profits from their mothers' trading proved inadequate,

new sponsors had to be found; if this failed, money had to be generated

by their own trading efforts after school and in vacations. Also these

respondents typically experienced remarkably peripatetic educational

careers: frequent school changes were necessary in the course of

accompanying their parents or guardians to their transfer posts, or

when they themselves were sent to stay with other members of their

families. A pattern of school attendance at anything up to six different

primary schools spread over several regions was not exceptional.

Getting beyond middle-to secondary-school constitutes the major

hurdle in the Ghanaian educational system: for some of these women the

cost of secondary schooling was beyond their sponsors' means; unplanned

(and unwelcome) pregnancies accounted for a further proportion of

casualties; and a refusal by fathers to countenance any further education

for their daughters the remainder - "Because my father brought forth many

children he decided that he wouldn't send the females to secondary school";

"My father decided that he would only send the males in our family to

secondary school". This active opposition to female education was apparent

even when finance was not an issue: "My father didn't want me to go to

secondary school. He' said it wasn't necessary for a girl to have a high

education. He wanted me to finish Form 4 and then let me marry. I

myself I was weeping for weeks".

(_iii) Secondary-school leavers:

A further one-eighth (13%) of the women stopped their education

either during or on completion of their secondary schooling. A minority

of these women were from homes where neither resources nor attitudes

towards education were favourable but scholarships awarded on the basis

of their 'Common Entrance' examinations enabled them to continue; most,

however, were from comfortable backgrounds and with every parental

encouragement for their education.
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Those women who completed secondary school, left full-time education

at that point either because theydid not obtain the required number of

'A' levels for entry to University or because they were anxious to start

earning money; these respondents settled for jobs as clerical assistants

or positions in banks, A sizeable proportion of the secondary school

leavers were, however, in their own terms, "run-aways"„ As young teen¬

agers they found themselves distracted by other interests - boyfriends,

the dance halls and nightclubs: "I started going out to these swinging

places" remarked Promise, an Ibo ashawo "I decided then to bolt away

from the school. At that time the music was crazy, I liked musicians

from the beginning. They made me to follow them everywhere"; "In those

days", noted Sophia, another ashawo but of Adangbe origin, "there were

lots of 'gogo' girls in the older classes because of these Lebanese boys

visiting the school. How I used to envy them. Even at school they were

going out to discos and night clubs. So I started going here and there

after school, always in trouble. Later I decided I would just run away";

"It was a convent boarding school" remarked Ruby, an Asante ashawo,

speaking of her secondary school in Kumasi (A.R.), "but I used to go

home weekends and long vacations, I was a very homely, decent, disciplined

type but I met this musician and I started going out. For afternoon 'jump',

student dances, I used to sneak away from home. Everybody was wild for

these musicians, wild to catch one. So I just decided to stop school.

I wanted to make life as it is". Pregnancy also took its toll and

forced a withdrawal from school: in the words of Fidelia, a Builsa

ashawo: "I found myself in the family way, Even my father came after

me with a big stick - he wanted to kill me because he had spent money on

me sending me to school",

(iv) Vocational Training:

(a) Commercial or Secretarial Training

More than l-in-8 (15%) women finished off their formal schooling by

receiving some form of commercial or secretarial training. There is some

internal differentiation within this category. Some women went straight from

middle-school to small, privately-run commercial and secretarial institutes

where they picked up the rudiments of typing, shorthand and book-keeping;

these courses lasted anything from 1-3 years. These women come from backgrounds

which could be termed 'petty' bourgeoisie - fathers were clerks, small

business-men, cash-crop farmers, and skilled manual workers. Other
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women, however, turned to secretarial training after obtaining their '0'

or even 'A' levels; these are women from professional or semi-professional

backgrounds. Sometimes it was the women themselves - often to the

disappointment of parents who had envisaged university careers - who

decided on pursuing a secretarial career: "I wanted to get up quickly

and earn some money"; "Life was become sweeter than studying"; in other

instances, women did not obtain the grades they wanted for acceptance as

medical or law students and they compromised by turning to secretarial

work. Women with these secondary-school backgrounds then proceeded to

the government secretarial College in Accra which requires at least '0'

levels and which has a stiff competitive entrance examination. This

college, as we saw in the previous chapter, prepares students for top-

grade secretarial positions in both the Civil Service and private sector

of the city,

(b) Nursing, teaching and the police service:

A further 11% of women left formal education after receiving prof¬

essional training as nurses, teachers or police officers. Almost all

were women who turned to vocational training as a means of solving the

problem of paternal opposition to female education and a subsequent lack

of financial sponsorship. They were achieving good results at school

and anxious to proceed to further academic education. Margaret, the x-ray

nurse recalled how her father, a cocoa-farmer said; '"All that a woman has

to do is to go to the kitchen' , So he asked me to stop. So I sat down

in the house for three months; I just get up, sweep, go to market so I

think I'm just really doing bad by staying here; it wouldn't make me

any good". Teacher Training Colleges recruit some of their students

straight from middle-school and run four-year courses leading to the award

of a teaching certificate; police recruits sit an open, competitive exam¬

ination after middle-school and attend a nine-month, residential training

course at the Police Training Depot in Accra; and there are several routes

into nursing - one involving '0' levels and a 3-year course in a nursing

college, the other acceptance as a middle-school leaver for positions as

ward assistants and the like, from whence it is possible, via courses and

examinations, to quality as auxiliary nurses, midwives and family planning

counsellors.

(v) Third-level graduates:

Finally, there are the women (8,5%) who received a university educa¬

tion or training at some third-level professional institute. Social origin is
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again important here: with only one exception these women have fathers

who are themselves university graduates and working in professional

capacitieso For girls from this background, educational careers went

smoothly. Schooling was begun early: some attended fee-paying internat¬

ional day-schools in Accra; others were sent to educationally-renowned

preparatory schools in the provinces. Secondary schools were the academically

prestigeous, denominational boarding-schools like Wesley Girls High School

in Cape Coast, the Aburi Girls School on the Akuapim Ridge, or the

internationally-famous Achimota College, just outside Accra; these schools

have extremely high entrance! standards and the women earned their places

on the basis of their 'Common Entrance' results. School progress was

carefully monitored by interested parents; and subjects were chosen in

line with future career plans - 'A' level courses in physics, chemistry,

biology. Then, having qualified for university admittance as medical, law

and arts students, the obvious local choice of university was Legon, the

University of Ghana. The periods spent at university varied from 6 years

in the case of the doctor, Elizabeth, to gain her M.D., through to 5 years

for the lawyer, Victoria to obtain her LL.B., and 3 years for the chain-

store manageress, Josephine, who obtained an arts degree. Rebecca, the

horticulturist, followed a more professional path: she studied horti¬

culture for 2 years at Aburi Gardens, the national training centre of

the Department of Parks and Gardens; she then proceeded to the University

of Kumasi for a 2-year diploma course in landscape design. Amongst this

social-class of Ghanaians, parental enthusiasm for educated daughters

extends to sponsoring them overseas for their third-level courses, and

three of these women who graduated from professional institutes did so,

in fact, outside Ghana: "After my 6th form I went to Britain because

my parents didn't want me to go to Legon" remarked Adjua, the public

relations officer, who enrolled for a course in personnel management at

a Manchester polytechnical college3 "At that time, all the good families

they knew, all my friends, when they finished their 6th Form, they went

outside"; Madam Lucille, one of the school principals, made a similar
point: "In those days to go to England was something. They felt I

could better myself more by going outside". All three women went to

Britain - at least for some period - and spent anything up to 3 years

pursuing courses in personnel management, business studies and dress-

design.
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Only one university graduate's educational career deviated from

this elitist pattern - that of Gertrude, the radio producer, Her father

was a small-scale cocoa-farmer in Akyem Aboakwa (E.R.)„ Gertrude was

forced to leave full-time education after '0' levels - "because I needed

a help which my father couldn't afford"; she obtained a job in the Ghana

Broadcasting Corporation, and then proceeded, via night-classes, to

obtain 3 'A' levels, and, five years later, an external honours degree

in sociology from the University of Ghana, The going was tough, as

she explained:

"It was five nights a week that I had to attend. At times
lectures start by 5,30 and finish at 9.30. My greatest
problem was transport: at times when I would close from
Adabraka, there wouldn't be any transport so I would have
to walk down nearly two miles to get to the main bus-stop
to get a transport to Mamprobi. Sometimes it was nearly
midnight before I reached home. Then weekends, too, I would
do all my marketing, cooking and washing. It was a tough
time but somehow I've managed to do it. There was one

evening I was even attacked by thieves and I nearly gave up
but I said 'oh, I'll try my best so that one day when I'm
writing my autobiography, I'll be proud'". (Tape-recorded
coversation in English)„

Fathers figured prominently in the financial sponsorship of

these women's education although a number had full or supplementary

scholarships from the Cocoa Marketing Board, awarded for academic

performance; mothers, on the other hand, were responsible for school

uniforms, pocket money and travelling expenses. Mothers also provided

the main encouragement: "My mother was pushing us more than my father",

remarked Elizabeth, the doctor, and one of three daughters whose father

was an Oxford-educated principal officer, "My father was inclined to

let us have some secondary education but he wasn't that keen because
he thought as girls we would definitely get married", Adjua, the

public relations officer, and one of five girls made the same observation:

"She was determined that every daughter of hers was to study because she

felt in Ghana every female has got to be both a man arid a woman".

Table 5,13 goes some way towards explaining why women fight so

hard to obtain educational qualifications - why they risk paternal

wrath, endure many interruptions whilst they cast about for sponsors,

and tolerate frequent school changes: the figures sharply reveal the

crucial role played by education in the placement of women in the

occupational structure in modern Ghana. All those in 'professional'

or 'administrative, executive and managerial' positions have had a
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TABLE5.13:EDUCATIONALATTAINMENTOFKOKOMLEMLESINGLEWOMEN(21-44yearsofage)
INCENSUSPOPULATIONINACCORDANCEWITHPRESENTOCCUPATION(percentages) OccupationalStatusofSingleWoman

SCHOOLATTENDANCE
Prof,

Semi-

White-

Sales

ServiceandRecreation

HIGHESTGRADEATTAINED
Admin,

Prof

Collar

Employ

Self-

Dress-

Prostitution

Un¬

TOTAL

Exec

-ee

Employ'd

Making

Ashawo

Awasheng
employed

Neverattendedschool Qur'anschoolonly
-

-

-

-

35

-

-

43

9

13.8

Primary1-3

-

-

-

-

19

17

44

29

-

12.8

Primary4-6

-

-

-

-

-

17

-

29

-

3.2

Middleschool

-

-

14

33

35

50

11

-

54

23.4

Secondaryschool

-

-

14

-

4

17

33

-

36

12.8

Clerical,Secretarialf Technicalor Vocational

71

67

4

11

14„9

TeacherTraining College,Nursing CollegeorPolice Depot

100

4

10.6

ProfessionalInstit¬ ute

3705

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3 02

University

62.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.3

TOTAL%
n

100
8

100
9

99 15

100
3

101
26

101
6

99

9

101
7

99 11

100,0 94
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third-level education; on the other hand more than half (54%) of the

self-employed traders have either never been to school (35%) or are

early drop-outs (19%)« These women are all functionally illiterate

and could not be considered for jobs in the modern sector of the economy.

Similarly, awasheng women are at a severe educational disadvantage:

2-in-5 have never been to school and not a single one has gone beyond

elementary school. On the other hand, the ashawo are relatively well

educated: l-in-3 has been to secondary school and more than half (55%)

are at least middle-school leavers.

When we turn to compare the educational achievements of the single

women with those of their married Kokomlemle counterparts of the same

age (Table 5.12, p. 149 ) we find some major differences. Overall, single

women have the more impressive educational achievements. Thus we find

that whereas only 14% of single women have never been at school, the

corresponding figure for married women is 34%, more than twice the

single women rate. Also, whereas as many as 8-in-10 (80%) married women

have received a middle-school education (a standard which makes them

barely literate) or less, just over 5-in-10 (53%) single women have.

Other stark contrasts between the two categories follow predictably

from the married women's initially low level of participation: more than

three times (13%) the number of single women have reached secondary-school

level in comparison with married women (4%); single women have more than

twice (15%) the level of involvement in clerical or secretarial training

as their married sisters (7%); single women are almost twice (11%) as

likely to have received training in preparation for teaching, nursing

or the police as their married counterparts (6%); and, at the top of

the educational system., as graduates of third-level institutions, single

women are three times (9%) as likely to figure as married women (3%).

Educational attainment is, therefore, one factor which sharply
differentiates single women from their married counterparts in Kokomlemle:

the single woman is much more likely, in the first instance, to have

been to school; in the second, once in school her achievements, in terms

of post-primary school attainments, are much more impressive.

F. MIGRATION TO ACCRA:

In this final section we will turn to some consideration of the

migration histories of these single women. We know only l-in-5 (18%)

of the total sample of single women was born in metropolitan Accra:

what then has prompted the remaining 4-in-5 women to leave their areas
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of origin and move to the city? "Hardly any people migrate simply

because they want to migrate", notes Obbo (1980: 70), "It is a symptom

of many underlying causes that affect an individual and a community".

The general consensus which emerges from the vast literature on West

African migration is that the predominant factor behind the movement

to the cities is economic. "Given felt cash needs", observe Gugler

and Flanagan (1978: 52), "the peasant's decision to seek employment

for wages can be analyzed in terms of a comparison of economic oppor¬

tunities as perceived by him [sic] in his rural home and in employment;,

that is he considers the rural-urban balance of economic opportunities".

Do these single women, however, fit this pattern?

Table 5.14 summarizes the main reasons given by the seventy-two

migrant women (who participated in the longer interviews) for this

movement to Accra. The fifteen women born in Accra are excluded. Birth

in Accra, however, should not be taken to mean continuous residence there:

3-in-5 of these women spent extended periods of their childhoods outside

the city - with parents or guardians 'on the move', or they themselves

were 'given out' to relatives living elsewhere. By their mid-teens,

however, the majority of these non-migrants were back in Accra.

(i) Decision taken by others:

Of the migrants, l-in-4 (26%) had not themselves taken the decision

to migrate. These women had been drawn as children or adolescents into

the migratory movements of other family members, or they had been sent

to the city by their guardians: parents were transferred to Accra or

came looking for work, and the respondents came with them; mothers who

had come in the first instance on their own - 'to find work in order to

be remitting' - were able, once established, to send for their children;

Auntie Dinah, the drapery-store proprietress, came as an 8-year old

with her mother and younger siblings on the death of her father - "the

one who inherited my father chased my mother and the other children from

the house"; Rose, the egg-seller, was sent by her widowed father to work

as a baby-nurse when she was ten; and Grace, a government secretary,

was 'given out' to an aunt (FFBD) as a 12-year old - "to keep her company

because she had a son but no daughter".
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TABLE5.14:REASONSGIVENBYKOKOMLEMLESINGLEWOMEN(21-44yearsofage) WHOPARTICIPATEDINMAINSTUDYFORMIGRATINGTOACCRA(percentages) OccupationalStatusofSingleWoman
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(ii) Education-related decision;

As many as l-in-8 (12.5%) women first came to Accra in order to

further their education. A relative already based in the city, able

and willing to provide accomodation and assistance, is crucial for such

a move unless courses are residential as with nursing or training for

the police. Indeed, the superiority of Accra's educational facilities

renders established residents highly vulnerable to requests from rural

kin for assistance in this regard. Those single women who migrated for

this purpose tended to come in their late teens or early twenties.

(iii) Work-related decision:

A further 2-in-5 (40%) women offered as their primary motivating

factor the desire to find work: Cassandra, an ashawo, left Ada (A.C.D.)

after pleading with her mother to be allowed to come and stay with a

female relative: "I was helping her in the house and her seamstressing.

She had a small daughter and I was more or less her housegirl". Fidelia,

another ashawo, after her withdrawal from school due to pregnancy, remained

at home with her parents in Nkawkaw (E.R0) until her baby was two years

of age; at this point she succeeded in persuading a policewoman friend

of her fathers, who was working in Accra, to'intercede with him to allow

her to come to Accra - "This girl was grown up past me but she liked me.

And being a small girl, you meet somebody who is grown up, living in a

big city like Accra, you would like to come to Accra so I asked her and

she said I could come and stay with her. She told my parents she would

help me to find work". For some, like these two ashawo women, the 'bright

lights' appeal of the city (Gulliver, 1955) was inextricably linked

with their desire to find work. For others, however, this was not the

case. For example, awasheng migrants tended to come to Accra in the

first instance as older women (.late twenties and early thirties) in

moves precipitated by failed commercial endeavours, or personal disasters

like the theft or loss of their capital.

Accra may often appear desirable - 'a home from home' - because of

the settlement there, in earlier migrations, of substantial numbers of

fellow-ethnics. Esi Bonsu, a Krobo seamstress, had been trading in salt,
corn and pepper in Nkawkaw (E.R.) when her business collapsed: "You
couldn't find Krobos in Nkawkaw so I thought I should come to Accra

where, apart from my hometown (Odumasi (E.R.)) we have most of our people
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staying and where it wouldn't be difficult to find a Krobo family or

relative in time of difficulty".

Personal crises in the form of severed relationships with either

husbands or boyfriends precipitated a move away from their villages for

seven further women. Again the underlying motivation was economic -

the necessity to find work to support their children. Often the decision

was taken on the instigation of their mother: "As soon as my baby

stopped sucking my breasts", commented Comfort, the akpeteshi seller,

"my mother got her from me so that I come and work"; "It was my mother",

observed Mansa, an orange seller, "who recommended that I should come

down to Accra to find work so that I could be remitting her and the

child".

Almost none of the women discussed so far in the context of seeking

out the city for economic betterment - traders and prostitutes - had

skills marketable in the modern sector of the economy. For others,

however, a move to Accra was necessary if they were to capitalize on

the education they had spent such energies and time acquiring. A number

of middle-school leavers - unwilling to turn to farming and trading in

their local rural communities after leaving school - initially came to

Accra to search for jobs as sales assistants and unskilled factory

operatives. Only a few were successful: the majority lowered their aspirations
and they figure in the present statistics as self-employed traders;

others remain unemployed. Also women with specialized skills require

an urban centre like Accra to put their talents to use; this was true

of Patricia, the secondary-school teacher, and Emily, the midwife. And

finally, there are women operating in the informal sector of the economy

who require large concentrations of population, and the business, credit

and commercial facilities of a modern city to conduct their business:

Auntie Teikwo, one of the importers, and Antonia Apprey, the wholesale

cloth trader, are two such women who moved to Accra in order to expand

their business interests which had already prospered in the regional

capitals of Kumasi (A.R.) and Cape Coast (C.R.) respectively.

(iv) Husband/boyfriend-related decision:

A further l-in-5 (21%) women offered reasons connected with

boyfriends or husbands to account for their movement to Accra. Promise

the Ibo ashawo, and Ruby, also ashawo but Asante, both came in pursuit
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of their musician boyfriends after running away from school. Promise

was at that time attending boarding school in Koforidua (E.R.): "It

was because of this musician that I came to Accra. When his band moved

away from Koforidua, I followed him". And Ruby, was by then a weekly-

boarder in a convent school in Kumasi (A.R.) : "He said: 'how about

coming to Accra?' He said it just to say it but I took it seriously".

Two further women, also ashawo, ran away to the city to escape being

forced back by their fathers into marriages which had been arranged for

them in their home towns.

A determination to assert themselves in the face of family disagreement

with their own wishes is rarer, however, than compliance by the women with

family decisions made on their behalf. Thus, for eight of the women, their

first acquaintance with Accra was as young brides, not uncommonly in marriages

arranged for them by their families. Partners to these unions may even have

been strangers to each other up to the point at which they found themselves

together on the road to Accra: chary of city girls for fear they had 'spoiled'

these Accra-based men would have enlisted the help of their families in

rural hometowns to find them suitable wives.

And finally, there are those women who cqme down to Accra as married

women in the company of their husbands. Unlike some parts of Africa,

Ghanaian men have been taking their wives to the cities since the beginning

of the migration process. In some instances the move had been a decision

jointly taken by the couple - "Me and my husband wanted to find money";

in other instances, as with Akosua Ekua, a retailer of general provisions,

the move was made on the instigation of one partner - "He had a transport

business but he became a drunkard and a womanizer so he got broke - mone^,

transport, everything. I advised him : 'We have flopped in Bolgatanga

(U.R.) - why can't we go back to the south and we can do something there?"!

Sometimes the couple formed an economic unit, the skills of one complementing

those of the other as in the case of Mercy Kludze, the fishmonger, who

came to Accra in the first instance with her fisherman husband.

No single clear-cut migratory pattern for the movement of the women

from hometown to Accra emerged: some made the leap from small village

to Accra in one move; others followed a pattern of stage-by-stage

migration from village, nearest large town, regional capital, and finally

Accra, exploring the economic possibilities of each as they went; and

yet others followed a more zig-zag, erratic pattern.
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Kokomlemle was by no means the first port of call for all of the

women on arrival in Accra. As many as 2-in-5 (44%) came into the area

from other neighbourhoods of the city (Table 5.15). For some the

movement into Kokomlemle was fortuitous - they just happened to find

accommodation there on the tip-off from a relative, a 'contreman' or

a work-mate that there was a room vacant; for others it involved the

end of a search for decent accommodation and more salubrious living

conditions compared to their circumstances in the more congested areas

of the city; for yet others its location within reasonable reach of

TABLE 5.15: LAST PLACE OF PREVIOUS RESIDENCE OF CENSUS POPULATION
OF KOKOMLEMLE IN ACCORDANCE WITH SEX (percentages)

LAST PLACE OF
DDTVTOTTO DPCTr>f?\TPTT

Adults (21-44 years
of age)

All age groups

irtvUiVlUUo itJcjolJJiliiNCri
Married Single

Male Female Female Male Female Total

Elsewhere Accra 54.8 57.2 44.0 52.9 48.0 50.2

Metropolitan area

Accra Capital District 2.0 2.6 5.5 2.8 2.9 2.9

Eastern Region 11.9 11.8 11.0 13.4 14.0 13.7

Ashanti or Brong 9.9 9.8 11.0 9.6 11.9 10.9

Ahafo Region

Volta Region 5.6 6.2 6.6 5.4 7.6 6.6

Western or Central 5.3 3.6 7.7 7.2 5.4 6.2

Region

Northern or Upper 2.0 2.1 6.6 2.4 4.2 3.4

Region

Outside Ghana 8.6 6.7 7.7 6.3 6.0 6.1

TOTAL "
n

100.0 100.0 100.1 100.0 100.0 100.0

303 194 91 573 687 1260

Born in Kokomlemle 5 2 3 148 173 321

their workplaces was a compelling factor; and for those intent on

getting away from the constraints of tradition and family control, the

area's reputation as a 'swinging place' with its youthful population and

numerous places of entertainment, carried its own appeal.
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Table 5.16 details the length of time the women (and the rest of the

sampled residents) have been living in Kokomlemle. Only 6% have been

there for less than 2 years: 47% have been living in the area for between

2-5 years and a further 44% for 5 years and more. These figures suggest

considerable stability of residence. It is also apparent that single

women have longer periods of residence in the area than their married

counterparts: married women are nearly four times more likely (22%) to

be 'recent migrants' (.settled for less than two years) than single women

(6%) .

TABLE 5,16:LENGTH OF TIME CENSUS POPULATION RESIDENT IN KOKOMLEMLE
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SEX (percentages)

PERIOD OF

Adults (21-44
age

years of All age groups

RESIDENCE Married Single
Male Female Female Male Female Total

Recent Migrants:

Less than 6 months 7.8 5.1 1.1 7.1 5.9 6.5

6 months - 1 year 9.4 7.6 - 7.2 4.2 5.6

1-2 years 10.1 9.2 5.3 8.7 10.3 9.6

Settled Residents:
Medium duration

2-5 years 29.9 31.6 46.8 24.4 29.8 27.3

Long duration

5-9 years 20. 5 26.0 31.9 15.8 18.0 17.0

10 - 14 years 14.6 13.3 7.4 10.8 7.0 8.7

15 - 19 years 2.9 2.6 3.2 1.9 2.6 2.3

20 years and over 3.2 3.6 1.1 3.5 2.1 2.7

Not applicable - 1.6 1.0 3.2 20. 5 20.1 20.3
Born in Kokomlemle

% 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 100. 0 100.0
TOTAL

n 308 196 94 721 860 1581

G. CONCLUSIONS:

In this chapter we have tried to convey (by means of the demographic

data collected in the course of the interviews) a more rounded picture

of the single woman of Kokomlemle than the one portrayed in the previous

chapter where the concentration was on her occupational role. The profile
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reveals a number of features: the single woman of Kokomlemle may be

aged anything between 21-45, although, in terms of the total population

of women in the area, beyond the age of forty the older a woman is the

greater the likelihood that she is unmarried; and, she operates in an

advantageous situation in terms of potential marriage partners as, beyond

the age of thirty, women are outnumbered by men both in Kokomlemle and

Accra as a whole. Like her married sisters in the area, the chances

are that the single woman is an inter-regional migrant born in any one

of the country's eight regions; and her birthplace is probably smaller,

in population terms, than her present neighbourhood area of Kokomlemle.

The single woman's ethnic background mirrors that of the population of

Kokomlemle as a whole which is remarkable mainly for its heterogeneity;

and, again like her neighbours, she comes equally from matrilineal and

patrilineal ethnic groups. Her family background is, in all likelihood,

polygynous and she has probably a substantial number of both full- and

half-siblings. Her childhood was characterized by a remarkable frequency

of movement between different family groups in the course of which she

got to know large numbers of her extended family and large tracts of

her country. The single woman is more likely than her married Kokomlemle

counterpart to have been to school, and once there, she probably reached

higher levels of achievement; however, in realizing the educational

standards that she has, she probably had to fight hard against prejudice,

lack of sponsorship, interruptions to her schooling, and frequent school

changes. And, finally, her primary motivation in coming to Accra was

more likely to be linked to education and work than to any other factor.

Ghanaians harbour many fears about the effect of the town on the

migrant, and women in particular can expect little support in moving to

an urban area (Caldwell 1969: 103). The feeling is widespread that city

living 'spoils' women, that morals become lax, and that traditional family

values become eroded (Ideal Woman: passim). Above all, female migration is

opposed because of the temptation of prostitution which is believed to

be inherent in city life (Caldwell 1969: 107).

It is against this background of hostility and negative feelings

towards female settlement in the city that we will proceed - in the

next chapter - to consider the kind of social adaptation that these

single women of Kokomlemle are making to city life.
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CHAPTER VI

THE NEIGHBOURHOOD NICHE

Introduction:

In the last two chapters our concern has been with the important

role single women play in the Accra economy - both within Kokomlemle,

their area of residence, and in the state and commercial institutions

of the city as a whole; we also considered the main social

characteristics of the women and the circumstances which brought them

to Accra. It now remains to consider, in this chapter, the kinds of

social adaptations that they are making to an urban way of life.

The chapter is divided into three sections. The first part

describes the basic domestic groups found in Kokomlemle - established

both by the census population as a whole, and by the single women.

Information on the composition of these residential groups can be

expected to provide valuable insights into the most elementary level

of social organization in the neighbourhood; and knowledge of the

household-status of individuals in these groups should yield important

clues as to the social standing of the persons concerned. Part two is

concerned with a description of the tenancy status of both the census

population and the single women, and an account of the type of housing

in which they live. Whether a person's accommodation is owner-occupied

or rented, the architectural layout of a house, and the physical proximity

of neighbours are all factors which set parameters to the kind of life¬

style an individual can entertain; also, whether day-to-day living

brings people into contact with members of their own socio-economic,

ethnic, and religious groups - or ones different from their own - can

also be expected to influence the kind of social fabric which will

emerge in a neighbourhood. These factors also dictate, to a considerable

degree, the kind of adaptations that individuals have to make to live in

an area, and the kind of freedoms they can expect to enjoy. a general

observational account of social life in Kokomlemle - both at the level

of the individual dwelling and the neighbourhood as a whole - is also

included. In the last and final section, the implications of these

living arrangements for the single women of the neighbourhood will be

discussed.

The description of Kokomlemle's overall domestic and housing

arrangements is designed to set the scene and establish the general

pattern of living in the area. The main focus of interest, however, rests
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with the single women and what it means, in terms of actual day-to-day

existence, to be an unmarried woman in an urban residential area like

Kokomlemle. What kind of accommodation does she have, and with whom

does it bring her into contact? Is it any different from that of other

residents? And how do her domestic household arrangements compare with

those of her more socially-accepted married neighbours? There is also

the wider issue of the degree to which she is integrated into the social

fabric of the neighbourhood: is her status as a single woman reflected,

for example, in the kind of company she keeps and the networks in which

she is enmeshed? In short, how does a single woman's anomalous marital

status translate in terms of her personal relationships in an urban

social system at the level of both home and neighbourhood.

A. THE DOMESTIC GROUP:

The most intense and enduring relationships which individuals

enjoy are, typically, those formed with members of their own domestic

group. At the outset, therefore, we will consider the kinds of house¬

hold in which the census population in general and the single women in

particular are living in Kokomlemle. This question will be discussed

firstly, in terms of the size of household group found in the area

and, secondly, in terms of its type. This will be followed by a

general discussion of the neighbourhood's domestic arrangements.

Finally the composition of the single women's households will be

considered and the social implications of their domestic arrangements

discussed.

(i) Size of household in Kokomlemle:

A quarter (25%) of the households"^ in Kokomlemle are composed of

individuals, males and females, living on their own (Table 6.1); a

further quarter (25%) comprise 2-3 person establishments. This means

that every second household in the area consists of just 3 persons or

less. This may appear a small household unit and bear out the general

assumption that urban living results in a decrease in household size.

However, even rural households have been found in many surveys to be

smaller than one might expect. In fact, the Kokomlemle statistics

on households reveal a remarkable similarity to those found in Ghana

as a whole: in the Post Enumeration Survey carried out after the

1960 Census, the average size of household found nationally was 4.3

whereas the corresponding figure for Kokomlemle is 4.5 persons;

"*"See Appendix 1 for the definition of household adopted for
the census survey.



TABLE6.1:NUMBEROFPERSONSLIVINGINKOKOMLEMLECENSUSHOUSEHOLDS
INACCORDANCEWITHAGEANDSEXOFHEADOFHOUSEHOLD(percentages)

NUMBEROFPERSONS LIVINGINHOUSEHOLD

Head

ofHousehold

Under
of

21years age

21- years

44

ofage

45yearsof
ageandover

Allagegroups

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Total

Solitaryindividual
66.7

60.0

27.5

31.0

2.4

-

23.8

27.4

24.8

2-3persons

33.3

40.0

26.5

28.6

12.2

11.8

24.2

26.4

24.8

4-6persons

-

-

30.9

32.1

29.3

23.5

30.2

29.2

29.9

7-9persons

-

-

12.7

8.3

17.1

41.2

13.3

13.2

13.3

10-12persons

-

-

1.5

-

19.5

17.6

4.4

2.8

4.0

13-15persons

-

-

-

-

9.8

5.9

1.6

0.9

1.4

16personsandover
-

-

1.0

-

9.8

-

2.4

-

1.7

TOTAL%
100.0

100.0

100.1

100.0

100.1

100.0

99.9

99.9

99.9

n

3

5

204

84

41

17

248

106

354



again, the PES suryey reyealed that only 7.3% of all households in the

country were composed of 10 persons or more whilst in Kokomlemle the
2

corresponding figure is 7.1% (PES statistics quoted in Tetteh: 214) .

(ii) Type of household in Kokomlemle:

Of more interest than the size of a household, however, is its

composition. The rural households in which the vast majority of these

Kokomlemle residents were raised would have been, for the most part,

composed of members linked by bonds of consanguinity rather than marital

ties. This was the case because marriage in the traditional order did
3

not necessarily lead to the common residence of the conjugal couple :

in matrilineal systems wives cooked and cleaned for their husbands,

slept with them, but returned to the compounds of their own matri-kin
4

during the day ; patrilineal groups tended to have virilocal residence

patterns but even here, amongst certain groups like the Ga, Adangbe

and Ewe, co-residence of spouses was not the norm, or there were no
5

fixed rules in this respect . In Kokomlemle, it is possible to

2
The operational definition of household used by the Census office

differs slightly from that adopted in the present survey so the figures
are not directly comparable. In practice, however, the unit surveyed
is likely to have been the same,

3
This pattern was also to be observed in Kokomlemle. Of the 429

married persons (males and females) enumerated in the household survey,
ten (2%) have spouses living elsewhere in Kokomlemle; a further 34 (8%)
live elsewhere in Accra; and an additional 41 (10%) are living elsewhere.

4
Conclusions about patterns of residence - even amongst matrilineal

people - cannot be clearcut, however, as considerable variation in marital
residence patterns have been found amongst a number of matrilineal people
studied. Fortes (1949a: 76-78) found in his social survey of two townships
in Ashanti in 1945-1946 that of the 382 married women in his sample only
37% - or a little over l-in-3 - were in co-residence with their husbands;
the remainder were living with their own kin. On the other hand Hardiman's
(1974: 108-110) researches in three other Akan communities in 1970 - one

Akwapem and the other two Brong - revealed that 65% of the 130 'still
married' women in Akwapem were living in the same households as their
husbands and 74% of the Brong. It seemed, therefore, that traditionally
a multiplicity of different residence forms were permitted and that these
could depend on the circumstances of the individual.

5
See Manoukian (1950: 74) and Field (1960: 25) for accounts of

marital residence patterns amongst the Ga and Adangbe peoples, and Fiawoo
(1974a: 164) in respect of the Ewe. Amongst the Ga and Adangbe, men and
women, generally speaking, lived in separate compounds: men's compounds
contained groups of from 3-10 classificatory brothers and their sons and
grandsons who were too old for the women's compound: women's compounds,
on the other hand, contained the sisters and daughters of these men,
together with their young children of both sexes^who were members of the
house by patrilineal descent. These women had husbands in various parts
of the village or town for whom they cooked and to whom they went At night.
Amongst the Ewe, marital residence was, by and large, virilocal with some
emphasis on duolocality as a variation of this norm.



distinguish five basic household units and these will be discussed in

turn.

(a) Conjugal families:

In Kokomlemle the conjugal family emerges as the most frequent

form of household unit: a husband, his wife and their children account

for 35% of all households surveyed, whilst husbands and wives alone

comprise a further 6% (Table 6.2). This trend in the direction of the

conjugal model of marriage and family life has been noted in a number

of monographs on urban couples although usually in the context of the

educated elite (Omari, 1962; Caldwell, 1968; Oppong, 1974;). In

Kokomlemle, the pattern is distributed across all socio-economic groups.

Only 14% (12) of the single women, however, live in this type of

arrangement - in all instances, naturally, in a dependent status

(Table 6.3). Once a young woman reaches adulthood, there is a strong

desire to cut loose from the control of parents or other guardians

and to establish her own household. The reason, reiterated by woman

after woman, is nearly always expressed in terms of a desire "to be

free" or "independent". For, as long as a woman remains a dependent,

she is under the control of her parents or surrogate parents. As she

gets older a guardian's attempts to dictate a girl's time-keeping, to

insist on modest forms of dress, and to restrict her association with

boy-friends are increasingly resented and the freedoms of her
independent friends are coveted. Of course, striking out on one's own

is not always possible: Colette, a 23-year old Ga, lives with her

lawyer father, her mother, and 6 junior siblings in a beautiful and

spacious modern bungalow; but although embroiled in almost daily

quarrels with her father over boy-friends and staying out late, and

extremely anxious to leave home, she is unable to do other than stay

put- Colette is unemployed. Even salaried workers,however, can find
that the expense involved in renting accommodation compatible with

their taste is prohibitive: Mary, the 22-year old accounting clerk

with the Ministry of Defence feels that she has reached the stage

where she has "got to be independent"; she is part of her parent's

conjugal household of 11 members which includes, apart from Mary and
2 1

her parents, 5 younger siblings, and 3 cousins (MZD , FZD ); however,

her salary of ^72 is, she feels, inadequate to enable her to establish

herself independently. The chronic shortage of suitable rooms to

rent is a further major problem and most vacancies are passed by word

of mouth to relatives and friends. Having a dependent child presents
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TABLE 6.2: TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD FOUND IN KOKOMLEMLE CENSUS SURVEY IN
ACCORDANCE WITH SEX OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD (percentages)

TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD*
Sex of Household Head

Male Female Total

Conjugal Family:

Husband and wife together with
unmarried children

49.6 - 34.7

Husband and wife without
children

9.3 — 6.5

Sub-total 58.9 - 41.2

Lineage Segment:

A solitary adult and junior
kin

1.2 43.4 13.8

A 'simple' family - a set of
siblings or cousins living
with or without children

8.9 18.9 11.9

A 'multiple' family - an assort¬
ment of siblings including
spouses, children (both married
and unmarried), and one or both
parents

3.6 6.6 4.5

Sub-total 13.7 68.9 30.2

A Solitary Adult 23.8 27.4 24.8

'Other': unclassifiable kin-

based households

3.2 1.9 2.8

Friendship-Based Households:
a set of male or female friends

sharing a common household

0.4 1.9 0.8

col %
TOTAL n

row %

100.0

248

70.1

100.1

106 **
29.9

99.8

354
100.0

* The given pattern may include, in addition to the indicated
household members, same-generation or junior kin members
and domestic staff.

** This figure of 106 denotes all female household heads
encountered in the general survey and should not be confused
with the figure of 87 single women: not all female household
heads are single women and not all single women are house¬
hold heads; also, female household heads are to be found
both above and below the age-range of 21-44 from which the
single women studied intensively were taken.
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TABLE 6.3: TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD IN WHICH KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN

(21-44 years of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY LIVE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THEIR HOUSEHOLD STATUS (absolute numbers)

Household Status of Single Woman

Type Independent
of

Household Depend
ant

Joint
Head of

Household

Head of

Household Total

Conjugal Family:
With own father and mother 6 _ 6

With own father and step¬
mother

1 - - 1

With sister and her husband's

conjugal family
2 - - 2

With uncle (FB and MB) and
wife's conjugal family

2 - - 2

With aunt (FFBD) and her
husband's conjugal family

1 " " 1

Sub-total 12 - - 12

Lineage Segment:
A solitary adult and junior
kin:

Own mother-headed household
Uncle (MB) headed household
Single woman-headed household

7

1

-

37

7

1

37

The 'simple' family - a set of
siblings or cousins living
with or without children

5 5

The 'multiple' family - an
assortment of siblings incl.
spouses, children (both
married and unmarried), and
one or both parents

1 1

Sub-total 9 5 37 51

Solitary Adult: - - 23 23

Friendship-based Household: - 1 - 1

n

Total row %

21

24.1

6

6.9

60

68.9

87

99.9
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another obstacle to independence: Helena, the 22-year old sales-assistant

in Ghana House and her 7-year old son form part of the conjugal house¬

hold of Helena's parents, together with 4 younger brothers and sisters,

a cousin (MBS) and a niece (BD); although feeling, as she puts it,

"too big to stay in my father's house", the problem is "how to find your

way out"; her present arrangement enables her to pursue nine-to-five

salaried employment whilst her son is cared for by her mother alongside

the household's other junior kin.

(b) Lineage segments:

Households composed of a number of members linked by ties of kinship
are the next most common form of domestic unit found in Kokomlemle - 30%

of all households encountered in the survey (Table 6.2). These households

fall naturally into three distinct sub-categories called here the 'adult

and junior kin' unit, the 'simple' family unit, and the 'multiple' family

unit. Each will be discussed in turn.

b(i) The solitary adult and junior kin unit:

A solitary adult living with younger family members is the most

common type of lineage segment found; altogether, this form of domestic

group comprises 14% of all households surveyed in the sample (Table 6.2).

Women are fifteen times more likely than men to be heads of household

here. These domestic groups are composed, typically, of an adult woman

living together with her child or children and, sometimes, additionally,

even grandchildren; an alternative arrangement involves an adult woman

and the children of siblings, or junior cousins; and some combination of

the two is also encountered.

This is the household type in which the single woman is to be found

in 52% (45) of cases (Table 6.3) although not in all instances as house¬

hold heads: in seven instances single women are living as dependents in

households headed by their mothers and in one instance by an uncle (MB).

Living as a dependent in these domestic arrangements is considered almost

as unsatisfactory as in the conjugal households discussed already and a

common goal of these women also is to find their own personal accommodation:

Adjua, the 26-year old Public Relations Officer, reluctantly surrendered

her own flat to move back with her dependent niece (ZD) to look after her

mother who seemed on the verge of a nervous breakdown in the wake of the

break-up of her ordinance marriage of thirty-two years standing: Daphne,

a 22-year old unemployed Ahanta/Asante, although grateful for the

accommodation provided by her uncle (MB), commented, nevertheless: "You
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know, living with your uncle, quarrels, quarrels, quarrels. I want to

be alone, to have my freedom"; and Effua, the 26-year old Akuapem

auxiliary nurse at Korle Bu noted: "I'm old, I should move away from

my Mum. When you are at home, and you go out, your Mum expects you to

be in at a certain time"; on the other hand, Effua is an unmarried

mother with a 9-year old daughter and living in her mother's household,

together with a younger brother, has a number of advantages. In thirty-

seven instances, however, single women are independent heads of these

'matrifocal' households.

b(ii) The 'simple' family:

The 'simple' family, a domestic unit composed of sets of siblings,

or cousins, with or without their children, is the next largest category

of lineage-based household found in the survey: 12% of all households are

of this type (Table 6.2). The most commonly encountered arrangements are

households composed of two or three sisters or brothers, or brothers and

sisters together, or a combination of siblings and cousins. Children of

household members may also form part of these households.

Just 6% (5) of the single women are living in this form of domestic

arrangement (Table 6.3): Majella, the 22-year old ticket-seller at the

airport, lives in very crowded conditions in a single room with four
2 2

cousins (MBD , MZD ), of whom one - Antonia, a 24-year old unemployed

woman - is also in the single woman sample; Comfort, the 25-year old

akpeteshi retailer lives with a brother; and finally, Attia Addo, the

34-year old yam trader, runs her household jointly with her sister Esi

Bonsu, the 30-year old seamstress who also appears in the single woman

sample; the sisters' three children are also present, as well as their

father who is down in Accra receiving medical attention for his

eyesight.

b(iii) The 'multiple' family:

The 'multiple' family household arrangements are altogether much

larger than the 'simple' family forms. They may involve anything up to

five siblings living together in the same house together with an assort¬

ment of spouses, children - both married and unmarried- possibly children's

children, an assortment of other relatives, and often, also, an elderly

parent. These households constitute just 4% of the units surveyed

(Table 6.2) and was only encountered when the household was accommodated

in family-owned property.

Only Juliana, the 22-year old telephonist in the Department of

National Lotteries, lives in this form of domestic arrangement (Table 6.3).
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Her household (in which she lives as a dependent) totals 17 members
2 1

and is composed of 2 uncles (MB ) and an aunt (MZ ), her senior uncle's

2 wives, 3 of his children by a former marriage, a daughter of one of

his wives by a former husband, Juliana and her own 3 junior siblings,

her aunt's daughter and her junior uncle's son; 2 family maids complete

the household. Juliana's own child is in her hometown of Mpraeso (E.R.)

with Juliana's mother.

(c) Solitary adults:

The next most common household unit is that of a solitary adult,

which comprises l-in-4 (25%) of all households surveyed (Table 6 .2).

Men are twice as likely as women to be found in this type of arrangement.

By and large, these male householders are bachelors from Upper Volta,

Niger and Mali - 'target-workers' who have come down to Ghana to work

for a few years before returning to their own countries for permanent

settlement. All are in their twenties or early thirties. Indeed, as

people get older it becomes increasingly unlikely that they will be

living in this type of domestic arrangement: only one instance of

somebody over the age of 45 was encountered - a solitary male.

Just 26% (23) of the single women live on their own (Table 6.3). The
largest category here are the 16 prostitutes whose general life-style

and means of livelihood pose considerable difficulties for the

absorption of other members into their households: fixed household

routines are precluded by their erratic schedules; also rooms on

occasion have to double as venues for entertaining clients; and, most

importantly, families will not entrust a child to a known ashawo or

awasheng relative because of the dangers of "getting spoiled". Sophia,

a beautiful ashawo woman, spoke for all the prostitutes when she noted:

"Because of the sort of life I'm leading, I can't have any relatives

staying with me". A few white-collar workers and traders, and one

seamstress, however, are also living on their own. This arrangement is

generally only possible when the needs of a woman's younger relatives

for education, accommodation, and maintenance are already being catered

for. Very often, however, it involves no more than a temporary respite

and the woman's household is soon augmented by the addition of younger

kin.

(d) 'Other' - unclassifiable family-based households:

This is a residual category for kin-based households which were not

classifiable under any of the foregoing headings. Altogether these

households account for just 3% of the domestic units surveyed (Table 6.2).
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The domestic arrangements encountered comprise; for example, polygynous
households composed of a man, several wives and their children, or

conjugal arrangements where not only the couple's children, but the

children's spouses and children are also to be found.

No single woman lives in this form of domestic group (Table 6.3).

(e) Friendship-based households:

The last and final category of domestic unit encountered is the

friendship-based household. Quite remarkably, this grouping is present

in only 1% of instances, or 3 out of the total 354 households surveyed

(Table 6.2). In one instance, two young male Asante factory workers

from the same village have set up household together; in another instance,

two teenage girls - "secondary school run-aways" - were living together;

and in the third instance, Rosario, the 24-year old laundry counter-hand

is sharing her single room with a 20-year old Akyem girlfriend who works

as a typist (Table 6.3).

(iii)General discussion of domestic arrangements found in Kokomlemle.

The domestic grouping found in Kokomlemle - where other than a

solitary individual is concerned - is, essentially a conjugally- or

kin-based unit. Adults - both male and female - in setting up households

in the area, establish themselves in either conjugal arrangements, or

some form of grouping with a wide range of consanguineous kin. The

primacy of kin is also apparent in the generational depth of many of

these Kokomlemle households (Table 6.4). As many as l-in-7 (14%) of the

TABLE 6.4: GENERATIONAL DEPTH OF KOKOMLEMLE CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SEX OF HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD (percentages)

NUMBER OF GENERATIONS

Sex of Head of Household

Male Female Total

Single generation 22.8 22.1 22.6

Two adjacent generations 69.3 49.4 63.5

Three adjacent generations 7.4 20.8 11.3

Four adjacent generations 0.5 6.5 2.3

Three generations but no
member from middle generation

1.3 0.4

TOTAL % 100.0 100.1 100.1

n 189 77 266

Not applicable: 'solitary' n

individuals
59 29 88
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households composed of two or more members span three or more generations

of the same family and l-in-6 (2%) of these have representatives from

as many as four generations. Female-headed households have a deeper

generational span than male ones: they are four times as likely as

male-headed ones to include grandchildren and great-grandchildren, a

finding also borne out in studies of rural areas (Bukh 1979: 43).

Women are strongly represented as independent household heads in

the area: as many as 3-in-10 (30%) of all households enumerated are
0

headed by a woman (Table 6.5). Of course, independent female house¬

holders constitute neither a recent nor particularly urban phenomenon

in Ghana and some studies reveal even higher frequencies than the present one.

TABLE 6.5: AGE OF HEADS OF HOUSEHOLD IN KOKQMLEMLE CENSUS
SURVEY IN ACCORDANCE WITH SEX (percentages)

AGE GROUP

Head of Household

Male Female Total

15-19 years of age

20-24 years of age

25-29 years of age

30-34 years of age

35-39 years of age

40-44 years of age

45 years of age and
over

1.2

8.5

18.5

24.2

19.0

12.1

16.5

1.9

13.2

26.4

23.6

8.5

10. 4

16.0

1.4

9.9

20.9

24.0

15.8

11.6

16 .4

TOTAL col %
n

row %

100.0
248

70.1

100.0
106

29.9

100.0
354

100.0

0
See Appendix 1 for discussion of 'head of household'. It was

interesting to note that conjugal households were almost auto¬

matically deemed to be headed by the husband even in instances where the
wife was clearly the main bread-winner and/or the person instrumental in
providing the accommodation (i.e., property-owner or relative of landlord).

7
For example, McCall found in his work on women traders in Koforidua

(E.R.) in the early fifties that over a quarter were living as independent
householders ( McCall 1961: 293); also, in Hardiman's census of house¬
holds in an Akwapem village, 25 miles from Accra, in the early seventies,
54% of the household heads were women (1974: 109); and Bukh's household
survey in an Ewe village in the late seventies revealed that 42% of the
householders were women (1979: 42-43).
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What is interesting in the present context, howeyer, is, firstly, the

finding that, unlike the position in these other studies, the vast

majority of these female household heads are single women; and secondly,

and perhaps even more surprising, the type of household they are heading:

for, in establishing herself as an independent householder, this

supposedly stigmatized woman is choosing to surround herself almost

without exception with members of her own family group. This point will

become clearer in the next section when the composition of the 66 house¬

holds managed independently or jointly by the single women in the sample

will be analyzed.

(iv) Composition of Domestic Groups managed independently or

jointly by the single women.

A total of 42 children of the women - 17 daughters and 25 sons -

live with the women in these 66 independently-established households

(Table 6.6). In addition the women have gathered around them their
20 2 8 2

nieces (ZD , FZDD ) and nephews (ZS , FZDD ), cousins - both female

(MZD^, MBD^, FZD^, FBD"*),and male (FZS1), their sisters (13), and

brothers (5), grand-nieces (ZDD11, BSD1), a grand-daughter (DD ), and

in a small number of instances, their mothers (2) or fathers (2). In

all these 66 women are accommodating in these households a total of 139

kin-related dependents - 42 of their own children and 97 (including 2

distantly-related girls acting as domestic servants) other relatives.

The large number of relatives other than their own children provides

an important clue as to the continuing importance of kinship ties to

these independent single women; they also reveal the important instrumental

role that a single woman can play in terms of her own family. Of course,

these households established by single women are not the only domestic

arrangements in Kokomlemle where large numbers of 'other relatives' are

to be found: even in the conjugal households discussed earlier, although

the married couple and their children form the core of the household unit,

relatives of either or both spouses are present in more than 2-in-5

(42%) cases. Indeed, when we break down the entire survey population of

Kokomlemle in terms of relationship to heads of household we find that

more than l-in-4 (26%) of those living in these households are nephews,

nieces, brothers, sisters, grandchildren, or cousins - real or classificatory -

of either the head of the household or the spouse of the head (Table 6-7).

In the literature these relatives have earned for themselves the

label 'parasites' (Busia, 1951; Baker and Bird, 1959) because of the

demands they make on the urban household's resources. However,
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TABLE6.6:COMPOSITIONOFHOUSEHOLDSOFWHICHSINGLEWOMEN(21-44yearsofage)WHOPARTICIPATEDINMAINSTUDY AREEITHERHEADSORJOINTHEADS,INACCORDANCEWITHOCCUPATIONALSTATUS(absolutenumbers) COMPOSITION OF HOUSEHOLD

OccupationalStatusofSin
gleWomen

TOTAL
FMT

Prof Admin Exec

Semi- Profes- sional

Clerical Wliite- Collar

Sales

Service,andRecreation
Un- Employed

Employee

Self- Employed
Dress- Making

Prostitution Ashawo

Awasheng

SingleWomanHeadofHousehold Head'matrifocal'familyunit
6

5

6

-

18

1

-

-

1

37-37

Jointheadof'simple'kin-based
-

-

-

1

2

1

-

-

1

5-5

household* Jointheadfriendship-based
-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

1-1

household
A'solitary'adult

-

-

3

-

3

1

9

7

-

23-23

KinDependaitsinHousehold Child

5

2

2

-

29

4

-

-

-

172542

Nephew,Niece

4

3

2

-

22

1

-

-

-

221032

Cousin

2

2

2

4

12

2

-

-

4

27128

Sibling

-

1

6

-

10

1

-

-

-

13518

Grand-niece,-daughter
-

1

-

-

10

2

-

-

-

13-13

Parent

-

-

-

-

3

1

-

-

-

224

Kin-relateddomesticservant
2

-

-

-

-

—

-

-

-

2-2

Non-KinMembersofHousehold Domesticservant

3

-

1

-

2

-

-

-

-

516

Girlfriend

-

-

2

1

-

-

-

-

1

4-4

Totalnumberofhouseholds:
6

5

9

2

23

3

9

7

2

66

Totalpersonsinhouseholds:
22

14

24

7

111

14

9

7

7

17144215

Averagesizeofhousehold:
3.7

2.8

2.7

3.5

4.8

4.7

1.0

1.0

3.5

3.2

*Twoofthehouseholdsnotedinthiscategoryappeartwiceinthestatisticsasintwoinstancestwomembersofthesame householdqualifiedassinglewomeninthemainstudy.



TABLE6-7:RELATIONSHIPOFKOKOMLEMLERESIDENTSINCENSUSPOPULATIONTO HEADSOFHOUSEHOLDINACCORDANCEWITHAGEANDSEX(percentages)
RELATIONSHIP

Under

21-44years

45years

Allagegroups

TO

21years

ofage

and

over

HEADOFHOUSEHOLD*
Male

Female

Male

Married Female

Single Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

Total

Headofhousehold
0.8

1.0

66.2

9.9

75.9

83.7

35.4

34.4

12.3

22.4

Spouse

-

1.9

0.3

70.0

-

-

29.2

0.1

19.3

10.6

Child

60.7

48.5

9.7

5.4

16.1

2.0

6.2

35.0

32.7

33.7

Nephew,niece

13.7

12.1

4.5

2.5

5.7

-

-

8.9

8.5

8.7

Grandson,-daughter,
11.0

10.9

1.6

1.0

-

-

-

6.2

6.9

6.6

-nephew,-niece Sibling

7.4

6.5

12.0

6.4

2.3

8.2

10.4

9.4

6.4

7.8

Cousin

1.4

6.1

3.2

-

-

2.0

4.2

2.2

4.1

3.2

Parent,grand-parent,
-

-

-

-

-

2.0

8.3

0.1

0.5

0.3

uncle,aunt In-law

-

0.8

1.0

3.9

-

-

2.1

0.4

1.5

1.0

Otherrelative

3.3

3.8

0.3

0.5

-

2.0

2.1

1.9

2.6

2.3

Unrelatedhousehold
1.6

8.4

1.0

0.5

-

-

2.1

1.2

5.3

3.5

member(domestic servant,friend)
col%

99.9

100.0

99.8

100.1

100.0

99.9

100.0

99.8

100.1

100.1

TOTALn
364

522

308

203

87

49

48

721

860

1581

row%

23.0

33.0

19.5

12.8

5.5

3.1

3.0

45.6

54.4

100.0

*Inordertoavoidunduecomplicationwiththistablewhereaheadofhouseholdismarriedandinresidencewith hisspouse,akinrelationshiptoaspouseistakenasthehead'sown:forexample,personspostedas'child*
9°'nephew''niece''sibling'etc.maystandinthisrelationshiptoeithertheheadand/orthewifeofthehead. Thecategory'in-law'isreservec*^orspousesofchildren,siblingsnephewsandcousins.



obligations inherent in the role of senior (or successful) kinswoman

or man to take younger family members to educate, learn a skill, maintain,

or simply to provide with accommodation, remain strong. A young woman

anxious to savour her first taste of freedom in the city may feel

ambivalent - if not antipathetic - about sharing her already over¬

stretched resources with a relative whom she scarcely knows: "She was

given to me like a fowl" was the less than gracious way Faustina, one

of the police officers, explained the advent into her household of a

10-year old grand-niece (BSD), sent from the north to commence her

schooling under Faustina's supervision. However, such personal feelings

are rarely expressed and traditional expectations that members of the

family group will help junior lineage members tend to prevail. For an

older woman it is different: the presence in her household of a range

of lineage members whom she can assist, and over whom she can exercise

such influence as her status, wealth and age allow, is a source of real
8

achievement and pride .

Some of the relatives present in the women's households are adults,

and are down in Accra for specialized courses of study, or to serve

apprenticeships; others have come looking for work - some illiterate,

some educated - and require accommodation and maintenance until they can

take care of themselves; and yet others are employed but in need of

lodgings, and may even be contributing something towards the running of

these households. The majority of the kin concerned are, however, young

dependents - junior sisters and brothers, and the children of siblings,

who have come down to Accra to be educated.

Fathers and mothers are much less likely to be present in the women's

households and, indeed, figure in only 2% of instances (Table 6.6). Amongst

the surveyed population as a whole only 0.3% of co-resident kin are members

of a parental or grandparental generation of either the head of household

or spouse - parents, parents' siblings, or grandparents (Table 6-7). This

is a very insignificant presence compared to that of other relatives but

is in line with the findings of other studies in Accra and elsewhere in

Ghana (Caldwell 1968: 61; Oppong 1974; 73). Generally speaking, members

of a senior generation are not easily grafted on to existing households:

Fortes found this type of matrifocal family to be a common family
form amongst the matrilineal Akan whom he studied (Fortes 1949a: 54-84).
He also asserts that the establishment by a woman of this type of family
form, with her own and her daughter's children around her, represents
the pinnacle of female achievement (Fortes 1950: 263).
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friction is likely to ensue with an older relative present to whom

respect and authority should be conceded but who, at the same time, is

not in control of the household's purse-strings; also the education and

care of younger kinsfolk is a form of investment from which benefactors

can anticipate some future dividends for themselves and their children

which is not the case with older relatives. But, where an elderly

father or mother is ill and in need of assistance, it is forthcoming:

two of the traders - Akosua Ekua, the 43-year old provisions trader,

and Maki Atsu, the 38-year old plantain seller - have brought their

infirm, elderly mothers to Accra to care for them; two fathers are

also present but only on a temporary basis - the father of Amina, the

29-year old rice and bean seller, to pursue an accident claim with an

insurance company, and the father of Attia Addo and Esi Bonsu, the two

sisters sharing a joint household, to receive medical advice for his

failing eyesight.

Domestic staff comprise a further 4% of members of the single

women's households (Table 6.6). This is not a high percentage when

one remembers that almost all these women are heavily extended in some

occupational line. However, the figure compares favourably with the

incidence of 3% for domestic staff in the sampled households of

Kokomlemle as a whole (Table 6.7). In addition, some of the single

women engage local domestic staff on a non-residential basis; and

young school-going kin serve as unpaid domestic helpers and child-

minders when available. Altogether, l-in-4 of the women's paid,

residential domestic staff are relatives. In the past, servants -

chosen from amongst illiterate and impoverished relatives, or from

families who traditionally served as retainers for particular families -

were easily obtained (Tetteh 1967: 211; Oppong 1974: 73-74). This,

however, is no longer the case: a growing awareness amongst Ghanaians

of all social classes of the value of education has made them reluctant

to put their children to work as domestic assistants. Unrelated

domestic staff and baby-minders are not, however, considered to be as

good or committed as one's own relatives. Neither is there the same

degree of trust: for example, Auntie Teikwo, the cloth importer, who

employs a cook and a chauffeur to take care of herself, a niece (ZD)

and a cousin (MSD), made the following comment, after noting the fact

that her cook is a distant cousin (MMBSD) - "If somebody wanted to get

me, if not a kinswoman, they might bribe the one to - poison me".
The final category making up these households established by the

single women are girlfriends who, remarkably, comprise only 2% of total

household membership (Table 6.6). This extremely low incidence of non-
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kin members is undoubtedly a reflection of the latent distrust Ghanaians

have towards outsiders and which will be discussed at greater length

later in this chapter; to get too close to another, to "share your

secrets" is to put yourself at risk of being exposed or harmed if

relations should ever sour; better to adhere to kin who, afterall,

given the shared lineage background, can be expected to have a vested

interest in your welfare. And single women's households are not unusual

in this respect: for the sampled population of the area as a whole, only

0.4% of those enumerated are present in households in the capacity of

'friend'. Frequently, also, the arrangement is not regarded as a

permanent one: Anastasia, the 27-year old Krobo government secretary

invited her friend - also Krobo and a secretary - to stay with herself

and her sister whilst the friend's husband attends a course overseas;

Alphonsina, the 34-year old Ewe receptionist who lives with her cousin

(FBD), invited her friend - a 48-year old divorcee and also Ewe - to

come and stay with them mainly to ease the rent-burden; and Caroline,

the 22-year old, unemployed Akuapem woman is sharing her modest room

with a young, school-going friend from her home town.

These, therefore, are the basic household arrangements of the single

women in Kokomlemle. The findings are in some respects predictable,

in others surprising. Just l-in-4 single women are still living in a

dependent household capacity: these are mainly younger women who would

like to be independently established but are prevented, for one reason

or another, from being so just now. The remaining 3-in-4 women, are

however, independently set up - either as household heads in their own

right or, as was the case in a few instances, as joint heads. Amongst

these independently-established women - excepting only the prostitutes

who, not unexpectedly, live on their own and a handful of others - the

findings in relation to their households are surprising: instead of

finding this allegedly stigmatized woman cut-off from, or even, in

extreme cases, ostracized by her wider family, we discover, on the

contrary, that she is firmly embedded with some core unit of it and

entrusted with responsibility for the care and education of a wide

range of its junior members.

An individual's domestic arrangements constitute, however, just one

aspect of a person's overall living situation: there are also broader

questions relating to the tenancy status of these households, the type

of housing in which they are accommodated, and the density levels in

the houses still to be addressed. The social relationships which result

from these living arrangements both at the level of the individual house
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and the neighbourhood more generally can then be discussed. It is,

therefore, to some consideration of these issues that attention will

be turned in the next section.

B. LIVING ARRANGEMENTS IN KOKOMLEMLE:

(i) Tenancy status of Kokomlemle residents:

An immediately striking feature of Kokomlemle is its function as

a 'rooming-house' or rented-accommodation area. Indeed, only l-in-5
9

(20%) of the 65 sampled compounds are single-family or single-household

residences: the remaining 52 compounds are all given over to multiple-unit

occupation. Put in terms of households as many as 9-in-10 of the

area's domestic units are housed in accommodation which they themselves

are renting or which is provided by their employers (Table 6.8).

TABLE 6-8: OCCUPANCY STATUS OF KOKOMLEMLE CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS
IN PRESENT ACCOMMODATION (percentages)

TYPE OF ACCOMMODATION Frequency

Rented accommodation:

Self-rented 75.9

Employer-owned or rented 13.9

Non-rented accommodation:

Owner-occupied 5.1

Family-owned house 3.1

Relative's house 2.0

TOTAL % 100.0

n 352

Not stated n 2

Those with employer-provided accommodation are either government

employees - police personnel, senior civil servants, university staff

or state corporation executive-employees - or domestic servants -

gardeners, 'houseboys', cooks, and chauffeurs, housed generally in the

'boys' quarters' (outbuildings in the compound yard).

9
See Appendix I for the definition of compound adopted for the

social survey.
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Of the l-in-10 non-rent-paying households just half are owner-

occupiers; a further one-third are households accommodated in cor-

porately-owned family homes; and the remainder are households living

in homes owned by an absentee parent, spouse, grandparent or uncle,

and present, generally, in a caretaker capacity for the owner.

(ii) Type of Housing in Kokomlemle:

A remarkable feature of Kokomlemle is the size-range of compound

unit found in the neighbourhood and the stark architectural contrasts

presented by the housing. Table 6 .9 details the compound-types

encountered in the social survey.

TABLE 6.9: TYPE OF COMPOUND ENCOUNTERED IN KOKOMLEMLE CENSUS
SURVEY (percentages)

TYPE OF COMPOUND Frequency

Single-storeyed buildings:

A multiplicity of single rooms
arranged in varying numbers in rows

positioned around the compound yard

22

Bungalow-style family houses 15

Traditional compounds with rooms

arranged around a central yard
11

Two-storeyed buildings:

2-storeyed building, plus single-storeyed
building/s (outhouses, 'boys' quarters,
and small bungalows)

32

2-storeyed building on its own 12

2 2-storeyed houses alongside each other
in the same compound

2

2 2-storeyed houses plus two bungalows
contained within a single compound

2

Three-storeyed buildings:

3-storeyed building plus 2-storeyed building
in same compound

2

3-storeyed building plus single storeyed
'boys' quarters

3

TOTAL %
n

101

65
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(a) Single-storeyed buildings:

Almost half (31) of the compounds in the sample contain single-

storeyed buildings. There are three basic compound-types involved here:

compounds composed of one or more 'row' houses; compounds with a single

bungalow built on the pattern of an English garden suburb comprising

a large living room, bedrooms, kitchen and bathroom; and compounds

containing traditional clay-and wattle buildings arranged around a

central courtyard. As each compound-type has its own distinguishing

characteristics - and implications for the type of home-life possible -

each will be discussed in turn.

a(i) Compounds composed of one
or more 'row' houses:

There is enormous variation in the size of these compounds and the

number of dwelling-units standing: in the sampled units, anything from

one to six building-structures - 'row' houses - were encountered in the

one compound-area, with the buildings arranged in what often appeared

to be an haphazard fashion around the available yard space. By and

large these dwellings are durable, concrete structures with slanting

aluminium roofs. The living accommodation consists of either single

rooms, or rooms and ante-chambers (small 'halls' approximately 4' x 10'),

which are rented as either single or multiple units to individual

households. These compounds tend to start as family homes and are

later extended to allow for tenant accommodation. The family-owned

compound of the Marbells, a Ga family who moved from Ussher Town in

Ceoitral Accra in the late forties, is a case in point. Originally,

the compound consisted of a 6-roomed family 'row' house: now a total

of 30 rooms are to be found, in 5 separate structures, spaced

erratically around the compound. The Marbell family - 4 brothers and

their wives, children, grandchildren, and an assortment of other kin

totalling 56 members - occupy 11 rooms; the remaining 19 rooms are

being rented out as 13 rental units, a number occupied by single women.

In this type of house, no matter how inadequate accommodation may

be for one's own needs,economic necessity requires that some rooms be

let out for rental: Auntie Korkor, a 69-year old divorced, Ga, kenkey

trader, has managed to erect 4 rooms on a small parcel of family land;

in what is no more than 2 decent-sized rooms she lives with 2 daughters,

a son-in-law, and 7 grandchildren; the 2 remaining rooms are being

rented out to strangers. Rooms in these houses are rented for

approximately 010-012 (015 if an ante-chamber is included). These rentals
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are below the average monthly rent of £13.8 per room obtainable in the

neighbourhood as a whole (Table 6.10).

In some of the larger wealthier compounds, the house-owner and

dependents have their own flush lavatory or dry-closet facilities and

a cubicle for showering; in others, landlord/lady and tenant share

a communal dry-closet convenience, and bathe from a bucket in the same

stand-up enclosure built or improvised in the compound yard. Cooking

is done by everyone in the dried-earth compound yard on small charcoal

cooking pots. A shed or lean-to may be available for the storage of

utensils and stoves.

a(ii) Bungalow - style family houses:

Bungalows, the next most frequently encountered single-storeyed

building in the survey, present an altogether different picture. Set in

their own well-defined and well-kept compound grounds, these builings are of
modern design and construction and contain every comfort and convenience.

All the bungalows included in the sample (10) are single-household

residences - and they house the elite of the neighbourhood. Half (5)

are owner-occupied by Ghanaians who bought the land and then purpose-

built accommodation to meet their own family requirements - an Oxford-

educated Ga lawyer, a retired Akuapem policeman, and three Ewes - one

a senior administrative officer in the Department of Social Welfare,

another a retired United Africa Company store manager, and the third

a highly successful and well-known local entrepreneur. The remaining half
(5) are being leased by the Government, the University of Ghana, and

a State Corporation to house some of their senior professional and

administrative personnel.

Elizabeth, the doctor, and Josephine, the Group Store Manageress,

live in two of these bungalows for which they pay a nominal rent of

approximately £20; furnishings are also provided by their employers.

Decor in these bungalows involves an imaginative amalgam of Western

and African influences - basic furniture of European design and origin

but set off by curtains and cushions in colourful locally-produced

textiles like adinkra or tie and dye; Ghanaian wooden carvings and

brass trinkets constitute the main ornaments. A wide range of modern

consumer goods and household equipment characterize these homes -

refrigerators, deep freezers and electrical cooling fans and almost

certainly a stereo record-player and television set.
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TABLE 6.10: RENT IN CEDIS PAID MONTHLY BY KOKQMLEMLE CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH NUMBER OF ROOMS OCCUPIED (percentages)

RENT IN CEDIS

PAID

MONTHLY

Number of Rooms Occupied by Household

Less 1

full

room

One

room

Two

rooms

Three

rooms

Four

rooms

Five

rooms

Six
or

Whole

House

TOTAL

more

Rented

Accommodation:

Rental:

Under 6 cedis 85.0 22.3 3.6 - - - - - 17.6

6-9 cedis 15.0 47.1 19.0 - - - - - 28.5

10-14 cedis - 19.8 21.4 5.0 - - - - 16.1

15-19 cedis - 9.1 8.3 10.0 - - - - 7.5

20-24 cedis - 1.6 27.4 5.0 - - - - 9.7

25-29 cedis - - 7.1 15.0 - - - - 3.4

30-34 cedis - - •10.7 5.0 - - 25.0 - 4.1

35-39 cedis - - - - 8.3 - - - 0.4

40-44 cedis - - 2.4 15.0 16.7 - - - 2.6

45-49 cedis - - - 15.0 8.3 - - - 1.5

50 cedis and - - - 30.0 66.7 100.0 75.0 loo.o 8.6

over

TOTAL RENTED %
n

100.0

20

99.9

121

99.9
84

100.0

20
100.0

12

100.0

3

100.0

4

100.0

3

100.0

267

Non-Rented

Accommodation:

Owner-occupier - - 5.6 22.2 66.7 75.0 53.8 42.8 21.2

Family home - 3.4 16. 7 11.1 33.3 - 38.5 - 12.9

Relative's home - 3.4 16.7 22.2 - - - 14.3 8.2

Employer- 100.0 93.1 61.1 44.4 - 25 .0 7.7 42.8 57.6

provided accomm
odation

TOTAL NON- % 100.0 99.9 100.1 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 99.9

RENTED n 2 29 18 9 3 4 13 7 85

Not stated n - 1 - - 1 - - - 2

TOTAL ALL 22 151 102 29 16 7 17 10 354

ACCOMMODATION n

AVERAGE MONTHLY

RENT (IN CEDIS) 1.5 8.9 18.0 39.5 73. 3 112.0 78.0 100.0 19.6

PER HOUSEHOLD

AVERAGE MONTHLY

RENT (IN CEDIS) 5.4 8.9 9.0 13,2 18. 3 22.4 13.0 20.0 13.8

PER ROOM
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a(iii) Traditional compound houses:

In marked contrast to the bungalows are the third and final type

of single-storeyed structures encountered in the survey - quadrangular-

shaped buildings consisting of from 12-16 rooms opening into a central

compound yard. Built of either sandcrete block or clay-and-wattle,

and with corrugated iron roofing, many of these houses are in a highly

dilapidated state. Rooms measure scarcely 10* x 12' and have low

ceilings and frameless windows; but although relatively dark and

airless, these rooms are extremely snug and sheltered. Rents are low.

Aliya Issifu, the widowed charcoal seller, rents a single room for

herself and her five children in one of these large poorly-constructed

compound buildings for which she pays £6 monthly; and Caroline, one

of the unemployed women, pays just &5 for her single room which she

shares with a cousin (MZD) and a young schoolgirl friend. These houses

lack even the most basic amenities of water, electricity and sanitary

facilities: Aliya and the 34 other tenants in her compound (comprising

14 separate households) are reduced to chamber-pots in their rooms for

their basic lavatory requirements, a public standpipe about 300 yards

from their home for water, and small 'aladdin' kerosene-lamps for

lighting.

A modest, not to say poor, standard of living is generally to be

observed amongst these compound-dwellers. Rooms tend to be bare and

impersonal with few possessions of any substance: the solid concrete

floors are naked of any matting; basic furniture comprises little more

than a locally-made wooden bed and a straw mattress, a couple of locally-

made wooden chairs, a coal-pot cooking stove, a couple of saucepans,

and a mortar and pestle. The residents' few items of clothing are kept

in either a large suitcase or a metal box. One or two of the awasheng

prostitutes who live in these compounds may have a dressing-table-cum-

mirror unit and a small locally-made centre table but this is exceptional.

Compound yards are unsurfaced, and shared for cooking, eating and

other purposes with other tenants - and often with the ducks, chickens

and even goats kept by the landlord/lady. In a number of cases, these

compound-houses have absentee owners and the rooms are rented entirely

by tenants. Where resident, however, the house-owner and family will

form the nucleus of inhabitants, and the remaining rooms are rented

out to independent households.

(b) Multi-storeyed buildings:

Just over half (34) of the compounds in the survey contain buildings
10

of either two or three storeys . With these dwellings a two-fold

10
There are a few four-store y buildings in the neighbourhood but

none o£ these turned up in the sample.



distinction can be made as between an older, more traditional-type

house dating back to the thirties and forties, and a more modern style

of structure which has become increasingly popular in recent years.

b(i) Traditional multi-storeyed buildings:

In the late-thirties and forties^as we have seen, a number of Ga
uprooted themselves from their traditional, ancestral homes in Central

Accra and established family houses in Kokomlemle. Those who could

afford it built the more prestigeous two-storeyed buildings which

were becoming popular at that time. Rolyat or Taylor Castle built

in 1939 is perhaps the most remarkable example of this type of house.

It was built in the late thirties by Kwamina Taylor, a renowned Accra-

born adventurer. The son of a customs officer from Sierra Leone, and

a man of only elementary education, he led - if his autobiography can

be believed - an exciting and varied life which encompassed extensive

trading missions throughout Europe, Asia and Africa, breakfast with

the King at Buckingham Palace in 1925, and , eventually, on his return

to Ghana, to selection as a local Ga chief with the title of Osu Alata

Mantse, and membership of the pre-Independence Gold Coast Legislature

(Nii Kwabena Bonne 111: n.d.). He died in 1968 at the age of 80. The

name 'Rolyat' represents his own name Taylor spelt backwards.

From the roadway the Rolyat Castle looks no different from many

other two-storeyed buildings in the area. Once inside the compound

walls, however, the claims to 'royal' and 'castle' become more explicable.

Two large sculpted lions guard the steps leading to a wide verandah

which runs around the ground floor, sheltered by slanting eaves and

enclosed by ornate balustrades. At the top of the steps lies the

original reception area - two large rooms, cool and airy, and presently

serving as a showcase for the memorabilia of the late Mantse: a gilt-

framed photograph of King George VI together with the young Princess

Elizabeth and a helmetted Duke of Edinburgh, greets the visitor on

entry; two large grandfather clocks, and a number of glass cabinets

which house the silver-ware and china collected by this inveterate

wanderer, line the walls; and traditional hand-carved stools, supported

by either angels or elephants, stand rather incongruously beside a

large, gaily-coloured, canvas garden-hammock to complete the main items

of furniture. The rooms at the front of the building all served

originally as chambers for visitors and their retinues. Beyond this

area, and accessed through the reception rooms, lies an interior

courtyard: an opening to the right leads to what were once the Mantse's
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private quarters - again a couple of reception rooms, and inner

chambers for his bedroom and bathroom; on the left-hand side of the

courtyard are the former quarters for his wives and other close

family members; and facing opposite, to the rear of the courtyard,

lie what were once the servants' quarters. Turrets project from the

angles formed by the courtyard walls and sentry-posts still stand

by the rear gates.

Four of the late Mantse's sons, together with their wives,

children, grandchildren and an assortment of other relatives, now

live in the house, making up a total of 21 persons; they occupy 9

rooms in the original building. The remaining 36 rooms have been

rented to strangers scattered throughout the labyrinth of rooms in

the main castle, and in the many outbuildings erected in the large

compound over the years. Evidence of decay and the passing of the

Castle's former glory are to be found everywhere: balustrades crumble

in many places; the sentry posts serve as bathrooms where the tenants

queue with buckets of water for their stand-up showers; goats and

hens forage around the interior courtyard and in the outer compound

area; and cooking pots and kitchen utensils lie stacked around.

Other family homes, established in similar circumstances (though

not the same scale), still stand in the area, the names of their founders

emblazoned with pride on the entrances: the Adukoi Allotey Memorial

House, 1946, reads the conspicuous lettering set in the plasterwork of

one large traditional two-storeyed house; Adjeileybi Okaikor Memorial

Villa is the rococo embellishment on another memorial mansion; and the

King Tackie Tawiah Memorial House: Kokomlemle, 1946 immortalizes the

late Ga King of that name who built his family home in the area. These

houses are, generally speaking, well-designed and well-constructed

buildings. Their structure does not permit the addition of further

storeys, so additional property investment is by way of outbuildings

in the compound yard.

These houses have many features in common with the 'row'-house

compounds discussed already - similarly sized rooms, the same sanitary

and bathing facilities, the same large compound yard, and the same

pattern of residence - the property-owning family forming the central

core of inhabitants and the remaining rooms rented out to strangers.

Room sizes and location in these compounds vary and rents differ

accordingly: Pamela Tawiah, the 28-year old stationery-store manageress

pays £18 for her two living-rooms and hall-chamber which she shares

with a younger brother and sister, and two nephews (ZS) in the Nii
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Bonne household; in the same house lives Ama Kuma, the 40-year old

night-time rice seller, who rents a single room for £6 which she shares
with her son, and two school-going daughters and two grand-nieces (ZDD).

b(ii) Modern multi-storeyed buildings:

In the nineteen-sixties a more modern style of block house, ideal

for both an owner's domestic requirements, and for sub-letting in either

single or multiple units, was introduced into the neighbourhood. These

buildings can accommodate additional storeys if and when required. On

each floor there are from 6-8 rooms of approximately similar size; these

rooms are large - about 12' x 14' - with high ceilings and large windows.

One common arrangement is to have the rooms ordered on either side of

a wide corridor; another is to have them back-to-back with an open

verandah or balcony running around the house (or part of it) to afford

independent entrance to each individual room; one or sometimes two

lavatories and shower-rooms are provided on each floor. Cooking is

done either in the concreted compound yard, or on verandahs or balconies.

The owner, if resident, usually occupies an upper storey; what remains

is rented. Auntie Alice, the 44-year old importer, occupies the top floor,

consisting of 5 large rooms, 2 halls, and a spacious balcony of her two-

storeyed building with her five children, a houseboy and a maid; the

6 rooms on the ground floor, and 5 more contained in a single-storeyed

outbuilding - her 'quarters' - are rented out to 12 individual households.

Less common - but also found - is the arrangement whereby an owner will

elect to occupy a subsidiary building: Alhaji Mutari, a 35-year old

Hausa transport owner, has moved his household of 18 members out of his

original two-storeyed building to settle in a more recently constructed

5-roomed 'row' house; the 13 rooms in the main house are being used

entirely as tenant-rented accommodation by tailors and their families,

a taxi drive1" > and a number of white-collar workers in the single

woman sample.

Rooms in these modern, multi-storeyed buildings are let in either

single or multiple units. This can result in some households renting

an entire side of a house-floor or even the whole floor. However, the

only tenants in the sample renting an entire floor were of Indian,

Pakistani or Lebanese origin; monthly rentals for this arrangement are

0120-^150. The cloth importer, Auntie Teikwo, on the other hand, occupies

one whole side of the ground-floor of one of these houses for a rental

of 090; for this she has what is, in effect, a self-contained apartment

composed of 2 bedrooms, a reception room, 2 store-rooms, a kitchen
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and a private bathroom which she shares with a niece (ZD) and a cousin

(MSD); she also conducts her business from here; in addition, Auntie

Teikwo rents 2 rooms in the 'boys' quarters' for her cook and chauffeur

at an additional cost of £20. Auntie Isobel, who runs the large-scale

dressmaking concern, has a similar arrangement (and pays the same rent)

in another of these houses: Auntie Isobel's apartment also doubles

as a business-premises and home for the accommodation of herself, her
2 2

2 sons and 4 other relatives (MBD , ZDD ). Because these houses boast

electricity, running water, and proper lavatories, and the buildings

are of solid concrete construction, house-owners can get up to £20

in rent for a single room.

A number of these block buildings - particularly those with three

storeys - do not have their owners in residence: family residences

originally, they have been left as commercial investments when the

families established new homes in the more select and salubrious outer-

suburbs. Others, however, have been purpose-built with tenant

accommodation in mind. These properties are in high demand by the

government and other large employers who are anxious to lease property

for the accommodation of their employees. Three such houses appear

in the sample occupied in each instance entirely by Police officers'1"1.
Faustina and Ramatu, the two police officers, occupy well apportioned,

self-contained flats in two of these houses; rents are deducted from

their salaries at source.

The appearance of many of these houses betokens immediately a state

of multiple occupation - broken shutters, graffiti on the walls, blocked

lavatories - not to mention the varied array of domestic and occupational

accountrements scattered around the compound yards. However, where such

houses have the owners in residence, or where whole floors are being

rented as single family units, they can be extremely beautiful: crazy-

pavement walls, protected by broken glass, mark the compound boundaries,

and ornate lamps stand atop the gate-posts; the professionally-tended

gardens are ablaze with glorious flowers and ornamental trees; balconies

are adorned with intricate, iron-wrought balustrades and shaded by

brilliant creepers entwined through bamboo pillars; and, bougainvillaea,

in its myriad varieties of vibrant colours, spreads out over the walls.

(iii) Population and housing density in the sampled compounds
in Kokomlemle:

The number of persons living in the sampled compounds conveys some

idea of the range of individuals with whom a person is likely to be

11At least three further buildings of this type, housing additional
police officers, Border Guards and C.I.D. officers came to light in the area.
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in daily contact. The average number of persons per compound is 24.3.

This statistic, however, is in one sense misleading as many more people

are to be found living in the really large compound-houses than in

the smaller ones. Table 6.11 which details the size of the sampled

compounds (as measured in terms of the number of persons living there),

broken down by the percentage of compounds, households and individuals

falling within that size-range, makes the position clearer.

TABLE 6.11; SIZE OF COMPOUND (as measured by number of persons living
there) BY PERCENTAGE OF COMPOUNDS, HOUSEHOLDS AND INDIVIDUALS FOUND
IN THAT SIZE RANGE (percentages)

SIZE OF COMPOUND Compounds Households Persons

1-20 persons 56.9 25.9 24. 5

21 - 40 persons 23,1 29.7 26.3

41 - 60 persons 16.9 34.2 35.3

100 persons plus 3.1 10.2 13.9

TOTAL % 100.0 100.0 100.0

n 65 354 1581

Table 6,n reveals that whilst more than half (57%) of the compounds

in the sample contain 20 or fewer persons, less than a quarter (24%)

of the sampled population live there; and, while only one-fifth (21%)

of the compounds contain 40 or more residents, they accommodate just

half (49%) of the population. Indeed, over one-third (35%) of the

population live in compounds of between 41-60 other persons. The

really large compound accommodating over 100 residents is to be found

in two instances: a total of 113 people live in the Rolyat Castle,

and in the nearby family-compound of the Marbells, there are 107

persons.

The average household in the sample occupies 2.03 rooms (Table 6.12)
Perhaps more revealing, however, is the statistic that just half (49%)
of the households are accommodated in one room or less. Figures for

households cannot tell us anything about the density of persons per

room; for this we have to move from the household as our unit of

analysis to the individual. Here we find that there is an overall

occupancy rate of 2.2 persons per room. In as many as one-fifth (20%)
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TABLE6q12:NUMBEROFROOMSOCCUPIEDBYKOKQMLEMLECENSUSPOPULATIONINACCORDANCEWITH NUMBEROFPERSONSLIVINGINTHOSEHOUSEHOLDS(percentages)
NUMBER OF ROOMS

NumberofPersonsLivingin
Household

Total

Average No.of

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

12 Plus

House- Holds

Per¬ sons

Rooms

Persons perRoom

Less1full room

25.0

6.2

1.4

0.8

3.7

1room

59.1

63.4

55.3

42.8

46.7

20.6

22.7

7.1

9.1

-

12.5

-

-

42.7

27.1

21.0

2.8

2rooms

14.8

2608

29.8

35.7

33.3

50.0

45.4

50.0

18.2

50.0

12.5

-

-

28.8

29.3

28.3

2.3

3rooms

1.1

7.3

8.5

11.9

13.3

2.9

18.2

7.1

27.3

-

25.0

-

9.1

8.2

10.4

12.1

1.9

4rooms

-

-

-

7.1

3.3

14.7

9.1

14.3

27.3

-

-

-

-

4.5

6.6

8.9

1.6

5rooms

-

-

2.1

-

-

-

-

-

9.1

-

25.0

-

27.3

2.0

5.1

4.9

2.3

6roomsor more

-

-

2.1

-

-

8.8

4.5

14.3

9.1

25.0

12.5

-

63.6

4.8

15.5

18.0

1.9

Wholehouse/ bungalow

-

2 o4

2.1

2.4

3.3

2.9

-

7.1

-

25.0

12.5

100.0

-

2.8

4.6

6.0

1.7

col%

100.0

99.9

99.9

99.9

99.9

99.9

99.9

99.9

100.1
100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

TOTAL"
88

41

47

42

30

34

22

14

11

4

8

2

11

354

1581

720

2.2

row%

24.9

11.6

13.3

11.9

8.5

9.6

6.2

4.0

3.1

1.1

2.3

0.6

3.1

co CJi



of the households, however, as many as 4 or more persons live in a

single room. The highest density recorded was for a household of 11

living in one room. As one might expect, density levels are negatively

correlated with socio-economic status for the wealthier can afford

to rent more spacious accommodation: thus for a number of households

sharing a single room, the average number of persons per room is 3.7;

for 1-room accommodation per household, the figure is 2.8; for 2-roomed

accommodation, the figure is 2.3; for 3 rooms, 1.9 persons; and for 4

rooms, 1.6 persons per room. Above this number of rooms, however, the

association does not hold as the individuals concerned are, by and large,

members of the very large households of the local, property-owning Ga,

and accommodated in highly cramped conditions in order to maximize

rental-space in the compounds.

C. SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS IN KOKOMLEMLE:

Living in Kokomlemle involves, therefore, for the vast generality

of the population, residing in large compounds with numerous other co-

tenants with whom some acceptable modus vivendi has to be established;

it also, inevitably, involves contact with neighbours and other residents

of the neighbourhood. But who are these people with whom the typical

Kokomlemle dweller has at least to co-exist? In the previous chapter

the wide variance in socio-economic status and ethnicity of the area's

residents was discussed. But, how does this heterogeneity translate

in terms of living arrangements 'on the ground' - in the area as a whole

and in the individual compound? In other words, who are the individuals

with whom persons are thrown into most direct and intensive contact by

virtue of living in the neighbourhood and sharing common residential

arrangements? This question will be considered firstly, in terms of

three factors which serve to differentiate individuals and which could,

thereby, influence the form and content of social relationships and

hence the fabric of compound and neighbourhood life - socio-economic

status, ethnicity, and religion; secondly, an attempt will be made to

describe, both for the compound and the neighbourhood, the content and

tenor of social relationships in the area. This section relies heavily

on fieldwork observations; it also includes impressionistic material

in an attempt to capture the atmosphere of neighbourhood life in the

area and to convey, thereby, a more rounded picture of what living in

Kokomlemle entails.
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(i) Social Differentiation of Kokomlemle residents:

(a) Socio-economic status:

At the neighbourhood level, there is little clearcut segregation

of the rich and the poor. All compound-types intermingle freely: a row

of neat, pretty and secluded bungalows of true suburban tranquility may

give way to one of the densely populated, multi-storeyed apartment
blocks in the next compound, or a delapidated and poorly constructed

mud building. Kokomlemle's growth as a privately developed area whereby

individual plots of land were bought and developed according to means

has brought about this state of affairs. Thus, the lawyer who buys a

plot of land in some quiet cul-de-sac to build a home for his conjugal

family has no assurance that his neighbours will be of similar status,

or even that the buildings will be used exclusively for residential

purposes. Also, given the overall diverse socio-economic status of

the inhabitants, clear geographical segregation is not possible: a

quiet secluded road like that of Anthonian Press with its imposing

single-family residences is, afterall, only a stone's throw distance

from Arena or the laneways throbbing with commercial life around the

market.

At the compound level, tenants of very different income-levels and

status live side-by-side in the same house. The practice of letting

rooms either singly or in multiple units partly accounts for this. The

occupations of the household heads in any one compound may range right

across the socio-economic spectrum: in the traditional multi-storeyed

compound of the Rolyat Castle, for example, household heads range from

men and women engaged in professional occupations such as television

producers, executive and personnel officers, government surveyors and

hospital matrons and nurses, through to men working as taxi-drivers,

carpenters, painters and factory workers and, single women working as

seamstresses, cloth traders, local food sellers and salesgirls, as

well as the unemployed of both sexes. Another factor contributing to

this remarkable socio-economic melange is the severe shortage of rentable

accommodation in Accra as a whole, and people seize what is available:

thus, even the poorly-equipped and serviced 'row' houses accommodate

relatively high status semi-professional and clerical workers of both

sexes who rent rooms alongside female petty traders and male manual

workers. Also, the low rents obtaining for certain forms of accommodation-

such as that available in the mud compound-houses- also result in a highly

varied collection of tenants; this can range, in a single compound,
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from small-scale petty traders, awasheng prostitutes and northern

bachelor labourers through to young, middle-class, secondary-school

drop-outs, and even the occasional white-collar worker.

This remarkable mixture of persons of highly diverse occupational

pursuits in the same compound is present to the extent that even women

engaged in prostitution may find themselves in residence amongst the

most unlikely co-tenants: thus an awasheng, who rents a single room

in one of the poorly-serviced, traditional compound houses, is as

likely to find that her neighbours in the adjoining rooms are married

women raising young families as other awasheng; and an ashawo who

can afford to rent a room and ante-chamber in the more expensive

modern, multi-storeyed block houses may find herself being accommodated

alongside bachelor clerks, technicians, professional people, self-

employed traders and craftsworkers, as well as other ashawo and a

variety of other single women engaged in more orthodox occupations.

All this, however, is very far from suggesting that socio-economic

status has no part to play in the social relationships of the area's

residents. All persons carve out their own individual and different

social networks, and these are ~ in all likelihood -

forged with persons sharing similar interests and attitudes and who

are—in all probability - members of the same occupational and economic

stratum. Indeed, generally speaking, investment in compound and

neighbourhood life is a function of social class. By and large, the

better-educated, and mobile - although observing the civilities of

compound life - make their main non-kin, social investments in friend¬

ships with persons of similar educational background and occupation

drawn from Accra as a whole. Likewise, as a general rule, 'bungalow

life' does not spill out into the neighbourhood: in these roomy,

cool and single-household residences, domestic life tends to be

confined indoors; and the more general social and recreational outlets

of the residents are unlikely to be confined to Kokomlemle. For example,

Elizabeth, the doctor, and Josephine, the chain-store manageress, have

little interest or involvement in the compound-life of their neighbours

or the social life of the area. Out of Kokomlemle for their working-day,

they return in the evenings to relax indoors in their attractive homes -

to chat with visitors, to read, to listen to the radio, or to watch

television. Their main friendships are with men and women of similar

professional status - doctors, matrons, librarians, bankers, lawyers

and teachers - friends known to them since secondary-school days or

university, or from their work-places and drawn from all corners of Accra.

For recreation, they leave Kokomlemle - to play tennis at the exclusive

Accra Club and to socialize around the bar afterwards; or, at weekends,
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to spend the day at the Beach Clubs around Accra, or picnicking in

the countryside. Neither woman has ever been inside any of the local

Kokomlemle restaurants, public bars or dance-halls: their tastes take

them to Lebanese, Chinese, French or Spanish restaurants located in

other areas of the city; for drinks, they enjoy going to one or other

of the large State Hotels - the Ambassador, Star or Continental in

Accra, or the Meridian in Tema; if going dancing, they are taken to

the air-conditioned, indoor nightclubs of the city - Climax, Keteke,

Gondola and Cave du Roi, or to the State Hotels. At the other end of

the socio-economic spectrum, however, involvement in and dependence

upon compound and neighbourhood life is considerable: for example, for

locally-engaged traders, awasheng prostitutes, and non-working house¬

wives - persons with few opportunities to embark on new relationships,

and meagre resources for jaunts outside the neighbourhood - the small

circle of co-tenants and neighbours, and the social amenities of the

locality, tend to become very important components of their lives.

(b) Ethnicity:

A similar intermingling of the neighbourhood's many and varied

ethnic groups is also evident: persons of different ethnic origin live

together in the same localities, streets, and side-by-side in the same

compounds. It is exceptional to find that'any one ethnic group occupies

an entire house: in the sample of 65 compounds it occurred thrice with

two houses occupied entirely by Ewes and the other by Gas. In all three

instances, however, these were small houses with not more than 11

residents. Kokomlemle landlords are more concerned with tenancy-specific

factors like reliability in payment of rent than with ethnicity.

The majority of the large, multiple-household residences contain

many different ethnic groups: for example, in the family home of the

Taylors - Rolyat Castle - which accommodates 113 people, including a

number of single women, as many as 12 'individual' ethnic groups are

to be found - Gas, Krobos, a number of sub-groups of the Akan (Asantes,

Asens, Fantes, Akuapems, Kwawus and Akuapims), Ewes, two sub-groups of

the Guan (Nkonyas and Lartes), and, an Ibo from Nigeria; and in the

family compound of the Marbells, another Ga, Accra-born family, the

107 residents, including again a number of single women, span 15

'individual' ethnic groups made up of sub-groups of the Ga-Adangbe, Akan,

Ewe, and Guan, and, again, one lone Nigerian - in this instance a Yoruba.

In a few compounds, however, particular ethnic groups enjoy a clear

predominance. One such example is a fully rented two-storeyed house
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and outbuilding bearing a notice outside reading: Obo Mma Club:

Members Only; initially assurances were forthcoming that everyone in

the house was Kwawu from the town of Obo (E.R.); as it turned out,

however, just 30 of the 45 tenants are Kwawus; the remaining 15

residents are Akwapems, Akyems, Anums and Gas. A similar pre¬

ponderance of Ewes is apparent in another large compound-house where

the landlord - a 60-year old Ewe ex-serviceman - is in residence;

of the total of 50 tenants, as many as 47 are Ewe and the remaining 3

Asante. This large predominance of any one ethnic group over all others

in a house is, however, unusual.

Nevertheless, while not a predominance, a certain clustering of

ethnic groups occurs quite frequently. This is often a function of

word-of-mouth notification of room vacancies. An example of how this

practice operates can be found in the traditional compound house of a

40-year old resident Busanga landlord: apart from himself, his 2 Busanga

wives and their 4 children, his tenants comprise 17 Wangara bachelors

from the two towns of Djebbe and Mopti in Mali, 1 Busanga from the

Upper Volta, and 4 Zabramah and 3 Gao from Mali; one of the Zabramah

lives with an Ewe wife. Total strangers on reaching the main Accra

lorry park, these Wangara immigrants merely enquire after "the house

of the Djebbe people" or "the house of the Mopti people" and are

directed to this house; other referrals are made through the Accra chief

of the Wangaras who lives in Nima.

This clustering of certain ethnic groups in particular houses can

also be a function of social class. There is an association between

ethnicity, occupation, and income level, and rentals in certain houses

are priced beyond the capacity of most of the members of some ethnic

groups in the area. Thus, those who gravitate towards the low-rental,

low-amenity, traditional compound houses tend to be poor and to come

from northern-Ghanaian and foreign-African ethnic groups. For example,

one such large, clay—and—wattle compound-house in the area, owned by

an absentee northern-Ghanaian landlord, accommodates 35 tenants -

Gurenses, Frafras and Walas from northern Ghana, Hausas from Nigeria,

Wangara from Mali, and Zabramah and Buzus from Niger; just one southern
Ghanaian - an Asante - lives in their midst. The lone Asante present,

however, points to the fact that there are also poor southerners,
and theyjtoo^can be found in these low-amenity houses: for example,
in another large compound-house nearby, owned by a Zugu man living in
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Adabraka, Ewes, Fantes and As antes just outnumber the Mossis, Frafras,

Zabramahs, Hausas and Zugus also present. In the same way, high-status

northerners and foreign-origin Africans also find their way to better

appointed accommodation both as landlords and tenants: in the well-

endowed two-storeyed modern apartment building of the self-made,

35-year old Hausa Alhari Mutari, mentioned already, a total of 35

tenants comprising Hausas, Yorubas, Kotokolis, Zabramahs, Mosis, and

Frafras as well as Ewes, Asantes, and Fantes are to be found.

Each individual ethnic group brings to Kokomlemle something unique -

a dialect, some characteristics of its distinctive ethnic culture, and

particular skills, customs, traditions, and belief systems. Facial

scarification embodying distinctive ethnic markings provides immediate

recognition for some groups like the Asante, Frafra and Yoruba:

traditional dress, when worn, provides it for others. Language can

also serve to identify a person's social status in that well-spoken

English immediately serves to distinguish the better educated.

With this ethnic mix, polylingualism is the norm for a compound -

as also it is for the average Ghanaian. Every dialect of Twi (the

language of the Akan group), Ga-Adangbe, Ewe, and virtually every

other language spoken in Ghana - and some more besides - can be heard

in the compounds of the area. Twi, understood by most southern Ghanaians,

is the lingua franca in most compounds; however, where northern and

foreign-origin migrants predominate in a house, Hausa fulfils this role.

Ga, although the language of the indigenous Accra people, and used

extensively for greetings, is not widely-spoken by non-Accra people.

English is also common, especially amongst the educated, although most

people with an elementary-school education can at least manage the

rudiments.

Co-tenants of different ethnic groups mix freely although stereotypes

abound: Asantes are regarded as perfidious; Ga men are irresponsible,

untrustworthy braggarts; Ewes are feared for their juju; Kwawus are

disliked both for their predilection to juju and their commercial success;

Frafras are held in contempt for their work as night-soil collectors and

for a dietary fondness for cat-meat; and so it goes. Where language and

knowledge of a 'hometown' is shared, communication is that much freer

and spontaneous. Joking relationships traditionally institutionalized

between certain ethnic groups, smoothes the path of social interaction

for some: Kotokolis from Togoland tease, insult, and seek a mock-obeisance

from the Gurma of northern Ghana; the Gurma, in their turn, joke with the
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Dagomba, the Dagarti with the Frafras, and so on. Common interests,

however, frequently transcend ethnicity both at the neighbourhood and

compound level: a local clique of young 'afro' girls, drawn from a

number of different houses in the area, was composed of two Asantes,

two Frafras, a Fante, Dagomba, Gurense, Ibo, Nzema and Ewe; Korleykyi

Mensah, the 30-year old non-married Krobo seamstress, gets together

daily with her Ewe and Akuapem friends who are also dressmakers; and

when Rosario, the 24-yaar old Kwawu laundry-assistant went into her

own flat it was an Akyem girlfriend who moved in as her roommate.

Indeed, Auntie Bea, the building materials contractor and Ernestina,

the beer-bar proprietress - both Asante non-married women in their

thirties - were at pains to point out that they positively discriminated

in favour of other ethnic groups when it came to friendship: "For me,

I don't love my 'contregirls'. I don't like - only I don't like, they

are bad. Asante girls are not truthful"; and, "I like to go for a

different type, for Ga or any other tribe but for Asante, I don't like

them. They used to gossip; they have no character."

(c) Religion:

The last factor to be discussed as regards social relationships in

the neighbourhood and compound is that of religion. Table 5.13 outlines

the religious affiliation of the census population in Kokomlemle.
12

As can be seen from Table 6.13 the formal religious affiliation

of the residents of the area presents the same degree of heterogeneity

noted in respect of the two variables already discussed: Presbyterians,

Roman Catholics, Methodists, Anglicans as well as members of smaller

Christian missionary societies like the Jehovah Witnesses and African

Methodist Episcopalian (A.M.E. £Zion)) church, are all represented;

Formal church affiliation does not always mean, however, that
traditional religious beliefs and practices have been completely replaced
as, for many Ghanaians, Christianity and some observation of local
religious customs are easily reconcilable. On one occasion I was invited
by Abena, the 27-year old Family Planning Counsellor, and a Methodist,
to celebrate 'Homowo' - the major annual Ga harvest-festival in her
grandmother's compound in central Accra: in the course of the celebrations,
elderly male members of Abena's family sprinkled libations and set aside
food for their household Gods, who were then invoked to protect the
household and to bring blessings and good-fortune on its members; Abena
was an involved participant in all these proceedings. Another time I
accompanied Clara Amu, the 42-year old Kwawu cloth trader, and a

Presbyterian, on a visit she made to a fetish priest at his shrine on
the outskirts of Koforidua (E.R.) to seek assistance with her trading.
And, Charity, the 21-year old Ewe kenkey trader, first consulted with her
fetish priest in the Volta region - and paid for the slaughter of a goat -
when considering whether she should move away from her mother and set up
her own personal household.
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TABLE 6.13: RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION OF KOKOMLEMLE RESIDENTS IN CENSUS
POPULATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH AGE (percentages)

RELIGION
(Adults (21-44 years of

age'*
All age groups

Male

Married

Female
Single
Female Male Female Total

Presbyterian 26.6 27.1 25.3 24.4 25.5 25.0

Roman Catholic 16.2 15.8 19. 5 16.0 14.9 15.4

Methodist 9.7 13.3 19.5 12.8 16.0 14.5

Muslim 16.2 12.8 10.3 12.6 10.1 11.3

Traditional beliefs:no
formal church membership

12.3 9.4 3.4 13.0 8.6 10.6

Anglican 7.8 6.4 6.9 9.8 9.5 9.7

Other Christian 7.8 6.9 11.4 6.9 8.1 7.5

Apostolic, spiritualist 2.3 4.4 3.4 2.9 4.3 3.7

Other - Hindu and other

Indian Religions
1.0 3.0 - 1.1 1.9 1.5

Not stated - 1.0 - 0.4 1.2 0.8

TOTAL %
n

99.9
308

100.1
196

99.7

94

99.9
721

100.1

860

100.0
1581

there is also a sizeable number of Muslims; various African apostolic,

Pentecostal and spiritualist churches like 'The Ghana Apostolic Church',

'The Redeemed Church of Christ', 'The Lord is their Temple', 'The Musama

Disco Cristo Church', 'The Ascended Masters "I am" Activity', 'The Church

of Divine Healers', and 'The Nazarene Healing Church' (just 7 of the

13 apostolic or faith-healing churches noted by the respondents) also

have their adherents in the area; and finally, there are also some

Hindus represented.

The residents of Kokomlemle are regular church-goers and almost half

of the census population attend at least Sunday services. Church

attendance is often a function of occupation and whereas salaried workers

can find the time to attend regularly, the self-employed, with their

longer working-week, often find that religious observance has to take

second-place to pressing domestic chores. Few, however, would omit some

religious celebration at Christmas and Easter. No major Western Christian

Church is actually located within Kokomlemle so on Sundays, residents -

immaculately and fashionably dressed - make for the large churches and

cathedrals in neighbouring Adabraka and Asylum Down, or even further

afield into Central Accra. Loyalties to a particular church, once

established, remain strong and there is scarcely a neighbourhood church
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in Accra which does not draw a Kokomlemle resident for Sunday worship.

There is no mosque within the boundaries of Kokomlemle: however, two

improvized prayer-grounds are used by those living nearby for daily

prayers and on Fridays, many male Muslims attend the Central Mosque

at the main Makola Market. There is a Kingdom Hall for Jehovah's

Witnesses in Kokomlemle which draws its congregation for thrice-weekly

meetings and scripture readings from all over Accra. Five small

African Christian and faith healing churches are also to be found

within the area with a membership drawn from all over the city: on

Sunday mornings and several weekday evenings the sound of drumming,

clapping, chanting and dancing can be heard throughout the neighbourhood

prompting an occasional bemused comment from the residents about

the 'Halleluljas'; for, while regarding themselves as purely Christian

groups, non-members tend to view them as extremely marginal in matters

of Christian theology. And, just to add the final touch of ecumenism

to the area, the ground-floor of a two-storeyed residence - rented by

an Indian family - has been set aside as a Hindu temple.

Members of these many and varied churches live side-by—side in

the area and compounds, and co-exist peacefully. Religion does not

operate as a significant factor in social intercourse for the vast

generality of the population: by and large, a person's religion is

a strictly private, individual matter and even close neighbours are

unlikely to know the religious affiliations of others in the compound.

The only exception are the l-in-10 (11%) of the census population who

are Muslim, a social category for whom religion does serve as a major

cohesive factor. Muslim women are immediately identifiable by their

distinctive headkerchiefs worn low over their foreheads. And, Islamic

affiliation, unlike the membership of other churches, strongly correlates

with ethnicity: almost all the Muslims in the area are drawn from

northern Ghanaian, or foreign-African ethnic groups like the Hausas,

Wangaras, Songhai, Busangas and Kotokolis. Islam acts as a major

force in bringing members of these diverse ethnic groups together: a

familiar sight in the early evenings is the clusters of Muslims gathered

in the compound yards, verandahs, and prayer-grounds prostrating them¬

selves in prayer; the celebration of the major annual religious festivals

also brings adherents together; and common fasting, as well as attendance

at the religious and social rituals which surround the birth, marriage

and death of members, lead to yet further bonds. This results in a

closeness of ties amongst members of the Muslim community which is

lacking in other religious groups in the neighbourhood. The major
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secular function church affiliation provides for members of Christian

denominations is the opportunity for socializing and making friends:

most of the major churches have choirs, social clubs, guilds and

fellowships attached to them which may bring the more committed

members of the congregation together for choir practice, bible classes

and scripture study, and even the occasional outing or party.

(ii) Social relations in the compound and
neighbourhood:

The form of housing described for Kokomlemle and the heterogeneous

character of its population have many implications for the social

organization of the residents - particularly at the level of the compound.

The small size of the rooms, the density of persons per room, the absence

of 'bedsit' facilities for cooking and bathing, and the general heat and

humidity of the city - all these factors serve to draw residents out of

their rooms and into the communal compound area. Privacy under these

circumstances is out of the question - but then again, residents do not

appear to desire it: habituated since childhood to households composed

of numerous relatives, and the close social ties of small-scale rural

communities, a gregarious existence is what they have always known;

the self-contained, bungalow-style of living is referred to - somewhat

disparagingly - as "the white-man's way of life". Whilst a resident

is at home, doors and shutters of rooms remain resolutely open.

An individual's room in these compounds is, therefore, primarily

a place for lying one's head and for keeping one's possessions, and

the public, communally-shared areas of the compound - the yards and

verandahs - become important foci for social interaction amongst the

residents, and the main locus for domestic and occupational activities.

It is in this communal living-space that the compound's children are

bathed and play; where women spend long hours preparing their meals,

and feeding their households; where young girls plait each others

hair and allow their skin-bleaching creams to take effect; where the

food-sellers prepare their delicacies, the bakers stoke their ovens,

and the fishmongers smoke their fish; where groups form and re-form

for games of draughts or cards or animated conversation; and it is

outside in the compound that tensions between members are most likely

to spill out into the occasional quarrel. Compound life is communal

life.

Co-residents are expected, at a minimum, to observe the courtesies

of greeting, to be helful and obliging in meeting the occasional need
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of a neighbour to borrow utensils or ingredients, and to be considerate

of others with regard to the shared cooking, bathing and lavatory

facilities of the compound. Beyond that, investment in and dependence

upon the social life of the compound varies: for some residents,

compound life becomes a major focus of their lives and most of their

daily social exchanges take place there; for others, the compound may

represent little more than an address in Accra and whilst unable to

ignore fellow-residents, their main interests, activities and friend¬

ships lie elsewhere.

The intimacy evident amongst even those co-residents who are in

close daily interaction remains, however, with few exceptions, at a

rather superficial level - an "hello, hello" variety, to use the common

expression. Even women who seek out each other's company, who meet

daily and who "chum" one another on the same outings, are reluctant

to term these relationships "friendships": "In Ghana, you won't have

friends. They will be nice to you and then they start to gossip

around"; "I havn't got close friend amongst those you see me with -

I share normal, petty, petty things with others but not close secrets".

People areknown to gossip so items of personal biography are deliberately

withheld lest confidences be betrayed. It is not exceptional to find

co-residents living side-by—side for months or even years - and enjoying

perfectly amicable social relations - without knowing the precise details

of each other's marital statuses or occupations, the exact genealogical

relationships of the household's junior members, the church affiliation

of the family, and, indeed, any but the most scant details of each other's

past lives.

In many important respects, therefore, co-residents and members of

apparently tightly-knit friendship cliques remain strangers to each other.

"They are also women and fighting for themselves" noted Ruby, the 25-year

old Asante ashawo, when discussing a group of co-resident ashawo in

whose company she could be found daily, "so I know that they have their

own interests first". But, however superficial relations may be, the

housing arrangements of the vast majority of Kokomlemle residents are

conducive to neither the isolation nor loneliness often associated with

urban life: in most compounds the yard becomes an important forum for

the exchange of opinions, anecdotes and gossip, and the focus for much

intense socializing amongst the residents.

Each compound develops its own atmosphere and ethos, influenced by

such factors as the presence or absence of the house-owner, the age of

the residents, their occupations, etc., so the precise nature and quality
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of compound-life varies from one house to another. There is, however,

a daily rhythm to life in the neighbourhood which is reflected in the

compound. By 5.30 a.m. the cries of the paper boys delivering the

Daily Graphic and the Ghanaian Times can be heard throughout the area;

in the compounds the women have already begun to fan their charcoal pots

in preparation for breakfast. By 8.00 a.m. the city workers, women

traders, and schoolchildren have left the compounds and an atmosphere

of quiet descends: the yard shows signs of the early-morning brooming

by the women and children; mortars and gourds lie idly around; the

makeshift outdoor-cupboards brim with pots and cooking utensils; and

workers operating from their compounds get on with their tasks.
It is mid-morning before the ashawos emerge from their rooms, their

faces bleached with skin-lightening cream and their hair plaited; a

"small boy" is sent to buy breakfast which is eaten in some shaded

corner of the compound yard; a little later the boy if off again to

buy a single cigarette. As the women unwind, news of the previous

night's escapades is exchanged with much graphic gesticulation and

wholehearted laughter. Itinerant traders call to the compound with

their fancy blouses, head-scarves, wigs, bags and cloth which are

carefully examined and the haggling over prices begins. The more

'respectable' housewives and workers remaining around the compound find

themselves irresistably drawn in. A short-cut along a boundary route

between hedges and across backyards brings other ashawos from neighbouring

houses to join the group; and other friends of the women - an immensely

varied assortment of persons crossing sex, class, ethnic and racial lines -

may also stop by to visit and linger for a chat.

Ashawo. women have access to social worlds unknown and inaccessible

to most other compound women - educated or otherwise - and they are

lively, entertaining, and willing disseminators of much of the city's

news. All the latest titbits of information are exchanged at these

gossip-sessions about a wide variety of persons encountered in the course

of their very active social lives - expatriate business—men of every

nationality, Ghanaian politicians and army officers, and local and foreign

writers, musicians, television and show-business personalities - not to

mention the occasional snippets about wives that also come into their

possession. Apart from such gossip and discussion about club life

generally around the city, ashawos also share with interested listeners

their tremendous fund of knowledge about the culture and habits of a

wide range of national groups ranging from Europeans to Japanese, Indians,

Chinese, Taiwans, and Philippinos - information they have gleaned as

girlfriends of men from these countries. Much that they pick up about
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Western culture from their frequent visits to the cinema is also imparted,

which is readily confirmed or contradicted by other ashawos who have

been overseas. Uninhibited and frank in these compound chat-sessions,

conversation also turns to more personal feminine matters like their

favoured form of lovemaking, or their more easily aroused erogenous

zones, the pros and cons of female circumcision, or which national

group produces the best lovers - the Italians, by general concensus!

The rice trader nearby may continue to winnow her rice, and the mother

to wash her baby, but they are not so absorbed in these tasks that they

do not listen to what is being said or join in the laughter.

By mid-afternoon, school-children and traders are beginning to

drift back to the compound; the ashawos, dressed in their 'mess-around

gear' - their 'afro' minis, or sparse singlets and bell-bottomed trousers,

their four-inch high 'platform' shoes, long-looped earrings, and large,

round sun-glasses - adjourn to a local beer-bar to continue their happy

round of gossip, anecdote, and chat.

Towards evening, the tempo of life in the compound accelerates again

with the office workers returning and the awasheng preparing for their

excursions to the local beer-bars. By 6.15 p.m. it is dark. Only the

main streets of Kokomlemle are illuminated by electricity; the side

streets depend on the soft kerosene table-lamps of the traders for their

lighting. An atmosphere of noisy, pungent domesticity descends on the

compounds: women fuel their charcoal stoves in the yard and young girls
13

raise their heavy pestles in energetic rhythm as they pound their fufu

Muslims set about their ablutions and gather to kneel and pray. The

unattached buy their evening meal from the roadside foodsellers and

return to the compound to sit outside their rooms to eat. Music floods

the air. The young set are off for the early film-show in one or other

of the two local open-air cinemas. Housewives at home in the compounds,

traders tired after their day' s exertions, single women without boyfriends

to take them out or the wherewithal to entertain themselves, and young
14

bachelors penniless until 'moondie' find their amusement in the compound.

Fufu is probably the most popular Ghanaian starch food. It is
prepared by boiling yam, or cocoyam and cassava, or plantain and cassava,
in salted water. When tender, the cooked vegetables are pounded in a
mortar with a wooden pestle until they acquire a smooth, sticky consistency
Serving portions are then placed in individual dishes and the accompanying
soup is poured over them. It is consumed - whilst still hot - by breaking
off a small portion with the fingers, making a small well in it, and using
this to ladle up the soup.

14
'Moondie' is the local Ghanaian expression for pay-day (coming as

it does at the end of the month). The related term 'moondie-ers' refers to

money-loving women who are said to appear at this time of the month when
money is plentiful.
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Men settle down to play a game of draughts, ludo or spar (a popular

local card game) or there are friends to be entertained or visited.

Groups of people gather in the courtyards or outside on the roadways

to indulge their passion for conversation, and gossip, and to satisfy

their curiosity about the identities and movements of fellow residents

and neighbours.

People in Kokomlemle watch: they see who is coming and who is

going. Residents know by sight most other people living along their

stretch of road and the presence of a stranger illicits immediate comment.

They remark on the behaviour and fashions of the young, and take note of

the drivers of the expensive cars coming to collect the young women. In

this way even those not actively involved imbibe the ways of the city

as they sit outside in the compound yards, or lean unashamedly over their

walls or sit outside on the roadways. They keep a keen, watchful eye on

what is happening around them.

And, lots does happen. There is always some public drama to witness

or retail, many involving marital or lovers' disputes: a wife returns to

find her husband with a girlfriend in their room, or a boy discovers that

his girlfriend has been two-timing him. A 'benz' stands for four days,

its keys thrown into a foetid drain by an angry wife who has succeeded

in tracking her unfaithful husband to his girlfriend's house; the

ensuing insults and accusations are audible to all; and the tow-car

which arrives eventually to pick up the car is cheered on its way by

local housewives who have gathered to witness the drama's final outcome.

Other, more occasional, incidents also abound: a newborn infant is

abandoned beside a kiosk at Liberation Circle; a thief discovered house¬

breaking is stoned to death, his body left to lie by the drain along a

public roadway; a healthy young neighbour in his twenties is dead a

week after confiding that he has been ' jii jued1; a mob murder a young

man at the Circle on the ungrounded suspicion that he is one of the

'magicians' responsible for making sexual organs disappear in a wave of

hysteria which spread throughout the country during the fieldwork-period;

a house is surrounded by the military on a 'wee' (marijuana) raid; and,

the police launch one of their periodic round-ups of ashawo and awasheng

found operating in local hotels and beer-bars.

On Sundays people relax, receive or visit relatives and friends,

and attend church services. The local churches are filled to bursting-

point. Taxis are crowded with Muslim women in gorgeous attire - stunningly-

white, gauze, Arabian veils worn on their heads, rich, gold-threaded

dresses, and magnificant heavy golden earrings, necklaces and bangles -
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as they make their way to some function being organized by their women's

club; twelve women in identical bright-blue dresses with large pink

collars, each carrying a tray laden with apples, oranges, bananas, are

on their way to visit a club—member ill in hospital; the sound of drums

and uninhibited female singing resounds throughout the neighbourhood as

a tro tro, hired for the day, takes another group of women attached to

a local church on their Sunday outing; a group of Ewes celebrate the

birth of a child to the accompaniment of traditional drumming and

agbadza dancing in a compound yard; Asante men, their bright orange,

locally-woven,traditional kente cloth slung across their shoulders., stride

through the neighbourhood on their way to visit kinsfolk; Hausa men,

in their flowing, embroidered, pastel-coloured gowns, make their way to

the Muslim communities in Sabon Zongo, 'Lagos Town' and Nima; and young

teenagers head off for the National Stadium to watch football. On days

when the local derby between the two main Accra soccer clubs - Hearts of

Oak and Olympics - takes place, the vortex of passion between rival

supporters reaches a pitch: houses sport team colours, car aerials

serve as flagpoles, and supporters wear rosettes - all serving to attract

a ribald teasing from followers of the rival team.

Kokomlemle as just described is not a tightly-knit community: it

cannot be claimed that the neighbourhood itself is the major locus of

social intercourse for the majority of its residents nor that an

individual's most important social relationships are necessarily confined

within the area. Members of different occupational and economic strata

forge their own individual and different social networks; the diverse

customs, norms, values, dress, food, and forms of social behaviour of

people from radically different places o£ origin and background produce,

inevitably, some barriers to social interaction; and the differences in

church membership - the fact that the area's residents are not solidly

of any one religious persuasion - also works against community cohesion.

In addition, Kokomlemle is not self-contained in the sense that

residents' lives are lived out exclusively there. By contrast with more

traditional communities in Accra like the 'Zongos' ('strangers' quarters')

which constitute distinct political, economic and religious entities,

and where people are married locally, have local chiefs, and have locally

organized recreation, Kokomlemle is a much more 'open' system: residents

pursue many of their more important educational, economic, religious,

social and recreational interests elsewhere - Kokomlemle children do

not necessarily attend local schools; economic pursuits take many

residents, particularly the educated, to other parts of the city and

beyond; church-goers do not necessarily attend local churches; many
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of the residents' more important social relationships are linked to

networks based on both kinship ties and friendships formed during

schooldays and in workplaces which lead them back to rural areas and

many other neighbourhoods in Accra; and recreational pursuits are

as likely to centre around the cinemas, hotels, discotheques, and night¬

clubs located elsewhere in the city as on those situated in Kokomlemle.

This 'openness' of Kokomlemle as a social system also operates in

reverse in that institutions and facilities located in Kokomlemle are

not geared exclusively to the residents of the area: children from out¬

side the neighbourhood are allocated places in the schools; people from

other parts of Accra come into Kokomlemle to earn their living: the

dance-halls and some of the better-known hotels attract their clientele

from all over the city; and membership of Kokomlemle churches is not

confined to local residents.

Political institutions found in traditional societies which would

encompass the presence of a chief or headman are also absent here. Indeed,

Kokomlemle can boast of no organized community life - no groups organized

on a local level, no social centre or community hall, and no public

recreational ground.

The absence of neighbourhood institutions or any obvious community

solidarity amongst the residents does not appear to disturb the area's

single women: on the contrary, part of Kokomlemle's appeal as a residential

area is, undoubtedly, the absence of any obvious, repressive forms of

social control. The women, however, would not single out Kokomlemle as

being unique amongst the residential areas of Accra in this respect: it

is the freedom inherent in living in Accra that pops up repeatedly in

their comments: "I prefer Accra to any other place I have stayed. Anyway,

you're free, you come and go as you like. You do everything happily";

"You feel freer in Kokomlemle or for that matter in Accra. People talk

plenty about your affairs, that is true, but you still go about your own

business and nobody disturbs you". In other words, Kokomlemle shares

with other similar neighbourhood areas of the city many features of an

'urban way of life' - a way of life that has considerable appeal for these

single women intent as they are on carving out for themselves an independent

lifestyle in the city.

D, IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SINGLE WOMEN ON THEIR MODE OF LIVING IN

KOKOMLEMLE:

To conclude this chapter let us return to the central question posed

at the beginning: what does it mean in terms of a woman's day-to-day

domestic and neighbourhood situation to be unmarried? From what we have
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seen of the single woman's overall social situation in Kokomlemle, it

would appear to mean - in negative terms - very little. The data reveal

that in no sense can her status in the area be regarded as marginal:

she is to be found - not clustered in special houses and segregated from

the rest of the population - but living in close quarters with the other

more 'respectable' residents of the neighbourhood, and in the same broad

socio-economic spread of houses.

An examination of the single woman's domestic arrangements also reveals

little to suggest that she is different from her neighbours. A minority

are living as dependents with senior kinsfolk although this is usually

regarded as a temporary expedient and the hope is to move out on their

own. The majority of the single women, however, are independent house¬

holders: ashawo, awasheng and a small minority of others are living on

their own; the remaining - the majority - are established in households

with relatively large numbers of junior dependent relatives for whose

education, care and maintenance they are responsible. In this respect,

also, these single women are no different from other independent house¬

holders in the area: family loyalties and obligations remain strong, and

by playing such an important instrumental role for their wider family

group, these women are carving out a base for themselves - in terms of

favours which one day may have to be reciprocated - in some small but

important segment of their lineages.

Single women (excepting only the professional women) also play a full

and active part in the social life of Kokomlemle: in the compounds they

are highly visible and play an important role as friend, co-tenant, and

neighbour to the married and unmarried alike; some, like the ashawo„also

perform the additional function of helping to disseminate news and gossip

of what is happening outside the confines of the area to their less worldly-

wise and parochial co-tenants; and ashawos are also the acknowledged

trend-setters in fashion in the area. At the neighbourhood level, single

women figure as actors in many of the local dramas. They are also active

and welcome participants in the wider social and recreational life of the

area: as actors in neighbourhood friendship cliques; as patrons of

local cinemas and dance halls; and as consumers in local beer bars, hotels

and restaurants. The church membership of single women is no different

from that of their more respectable married age-peers, and they serve in

just the same committed capacity as choristers, and as guild and fellowship

members.

Living in Kokomlemle, however, does represent - as far as these women

are concerned - living in an environment that is profoundly different from
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that experienced by previous generations of Ghanaian womenfolk: the

physical environment has changed; so, too, has the social. Although

the majority of the women are still living with kin, these groupings

are, at most, minute segments of their lineages and very different from

the large, localized, maximal lineage groups in which individuals are

embedded in village society. Customarily, these maximal lineages have

their own male and female heads in whom is vested widespread legal and

moral authority for the control of lineage members. In Kokomlemle,

however, there is no comparable form of localized social control -

no family heads nor chiefs to whom all matters relating to a woman's

marital, legal, religious and economic affairs are referred. Also, the

effective day-to-day control of a woman by her family head and co-resident

lineage members has not been replaced by any form of real authority vested

in what could be considered the Kokomlemle equivalents - landlords and

fellow compound-dwellers: whatever the degree of her involvement with

her landlord, co-residents, neighbours, or friends, they have no rights

of control over her; she is not accountable to them for her actions.

Also, Kokomlemle is not like a rural community where norms are

homogeneous, defined for generations, and sanctified by tradition: in

Kokomlemle, what is the norm? In the neighbourhood, the single woman is

surrounded by people of widely different socio-economic, ethnic and

religious backgrounds with few common attributes and attitudes, no shared

body of experience and traditions, and no common set of customary

procedures. And finally, compartmentalization of a woman's life is

possible in a neighbourhood like Kokomlemle: behaviour need not be

enacted exclusively in the area - escape is always possible from a

neighbour's all-seeing, prying eyes.

In this social world, a woman is able to mould her life largely free

from traditional constraints; it is an environment conducive to choice

and individuation of personal behaviour. In addition, the economic

opportunities provided by the urban economy makes financial independence

possible. This social and economic environment has afforded these single

women a freedom unknown to previous generations of Ghanaian women - a

freedom to make decisions likely to enhance their own interests and to

avoid those likely to threaten or undermine them. More specifically, the

urban environment has afforded women the freedom to choose whether to

remain single or whether to marry.
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CHAPTER VII

MALE-FEMALE RELATIONSHIPS

Introduction:

In the introductory chapter, we discussed how marriage is

considered the normal and normative state for adult women in both

traditional and contemporary Ghanaian society. However, less than

half (47%) of the adult African women in Kokomlemle, 15 years of age and over,

are presently married (Table 7.1). In the age-range 21-44, the period

when a woman should, optimally, be married and bearing children, the

figure rises somewhat and 2-in-3 (67%) women are married. However, this

still leaves l-in-3 (33%) women living in a non-conjugal status; of these

women, 62% have never married and 38% have been married at some point

but are presently divorced or widowed. These figures reveal a far

TABLE 7.1: MARITAL STATUS OF KOKOMLEMLE ADULT AFRICAN WOMEN (15 years of
age and over) IN CENSUS POPULATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH AGE(percentages)

Age Group

MARITAL STATUS
15-20

years of
21-44

years of
45 years
of age and Total

age age over

Never married:
74.8 11.0 30.7

And childless

But had child/ 9.4 9.6 - 8.6

children in past

Presently married:

Married woman 13. 8 66.6 39.5 46.8

Formerly married:

Divorced/Separated 1.9 11.3 45.8 11.6

Widowed — 1.4 14.6 2.2

TOTAL 0,0
n

99.9
159

99.9

282 *
99.9

48

99.9

489

* The 8 women of non-African origin have been excluded from this analysis.
Altogether this figure of 282 is composed of 188 married African women,
and 94 single women (including both the 87 women who participated in the
in-depth study and the 7 women who did not).
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higher incidence of single women than one would expect in a society

which places such a premium on marriage for its female constituency.1
In this chapter we will try to get behind these statistics by

looking at male-female relationships in Ghanaian society. In the

first instance, we will consider relationships within marriage and

examine the marital histories of those women amongst the eighty-seven

single women in the intensive study who have been married in the past.

This may provide some clues as to why these women are not now married

and enable us to comprehend the women's present attitudes to marriage.

The women's own marital careers will be considered in the context of

a more general discussion of what marriage in Ghana traditionally

entails and the kind of role bargain involved for the partners to a

conjugal union. This discussion is necessary to enable us to be clear

at the start as to what is at issue when we speak of marriage and the

conjugal unit in a society like Ghana: in contemporary Western society,

the conjugal arrangement involves - albeit ideally - a unit formed on

the basis of strong affectionate bonds between a man and a woman, in

common residence, and with joint pooling of resources and services

geared to a common future for themselves and their children, and with

sexuality and procreation confined within the union. Ghanaian conjugal

arrangements and practices may be quite different. And, although

variation in the customary practices and procedures of individual ethnic

groups makes generalization about the Ghanaian traditional marriage

system difficult, certain general forms and practices are widely

observable which will permit some degree of generalization.

In the second part of the chapter we will consider those women who

have never married. The question we have to address in relation to these

women is: if not marriage, then what kinds of relationships have they

enjoyed with men since reaching puberty when traditionally they should

and would have been married? And, what has happened to those social

controls which traditionally existed to ensure that a young girl did

In contemporary Western society, for example, one can argue that
much less emphasis is placed on the importance of marriage for women as
it is found in Ghana. Yet the actual incidence of marriage in these
societies is often far higher than that found in the Kokomlemle sample.
To take one example: figures for England and Wales in the early seventies
reveal that in the age-group 34-44 as many as 93% of women have some
experience of marriage - 88% currently married, with a further 3%
divorced, and 2% widowed (HMSO, 1975 : Table 1.123*
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comply with the expectations of her social group? Again, the kinds

of relationships in which women were engaged with men at this point in

their lives may have some bearing on their present single statuses:

their present attitudes to men, and their interest - or lack of it -

in forming conjugal unions, may have arisen, in large part, as a result

of their own early experiences with boyfriends.

Lastly, in the third part of this chapter, we will consider the

women's current relationships with men.

Overall, it is hoped that this discussion of the women's past and

present involvements with men will yield some insights into the present

attitudes of women towards marriage and the orientation of their lives

towards a greater or lesser involvement with men.

A. MARITAL AND QUASI-MARITAL HISTORIES OF THE SINGLE WOMEN:

Between fully formalized marriages, 'introductory rites' and 'pregnancy

pacificatory rites', the marital and quasi-marital careers of these

eighty-seven women are extremely complex. Table 7.2 details the various

forms of rites performed on behalf of the women.

(i) Fully formalized marriage:

Just over l-in-3 (39%) of these presently single women have been

married in the past; thirty-four women are involved, and they have

participated in a total of forty-four fully-formalized unions.

(a) Age at first marriage:

Table 7.3 details the age of these women at the time of their first

marriage. Altogether 2-in-3 (.68%) women had married before reaching

twenty years of age. Customarily a Ghanaian woman married young: indeed,

her marriage was celebrated as soon as practicable after the performance

of her puberty rites which, in turn, were linked to her first menstruat-
2

ion. Table 7.3 also reveals that uneducated women were much more in

line with the traditional practice of early-marriage than their educated

sisters: thus whereas all the educated professional and semi-professional

women were in their twenties when getting married, three-quarters of

2
See Rattray (1927: 74, 76). Fortes (1949a:69) found in a social

survey carried out in Ashanti, 1945-1946, that the mean age of first
marriage for women was between 15-20 years of age.
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TABLE 7.2: MARITAL AND QUASI-MARITAL RITES PERFORMED ON BEHALF OF
THE KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age) WHO PARTICIPATED in
MAIN STUDY IN ACCORDANCE WITH OCCUPATIONAL STATUS (percentages)

Occupational status of woman

Prostitute
RITES PERFORMED Prof Semi- White Traders Ash- Awash- Total

Prof Collar
Sales

Unempl

&

Dressmk

awo eng

Formerly Married:
1 formalised marriage 38 11 8 41 22 - 24

2 formalised marriages - - - 10 11 - 4

3 formalised marriages - - - 7 - - 2

1 formalised marriage - - - 17 - _ 6
and 1 set of pregnancy

pacificatory rites

1 formalised marriage - - - - 11 _ 1
and 3 sets of pregnancy

pacificatory rites

2 formalised marriages - - - 3 — _ 1
and 1 set of pregnancy
pacificatory rites

2 formalised marriages - - - 3 — _ 1
and 2 sets of intro¬

ductory rites

Never-married: with

child/children:

1 set of pregnancy - 22 36 10 33 _ 20

pacificatory rites

2 sets of pregnancy - - - - - 28 2

pacificatory rites

3 sets of pregnancy - 11 - - 11 28 5

pacificatory rites

Child - but no

pregnancy pacificatory - 11 - - 11 - 2
rites

Never-married:

Childless:

No rites performed 62 44 56 7 - 43 32

TOTAL
n

LOO

8

99

9

100

25

98

29

99

9

99

7

100
87
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the relatively unschooled self-employed traders, and all the uneducated

ashawos, had married in their teens. Further analysis of the case

histories of these women would also reveal that these differences in

age at first marriage correspond to a rural-urban divide: the women

who married at a later age - the educated respondents - were urban-

based at the time of their marriage, whilst the relatively uneducated

women who married in their teens (excepting only a few instances of

Muslim women who were urban-based) were living in rural areas.

TABLE 7.3: AGE AT FIRST MARRIAGE OF FORMERLY-MARRIED KOKOMLEMLE
SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY
IN ACCORDANCE WITH OCCUPATIONAL STATUS (percentages)

Occupational status of woman

nuL rti

FIRST MARRIAGE
Self-Employed

Prof Semi-

Prof

White-

Collar

Trader Dress-

Maker

Pros -

titute

Ashawo

Total

10-14 years of age - - - - - 75 9

15-19 years of age - - 50 76 67 25 59

20-24 years of age 100 100 — 19 33 - 26

25-29 years of age - - 50 - - - 3

30-34 years of age - - - 5 - - 3

TOTAL
%
n

100

3

100

1

100

2

100

21

100

3

100

4

100

34

(b) Selection of Spouse

The marital histories of the less well-educated women also follow

along the lines of the model of traditional marriage in one further

important respect: the majority had been arranged for the women by

their guardians and they had no say or choice in the matter. Tradition¬

ally, a young Ghanaian girl does not select her own spouse: the choice

of a suitable marriage partner is the responsibility of her senior
3

relatives - her father, uncle or mother. In some instances the women

3
See Rattray (1929: 9). Fortes (1950: 269) records in respect of a

sample of 525 women of all ages taken in his 1945-1946 Ashanti social
survey that 33% had been given in marriage by their fathers, 28% by
their mothers' brothers, and 13% by their mothers.
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succumbed to these arranged marriages because it was unthinkable that

they should do otherwise: "It is only now, in modern Ghana", remarked

Mercy, the 43—year old Ewe fishmonger, "that parents will give their

children partners and they will refuse. During our time, we couldn't".

This was the custom in their area of origin: it was for their elders

to decide and they went along unquestioningly with their decision:

"My mother was anxious that I should marry because there was
no money in the house. That is why I had to marry so early.
It was my mother who decided and I could say nothing and I
didn't say anything. It was a family decision." (Clara, the
42-year old Kwawu cloth trader; tape-recorded interview in Twi) .

"I was given this man by my father. It was something given
to me by my parents so I had nothing to say. I myself didn't
know what happened up to the end. The only thing I knew was
that I had been given this man and I accepted it." (Araba, the
39-year old Adangbe general commodities trader; tape-recorded
interview inGa ) .

"My father called me and said: 'This man has brought money and
peto (fermented maize drink). Since he has been coming to us
we have sat down together, ate together and we have not found
anything bad about him, so you, our daughter, are going to stay
with him. Don't disgrace us and try to bring forth children'.
Once he said this there was no question again because in our
town there is respect for big men. Whatever big men say you
don't have to oppose. So I went with him." (Aliya, the 39-year
oldSisala charcoal seller; tape-recorded interview in Hausa).

"I was just there when I was told by my father that somebody had
come to marry me. It was my father who brought me forth so if
he says something I don't have to object. So they married me for
him." (Amina, the 29-year old Busanga rice seller; tape-recorded
interview in Hausa).

Economic considerations are obviously important in many of these

arranged unions as the above accounts make clear. Also, within each

ethnic group there are certain categories of kinsfolk amongst whom

marriages are frequently arranged; and each group also has rules with
5

regard to those kinsfolk with whom intermarriage is prohibited. A

father may also have betrothed a woman in her infancy and been in

5See Sarbah (1897; 46-47); Rattray (.1923: 37-39; 1927: 79-80;
1929: 302-308); Field(.1940: 32-40); Fortes (1950: 278-279); and Fiawoo
(1974b: 173). Amongst the matrilineal Akan, marriage is forbidden with
any person related - however distantly - on the female side: thus this
prohibition even applies to fellow members of the large matrilineal
clans dispersed throughout southern Ghana, even though clan-members
cannot trace their interrelationship genealogically; there is also a
ban on marriage between any members of the same ntoro (father's lineage)
with whom one has a common great-great grandfather and between lineal
descendants and ascendants to the fourth generation (Fortes 1950: 278-279) .

Amongst the patrilineal Ewe, marriage is forbidden to any person
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receipt of annual gifts up until her marriage. In such instances,

any resistance on the part of the girl is futile; the girl's family

is too deeply indebted at that point to drop plans for the union. The

account of A'isha, the 25-year old Dagomba ashawo, of her forced marriage

in her early teens to the eldest son of the local Dagomba chief is

instructive here:

"They married me to a man whose father was a chief in the
town - the Dagomba Chief. This chief and my father agreed
that they would unite their children. Before this chief
died he had had a promise from my father that he would give
out one of his children to his son and this man had said that

it was I he wanted. They had arranged this when I was very

young. From that time going every year they brought abin
arziki (lit. things of value) - something like whole pieces
of cloth - and my father was collecting them. I was about
twelve or thirteen years when I first became aware of it.
But I didn't like him; even my mother and her people were

against this forced marriage but my father wouldn't listen.
So when they were trying to force this on me, I wouldn't agree
and I ran away to my aunt (MZ) in Kumasi. They brought me back
and I ran away again, But my father wouldn't change his mind.
He said: 'no; what he had said he had said and that the choice
he had made for me was final'. So it was something like a
force when they took me to this man's house." (tape-recorded
interview in Hausa).

A'isha's account also serves to remind us that some of the women

did attempt to resist unions arranged for them by their guardians; some

of the women's accounts resound with details of beatings, their attempts

to run away, and how they ended up by being held in virtual captivity.

In most instances, however, resistance crumbles with the ultimatum -

'marry this man or 'find your own way'":

"This man came to my father and asked for my hand. I was
seventeen years of age. My father asked me did I love him.
I told him that I didn't love him. They said: 'hey; this is
a man who has got his own job, he is not employed by anybody.
He has got his own house, it is not rented'. They told me that
if I did not marry him then I should know where I had to go and
that I should not call them my parents. So I had to accept their
choice and go in and marry this man." (Antonia, the 44-year old
Fante cloth trader; tape-recorded interview in Twi).

5
Contd.... on either side in the direct line of descent; similar

prohibitions apply to full- and half-sisters, to parents' siblings,
and to a person's own sibling's children (as these are considered to be
in the position of parents and children respectively) (Fiawoo 1974b: 173).
Prohibited unions amongst the patrilineal Ga comprise the marriage of
a man to his grandmother, mother, sister, daughter or grand-daughter;
his mother-in-law or her sister, his father's wife or his father's
brother's wife, or his mother's sister; his father's sister; or his
son's or nephew's wife (Field 1940: 32-40),
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"It was my grandfather's choice. I was about sixteen and
this man could have been my father. I had never met him
anywhere. My grandparents just arranged everything and
they told me I should stay where they had put me. At first
I refused but they said: 'If so, I should know where to go'.
So because I didn't have any place to go I agreed to their
choice." (Alhajia Iyishattu, the 42-year old Hausa/Mossi
food bar proprietress; tape-recorded interview in Hausa).

Resistance may sometimes mean that a girl is emotionally involved

with another man whom she may even direct to approach her parents in an

attempt to stave off the arranged marriage: "When he went to my father",

explained Auntie Isobel, the 41-year old Ewe dressmaker, "my father

took all the drinks and other things and dumped them there". Romantic

love was never considered as a sufficient basis for marriage in

traditional Ghanaian society (Amoo 1946: 288; Jahoda 1958: 156; Omari

1962: 119).6
A completely different picture emerges, however, when we analyse

the marital case-histories of the educated professional and semi-

professional and white-collar respondents. Although the numbers

involved are small, there is no instance of an arranged marriage amongst

these educated, urban-based women: the partners had met, and came to

an independent decision that they would like to marry. All these

women represented that they had been romantically involved with the

men and were very anxious at that point to marry them: "We married

because we loved each other"; "We were so young - so young and so

stupidly in love". Parental approval, however, has still to be obtained.

Madam Lucille, the 32-year old Fante vocational school principal, had

met her future husband, an Akuapem, at a party in London whilst both

of them were studying in Britain; before marriage could be contemplated,

however, the two families concerned had to be approached:

6
Rattray (.1929: 30-31) , however, does mention one more-or-less

recognized form of marriage amongst the Asante which is based on romantic
love - mpena awadie (lit. the mating of lovers). There are however,
important distinctions between this form of union and the five other
legal types of marriage which he lists: 'marriage' consists in the
open and permanent living together of the couple without payment of the
drinks and money which are customarily required to formalize a marriage;
the man cannot claim adultery damages if his 'wife' is unfaithful; and
the woman can leave her 'husband' if he ill-treats her, without her
lineage incurring any expenses. Children, however, born of the union
are legitimate and have equal rights of succession with those born from
strictly regular unions .
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"When we decided that we wanted to marry we had to come
hack down to Ghana for consultation with our families

and customary marriage. If we hadn't done this and even
if we had got married legally in London, in our customs
they wouldn't have recognised our marriage. So my husband
informed his people and they came to my family to introduce
themselves or 'knock', as we call it, and to pay the
'knocking fee'. They also offered drinks to my parents
so that they would open their mouths to answer the knock -

to say whether they would agree to our marriage."
(Tape-recorded interview in English).

(c) Form of marriage

Table 7.4 details the form of marriage contracted by the thirty-four

formerly married women for the total of forty-four unions in which they

were involved. As each form of marriage involves different social

arrangements, and different rights and responsibilities, each will be

discussed in turn.

TABLE 7.4: FORM OF MARRIAGE CONTRACTED BY FORMERLY-MARRIED
KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN
MAIN STUDY IN ACCORDANCE WITH OCCUPATIONAL STATUS (percentages)

Occupational status of woman

FORM OF Self-employed

MARRIAGE
Prof Semi-

Prof

White-

Collar

Trader Dress-

Maker

Ashawo
Pros¬

titute

Total

Customary rites and 33 100 50 83 100 - 70

ceremonies

Muslim rites - - - 13 - 100 20

Customary and 67 - 50 3 - - 9

Ordinance, or
combined Church
and Ordinance

TOTAL %
n

100

3
100

1

100

2

99

30

100

3

100

5

99
44

c(i) Customary Marriage

Customary marriage was the most common procedural form adopted in

contracting the marital unions of the respondents: altogether 70% of the
7

women were involved in marriages of this type. Customary marriage is a

In the Post Enumeration Survey of the 1960 Census of Population,
86% of all Ghanaians who had ever been married had been married under

customary law only (figures quoted in Tetteh 1967 : 207 - 208) .
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corporate concern and involves a series of meetings between the kinsfolk

of the two parties, and the transfer of money and goods from the

bridegroom's family to that of the bride; the woman herself has no

part to play in these proceedings except, perhaps, to give a token assent.

The process of establishing the union extends over some period of time

and involves three basic stages. The first stage - 'knocking the door' -

involves the bestowal of drinks and the initial presentation of the man's

suit to the girl's family. Enquiries are then set in motion to ascertain

that there is no ntoro (spiritual) or mogya (blood) relationship between

the prospective partners, and no family history of hereditary disease,

mental illness or criminality. Once word reaches the man that permission

has been granted to 'enter', the second phase of the proceedings can be

enacted. This second stage is generally referred to as the 'engagement'

and involves the presentation of money and drinks by the suitor and his

family; the acceptance by the woman's family of these gifts is all that

is required to validate the marriage. The third stage which involves a

further transfer of gifts takes place sometime after the marriage has

been consummated. The process can be shortened however, by combining a
g

number of these stages.

8See Sarbah (1897: 47-48); Rattray (1927: 76-102; 1929; 30-31; 1932:
passim); Danquah (1928: 145-152); Field (1940: 38-39); and Fortes (1950:
278-281). Marriage rites and formalities vary too widely to be easily
generalized for all Ghanaian ethnic groups; a brief summary of the three
main types found - those of the matrilineal Akan, the patrilineal Ga,
and those common to the northern ethnic groups - is, however, possible.

Amongst the Akan, a minimum of formality attaches to the actual
marriage rites: the essential exchange for the establishment of a valid
marriage is the giving of the tiri nsa or aseda (lit. head wine or thanks
offering), by the bridegroom's father or lineage head to the bride's
father or lineage head during the second stage of the family negotiations.
Tiri nsa generally consists of two bottles of gin or an agreed money
equivalent and can be paid before or at any time after the couple begin
to cohabit. The presentation and acceptance of the tiri nsa by the bride's
parents is the only formality necessary to constitute a valid marriage.
The bride's father, mother, brothers and lineage head, as well as the
bride herself, are also entitled to certain gifts from the bridegroom but
these are not essential to the making of a legal union. (Contd... over/)
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The educational level of the girl, and the general socio-economic

status of her family are factors which have to be weighed up in

these marriage payments: generally the higher the status, the more

elaborate the procedures for securing the girl, and the greater the

expense involved for the man. Three examples taken from the women's

accounts of their own marriages are included to demonstrate the

contemporary form of these marriage rituals and the content of the

exchanges; the examples were deliberately chosen to convey current

practices amongst matrilineal and patrilineal southern groups, and

a northern ethnic group; they were also selected to highlight

practices involving women of differing educational standards.

8 contd./...
Amongst the Ga, agbosimo or 'knocking the gate' is the first step

in the marriage proceedings: two messengers - a man and a woman - are
sent by the prospective groom's relatives to the girl's relatives with
bottles of rum or gin, or one guinea as the 'gate-knocking wine'.
Some time later, if the girl's kinsfolk approve of the union, they
send two representatives (one from her mother's and one from her
father's lineage) to inform the man's relatives to this effect. Messeng¬
ers are then sent from the man's parents bearing fifteen pounds which
is the sum of the 'agreement wine' (kpleme da), the 'head-money' (yi nii)
'buying of the waist money' (heno to bo) and the 'announcement money'
(aye fotolii). In addition to the above sum, the girl's parents have
the right to demand the money they have spent on her puberty rites.
After all payments and announcements have been made, the union is
considered a legal marriage and cohabitation begins.

Amongst the northern ethnic groups (including the Gurensi,
Tallensi, Namnam, Builsa, Dagaba, Isala, Aculo, Kasena, Kusasi and
Birifor) marriage payments are substantial and are given by the groom's
family to the bride's family in three phases. In the first instance,
when agreement is reached by the two families concerned regarding the
desirability of the union, the groom's family send some token gifts of
fowls to the bride's family and the girl goes to live with her husband.
Some time afterwards her father or guardian will ask the bridegroom
for the second series of gifts - the 'placation' exchanges - which
consist of a number of slaughtered, trussed fowls, live cocks, and
drinks; these gifts are distributed amongst responsible members of
the bride's lineage making them witnesses that the marriage contract
her been accepted by both parties. Finally - and usually after a
child has been born of the marriage - the main marriage payments are
made: these are the most costly items - from two to five cows, or
the equivalent in sheep, goats or money; usually these payments are
made by instalments over a period of years or even over a generation.
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Antonia, the 44-year old Fante cloth trader and middle school—leaver,

was involved in an arranged marriage with a Fante G.N.T.C. local store

manager:

"There was first the 'knocking' and the 'knocking fee'. For
those who don't go to school they pay two guineas but for me,
as I did, the man paid five guineas and a bottle of schnapps.
This money and drinks went to my father. Then they fixed the
day for the actual marriage and the amount that the man should
pay. The man brought two bottles of whisky, one carton of
beer, and one carton of minerals. This drink went to my mother's
people. He also brought twenty-five pounds: twenty-pound was

given to me so that I could buy some necessary things for my
marriage and five pounds was shared amongst my mother's people.
The man also brought for me an 'airtight' box with six pieces
of cloth." (Tape-recorded interview in Twi).

The marriage of Mercy, the unschooled, 43-year old Ewe fishmonger, was

also a 'family decision'. Her husband was a fisherman:

"This man's mother and father came with one bottle of akpeteshi
and an amount of twelve shillings to my uncle (MB) to do the
'knocking'. When they brought these drinks my uncle and some
other relatives received them. THere they informed me; I didn't
object. They fixed a date then for the actual ceremony. The
man's father and mother came. They brought one bottle of
akpeteshi, six pounds and twelve shillings and some things for
me - one big washing pan, two cooking pots, a sleeping mat and
a mosquito net. When they brought these things that day my
uncle (MB) called my father and mother to come and witness. They
opened the akpeteshi and my father poured libation saying that now
he has given me over to this man (HF) to give to his son to stay
with him as his wife. If there was any good fortune in the
marriage I should bring it back to my father's house; if any bad
fortune I should leave it at my husband's house. After my father
had poured his libation, he handed the glass over to the man's
father; he also poured his own libation wishing us good luck in
our marriage, telling us not to quarrel and to bring forth good
children who would respect and obey us. After this I went to the
man." (Tape-recorded interview in Ewe).

And, finally, we have the account of the marriage of Aliya, the 39-year

old Sisala charcoal seller; she married a fellow Sisala who had migrated

to Accra and was working in the charcoal business. Aliya had never been

at school; she had been bethrothed since childhood:

"My husband decided to marry me from the time I was a young girl.
From that time going he was coming to help my father on the farm
and he would bring peto to drink with him. Later he went to work
in Accra but when he came back to our village for festivals and
Sallah (Muslim festival) he would bring with him for my father a
nice fula (cap) or a pipe and tobacco, or one time too, he gave him
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a nice hoe. My father agreed that I should be given to him.
They arranged a certain day and the man came with five men and
three women; his own father and mother were not amongst but
some senior relatives. My father had prepared a meal for them
and they had carried peto. The elders of my father and mother
and his relatives feasted and drank through the night. By noon
of the following day they brought up the matter of marriage and
the man gave five pounds - in our hometown we don't waste time
with cloth. My father and mother shared the money. After I had
brought forth, my father was given a cow. Later my husband gave
him another." (Tape-recorded interview in Hausa) .

Sometimes partners to these customary marriages may proceed to have

their marriages 'blessed' in church. This simple ceremony, however,

has got to be distinguished from marriages celebrated in church under

a combined church and ordinance ceremony which are properly constit¬

uted statutory marriages. The 'blessing' in church was introduced by

some of the Christian churches with a view to minimizing the heavy

expenses involved in a full church marriage but it has no legal effect

with regard to separation, divorce, or alimony over and above that of

customary marriage. Some of the churches have introduced their own

rulings governing the disposition of the property of the partners to

such marriages in the event of their dying intestate but these regulations

have no effect in law (Tetteh 1967: 207). Essentially, the 'blessing'

in church involves a Christian marriage service with at least two

witnesses present and where the announcement of the marriage is made;

there are, however, no banns read, no marriage fees, no wedding ring,

bridesmaids or bestmen (Amoo 1946: 235). "It was just a simple ceremony"

noted Auntie Dora, the 40-year old Ewe cloth-trader, who had had her marriage

'blessed' in a Presbyterian church, "I didn't wear a white gown or a

veil. They just announced to the church members that I was getting

married to a certain man and asked the church members to pray for me".

Customary marriage is polygynous with no restriction on the number

of wives. In one-third (36%) of cases the single women had been parties

to polygynous unions: 62% of these unions involved one co-wife; a

further 31% involved two co-wives; and, in one instance, the case of

Patience, the 23-year old Ga fishmonger, she found herself having to
9

contend with four co-wives (Table 7.5). Again, in respect of

In the Post Enumeration Survey of the 1960 Census of Population,
74% of married males were monogamously married, 20% had two wives, and
5% had three wives (figures quoted in Tetteh 1967: 207 - 208).
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TABLE 7.5: WHETHER MARRIAGES CONTRACTED BY FORMERLY-MARRIED

KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age) WHO PARTICIPATED
IN MAIN STUDY WERE MONOGAMOUS OR POLYGYNOUS IN ACCORDANCE WITH

OCCUPATIONAL STATUS (percentages)

Occupational status of woman

NUMBER OF WIVES

PER HUSBAND
Self-employed

Prof Semi-

Prof

White-

Collar

Trader Dress-

Maker

Pros¬

titute

Ashawo

Total

Monogamous unions:

Woman only wife 100 100 100 63 33 40 63

Polygynous unions:

1 co-wife - - - 27 33 20 23

2 co-wives - - - 7 33 40 11

4 co-wives - - - 3 - - 2

TOTAL %
n

100
3

100
1

100

2

100

30

99

3

100
5

99

44

participation in plural marriages it is interesting to observe that the

educated, urban-based women differ from their rural, uneducated sisters:

thus, whereas no single union involving an educated woman was polygynous,

2-in-5 (42%) of the unions of the self-employed women were.

The conjugal relationship in these customary marriages is characterized

by social distance (Oraari 1960: 200; 1962; 119). A husband enjoys

exclusive sexual rights over his wife which entitles him to fixed monetary

compensation from an adulterer - in accordance with an elaborate scale

of adultery damages (which vary with the rank of the husband) - if she

is unfaithful (Sarbah 1897: 48-49; Rattray 1927: 25, 86-93; Danquah 1928:

153, 164-166, 177-180; Fortes 1950: 275, 280; Manoukian 1950: 79-80);

and he has the right to assume legal paternity for all children - even

adulterine ones - born whilst he is married to his wife (Danquah 1928:

186-187; Fortes 1950: 265, 280; Manoukian 1950: 80).

Social interaction between the partners to customary marriage is of

a highly segmental and instrumental nature with the woman in a subordinate

role (Omari 1960: 200; 1962: 119). Even the co-residence of spouses is

not the norm amongst ethnic groups like the Akan, Ga, Adangbe and Ewe

as we observed in the previous chapter. However, if the social arrange¬

ments devised for a particular union involve the partner being in co-

residence, each wife has her own room and only enters her husband's

room to sleep (Amoo 1946: 231; Fortes 1950: 281) . Again, whilst a wife
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cooks for her husband, she does not normally eat with him nor even in

his presence (Jahoda, 1958: 156). Generally, a husband has the right

to demand the presence or services of his wife at any time; and he is

entitled to have all his domestic chores performed by his wife (Danquah

1928, 153; Rattray 1929: 49; Fortes 1950: 280; Allott 1960: 229-230).

Partners to traditional marriage do not even have a common, mutual

interest in their own offspring: children are affiliated - depending

upon the prevailing system of social organization - to either their

father's or their mother's lineage. For example, amongst the matrilineal

Akan, the true 'ownership' of children and responsibility for them, is
10

vested in their maternal family: the oldest living mother's 'brother'

within the lineage segment originating from the mother's grandmother is

the male of the parental generation who carries ultimate legal respon¬

sibility for a woman's children (Fortes 1950: 270). In the same way a

woman's husband in a matrilineal union is enmeshed in role obligations

with members of his own lineage. He is legally obliged to consider the

interests of his sisters ' children - and to provide materially for them -

given he is their legal guardian and they are his future heirs (Fortes

1949 a: 76): and these responsibilities must be accorded priority over

a man's paternal ones. This, inevitably, leads to tension and strain - and

to some sacrifice of his own children's interests.11 A woman, therefore,

10
Rattray (1929: 14-15) makes this point in a very straightforward

way. Having noted the weak legal position of the father, he goes on
to comment: "That this is so is not wholly unfair, for his legal respon¬
sibilities are correspondingly few. The child's abusua (blood relatives)
are ultimately responsible for the debts, torts, and crimes of their
clansman".

11Fortes (.1971: 4) notes some of the strains which follow from
these potentially conflicting roles in his discussion of the conjugal
unit amongst the matrilineal Akan: "In the Akan system there is a

perpetual, if normally latent conflict between the apparently artificial
bonds of marriage on the one hand (be it customary marriage or church
marriage or marriage by some legally binding ordinance) and on the other
the natural bonds, established by birth, between brother and sister, and
parent and child - with a special accent on the bonds with the mother as

opposed to the father". Again Lystad (1959: 196), writing about the
Ahafo-Ashanti - another matrilineal group - describes the role strain
simultaneous membership of a conjugal family unit and a matrilineage
is likely to involve: "Most adult men and young men thus simultaneously
play potentially conflicting roles; they are at once fathers, sons,
matrilineal uncles, and nephews. In the traditional society this
situation created tensions which had to be resolved by balancing
obligations between matrilineal and patrilineal kin groups".
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is ultimately more dependent for the general well-being of her children

on their legal guardian - her own brother or uncle - than on her husband,

the children's own father (.Allott 1960: 227).

Joint conjugal involvement in a common family budget, savings or

general finance is also not a characteristic of Ghanaian customary

marriage. Common ownership of goods by husband and wife is almost unknown:

any property acquired by a man - even if obtained with the assistance of

his wife - is not considered their joint possession; it belongs in its

entirety to the husband (Sarbah 1897: 60; Rattray 1929: 337; Allott

1960: 230; Woodman 1974: 270). However, by the same token, a husband

does not acquire any rights in a woman's own self-acquired property

(Rattray 1927: 102; 1929: 8, 222, 335-337; Allott 1960: 230-233).

In matrilineal systems a woman, if widowed, stands to inherit nothing

from her late husband, nor does her children; all property and effects

revert to the man's lineage (Sarbah 1897: 50, 105). A widow in patrilineal

systems is also regarded as being an 'outsider' in terms of her husband's

'family', and is also excluded from any inheritance; she can gain

indirectly, however, as under patrilineal arrangements part of the estate

of her deceased husband goes to her children (de Graft-Johnson 1974:

264). A wife, therefore, under these circumstances, can never fully

identify with the economic aspirations of her husband; she has no long-

term interest in his acquisitions. Customarily, therefore, each spouse

holds his or her own resources and property individually and there is

almost total fiscal autonomy in their relationship (Allott 1960: 229).

The question which might be asked at this stage is: what did a woman

stand to gain in these customary marriages? The answer is a number of

clearly defined and legally enforceable rights and privileges of a

sexual, domestic, social and - although limited - economic nature. Under

customary law a wife is entitled to a husband who is both fecund and

capable of giving her sexual satisfaction (Fortes 1950: 280); she has

the right to be consulted if her husband wants to take another wife

(Rattray 1927: 95; Fortes 1950: 280) and is entitled to a small gift -

money or cloth - when he does so (.Danquah 1928: 152; Amoo 1946: 231);

she has the right to impartial treatment from her husband with regard

to the sharing of his time, sexual attention and material provision in

relation to other co-wives (Fortes 1950: 281); she is entitled to have

her children named and legitimated by her husband or by the head of her

husband's family (Sarbah 1897: 54); she can claim custody of her children

in infancy (Danquah 1928: 187); she has the right to accommodation if
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unable or unwilling to provide it for herself (Fortes 1950: 280;

Ekow-Daniels 1974: 286); she is entitled to the allocation of farm

land by her husband where she can grow food to feed her husband and

children or, capital to trade; failing this, she has the right to

economic support for herself and her children (Danquah 1928: 154;

Amoo 1946: 231; Fortes 1950: 280); she is entitled to gifts of cloth

and jewellery on a number of recognized annual occasions (Amoo 1946:

232; Fortes 1950: 280; Allott 1960: 230); she has the right to medical

care in times of sickness (Sarbah 1897: 39; Danquah 1928: 160; Fortes

1950: 280); and finally, she is entitled to financial assistance from

her husband in meeting her funeral expenses (Danquah 1928: 160; Field

1940: 55-56; Amoo 1946: 232; Manoukian 1950: 53, 93).

c(ii) Muslim marriage:

The next most frequent form of marriage contracted by the women is

that involving Muslim rites; these unions were contracted by 20% of the
12

women (Table 7.4: p .222 ) These marriages are regulated by a Marriage

of Mohammedans Ordinance (Cap. 129 of the Law of Ghana) and are solemnized

before local malams - Muslim priests - in accordance with Islamic rites

(Tetteh 1967: 207-208). These marriages have to be registered in the

office of a District Commissioner before they are regarded as valid

under the laws of Ghana but, in practice, few are.

This form of marriage is very similar to customary marriage as far

as the young woman is concerned. Like customary marriage, Muslim marriage

is polygynous but with a limit of four wives. The present respondents'

marriages had all been 'arranged' unions, and all took place when the

women were young teenagers. As with customary marriage, the respondents

themselves had little or no part to play in the actual procedures:

transfers of gifts and money went from the families of the prospective

bridegrooms to those of the women (in accordance with the customary

practice of the particular ethnic groups concerned rather than from any

specific Islamic injunctions); and the women themselves were not present

Muslim marriage is also the second most frequent form of union in
Ghana as a whole. According to the Post Enumeration Survey of the 1960
Census of Population 5% of the population had contracted into marriage
in this way (Figure quoted in Tetteh 1967: 208).
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when the marriage ceremonies were performed by a malam in the local

mosques, No instance of an educated woman married under this form was

encountered.

Two extracts from the accounts given by the Muslim respondents of

their marriages are included to convey some idea of the procedures and

exchanges involved in these marriages. The first concerns Habiba, the

23-year old Hausa/Zamfara orange seller: she found herself a party to

an arranged marriage to an elderly Hausa man whilst she was still

attending Qu'ran school; this was in her hometown of Wenchi(B .A.).

"At that time, even I hadn't had my first menstruation yet.
I knew this man from our area; he was a friend of my father and
had children grown past me. So they married me by force - I
could just have reached fourteen years. They forced me into
lelle (ritual henna-staining) and forced me to go to the man's
house. I had no interest in knowing anything about the kudin kai
(bride-price) because from the very beginning I didn't bother
to take notice. But the leffe (trousseau) were plenty; they
filled three whole cupboards. One cupboard was filled with
zeni (cloth), another with myafee and diiko (head-scarves), and
another with dishes, plates and pans. They arranged things so
high that I had to climb on something before I could reach to
the top. When I was sent to the man's house, because I was very
young, they allowed my abuyia amaryia (bridesmaid) and kawa amaryia
(close friend) to stay with me for two weeks in the house to keep
me company." (Tape-recorded interview in Hausa).

Ramatu, on the other hand, is the 26-year old Fulani/Hausa ashawo who had

grown up in Accra. She recounted how she suddenly found herself with a husband

with two wives already when she was fourteen. Her husband was also Hausa.

"I had just heard a rumour that they were going to marry me for
some few days when all of a sudden they put me in lelle. I was seven

days like that. It was during this time that I got a suspicion
of who the man was. My friends were coming to visit me the week
I was in lelle and they were cracking jokes that I was amaryia
Nima (the new-bride of Nima, a suburb in Accra) and that my husband
was an old man with a white beard and a walking stick and chewed
kola. They were also teasing me that he slept very early in the
night. I knew then that it was a certain man who had been visiting
my uncle (FB). He had two wives already. During that week they
were all celebrating in our area - kunshi, rowan doki (traditional
pre-marriage dances) and drumming outside our house. I was inside
crying because I didn't want to marry him. The man brought many

things - what most people were doing he did double/double to show
my people. For kudin kai he brought two hundred pounds; then
twenty-four half pieces of cloth, twelve myafees and twenty-four
diikos. My people thought this was something marvellous. All
these things were done by force and I was taken to the man's house
in Nima." (Tape-recorded interview in Hausa).
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c(iii) Marriage under the ordinance:

The final form of marriage contracted by the women is what is termed

'marriage under the ordinance' : just 9% of the women's marriages were
13

contracted in this way (Table 7.4 : p.222 ). The term 'marriage

under the ordinance' refers to unions contracted according to the

provisions of the Marriage Ordinance (Cap. 127 of the Law of Ghana).

These unions are contracted either by civil rites in the office of a

Registrar of Marriages or by religious rites under a combined church
and ordinance ceremony in church. In all instances, however, the women's

ordinance marriages were proceeded with only after the performance of

traditional rites - "or else it is no marriage in the eyes of the old

people".

The legal obligations involved in these ordinance unions are quite

different from those contracted under customary or Islamic forms of

marriage. Indeed, in many respects, this form of union resembles Western

conjugal marriage: a man can lawfully marry only one wife under the
14

ordinance at any one time; a wife can apply to a court for an order

for maintenance in the event of financial neglect; the marriage can

only be dissolved by High Court action and by a valid judgment of divorce;

and, on the dissolution of the marriage, a woman can apply to the High

Court for an order obliging her husband to pay to her either a lump sum,
15

or regular alimony until she remarries. And in one other vital

respect ordinance marriage represents a radical movement

away from customary practice; a wife acquires rights

13
In the Post Enumeration Survey of the 1960 Census of Population 1%

of all Ghanaian marriages were contracted in offices of Registrars; the
figures for a combined church and ordinance ceremony were 2.3% for males
and 1.2% of females (figures quoted in Tetteh 1967: 208).

14
He may, however, take another wife in accordance with customary

practice. Such behaviour does not constitute grounds for a charge of
bigamy although it may well provide grounds for divorce as far as his
ordinance wife is concerned.

15
Normally such an award does not exceed one-third of the former

husband's income but reference is made to the circumstances of both

parties (Ekow-Daniels 1974: 286).
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for both herself and her children in her husband's estate. If a man dies

intestate, two-thirds of his self-acquired property goes to his widow

and children (two-ninths to his widow and four-ninths to the orphans in
16

equal shares) the remaining one-third is distributed in accordance

with the provisions of the appropriate customary law, namely, it goes

to the family of the deceased (Ekow-Daniels 1974: 287; Woodman 1974:

278) .

Women obviously have many advantages in entering unions contracted

under the ordinance and are known to favour them more than men (Busia

1950: 41; Omari 1960: 207; Tetteh 1967: 206; Oppong 1975: 101). This,

of course, is not surprising given that men stand to lose many of their

traditional privileges under this form of marriage; the security of the

woman is also immeasurably enhanced. Status and respectability are also

major considerations in the choice of this marriage form: "In Ghana

here, you see", explained Madam Cecilia, the 28-year old Asante vocat¬

ional school principal, "when you are working and you have that title,

anyway it's good; it brings some respectability". And, Alphonsina, the

34-year old Ewe receptionist/telephonist, - and the only white-collar

worker to have an ordinance wedding - noted: "I fell in with the attitudes

of the time. With women, you see, it's just the pride, that's all. I

wanted to be called a 'missus'. You can have a customary marriage and

still be called a miss; most people don't know and they don't regard

you much as a wedded woman. It is for people around to know that you

are somebody's wife". It is also, undoubtedly, the most prestigious

form of Ghanaian marriage. As one customarily-married woman commented:

"As for wedding, it's done by educated people. To show you have been

educated".

However, whilst ordinance marriage is undoubtedly the most statusful

form of marriage available to Ghanaians, it is also the most expensive

and only an extremely wealthy man can afford it. Madam Cecilia, the

Asante vocational school principal, gave the following account of the

expenses involved in the performance of the various rituals connected

with the celebration of her marriage to an Akuapem accountant:

16

If such a man died childless, the widow was entitled to one-third
of the estate (Woodman 1974: 278).
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"For the 'knocking' ceremony, as I was educated and considered
beautiful, his family brought £ 100 for the 'knocking fee' and
a bottle of schnapps. Then for the engagement, the boy's family
came to my father and my mother with a very expensive gold ring,
</L 400 and champagne, whisky, gin, beer and minerals. Once the
engagement was performed, they considered us married by custom.
But they also expected us to have a wedding, so we waited until
I conceived and we then went ahead to have it. And the type of
wedding I had to have - the boy had to spend over £ 2,000. He
knew that my parents expected him to really come out and really
show that he could look after their daughter. So he had to do
a lot - my dress, it was over £ 100 in Kingsway (an exclusive
store in Accra). The cake also, it cost a lot - about £ 80.
Flowers, too and photographs and, mind you, not one photographer
but about three to get the best. Also the reception had to be
in some place suitable to my family background. The boy had to
hire one of the halls of residence at Legon (the University of
Ghana) and that was more than 300 - just for the hall. And
because my family knew such a number of people all over the
country and being the kind of woman my mother is and how she
likes showy things - and the extent of my family - all my
relatives had to come, and my mother's friends, my father's
friends and my own friends, my husband's friends and his family
too - the numbers were getting to eight hundred at the reception.
The food, too, had to be quality food - it just couldn't be
anything, you know, and the drinks, we had to have all kinds of
drinks available and they could not be inadequate. So really
it cost the man." (Tape-recorded interview in English).

Madam Cecilia's account illustrates clearly the manner in which

families try to outshine each other in conspicuous consumption on these

occasions; there will be a loss of face for the girl's family if the man

does not "come out" and "really" show his wealth. The husband of Madam

Lucille, the other vocational school principal and the only other

'professional' woman married "under ordinance" managed to get around

these expenses by returning with Lucille to London after the performance

of the customary rites, and getting married in a Registry Office there.

Madam Cecilia's account of her own marriage also highlights another

important characteristic of ordinance marriages - they are extremely

unlikely to take place before women have conceived. None of the present

respondents had contracted an ordinance marriage prior to conception:

customary rites had been performed, and the cohabitation of the partners

had begun, but it was only after pregnancy that the statutory marriage

was celebrated. This practice, of course, ties in with the point made

at many junctures already that having children is the raison d'etre of

Ghanaian marriage. Traditionally, if a union proves unfruitful, the

couple come under considerable pressure to dissolve it: the woman is

encouraged to find another husband and the man to marry another woman.
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With customary marriage, however, divorce can be obtained with minimal

formality so there is little difficulty in changing one's spouse; and

a man, of course, can always take an additional wife. But, it is not

as easy to dissolve ordinance marriage: hence a couple want to be sure

that their union is fruitful before committing themselves. In the same

way, a couple may decide to convert their traditional union into an

ordinance marriage once it has stood the test of time and the partners

feel sufficiently secure in their relationship. This is what happened

in the case of Auntie Teikwo, the 39-year old Asante importer, and the

only self-employed woman to have her marriage solemnized by anything

other than traditional rites: she had a very elaborate 'white-wedding'

celebrated in an Anglican church ten years after her customary marriage

and a number of years after the birth of her three children.

(ii) Pregnancy pacificatory rites:

In addition to the fully formalized marriages of the women celebrated

in accordance with customary, Islamic or ordinance procedures, seven of

these thirty-four formerly-married women also had what are termed 'pregnancy

pacificatory rites' performed on their behalf in a total of nine instances

(Table 7.2: p.217). These rites generally involve women who became

pregnant whilst engaged in 'common law' marriages - unions established

without benefit of any preliminary marriage formalities. Although a

common law union does not constitute legally valid marriage under any

Ghanaian ethnic system, it is necessary to consider it as an integral part

of the Ghanaian marriage system as it is a recognized form of union either
17

in its own right or as a prelude to marriage proper (Tetteh 1967: 208-209).

Amongst the present respondents, common law 'marriages' were confined to

the self-employed, uneducated women; these unions also tended to be

subsequent and not first marriages of the women.

An older, formerly-married woman may just start cohabiting with a

man: she has already severed her direct dependency links with her family

by virtue of her first marriage and has assumed adult status and her

own decision-making powers; she is also likely to be living apart from

her family and thereby outside their direct control; and finally, being

of more advanced years, she is in a weaker bargaining position to insist

17
In the Post Enumeration Survey of the 1960 Census of Population 4%

of males and 5.6% of females were involved in common law unions (figures
quoted in Tetteh 1967: 207).
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that subsequent partners perform the customary rites necessary to

validate the union. The question of formalizing the arrangement may,

therefore, only arise when the woman gets pregnant. At this point, the

man sends drinks and a small amount of money to the woman's parents to

indicate that he accepts responsibility for the pregnancy; he may also

promise to present himself after the birth of the child for the proper

customary rites but, in practice, this rarely happens. In these common

law unions, therefore, the agreement is, essentially, an informal one

between the partners themselves and few obligations are involved: the

man has little control over his 'wife' and he is not entitled to claim

for adulterous behaviour; and the marriage may be dissolved without

formality at the first sign of a partner's unsatisfactory behaviour.

In the present cases, the partners merely separated by mutual agreement,

the women taking with them the progeny of the union. To all outward

appearances, however, these are valid 'marriages' and the children of

these unions are accorded full legal status within the lineage (cf.

Chapter 1, pp. 13-17 for more detailed discussion).

The present respondents, whilst taking pains to point out that

customary marriage rites had not been performed on their behalf, did

not draw too fine a distinction between these common law relationships

with boyfriends solemnized by pregnancy rites, and full marriages; in

fact, the men concerned were commonly referred to as 'husbands'. Esi,

the 30-year old Krobo dressmaker, tried to tease out the implications of

her common law marriage:

"In my case it was not a marriage and not a mere friendship.
It was not a marriage because he didn't perform the customary
rites and it was not a mere friendship because everybody of
mine knew that I was staying with a man and they knew who he
was so if anything happened to me they knew to whom they would
go". (Tape-recorded interview in Krobo).

(iii) Introductory Rites:

And, finally, to complete the description of the various marital

and quasi-marital rites performed on behalf of the women, there are the

two sets of 'introductory rites' which were enacted for Ernestina, the

33-year old Asante beer-bar manageress (Table 7.2: p.217). The

'introduction' in question involves a declaration by a man and a woman

- in the presence of witnesses - that they intend to cohabit. In a

union of this kind there are usually substantial grounds for suspecting

that the partnership will not produce progeny and hence not endure; and
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if formalities can be avoided in its establishment, its dissolution is

made that much more simple and less painful. Ernestina had already had

two fully-formalized, childless marriages before embarking on what were,

in effect, a sequence of common law unions:

"I could rightly call these men my husbands and others, too,
regarded me as a married woman the way we stayed together.
Only I couldn't conceive. That is why these men never performed
the proper customs for me". (Tape-recorded interview in Twi) .

(iv) Divorce:

Lifelong indissoluble marriage is not a feature of most Ghanaian

but especially matrilineal - societies : customarily, marriages can be

dissolved with little formality, and a high divorce rate is common
18

(Danquah 1928: 156; Amoo 1946: 232; Fortes 1948: 34; Allott 1960: 233).

Table 7.6 details the duration of the women's marriages.

TABLE 7,6: DURATION OF MARRIAGES CONTRACTED BY FORMERLY-MARRIED

KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN
MAIN STUDY IN ACCORDANCE WITH OCCUPATIONAL STATUS (percentages)

Occupational status of woman

DURATION OF Self-employed

MARRIAGE
Prof Semi-

Prof

White

Collar

Trader Dress

Maker

Pros¬

titute

Ashawo

Total

Under 5 years - - - 43 67 100 45

5-9 years 100 100 100 30 - - 34

10-14 years - - - 10 33 - 9

15-19 years - - - 7 - - 4

20-24 years - - — 10 — - 7

TOTAL
n

100

3

100

1

100

2

100
30

100

3

100

5

99

44

18
Fortes (1950: 278) found in the Ashanti social survey, 1945-'46

that over half of all men over forty and about the same proportion of
all women over thirty-five had been divorced at least once.
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Divorce proceedings can be instituted by either party (Rattray

1927: 97; Fortes 1950: 280; Manoukian 1950: 33, 79). Chronic failure

on the part of either spouse to honour any of the marriage obligations

constitutes sufficient grounds for divorce: a man can sue on grounds

of his wife's barrenness or adultery, the unsatisfactory observance of

her economic or domestic duties, a quarrelsome nature, habitual drunken¬

ness, or if she attempts to bewitch or poison him ( Sarbah 1897: 52;

Rattray 1927: 97-98; Manoukian 1950: 33; Allott 1960: 220); a wife

can petition on grounds of sexual neglect or impotence, the taking of

another wife (if she is the senior wife) without requesting her

permission, desertion, and inability or neglect in maintaining herself

or her children properly (Rattray 1927: 97-98; Danquah 1928: 157, 159;

Fortes 1950: 280).

Divorce proceedings are handled, by and large, by the families of

the parties. As Madam Cecilia, one of the vocational school principals

explained: "I consulted my family first and then his family too. Then

his family had to discuss it with mine because when we were getting

married they were there, so when we wanted to finish, we had to inform

them; we couldn't do it without them". The more complexthe form of marriage

contracted and the greater the degree of wealth exchanged, the greater

the problem in dissolving a marriage. The general procedure followed

is that the offended partner summons the other before an 'arbitration

council' composed of heads and elders of the two families; the grievances

of both parties are then heard. Usually some efforts are made to

reconcile the couple and they are advised to attempt to bury their

differences. When this fails, the case is again referred to the

arbitrators. In the proceedings which follow, each partner presents

a bill of expenses incurred in connection with the marriage in order to
19

establish which partner is in debt to the other. The arbitrators then

Calculations of the amounts owing depend to a large extent on who
is responsible for the break-up of the marriage. Sarbah (1897: 53-54)
has left us a detailed account of how a bill of expenses is calculated:
"Where the marriage is discontinued through the fault of the husband,
so found by arbitrators or a native tribunal on a complaint made against
him, he cannot get the consawment (tiri nsa or token head-wine or money:
cf. Footnote 8, P.223) or money or any of his expenses, and the wife
goes away with all the property she possessed at the time of marriage,
and, in addition, she is entitled to claim from him whatever she or her
family may have expended on him. When the marriage is at an end, the wife
can demand from the man a return of all monies and goods of her own in
his possession. If, on the other hand, it was through the fault of the
wife or her family, the consawment, and his trinkets and clothing, not
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calculate a settlement of damages and the party in debt to the other

has to pay the amount outstanding in order to avoid suggestions that one

lineage is benefitting from the wealth of another. These transactions

have to be completed before the divorce is finalized and the woman free

to remarry (Sarbah 1897: 54; Danquah 1928: 157; Amoo 1946: 232). For

those women who had contracted their marriages under both traditional and

statutory law, both the customary and legal processes of dissolution had

to be gone through. Customarily, divorce carries no moral stigma for

a woman (Fortes 1950: 283). Altogether 91% of the women's marriages

ended in divorce (Table 7.7); the remaining 9% ended with the death of
the women's husbands.

But, whilst divorce was always common in traditional Ghanaian

society, so too was remarriage. At first glance the remarriage rates

for the present respondents may appear to suggest that this is still

TABLE 7.7: MANNER IN WHICH MARRIAGES CONTRACTED BY FORMERLY-MARRIED
KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age), WHO PARTICIPATED IN
MAIN STUDY, ENDED (percentages)

MANNER

MARRIAGE ENDED
First

Marriage
Second

Marriage
Third

Marriage Total

Divorce 91 88 100 91

Death 9 12 - 9

TOTAL
n

100

34

100

8

100

2

100

44

19 contd ./ . . .

worn out in the service of the wife to her husband, are returned.
Moneys expended by the husband for the maintenance of his wife are not
recoverable. An account of loans advanced to each other, as well as of
funeral donations, is gone into and a balance struck . . . . ". Rattray
(1927: 101-102) agrees, by and large, with Sarbah's account. Fortes
(1950: 281), however, is of the opinion that apart from the tiri nsa,
none of the customary gifts exchanged at the time of marriage is
returnable on divorce. Danquah (1928: 153), on the other hand, states
that not only the marriage expenses but ". . . all that the husband
had . . . during the time of their marital life, given to the wife by
way of present, etc., must be returned to the husband"; this, in Danquah's
opinion is taken so far as to involve repayment "for all the clothing
which has become useless by wear and tear".
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the case (Table 7.8). Amongst these thirty-four formerly married women,

TABLE 7.8: NUMBER OF MARRIAGES CONTRACTED BY FORMERLY-MARRIED KOKOMLEMLE

SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY, IN

ACCORDANCE WITH AGE (percentages.) ,

NUMBER OF
MARRIAGES

CONTRACTED

Age Range
TOTAL

21-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44

One marriage

Two marriages

Three marriages

100

78

22

89

11

80

20

70

30

76

18

6

TOTAL %

n

100

1
4

100

9

100

9

100

5

100

10

100

34

20
18% have a history of two past marriages, whilst 6% have three. Age,

however, does not appear to be a factor in the number of marriages

contracted. Traditionally, a woman tended to leave one marriage in

order to enter another so what may be more revealing is the actual

time-lapse involved since the dissolution of the women's last marriages.

Table 7.9 details the length of time which has elapsed since the last

marriage of these women was terminated. Here we find that as many as

2-in-3 (64%) of these respondents have remained single for upwards of

five years since the ending of their last marriage and almost 3-in-10

(29%) for ten years or more. Also, even in the case of those women

whose marriages were broken by death, customarily the dead man's

successor - a uterine brother or a sister's son, for example - is

expected to go through a form of marriage ceremony with her, though

he might not necessarily wish to cohabit with her (Rattray 1927: 171,

1929: 28-30; Danquah 1928: 161; Amoo 1946: 233; Allott 1960: 234;

de Graft-Johnson 1974: 261-2, 264) . The choice is left to the widow -

she can opt to stay on with her late husband's family or to return to

These marital rates are, incidentally, remarkably similar to those
of the currently-married Kokomlemle women, 21-44 years of age, in the
census population: for these respondents, 81% are experiencing their
first marriage; 17% are currently involved in a second marriage; and 2%
are engaged in their third.
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TABLE 7.9: LENGTH OF TIME IN YEARS SINCE LAST MARRIAGE OF FORMERLY-

MARRIED KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN

MAIN STUDY WAS TERMINATED IN ACCORDANCE WITH AGE (percentages).

LENGTH OF TIME Age Range
TOTAL

IN YEARS

SINCE LAST MARRIAGE
21-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44

0-4 years 100 44 56 - 20 35

5-9 years - 22 44 40 40 35

10-14 years
~~ 33 — 60 40 29

TOTAL
100 99 100 100 100 99

n 1 9 9 5 10 34

her own people (Rattray 1929: 28, 29; Amoo 1946: 233-234; Fortes 1950:

271; Ekow-Daniels 1974: 287) In no instance, however, was this form

of leviratic marriage availed of by the present respondents; none chose

to remain and marry her late husband's heir.

(v) Ghanaian marriage: a general discussion:

From the foregoing, it is obvious that the family in traditional

Ghanaian society is very different from what is understood by such an

arrangement in the West. As we saw, the conjugal partners do not freely

choose each other; neither is the choice of spouse made on the basis of

romantic love. Polygyny, furthermore, makes the possibility of a

companionate relationship between husband and wife extremely unlikely:

a husband has to be very circumspect in his dealing with his wives to
21

avoid arousing jealousy amongst them; and the operation of a double

standard for husbands and wives - the fact that adultery for men and

women is differently defined with a husband entitled to more than one

wife whilst a wife is liable to severe sanctions is she is unfaithful -

is a further factor undermining a close, companionate conjugal bond.

Also, given that the offspring of a marriage are affiliated to either

the mother's or the father's lineage, conjugal partners do not even have

21
Fortes notes in this respect: "It is notorious that co-wives often

show great jealousy of one another. They call each other kora, 'jealous
one', and the usual practice is for a polygamist's wives to live separately'
(1950: 281).
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a common identical interest in their own children. And, finally and perhaps

most importantly: a wife does not acquire any economic rights for herself -

or, in matrilineal societies, for her children - in her husband's estate.

The contrast between Western and Ghanaian conjugal models has been

noted by a number of writers. Omari (1962: 125), a Ghanaian sociologist

has remarked:

"One of the important features of Western culture which
has dynamic significance for the family is that ... the
husband and the wife are partners in the marriage enterprise.
This idea is foreign to our African culture and is only
superficially hailed by the radically emancipated African
male. While the family as a basis for social, economic and
biological activity in Western Society is largely centred
around the husband and wife, in Africa it is not so. A
husband is always thinking about what his family will say
while the wife may be thinking about her mother or sometimes
her father. In terms of the mutual relationship, the man

generally thinks about himself only and, perhaps, never
thinks about the wife at all. While in Western Society a
woman 'leaves her family' to form another with her husband,
we have here in Africa used the woman as a source of

enriching the extended family."

A very similar point has also been made by Bentsi-Enchill (1975:

125), a Ghanaian lawyer:

"Our traditional societies and legal systems (in most of
Ghana, at least), effectually deny and substantially
discourage any concept of the unity of the conjugal family.
With us the wife is not a member of her husband's family,
and the husband is not a member of his wife's family. This
is so in our matrilineal communities; and it would seem to
be so in our patrilineal communities."22

22
Speaking specifically of the matrilineal Akan, Allott (1960: 229),

a British lawyer, elaborates: "As between the parties, the marriage is
not a sacrament; nor is it a union in the sense that husband and wife
become two in one flesh. It is rather a partnership for mutual support
and the procreation of children, readily dissoluble at the will of either
party without the intervention of a court... Husband and wife are,
perhaps, not a social unit (the unit being the matrilineal family or a

segment of it), nor necessarily residential (a wife, with her children,
often continuing to live with her family for some years of the marriage),
certainly not a legal unit.... but they often form... an economic unit".
With regard to the patrilineal Ewe, Kludze (1974: 200-201), a Ghanaian
lawyer, has this to say: "The Ewe, however, do not understand the family
to mean a man, his wife and children. It is not surprising, therefore,
that the Ewe language has no single word for the conjugal family... among
the Ewe the unit referred to as the family is the dzotinu.... This group,

consisting of descendants in the male line, constitutes a single unit....
a wife is not a member of her husband's dzotinu".
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Conjugal ties are, therefore, more circumscribed and less secure

by comparison with those of kinship. Consequently, the lineage group

remains the mainstay of a woman's support and the conjugal relationship -

rather than being an all-inclusive bond between herself and her partner -

involves, essentially, a number of clearly defined rights and obligations.

But, although customary marriage may involve a considerable degree of

male privilege, it is a well-defined, orderly system with stable -

if limited - role prescriptions governing the relationship of the spouses;

and a wife does enjoy a clear set of rights and privileges. Above all,

a husband is not allowed to ill-treat his wife and a woman can have

recourse to divorce if her situation becomes intolerable.

The only women amongst the present respondents who enjoyed anything

approaching the Western conjugal role model were the small numbers of

educated, urban-based women who had been married under the ordinance:

these women had married partners of their own choosing, and, they had

married because they were "in love"; they were the only wives of their

partners; and, they acquired rights for both themselves and their

children in the self-acquired property of their husbands. The findings

of a number of studies carried out in Ghana over a twenty-year period

show clearly that this is the type of marital union which is increasingly

desired - at least by the educated young Ghanaians amongst whom these

researches were conducted. In particular these studies reveal a desire

to move away from traditional forms of betrothal towards a system whereby

marriage partners are selected on the basis of romantic love and notions

of companionship (Jahoda, 1958, 1959; Omari, 1960); a preference for

monogamous as opposed to polygynous marriage (Omari, 1960; Caldwell 1968:

54-56); and a sense that conjugal obligations should take precedence

over kinship ones especially on the issue of inheritance (Omari, 1960).

On each of these issues, women have been found to be more in favour of

change than men.

Despite this marked ideological shift in favour of a Western

conjugal-type marital union, Ghanaian women have not been pressing -

at an organized level - for a more widespread adoption of ordinance

marriage: since the foundation of the first national women's organization

in 1953, they have concentrated their efforts towards improving the status

of women in marriage by seeking changes in family law within the framework

of customary marriage. In particular, they have agitated for legislation

on the vexed question of maintenance - for ALL women by whom men have
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children - and for the entitlement of widows and children to some

interest in a man's estate. On the first issue they have had some
23

success: in 1965 a Maintenance of Children Act was introduced which

allows a woman, customarily married or otherwise, to have recourse to

the courts if a father is proving negligent in providing maintenance
24

for his children. However, their attempts to include the conjugal
2

family in customary inheritance arrangements have not been successful.

23
This Act was introduced by the first Ghanaian female Minister in

her capacity as Minister of Social Welfare. Under the provisions of the
Act, a woman has to apply, in the first instance, to the Social Welfare
Office for a Maintenance Order. The matter is then taken to a Conciliation
Committee which makes recommendations as to the amount of maintenance

payable - an amount not in excess of <#. 10 monthly. A woman is entitled
to take her case to court if the father does not comply with this
maintenance order or defaults in the payments. A new Maintenance of
Children Decree was under public discussion during the fieldwork period:
this Decree did not stipulate a ceiling on the amount of maintenance
payable but would be dependent on the income of the father. Also, the
onus would not be on the woman to initiate proceedings: the Social Welfare
Department or anybody else with an interest in the child could do so
(Ekow-Daniels 1974: 288-290; Jones-Quartey 1974: 292-294) .

24
Just how effective this Act has been in helping women, however,

can be judged, perhaps, by a case reported in the local press at the time
of the fieldwork (Ghanaian Times, June 21, 1974) . A mother of five
children had taken her husband to Court for refusing to comply with a

previous Court Order that arrears of maintenance incurred over a six-
month period should be paid to her. The Court found the man guilty and
sent him to prison; but, in what can only be interpreted as a punitive
measure designed to discourage other women from having recourse to the
courts for maintenance orders, the judge ruled that the woman should
contribute towards the man's financial upkeep whilst in prison'.

25
In the nineteen-fifties the Federation of Ghana Women - founded in

1953 - started agitating - mainly through persuasion of Government officials
and traditional Chiefs - for what they termed the "legalization of
customary marriage": this was an attempt to get customary marriage
recognized in statutory law. In particular they wanted legislation
introduced which would oblige men to maintain their wives and which would
enable widows to enjoy some share in the estates of their deceased husbands.
Partly as a result of their efforts, an Inheritance Commission - on which
women from the Federation of Ghana #omen were represented - was set up in
1959. Their brief was to examine the provisions for the inheritance of
self-acquired property in traditional customary marriage when the owner
died intestate. Disagreement arose, however, amongst the members of the
Commission and the Report of their findings was never made public.

Certain anomalies in the Criminal Code relating to plural marriage
brought the whole question of marriage, divorce and inheritance to the
fore again in 1961. The public discussion which followed forced the
Minister of Justice to draw up proposals for one legal framework for all
types of marriage and divorce. In May 1961 the Government issued a White
Paper on Marriage, Divorce and Inheritance. With regard to marriage,
it was proposed that one wife - whether customary or statutory - should
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Up to this point the concentration has been on those single women

who have complied with the normative expectations of their society to

marry. As we can see from Table 7.10, these formerly-married women

TABLE 7.10: PAST PARTICIPATION IN MARRIAGE OF KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN

(21-44 years of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY IN ACCORDANCE WITH

AGE (percentages).

PAST PARTICIPATION
Age Range

IN

MARRIAGE
21-24 25-29

r
30-34 35-39 40-44

TOTAL

Non-married women:

Married in the past 4 35 47 62 100 39

Unmarried women:

Have never married 96 65 53 38 61

TOTAL % 100 100 100 100 100 100

n 24 26 19 8 10 87

25 contd./ . . .

be registered at a Marriage Registry: if the man subsequently
married another woman polygynously, it would not be considered an offence
nor constitute grounds for divorce. On the issue of divorce, either
party could apply for divorce to either a senior or junior Court which
would then appoint an arbitration panel of four persons to see if
reconciliation could be effected; the hearings would be in private
without any lawyers in attendance although each of the parties could be
accompanied by one or two relatives; the outcome of these proceedings
would be announced publicly in Court. With regard to inheritance, it
was proposed that a registered wife would be entitled to one-third of
a man's self-acquired property if he died intestate; the remaining two-
thirds would go to his children - whether the issue of his registered
wife or of any other woman; only in instances where a man was not
survived by a wife or children would his property be handled in accordance
with customary law.

Opposition to this White Paper and the three draft Government Bills
introduced in 1962 and 1963 was immediate, coming especially from the
Churches, the Law Societies and, a number of Women's groups. Women
objected to the proposals on a number of grounds: some women - probably
those already customarily married - interpreted them as an attempt to
legislate for a monogamous system of marriage and were fearful that
women already married polygynously would lose their status as married
women; and they were also anxious about the effects this legislation
would have for children of these marriages; on the other hand, other
women viewed the proposed legislation as an indirect way of legalizing
polygyny in that children born outside the registered marriage would be
fully recognized for purposes of inheritance.

The Government was finally forced to drop the Bill in June 1963. A
Law Reform Committee, however, was set up to look into the whole question
of inheritance which was still meeting in the late-seventies. However, no

subsequent Government has been successful in introducing legislation to
deal with the extremely complex and highly-charged area of Ghanaian family
law reform (Vellenga 1971: 125-150).
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tend to be, on average, considerably older than their unmarried sisters.

In each age-cohort, in ascending order, there is an increased level of

past participation in marriage: thus, whilst only 4% of the women in the

age-range 21-24 have been married in the past, the figure is as high as

47% for those 30-34 years of age, and reaches 100% for those in the 40-

44 age-bracket. And, although their marriages did not endure (for reasons

which will be discussed in the next chapter), these women at least "went

in and tried".

Those women who did marry, however, constitute just 2-in-5 (39%)

of the single women who participated in the main study; there still

remains 3-in-5 (61%) single women who have never participated in any

form of marital union. It is, therefore, to some consideration of these

women that we will now turn. We will consider whether these women have

been subjected to the same controls and expectations as the formerly-

married women; and, if not marriage, then what kind of relationships are

they forming with men at this stage in their lives when they should be

married?

B. MALE-FEMALE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE UNMARRIED WOMEN:

(i) The social control of an unmarried girl:

An unmarried Ghanaian woman remains under the supervision of her

parents who have a major responsibility for her moral education and for
26

her discipline (Rattray 1929: 11-14; Fortes 1950: 268). Amongst most

Ghanaian ethnic groups this includes maintaining tight controls over

the exercise of a daughter's sexuality and ensuring, above all, that
27

she does not become pregnant.

These responsibilities are clearly enjoined in both matrilineal
and patrilineal societies. In matrilineal societies a father shoulders
responsibility for the moral training of his biological children even
though he may not have married the mother (Ekow-Daniels 1974: 288); in
the same way, even after divorce or separation, a conscientious father
would discharge these responsibilities (Fortes 1950: 268); and in the
event of a father's death, responsibility passes to the man's lineage
(Ollennu 1966: 205; Ekow-Daniels 1974: 288). In patrilineal societies
the father or his family assumes full responsibility for the moral
training and education of a man's children whether the man has custody
of the children or not (Jones-Quartey 1974: 298).

27
The consequences of sexual laxity prior to a girl's marriage have

been widely treated in the ethnographic literature (Rattray 1929: 306;
Field 1940: 185-191; Fortes 1950: 265, 278; Manoukian 1950: 52; and
Busia 1951: 70-72). Rattray notes in respect of the matrilineal Asante:
"In times not so very remote, any laxity of morals prior to reaching
puberty was commonly punished by death or expulsion from the clan of
both the guilty parties" (1927: 74). As girls were married as soon as
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The parents' efforts to control a girl rest largely on externally

imposed prohibitions on the formation of relationships with boyfriends,

and by restricting her freedom to do so; afterall, in Ghanaian society,

sexual relations between men and women are considered natural and normal,

and it is platonic friendships which are difficult to envisage. All

contact between a nubile young girl and a non-kin boy is to be avoided,

therefore, if possible. At the same time, the traditional distance and

respect which exists between parents and their children means that any

direct discussion of boyfriends or of a girl's burgeoning sexuality

does not occur; however, a mother will try to instil in her daughter

a fear and distrust of men, and will warn her against becoming pregnant;

and the dire consequences of trying to abort are also drummed home for

added reinforcement. The overall result of this mode of socialization

is that a young woman's own internal controls over the exercise of her

sexuality are minimal: the process has not taught her to govern her

behaviour in the light of some internalized moral code of conduct, or

of values such as self-control or chastity; desirable behaviour consists

essentially in not violating parental prescriptions.

Controlling the behaviour of daughters in a tightly-knit rural

community presents few problems. Indeed, the notion of 'boyfriend'

was alien to many of those non-married women discussed already whose

childhoods had been spent in small villages. Mercy, for example, the

non-married Ewe fishmonger, had grown up in a village in the Volta

Region and had to seek clarification as to what was meant by 'boyfriend'

before replying: "Oh no, I never had a boyfriend. There was nothing

like that in our village.";' and, Habiba, the non-married Hausa/Zamfara

orange seller whose childhood was spent in the Brong Ahafo Region,

27 contd./...
they reached puberty, it was any sexual laxity prior to marriage

which was proscribed. In respect of the Ga, Manoukian (1950: 91)
observes: "In general, it is considered blasphemous and dangerous for
a girl to conceive a child before her kpemo (puberty) rites have been
performed and in earlier days such a woman and her child were driven
from the 'town'". There are, however, some northern ethnic groups like
the Tallensi (Fortes 1949b:101) and Konkomba (Tait 1961: 99) where
pre-nuptial chastity is not valued; and the southern patrilineal
Krobos have a system whereby a husband's rights in genetricem are
transferred only after a woman has had one child (which belongs to
her family) with the result that a woman's first child is often the
product of a common law union contracted prior to her first marriage
(Tetteh 1967: 208).
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replied in the same vein: "Such things like having boyfriends were

unheard of in our place. In our hometown, somebody could run away with

somebody's wife but a young girl who is not married - it is unheard of

that she should flirt". The extent to which a girl's social relationships

were regulated, and her movements restricted to ensure that opportunities

for contact with boys did not arise, is brought out nicely in the reply

of Aliya, the non-married Sisala charcoal seller from the Upper Region,

on being posed a question about boyfriends:

"How could you get the chance to go out and flirt? You
are always in the house. If you go for water, you are
in the company of women. If you go for firewood, you are
in the company of women. If you go for our annual festival
Damba, you go and come in the company of women. So when you
go to your husband, you are certainly a virgin". (Tape-recorded
interview in Hausa).

However, even in rural Ghana, change is now apparent: parental

ultimatums to young girls to follow their bidding or "find your own way"

are not as effective now that there is a real possibility for young women

of doing the latter by escaping to the cities.

In urban centres, parents are just as keen to insist on pre-marital

chastity for their daughters, and the proscription against social relation¬

ships with boyfriends remains the same. However, bringing up children

in the city is more problematic than in a rural community. In the first

instance, urban living makes the confinement of relationships extremely

difficult. In a neighbourhood like Kokomlemle, for example - an area

not atypical, in many respects, of other neighbourhood areas of Accra -

the 'moral density' of a rural village is clearly lacking: the presence

of large numbers of 'strangers' means that residents are not bound by

standardized social norms nor by any common, cohesive sense of community;

and the living arrangements - the large compound-houses composed

predominantly of individual households - render any form of effective

surveillance of a daughter's movements extremely difficult.

Education is another important factor which contributes to an overall

weakening in parental control of adolescent daughters. At a general level,

education may undermine such traditional values as obedience and chastity

by placing a greater stress on, say, achievement and material gain. Also,

as Robertson points out in her discussion of Ga schoolgirls, an unschooled

mother may be reluctant to insist that an educated daughter adopt her

moral code for fear of being considered old-fashioned and out of step

with the changing world (_1974a: 154). However, perhaps the major way
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in which schooling undercuts the parents' role as custodians of their

daughter's virtue is simply by removing them from the direct supervision

of their parents and by opening up opportunities for contact with young

men.

By the time a girl has finished middle school, she is already

nubile. The unsupervised journey to and from school provides many

opportunities for striking up relationships with young men: young

schoolboys are anxious to "score girlfriends" whom they invite back to

some room in a compound to which they have access; and, older bachelors

living in the houses "sweet talk" young schoolgirls and tempt them with

gifts and money. And, once a girl responds to these overtures and

transgresses her parents' wishes on the taking of a boyfriend, there

is little to hold her back from sexual intimacy. And, a boyfriend

certainly expects it: indeed, sexual intercourse is taken by a boyfriend

Cor, so at least he would have his girlfriend to believe) as the

necessary proof of a girl's love; consequently a young girl experiencing
her first romantic attachment risks losing her boyfriend by refusing to

have sex.

Sending a daughter to boarding-school does not solve the problem

as even there young girls manage to find many opportunities for forming

relationships with boys . Although it is against school rules to have

boyfriends, the girls easily get around this. The regular, organized

inter-school sporting and social events arranged between boys and girls

in 'paired' schools of the same town provide an acceptable context for

contact between the sexes and many of the early boyfriends of the women

were first met on these occasions; girls are about fourteen or fifteen

years of age at this point. These are the first 'romantic' attachments

of the women, and usually go no further than letter writing and the

occasional illicit meeting during vacations involving much subterfuge

to defuse parental suspicion: "My dad was very strict", Adjua, the

26-year old Fante public relations officer, pointed out, "You know

he knew how it was for boys to fool girls because he had been doing it.

So we could just have some few hours together on the pretence that we

were somewhere else because my dad was so strict with our movements";
and Rebecca, the 25-year old Fante horticulturalist recalling her first

romance, remarked: "The boy couldn't come to our house so it was just

a matter of writing to each other. This boy - he was so full of words.

He used to write such nice, sweet, loving letters to me and I was just

so carried away. For the first time in my life I had that kind of

feeling for a boy though we weren't seeing each other very much".
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However, as these boarding-school girls get older, they are exposed

to many temptations. Girls in the senior forms of the more select and

prestigious schools are regarded as highly desirable girlfriends, and

civil servants, army officers, politicians and business—men vie with

each other for their favours; and even some teachers are not above trying

to seduce their young female charges. Elite men always have the pretext

of a visit to a daughter or a niece to justify their presence around the

schools, and the spectacle of a long procession of cars cruising around

the grounds of these schools during visiting-times at weekends is common;

the young giggling schoolgirls hang unashamedly from their windows vetting

the car-occupants and sizing up demand. Some of the girls succumb to

the tempting offers of these men - "sugar daddies" or "ole man bogeys"

as they are known in popular slang terms. However, a liaison with an

older man is contracted solely for economic motives - for a supply of

the fashionable dresses, wigs, shoes, bags and cosmetics which young

girls crave at this point in their lives. Hence a girl from a poor

background is particularly vulnerable to the overtures of these men.

"This 'sugar daddy' used to come to the school to pick me" explained

Juliana, a 22-year old Kwawu receptionist who had attended boarding-

school in Tamale (_N.R.) "He wasn't really my boyfriend - he was 'ole man

bogey', about forty or forty-five. But how he looked me". In the same

vein Lorraine, a 25-year old receptionist who had attended boarding-school

in Ho (V.R.), commented: "This man flirted with me but I wasn't serious

with him. I didn't mind him because, by then, I didn't want 'to score'

boyfriend. Whenever he comes for me I tell him I need something -

shoes, bag, dress, buy it for me and he would". On the other hand, girls
from wealthier backgrounds who can rely on their own families to keep

themselves kitted out in the latest fashion^confine themselves to more

'romantic' attachments formed with boys of their own age. Some of these

relationships may involve sexual intimacies but many do not. Fear holds

some women back: "With we African girls" remarked Faustina, a 26-year

old Builsa police officer, "we feel reluctant. When you go with him your

'this thing' may be damaged, so you feel afraid". For other women the

relationships constituted no more than lighthearted dalliances and their

main commitments were to their studies. And, for yet other women a

fear of pregnancy arising out of their ignorance of effective contraceptive

methods - and an even greater fear of abortion about whose attendant

dangers their mothers have repeatedly warned - holds them back. Only

Honora, the 21-year old Ga-Adangbe primary school teacher - a Jehovah Witness -
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advanced moral reasons for retaining her virginity. But keeping chaste

is a major battle in the face of a boyfriend's attempts to convince

a young girl that sexual abstinence implies a lack of love: "Everyday

we have to fight, fight, fight" recalls Salina, the 26-year old Ewe

accounts clerk.

Parents try very hard to reassert their authority once they realize
that their daughters are departing from what is to them an acceptable

moral code of behaviour: one prominent father - a minister in a former

civilian government - actually enlisted the co-operation of the police

in having his daughter locked up in a police cell in an attempt to get

her to mend her ways; three ashawo women were committed to borstals on the

instigation of their parents after abandoning their schooling for the

excitements of the dancer-halls and discotheques; another father had

enlisted the assistance of a number of juju (medicine) men in the belief

that somebody was bewitching his daughter; and the stock remedies of

beatings and arranged marriages were all attempted in an effort to get

teenage daughters to tow the parental line.

(ii) Teenage pregnancy and birth outside marriage:

The predictable outcome of this lack of control is that girls

become pregnant. Table 7.11 details the incidence of births amongst

the women - outside of marriage - whilst they were still teenagers.

TABLE 7.11: INCIDENCE OF TEENAGE PREGNANCY AND BIRTH OUTSIDE OF
MARRIAGE AMONGST KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age) WHO
PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY IN ACCORDANCE WITH OCCUPATIONAL STATUS

(percentages)

Occupational status of woman

TEENAGE PREGNANCY Prof Semi- White Self- Pros¬ Total

AND BIRTH
Prof Collar,

Sales,
Unempl»

employed
traders,
Dressmkr

titutes

Had baby outside - 44 36 21 56 32

of marriage
whilst still a

teenager

Did not have 100 56 64 79 44 68

baby outside of
marriage whilst
still a teenager

TOTAL %
n

100

8

100

9

100

25

100

29

100

16

100

87
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These pregnancies were neither planned nor desired by the women -

"It just happened that I got pregnant" was the common explanation. Youth,

innocence and an early experimentation with sex without effective

contraception were usually the main factors involved. Ayanima, a 34-year

old Yoruba/Ga awasheng, was only fourteen and helping her grandmother

with her fish business in Accra when she met a Ga electrician: "This was

the first man to introduce me to sex. People were talking about it so

I too wanted to see what it was like". Youth, 'first love' and the

urgings of boyfriends can prove a particularly heady combination in

driving away thoughts of the consequences: "You know", Fidelia, the

25-year old Builsa ashawo, explained "we were children and we didn't

have any idea of taking tablets or anything"; at the time Fidelia was in
Form 2 of a Cape Coast Secondary School and her boyfriend in another

school nearby.

A young girl's realization that she is pregnant may take some time

to dawn. Abena, the 27-year old Ga-Adangbe family planning counsellor,
was fifteen and in the final year of her middle-schooling in Accra when

she conceived:

"I got pregnant without even realizing it. I talked to my
friends about missing my period but they only told me that
there was nothing unusual about that, that young girls often
missed their periods like that, It was only later on when
I began to feel sick in the morning that I began to be afraid".
(Tape-recorded interview in English).

Ignorance about effective contraceptive methods was particularly

noticeable amongst those women who grew up in rural areas: "By that time

we don't know what is 'family planning' self in Ghana"; "Oh, we know

that there are these our native medicines but no 'family planning'".

However, even women growing up in urban centres could hardly have been

familiar with modern contraceptive techniques as there was no 'family

planning' programme in Ghana when they were teenagers; it was 1970 before

the government launched its comprehensive Family Planning Programme. By

1974, however, there were two Planned Parenthood clinics operating in

Accra; in addition, 140 clinics had been established throughout the

country and an additional 600 retailers had been licenced to sell

subsidized contraceptives (Smock 1977: 209).

The case histories of other women reveal an inadequate or faulty

knowledge about birth control. Martina, for example, a 23-year old

unemployed Asante, had grown up in the mining town of Akwatia (E.R.);she
found herself pregnant at fourteen years of age:
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"I saw this boy when I was in Form 2 elementary school.
He also was a schoolboy. We became friends. The first
day I was afraid but later the boy told me not to be

J O

afraid because he was using something - this apiolestil,
a tablet". (Tape-recorded interview in Twi)

Martina's belief that there is an effective oral male contraceptive

is widely held by the women. Boyfriends may even be instrumental in

maintaining this belief; afterall, it does help to assuage a girl's

fears and to break down resistance; andjgenerally speaking, Ghanaian

men are not averse to making their girlfriends pregnant and proving

thereby their own reproductive capacities. Martina's further comments

bear out this latter point: "The boy wanted me to be pregnant so he

didn't take his tablet. Later on he told me this" . .

The realization that she is pregnant provokes a major crisis for

the young girl. Frightened to confide in her parents, her first thought

is - to use the common expressions - "to spoil it" or "have an evacuation".

Schoolgirls are the worst off in this respect as very often the boyfriends

responsible are also schoolboys and unable to assist them financially in

procuring abortions. They are also the young women with most to lose:

female students who become pregnant are obliged to leave school.

Consequently, they are prepared to go to any lengths to obtain abortions

before the news breaks to their parents. Grace, for example, the 22-year

old Ewe secretary in the Ministry of Home Affairs, became pregnant whilst

a student at a Teacher Training College from which she subsequently had

to withdraw. Her account of the steps she took to try to procure an

abortion is not atypical:

"You know at the time I had just completed my first year in
the Training College, I wasn't using anything because I
didn't expect to get myself into such a situation at that
point: I wasn't having any mind to sleep with anybody, because
to be frank, I wasn't interested in sex. So when I had slept
with this boy, when I came back to the house I went to a
certain woman and she gave me some of her tablets.28 j took two
of these. But when my period was due I saw they had failed.
I talked it to the boy first that I wanted to abort the child,
but he threatened to take me to the police station for killing
the child. So I stayed for sometime and I thought: 'oh, this
thing, I must abort it'. So I went to the hospital. But I
couldn't take any of my relatives along so they wouldn't agree.
Then I went to a private clinic and so fortunately for me I
met an old schoolmate at the dispensary. She gave me some
tablets and some injections, but yet, still, would you believe,
this thing wouldn't come. Then I became sick - so sick and
slim. Later my family saw it and there came a riot in the
house; 'why should I be pregnant at this moment?', they were

28
These tablets are presumably 'morning-after' pills. A variety of

pills are available in Ghana.
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going to do this and that, to fine the nan, and
everything of that sort. I told my mother I wanted to
abort the baby but she wouldn't agree; if it happened
that I was pregnant I should let it be but just that this
wasn't the right time for it." (Tape-recorded conversation
in English).

The father of Grace's baby - an unmarried Ewe business-man - was keen

that Grace should go ahead with the pregnancy. Indeed, the support of

the father can often prove the crucial factor in a young woman's

decision to proceed with a pregnancy. Marriage, also, is mooted as

an additional inducement though any actual commitment by way of marital

rites or the presentation of gifts must await the birth of the baby.

Young women trust the men and go ahead with their pregnancies. Some

however, do not even reach full-term before they are faced with the

devastating fact that they have been deceived.

Anastasia, the 27-year old Kwawu secretary employed by the Ministry

of Health, described the circumstances surrounding her decision to go

ahead with her pregnancy; she had just started work as a typist in the

civil service at the time:

"At the time I was about eighteen and this man was about
thirty. I knew he was married as he stayed in our
neighbourhood. When I became pregnant I intended
aborting it - in fact, that was not the first time of
my conceiving; we had then aborted one about six months
before. I tried to convince him that I should have an

abortion for this one too, but he said no. He had told me
before - because of what happened after the first abortion,
which was very serious - that if by chance I happened to get
pregnant again, he wouldn't mind to marry me; and you know
in Ghana here, we do practise polygamy. So as he was

insisting that I should bring down the child, I went ahead.
But later on he didn't agree to marry me." (Tape-recorded
interview in English).

The case of Cassandra, a 28-year old Ewe/Adangbe ashawo who had

first come to Accra to work as a housegirl, was similar. She was

tricked into keeping her pregnancy on the promise of marriage of an

Austrian she had befriended sometime after she started moving in

Accra's club-land:

"We met not quite long when I got pregnant. I really loved
the boy; otherwise I would have got rid of the pregnancy.
Also he did promise that he would marry me. There was even
talk of saving money, buying me my own sports car and
everything. But he was deceiving me - all the time he had
these plans with his own contregirl. And you know, me, a
young girl, running away from the parents, refusing them
when they tried to get me to stop with this man... When this
happened I should have gone and told somebody to see whether
we were going to get married or something like this.
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But I believed all these empty promises. By the time
the child was born we had already finished. It really hurt"
(Tape-recorded conversation in English).

Cassandra's account is instructive not only because it details how

easily young women are betrayed but also because it draws attention to

the not uncommon pattern whereby women will go ahead with pregnancies

once they are involved in stable, exclusive relationships with boyfriends.

This pattern was particularly obvious in the case of those unmarried

women who are presenting working as prostitutes: after spending a

number of years around the dancer-halls moving from one casual client

and affair to another, a woman may meet somebody with whom she becomes

more seriously involved whereupon she may decide to go ahead and have

the man's child. In retrospect, these women merely marvel at their

past gullibility and constancy. Promise, the 26-year old Ibo ashawo,

had spent six months in Accra supporting herself by prostitution after

running away from school in Koforidua (E.R.) when she became seriously

involved with a Ghanaian Ewe who fathered her child: "I believe this boy

made some juju for me .... Even when he went away to London for six

months on a course, I couldn't fuck with anybody else. I would tell

them: 'I have got a boyfriend overseas; only he do I fuck'. When I

got pregnant the boy asked me to keep it and I agreed". Ruby, the 25-

year old Asante ashawo had also run away from school - a convent school

in Kumasi (A.R.); after a couple of years in Accra, and numerous casual
/

involvements, she became involved with a Togolese whom she met in Lome,

the capital of Togoland: "He made me stop this prostitution life even in

Accra for three good years, When I became pregnant, in my own mind I

wanted to go and remove it but he said, please, I beg you, so I left it."

These unmarried women are in no doubt themselves as to what

traditional expectations are with regard to pre-marital pregnancy: "In my

place", Faustina, the 26-year old northern Ghanaian Builsa police officer,

explained simply, "You have to get married before you get pregnant"; and,

southern women are similarly forthright: "With the Akuapems", noted

Emily, the 28-year old Akuapem midwife, "the man has to come and tell

our parents 'this is my girlfriend; I would like to marry her and I

learned she is your daughter and I would like to ask for her hand', and

so on, but that didn't happen".

Traditional reserve and distance prevent a mother from openly

voicing whatever suspicions she may be harbouring that her daughter is
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pregnant: instead some female kinswoman is dispatched who reports

back to the mother who has then to break the news to the girl's father.

The initial family reaction is one of fury and disappointment manifested

particularly by the father. The young girl may find herself summararily

banished from home - 'sacked' - until tempers have a chance to cool;

indeed Fidelia, the Builsa ashawo, ran away herself after her father had

threatened to kill both herself and her young schoolboy lover. Shame

on the family name is the major cause for family displeasure. However,

shame is compounded with anger when a schoolgirl is involved as a

girl's education is regarded as a form of family investment which is

now regarded as wasted: "It was because he had spent money on me" noted

Fidelia by way of explaining her father's rage,

A girl must name the man responsible for her pregnancy and approaches

are then made by the girl's parents to the parents of the boy. Some

clear rural/urban differences are obvious in the women's accounts of

what happened next, In the case of women impregnated in rural areas,

there was no hint given of genitors attempting to deny paternity: here

the emphasis was placed on the guilt and punishment of the man for the

'theft' of a daughter, and the issue of 'damages' - the settlement the

man and his family make to the girl's family; also parents in rural

areas appeared to experience no difficulty in summoning genitors and

their families from far-flung places for the settlement of the matter

and the payment of pacificatory fees. The following accounts of

Auntie Dora and Yaa are in no respect atypical of how matters are handled

by the two families concerned, and have been selected as examples of

patrilineal and matrilineal group practices.

"I was sixteen at that time and still at school. The
Chief in our town had given a ruling that anybody who
put a schoolgirl in the family way, they should pay

fifty pounds. But my father decided not to let the
matter go to the Chief; they settled it at home. But
the man didn't go free. My father sent for the boy's
parents from Anomabo in Fante—land and they came to our
town. They were given a tough time before they settled
the matter. He was asked to pay thirty pounds fine and had
to give some drinks - two bottles of schnapps." (Auntie
Dora, the 40-year old Ewe cloth trader; tape-recorded
interview in Ewe).

"I was staying with my aunt (MZ) when this Ga driver put
me in the family way. When the man came with his younger
brother to plead, they were meaning to fine him heavily.
But he begged and promised that after I had delivered he
would take me to learn a trade in a vocational school so

he wasn't given any serious heavy fine; he just had to
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give two bottles of schnapps and four pounds to acknowledge
the pregnancy. But he was cautioned and told to look after
me until such time as I delivered and after he should take

me to school. So after receiving the drinks, there was
no other rite performed." (Yaa, the 27-year old Akuapem
yam trader; tape-recorded interview in Twi).

In urban areas, however, attempts by genitors to deny paternity -

especially when mere schoolboys themselves - are very common. At this

stage, the matter is out of the girl's hands and it is parents who have

to endure the slurs and insults freely cast on their daughter's character

by the man's family as they attempt to evade their responsibilities. To
illustrate the difficulties encountered by parents in urban areas in

having their daughters' pregnancies acknowledged - and the contrast

between rural and urban practices - the following extracts from the

women's accounts are included:

"When my mother went to the boy's house to explain that this
is the case, she and the boy's mother had some bitter quarrel.
The boy's mother was trying to make out that it wasn't her son
who did it. And the boy, too, because he was afraid, that's
why he denied it". (Helena, the 22-year old Akuapem sales
assistant; tape-recorded interview in English) .

"When my parents reported the matter, the mother was swearing
that her boy could not do that. This boy, too, wasn't
available to be asked. He was afraid of the consequences
so he ran away. My mother became furious and there was some
furious quarrel. My parents went home on condition that the
boy's parents would find out from the boy". (Majella, the
22-year old Ewe sales assistant: tape-recorded interview in
English).

Just how far matters have gone is perhaps best highlighted by Effua's

story of what happened, when her mother approached her boyfriend's family:

"The boy's father just told her that when his own daughter was

taken, put in family way by somebody, the fellow has refused
to come forward so he saw no reason why somebody else's
daughter should come and worry him". (Effua, the 26-year old
Akuapem enrolled nurse: tape-recorded interview in English).

The young boy concerned is, of course, also fearful of his own

parents' wrath which is why, initially, he tries to make himself scarce

or even runs away to avoid being confronted directly. In the vast

majority of cases, however, the boy's family can eventually prevail upon

him to own up and admit responsibility as they, too, are not keen to

stir up a scandal.
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Once paternity is established, a delegation from the boy's family

(made up of the boy, and probably an uncle and some other male relative)

will call on the girl's parents or guardians and there is a formal

admission of responsibility. On this occasion, some pacificatory money

(approximately & 20) and drinks (schnapps) are presented. The question

of the couple's marriage is raised but deferred for further consideration

until after the baby's birth.

Once responsibility has been accepted by the genitor and even

token seduction fees paid to the girl's family, the girl and her pregnancy

are fully accepted by her family: "With the man coming out with drinks

and money like that to declare ownership of the pregnancy, my grandmother's

heart cooled"; "Later my father calmed down. He said I'm not going

to bring forth an animal, I'm bringing forth a human being so its alright";

"Once he came to admit to my father that he had stolen me, that he had

wronged my parents, it was alright"; "My father too was only happy that

somebody had come to accept my pregnancy".

Unless already living independently of her family (as, for example,

an ashawo) there is no question of a girl taking up residence with

the man; this has to be preceded by the 'engagement' which, customarily,

is never performed when a girl is pregnant. There is, however, a

widely held belief amongst some ethnic groups that sexual intercourse

is important for the developing foetus so even though a girl's

relationship with the genitor may be under severe strain in the wake

of his attempts to deny paternity, sexual relations may continue. The

account given by Fidelia catches the pathos, misery and frustration of

a girl caught up in one of these unwanted pregnancies:

"His parents came to my father to do the customs because
they didn't want any scandal. After this the boy was afraid
of me and my big belly but his mother told him he had to see
me every weekend so he just came by force. I was so unhappy.
I was always crying, crying, crying. I loved this boy - first
love, what do you think?" (Fidelia, 25-year old Builsa ashawo:
tape-recorded conversation in English).

Indeed, Faustina, another Builsa, and one of the police officers, blamed

the subsequent death of her 4-month old infant on the fact that her

army officer boyfriend had absconded without further contact soon after

her impregnation.
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Although the initial family furore over a girl's pregnancy may

subside, life,- however-, can never be the same again for the girl. A

young, schoolgoer's future will have suffered a major setback: forced

to withdraw from school, she usually has to abandon any further

educational ambitions unless she can find other than familial forms

of sponsorship. Her future hinges to a large extent on the man

and his family's ability and willingness to accept responsibility for

her. However, the promises made at the time of the pregnancy-crisis —

promises to undertake the sponsorship of her education or vocational

training once the baby has been born, or to buy her a sewing machine,

or to provide trading capital - are rarely honoured. Consequently, a

girl finds herself forced back into a position of extreme dependency on

her family; in practice, this often means exchanging the life of a

schoolgirl for that of a trader or farmer. Pregnancy, however, does not

involve quite the same upheaval for an older woman: if self-employed

as a trader or farmer, she continues to trade or farm right up until

the end of her pregnancy; and if an employee, she can continue to work

throughout her pregnancy and resume again after three month's paid

maternity leave.

Eight days after the birth, the father of the childaccompanied

by some senior relatives, presents himself at the woman's family home

in order to name or 'outdoor' the child:

"The man and his uncle came to perform the outdooring.
He brought money - some one hundred cedis - for myself
together with earrings and some bracelets for my
daughter". (Anastasia, the 27-year old Kwawu secretary;
tape-recorded interview in English).

"After I delivered he brought one bottle of schnapps, one
pot of palm wine and some four pounds ten shillings in
money; then also he brought three big tubers of yam in
a bowl, some smoked fish on a plate and a bundle of firewood.
He also took along three half-pieces of cloth. Then too
for the child he brought napkins and dresses together with
powder, oil, pomade and perfume." (Antonia, the 24-year
old unemployed Ewe; tape-recorded interview in English).

These 'outdooring' ceremonies are crucial to the establishment of a

child's position in his parents' lineages. And, once a child has been

publicly named by the acknowledged father, the parent's marital status

is immaterial: the child is considered fully legitimate and is absorbed

as a full lineage member with all due legal rights and privileges

(Danquah 1928: 148, 185; Rattray 1929: 25; Amoo 1946: 228; Fortes 1949a:
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76; 1950: 266; Manoukian 1950: 89; Antuban 1963: 48). A certain

social stigma, however, attaches to the unmarried mother (Amoo 1946:

228) .

None of the relationships which the women formed with these

boyfriends who fathered their children when they themselves were young

teenagers ever materialized into marriage.

(iii) The "spoiling" of unwanted pregnancies:

The number of teenage mothers outside of marriage would have been

far higher were it not for the high percentage of women who were success¬

ful in "spoiling" unwanted pregnancies. Table 7.12 details the number

TABLE 7.12:INCIDENCE OF ABORTION NOTED BY K0K0MLEMLE SINGLE

WOMEN (21-44 years of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY, AND
WITH WHOM THE ISSUE WAS DISCUSSED, IN ACCORDANCE WITH OCCUPATIONAL
STATUS (absolute numbers)

INCIDENCE
Occupational status of woman

Prostitute

OF

ABORTION

Prof Semi-

Prof

White-

Collar

Self-

Emp

Ashawo Awasheng Total

Number of abortions

undergone

- 4 32 3 24+ 6 69+

Number of women

involved

" 4 15 2 7 2 30

Writers are, however, divided as to whether any social stigma
attaches to 'illegitimate' offspring. Danquah (1928: 148) notes:
"The issue of the illegal connexion (of a girl and an unacceptable
suitor) will be "illegitimate" - not that the child would be disinherited,
or in any way inconvenienced in its general progress in life, for
illegitimacy of children is unknown in our institutions". Also, Fortes
(1950: 266) observes, apropos a man refusing to acknowledge paternity
of a child: "The latter is fully legitimate, as far as his status in
his matrilineal lineage is concerned, but he carries a stigma which
may be thrown at his head in later life in a quarrel". On the other
hand, the Ghanaian writer Antubam (1963: 48) is quite emphatic that
even the concept of 'illegitimacy' is unknown in traditional Ghanaian
society: "In traditional communities in Ghana up to this day there is no

such puritan nonsense as "bastard child". Every child is a treasured
element of the society irrespective of how it was conceived".
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of abortions noted by those respondents with whom the issue was discussed.

Although illegal, both dilation and curettage (D & C) operations

performed by qualified gynaecologists, and back-street 'instrument'

abortions are widely available in Accra. They provide a highly lucrative

source of additional income for doctors and nurses and a variety of other

para-medical personnel otherwise employed in either public or private

medical practice in the city. Schoolgirls, college students and other

urban-based women are their main clients. Indeed, here again a major

divide as between those respondents who were educated and urban-based on

the one hand and those who were unschooled and rural-based on the other,

emerges. Quite simply, abortion was not entertained as an option for

disposing of unwanted pregnancies by those women who were village-based

as teenagers. They were quite horrified at the idea of abortion: "For

our place, we don't do so", remarked Mercy Kludze, the 43-year old Ewe

fishmonger; "Our town", noted Ama Kuma, the 40-year old Akyem/Ga rice

trader, "don't like it. We believe that if you do abortion you will die";

and, Maki Arku, the 38-year old Ewe plantain and groundnut trader commented:

"In the whole Volta Region we believe that if you don't take time and

cause abortion, you will die".

When girls first realize that they have an unwanted pregnancy, the

more worldly-wise will attempt to obtain some high-oestrogen 'morning-

after' pills; the less sophisticated will resort to some form of local

'folk' abortifacient:

"If I know that my period hasn't come down for one or two weeks
then I start to make my own mixture, I will take three or four
lemons and cut and squeeze the juice and put kawu (a salty substance
used by Northerners to flavour and preserve their stews) inside.
Then I put it on the fire and put it down for sometime. Thats
all. When a bit cool I will drink it. It won't come down like
that the first time; you will try it again. It usually works
the second time". (Sales assistant; tape-recorded interview in Twi).

30
These figures should only be taken as a rough approximation of the

true incidence of abortion amongst the women. I felt extremely awkward
and embarrassed at raising this topic and baulked entirely at its intro¬
duction in a number of instances; on the other hand, some respondents
had resorted to abortion as a means of disposing of unwanted pregnancies
so frequently that they were unable to recall exact numbers . What is
interesting, however, is the fact that my scruples were not shared by my
male research assistant; he had no qualms about raising the topic with
those women who required an interpretor; and only one woman expressed
even surprise - "Hey, these questions are tough-oh" - at having such a

question posed before she, too, proceeded to give details of her own case
history. In instances where I did raise the topic and was alone with the
women, responses appeared open and frank; only one respondent - a police-
off icer- expressed some unease at the use of the tape—recorder in the
course of her account.
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Castor oil, either taken on its own or in combination with some spirit

like brandy within a few days of a missed period, is also believed to be
efficacious. So too are a variety of patented medicines like codeine,

A.P.C. and a number of anti-malaria drugs:

"I take 'nivoquin' tablets or 'camoquin' tablets. They
won't sell it in chemists as they know this is what we
have been doing. If you overdose you can die. I get it
at the Post Office. I just take two in the morning, two
in the afternoon and two at night. You sweat like crazy
but you continue like that. It will come in a few days".
(White-collar worker; tape-recorded interview in English).

Girls become increasingly desperate if these measures prove unsuccessful
and will self-administer practically anything - often at great risk to

their lives - in order to terminate their pregnancies; two of the present

respondents had ended up requiring prolonged periods of hospitalization

as a result of taking - in one instance - a massive dose of sugar in

combination with dyeing-blue, and - in the other - a vast quantity of

caustic soda.

If and when these 'homebrew* remedies fail - or because women fear

that prolonged use may be injurious ("I didn't try the castor oil again

because it will affect me so that in future I may not bring forth";

"Caster oil will weaken my womb") - women resort to other methods. A

number of the respondents successfully aborted by means of saline

injections. These are expensive - approximately £ 30 - but they are

readily obtainable at private clinics around the city; however, they are

not always successful. At this point - and providing the women or

their boyfriends can afford it - they will go for D & C operations.

These are generally performed by qualified doctors in either hospitals
or private clinics and cost between 40 - £ 60. The young woman is

probably from 2-4 months pregnant at this point.

When, however, women can afford neither saline injections nor

D & Cs, they often resort to crude instrument abortions. Some of these

are self-administered and involve the insertion of a forked branch of a

local tree (with known corrosive properties) against the cervix for a

period of days; others are performed by medically unqualified persons

without benefit of local anaesthetics and frequently without properly

sterilised instruments. These abortions are recalled with horror by

the women. However, the present respondents who underwent them are the

lucky ones and at most ended up requiring periods of hospitalization at
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Korle Bu where a whole ward - nicknamed Chenard Ward - has been set

aside for casualties of these abortions; large numbers of other young

Ghanaian women tragically die, however, undergoing these operations.

The major factor which differentiates those urban-based educated

women who had abortions from those young women who went ahead with

their teenage pregnancies is that the former, by one means or another,

were able to raise money to have abortions. The moral and financial

support of boyfriends is often crucial here: young university students

and married men may be just as keen as the women to avoid the complications

which fatherhood of the child present and will assist the women in

procuring abortions; younger schoolboys, on the other hand, although

equally reluctant to assume paternity, are unable to offer any real

tangible assistance, A complication can arise, however, when a boyfriend

is seriously interested in the young woman, her pregnancy, or both,as he

will be anxious to keep the child; a woman may get around this, however,

by keeping quiet about her pregnancy and by looking elsewhere for cash

for the 'evacuation'.

C. CURRENT RELATIONSHIPS WITH BOYFRIENDS: UNMARRIED AND NON-MARRIED

WOMEN:

Boyfriends continue to figure prominently in the lives of most of the women

However, these current, adult male-female relationships bear little

resemblance to the women's first early, innocent, youthful romances;

relationships with menfriends - for all social occupational categories

and for the educated and non-educated alike - reveal a remarkably

similar pattern of development.

Those women who were forced by pregnancy into abandoning their

education soon learned that they could not rely on their children's

fathers for a continuing relationship: the men's affections had

probably strayed elsewhere even before the women had delivered; and

the promises of sewing machines, vocational training or trading-capital

seldom materialized. This betrayal of trust left a woman if not scarred

then temporarily embittered; however, in time, a new boyfriend presented

himself and a new relationship was begun. The teenage romances.of those

women who had remained at school faded out naturally and painlessly

when both partners went their separate ways for higher education or

vocational training: "I wrote to him for sometime and then I stopped";

"You know we knew we were boyfriend and girlfriend but there was no
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seriousness in the whole affair. We were too young"; "We left school

in the same year but we were not staying in the same town and we didn't

correspond".

In their late teens and early twenties most women were involved in

some form of heterosexual relationship. For those involved in full-time

university education or vocational preparation as nurses, teachers,

police officers and office-workers, boyfriends were particularly

plentiful. And, once embarked upon their own occupational careers,

these women also experienced no lack of boyfriends. Ethnicity was not

a factor in boyfriend selection for these young women although the

incidence of professional partners suggests that socio-economic status

was,

Of interest in the present context, however, is the question as to

why none of these early liaisons with boyfriends materialized into

marriage. Some relationships came to an end for quite mundane reasons:

a fellow university student did not seem set for the same dizzy professional

heights as the woman and he was dropped - "He wasn't pulling his weight -

I'd put it that way" explained Elizabeth, the doctor, "He wasn't keen

to continue his education so we used to have these petty, petty quarrels

over the future"; or a woman may have immersed herself too deeply in

her own professional career: "1 was sort of more or less marrying myself

down to my work" recalled Victoria, the lawyer, "and the boy didn't

like this as I didn't have so much time to be mixing with him and his

friends"; or a woman may have refused an offer of marriage because she

was not sufficiently "in love": "I did not have the intense feeling you

have for somebody you would like to marry", Adjua, the public relations

officer remarked. And, of course, the women too may have found themselves

the victims of unrequited love: they would have liked to marry a

particular man but he was not interested. And, finally, marriage to

a boyfriend of a different ethnic or racial group may not have received

family approval: this happened in the case of Rebecca, the Fante

horticulturalist^who had been anxious to marry a Yoruba from Nigeria
and also in the case of Salina, the Ewe accounting clerk5who had wanted
to marry an Englishman.

In a number of instances ashawo women could have converted their

'mistress' relationships with Europeans into marriage but, for a variety of

reasons, did not. In some cases, the women's own lack of emotional involve¬

ment with the men led them to turn down their offers of marriage:
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"I used to have some luck, you see. I would sometimes meet
somebody who really loved me, who really cared, was crazy about
me. This man said 'I want to make you my wife and you don't want?
And I told him: 'love isn't something that you can go to market
and buy like that'. But what did I know in those days? If I had
known then what I know now I wouldn't have ended like this - with

only the butterflies around." (Promise; tape-recorded interview
in English).

"He was really putting on all his flirting on me, begging me
to marry him, going to ask my family and all this. I thought
he was mad. I didn't see a man cry for a woman before but I
got to see from this man. And I used to think in my mind that
he's crazy, that something was worrying him, but I didn't know.
I didn't know that if somebody is in love with you, he can easily
cry. I didn't know - I was so bush like a bush-cat." (Ruby; tape-
recorded interview in English).

In other cases, attachments to Ghanaian men led them to give up the

chances of marriage with expatriates:

"I really missed my chance. He wanted to engage me and marry me
but I had the bad luck to meet my seaman and he turned my eyes."
(Fidelia; tape-recorded conversation in English).

"This whiteman wanted to marry me. This man already had engaged me.
He was somebody who sympathised with me and who was helping me; he
wanted to do everything for me. But this Ghanaian boy was turning
my head with sugar-coated words, that I should forget the whiteman
and that he would do everything for me. Me and this Cape Coast
boy were doing everything and spending the money this man was

giving me. So he made me to forget this man." (Ramatu; tape-
recorded interview in English),

For some of these ashawo women, proposals of marriage from non-Ghanaians

had been turned down time and time again:

"After I had said no to this man and he had left Ghana I met

another boyfriend who was very nice to me. I liked him very much
and he was very good to me. He took me to Europe with him for
holidays, parties here and there, made me everything, but still ...
This one too wanted to marry me but because I didn't care so much
for him, I didn't care. And so it happened again - he also left.
Later on he wrote that he had married. Some people when they
really want to get married they go after the man and they catch
him. Its not like we - when we have a man, we just play about and
then we lose him." (Cassandra; tape-recorded interview in English).

Reasons such as those just listed - for both the ashawo and the

other women - were, however, exceptional in accounting for the break-up

of early relationships with boyfriends: again and again, with remarkable

regularity and consistency, the women noted that former liaisons had

ended as a result of their boyfriends' "bad habits" of
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which the tendency to womanize loomed largest. Deeply "in love"

themselves, they were forced to accept the painful fact that they were

not alone in their boyfriends affections. The dawning comes slowly:

initially a woman is reluctant to accept the "gossip" which friends

are all too ready to relay to her; and confronted, a boyfriend will

deny all involvement with other "girlfriends" - the other women with

whom he has been seen are only "casual friends" and she is the "serious

one" whom he intends to marry. A series of painful scenes where she

finds him with other women may be necessary before she is finally

convinced of his lies and deceits.

A number of extracts from the women's own accounts of the course

of these relationships are included. They have been selected at

random and could have been taken from the personal biography of

almost any woman amongst the present respondents who was single in her

late teens or early twenties.

"It was because of the attitude and character of the man.

He would go out drinking with his friends, moving with so

many girls although he told me that I was his serious one
and that he wanted to marry me. But, I felt I could not
stay with somebody like that. So with such a man, jumping
here and there, so many quarrels over his behaviour, I had
to withdraw". (Grace, the 26-year old unmarried Ga/Akuapem
state registered nurse; tape-recorded interview in English).
"When I go to his house, he's not in the house or when you

go there, there's some girl sitting there. So I thought
what is the point of me wasting my time on such a man; I
had to think he wasn't all that serious on me so I left. If
I should ever think of marrying him I would just be sad in
the house always and I'm not that type of girl".
(Anastasia, the 27-year old unmarried Kwawu secretary;
tape-recorded interview in English).

"I stayed with this boy for nearly two years. All the time
I was seeing girls in his car. I'm on the roadside and
he would pass by with girls in his car. And, moreover,
when I go to his house I'll meet girls there too, drinking
a lot, 'blowing fuse' (breathing alcohol). So I said, well,
if that's how things are going to be, I might as well quit."
(Juliana, the 22-year old unmarried Kwawu telephonist;
tape-recorded interview in English).

"He was bluffing. You see him with lots of girls and when
you ask him, he says they are all just casual friends. And
when you go to his place he would say all sorts of things.
He was the one who invited you but when you got there he
was behaving as if you were the one who brought yourself."
(Martina, the 23-year old unmarried unemployed Asante;
tape-recorded interview in English).
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"I stayed with this man for about two years but going,
anytime I would go to his place I would meet somebody.
He would invite me and then all of a sudden some alomo

(casual girlfriend) would come in or, sometimes, I would
go there and meet some other woman. So I thought this
man is not serious". (Eugenia, the 23-year old unmarried
Fante receptionist; tape-recorded interview in English).

By the time a woman has reached her early-twenties, and with one

or two such relationships behind her, her attitudes towards men have

hardened and changed. They are not to be trusted. A hard, protective

shell is erected to steel her against further hurt and with current

boyfriends a much more casual approach is adopted: emotional investment

is witheld.

In Accra, there is no shortage of men and opportunities for forming

heterosexual relationships. A woman will be propositioned almost

anywhere: in her workplace she will have many opportunities to

start up liaisons either with her fellow workers or with visiting

clients; in the banks, stores and offices where she goes to conduct

her business the prospect of "knowing her place" is never far from the

petty bureaucrat' s thoughts; and, "proposals of love" from drivers of
31

"myselfs" who stop to offer her a lift, from friends of her co-tenants

and co-tenants of her friends, from fellow passengers on shared taxi

journeys - at every turn in the city there are men on the lookout for

new girlfriends and extremely forward and forthright in their pursuit.

Most of the professional and semi-professional women have their

own more or less regular boyfriends - high-status men who wine, dine

and dance them around the nightclubs and eating-houses of the city.

These liaisons are not treated too seriously by the women "I'm moving

with somebody at the moment - but nothing serious - just a boyfriend";

and, "I feel I have to make myself available. I feel I can't be always

staying at home but, to be truthful, I cannot say that I'm so interested

in the man". Marriage has been proposed by a number of these boyfriends

but none of the women represents that she is actively considering

accepting: "He knows that I'm not interested in marriage actually

because I told him from the beginning but I'm sure that he's praying

that I'll change ray mind": "This boyfriend is crying to marry me but

31
A 'myself' is the common Ghanaian expression for a self-driven

car; the term also connotes that the driver is the car-owner and hence
a wealthy man.
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I'm so much afraid - these Ghanaian marriages." Other professional

women, though highly desirable and much in demand, are keeping men at

arm's length and remaining aloof from their overtures: "I'm very

careful" explained Josephine, the 27-year old Fante chain-store

manageress, "I smile at all of them, occasionally I have lunch with

some of my partners but I treat them with a customer-staff relationship -

that's all. Because I meet so many of them, especially with my job,

young men and handsome, but I'm very careful". Adjua, the 26-year old

Fante public relations officer, is more blunt: "Most of these young

men, how many of them are really serious? They want to have a good

time and I'm not the type so I'm very careful."

Approximately l-in-4 (.28%) of the white-collar workers and

sales-assistants have steady regular boyfriends. Suspicion and distrust,

however, also characterize these relationships: "We are both studying

each other at the moment" and, "I am now watching him" are two of the

tentative ways in which these relationships were described. Again,

offers of marriage have been made to the women by these men but these

are not being entertained too seriously: "He even went to my cousin

and was actually begging him to tell me to marry him"; "I know now that

if I marry this man will say leave your job and stay at home and be a

full-time housewife. But I could never do that. This is one thing I

think about very seriously"; "I told this man that I didn't want to

marry for another five years". Distrust of a boyfriend's good faith

undoubtedly lurks behind some of these refusals: why, even a man's

representation of his own marital status can not be taken at face-value -

"This my boyfriend told me he is single but I am still trying to find

out because nowadays the men are not to be trusted"; "You ask them and

they will tell you they are single but later on you learn that they are

married. So I am doing my own investigation. I am passing the matter

through the one who introduced us and to people to investigate"; "They

are not honest with the girls. He will tell you: 'I'm lonely, I'm

single, I havn't got wife' - so you will give all your heart to him,

but last show, you will see that he's got wife".

The amount of financial support that a girlfriend is receiving from

a boyfriend can usually be taken by a woman, however, as a good indication

of his intentions. A girlfriend's rent, 'chop' (maintenance) money,

transport costs, and provisions for 'shopping' for clothing and shoes

may all be forthcoming if the man is sufficiently keen (and wealthy'.);
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on the other hand, erratic or begrudged support is a good indication

that a boyfriend's affections, like his money, are going elsewhere. The

sums being received by these women are, in fact, quite substantial and

constitute a significant subsidiary source of income for them: on

average these white-collar workers with regular boyfriends are receiving

between £50 - £60 monthly. "Out of my own pay I havn't got anything

to do with my money", Naomi, the 24-year old Dagomba clerical worker
could note with justified satisfaction. In return, a girlfriend has to

go to great lengths to avoid any suggestion of infidelity: this requires

being particularly circumspect in mixed company but, even with the

best of intentions and conduct, accusations and suspicions as to her

inconstancy will abound.

Approximately 2-in~5 (41%) of the self-employed traders and

dressmakers are also involved in stable, steady relationships with

boyfriends. These are quite subdued affairs compared to those discussed

up to this point and involve no "walking out": "The man has never taken

me to any place"; "He just comes to my place when he finishes work:

sometimes he will eat; other times he just comes to greet me". Three-

quarters of these women are also being helped with their rent, 'chop'

money, and the occasional gift of shoes or clothing; small amounts of

cash may also be forthcoming for help in their trading or with medical

bills. The amounts received are, however, considerably less than those

noted for the white-collar workers: the average amount being received

is £24 although the range is £10 - £50. In a quarter of instances,

however, the flow of resources is in the opposite direction: that is
to say, it is the women who are assisting their boyfriends with money.

Known in Accra as "makola scholarship" relationships, these are affairs

carried on between elderly, wealthy women and young men short of cash.

A woman with growing children, and considerable status from her business

success, is concerned to maintain her position of respect and to avoid

any suggestion that she is "moving from man to man". And, holding the

purse strings, it is the woman in these arrangements who dictates

the terms of the relationship:

"I asked about this young man and invited him to the house.
I just told him that I was not interested in anything of
his - that I was not interested in his money and that I
was not interested in marriage with him. I only wanted
him to be visiting me", (Auntie Dinah, the 41-year old
non-married Kwawu store owner of her 26-year old Dagomba
college bursar: tape-recorded interview in Twi).
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Discretion on the man's part is essential in these relationships:

"I said: 'you young men, if you have somebody a bit
elderly befriending you, you go around telling your
friends that you have got a 'makola scholarship', that
the woman is giving you food free, giving you money free
and giving you 'everything' free, so for me I don't want
that'. I didn't want to hear any talk in town of us."
(Auntie Alice, the 44-year old non-married Fante/Akyem
importer of her 33-year old Fante salesman; tape-recorded
conversation in English).

The rewards, if the man does keep "the matter underground", can be

substantial: money, gifts - trousers, shoes and shirts - and choice,

home-cooked meals are given on a regular basis. Assistance may also

be forthcoming for specific financial targets: Auntie Dora, for example,

the 40-year old non-married Ewe cloth trader was observed to be receiving

unduly flattering attention from her 'boyfriend', a 30-year old Ewe

accounts clerk; it transpired that he was looking to Auntie Dora for

the wherewithal to appease his own wife's demands for the conversion

of their traditional marriage to an ordinance one'.

Older and wiser, many of the women presently avoid pregnancy by

using modern, effective modes of contraception. A wide variety of

birth-control methods are available under medical supervision from the

two Planned Parenthood clinics in Accra, as well as being easily

available across the counter in most local pharmacies. Oral contra¬

ceptives - the 'pill' - are widely used by the more educated women

in professional, semi-professional and white-collar jobs; smaller

numbers have recourse to intra-uterine devices, foam suppositories,

'morning-after pills' and even, in one instance, the 'natural rhythm'

method.

A sizeable number of women, however, despite leading active

sexual lives, continue to take no precautions against conception.

Undoubtedly some of these women have sustained such severe gynaecological

damage as a result of earlier abortions that conception is, in any

event, unlikely: "I'm not taking anything but I think, because of

the frequency of these abortions and the use of this instrument, that

is why my womb is used to it so I don't conceive again"; "For five

years now I've never missed my period and I'm not using anything. So I

think God is listening to my prayers that I don't want more children".

Other women, however, still fertile, choose to remain unprotected and

prefer to resort to abortion once conception has occurred. This,
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surprisingly, includes a majority of the women engaged in prostitution.

However, this reluctance to use some effective form of contraceptive

is not, for the most part, based on ignorance. These women have strongly

articulated objections to the 'pill' in particular, based often on their
own experiences of undesirable side-effects - of "growing stout" in some

instances, of loss of appetite and growing thin in others, and of

morning sickenss and its unreliability in yet others; and the daily

regularity involved in its use is regarded as a bind. Also, a Ghanaian

woman's desire to have children may reassert itself in the form of fears

that continued use of contraceptives will affect her future child-

bearing chances: "I think maybe they will spoil my womb"; "Taking these

things will weaken my womb"; "I felt that if I take the tablets too

much in my system I wouldn't bring forth"; "I think maybe it affects

your children - maybe you would have a deformed child or that sort of

thing". This dread of being barren may even prompt a woman to abandon

contraception periodically in order to test whether she is, in fact,

still fertile; once reassured she will then abort.

But knowledge about contraception does go together with education

and a majority of the traders, for example, are still quite ignorant

of modern effective contraceptive methods. Information takes time to

percolate. Like most Ghanaian women, they are familiar with the phrase

'family planning' but they are not quite sure what is involved: "I have

heard of a thing called 'family planning' but I don't know what to do",

and others may be acting on the basis of faulty understanding: "I've

been using this twenty-one day pill" noted Amina,the 29-year old Busanga

bean-seller. "You are supposed to take one a day but I take one a week

because I only go to this man once a week".

Conclusions:

Radical change in the whole area of male-female relationships in

Ghana is readily apparent from the foregoing discussion of the marital

and quasi-marital histories of these eighty-seven single women. This

change is obvious both with regard to contemporary marriage patterns

and to the pre-marital relationships that young women are forging with

men in the teeth of family opposition. Some of the conclusions one can

draw from this discussion of contemporary male-female relationships have

important implications for the present orientations of these presently-

single women, and in particular, for their current attitudes towards

marriage and towards men as partners in marital unions. It is, therefore,

to some consideration of these implications that we will turn in the

next chapter.
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CHAPTER VIII

VALUES, CONSTRAINTS AND INCENTIVES

Introduction:

In the preceding chapter we considered the past marital and quasi-

marital relationships of the eighty-seven single women who participated

in the main study: 2-in-5 of these presently-single women have been

married in the past, whilst 3-in-5 have always been single. But whether

non-married or unmarried, heterosexual relationships have played an

important role in these women's lives since puberty; and they continue

to do so in the case of a majority of the women who are currently engaged

in relationships with boyfriends.

There have been in the past - and are currently - men interested in

marriage with these women, a 'fact' remarked by the women themselves and

verified by the ethnographer in the course of the fieldwork. These

proposals of marriage, however, have not been taken up by the women.

In this chapter we will pose the basic question 'why?': why are

these women, despite the ideological importance of marriage in their

society - so reluctant to convert their relationships with men into

marriage? And, why are other women reluctant to involve themselves even

with boyfriends? Following Barth we would expect this regularity in the

women's observed commitment to singlehood to be the outcome of a multitude

of individual choices made by the women in the light of the values,

constraints and incentives which are present in their social environment.

To examine this hypothesis it will be necessary, as a first step,
to examine those values, constraints and incentives prevailing in the

Ghanaian environment which would impinge on a decision as* to whether to

marry or not. In the light of these findings, the actual decisions being

made by the women - at the level of individual choice - to remqin single,

can then be considered,

A. PREVAILING VALUES;

The value at issue in the present context relates to marriage and

motherhood. At many points we have noted the basic Ghanaian normative

prescription that adult women should be married and having children: in

the opening chapter, for example, anthropological, sociological, and

journalistic evidence was introduced to show that marriage and child^

bearing remain prescribed roles for women - even in an urban environment,

Up to now, however, we have relied on secondary sources to make this point.
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We must now ask whether this cultural prescription applies to our inform¬

ants; that is, whether marriage and the bearing of children are, indeed,

important expectations for them.

This question will be approached by examining what pressures, if any,

are applied to the women to marry, and where any such pressures originate.

As the expectations which govern the behaviour of an unmarried woman may

differ from those applied to a non-married woman, each category will be

considered separately.

(i) Unmarried women:

A total of 61% (53) of the eighty-seven women who participated in the
main study have never married.'1' The bulk of this unmarried category is

comprised of educated women - professional (5), semi-professional (8), and
2

white-collar (23) workers, as well as ashawo school-leavers (5); the

unschooled form a small minority - some self-employed traders (5) and

awasheng (7). As well as being the more educated respondents, these

unmarried women also tend to be younger than their non-married counterparts:

as many as 4-in-5 (40) are under the age of thirty.

These unmarried informants - particularly those in professional, semi-

professional and white-collar jobs - are undoubtedly under considerable

pressure to marry. This finding emerged in striking form both in the course

of interviews with the women and from their more general, informal comments:

"My people are very anxious that I should get settled. My
mother is particularly interested; she often says it. Deep
down from what I see of her attitudes I've realized she wants

grandchildren." (Elizabeth, the 30-year old Fante doctor; tape-
recorded interview in English).

"There's pressure everywhere. I get so many people advising me -

my very good friends, my parent's friends, and then my friends'
husbands - all telling me its high time that I married. My mother
doesn't want to press me but secretly she feels its high time I
started having babies." (Adjua, the 26-year old Fante public
relations officer; informal conversation in English).

As we will recall, however, 25 of these 53 respondents have had a
child or children in the past. Mair's assertion (1969 : 150) with reference
to the "significant number of unmarried mothers" in West Africa that "they
have no difficulty in marrying" provided that they meet other wifely criteria,
would hold true for these respondents also. Consequently, all spinsters,
whether unmarried mothers or otherwise, have been treated as one category.

2
Included here, in addition to those women employed as secretaries,

clerks, and receptionist/telephonists, are the educated sales assistants
and those women who are presently unemployed but seeking white-collar jobs.
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"My parents have been talking to me all the time about this
marriage matter. In Ghana here, if you are not married, you
are not respected; they think you are jumping from one boyfriend
to another and moreover, outsiders all the time confuse you with
those who harlot about. They conclude that since you are not
married you are one of them - rotten or spoiled. You lose your

dignity before people. You become something like the 'talk of the
town'." (Juliana, 22-year old Kwawu receptionist/telephonist* tape-
recorded interview in English).

"My uncle has been trying to say that I won't marry because I like
money too much or sometimes, too, that I like life too much; that
I don't want to do housework - that that is why I don't want to
settle down. In fact, my uncle and my aunts do talk a lot. Even
my aunt was saying: 'hmmm, so you think you are a 'high time' girl.
So you've decided to make it a habit to be flirting with men'-
these kind of insults." (Lorraine, the 25-year old Ewe receptionist/
telephonist; tape-recorded interview in English).

This random selection of comments by the women makes it abundantly clear

that these unmarried women are under considerable pressure to marry:

family, friends and others are at great pains to drive home to them that

their present single statuses are unacceptable. And, the comments also

highlight the stigma attaching to their status: a single woman and

immorality are - in contemporary Ghanaian conception - two things closely

related.

(ii) Non-married women:

The formerly-married women appear, on the other hand, to be in a

somewhat different position. Because they have, as they term it, "gone

in and tried", family pressure to marry again is slight:

"They feel now that I went in and it couldn't work so my

family don't say anything again. But other people - you know1,
with divorcees there is this notion that you are a loose woman
so they just watch you. We have to keep our name and our
standards. This is the only thing that is killing us." (Madam
Cecilia, the 28-year old Asante school principal; tape-recorded
interview in English),

"Once I've gone in and the marriage fails-, its somehow alright,
They don't worry me again. Just sometimes other people are
frightened of us. They think: 'hey, this woman had the courage
to go ahead and divorce her husband'. People are frightened of
you - especially if there is a single man around - they fear you
are going to snatch him and a lot of silly things. So you just
have to take time; not that they want you to marry again."
(Alphonsina, the 34-year old Ewe receptionist/telephonist; tape-
recorded interview in English).

"Now my family don't worry me with marriage matters. But still
people respect a woman who has got a husband more than a woman
who hasn't got a husband. That, 1 know-, but if anybody will
respect you it all depends on how you move and how- you behave if
you are single. And you can even do so that men will fear you. You
won't bother with them; you won't respect them, you see, So they
will leave you alone." (Auntie Alice, the 44-year old Fante/Akyem
business-woman; tape-recorded interview in English).
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"The fact is I am a bit old and can sort out my own affairs
and nobody feels it is their business to interfere." (Alhajia
Iyishattu, the 42-year old Hausa/Mossi restaurant owner; tape-
recorded interview in Hausa).

It is clear from these observations, however, that although the

pressure for marriage may have been relaxed somewhat for these non-married

women, they still have to cope with a considerable measure of disapproval

and censure as formally unattached women. A divorced woman, it would seem,

does not have an automatic entitlement to respect - and this despite career-

success in the professions or business: this respect is conditional upon

how the woman conducts herself in relation to men. A divorcee or widow

has to be constantly on guard to preserve her good name; and, in particular,

she has to be prepared to assuage the fears of other women that she is not

a 'man-snatcher'. Taken to extremes, this can involve erecting such

formidable barriers in interactions with men that, in Auntie Alice's words -

they "will fear you".

This consideration of the sanctions being experienced by the women

by virtue of their single statuses brings into relief prevailing Ghanaian

values in relation to marriage. What we have found is that the norms

prescribing marriage are not applied with anything like the same intensity

to the two categories of women: for the unmarried woman, marriage and

childbearing remain important cultural expectations, supported by strong
moral sentiments and sustained by the pressure of group opinion; for the

non-married woman, whilst marriage is still, undoubtedly, regarded as the

most appropriate status, it is not insisted upon - singlehood is "somehow

alright".

But whilst Ghanaians in general may subscribe to the belief or sentiment

that marriage is the desirable status for an adult woman, certain constraints

may attach to the role of wife which would have to be conjured with by

the individual woman in coming to an actual choice-decision, Any constraints

therefore, perceived by these women to attach to Ghanaian marriage will

have to be considered. As the data supplied by unmarried women are,

necessarily, based on opinion and impression whilst those of the non-

married women are rooted in their own experiences, each category of woman

will again be treated separately.

B. PREVAILING CONSTRAINTS

(i) Unmarried women:

Despite familial disapproval and societal displeasure these unmarried

women - almost without exception - dismiss the prospect of marriage, at

least in the immediate future: "My greatest ambition actually is to be
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successful in my profession so I'm not really bent on getting married"

explained Elizabeth, the 30-year old Fante doctor; "For myself I don't

have anything about marriage in mind. With men affairs I'm not too

interested", Josephine, the 27-year old Fante store manageress remarked;

"Marriage as such doesn't appeal to me" noted Honora, the 21-year old

Ga/Adangbe primary school teacher; Naomi, the 24-year old Dagomba clerical

assistant volunteered "I would like to marry when I'm twenty-eight -

four years from now"; "Six years from now" was the earliest date Gifty,

the 23-year old Fante/Akyem typist would contemplate; "Well, I actually

am not so much concerned getting married and staying together with a

man" explained Beatrice, the 33-year old Asante telephonist/receptionist;

"These crooks in Ghana, here, marry one of them? You are joking, Marriage -

I think you must be dreaming" was the reply of Fidelia, the 25-year old

Builsa ashawo; "Marry a Ghanaian?" expostulated Ruby, the 25-ryear old Asante

ashawo, "To clean my foot or what? Jesus, then I'd rather die than marry

to a Ghanaian"; Ayanima, the 34-year old Yoruba/Ga awasheng was equally

indignant at being posed the question: "Ghanaian men? They are fucking

useless people. A Ghanaian man to marry? I'll go and marry a Nigerian
who is begging on the road before a Ghanaian".

These negative comments on marriage and on Ghanaian men are prompted

by the highly inequitable marriage bargain which the women consider is

on offer to them from their menfolk. They all have very strong ideas as

to what marriage should entail but can find nothing remotely likely to

meet these expectations in the marriages they see around them: "Actually

I don't think I know of any happy marriage"; "Marriage in Ghana? Oh, its
terrible. Its just absolutely terrible"; "Actually I for one, I think
that by marrying you suffer"; "You s-ee, marriages in Ghana are not happy";
"You can be 'missus' today and within six months you will wish you had

never married"; "Marriages in Ghana are not successful, Out of a

hundred you would get about five",

A number of specific 'constraints' or undesirable features associated

with Ghanaian marriage emerged on further discussion of these negative

opinions with the women. These can be considered under four main headings:

the traditional and instrumental motives- which lie behind a Ghanaian man's

decision to marry; shortcomings in the actual conjugal relationship; the
diversion of a husband's financial resources away from the conjugal home;

and the absence of legal supports for the elementary family in Ghanaian

society.
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(a) Instrumental motives behind a Ghanaian man's decision
to marry:

As far as these largely-educated unmarried women are concerned, a

couple should be 'in love' before they marry; and a companionate relation¬

ship based on affection, trust, and respect should sustain the conjugal

bond. Of course, the importance of love as a factor in choosing one's

partner is not, as we saw, entirely absent from traditional Ghanaian
societies (Rattray 1929: 30-31; Goody 1962: 20); and other observers of

the contemporary Ghanaian scene note a similar emphasis placed by informants

on the importance of romantic love in the selection of a marriage partner
3

(Jahoda 1959: 188; Oraari 1960: 203-204). In studies carried out elsewhere

in West Africa - particularly amongst educated populations - the ideal

that partners should get married because they are in love has also been

found (Little and Price 1967: 407-409; Harrell-Bond 1975: 67, 159, 283).

In fact, the considerable evidence pointing to the desirability of

couples 'being in love' before contemplating marriage has led Little to

conclude that in the contemporary African urban context as a whole,romantic

values are now socially emphasized to a great extent and that now young

Africans "want to 'fall in love' before they marry" (1973: 132-133).

The present informants, however, are convinced that the conception

of marriage held by their menfolk precludes any such romantic aspirations -

even when they are opting for monogamous church or ordinance marriage.

They are convinced that Ghanaian men do not choose their marital partners-

on the basis of romantic love, and that they have no intention of trying

to sustain an emotional 'romantic' relationship with, wives- once married.

In their opinion , Ghanaian men are much more likely to emphasize the more

instrumental - and traditional - aspects- of marriage,

Three considerations - in the opinion of the present informants - are

particularly important to a Ghanaian man in taking a wife: the achievement

of parenthood; the acquisition of an economic asset; and the resolution

3
For example, Jahoda (1959: 188), in his analysis of letters to the

advice column of a Ghanaian newspaper, notes- ''the taking over of the notion
of romantic love, and of marriage as a partnership of like-minded
individuals". Omari (1960: 203-204) also found amongst his sample of final-
year male and female students in secondary- schools and teacher training
colleges that 87% felt that when they- married "love will be the most
important factor" and that there was a general trend towards? the view- which
emphasized "intimate companionship in marriage".
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of domestic, home-making problems.

a(i) The achievement of parenthood:

One of the main reasons Ghanaian men marry - according to these

women - is to have somebody to bear their children:

"It's very important to a Ghanaian man to have a child. Then
he's continued the line - especially a baby boy, oh. Somebody
to carry his name. Without it you are nothing. This is one of
the main reasons they go into marriage". (Adjua, the 26-year old
Fante public relations officer; tape-recorded interview in English).

"Ghanaian men marry first and foremost for their children. A wife
doesn't matter in their lives. She is just a means for getting
their children. When it comes to a woman a Ghanaian man will tell

you: 'I can get many women but my children!I" (Margaret, the 39-
year old Ga/Fante x-ray nurse; tape-recorded interview- in English),

"Most of them marry because they want to have children - because the
grandmother or the mother is insisting on his having children. They
just go into marriage for that. Once, too, the wife brings forth
his children, he doesn't mind her again." (Mary-, the 22-year old
Fante wages clerk: tape-recorded interview in English).

These opinions of the women about the importance of parenthood to a

Ghanaian man are amply confirmed by other studies carried out in Ghana

(Oppong 1975: 102; Caldwell 1968: 85). And, the same discrepancy between

male and female expectations is also strikingly obvious- in this research:

whilst male respondents stress that the most valuable aspect of marriage
is the birth of children, female respondents emphasize the companionship

between husband and wife (ibid.), The greater interest shown by men than

by women in this aspect of marriage is- undoubtedly linked to notions- of

male prestige: the achievement of parenthood is, for a Ghanaian man,

evidence of what is pre-eminently- important to him - his yirilityv, potency,
and masculinity.

a(ii) The acquisition of an economic asset;

Another consideration which weighs heavily with a Ghan^i^n man ih

choosing a wife - in the opinion of the present respondents r is the
economic status of the woman:

"So many of our Ghanaian men marry- a woman for her money- and her
status and not for love, This- is the latest trend with educated
young men, They marry a woman for her profession - because she can
help financially and not for love, Later the partners- grow apart
because you can't rely on status- and educational background."
(Victoria, the 32-year old Fante lawyer; tape-recorded interview
in English),

"These men marry girls because of their money, Jts what you the
woman has - that's what matters,. They want wives; with regular
incomes who can help in keeping up the household, You know- these
our Ghanaian men, they don't pull their weight in money matters-
when they go into marriage. That is why they want somebody with a

regular income so, by all means, the children w-ill be looked after,"
(Abena, the 27-year old Ga family planning counsellor; tape-recorded
interview in English),
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"Some girls are rich and maybe they are in love with the man
but the man doesn't love the girl but because of the money he
will marry her. You see these graduates always feel the high
cost of living so if they meet somebody with money they will
marry them." (Rosina, the 22-year old unemployed Fante; tape-¬
recorded interview in English).

Other studies conducted in Ghana would lend weight to the women's

apprehensions in this respect: a Ghanaian husband expects his wife to
4

generate her own income and to contribute to the family finances. The

situation in Ghana in this respect is different, therefore, from that

reported for many other parts of Africa where men are more likely to hold

negative attitudes towards a woman's economic activity outside the home

(Nadel 1942: 333; Harrell-Bond 1975: 219), These attitudes derive partly

from fears that working wives will not bear children, and partly from

apprehensions at having their wives under the authority of male employers;
and a wife's ability to generate her own income is perceived by men as a

threat to their own authority as husbands in the home. Indeed, such

negative attitudes towards wives working outside the home may be so

deeply held that some men will even go so far as to try to get their wives

dismissed from jobs (Little 1974: 37). However, insofar as the present

respondents are concerned - and with the confirmation from other studies -

the situation in Ghana is quite different: Ghanaian husbands expect their

wives both to earn incomes and to use these monies in domestic budgeting.

a(iii) The acquisition of a housekeeper;
The third major instrumental factor motivating Ghanaian men into

marriage - in the opinion of the present respondents - is the prospect of

acquiring a housekeeper:

"They need maids - that's what most of them go in for, Mos-t
of the wives are there more or less- like glorified house-maids -
even the educated ones from what you can see, They just stay
in their own houses- as- though its an hotel - to eat and then wash.,
sleep if they feel like sleeping - thats- what most of them do."
(Elizabeth, the 30-year old Fante doctor; tape—recorded interview-
in English),

4
For example in Oppong's wide-ranging attitudinal study (1975: 97-123)

conducted on over 800 Ghanaian university students, she looked at preferred
marriage type, choice of partner, residential preference, chore performance,
child care, and financial provision and management. On only one issue,
however, were males and females committed with an equal degree of enthusiasm:
male students held just as intensely as- female ones to the view that "a
married woman has the duty of helping her husband to earn a living for the
family" (p. 117).
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"At times, too, they just want ^omebody to keep the house for
them. And, you know, sometimes, too, as bachelors they go home
without any food ready for them. Also, they need a woman in the
house, not only there to cook but somebody just to keep up the
prestige of the man. If he has a wife in the house, anytime he
brings somebody to the house, there is a woman to receive them and
he feels big, that sort of thing." (Lorraine, the 25-year old Ewe
receptionist/telephonist; tape-recorded interview in English).

"Ghanaian men don't understand marriage. They marry to make the
women as slaves, thats all I know - to cook for them and wash their
things, to use them as they like." (Nyinwoe, the 32-year old Ewe
awasheng; tape-recorded interview inTwi ) .

These comments of the women reveal their resentment at what they

perceive to be their menfolk's abuse of marriage in order to acquire a
5

housekeeper/maid/chattel. This, and all other Instrumental purposes to

which Ghanaian men are putting marriage are totally incompatible with the

women's own ideas as to what marriage should entail.

(b) Shortcomings in the conjugal relationship:

These unmarried women are also highly critical of many aspects of the

actual conjugal relationship. Four aspects of this relationship are

resented in particular: the authoritarian role adopted by a Ghanaian
husband in relation to his wife; the lack of co-operation from a husband

in the performance of domestic chores and in the care of children; a

husband's sexual relationships with other women; and the reluctance of a

Ghanaian husband to involve himself in a joint social life with his wife.

b(i) The authoritarian role adopted by- a Ghanaian husband
in relation to his wife:

These women resent deeply what they see as the authoritarian stance

adopted by a Ghanaian husband in relation to his wife - even an educated

one. A Ghanaian husband's conception of his role still bears a close

resemblance to that prevailing in the traditional order - he expects his

wife to be the subordinate partner, and obedient, docile and respectful:

"You see a Ghanaian man will not think of the wife in terms

of his equal. He wants you to regard yourself as a lower human
being, to be saying 'yes' to everything he says and, in the
presence of his family, to do everything for him. He doesn't
think either that you have any rights to question what he does;

Evidence that men and women diverge widely on this issue is also
amply attested to elsewhere in the literature. Omari C1962: 20), for
example, seems to bear out the worst fears of the present informants when,
in the course of his discussion of some of the main reasons- why Ghanaian
men marry, he observes-; "Generally after long years- of bachelorhood, a
man becomes bored and needs a wife to cook for him, keep house for him and
to launder his things. A wife then becomes a convenience and a source of
comfort".
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you shouldn't ask him where he's going; you shouldn't suggest
that you want to go along with him because you should know if
he wanted you to go he would have told you so in the first place;
you haven't got the right to ask why he came home late. All these
things - because he has the prerogative, he is the husband, he is
the head of the family." (Rebecca, the 25-year old Fante horticultur¬
ist; tape-recorded interview in English).

"I think the best marriage is where you and your husband are like
a brother and a sister - to have common interests, outings and
where we could discuss everything. I think nobody should control
the other. But to find such a man in Ghana - I think its impossible.
He will still want his position as man in the house, to order the
wife about, to expect to be obeyed in everything he says. You see
our Ghanaian men are by nature bossy," (Beatrice, the 33-year old
Asante receptionist/telephonist; tape-recorded interview- in English).

Traditional attitudes requiring subservience, obedience, compliance

and docility in wives would seem, therefore, in these women's opinions,
6

to die hard with Ghanaian men. And, this need to dominate wives is not,

seemingly, confined to Ghanaian husbands: in almost every discussion of

conjugal role relationships in Africa the unequal relationship which exists

between spouses is touched upon at some point (Little 1966b; 149; 1977:

349): men may make some efforts to conform publicly with more modern,

egalitarian ideas but in their private lives they continue to nurture

traditional attitudes and authoritarian relationships with women (ffarrell-

Bond 1975: 247; Wipper 1971: 431; Omari 1962: 30). On the basis of the

evidence, therefore, it would seem that men have not altered their ideas

about a wife's subordinate position in marriage and that the respondents'

forebodings in this respect are well-placed.

b(ii) A husband's unwillingness to involve himself in domestic
chores and child-care:

These unmarried women are also unhappy about the lack of co-operation

from husbands in domestic chores and in the care of children. From their

knowledge of marriages amongst their own peers in full-time occupations,

they can see no semblance of joint participation in child-care, domestic

routines, or cooking; everything is left to the wife. Their own definition

of a husband's role embodies, on the other hand, the expectation that he

should pull his weight with household chores and that he should shoulder some

g
Omari (1962: 30) also alludes to this in his marriage guidance handbook.

Having reminded the reader that in traditional Ghanaian society "man is
considered superior to woman", he observes: "Before being married many men
will not contest an argument with a fiancee who believes that women must
be accorded equal treatment at home and in society. After marriage,
however, they find it difficult to reconcile their family life with that
of 'society' in so far as equality with their wives is concerned,"
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responsibilities with regard to the children.

However, although husbands may not assume the degree of domestic

responsibility desired by these women, studies conducted both in Ghana

(Oppong 1974: 109-110) and elsewhere (Harrell-Bond, 1975; Marris 1961;

Lloyd 1966; 1967b) suggest that they are involved, to some extent, in
8

domestic routines. Harrell-Bond (1975), however, strikes a cautionary

note with regard to some of these findings when reliance has been placed

on the husbands' own self-reporting: referring to her own attempts to

elicit details of assistance with household tasks amongst professional

Sierra Leonean husbands, she writes - "Most of the responses shown as

'yes' were actually 'occasionally' and, on the basis of observation, could

have been described more accurately as 'very seldom'" (p. 201). The

reality, therefore, regarding a husband's involvement in domestic and

child-care routines may be just as bleak as the present respondents

represent it.

b(iii) A husband's sexual relationships with other women:

These unmarried informants also believe that marriage should be an

institution for the containment of sexual relationships. However, they

are convinced that they have little chance of realizing this in their own

marriages. None of the women feels that she can expect a Ghanaian husband

7
The female Ghanaian lawyers in Houghton's sample (Oppong et al. 1975:

79-80) have the same expectations. Indeed, she discovered that "several
women used the description "domesticated" or "not domesticated" in drawing
an important distinction between husbands" (p. 79). Moreover Houghton found
that a number of her professional respondents gave a Ghanaian husband's
"lack of domestication" as their primary reason for refusing to consider
marriage (p. 80). Also, Oppong (1975: 119) in her study of Ghanaian
university students' attitudes found that women were "more prone than the
men to consider that husbands should take on a share of the housework'.".

8
Oppong (1974: 109-110) notes in respect of the child-care involvement

of the professional husbands in her sample of Accra elites that while very
few husbands often involve themselves in dressing, changing, feeding or

bathing their children, "less than half admit to never doing these things
at all" (p. 110). With respect to routine domestic tasks, she observes:
"Not many husbands play a very active part in the general cleaning and
tidying of the house, though a few do jobs such as washing their own
shirts" (p. 109). And, with regard to cooking, she found that 40% of
husbands claimed that they did it occasionally, while a further 2% stated
that they often or always did it (p. 109). In Sierra Leone, Harrell-Bond
found a similar pattern of assistance amongst the professional Provincial
husbands in her sample (Harrell-Bond 1975: 202); 82% bought their children's
clothing, another 58% dressed their children, whilst 42% bathed them. With
regard to household chores, 66% helped with washing dishes, and a further
84% helped with tidying the house; as for cooking, 39% stated that they
helped.
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to be sexually faithful:

"You know in western societies a man will consider the wife's

feelings, the problems that this flirting will lead to and the
love he will have to forego if the wife leaves him because of
this sort of momentary attraction for the other girl. So he will
consider these things and maybe try to fight his emotions. But here
there's the right to have another girlfriend and the society has
made it a thing that the girls know that she cannot react, that
she can be thrown out and the other girl come in, So he doesn't
even think about controlling himself or considering the feelings
of the wife or the children; he automatically gives- in to his
impulses and he goes ahead," (Faustina, the 26-year old Builsa
police officer; tape-recorded interview in English),

"Ghanaian men in general, I don't know, they- cannot stick, to one
wife. You know Whites can be very faithful but Ghanaian men - I
don't think. Our men, you know-, are very immature. They like to
pretend that they are young all the time. They like going up and
down - especially after young girls. No matter what you the wife
will do, they will never be satisfied. They don't understand what
is marriage." (Colette, the 23^year old unemployed Ga; tape-recorded
interview in English).

"You are talking about one man, one wife? That a man will stay
with a wife and make her happy? Even if they tried to pass some
law to try and get our men to stay happily with one wife, they will
plan to make a coup. Head of state himself - you think he will agree
one man, one woman? Whatwill he do with his own girlfriends? You've
not been hearing stories? Here, hey, if you talk one man, one
wife here, they will send you packing back to Dublin, No: they
don't know what is marriage, staying happily with one woman here in
Ghana." (Ruby, the 25-year old Asante ashawo; tape-recorded conversation
in English).

"Marriage with a Ghanaian is just a 'bullshit' , Because these
married men, you'll see them freaking out; out in bars all the time
with dozens of girlfriends; dances and bars alone, without the wives,
going home about four or five o'clock in the morning," (Abba Dampa,
the 35-year old Asante awasheng; tape-recorded interview in Twi)
Not only, however, do the women feel that it is unlikely that they

will enjoy exclusive sexual access to their husbands: they are convinced

that there is less of a place for sexual love in marriage than there is

outside. Men, they believe, regard sexual relations with wives in a

functional and obligatory light; 'romantic' sexuality is- associated with

'outside' girlfriends:

"Our Ghanaian men, they don't feel fine having sex with the wife.
Once the wife has one or two children they just don't mind her
again. They like to go and get their sex somewhere else, They
say, you know, that you can't eat palm-nut soup throughout unless
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you eat light-soup or ground-nut soup in addition. So
they go around and around for this- their light-soup."
(Ursula, the 22-year old unemployed Ewe; taper-recorded
interview in English).

This tendency on the part of men to associate romantic sexuality

with 'outside' girlfriends rather than with wives has its origin in the
10

traditional conjugal pattern discussed in the previous chapter, Omari

(1962: 119), writing of marriage in traditional Ghanaian society, notes

"the impersonal relationship that existed (and still exists- to a large

extent, in the rural areas) between husband and wife". Insofar as spouses

are concerned, the author notes: "Sex was predominantly a utilitarian

device and the romantic idea of married life was, to a large extent,

absent". However, these women, as we noted, believe that romantic love

should characterize the marital relationship and that this should find

its natural expression in mutually gratifying sexual relations, The

tendency of men to regard sexual relations with wives primarily as a means

of obtaining children represents - in the eyes of these women - a denial

of female sexuality which they themselves bitterly contest,11
The women are not at a loss for a theory as to why Ghanaian

men engage so actively in extra-marital affairs: almost to a woman they

attribute this promiscuity - not to any particularly strong sex-drive -

12
but to a macho game-play acted out amongst male peers:

9
Palm-nut soup, light soup, and ground-nut soup are three highly

popular Ghanaian main-meal dishes.

10
Indeed, the situation as represented by the women is not dissimilar

to medieval European practice when romance was conceived as connoting love
outside marriage: as marriages were arranged, it was assumed that only
extra-maritally could individuals make their own love choices (Little
1966a: 508-509), By the nineteenth century, however, Europeans were

beginning to choose marriage partners on the basis of their own feelings,
and romantic love between marital partners became the idealized norm (ibid.).
In Ghana, on the other hand, the freedom to choose one's spouse has been,
as we have seen, a much more recent phenomenon.

11This forceful representation of their own sexuality and the importance
that they attach to love-making in marriage stand in marked contrast to the
picture depicted by Pellow (1977; 161) of her Adabraka respondents. She
notes: "It is my impression that the women regard sex as a duty of the
relationship rather than as a source of enjoyment. It is a means of
conceiving children and pleasing the man. The idea that lovemaking should
be a source of reciprocal pleasure seems to be absent",

12
Macho - a Spanish word meaning exaggerated mas-culinity; the noun

machismo means the need to prove one's virility or courage through daring
actions which in the Ghanaian context involves prodigious feats- of sexual
conquest.
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"Even Europeans, I think they do flirt around but with our
men, they are PROUD of it, How- they will boast, In Ghana a
man with ten girlfriends- is supposed to be a 'guy', a 'he-man'.
Its a game amongst men, And, you see, in Ghana this flirting
around with every girl you meet is socially accepted; that is the
difference." (Elizabeth, the 30-year old Fante doctor; tape-
recorded interview in English).

"These our Ghanaian men have to restrain themselves from just
jumping on any nice girl that they see because they want to make
a name for themselves. They are so funny. They try to look big
before their own men friends, to be able to say: 'ah, this girl,
she has been my girlfriend before' - this sort of thing. They think
enjoyment is when you've got money, a 'myself and you are not
really tied to one girl. Ghanaian men, even though they have
their minds on one girl, they will go about with four," CNaomi,
the 24-year old Dagomba clerical worker; tape-recorded interview
in English).

"Having girlfriends - Ghanaian men think that's 'having time', you
know. One man does it and it goes around to all his friends. Its
a game with them. A man will go to some place to meet his friends
and he finds them there with their partners who are not their wives.
He feels out of place so in order to make up, he also takes a girl¬
friend. That is how it goes - its contagious. Its something they
do to try to make themselves look big as men so they can't stop."
(Majella, the 22-year old Ewe ticket-seller; tape-recorded
interview in English).

The women's assertions that most of this extra-marital philandering

is prompted by a man's need to demonstrate his sexual prowess to his own

male companions has also been made by a number of other observers of the
13

contemporary African scene. There are, of course, links here with the
traditional order: in the past it was the 'big man* who had many wives

and children and who was highly esteemed; today, although formal polygyny

is on the decrease amongst successful men who cannot reconcile the practice

with their own notions of modernity, traditional values die hard, In the

13
Pellow (.1977: 45), for example, in her discussion of sexual relation¬

ships in Accra, remarks: "Just as it used to be prestigious to have multiple
wives, now it is so to have a wife and girlfriends-, A man's peer group
encourages such behaviour, and wives remain accepting and fatalistic about
man's ways", The same point is made by Harrell-Bond apropos the married
professional men she studied in Freetown 0-975! 270, 274-5, 285, 294);
there, social pressures are so intense that "married men who attempt to
be faithful to their wives do so against almost impossible odds", The
author goes on to note: "Men who are known not to have extra-marital
affairs are derided by their male friends, Even women may express scorn
and derision" (pp. 274-275), And, the phenomenon is- not confined to
West Africa. La Fontaine (1974: 97), in her discussion of Kinshasa society
and the values held by young Congolese, notes-: "The successful man
demonstrates his personal magnetism and wins prestige by having a numerous
variety of attractive women as mistresses".
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contemporary context, a man's prestige can now be measured by the number

of attractive girlfriends- he can attract and maintain over and above his

legally married wife, The practice also provides a convenient vehicle for

the demonstration of a man's virility and potency: whereas traditionally

this could be manifested through a man's ability to beget many children,
14

today it finds expression in feats of sexual conquest or machismo.

These unmarried women consider, therefore, that it is- hopeless to

expect a Ghanaian husband to be faithful. But whilst 'society' may be

prepared to tolerate (if not encourage) male sexual promiscuity, these

women are highly critical and resentful about it, As educated 'modern'

women they also have a greater consciousness of their own rights as women

in marriage, and they resent a husband's relationships with other women.

This is all the more so as they know that absolute fidelity will be

required of them as wives: in Ghana, a wife's infidelity is- regarded as
15

a very grave matter indeed and would almost certainly lead to divorce,

However, these women are questioning this unequal sexual ideology and are

raising the question as to why a similar licence should not be afforded
16

to them.

b(iv) The reluctance of a Ghanaian husband to involve himself in
a joint social life with his- wife:

These unmarried women also object to the fact that Ghanaian husbands

are reluctant to mix socially with their wives, This, of course, has links

with the machismo sub-culture: prevailing peer-group norms make it socially

obligatory for men to move - in all but the most formal circles - with

14
Little (.1979: personal communication) mqkes a similar point on the

basis of his study of the image of women in contemporary African literature.
The emphasis on male sexual prowess and female seduction throughout the
works of the novelists he studied, leads him to conclude that this reflects
the contemporary man's need to demonstrate his potency in sexual terms.

15
Pellow (1977: 155) makes this point very forcibly when discussing

her Accra respondents: "For women to carouse or take a "friend" when married
is out of the question - "people think bad things"." Little (1977: 342)
comes to the same conclusion on the basis of his analysis of the attitudes
expressed in West African magazines: "Whereas men and society generally
still tend to condone male sexual activity outside as well as within
marriage itself, women are expected to remain faithful to a single partner".

16
Southall (1961: 53) comments on this incipient female revolt against

the double-standard in sexual affairs in relation to African women in

general: "Much larger numbers of women outside tribal life tend rather
to demand for themselves the same standards of sexual behaviour as they
see practised by most men. If the latter obtain sexual access to numerous

women, both before and after marriage, women as a whole see no reason to
restrain themselves from complementary behaviour",
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girlfriends rather than with wives;

"Ghanaian men, they will never stand with their wives.
They prefer to go out with their girlfriends than with
their wives, In my work we have these official parties
and they come with their girlfriends. Even, they wouldn't
like to appear with the same girlfriend two times running
- this time this girlfriend; another time another one."
(Salina, the 26-year old Ewe pay clerk; tape-recorded
interview in English),

There is a considerable amount of evidence in the literature -

relating to both Ghana and the continent as a whole - to support the
17

women's allegations. Indeed, it is widely acknowledged that girlfriends

enjoy a far more active social life than married women, However, as

educated and attractive women, these respondents feel entitled to a joint

social life with their menfolk and consider that conjugal partners should

constitute an entity for social purposes.

(c) The diversion of a husband's financial resources away
from the conjugal home:

These unmarried women also perceive few economic advantages for

themselves in marriage. It seems to them that a husband's financial

input into the conjugal home is dependent on the proportion of his

resources which can be diverted firstly, from getting into the hands of

girlfriends, and secondly, from going to relatives,

c(i) A husband's financial provision for girlfriends:

As these women perceive matters, a Ghanaian husband is likely to

be involved in heavy financial outlays on girlfriends:

"Right now in Ghana, men like to make their girlfriends feel more

happy than the wives. Girlfriends are easily given what they
demand but the wife - they feel she is always there. When she
asks for something - even, they don't mind her, They feel, my
wife is always there but my girlfriend, if she leaves me . . .

That is how our men have been doing. They consider their girlfriends
first before the wife." (Beatrice, the 33r-year old Asante receptionist/
telephonist; tape-recorded interview in English),

17
Caldwell (_1968: 61-63), for example, found in his survey of the

Ghanaian elite that as many as 32% of his female respondents never or

rarely had joint outings with their husbands; and of those who did, as

many as one-third specified that these joint outings involved formal
affairs such as Church or funeral attendance. In Sierra Leone, Harrell-
Bond (1975: 223-224) found the same low- incidence of shared leisure-time
amongst her elite couples and remarks that how husbands spend their leisure
time is a major source of disagreement amongst spouses, In Nigeria, Lloyd
(1967b: 146-147) notes a similarity segregated recreational pattern amongst
the elite couples he studied. And, in Francophone countries the situation
appears to be similar, Bernard (1972: 266) records that Kinshasa men with
the means to support mistresses enjoy entirely different relationships- with
them than with their own wives: relationships with mistresses are much more
egalitarian, with the 'couple' sharing their leisure-time, going to dances,
bars and dining out together - much to the envy of their wives who have
resigned themselves to taking back-seat positions at home.



"These wives, because the man hag- got these girlfriends,
if they ask him money, even for the children's school-fees,
he will say: 'I'm going to do this and that so I can't give
you money' whilst all the time his money is going to all these
girlfriends. The man will prefer to be buying presents for
the girlfriends than paying for his own children's schoolfees,
He'll be telling the wife when she asks of the children: 'You
know I don't have money; what am I going to do for money?' -
whereas he has bought a television set for the girlfriend,
parties and swinging here and there with her, Ghanaian men
don't 'feel' to spend money on their girlfriends at all but
for the wives they do," (Colette, the 23r-year old unemployed
Ga; tape-recorded interview in English) ,

This theme of girlfriends enjoying a priority over wives- when it
comes to financial provision occurs frequently in the Ghanaian press.

It featured many times during the fieldwork-period in the popular column,

Chat with Grandma, in the weekly newspaper, The Mirror:

"I can almost hear loud protests [ from wives] about having to
grapple with children, inadequate housekeeping money, scrubbing
and washing and mean husbands who spend all their money on single
girls. Sure, I ought to know all that; it is true the hubby
wouldn't hesitate to buy an expensive pair of shoes for a

girlfriend while telling you there isn't money for you to buy
a thermos flask for the household." (The Mirror, September 27, 1974).

"He [husband] felt he could safely sacrifice my every need. He
would see me mending a housedress and promise me that at the end
of the month he would give me money to buy some new clothes and
if at the end of the month, a girlfriend wanted to buy a new

carpet for her dining room floor, that would be it for me,"
(The Mirror, October 11, 1974),

There is also ample empirical evidence to lend support to the women's

apprehensions that girlfriends are more likely than wives- to be the bene-
18

ficiaries of the financial generosity of husbands. Indeed, studies on

married couples (Oppong 1974: 90-91; Skinner 1974: 163; Harrell-Bond 1975: 208;

reveal that the degree of conflict between spouses over the issue of

finance - and, in particular, friction over husbands dissipating their

resources on extramarital affairs - is so widespread and deep that a state

of "almost armed economic truce" (Skinner p, 164) is declared whereby

conjugal partners insulate most of their financial dealings from observation

and control by the other.

18
Little (1976: 18) found, for example, in his interesting comparative

study of Ghanaian and British university female students, that nearly 9-in-
10 of the Ghanaian respondents intend to remain in jobs after marriage -

even if their husbands are able to provide a reasonable amount of support
and comfort for them. While many of them stressed that their underlying
motivation involved considerations of 'freedom' and 'independence', a
considerable proportion also recorded their doubts about the reliability
of spouses in general; this anxiety was not shared by any of the British
girls.
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cCii) A husband's financial provision for kin:

In addition to expenditure on extrar-marital affairs, the women also

fear that conjugal resources will be drained by their husbands continuing

financial obligations to their own natal families and that these outlays

will be accorded priority over conjugal ones:

"A Ghanaian husband - whether he is spending all his money
with his family, you shouldn't question, because his mother
comes first. Ghanaian husbands will take their mothers first
and then their sisters and brothers - the family before the
woman. You will always be a kind of stranger and you must
accept this pattern of life," (Adjua, the 26-year old Fante
public relations officer; tape-recorded interview in English).

"The extent of family relationships in Ghana is also a problem;
so many relatives, The man must still look backwards - grands
mothers, mothers, uncles - so many. Because the mother or the
uncle will say: 'well, we have contributed in looking after you
whilst you were going to school so now that you are finished
you can look after my son or whoever as well1. So the man has
to spend his money in that way as well. So its entirely left
to the woman to be giving out money for her own children."
(Rosario, the 24^year old Kwawu counter-assistant; tape-recorded
interview in English).

The priority accorded by Africans to kin rather than spouses has been

amply documented in the literature (Little 1973: 149; Izzett 1961: 311).

As we noted in the previous chapter, amongst the matrilineal people of

Ghana, a man's first responsibility is towards his sisters and their

children rather than his own conjugal family; and the same primary

loyalties to ones family of origin also hold true for patrilineal people.

In the city, a man may find himself in the unfamiliar role of bread¬

winner for his wife and children and this he finds difficult to accept:

as far as he is concerned his siblings, his mother, or his cousins have

a prior claim on his wagesor salary, Empirical work carried out in Ghana

on the actual provision being made by spouses for their kinsfolk indicates

clearly the depth of these loyalties and justify the women's fears on this
* 19account.

These unmarried women, therefore, would anticipate being in compet¬

ition with both girlfriends and in-laws for a husband's financial resources.

19
For example, Caldwell (1969: 169) found that urban immigrant

household-heads (of varying occupational status) were remitting between
one-rtwentieth and three-quarters of their stated incomes back to rural
kinsfolk. Oppong (1972: 215) also found amongst her Accra population of
married elite couples that financial responsibility for kin was almost
universal; this assistance took the form of "help, either with maintenance,
education or trading and building projects or medical and other expenses",
in addition to monthly remittances, occasional gifts, money to cover
funeral expenses, and "the rearing and education of relatives' children".
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These competing demands would undercut any hopes that they might have of

conjugal solidarity in financial or budgeting matters, or of a joint

investment for their children's future. Indeed, they feel that it would

be they, as wives, who would be largely responsible for the maintenance,
20

clothing and education of their children,

(d) The absence of legal supports for the elementary family:

These women are also convinced that prevailing ideologies in Ghana

do not support the elementary family in matters of family law-, As we

noted in the previous chapter, recent legislative reforms entitle women

to maintenance for their children; however, considerable difficulties

remain in translating these statutory reforms into a reality:

"The laws are there, I know, but even if the man leaves you,
refuses to contribute towards the children, I doubt even if
you will take him to court. You will get so many people
advising don't do it - your own family, the man's family -

so many. Even, at all, you are wasting your time going to
court; he won't pay. 'If you take them to court they would
rather give the money as bribe to the clerk to destroy the
papers than to you the woman. They will see the clerk and
that is the end of the case. You are wasting your time."
(Emily, the 28-year old Akuapem midwife; tape-recorded interview
in English).

Empirical work carried out to study the actual working of the

Maintenance of Children Act (1965) in Ghana bears out the worst fears

of the women in terms of what they can expect by way of appeal to their
21

statutory rights. In order to make maintenance rulings binding on

fathers, women have to instigate court proceedings which, for a number of
22

reasons, they are extremely reluctant to do. They are widely sceptical,

20
On the basis of Oppong's (1974: 85-94) findings this was a highly

accurate appraisal of the likely state of affairs. She found that less
than l-in-10 couples had joint savings accounts; that only a few jointly
owned property; and that the usual practice was for wives to assume full
responsibility for their own and their children's clothing, and partial
responsibility for the provision of the household food and the payment of
domestic servants.

21
This study was conducted from the Department of Social Administration

University of Ghana, Legon (Jones^Quartey 1974: 292-304). Of a total of 186
cases selected at random from the Department of Social Welfare files as having
brought maintenance cases against the fathers of their children between June
1965 and December 1967, as many as 68% reported that the fathers were refusing
to comply with a ruling from the Department for maintenance payments.

22
Jones-Quartey (ibid.) found that the vast majority of the women to

whom maintenance orders were awarded but not being honoured refused to have
recourse to the courts. She outlines the main factors responsible for this
reluctance: "Most women could not see themselves going to court either
because they hadn't the money, the time and/or this was not the kind of
action their families or the surrounding community would encourage. Indeed,
such a course of action would be considered a disgrace to themselves or to
their families" (p. 301).
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in any event, that such, action would lead to any real gain for themselves

or their children, given the male-dominated legal system,

As far as these unmarried women are concerned, therefore, Ghanaian

marriage represents- a totally inequitable arrangement. All the constraints

noted - a man's lack of romantic involvement with his wife; his- highly

instrumental motives for getting married; his expectations with regard to

the procreative, incomes-generating, and house-keeping responsibilities of

a wife; his assumptions of dominance; his avoidance of household chores;

his involvement with other women; his reluctance to share his leisure time

with his wife; his extra-marital financial commitments; and the absence

of structural supports for the conjugal family - have combined to make the

prospect of marriage a singularly unattractive proposition for these

respondents. They reject this traditional model of marriage to which their

menfolk remain committed.

What these unmarried women want is a more companionate, egalitarian

form of marriage on the lines of the Western model of conjugal and family

life. Omari (1960) lends support to the view- that 'modern' attitudes

towards marriage are being adopted differentially by each sex: he

concludes on the basis of his study of educated Ghanaians that "women

have a more radical bent against the traditional family Institution than

men. Indeed, this difference in emphasis as between men and women with

regard to their attitudes towards and their expectations- of marriage is

at the crux of the women's problems in their attempts to achieve their

'companionate ideal'. Cp. 207),

In summary, the attitudes of these never-married women reveal a sense

of deep disillusionment and cynicism about the whole institution of

marriage. They are consistent in their denunciations- of Ghanaian men as

husbands: financially and sexually they feel that they are totally irres¬

ponsible. And, they are prepared to admit of no exceptions-: Margaret,

the 39-year old Ga/Fante x:-ray nurse, echoes the sentiments of all of these
women when she observed:

"In nowadays Ghana, the men, the way they are acting, it
is as though they have all got the one mother or they have
been given one injection, A young man will behave the same
way, a middle-aged one will behave the same way, and the old
'sugar-daddy', he will behave the same way. They are all
irresponsible."
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(ii) Non-marrfed women:

Whilst unmarried women are dependent for their attitudes towards

marriage on the impressions which they gain from observation of what is

happening around them, the formerly-married women can draw on their own

first-hand experiences in giving their views, However, analysis of the

data reveals that there is nothing to distinguish the attitudes and

opinions of these non^-married women from those mentioned already by the

unmarried informants: both categories are equally vehement in their

denunciation of Ghanaian marriage,

Almost without exception these non-married women offer the same

critical and dismissive comments on marriage in Ghana as the unmarried

respondents: "You won't be happy in marriage in Ghana here"; "Maybe a

few marriages are happy but I haven't seen"; "The majority of marriages

whether a wedding in church or registry ceremony, the wife just goes and

hangs her neck to it"; "Marriage doesn't have any security for the woman

here in Ghana"; "Ghanaian men cannot make their women happy"; "I don't

say all of them are bad - some of them may be going on alright - but

many of them are bad, the majority",

The specific 'constraints' or negative features relating to Ghanaian

marriage will be taken - for these non-married women - to include firstly,

those factors which the women mentioned as being responsible for the

break-up of their marriages, and secondly, the fulfillment or otherwise

by fathers of their obligations to their children in the wake of the

breakdown of the marriage,

(a) Factors responsible for the break-up of marriage:

Table 8,1 contains a detailed breakdown of the various- reasons offered

by the women to account for the ending of their marriages. In 7-in-10

(69%) cases the women apportioned direct responsibility for the break-up

to their husbands; in 2^in-10 (19%) instances the women accepted that they
were the guilty parties; and in l-in-10 (13%) cases the death of the husband

or some other cause for which neither spouse was directly responsible was

involved.

It is almost impossible to disentangle a number of the factors advanced

by the women to account for the termination of their marriages. For

example, the financial neglect of a wife may arise as a result of a

husband's 'womanizing' because, as the unmarried women have already

pointed out, his resources may be flowing into support, gifts and holidays

for 'outside girlfriends'j and, of course; though more unusually, a
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TABLE 8.1: REASON FOR TERMINATION OF MARRIAGE OF FORMERLY-MARRIED
KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN
STUDY, IN ACCORDANCE WITH SERIAL NUMBER OF MARRIAGE (percentages).

REASON FOR

TERMINATION OF MARRIAGE
1st

marriage
2nd

marriage
3rd

marriage
Total

Husband guilty party:

Financial irresponsibility 28 30 T- 26

Adultery/problems associated
with polygyny

19 23 20 20

Behaviour unacceptable
(physical abuse, alcoholism,
mental illness)

12 15 40 14

Family interference 9. - 7

Childless union 4 -■ 2

Wife guilty party:

Desertion (loveless
arranged union)

14 8 r* 12

Barrenness 5 8 20 7

Other:

Death. 5 8 - 6

Other 5 8 20 7

TOTAL %
n*

101
58

100
13

100

5

101
76

* A total of 76 reasons were offered by informants relating to a total of
34 marriages - 26 1st marriages; 6 2nd marriages; and 2 3rd marriages.

husband's generosity may be directed towards a 'rival' or co-wife with no

attempt made to ensure an equitable sharing. The actual cause mentioned

therefore, may be quite incidental. It may also, of course, relate to

an informants vocabulary of motives: a woman may find it personally less

humiliating to acknowledge non-support rather than to face the fact that

she has been supplanted by another woman; also, whilst it is culturally

acceptable to suggest that a basic obligation inherent in the marriage bond

has been violated, a wife's inability to cope with 'another woman' is not.

What is remarkable, however - as we shall see - is the fact that

these non-married women pinpoint as the causes of their marriage break-ups

(where husbands are the guilty parties) precisely those factors which are

currently deterring the unmarried women from entering marriage.
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a(i) Inadequate financial provision for the woman and her
children:

As can be seen from Table 8,1 inadequate financial provision for

both themselves and their children - one of the major apprehensions of

the unmarried women the single factor most frequently advanced by

these non-married informants to account for the break-up of their marriages:

"For the four years that we were married not even a handkerchief
did he give me. If not for my mother r she used to send me and
the children food and money - we would have gone hungry", (.Auntie
Alice, the 44-year old Fante/Akyem importer with reference to
her first husband; tape-recorded interview in English),

"The marriage was a cheat, Whilst this man was working and I too
was working, it was I that had to use all my money to take care
of the children. So I asked myself: 'what is the use of the man?'
If both of us could bring forth children and the man is not unemployed,
yet I am the sole body responsible for all these five children in
all expenses. So I thought there is no use continuing with the
marriage." (Auntie Dinah, the 43-year old Kwawu drapery store-
owner; taper-recorded interview in Twi) ,

"I saw that my husband was trying to be irresponsible, He was

giving me one cedi to cook breakfast, lunch and dinner for
himself, these our three children and myself, That was the
time of Busia when plantain was selling one finger for fifteen
pesewas. He wouldn't even buy provisions, sugar, soap..,. And not
only that, when the children were going to school he never gave
them anything for their break-money or transport, So I pleaded
with him that the cedi wasn't sufficient and that he should add

more. All he told me was that the time before when he had left
me he had gone for a woman to whom he gave sixty pesewas a day
so I should think myself lucky that I was getting one cedi, But
I told him that this woman wasn't having any children but even
still he refused to increase. So I left him." (Ama Kuma, the
40-year old Akyem/Ga rice seller; tape-recorded interview in Twi),

What these women wanted from their husbands was what every wife under

the traditional system was entitled to under the customary marriage bargain:

the provision of a roof over her and her children's heads: some contribution

towards the household food; and financial assistance to meet the basic

needs of her children for food, clothing and education, No hint was given

by these informants that they expected their husbands to be the sole

contributors towards these essential items; what they wanted was some

kind of equitable sharing. And when this was not forthcoming over long

periods, they questioned the rationale for continuing with their marriages,

a(ii) Husband's involvement with other women:

A husband's involvement with other women is the next most frequently

cited cause behind the women's marital breakups, From the women's

accounts, however, it is obvious that this issue is closely related to

the problem of non-support just considered: even in cases- where the

emphasis is placed firmly on a husband's infidelities, the factor of

non-support must be present before a firm decision is taken to pull out
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of a marriage:

"He had a lot of girlfriends-, Some of these girlfriends, too,
were very arrogant, very stubborn, very rude when they met you
at market, One even took a 'phone and rang me and damned me
well on the 'phone and abused and insulted me. She told me:

'you know your husband is with me for all these months and yet
you are still in that house. If I were you and had some respect
I would have packed and gone away long long ago', Oh yes, she
told me a lot of horrible things-, But it wasn't because of these
girlfriends that I left my husband - though they contributed a
lot to it - it was because he wasn't minding me, There were a
lot of things involved r- he wouldn't pay the rent, the electricity
bills and all these things," (Madam Cecilia, the 28-year old
Asante school principal, speaking of her ordinance marriage:
tape-recorded interview in English),

"He would go with this girl and spend a lot of money, making
parties every day in this girl's place, taking this girl for a
trip. I tried to talk to him several times but he wouldn't just
listen. I even went to this woman and had a nice chat with her,
I said I wouldn't mind if she could be my husband's girlfriend
but she should try and talk to him so that he should not also
neglect his responsibilities - he wasn't paying the rent; 'chop'
money too, sometime he wouldn't give out. She jus-t said she
didn't care, and afterall, its true, she doesn't care. Whatever
I can do, she told me, I should do it. So it just went on like
that until I couldn't tolerate it any longer," (Alphonsina, the
34-year old Ewe receptionist/telephonist, speaking of her ordinance
marriage; tape-recorded interview in English),

"After this man had brought me from my village to Accra I could see
he was a man who liked the idea of mixing with girls all the time -

these girls who dress- in 'afro' wigs-, He was the type of man who
will always go for any new girl who is fashionable - wearing the
latest model - and go out with them to places that people could
say: 'hey, you have got a girl with the latest fashions'. These
girls, too, will get every pesewa from the man to get these dresses,
Also these girls like swinging - they are the 'high-time' type
who will only like to move in these high-class places, So in
the course of his movement with all these new catches, he was

'chopping' all his money; also he would go out alone, enjoy
himself somewhere and come back late and tired and refuse to

eat my food. If ever I tried to complain he would say that I was-
too nagging a woman. So I felt that once it had been proved that
he was not somebody who was interested in marriage but tossing
women, then he should be allowed to stay and do what he liked, I
had wanted somebody who would respect marriage and respect me,"
(Attia addo, the 34-year old Krobo yam seller; tape-recorded
interview in Krobo),

These extracts from the women's accounts reveal that they had been

pushed to the limits of their endurance: they had been insulted, slighted

and abused by these girlfriends, and in some cases, had had their own

status as wives openly challenged. Yet, such indignities would not seem

to have provided - on these accounts t sufficient cause for a decision
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to split with their husbands; extrarmarital philanderings had to be

combined with financial shortfalls to themselves as wives. Indeed,

Alphonsina, although a well-educated, vocationally equipped, widely-

travelled and extremely attractive woman made it quite clear that she

would have been prepared to tolerate an 'outside' wife so long as- her own

and her children's material needs were being catered for,

Even more infuriating for some of these non<-married respondents was

the realization that the money being spent so lavishly by their husbands

on girlfriends was, in fact, finance which they-, as wives, had generated:
"When he lost his work he was just staying in the house
and I was feeding and clothing him. So I installed a water
tap at the entrance to our house and I made him the collector.
The time I was looking after the tap I could collect two cedis
and fifty pesewas profit a day at least, I assumed he was doing
alright so I wasn't bothering, Then one day the people from
Water and Sewerage came and threatened to sue me for accummulating
arrears for more than a year for nearly three hundred cedis, I
abused them that they wanted to cheat me as they knew I was an
illiterate. My husband was called; he said he had paid but he
was only able to show three months of receipts after one and a
half years of caretaking. It was then I heard from some neighbours
about a certain girl who used to sneak inside the room with the
man when I was at market and they told me that the man used to
empty the contents of the money box to this girl. So I sacked
the man from that time." (Alhajia Iyishattu, the 42-year old
Hausa/Mossi restaurant owner; tape-recorded interview in Hausa),

"I was staying with my husband in Tamale and helping him to
keep his store; he also had a transport business. But he became
a drunkard and a womanizer so he got broke. I advised him: 'We
have flopped in Tamale, why can't we go back to the south and we
can do something there?'. When we came to Accra he couldn't
get any job so I struggled and built a kiosk and brought the
man in. We were selling provisions and small, small, we were

making money. He started following women indiscriminately again.

A greater importance is placed on the consequences of open confront¬
ation between girlfriends and wives in terms of the threat posed to the
status of wives when elite women are concerned, Oppong (1974: 120), for
example, notes with respect to the high-status Accra wives she studied
that "a wife may be heard to state that she knows many husbands- (her own

included), have girlfriends and have even set up second wives in houses
elsewhere, but she may be prepared to accept this state of affairs, so

long as such happenings occur far enough away from the household!". And,
Harrell-Bond (1975: 225-226) makes similar observations about the wives
of professional men in Freetown: she described how women there would also
turn a blind eye on their husbands' infidelities so long as their behaviour
did not threaten their own position as married women, A common fear
amongst these Freetown wives was that their husbands- would become involved
with women of lower status than themselves: "It is quite common," she
notes, "for such girls to approach the wife in some public place and abuse
her openly, The thought of such encounters fills women with terror for
they cannot be ignored and almost inevitably lead to separation. Almost
any indignity or amount of neglect from their husbands is- preferable to
such a confrontation" (p, 226).
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I reminded him: 'This is what you did in Tamale and everything
went away; here now-, you've been blessed; the money is coming
again; why can't we plan for the future?', Anytime I said this
he became annoyed and fought me. He continued flirting, I
had heard he had been bringing women to my room anytime I went
to the kiosk and so one day I decided to catch him, I returned
and said: 'Oh, gentleman, s-o you will ever continue to do this
thing*. When I had said this I held the woman and beat her
nicely. But that was the end. My husband said he had been
disgraced by his own wife," CAkosua Ekua, the 43-year old Akyem
provisions trader; tape-recorded interview in Twi ) .

—<—i—i

"During our marriage I had been helping my husband. 1 used to
buy him cloth and shoes, Even I gave him capital for a wood
business out of my own profits. He would buy a whole truck-load
of wood from Asamakese £E,R.) and then retail it in front of our

house. He was telling me that he couldn't make the wood to pay,
that people were coming to steal the firewood in the night and
all these things, Later I discovered that he was having a

girlfriend who was 'chopping' the money. So I thought it was
senseless my staying with such a man." (Ernestina, the 33-year
old Asante beer bar managress, speaking about her second husband:
tape-recorded interview in Twi) .

a(iii) Personal inadequacy or illness of husband:

The next largest factor which figures in the women's discussion of

reasons responsible for the break-up of their marriages relates to the

personal inadequacies or illness of their spouses. Again, however, it is

worth noting that this factor also invariably reduces to shortcomings in

financial provision for them as wives, Heavy drinking is the problem most

frequently involved.,with mental illness mentioned in just one instance:
"I broke with the man because of his drinking. He was drinking
every blessed day. He would start early in the morning and would
just sit around drinking. He didn't enjoy going to town, he didn't
stay out late, he didn't 'chase*, he didn't like friends - just
drinking. Spirits all the time. And when he drinks he beats me.
And because of this drinking he could never give me 'chop' money,
no help for the child. I told him I was- leaving him. He was

very, very sad but he couldn't stop. So I had a divorce." (Pamela
Tawiah, the 28-year old Akuapem stationery supplier; tape-recorded
interview in English).

"The man started drinking seriously - a whole bottle of
akpeteshi a day. And he wouldn't be able to go to sea or to
farm. For days on end he would be in a drunken stupor at home,
make a lot of noise and vomit all over the place. If I talked
to him he would beat me. It was happening so while we were
in our hometown and his relatives talked to him, It seemed to
have stopped but when we came to Accra he resumed again. Sometimes
he would carry the akpeteshi on the boat to sea and when he would
get the catch he would sell it to the women at any price and come
home empty-handed - only with the net, What is this? You are a
fisherman; I am your wife, a fishmonger, You go to fish and you

bring the fish and sell it out to other people, When you come
home and I ask you, you become annoyed. You don't give me 'chop*
money. So what type of marriage was that?" (Mercy Kludze, the
43-year old Ewe fishmonger; tape-recorded interview in Ewe),
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In the case of Amina, however, the problem related to the onset

of a severe mental disorder:

"The father of these children was there with me peacefully,
doing his business nicely, when adjinni (evil spirits) came
and disturbed him and he went mad. He would just sit in the
room; he couldn't work. 'Chop' money self, I had to find so
the parents advised me to find another husband." (Amina, the
29-year old rice-and-beqns trader; tape-recorded interview in
Hausa),

a(iv) Interference from husband's family;

Interference from the woman's in-laws - particularly the man's

mother and sisters - constitutes the next most frequently mentioned

factor involved in the break-up of the women's marriages. Elderly female
kinsfolk may begin to fear that a wife is having too much influence on

their son or brother and may, thereby, pose a threat to their own

interests. To ensure that this does not happen, they set about destroy¬

ing the marriage by implanting doubt and suspicion in the man's mind as

to the woman's worth and suitability:

"They were talking to the man about mistakes in me that he
has already known and hasn't minded - trivial things, but they
would try to enlarge it, trying to break our relationships.
They would go on talking, making him feel he's not doing the right
thing by staying with me". (Attia Addo, the 34-year old Krobo yam
seller: tape-recorded interview in Krobo).

"In-laws - they are the poison behind all broken marriages in
Ghana. We got married in Europe and our marriage was very happy
for the five years we were overseas, It was only when we got
back that the problems started. Because coming from my husband's
side they inherit the father whilst on my side it is the uncle
so if there is a lot of money around, they think my children will
inherit it and this brings a lot of complications, So they couldn't
accept me. My husband's father started interfering. They would
talk to him, you know, in a very ordinary way that I was not his
type. Then the father said he wanted him to put up a building in
his home-town. I felt, too, as we were living in Accra, he should
put it up there so that our children could enjoy it. So there were
all these quarrels, So I had to leave." (Madam Lucille, the 31-year
old Fante school principal speaking of her marriage to an Akuapem
doctor; tape-recorded interview in English),

"Maybe these in-laws would come, and because they are visitors I
would try to make show and treat them fine, But when they would
go to the hometown, they would say: 'hey, go and see Kofi and the
wife; they eat plenty meat. Hey, my son is losing money in
Accra. This girl won't let him to get even a pesewa." So they
would talk, talk, talk; telling him he's got a 'high-time' girl;
that if he doesn't take time I would be putting butter to light
fire and milk to put it off; turning his mind against me".
(Ernestina, the 33-year old Asante beer bar manageress, speaking
about her first marriage; tape-recorded interview in Twi).
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"The man's relatives- were the cause of the break-up. The
man had a plot of land in his home^town and started building.
Later he bought a car and suspended the building for sometime.
But the family thought I was the one to blame. They said the
Senior Officer who can't complete his building, they haven't
seen this before; that it was I the Asante woman he was marrying
that was the cause of his downfall, So his relatives, including
his sisters, started coming to me to abuse me telling me that
I am 'chopping' their brother's money and that I have made him
to forget his own relatives- including they the sisters, I tried
to explain to them that even the 'chop' money he was giving was
insufficient; how even with his own children, the school-fees,
they weren't regular. But they wouldn't listen. Even the case
was so serious that I took it to the Police Station, and the
man's sisters were found guilty, But since that time the man
started changing his behaviour towards me; he cut my 'chop' money
even further. I pleaded but all in vain. He never changed,"
(Auntie Bea, the 31-year old Asante contractor referring to her
marriage to a Kwawu civil servant; tape-recorded interview in Twi) .

"This man's mother was a nuisance. she would just arrive in
Accra and stay for as long as she felt to stay. And every pesewa
the man got, she had to know. She was trying to get him to give
out more and more to her whilst 'chop' self for the table she
was saying I was spending too much. Also she was poking her nose
into our marital affairs at any time; this woman could come into
our room at any time, without knocking, asking for soap, sugar,

matches, anything, at odd times. Also she likes petty quarrels
and would like to blame me for anything that went wrong. Any
matter which would not need abuse, this my mother-in-law would
abuse me. I spoke to my husband but he would just tell me I must
respect his mother. So I just got fed up." (Araba Kofi, the 39-year
old Adangbe provisions trader referring to her first husband; tape-
recorded interview in Ga).

i

Again, however, it is worth observing that in all of these accounts

of marital breakdown where blame was attributed to the meddlesome

behaviour of in-laws, financial concerns lay at the heart of the problem:

a husband's continuing economic obligations to his own natal family

resulted in an intolerable depletion of the conjugal kitty - an eventuality

also predicted by the unmarried women.

a(v) Husband unable to father children:

The final factor which figures in the women's responses where blame

was attributed - either directly or indirectly - to the husband, relates

to a husband's inability to father children. The difficulty involved in

trying to maintain a marriage without children is widely recognized and

has been noted at many points already, The two women in question

considered - like most Ghanaians - that a primary purpose of marriage was

to have children and the man's infertility removed, consequently, the

raison d'etre for the union, They went on to 'try their luck' elsewhere -

in the event, successfully,
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In summary, therefore, one can conclude in respect of these cases of
marital breakdown where husbands were identified as the guilty parties that -

with the exception of the two instances where husbands were unable to

beget children - material or financial considerations lay at the heart of

the breakdowns: regardless of how emotionally barren the partnership was

proving to be and irrespective of the number of girlfriends or interfering

in-laws, these women would probably have remained with their husbands if,

materially, they and their children were being provided for.

Almost l-in-5 reasons offered for the breakdown of the women's marriages

pinpoint the women themselves as the 'guilty parties'. Two main categories

are involved here: in the first instance, there are those women who noted

that they had deserted their husbands because they were not in love with

them, or because they were not prepared to uproot themselves and follow

their husbands when they were moving on; and, secondly, there are further

instances of childless unions but here it was the women who were the barren

parties to the relationship.

a(vi) Woman deserted her husband:

Most of these instances of desertion involve women who were parties to

marriages which had been arranged for them against their own expressed wishes.

Ramatu, Abwiya, Memuna and A'isha, for example, four ashawo women, had

refused to stay as young girls in arranged loveless marriages where their

husbands were, in most cases, considerably older than themselves and, already

polygynously married. Ramatu also left her second husband when she refused

to follow him - a Hausa - to Nigeria after his expulsion from Ghana under

the Aliens Compliance Order (1969): "Because I was only a young girl and how

he was treating me in the marriage in Ghana, my own country, what will happen

to me there?". Patricia, the secondary school teacher had married a man of

her choice; however she, too, refused to accompany her husband to the Ivory

Coast where he had been sent on transfer, as her chances of getting employ¬

ment in a school there were slight: "Nobody knows the future - if I stayed

as a full housewife without employment, things could change at any time and

I had these two children to take care of".

a(vii) Woman unable to have children:

The lot of the barren Ghanaian woman is pitiable, as we have noted

already, and so it proved for these informants who tragically found that

they were incapable of bearing children: "He was saying", noted Ernestina,

the beer bar manageress, "if you have a fowl in the house it should lay eggs

for you and you will benefit from the eggs but if it doesn't then it is
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useless'; "The man just told me", remarked Araba Kofi, the proyisions trader,

"that as I wasn't bringing forth I should return to my own family"; and,

Maki Arku, the plantain and groundnut seller explained: "I learned my husband

had made another woman pregnant. I questioned him but the reply he gave

was I couldn't bring forth for him so why should I complain. He started

abusing me. It pained me so much that I decided to leave him".

a(viii) Death of husband:

Death was also responsible for the termination of a small percentage

of the women's marriages. Indeed, two of the respondents who had been

widowed - Auntie Alice and Auntie Teikwo, the two wealthy self-employed

importers - represented that their marriages had been extremely happy and

that they had been well looked after by their husbands up until their

untimely deaths: "As for me, if not death, I would never have stopped

marrying my husband. I was very, very happy"; "He was a very nice man and

did his possible best for me. That is why since, even for me to pick a

friendship after, it was a hard thing for me".

a(vix) Other reason:

The final small residual category of 'other reason' encompasses a

variety of factors; the intervention of the woman's own family to dissolve

the marriage for reasons of non-support of the woman, or because a husband

was not showing due respect to his in-laws, was noted in a few instances;

another woman suspected that her husband was dabbling in witchcraft; and,

finally, Akosua Ekua, the Akyem provisions trader, left her first husband,

a fisherman, as he was refusing to allow her two sons to attend school.

(b) Non-fulfillment by ex-husbands of obligations to their
children:

Finally, in one last important respect, the fears of the unmarried

women are borne out by the experiences of these formerly-married women:

divorced men do not, generally speaking, fulfil their obligations to their

children by former wives.

Table 8.2 details the number of children born to both the non-married

and unmarried informants in the sample. With regard to the formerly-married

women a total of 61 children had been born to 25 of these 34 women whilst
24 25

married; 58 of these children are still surviving.

24
Four of these women also had a child outside formal marriage; these

children are classified in the 'born outside wedlock' column.

25
Habiba, the orange seller's five-month old baby boy died eight years

earlier; Ama, the rice seller, had lost an eight-year old daughter twelve
years previously; and Mercy, the fishmonger's fourteen-year old only daughter
had been tragically killed in a motor accident six years previously. Of the
unmarried mothers, Faustina, one of the police officers and Ayanima, an
awasheng. had both lost a baby in infancy. _



TABLE 8.2: NUMBER OF CHILDREN BQRNE BY KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44
years of age > WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY IN ACCORDANCE
WITH WHETHER BIRTHS OCCURRED WITHIN OR WITHOUT MARRIAGE (percentages)

NUMBER Status of child
OF

CHILDREN Born within Born outside

wedlock wedlock

No child 26 63

One child 18 29

Two children 32 2

Three children 6 6

Four children 9 -

Five children 9 -

TOTAL
n̂*

100

34

100
87

* A total of 105 children were horne by these 87 women - 61 within wedlock
and 44 outside.

a(i) Custody of children:

Traditionally, on the separation or divorce of parents, young children

of either sex reside with their mothers until approximately seven years of

age (Rattray 1929: 10-11). Thereafter, in a matrilineal system they can

either remain with the mother and her lineage or go to live with the father
26

(Danquah 1928: 187; Rattray 1929: 10-11; Fortes 1949a: 76,78-83, 1950; 273);

in patrilineal societies the father or the father's family assume custody

of the children once they reach the age of eight years (Manoukian 1950: 80;

26
Fortes (1950: 273) found, for example, in the Ashanti social survey

(1945-'46) that half of the children under fifteen were living with their
fathers; the other half were living in households presided over by their
mother's brothers. Some difference of opinion exists, however, as to whether
it is the lineage or the father who has the ultimate right to custody.
Danquah (1928: 187), for example, is quite emphatic that a father has the
right to claim custody of his lawful child: "Now, as regards the custody of
children in general, the law is clear on the point. A child belongs to his
father - or rather to his father's household, and so long as the child remains
with his parents his custody is in the hands of the father. A mother cannot
take a child away from the father. If the child is young the father may be
ordered by Tribunal to leave it in the nursing hands of its mother. After
the first two or three years of infancy a father can always claim possession
of his lawful child". Rattray (1929: 14), however, seems to suggest that
whilst a father has a natural right to custody, it is not one that is legally
enforceable: the father has the right "in the event of a divorce or separation
to have the custody of his child. These rights are claimed, it will be
noticed, more in virtue of natural laws and equity than by any legal process".
On the other hand Fortes (1950: 268) notes that the father has no rights of
custody: "An Ashanti father has no legal authority over his children. He
cannot even compel them to live with him or, if he has divorced their mother,
claim their custody as a right".
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Jones-Quartey 1974: 298).

Table 8.3 details the custody-arrangements and whereabouts of the

children of these single women. With regard to the non-married women, as

Table 8.3: WHEREABOUTS OF CHILDREN OF KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE WOMEN (21-44 years
of age) WHO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY IN ACCORDANCE WITH WHETHER CHILDREN
BORN WITHIN OR WITHOUT MARRIAGE (percentages).

WHEREABOUTS Status of child

OE

CHILDREN

Total
Born

within wedlock
Born

outside wedlock

In custody of mother:

Living with:
Mother (informant) 66 24 48

Mother's sister 9 19 13
Mother's mother 3 26 13

Mother's aunt (MMZ)
Overseas studying

2

5

12 6

3
Working outside Accra 3 — 2
Married in Accra 2 — 1

In custody of father:

Living with:
Father 3 5 4

Father's sister 3 - 2

Father's mother 3 14 8

TOTAL % 99 100 100

n 58 42 100

Child deceased n 3 2 5

many as 90% (52) of their surviving children born in wedlock (58) are in the

custody of mothers - the present informants, whilst only 9% (6) are in the

charge of their fathers. The living arrangements provide an interesting

breakdown: in 66% (38) of instances, the children are actually living with

the informants themselves whilst in 14% (8) of cases they are living elsewhere

with kin of the women - with sisters (5), mothers (2) and in one instance
27

with an aunt (1); the three children of Auntie Teikwo, the cloth importer

are at university in the United States of America; Akosua, one of the general

provisions retailers, has two sons working outside Accra, whilst the eldest

daughter of Alhajia Iyishattu, the restaurant owner, is married and living

elsewhere in Accra. The actual residential arrangements of the 9% (6)

27
It is interesting to note in passing that this breakdown is reversed

in the case of children born outside wedlock: 24% (10) of instances involve
children living with the unmarried women themselves whilst 57% (24) of cases
involve living with kin - with mothers (11), sisters (8) and aunts (5). This
reversal is largely accounted for by the fact that a number of these women
are working as prostitutes and their "nocturnal outings" and general life¬
style preclude the presence of children.
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of children in their fathers' custody are equally divided as with fathers

themselves, their mothers and their sisters.

Women will not forego lightly the custody of their children; indeed

they will only do so when they are convinced that it is in the children's
28

best interests: Alphonsina, for example, the receptionist/telephonist,

had allowed her two children to be placed with her ex-husband's sister, a

wealthy Kumasi woman, as she knew they would be better cared for whilst

she was finding her feet after her divorce. Pamela, the stationery-store

owner, had allowed her then 3-year old son to be taken to his paternal

grandmother (HM) in the Volta Region whilst she was still married in order

to spare him the drunken excesses of her then husband; Amina, the rice and

beans seller, had parted unwillingly with her 4-year old son when, following

customary practice, her husband's people came to take her first-born to the

north; and Ama Kuma, another rice seller and Patience, the fishmonger, had

left a son and daughter respectively to continue living in the households

of their ex-husbands and other wives where they were happily settled rather

than uproot them when they themselves left.

a(ii) Maintenance of children:

Regardless of the custody arrangements, a father, traditionally, had

extensive obligations towards his children. These responsibilities obtained

even though the man may not have married the mother (Ekow-Daniels 1974: 288)

and they remained binding after divorce or separation (Fortes 1950: 268).

Even in death, a man's family was equally liable for the discharge of a

deceased member's paternal obligations (Ollennu 1966: 205; Ekow-Daniels

1974: 288).

A father was responsible for the upkeep of his children from childhood

until the age of puberty. In matrilineal societies he provided for their

food and clothing, and he was also responsible for their education (Sarbah

1897: 39; Danquah 1928: 188-189; Amoo 1946: 232; Fortes 1950: 268, 272);

a father was also charged with the moral and civic training of his children

and he was also responsible for their discipline (Rattray 1929: 11-14;

28
It is interesting to speculate that this may also be a father's

reasoning. In the only instances of maternal neglect of children detected -

in all instances involving ashawo - fathers had acted decisively in assuming
custody of the child: . "He said to me plainly: 'You are a prostitute. I will
never let you have my daughter so you can make her a prostitute too'. He
came from a rich Kumasi family so he had a big mouth"; "I gave the child for
a woman to look after but the boy heard of it so he told his mother and she
went and collected the child"; "People were bringing him stories that I
was not staying in the house with her so he came for the child"; and "People
were saying that I was going out with these my friends hustling and he
wouldn't agree that his child stay with me".
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Fortes 1950: 268); he was required to find work for them when adult

or to equip them for same trade or vocational skill (Tortes: ibid);

and, in the case of a son, he had the additional responsibility of finding

a wife for him (Sarbah 1897: 45; Danquah 1928: 193; Amoo 1946: 229). In

patrilineal societies the father (ox his family) assumed full responsibility

for his children's maintenance and training - and he did so whether he had

custody of the children or not (Jones-Quartey 1974: 298).

Table 8.4 details the individuals responsible for the maintenance

and support of the children of the single women - both non-married and

unmarried. With respect to the formerly-married women, as many as 2-in-3

(65%) children are the sole financial responsibility of the women, with

help in some instances from their families. In the case of l-in-5 (20%)

children, the women are receiving some form of regular maintenance allowance

from their ex-husbands but the amounts involved are pitiful: Clara, for

example, the cloth trader, receives £10 monthly from the father of her son

and daughter for their upkeep; Habiba, the orange seller, collects £5 monthly

from her ex-husband for their 3-year old daughter; and, Auntie Bea, the

building materials contractor, receives just £6 monthly from her ex-husband

for the support of their four children. Indeed only Madam Lucille, one

of the school principals, has anything like realistic maintenance contribut¬

ions from her ex-husband; on the break-up of her ordinance marriage, she

and her husband had come to an agreement whereby he would pay £80 monthly

towards the upkeep of his children. In a further 6% of cases, father are

undertaking the payment of the children's schoolfees; however, as Auntie

Isobel, the woman with the large-scale dressmaking concern (and a party to

such an arrangement) could remark: "Feeding and clothing is much more than

the schoolfees". Indeed, in only the l-in-10 (9%) instances where children

are in the custody of their fathers can it be said that the ex-husbands of

these non-married women are fully honouring their traditional obligations
29

to their children: here the responsibility for their upkeep and schooling

29
It is arguable, therefore, that women who have had their children

outside of marriage are faring better with regard to their financial support
than those who had them within. For example, whereas only 9% of children
born in marriage are the full financial responsibility of their fathers. this
figure is 19% in the case of those born outside. We should recall, however,
that the majority of these children in the custody of their fathers or
fathers' families are offspring of ashawo who indeed express themselves
satisfied with the material provision being made on behalf of their children:
"I always say for my children I'm free - they are attending school with the
father's family"; "My children are being well cared for by their fathers.
My boyfriends - they love their children more than me". On the other hand
a greater percentage of these children born outside wedlock (74% compared
with 65%) are the full responsibility of their mothers with no maintenance
or support being received from the fathers; indeed, many of the women would
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Table 8.4: -MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT OF CHILDREN OJ KOKOMLEMLE SINGLE
WOMEN (21-44 years of age) TOO PARTICIPATED IN MAIN STUDY IN ACCORDANCE
WITH WHETHER CHILDREN BORN WITHIN OR WITHOUT JLARRIAGE (percentages)

MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT Stat-us of child

OF

CHILDREN
TOTAL

Born within

wedlock

Born o-utside

wedlock

In custody of mother:

Mother or mother's family
are fully responsible for
maintenance, clothing and
education

65 74 68

Regular support from child's
father

20 2 12

Occasional support from
child's father -

financial contribution

payment of school fees 6

5 2

4

In custody of father:

Father or father's family
are fully responsible for
maintenance, clothing and
education

9 19 14

TOTAL %
n

100

58

100

42
100

has been taken entirely out of the hands of these women. Even in these

cases, however, these non-married women are keen to demonstrate their

maternal concern and at Christmas and Easter undertake major outlays on

clothing and footwear for them.

For a few wealthy women like Auntie Teikwo, the cloth importer, who

has her three children attending university overseas, or Auntie Alice,

the other importer, who can afford to send all five of her children to

prestigeous Ghanaian secondary schools, the maintenance and education of

children is not a problem: but, for the vast majority of these women,

providing unaided for their children does entail real hardship and many

sacrifices. Time and time again they have attempted to get their ex-husbands

29 contd./...
have received nothing by way of financial contribution towards their

children's upkeep since the outdooring gifts. Only three women who had
custody of their children received anything by way of assistance: Comfort,
the akpeteshi seller received _£10 regularly at Christmas and Easter from
a former boyfriend who fathered her 5-year old daughter; Korleyki, a

seamstress, received 010 on three occasions over a 9-year period from an ex-

boyfriend, the father of her ten-year old daughter; and Justina, an awasheng
occasionally receives 05 towards the upkeep of her two children, in her
family's care, from the father.
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to lighten their burden:

"Ghanaian fathers won't support their children like that.
If you put it on them then there will be a trouble. I
went to him several times asking for a help and he told me
that I can go and report him to any place. So I have now
decided not to mind the man again." (Madam Cecilia, the 28-
year old Asante school principal and mother of a seven-year
old son; tape-recorded interview in English).

"He wasn't giving out a single pesewa for his four children.
Even I went to where he had gone on transfer to Brong Ahafo
to try to get some maintenance, and reported the matter to his
senior officer. He agreed to be remitting £10 a month. Its
now nearly five years since I went there and since then no

letter, nothing. When this the last-born was just starting
school, he last came to visit her. He played with all the
children and went away. He didn't come back again." (Antonia
Apprey, the 44-year old Fante cloth trader and mother of four
teenage children; tape-recorded interview in Twi).

"For seven years he hasn't sent me even a pesowa. Even I was

getting somebody to write letters for me but he never replied.
Not a single pesewa has he sent for the girl's 'chop' money
or school fees in all that time. This man, too, in all that
time, he has not even come to say hello to his daughter. Even
if he has no money if there was any feeling there he would at
least come down to say hello." (Mansa Appiah, the 23-year old
Akyem orange seller and mother of a seven-year old daughter;
tape-recorded interview in Twi).

"I went to him three times to ask him to help me with these
three children. Each time I went he would pick quarrel with
me. Anytime, too, he will tell me that he has no money in his
hand so now I have stopped going." (Agatha Sowah, the 37-year
old Ga/Adangbe seamstress and button maker and mother of three
teenage children; tape-recorded interview in Ga).

The women very often did not allow the matter to rest with their own

personal attempts at persuasion and other channels for enforcing their

children's rights to maintenance were explored. But, again the experiences

of these women bear out the contention of the unmarried women that wives are

unlikely to gain either societal or legal support for any maintenance claims

they may seek to pursue against the fathers of their children:

"I told him I was going to take the matter up with the senior
members of his family or some outside authority to be disciplined
for negligence. But he didn't mind me, and my family too, wouldn't
agree; they didn't want to make 'palaver' out of the whole issue."
(Genevieve, the 31-year old Fante banking assistant and mother of
two sons aged eleven and nine years; tape-recorded interview in
English).

"I had made my mind to take him to court and charge him and sue him
for neglect. I hoped that the court would look at his salary, look
at the huge amount he gets and see how not even one pesewa can he
afford for his wife and four children. So I went to see a certain

lawyer who prepared everything; it was only left with the presentation
to the court. But his sisters heard it and came to beg me. They said
that as I was a Christian and my husband is also a Christian, that I
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should leave everything to God. So I stopped. I knew that
if I went ahead that the Christians would have been pointing
fingers at vie for how unchristian I was by doing this."
(Auntie Bea, the 31-year old Asante contractor and mother of
four children aged between seven and fourteen years; tape-
recorded interview in Twi)

"Somebody led me to the Social Welfare Office. On the first
day they said they would take up the matter and told me to
come the next day. I went there, they took my statement and
the man asked me to come again. But when I went the third time -

I don't know: this officer who asked me to come, immediately I
came, he shuttled me away jie je mama (Twi: go away). I was so
ashamed. I know my husband got to hear of the matter and came
to talk and to bribe him to discourage him from taking my case."
(Ama Kuma, the 40-year old Akyem/Ga rice seller and mother of
three children aged 14-22: tape-recorded interview in Twi).

For these formerly-married women, therefore, marriage and its aftermath

involved - by and large - considerable frustration of their own expectations

of husbands. Their recollections were flooded not only with unhappy

memories of financial deprivation but also with loneliness, sexual neglect,

their own frenetic compensatory activities, and even, mental breakdown:

"I was there, just lonely in the house, left to do the housework and look

after the children alone while he would make 'palaver' every day over the

'chop' money and just go roaming about with these girlfriends"; "When he

started this running after other girls there wasn't a sexual intercourse

involved in the marriage which I can tell you brings a lot of confusion

physically and mentally"; "He wouldn't talk to me in the house. I will

just cook, he will take his 'chop' and then he would bath, go out with his

friends, and come back after midnight"; "The way he was behaving made me

even to join a lot of organizations because I was very lonely"; "He

expected me to stay for nearly two years without having a sex because he

was getting it in town. You want me to go and disgrace myself with somebody

outside?" "I couldn't sleep because I was so worried. The situation was

so bad that it reached the stage where I had to go to mental hospital".

With the exception of the childless women and those who themselves

decided to run away, these non-married women are adamant that they had kept

their side of the marriage bargain. It was their menfolk's interpretation

of their role as husbands - an interpretation which involved far fewer

economic, sexual, social and emotional obligations than the women felt

were required - which was to blame. As far as they were concerned, therefore,

further involvement with the men was senseless and the marriages were

terminated.
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C. PREVAILING INCENTIVES;

In addition, however, to the constraints* involved in the actual marriage

bargain, one would also expect to find - following Barth - a number of

'incentives'or facilitating features present in the women's environment
which would also be expected to exercise an influence on their behaviour

and on their decision to remain as single women.

Three 'incentives' or enabling features of Ghanaian social structure

appear to be particularly important here. These incentives are not an

intrinsic feature of urban living: they are aspects of traditional social

structure which have endured in the urban Ghanaian milieu and give rise

to the particular expression of contemporary relationships and actions.

Although they will be introduced as separate elements all three overlap

and intertwine to produce the uniquely Ghanaian - if not African - expression

of single women's lifestyles.

We will start with some discussion of what seems the most fundamental

element and one which has influenced the lives and orientations of all of

these women - the emphasis in Ghanaian society on women playing an active

role.

(i) Societal expectation that women play an active economic role:

Observers of Ghanaian society have always remarked upon the important

economic role played by women. The 'housewife', as we have already noted,

was never a feature of traditional Ghanaian society: in addition to her

child-rearing responsibilities and her heavy domestic chores, a Ghanaian

woman was also required to assume a wide range of extra-domestic roles

including an economic one. Field (1960: 30), in the course of her researches

amongst the Ga, recalls hearing a possessed priest saying to a woman

supplicant: "Since God created the world have you ever heard of a wife who

didn't help her husband?". Omari (1962: 29) also draws attention to the

importance attached to a woman's economic role - and in a similarly blunt

manner: "A wife, to us in Ghana, has been a useful, not an ornamental

member of the social group". Societal expectations such as these undoubtedly

facilitated a very positive attitude on the part of women themselves towards

their work roles, and influenced their sense of themselves as being the

active agents in the shaping of their own economic fortunes.

In the urban environment the same expectation that women should play

an active economic role still prevails and has been internalized by women
30

at all levels of society. In the city, however, even greater opportunities

30
Oppong (1974: 119), for example, notes in respect of the elite women

she studied: "No Akan wives were observed to view the role of housewife as

a full-time, permanent and entirely satisfactory one!". Little's (1976: 5-22)
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exist for women to play out their economic yoles: the more complex urban
economy offers, as we have seen, a much greater variety of economic possib¬

ilities and a more propitious environment for the realization of material

success than anything that prevailed in the traditional order.

Actual structural provisions also support female attempts for

occupational and economic attainment: in the modern sectors of society,

no legal barriers exist to discriminate against women in the educational,

legal, occupational or political spheres.

(ii) Cultural definition of female sexuality:

The second main incentive or enabling feature which exists for the

enterprising woman is the cultural interpretation placed on female sexuality.

In Ghana, the definition of female sexuality and the organizational modes

whereby it is expressed differ from those pertaining in the West. The

traditional marriage relationship is the model on which contemporary

interpretations of female sexuality are based. This marital bond, we will

recall, was essentially contractual in nature - and based on reciprocity.

"If one party gives or does something to (for) another," notes Pellow

(1977 : 42) in her general discussion of the pervasiveness of reciprocity

in Ghanaian society, "there is an "equivalent" return to be made, contingent

upon the role relationship. One does not receive something for nothing.

Everything is given a concrete worth". Under the traditional marriage

bargain the reciprocity involved the exchange of the women's sexual/

procreative services in return for the care and support of the woman and

her offspring.

In addition, in Ghana female sexuality never got bound up with

religion with the result that sexual expression and behaviour never became

entangled with any notions of 'sinfulness'; nor was it,as we have seen,up

until the recent past bound up with the refinements of 'romantic love'.

Consequently sex could be viewed in an objective and instrumental manner.

Which is not to suggest, however, that unbridled sexual licence pertained.

Quite the contrary; as we have seen, female sexuality was always a matter
for intense moral concern. However, the values and attitudes which prevailed

contd./.,. comparative study of Ghanaian and British female
students is even more instructive here: he found that as many as 94% of
his Ghanaian respondents intend to carry on working after marriage and
having children as compared to just 68% of the British; and this is so

despite the fact that the Ghanaian women want 4 children as compared to the
British women's preference for 2, In addition, as many as 61% of the
Ghanaian sample intend to work on a full-time basis as compared to 38% of
the British (Table 17, p. 14); by retaining their jobs, the Ghanaian girls
hope to assist with the education of their own children and those of
relatives, to acquire their own property or businesses, and to help their
own natal families (Table 21: p.15) .
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were different from those more commonly professed - in public, at least -

in the West. "The limits placed on sexual activity by the rules of most

African societies," notes Mair (1969: 2), "are less strict than those

which most Europeans profess to accept. But it does not follow from this

fact that Africans have no idea of restrictions oh sexual indulgence, still

less that they do not attach to marriage any values of the kind which we

sum up in the word 'sanctity'." Little (.1973 : 77-78) clarifies this issue

still further: "As yet 'sex' has not become for the generality of urban

inhabitants a matter for either moral or scientific speculation Sexual

intercourse is a subject of considerable social and personal interest, but

the basic implication is that it fulfils a natural function. In other

words, the sexual appetite is akin to hunger and thirst, with the difference

that in the former case a man's gratification requires a woman's co¬

operation" .

The urban environment has provided women with many opportunities for

using their sexuality in an instrumental manner. In Accra, the trend

away from polygynous marriage forms in the direction of monogamous unions

has been noted already. However, this decline in polygynous unions in the

cities of Africa appears to result from economic imperatives rather than

from religious or moral conviction (Baker and Bird 1959: 109). In

addition, imported 'modern' values accord high prestige to monogamous

unions so that men concerned to advance their interests in political,

administrative or church circles find themselves constrained by social

expectations to contract monogamous statutory unions (ibid: 112) . Many

educated men, therefore, are opting for monogamous marriage - not for its

own sake but because it is incumbent on them as educated 'modern' individuals

to do so (Little 1973: 148) .

This lack of real commitment to monogamous marriage - especially insofar

as men, the net losers in the process, are concerned - is well documented
31

in the literature. Indeed, there is also the interesting observation

31
Omari (1960: 202-203) , for example, found that, less than two-thirds

of his sample of male secondary school leavers and teacher trainees professed
to believe that: 'Polygamy is definitely a backward practice which must be
discouraged'. Similarly, Oppong (1975: 102) found that just over half of
the men in her university sample absolutely disagreed with the statement
that: 'Legally a man can only have one registered wife but she should accept
the fact that he may decide to have one or more customary wives as well'.
In Sierra Leone, Little (1966b: 148) found amongst his sample of educated
young students that "about one-third of the sample felt that they were
themselves entitled to have more than one wife".
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made by some writers that African men regard the confinement of sexual

relations to one woman as 'unnatural' - a biological impossibility (Baker

and Bird 1959: 114; Harrell-Bond 1975: 276).

The resolution of this conflict between a man's traditional attitudes

towards his sexual rights and needs, and the problems posed by polygyny

under modern urban conditions, has taken a well-defined form in Accra. From

the data just considered it is apparent that a clearcut pattern has emerged

whereby monogamously married men are tending to pursue a more informal form

of polygyny outside their formal marriages in an institutionalized system

of 'girlfriend' relationships. This pattern is sustained by the strong

element of machismo which attaches to the masculine role in Ghanaian

society. In traditional times this machismo could be expressed by having

multiple wives; in contemporary Accra it is articulated by a man's ability

to attract and maintain desirable 'girlfriends'.

To view this state of affairs from the vantage point of women, however,

is to observe a situation with tremendous potential for female manipulation.

This is all the more so because the transactional element inherent in

male-female negotiations in the past still endures in the contemporary

setting! in return for their social and sexual services as 'girlfriends'

the men concerned are expected to assume responsibility for all their major

financial outlays on rent, food and clothing. This introduces a market-

type, competitive element into relationships between the sexes and results

in a form of bargaining between partners. "Sexual services", notes Little

(1973: 78-79), "tend to be regarded as something which, like a commodity,

is obtainable by favour or by bargaining. The woman's agreement may be

looked upon by both parties as no more than reciprocity for a 'good turn',

rendered to her in cash or in some other way". It is not difficult to

imagine, therefore, how - under such conditions - a woman's social and

sexual role can be put to considerable economic use.

(iii) The particularistic-ascriptive quality of Ghanaian life:

A third incentive or enabling factor present in the women's social

environment is the particularistic-ascriptive quality of Ghanaian life.

Traditional Ghanaian social organization was not characterized by the

operation of legal-rational principles: particularistic considerations

were given precedence over universalistic ones and the ascriptive status

of sex was also important. These principles and considerations continue

to exert a powerful influence on the conduct of social relationships in

contemporary Ghana: recruitment and advancement in the modern sectors of

the economy, and the dispensation of the resources of office, continue to

be dependent on favouritism - rooted in such task-irrelevant factors as
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ethnicity, kinship, friendship or romantic associations - or on gifts,
rather than on specialized skills, knowledge or other similar aspects of

task performance, or on desert.

Busia, a Ghanaian sociologist, drew attention to the widespread

existence of this 'corruption' in Ghana back in the fifties:

"Bribery and corruption are rife and are freely admitted. It
was not difficult to collect convincing evidence of corrupt
practices in certain Government Departments, or Private Bodies
engaging many employees. All these practices are evidence of
the unbridled acquisitiveness which is a marked response of
the community to the opportunities presented by the new economic
system" (1950: 109).

By the nineteen-sixties, as LeVine, an American political scientist points

out, it was commonly acknowledged that Ghana had developed a 'culture of

political corruption':

"Bribery, graft, nepotism, favoritism, and the like had become
commonplace at all levels of officialdom; and what is more, much
of the public had come to expect officials to conduct their
business in a spirit of subterfuge, dishonesty, and mendacity
on all sides" (1975a: 12-13).

We are not concerned here with questions of morality: rather, we wish

to describe the wider environment in which these single women operate and

to isolate those features which would enable them to advance their own

interests. From this vantage point, nepotism, favouritism and other such

particularistic-ascriptive features of Ghanaian social organization are

potentially of considerable value to a determined, ambitious woman willing

to manipulate personal and sexual ties .

D. THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS: MARRIAGE OR SINGLEHOOD?

This, therefore is the ideological and structural environment within

which these women have got to make their choices - choices which include

the decision as to whether to marry or remain single. Following Barth,

however, we can go further: the constraints involved in Ghanaian marriage,

and the incentives or enabling features present in the wider social environ¬

ment, can be expected to if not determine then at least to influence the

choice a woman makes on this issue and the subsequent strategies of action

upon which she decides.

We will attempt now to work through the kinds of considerations a woman

has to conjure with in coming to a decision as to whether to marry or not.

We will bear in mind that in making a decision a woman is faced with the

problem of limited resources; an expenditure of time, love, resources and

energy in one course of action will limit their availability to another.

However, our assumption is that as social actors the women will be
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interested in the likely payoffs from each alternative and that these
will be evaluated in terms of the comparative gains to be had from each.

A further assumption of the transactional model is that the women are

rational players, interested in their own long-term interests; as such,

they will choose the course of action likely to yield them the largest

returns.

As the considerations to be weighed in the balance in coming to a

decision will differ depending on whether a woman is unmarried or non-

married, the decision-making process and the likely consequences of each

course of action will be treated separately for each category.

Ci) Unmarried women;

The first alternative - marriage-would enable these unmarried women

to comply with the normative expectations of their culture: by marrying,

a woman would appease her kinship group; and she would enjoy considerable

prestige (not to mention intrinsic satisfaction) from her childbearing role.

Overall, therefore, she would stand to gain considerably in general social

esteem. Against these undoubted benefits, however, a woman has to balance

the costs: on marriage she would take on a whole new range of domestic,

familial and financial responsibilities; she would have to submit to the

control of her husband; she would experience considerable curtailment of

her social life; and above all, she would lose control over the exercise

of her own sexuality which to her now, as a single woman, is an extremely

valuable asset,

The second alternative - singlehood - would enable a woman to devote

all her efforts to her own self-advancement; she would be able to concern

herself, in a singleminded fashion, with the accumulation of economic

assets and with the improvement of her existing vocational skills. Also,

in the longer term, if she did decide to marry, these economic aspirations

and career ambitions would also serve to improve both her own matrimonial

prospects and her likelihood of getting a better deal once married: the

women, as we have seen, are convinced that men place the earning power of

women high amongst their priorities when it comes to choosing wives; and

there is considerable evidence to suggest that a woman's relative power

position vis-a-vis her husband is influenced by the comparative resources

such as education, income, and occupation, which each spouse possesses

(Oppong, 1974; Little, 1975; Dinan, 1977), And, of course, career success

and economic self-sufficiency would place a woman in a realistic bargaining

position if and when it came to handling an unsuccessful marriage: if her

husband was not providing adequate support, her own earnings would enable
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her to provide for herself and her children; and if she did wish to terminate

the union, she would be in a realistic position to do so.

For women like the unmarried professional, semi-professional and white

collar workers, it is the latter alternative - the strategy of singlehood -

which, in their opinion, offers them the highest long-term payoffs. They

are convinced that their long-term interests will be best served by main¬

taining their statuses as single women and by concentrating on the build-up

of their own careers and economic resources rather than by marriage. The

career-paths and statements of the women themselves leave us in no doubt

that this is, indeed, their strategy.

The professional women have clearly preferred to consolidate their

professional practices, institutes, and careers after graduation; and the

semi-professional and white-collar workers have chosen to pursue additional

vocational courses and to acquire further qualifications. To have tried

to combine marriage and career would, they are convinced, have held them

back in the realization of these ambitions.

This sense of self and the centrality of high career aspirations to

their way of thinking are striking features of all of these women: "During

all that time at medical school and doing my other courses I didn't worry

about getting married. Boys were coming but I didn't mind them"; "I was

involved in my studies and had made my mind to build up my own practice

before getting serious with any boyfriends"; "I think I must have put my

professional career first. I was trying to settle down in my new career

and I often didn't have time for boyfriends"; "I felt I hadn't yet achieved

what I wanted and I felt with my going here and there on outings, the

result might be that I wouldn't be able to devote as much, time to my career

as I wanted so I decided to finish with this boy". "I wouldn't agree to follow

him to Addis Ababa because maybe there I couldn't get a job as good as what

I've here in Ghana so we had to break the engagement". "I feel I must get

what I want before I marry. I want to get this higher grade in my job and

to do these extra courses".

Marriage, therefore, in the opinion of these women, would have required

some lowering of their career-achievement goals. This they found unacceptable:

and when a decision had to be made, careers came first.

However, despite the fact that these women consider marriage a highly

unsatisfactory institution, and that they remain basically sceptical of

the possibility of forming companionate and lasting marital ties, these

obvious career ambitions do not precl~ude marriage at some future date. In

fact, although unenthusiastic if not positively negative, none of these

unmarried professional, semi-professional and white-collar workers is
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convinced that her present status as a single woman will last indefinitely:

all of them consider that at some point in the future they will probably
be drawn into marriage. Their basic strategy, therefore, is one of

postponement - a postponement of marriage until such time as they consider

that they are suitably equipped - in vocational and financial terms - to

take on what in all probability will prove to be an ill-fated marriage,
32

and single-handed responsibility for their children.

The women's statements provide ample testimony that this is their

basic line of reasoning: "I feel I must get all my things for the house -

wardrobe, gas cooker, fridge, cooking utensils - especially as, if you go to

a man's house without anything, when you leave, you have to leave the things

and go out without anything"; "I feel I must get all my personal things

together, and then my kitchen equipment and furniture. Then when you go

in, the little that the man will bring, you will add up. And if anything

happens you leave with the same things"; "The most important thing in

Ghana now is for every woman to have something herself to be able to look

after herself and her children. So I'm thinking that the best thing is to

try and get some small place for myself, some small house or property,

so that when the marriage breaks up I won't leave my children to suffer";

"I feel I could never rely on any man so my aim is that I should be able

to look after my children. That is my only aim"; "When you go in without

thinking, without making your own provisions for your own and your children's

security, in the future you will regret it"; "I feel if I have my own work,

money, maybe some small property, then I feel I can go in. Then if I'm

married and the marriage - we couldn't succeed in it - I can then look

after my children".

In other parts of West Africa the same drive for financial independence

on the part of women has been noted. Baker and Bird (1959 : 118-119), for

example, in their discussion of the problems facing women in monogamous

marriages, conclude : "One clear need stands out in all this: the need for

individual, financial security for women. Many women have learned, during

the process of urbanisation, that the ability to acquire a personal income

This strategy of postponing marriage is not, it would seem, confined
to these particular Ghanaian women. Little (1976: 10) found amongst his
unmarried women students at the University of Ghana that as many as 69% of
those prepared to set an age at which they would like to marry, placed it
as being over 25 years of age, Indeed Little (1977: 350) suggests that in
West Africa as a whole there is an emerging trend amongst educated women to
postpone marriage: "Those who make this decision," he notes, "want first to
be sufficiently established in their own right before facing the uncertainties
described. Quite often, they have especially their own children's future
in mind".
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is of inestimable value". Marris (.1961; 52-53) makes a similar point

about his female Lagosian respondents; "A wife cannot therefore afford

to become wholly dependent on her husband. She needs to secure an independ¬

ent income, and this protection is very important to her". And the need for

women to secure themselves against the uncertainties of marriage is not

confined to Anglophone West Africa! Barthel (1975: 15-17), in her study

of professional women in Senegal, found in reply to her question as to what

they wanted in the future for their own daughters, that one theme emerged

"with surprising strength"; this was the sentiment that "a woman must be

prepared to be independent, to have her own mind and her own source of

support, because, as they said, "you never know"." In fact, the similarity
in attitudes and apprehensions of these Senegalese women and the present

Ghanaian respondents is very striking. They represented that "marriage

these days doesn't last very long": consequently, they hoped that a

daughter of theirs "should never count on men"; that "she can take care

of her own needs"; that "she can manage by herself"; and, above all, that

"financial independence is crucial".

But why, we may ask, are these women prepared to entertain the prospect

of marriage at all given their deeply-rooted scepticism at being able to

contract a successful one? Two factors appear to be important in getting

them - as they themselves phrase it - "to go in and try": these are the

stress placed on marriage in their society and the women's own desire for

children.

None of these women appears willing to withstand the pressures from

kin, friends and others indefinitely:

"Though marriage is terrible, on the other hand when you get
pressures from other people, from society, talking, you just
have to go in and come out when it gets too bad." (Victoria, the
32-year old Fante lawyer; tape-recorded interview in English).

"There's nothing in my mind now about men but I know I should go
into marriage and then, it's alright, I've had it. If its not
good, then you come out and say: 'oh, I've been in'. Then it's
a credit to you. Something they regard. But if you don't go in
at all, tut, tut, it's too bad." (Faustina, the 26-year old
Builsa police officer; tape-recorded interview in English).

"With all these sorts of unhappy marriages what's the point but
yet still, I know I must go in. Even I don't think when I marry
I will stay long; I think I would have to break it when it gets
bad and stay single. But, then, people will leave me alone. They
will know I have tried but the marriage couldn't succeed." (Beatrice,
the 33-year old Asante telephonist/receptionist; tape-recorded
interview in English).

But, even this pressure to marry - on its own - would not have carried

sufficient weight in convincing the women of the necessity of marriage had
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it not been combined with, a much stronger personal motivating factor -

the women's own desire to have children. In this they are trapped by

the conventions of their society: the women want children and for women

in their position in Ghanaian society this involves having to accept a

combined motherhood and marriage deal;

"Right now the way I'm thinking I would like to have a child
but not that I would like to marry. It is only society's this
thing - sanctions - which stops me. I would like to have a child
and I know I earn quite enough to be able to look after my child
but anyway, here in Ghana, a woman like me has got to marry before
she has children so I'm sure, some day, I'll go in." (Josephine,
the 27-year old Fante department-store manageress; tape-recorded
interview in English).

"What I would like is just to stay as a girlfriend and go and have
one or two children and I wouldn't have to be troubling myself with
problems of thinking about a broken marriage. But I, with my family
background, just couldn't live in Ghana and do that." (Adjua, the
26-year old Fante public relations officer; tape-recorded interview
in English).

"Being a Ghanaian, an African for that matter, I want children. That's
all so it doesn't matter whether the marriage works or fails, I will
have my children." (Georgina, the 30-year old Ewe clerical assistant;
tape-recorded interview in English),

The importance of child-bearing to a Ghanaian woman has been noted at

many points already. At a personal level, as we saw, childlessness is

experienced as the greatest of all possible misfortunes. In addition,

children are widely regarded as being part of the family's wealth and a

means of insuring against the vicissitudes of old age. However, the

achievement of motherhood goes deeper for a woman than even these consider¬

ations would allow: a woman becomes a woman when she bears a child. There¬

fore, for a Ghanaian woman to attain full womanhood, the act of childbearing

is a sine qua non.

But whilst motherhood involves personal fulfilment and the recognition

of her adult status, it also, additionally, involves the fulfilment of a

basic customary obligation which she owes to her own kinship group. In

West Africa, childbearing involves the "fulfilment of fundamental kinship,

religious and political obligations, and represents a commitment by

parents to transmit the cultural heritage of the community" (Fortes 1978:

126). And this is true even for these women living in an urban area and,

more often than not, separated from the main body of their kinsfolk: "A

woman's actions," notes Pellow (1977: 180), "continue to affect her family,

even if they are hundreds of miles away. The act of childbearing - like

marriage - reaffirms one's responsibility to others, sustains the balance

of indebtedness, and shows tangible respect for custom and for those who

represent it - both the hometown folk and one's husband".
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This desire for motherhood, therefore, more than any other factor is
33

likely to drive these women into marriage at some future date. And,

the interests of their future offspring also figure centrally in their

decision not to be rushed into marriage: "Modern living is too high to

bring a child just like that"; "I feel that if I bring forth a child when

I am not able to look after him to stand on his feet, then I have disturbed

the child".

These unmarried professional (5), semi-professional (8) and white-

collar workers (23), are not prepared, therefore, to consider marriage until,

in their own terms, they are ready - that is, financially secure. This

postponement of marriage is, therefore, the basic strategy being adopted

by these women. It is, they consider, the best course of action open to

them given the existing constraints and incentives present in their environ¬

ment; a postponement will allow them to minimize the possibility of personal

loss which compliance with the cultural norm of marriage is likely to

entail.

Only the unmarried ashawo (5), awasheng (7) and older self-employed

traders with children already (3) deviate from this general acceptance of

the probability of marriage at some future point. They remain implacably
34

opposed to marriage - at least with a Ghanaian - under any circumstances.

These women have long since won their battles with their families over the

issue of self-determination and preferred choice of marital status and

lifestyle; and those capable of having children have openly flaunted

convention by having them outside of marriage. They feel themselves to

be immune to any further pressure.

(ii) Non-married women:

The formerly-married women are just several stages ahead of the

unmarried women in terms of their basic strategy. They have already gone

And once married, the evidence at hand also suggests that Ghanaian
women do not intend to lose time in getting on with the business of
childbearing. This is one of the main differences to emerge in Little's
(1976: 7) comparative study of Ghanaian and British university students.
He found that "whereas the Ghanaians wish to have children as soon as

possible after marriage, this intention was shared by only one out of every
five of the British". In fact, 90% of the Ghanaian girls were reluctant
to wait for more than two years to start their families as compared with
26% of the British girls.

34
Just 2 women out of the total of 53 unmarried women fit neither the

pattern of postponement nor rejection of marriage. These are both young,

unschooled,and childless traders - Charity, the 21-year old kenkey seller,
and Rose, the 22-year old egg seller; both of these young women did express
an interest in marriage at the earliest opportunity.
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(or been coerced) into marriage; they have "tried" - in the event,

unsuccessfully; however, they have borne their children under socially

approved conditions; and they have been able to regain their freedom as

single women when the conditions of their marriages became intolerable.

The pressure is now off these women, as we have seen, to remarry, and,

as far as they are concerned, husbands and marriage have no further role

to play in their lives: "I will never remarry" explains Madam Lucille,

the 31-year old Fante school principal, "Some people say when you are

forty or forty-five you may feel for a companion. I say what kind of

companion do I want? Its nonsense. Anyways, you won't get with a Ghanaian

man"; Gertrude, the 30-year old Akuapem radio producer is equally deter¬

mined: "With the Ghanaian marriage it would be just another pitfall for

me to try again. It would be just rubbish. It wouldn't last"; "I just

don't trust any man again", explains Genevieve, the 31-year old Fante

banking assistant, "So marriage is definitely out"; Clara Amu, the 42-year

old Kwawu cloth trader makes a similar point: "I have no interest in

marriage again. The way my last marriage ended, still now it has put a

fear into me as to the genuineness of any man's case"; Ernestina Dunkwo,

the 33-year old Asante beer-bar manageress answers in a similar vein: "My

experience with my last husband has embittered me and toughened me against

men so much that it would be difficult in future for another man to deceive

me into marriage"; and Araba Kofie, the 39-year old Adangbe provisions

trader}is equally convinced that remarriage is not on the cards: "I have
not been successful in married life. I have been married twice and all

ended as failures so I can't try again".

In traditional times, as we have observed, a woman was unlikely to

remain unmarried after divorce. When a young or middle-aged woman left

her husband, it was usual for her to remarry within at most a year or two.

Thus one husband took the place of another and the role of wife although

interrupted was not relinquished (Fortes 1950: 271; Goody 1962: 22). The

behaviour of these women deviates from this practice and suggests that
35

this pattern of remarriage after divorce is breaking down. Oppong

(1974: 118) makes the reasonable point that a woman's reluctance to remarry

35
The findings of Pellow (1977: 166) are further testimony to this

contemporary trend. She observed with some surprise the lack of interest
shown by her Adabraka respondents at the prospect of remarriage: "Perhaps
most intriguing is the fact that only one woman spoke of remarriage as a
natural way of resolving the problems that a divorce would create, and
even she did so with hesitation. Those who were widowed also exhibited
no burning eagerness to remarry".
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may be partly explained in terms of her own diminished attractiveness and

consequent inability to attract a man of the same social and economic

standing as her first husband; in particular she would be unlikely to have

a second statutory marriage. However, there is no hint that this factor

is involved in the present informants' reluctance to remarry: rich man,

poor man, ordinance marriage or customary - all add up to the same unsavoury

marital package as far as these women are concerned; they have no interest

in remarriage whatever the circumstances, and whomsoever the individual.

And, having got themselves into positions where they are able to

maintain themselves and their children (and the other kin whom they have

absorbed into their domestic groups) their basic strategy is to concentrate

all their endeavours and resources on working for the advancement of their

own and their children's interests:

"I have decided now to stay married to my job and my children."
(Madam Lucille, the 31-year old Asante school principal; tape-
recorded interview in English).

"Whilst I have got children and the work I am doing is going well,
why should I be thinking of marriage? If you meet a man now they
rather think that you the woman have got something and they will
come and 'chop' you and go their way. The small thing I've got, if
I spend it with my children I think its better." (Auntie Alice, the
44-year old Fante/Akyem importer; tape-recorded interview in English).

"Marriage is not a headache with me. I am only thinking about how
to get my work organized. As for marriage I don't think about it.
I just get on with my work and hope to build for the future for my
children." (Amina, the 29-year old Busanga rice-seller; tape-
recorded interview in Hausa).

"The way I'm working now, if I get a husband maybe it will interrupt
my work and I will not get money to feed my children. If you are
married you have to stop your work and cook for him, wash for him
and do all sorts of things for him which would disturb your own work
and they won't give out to make up. So I prefer to stay alone, work
hard, get money, feed my children and help some other members of the
family." (Auntie Isobel, the 41-year old Ewe seamstress; tape-recorded
interview in English).

Devotion and self-sacrifice on behalf of their children are not unique
36

to these particular Ghanaian women. Nor is it a particularly modern

phenomenon: Fortes (1949a: 72) for example, notes with reference to Ashanti

women - "A woman and her children constitute the indissoluble core of

36
Little (1976: 15, Table 21), for example, found that of the 125

female Ghanaian university students in his study who noted that they intended
to keep all or some of their earnings after marriage, fully 74% proposed to
spend at least part of this money on their own children. Indeed, this
percentage is probably much larger as two further categories - the
acquisition of property (8%) and setting up their own businesses (11%) -

were conceivably chosen in order to generate wealth which would be used on
their children.
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of Ashanti social organization, A woman's primary responsibility is for
her own children; her devotion to them outweighs everything else in life".

With regard to the lengths to which an Ashanti woman is prepared to go on

behalf of her children^ Fortes records (1950: 263): "An Ashanti woman

stints no labour or self-sacrifice for the good of her children. It is

mainly to provide them with food, clothing, and nowadays schooling that

she works so hard, importunes her husband, and jealously watches her

brother to make sure that he discharges the duties of legal guardian

faithfully".

These non-married women have also been able, by and large, to keep

their children with them in households which they have independently

established. Traditionally, a heavy emphasis was placed on the accumulation

of sufficient economic resources for the establishment of such independent

households. And individuals - both men and women - were highly motivated

towards this end: "The members of the matricentral group," observes

Fortes ( 1949a:72) , speaking of the Ashanti, "the mother as well as her

children, seek to assert its autonomy wherever possible, and to maintain

its unity as long as the social relations created within it survive. Full

autonomy is reached when the mother, if she lives long enough, or one of

the sons, or, less commonly, daughters, becomes head of a household".

Although there may well be a temptation to view these non-married

women - on the basis of their unhappy experiences as wives - as the

unfortunate victims of oppressive and male-oriented marital structures,

Fortes' observations allow for the suggestion that they themselves may

well have played a more active role in the creation and maintenance of

their present life-situation; afterall, their position as mistresses of

their own households, with their children and kin around them, represents
- in Fortes words - "the highest dignity an ordinary woman aspires to"

(1950: 263). And, of course, the women's own testimony bears this out

precisely: although parties to highly unsatisfactory past marriages these

women have been able to convert their situation into one long accorded

prestige in their society - the assertion of their own autonomy through

the establishment of their own matricentral households. And once thus

established, the present strategy of these non-married women is to

concentrate all of their endeavours on the maintenance and improvement

of their current positions.

Conclusions:

Both categories of women - the unmarried and the non-married - are,

as we have seen, concerned to secure their own long-term financial
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interests. But whilst, in this chapter, we have learned how marriage is

perceived by them as a major constraint in the attainment of this objective,

we have not, as yet, paid any attention to the courses of action, strategies
and transactions which they are actually employing to achieve it. It is,

therefore, to some consideration of these issues that we will turn in the

next chapter.
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CHAPTER IX

THE PRAGMATIC RULES

Introduction:

The main driving force behind these women's actions is their

desire for economic self-sufficiency in independence of husbands. This

is apparent for both the unmarried and non-married informants: the

unmarried women feel that the long-term security of both themselves and

their children can be best served by postponing marriage in order to

concentrate, for the meanwhile, on the build-up of their own careers and

economic resources; the non-married women, on the other hand, have no

further interest in marriage but their need to provide for both them¬

selves and their children makes it imperative that they, too, orientate

their lives around their work.

But whilst the concept of maximizing their own long-term security-

interests seems to provide the underlying explanatory principle for the

general behavioural orientation of all of the women, it does not tell us

anything about the precise ways in which they are setting about achieving

this goal. To return to Bailey's model of the game outlined in the

introductory chapter, we have considered how the women are in agreement

as to "what to play for": however, the basic procedural means which they

are adopting for attaining their prize - the actual rules about "how to

play" - have still not been considered.

In this chapter, therefore, attention will be given to the avenues

being pursued - or contemplated - by the women for the promotion of their

long-term goal of economic self-sufficiency. Particular attention will

be given to the strategies devised by them in compliance with what Bailey

has termed 'the pragmatic rules' - those practical instructions on the

tactics and manoeuvres likely to be the most effective. It is hypothesized,

moreover, that the strategies adopted will be in direct response to the

wider constraints and incentives present in the social environment; and,

further, that the strategies chosen will be defined and restricted by

the resources - occupational, educational, social, and sexual - which the

women themselves possess. Therefore, given that the women are differ¬

entially equipped with regard to these resources, the validation of this

hypothesis will require the adoption of a different strategy by each

category of women; each major occupational category of women will be

considered separately, therefore, for purposes of this analysis.

Finally, the effectiveness or otherwise of these strategies for the

attainment of the women's goal of self-sufficiency will be evaluated in
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terms of the women's investments to date for their future.

A. DRIVE FOR ECONOMIC SELF-SUFFICIENCY:

(i) Professional women:

A predominant characteristic of all these professional women is

their high achievement motivation. All channels for improving their

occupational statuses are being explored. A number entertain further

educational aspirations which frequently require going overseas:

Elizabeth, the doctor, has personally negotiated a scholarship with the

Commissioner of Health to pursue a course in psychiatry in Canada;

Rebecca, the horticulturist, is shortly to go to Kew Gardens in London

for a two-year diploma course; and Adjua, the public relations officer,

plans to take a two-year master's degree in mass communications at the

Ghana School of Journalism in Accra. Others are striving for advance¬

ment within the organizations in which they are presently employed:

Josephine, for example, the chain-store manageress, although the youngest

management-staff member in her organization, is not content to remain

at this level: her ambition is to rise to the position of general

manager of the entire firm - "I don't think 'is it possible?' but rather

'it's not impossible:'." Ultimately, Elizabeth, the doctor, hopes to

set up her own private clinic; and Victoria, the lawyer, wants to

establish her own legal chambers. The two women already self-employed -

Madams Lucille and Cecilia, the two vocational school principals - have

carefully-laid schemes for the modernization and expansion of their

institutions. Madam Lucille has already embarked on a two-year building

programme to provide three additional classrooms, a science laboratory,

a library, a dining-hall and improved residential buildings; Madam

Cecilia plans to expand the courses she is offering to include courses

on nutrition and food hygiene for 'chop' bar managers and other food-

service proprietors as from the next academic year. This will require -

in capital terms - building more classrooms, hiring additional staff,

and acquiring more modern equipment.

The drive, ambition and career consciousness of the present respondents

are not unusual by the standards recorded by other writers for Ghanaian

women ^. In addition, the pattern whereby the present respondents find

^Oppong et^. al. (1975: 175), for example, remark: "For the most
part Ghanaian women are singularly autonomous, self-reliant, and achieve¬
ment-oriented". And, in her own study of married elite couples in Accra,
Oppong (1974: 119) was struck by the lengths to which her female
respondents would go to further their vocational or professional training:
"Some wives make tremendous efforts to continue their education, in some
cases even after years of marriage and during the pre-school years of their
children, to the extent of leaving their husbands and children for months
or even years in the process". Similarly, Boulding (1972: 11-34) using
data (drawn from the UN Commission on the Status of Women and from various
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themselves working before embarking upon the next stage of their
2

educational careers is also not unusual in Ghana .

One would expect, therefore, given such dedicated^ambitious, and

vocationally qualified professional women that success in their chosen

professions is just a matter of time. But career advancement in Ghana

is not solely dependent on an individual's industry or vocational

expertise. In the previous chapter, attention was drawn to the

particularistic-ascriptive quality of Ghanaian life whereby recruitment

and advancement are far more likely to be based on kinship, friendship

and sexual associations than on eligibility, expertise or any other

aspect of task-performance. Repeated attempts have been made by a

succession of Ghanaian governments since Independence to eliminate this

widespread nepotism and patronage from public life: commissions have been

set up, remedial legislation introduced, and military tribunals established

to try persons guilty of abuse of office - all, however, to little effect

(Le Yine 1975a: passim; 1975b: 48).

These women, therefore, find themselves operating in a system where

the average bureaucrat is more likely to be influenced by personal con¬

siderations when it comes to the dispensation of the perquisites of office

than by any established rules and procedures. The main resources of these

offices are jobs, loans, contracts, scholarships and a wide variety of

other lesser, mainly bureaucratic, favours - all resources of vital concern

to these professional women. The cultivation of patrons is, therefore,

crucial if the women are to obtain their desires and deserts.

These women have long since come to terms with this system of patronage

and are experts at manipulating the behavioural norms and values implicit

in it. One of the most important assets which the women possess is their

wide-ranging familial and friendship connections with highly-placed

individuals: the elitist family backgrounds of the majority of these

professional women means that many have their own relatives currently

occupying high positions in government or semi-government organizations;

1 (Continued)
UN conventions) relating to women's role-status in the modernized sector
of fifty-eight Third World countries (their occupations of high govern¬
mental, judicial and diplomatic posts for example), found that Ghanaian
women ranked amongst the top twelve countries earning a 'high' rating.
And, in Mclntire et_. jlL. 's comparative study of Ghanaian and American secondary
school children's perceptions of their parents (1974: 185-189), it was
found that Ghanaian students perceived no differences between their
mothers and fathers with regard to ambition.

2
Oppong (1974: 53) found, for example, that many of the male Akan

Senior Civil servants in her sample had followed a similarly slow process
of educational attainment, with periods of work interspersed between
periods of further vocational training; this resulted from the lack of
financial support and opportunities at the time when they were needed.
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and this initial advantage of birth has been augmented over the years

through contact with children of similar, elite family background at

the schools, universities and professional colleges which they have

attended.

In Ghana, the stratum of highly educated persons constituting the

elite is relatively small. The majority have passed through the handful

of first-class schools along the Coast and have completed their education

in a Ghanaian university or, possibly, overseas - the pattern followed
3

by many of these professional women . In addition, the eligibility of

Ghanaians for top-level posts has been of relatively recent origin -

by and large, since Independence in 1957; and the immense proliferation

of state bodies - the ministries, public service agencies, semi-government

organizations, public corporations, marketing boards and the army - and

the creation of many new high-ranking positions can also be dated from

this time. This has resulted in rapid promotion to high office of the
4

small minority of Ghanaians who are highly educated . As a result many

of those presently occupying elite positions and high office in Ghana

would have been contemporaries of the respondents at school and university.

These professional women are keenly aware of the importance of these

high-ranking familial and friendship connections and they devote a large

part of their time and energy to keeping them alive; they are also intent

upon extending them. The typical professional woman can probably
name, recognize, and state the occupational situation and whereabouts

of the whole cohort of students met during her secondary, and university

or college days; some of these - and others met either through them or

her own family - are now engaged as military commissioners, politicians,

senior civil servants, bank managers, and housing officials, or employed

in a variety of other capacities.throughout the country. And, most other

members of this large elite network are probably sinilarly acquainted
5

with each other, at least by sight or hearsay.

3
In Nigeria, a similar trend has been noted by Lloyd (1967a: 151-152):

"The number of secondary schools through which members of the present elite
have passed tends to be very small. The graduate returning from abroad and
given employment in Ibadan finds himself not in a community of strangers but
anjong men from his home area and classmates from his old schools; relatively
new close friendships may be projected backwards into the past".

4
Lloyd (1966) notes that this pattern obtains generally in newly

independent African territories; it has been possible, he observes, for
Africans "to reach the heights of permanent secretary or university professor
within ten years of university graduation" (p. 6-7).

5
In Ibadan, Lloyd (1967a: 151) found that "members of the elite asked

to name their ten best friends almost invariably chose persons of similar
elite status"; in addition, "nearly two-thirds of the friendships seemed
to have originated in school or college".
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Maintenance of this open, macro-network of the elite obyiously

does not involve day-to-day interaction; in any event, persons in the

network are physically dispersed throughout Ghana. There are however,

certain Ghanaian ritual events which periodically bring this wide-ranging

set of acquaintances together, the most notable of which are the funerals

and memorial services held on the occasion of the death of a member or of

a member's relative. Notification of these occasions are made in the

daily press and announced over Radio Ghana; and information also spreads

quickly through personal communication. A wake-keeping or memorial service

which involves a member of the Ghanaian elite attracts, typically, several

thousand persons who have come from widely scattered areas throughout

Ghana to pay their respects. Members attend these funerary rites in part

to show their respect for the deceased and his family, and in part because

they are obliged by explicit rules of reciprocity. The present respondents

frequently travel long distances to attend these events.

Weddings, also, bring large numbers of the elite together although

here attendance is more formally bound by invitation. However, with a

guest-list at the weddings of high-status Ghanaians running to possibly

a thousand, a large number of friends in addition to relatives can be

invited.

These ritual get-togethers undoubtedly act as a mechanism for bringing

the geographically-dispersed members of the network together; they also

facilitate continuing communication amongst members. The conversation on

these occasions centers mainly on the circumstances of individuals of

mutual acquaintance, their whereabouts, and present occupations. These

get-togethers also afford the women an opportunity to extend their range

of acquaintances even further - especially to others of high social status.

Whilst funerals, memorial services, and weddings provide these women

with the opportunity to meet members of the dispersed macro-network,

contact with persons of this elite stratum in Accra is facilitated by the

fact that they and the women operate in the same circumscribed milieux -

the state hotels, expensive restaurants, and exclusive private clubs where
6

status barriers of wealth operate . The smaller, micro-network of their

own - largely female - professional set is also kept alive by such

occasions as the meetings of their professional associations, lodges and

past-pupil unions. In addition, informal and unannounced social calls

on the women in their own homes - and return visits - constitute an

In this respect Accra appears to differ from Nigerian cities
like Ibadan where Lloyd (1967b: 149) reports that "no high-prestige social
clubs exist to symbolize the elite, no clubs to which the social climber
aspires to establish his status".
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important aspect of the recreational lives of these professional, elite

women; and, friends bring along friends which, results in a continuously
7

expanding circle of acquaintances to be cultivated in the future .

The cultivation and maintenance of this large circle of elite friends

is not done primarily for social purposes: this friendship network of the

elite constitutes a potentially crucial economic resource. One of the

latent functions of the ritual get-togethers, and the institutionalized

pattern of informal 'dropping-in', is to keep this open network intact by

providing members which an opportunity for keeping in touch with each other

and up-to-date on the gossip and whereabouts of others. In fact, maintaining

active contact with this wide network represents the major strategy which

the present respondents have adopted to safeguard and promote their own

careers. It is crucial for their advancement: the norms of friendship

amongst members ensure that these professional women will be considered -

by a very wide segment of elite Ghanaians - as eligible candidates when

it comes to the allocation of the scarce resources and favours of office.

The socializing involved in making and retaining contact with such a

large set of friends and acquaintances is highly demanding of the women's

time and effort; the energies expanded have been amply repaid, however,

by being acquainted, directly or indirectly, with the right person, in the

right place, at the right time, at a number of crucial points in their

career histories.

The women, in many instances, have been dependent on having such contacts

in obtaining their employment in the first instance: for example, Gertrude,

the radio producer, was acquainted with the personnel manager of the Ghana

Broadcasting Corporation since childhood when she had attended school with

his daughter; and the father of Rebecca, the horticulturist, had been a

school-mate of the Employment Officer in the Department of Parks and Gardens.

At other points in their careers personal contacts have proved equally

important: Elizabeth, the doctor, had managed to avoid an unwelcome transfer

to a rural area - which would have done nothing to promote her career - by

having a quiet word with her Hospital Administrator, the father of a close

friend from medical school days; Adjua, the public relations officer, had

7
This type of segregated life-style pursued by members of the African

elite has led a number of writers to speculate as to whether they constitute,
in any sociologically meaningful sense, a social class. Gugler and Flanagan
(1978: 173-174), for example, have discerned tendencies which suggest, at
very least, an entrenchment of the elite: "In terms of income, wealth,
power, and prestige," they note, "the elite are conspicuously set off from
the masses". Little (1974: 48), however, goes even further: "The male
and female members of the westernized elite" he observes, "meet regularly at
public functions and visit each other's homes for cocktails. To the extent
that they share the same way of life and the same set of business, political,
professional and other interests, this group constitutes a separate class
and even a community of its own".
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been awarded a scholarship for a three-year course in personnel management

in Britain through the direct intervention of a family-friend working in

the Ghana Scholarship Secretariat; and personal acquaintance with the bank

manager had been essential in the case of Madam Cecilia when she was in need

of a bank loan to expand her educational institution.

On a more regular basis, the women have to have recourse to their elite

connections in order to bypass the normal 'go/come' delaying tactics of most

functionaries in public institutions intent on receiving a bribe: Victoria,

the lawyer, for example, and Madams Lucille and Cecilia, the vocational

school principals, have had their telephones installed through the direct

intervention of 'friends' working in the Post Office; Elizabeth, Victoria,

Josephine and Gertrude managed to circumvent the red-tape involved in securing

import licences and in expediting custom clearance for their cars by getting

their own contacts within the organizations involved to handle the matter

for them; passports, foreign currency, and visas are all obtained by the

women in the same way.

No exchange of money or sex is involved in obtaining these various

favours: they are granted on the basis of friendship. This often assumes

a fictive kinship form - "he is my brother; we were classmates together".

The use of a kinship metaphor in referring to members of this network is

common; and the practice of justifying the relationship in terms of some

shared past experience is also typical - "she is my sister" 'because' we

trained together". These relationships, however, do not depend on this

assumed friendship or kinship bond - they are based on a careful balance

of mutual aid, support and loyalty: the principle of reciprocity which,

as we noted in the previous chapter, underlines social relationships in

Ghana, operates in these friendships also. There is a tacit understanding

that a potentially reciprocal exchange of services is involved; a favour

granted by one party establishes a transactional relationship and the party

in receipt of the favour is expected to-and expects to-return the favour

when called upon.

The present respondents have had frequent occasion to honour their

own obligations and to render their own personal favours: for example,

Elizabeth, the doctor, has been instrumental in referring a number of

'friends' for preferential medical treatment; Josephine, the store manageress,

arranges that her 'friends' have first option on the scarce imported goods

handled by her firm; Victoria, the lawyer is frequently called upon by

'friends' to secure positions in her organization for junior kin; and Madams

Lucille and Cecilia frequently accept students referred to them by former

patrons despite their long waiting lists.
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So, partly by their own occupational skills and endeavours, and

partly by the skilful manipulation of their social roles, women in this

professional category are successfully promoting their occupational careers.

Their large, far-flung, elite friendship network - which gives them access

to a wide range of strategically placed individuals - appears to be one of

their most important assets: for most periods it operates for overtly

social purposes-, but, when the need arises, it can be activated and

manipulated by these women to gain the privileges and resources which they

require.

(ii) Other non-manual:

The remaining women in non-manual occupations - the teachers, nurses,

police officers, secretaries, clerks, receptionists, and sales assistants -

also evidence a high motivation to succeed in their careers. They are busy

trying to improve upon their existing occupational statuses in the same

ambitious and committed w^r~ as the professional women: Honora, the primary
school teacher, is intent on getting a place on a two-year course in a

Certificate 'A' Teacher Training College, to be followed by four years

teaching in a middle school, and a further two years in a Specialist

Training College, in order to realize her ambition to become a science

teacher at the secondary school level; Margaret, the x-ray nurse, expects

to be sent to London in the near future for a course in radiography; Effua,

the enrolled nurse, plans to take the midwifery course at Korle Bu as soon

as she completes her two years' practical work as a nursing auxiliary;

Naomi, the clerical assistant in the State Insurance Company, Mary the wages

clerk in the Ministry of Defence, and Juliana, the receptionist employed in

the Department of National Lotteries, are all enrolled for evening classes

in commercial institutions learning to type; Gifty, the copy/typist working

in the typing-pool at the State Insurance Company, and Beatrice, the

receptionist in the Japanese embassy, have both enrolled for instruction in

shorthand in a local Kokomlemle college; even Augustina, Grace and Anastasia,

who are employed as secretaries in government ministries, are busy improving

their shorthand and typewriting speeds by attending advanced classes in the

evenings to enable them to compete for higher secretarial grades; in addition,

Augustina and Grace have enrolled for language courses at the Goethe Institute

and the Alliance Frangaise respectively, in the long-term hope of becoming

bilingual shorthand/typists.

Yet other women are hopeful of further promotion within the organizations

in which they are employed. Faustina and Ramatu, for example, the two police

officers, feel that the promotional opportunities within the police force are

good and that they can expect to rise above their present positions.
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The long-range career objectiyes of .many of these women, howeyer,

do not involve them remaining as salaried workers - most plan to open their

own private businesses: Emily, the midwife, is interested in establishing

her own maternity home; Majella, the ticket-seller working with the Depart¬

ment of Civil Aviation, plans to open a small store to retail cosmetics,

soap and perfumes; Bernadette, the casino cashier, is anxious to establish

"something like a confectionary company for things like sweets, snacks,

meat-pies and such things" which she would supply to restaurants and depart¬

ment stores; Lorraine, the receptionist in the car assembly plant, plans

to import carpets and other luxury household goods because, as she notes,

"Mow I've been observing, they get a lot of money from it". Cloth trading

is another business outlet desired by many of the women and they have already

worked out how they plan to operate - largely in the wholesale trading of

textiles which they would buy in Accra and distribute to the regional

capitals in the interior. A further minority of the women have plans to

go into some form of contracting business.

But, as with the professional women discussed already, advancement of

their occupational careers requires more than the task-relevant skills:

it requires a patron. Even entry into government employment or into one

of the state corporations as a secretary, clerical assistant or a receptionist -

where eligibility is dependent on objective criteria like G.C.E. results -

requires, in the women's opinion, a patron to secure being actually appointed.

Indeed, clerical and secretarial positions are some of the most keenly
8

competed for positions in Ghana .

Unlike the professional women, however, these semi-professional and

white-collar workers are not in a position to gain their desires by

manipulating the friendship norms operating amongst the elite: they are

not so fortunately positioned,occupationally,as to be able to offer the
reciprocal favours intrinsic to such friendships. However, what these

women do have to bargain with are their social skills and sexuality. In

the previous chapter the practice whereby monogamously married men engage

in an informal form of polygyny with 'outside' girlfriends was discussed;

the pronounced macho element which attaches to the masculine role in Ghana

was also noted - and the fact that this was typically articulated by a

man's ability to attract and maintain attractive girlfriends. This is the

8
This appears to be the case in West Africa as a whole. For example,

Barthel (1975: 8) notes in respect of Senegal that "the only women who
consistently complained about the difficulty of getting a job were secretaries".
This is so, Barthel argues, because secretarial work requires "less education
than several others, is less fatiguing, considered more glamorous and, above
all, offers higher pay". And, in another respect the situation in Senegal is
similar to that in Ghana: Barthel's respondents also report that in order
to obtain a secretarial appointment "you have to know someone".
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incentive or enabling feature in the social environment upon which these

women have opted to capitalize: through the skilful manipulation of their

sexual or socio-sexual roles, these women are also achieving success in

the cultivation of patrons.

At a number of points in their lives the activation of their sexual

or socio-sexual roles had proved the crucial factor in obtaining their

objectives. A large number of the women owe their existing employments to

this tactic: Effua, the enrolled nurse, was obligated to a boyfriend working

in the administration office at Korle Bu for putting in the decisive word

to ensure her acceptance as a trainee-nurse; Juliana, one of the

receptionists obtained her job through a former army officer boyfriend who

bluntly instructed the personnel officer in the Department of National

Lotteries "to find a job" for her; Naomi, a clerical assistant, met one of

the managers of the State Insurance Company at a party and after "befriending"

him found the way was open for the acceptance of her job application;

Rosario, the laundry counter-assistant, had been unsuccessful with her

original application for her position but after an arranged meeting with
9

one of the managers, the decision was reversed.

On other occasions the same strategy has been used by the women to

gain promotion and places on training courses: Augustina, one of the

government secretaries, was dependent on a boyfriend who was "somehow high-up"

and, one of the members of her interview panel, the time she was successfully

promoted to a higher grade; and Anastasia, another government secretary,

obtained sponsorship for a course leading to a higher grade - despite

the fact that she failed the standard typing test - because a boyfriend
10

in a senior position in the ministry "was arranging".

In addition to these strategies being employed to cultivate patrons

who can help in the promotion of their occupational careers, the other

main tactic being used by these women is the cultivation of relationships

with men which are financially rewarding in a direct way. The majority

of these women are involved - to a greater or lesser extent - in

exploiting relationships with older and invariably married men.

g
Observations made by Harrell-Bond (1975: 142) suggest that the same

practices are to be found in Sierra Leone. She quotes a highly indignant
reader of a local daily newspaper who expostulated in a letter to the
editor that "the big bosses take advantage of girls who are badly in
need of jobs - what a state of affairs".

10Little's material (1974) suggests that this practice is common in
Africa as a whole; he notes that "although some girl secretaries in
government offices indignantly refuse the bait, there are others who yield
to their bosses' advances in return for promotion" (pp. 85-86).
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This preference for older married men is directly related to the women's

material needs and desires: older men are, in all probability, better

positioned and hence the better providers; and married men are likely

to be keen to make their macho mark and hence anxious to impress with

their financial generosity. The women's own comments amply confirm that

this is the reasoning behind this partiality for older married men: "With

the married man", noted one respondent, "he will deliberately fashion you

up and finish you because he has prestige from his friends in getting

beautiful girls"; "These, 'old man bogies'" remarked another woman, "try

to show off their girls, the amount of money he is spending on that girl,

the dresses she wears, the shoes she wears and all that"; "The married

men", explained another respondent, "they will do everything: pay your

rent, give you pocket money - everything".

Other writers like Pellow (1977: 213) have also remarked on this

predilection of young single women for older married men. And 'Grandma'

in her popular column, Chat with Grandma in The Mirror spells out in

detail the reasons why "these days the hottest men in town are the married

ones":

"They are usually more generous financially because they
are more often than not older than the bachelors and have

been around much longer and have more money to fool around
with... Because they cannot take you to their homes because
of wives they would be very interested in finding good
accommodation for girlfriends. They couldn't very well go
to a rest house everyday and once in a while they would
like to come and stretch out on your bed before getting
home and they don't want to come and Parktheir cars in
disreputable neighbourhoods while they visit - they might
come back to find their tyres stolen or a report might be
made to the madam at home about the car being sighted in
that neighbourhood. A married man will thus be interested
in finding you a place of your own and wouldn't mind paying
your rent... The married men aren't as jealous as the
single ones and if he came to visit and you aren't at
home, he would understand that you also need some enter¬
tainment once in a while since there are many places he
can't take you to himself. ... And if you are looking
around for a man to marry, it might very well be better
to have married man boyfriend because he wouldn't scare
off any prospective suitors" (November 15, 1974).

It is important to remember that traditionally in Ghana an essential

feature of male-female relationships was the gifts given to a woman by

a man. So, too, in the contemporary context: a woman expects her 'boy¬

friend' to be as generous towards her as he can afford in order to

demonstrate the high regard in which she is held. Indeed, the tangible

expression of a man's love and appreciation are the gifts which he is

prepared to lavish on her. Consequently, no self-respecting woman would
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remain with a man who was not proyiding generously for her - not

necessarily because he is stinting on her, but because he is not demon¬

strating the love which he claims he has for her (La Fontaine 1974: 98;

Pellow 1977: 208).

The actual amounts and form of economic support being recei ved by

these women vary depending on the social and economic standing of the

woman and the socio-economic status of the man: usually, however, a

'boyfriend' will undertake to pay a woman's rent, supply her with 'chop'

money, and give her the occasional gift of dresses and shoes; frequently,

also, a boyfriend assumes responsibility for a woman's transport - either

by arranging to take her daily to and from her work-place or by giving

her an additional allowance (Dinan 1983: 357); and, if a man is wealthy,

a woman can expect to receive more substantial luxury gifts like radios,

record-players, refrigerators, cookers, and wardrobes (La Fontaine 1974:

98; Pellow 1977: 135). Some of this assistance can be on a really

lavish scale (Dinan ibid: 358-360).

It was apparent from the fieldwork observation that many of these

women play the field quite vigorously and keep a number of these affairs

going simultaneously11. They go to considerable lengths, however, to

conceal their two-timing activities and were reticent to volunteer that

they, personally, had more than one 'sugar daddy'. The issue tended to

be discussed with reference to other women: "Me like this, I don't like

to be going around so much but you will see many single women who have

got at least three 'sugar daddies'", volunteered one respondent; another

noted: "Some won't admit but they have- One is going to buy her

furniture; another is going to buy her a fridge; another one is going

to buy her something else".

The attempts made by women to maximize their returns by having more

than one boyfriend, whilst at the same time trying to keep up a pretence

of fidelity, have been amusingly treated by a Ghanaian jounalist going under

his fictitious name Koo Pia in his column Male Mutterings in The Mirror.

^This practice, it would seem, is not confined to Ghanaian women.
Southall (1961), for example, notes in respect of Yoruba women: "During
the period of courtship and cohabitation prior to pregnancy they maximize
their demands for money and gifts.... a woman frequently transfers her
favours in order to raise money and gifts from a new partner" (p. 55).
In respect of Sierra Leone, Harrell-Bond (1975) quotes an article which
appeared in a daily newspaper in which the journalist was attempting to
discover the reason why contemporary girls 'loved' more than one boyfriend:
the journalist noted that one of the reasons given by a large proportion
of women was their concern for money - "They need expensive dresses which
one and only boyfriend could not afford. They.... do not actually love,
but are only looking out for material benefits" (p. 176). In the Congo,
La Fontaine notes (1974) that women actively seek to have more than one

boyfriend: "To have many important men as lovers so that she becomes
rich is a feminine ambition which many girls appear to hold and which
receives reinforcement from the mass media" (p. 98).
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He was reminiscing oyer a former girlfriend and confessed that, for the

duration of their relationship, he unwittingly played the role of 'petrol

buyer'. This only emerged after their relationship had broken up. He

also discovered:

"She had several boyfriends each of which was responsible
for a particular job. There was the 'chop money doler';
the guy who doled out her chop-money. There was the
'rent-payer'. There was the 'maintenance man' in charge
of the general maintenance of the girl's flat and her
person. There was the 'wardrobe supervisor' - he saw
to it that the girl's clothing was always up to standard.
And finally there was the 'general accessories man': he
was made to buy things generally ornamental for the girl,
jewellery, china decorative pieces etc. etc. Of course,
we didn't know ourselves neither did we know that we

rigidly fitted into a plan. We had each a day of the
week alloted to us" (July 26, 1974).

The respondents' affairs with these 'sugar daddies' are conducted with

considerable discretion: usually the men escort the women to certain 'safe'

night-clubs where they can drink and dance; there are, in addition, a number

of private and semi-private clubs throughout the city where the elite can

also bring their girlfriends; and, in Kokomlemle, certain houses owned by

wealthy men are kept vacant - but with a full complement of domestic staff -

to be at the disposal of the landlord's friends for the private entertainment

of their girlfriends, or for parties. The clientele at all these venues is

composed almost exclusively of married men and their girlfriends; wives are

not welcome and a man risks being ostracized by his friends if he attempts
12

to transgress this norm

Male co-operation in maintaining 'safe' places where girlfriends can

be taken is necessary as, very often, the men concerned are well-known public

figures and gossip quickly gets back to wives: "Many people recognize him",

noted one woman, "so you can't just go out plainly". Of course, a wife is

almost certainly aware of her husband's philanderings - and he knows that

she knows - but so long as he is not too provocative or ostentatious in his

conduct - so long, for example, as a wife's pride is not offended by recurrent

tales which belie his own accounts - marital life may proceed (Little 1973:

127). The present respondents also believe that secrecy and subterfuge

12
This social pressure to exclude wives from these social gatherings

has been noted by other writers: Pellow (1977), for example, makes the
following observation about a private club in Accra - "Although attendance
is not open to the general public, members are welcome to bring any women,
with the notable exception of their wives. The explicit nature of the
restriction is underlined by the institution of an annual "wives' night'1
(p. 211); and Harrell-Bond (1977), writing about Sierra Leone, recounts
an incident where one of her professional Freetown respondents brought his
American wife instead of a girlfriend along - "The other men were furious
because of the possibility she would expose them to their wives. This
couple told me that after this event their friends never invited them to any
social gathering and for more than a year they were practically socially
isolated...." (p. 274).
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are intrinsic elements for the men's enjoyment of these affairs: "At

times I think he feels it's a secret affair and he feels its sort of

sweeter than the public one". Also, and perhaps most importantly, to be

seen by their own male peers in the company of attractive young girl¬

friends is an integral part of the men's motivation for engaging in these

relationships: a high profile must be maintained to acquire the desired

macho image.

This secrecy, in turn, admirably suits the respondents: "I like it

like that because for me I would feel shame to be going to the cinema or

such open places. Everybody would know that I had an old man"; "We

don't go to pictures or open-air dances - even I wouldn't like to be seen

with him in such places."

The women's obligations in these relationships are not particularly

demanding: they are expected to be available when the men call which, in

practice, is seldom more than once or twice weekly, as, being married men

(and probably also engaged with other girlfriends), they are only able to

'snatch time'; sexual fidelity is also expected; they are required to

accompany the men to the venues suggested by them; and, they are expected

to sleep with them.

These 'sugar daddy'/'gold-digger' relationships are essentially

exploitative - on both sides. For the women's part, they offer straight¬

forward economic reasons to account for their involvement - their desire to

maintain a high standard of living and their wish to save: "The fact is -

for most of us who are working, the pay we get is not sufficient for us

to live as we want to live. We also want to dress nicely and, at the

same time, to make life secure for ourselves so that, in future, we know

we will be alright"; "Me like this, I take interest in life and yet,

with my job, I still don't have the means. If I see this girl in some

dress or shoes, I would like by all means to get the same. Always, too,

I like to be making some savings for the future"; "I also like to appear

beautiful in town and to make my own savings"; "I flirt not because of

sex but because I feel I cannot be satisfied with my own pay".

These remarks reveal that the women fully recognize

that they are engaged in the exploitation of these 'sugar-daddies'.

However, they experience few scruples: Accra is a tough
13.

competitive place and they wish to improve their situation

13
Little suggests that this pragmatic viewpoint is widely shared by

African city-folk when he discusses (1974) the problem of defining norms
in the modern 'world of lovers'; "A view quite widely taken is that life
in the city being hard, people - including women - are entitled to make
the most of their chances: that the method employed is sexual is regarded
as incidental. Like the giving and taking of 'back-handers', it is an
inevitable part of the effort to survive" (pp. 85-86).
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These relationships provide a means for them to augment their earnings,

accumulate fashionable clothes and jewellery, to promote their chances

for occupational mobility, and to widen their range of activities and

contacts. At the same time, however, these women experience a considerable
amount of public disapproval - voiced in the press, from the pulpit, and,

not least, by members of their own families - for their activities as 'gold-
14

diggers

The women see themselves, from the men's point of view, as a means,

in the first instance, of meeting their macho needs: they know that

having girlfriends is an important criterion determining status within

male peer-groups,and they realize that they represent little more than the

tangible evidence of successful female conquest. Secondly, as the women

have to be maintained and 'fashioned up', girlfriends provide a means of

expressing differentials of wealth amongst men. A Ghanaian man's status

is very closely bound up with the 'big man' complex which has been defined

by Kilson (1974) - in the Ghanaian context - in the following terms:

"The big man is a person who establishes prestige and influence
among his peers and subordinates by spending money. His affluence
is reflected in his patterns of consumption and expenditure. He
buys Western goods, such as imported liquors, foodstuffs, cloth,
automobiles, and household furnishings. His style of life is
expensive and expansive; he lives in a large concrete house and
may own several others which he rents; he has access to desirable
women, gives big 'drinks' parties, and attends expensive night¬
clubs" (p. 60).

A man,therefore, can demonstrate his own financial standing by means

of the generous outlays he makes on his girlfriends: in this way he can

hope to gain both socially and personally in these relationships. The

present respondents are fully aware of these undercurrents and harbour no

illusions that these 'boyfriends' are in love with them: they know that,

for such men, women are interchangeable once they possess the minimal

qualification of 'an English-speaking vagina' - education, social

sophistication, and sexual attractiveness.

Little (1977), for example, notes a common piece of advice given
in West African magazines to a young wcanan: "She will naturally be told
to keep clear of married men and warned in particular against 'sugar
daddies'. Sugar daddies are depicted as old enough to be one's father
and even grandfather, bald, and with protruding bellies. Such men, it
is said, are very dangerous" (p. 343). In Sierra Leone, Harrell-Bond
(1975) quotes a letter from an irate reader in a daily newspaper who
demanded legislation to put a stop to these antics: "If we are to curb
this kind of disease in our girls", the writer noted, "I feel something
ought to be done with those big men, married men at that, who roam our
streets in Mercedes Benz and Admirals. These men entice young innocent
girls with money and luxuries. They even build castles for them with
sugar coated tongues" (p. 141).
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The advantages of haying a girlfriend with these attributes are very

amusingly listed by 'Grandma' in her column Chat with Grandma in The

Mirror:

"There is something to be said for taking a sophisticated
girl out, every hair in place, smart clothes, poise and
gait befitting a Christian Dior model... You can take
her into any type of company without fear of her embarrassing
you with crude behaviour. She can hold her own in a conver¬
sation on any kind of topic and even if she is naturally
not a pretty thing, she knows how to use beauty aids to
big advantage so that when you are out with her all heads
turn in your direction.... Not for you the gauche behaviour
of what is usually termed "bush girls", whose voice can be
heard above everybody's in a pub, nor the one whose chemise
is always half an inch longer than her dress and whose
brassiere strap is always sticking out and who never knows
how to mix her colours ... You would surely be spared the
embarrassment of her using the soup spoon for the dessert
and her licking the table knife, and when the band strikes
up any tune, you needn't pretend you need to go to the
gents because she can hold her own on the dance floor no
matter what number it is.... And no man ever bothers about

contraceptives with her; after all she is supposed to be
able to take care of herself and she will not tell you a
few weeks later, nor would you receive a letter that 'the
thing me and you did has taken effective...." (August 23,
1974) .

The insights which these women afford into their own and their men-

'friends' behaviour reveal how lacking in illusion they are about these

relationships. However, for as long as their own long-term financial

interests are being served, they are quite willing to play along as

sexual objects or to act out whatever expressive or supportive role is

required of them. They view these relationships as straightforward

exchanges of services: the men need the socio-sexual services that they,

the women, have to offer; they the women need the goodies which the

'sugar daddies' can provide.

The question arises, however, as to how these women can be categorized.

Little (1976) points out that in Africa these 'gold diggers' and other

'good-time' girls, "are not usually to be regarded as prostitutes" (p. 19).

On the other hand, other writers have drawn attention to the thin line which

divides the type of promiscuous sexual behaviour involving financial gain

just described and more conventional prostitution: Pellow (1977), for

example, notes: "Once a woman has a few boyfriends, the distinction may be

spurious, except for the context of their meeting" (p. 209); and La Fontaine

(1974) remarks in relation to similar sexual behaviour in Zaire: "From

'amateur prostitution' of this sort to earning a living from the gifts of

lovers is a short step, chronologically and logically" (pp. 98-99). However,

the present respondents in no sense perceive themselves as prostitutes.
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Mair's description of the femmes libres serieuses (1971) in Zaire would

accurately fit their own self-perception: ""Serious free women"", she

observes, "are those with some professional qualification which brings

them an independent income, who simply prefer not to marry. They are not

too serious to take lovers..." (pp. 206-207).

Partly, therefore, by improving their own occupational skills, and

partly by exploiting their sexual and socio-sexual charms in the cultivation

of patrons, these semi-professional, white-collar and sales workers are

also trying to maximize their long-term security interests. Their clever

manipulation of another of the incentives or enabling features of their

social environment means their middle-level vocational skills need not

constitute a handicap when it comes to advancing their interests and

accumulating their resources.

(iii) Self-employed traders and service workers:

The self-employed traders and service workers also nurse their

aspirations. By and large the importers, cloth-traders and store-owners -

the wealthiest women in this occupational category - are quite content with

their existing lines of business. However, they would like less government

interference in their operations, a relaxation on import controls, and,

of course, higher profit margins. However, these are operating factors

beyond the women's direct control, and their own efforts are largely directed

towards an expansion of their already successful concerns through a re¬

investment of profits.

The commodity-dealers and food preparers, however, are far less happy

about their occupational statuses. It is widely acknowledged that traders

in these lines experience many problems in trying to compete successfully

(McCall 1961: 291; Sai 1971: 9). The present informants are dissatisfied

with their existing scale of operation and sometimes, also, with their

commodity lines and are keen to move into more capital-intensive and

profitable areas of trade: Yaa Ashong, for example, is hoping to transfer

from the retail to the wholesale selling of yams; Rose Twum plans to

change from the retail selling of hard-boiled eggs to the wholesale dis¬

tribution of fresh eggs; Attia Addo is anxious to exchange her 'squatting'

position in the market for a regular stall; and both Mansa Appiah and

Habiba, the two orange sellers, are intent on moving into wholesale food

trading once they realize the necessary capital. The efforts of all these

women, therefore, are being directed towards increasing their existing

capital. Howeyer, their small average profits and daily turnovers make

any quick or dramatic improvement in their situations unlikely.

The seamstresses are also despondent about their businesses -
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Impecunious customers unable to collect sewn garments, the rising cost

of cloth, thread, etc., and difficulties in obtaining new sewing-machines

or spare-parts for old ones. However, they are basically optimistic that

they can continue in their present line of business.

"Unlike the two previous categories of women discussed, men have little

part to play in these women's efforts to promote their occupational careers.

Indeed, as we have seen, the "majority are extremely apprehensive of male

attention and consider that an involvement with men is more likely to result

in financial drain than profit. These traders and service workers prefer

to rely on their own resources - their physical labour, their astute

business sense, their familiarity with the market, and their long working

hours - for the promotion of their occupational interests.

Although the majority of the women are anxious for some form of

occupational improvement, the earnings they generate from their trading

and service endeavours enable all of them to cater for their day-to-day

needs. Standards of living in this respect, of course, vary considerably -

from the importers who can afford almost any extravagance to the food

preparers who are struggling to keep above the bread-line. However, they

can all manage to maintain themselves and, where applicable, their dependents

on the basis of their occupational roles. On the other hand, events

requiring unduly heavy financial outlays - the funerary rites for themselves

or a relative, for example, the wedding of a daughter, or unforeseen illness -

are another matter. However, the women have devised their own stragegy for

safeguarding themselves against such contingencies: this strategy involves

the manipulation of their associational roles in a large number and variety

of voluntary organizations.

The self-employed traders and service workers invest a considerable

proportion of their time, energy and surplus earnings in voluntary associations.

These organizations vary from straight-forward mutual benefit associations

through to associations of fellow ethnics, regional and town development

associations, and occupational and church guilds. All of these associations

are properly constituted and organized clubs, with regular meetings, and

elected office-bearers. Many women belong simultaneously to benevolent

societies, occupational associations, and church and ethnic organizations.

Without exception the women are members of associations - either

regional or town development, church or occupational - which guarantee

them assistance in times of bereavement. In the event of their own death,

these associations will handle and finance all the organization involved

in their funeral, guarantee a fixed death benefit to their kinsfolk, and

make some contribution towards the expenses involved in their memorial

service; on the death of a relative - a child or parent - they will receive
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a fixed sum of money to assist them with the expenses inyolyed in their

burial. Indiyidual associations vary with regard to the comprehensiveness

of their cover and the actual amounts paid.

Membership of these associations means that, even traders who operate
at barely subsistence levels - women like Mercy Kludze, the Ewe fishmonger,

and Rose Twum, the Kwawu/Asante egg seller - have an assurance that their

own basic funerary costs, and those of their close relatives, will be met.

Mercy, an Ewe explained the provision made by the Volta Region Avenor

Development Association, of which she is a member:

"If you yourself die, they will buy everything, the coffin,
and they will hire transport right down to your home town
and bury you. So, your family, they won't pay half-penny.
Also, if you yourself are in trouble, like you lost your

child, they will buy the coffin and come and bury him for
you. They do everything. If your father or your mother dies,
they will just give you eighty cedis" (tape-recorded interview
in Ewe).

Rose, a Kwawu, is a member of the Osomo Union, an association formed by

migrants from Obo (E.R.):

"We, the Kwawus, our corpses do not stay in any town; by
all means a person should end up back in Obo. So the union
will do that for you and accompany the corpse and give you
a fine burial. If, too, your relative dies and you can't
organize the funeral ceremony, they either take over the
organization of the funeral - they will get transport and
convey the body home for you - or they will give you the
money to do so" (tape-recorded interview in Twi).

These associations and the provisions they make for the funerary expenses
15

of members and their relatives have long been a feature of Ghanaian urban life

15
Acquah (1958), for example, has outlined the provisions made in

Accra in the early-fifties, for deceased members of mutual benefit societies.
"In the case of the death of a member, the majority of the societies gave
a lump sum only, which was intended to pay for the coffin of the deceased
member. One gave a lump sum plus a gold ring to place on the finger of
the deceased. Another provided the sum of money plus a ring and a shroud.
In one of the largest societies when a member of many years' standing
died the coffin was paid for and an additional £40 was given to the
deceased's family. The Nanemei Kpee (Ghana) aimed "to give full burial
over twenty-six pounds, to a dead member's family for shrouds, monument,
etc." (p. 87)". At about the same time, Busia (1950) could remark that
the "striking feature" of all of the different kinds of voluntary associations
in Sekondi-Takoradi (W.R.another municipal area in Ghana, was the provision
they made for funeral benefits to members: "When a member dies, a donation,
usually £3, is made to the bereaved family, and the Society turns out for
the funeral. They are thus Burial Insurance Societies, guaranteeing a decent
burial on which the community places a very high value" (p. 79; 11).
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A proper burial is of vital importance to a Ghanaian; not only should

the coffin and other burial-items be ornate and suggestive of wealth but

the funeral itself and subsequent memorial services should be well attended

and lavishly celebrated. "It is in order to express their social values",

observes Busia (1950), "that people are prepared to expend large sums of

money on drink and food and clothing at such ceremonies. The display of

wealth, and the expenditure of large sums of money in connection with

funerals are as much with the object of gaining social approval as of

showing respect for the dead, or expressing beliefs about a life hereafter"

(p. Ill) . The same concern that these ceremonies should be conducted with
16

display and ostentation is still evident in Accra in the nineteen-seventies

Thus, the present respondents' anxiety that they should have a properly -

and even extravagantly - celebrated and well-attended funeral should be

viewed against the background of their society's values in this regard.

The women are also assured of support in the event of family marriages.

In a number of instances the associations are not formally organized for

this purpose but the women can rely on fellow members to attend and to

contribute some voluntary gifts; "If you like to call them", explained

Auntie Alice, the Fante/Akyem importer, speaking of her fellow members of

the Mokonowono friendly society, "by all means they would like to attend

and bring some small gift"; and Yaa Ashong, the Akuapem yam trader, noted

in relation to the Yam Sellers Association: "This group will follow you

for weddings. It is something like just helping each other. If I call them

they will come and help". The extent of the assistance expected can be

guaged from the account given by Alhajia Iyishattu - the only respondent

with a child married - of the contributions made by the Muslim friendly

society Zumunchi on the occasion of her daughter's wedding:

"When Imarried my daughter, at the end of the day I got
yf400 contribution from the club. Out of that came all
the expenses to pay for twenty fowls, a big sack of rice,
minerals, the cost of hiring the chairs, and all the other
petty, petty things" (tape-recorded interview in Hausa).

Support and assistance are also guaranteed in times of sickness:

"If a member is ill", noted Aliya Issifu with reference to the Accra Charcoal

Sellers' Association, "the association will buy your medicine and help with

any hospital expenses"; the Catechetics Group attached to the Catholic

1?
Azu (1974) describes a typical memorial service celebrated by the Ga

in Accra in the nineteen-seventies; these services are held a month or so
after the burial: "After the service, all the sympathisers come to the house
and the relatives of the deceased entertain their guests individually.
Besides the drinks ranging from minerals to spirits, which are served, food
items such as salad and bread, jolof rice, cakes and biscuits are also served.
Were it not for the dark clothes being worn, there would have been no
difference between this and wedding refreshments. Even at weddings, such
heavy food as jolof rice and salad are not served" (p. 98).



church attended by Agatha Sowah, the Ga/Adangbe seamstress, performs the

same function: "If you are sick, the members will be coming to visit you

and bringing gifts of provisions or money"; the Presbyterian Fellowship

of which Auntie Dinah, the Kwawu drapery-store owner, is a member, extends

the same seryice to members' relatives: "If you are sick, the other members

will visit you. When they come they will bring money and pray and sing for

you. Even if it is your father or mother who is not well, they will come

and visit them and sing".

A range of other minor financial services are also rendered to members

by a number of the associations: some for example have benefits available

for members on the birth of a child; and other associations make provision

for the emergency assistance of members in the event of their being robbed,

unemployed, or involved in court cases.

Another important economic function of these associations is the

facility they offer for saving. Associations differ with regard to the

type of saving club offered to members but the one most commonly described

by the women involves a rotating credit scheme or susu, as it it known in

Ghana (Acquah 1958: 87-89; Little 1965: 48-49; 1974: 88; Robinson

1976: 130). Under these susu schemes the women make fixed weekly

contributions - which are recorded in a savings book - to a central pool.

The women put aside as much as they can afford: actual contributions vary

from the twenty pesewas saved weekly by Patience Nortey, the Ga fishmonger

with the Nanemei Akpee society, to the ten cedis lodged weekly by Auntie

Alice, the Fante/Akyem importer, with a small mutual benefit society com¬

posed solely of wholesale market traders. Each week the fund is assigned

to a particular member so that each woman with a single share is allocated

the total fund once during each full rotation.

There are obvious disadvantages attaching to this method of saving.

The order in which members receive their money is one major consideration:

those coming late in the distribution-cycle are sponsoring an interest-free

loan to those at the beginning (Little 1965: 50-51). The number of members

in a susu is another important factor: membership may be so large that it

can take up to a couple of years for any individual to receive the pool

(Robinson 1976: 130). Another major problem - especially where members

of the susu are not known to each other - is default by members who have

received the pool (Little 1974: 88). And, of course, even more serious

than the risk of individual members defaulting is the possibility that the

savings club itself may disintegrate before each member has received the

fund (Lewis 1976: 140).

Despite these many disadvantages and uncertainties, however, susu

clubs do offer these women a form of banking which is ideally suited to
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their needs as self-employed women: susn clubs act as an inducement

for the women to saye; the clubs also obyiate the need to use banks

which for many of these illiterate women is a daunting prospect; they

also enable the women to ayoid private money-lenders who charge at least

50% interest on loans (Acquah 1958: 89); special concessions can also

be made for emergencies and a member may be allowed to jump the queue

for her own 'collection' (Little 1965: 125); and, most important of

all, susu clubs provide an extremely important form of capital-raising

for these self-employed women.

In the past, some of the women have used their lump sum 'collections'

as working capital; others have expanded their scale of operations by

making further investments in capital goods; some have made gifts of

capital to relatives or used the money to meet outstanding obligations

like school fees; and yet others have put the money towards the building

of their own houses.

Besides these direct material benefits, these voluntary associations

also provide the women with opportunities to extend their business and

social contacts: information about supplies, current market trends,

and prices is exchanged amongst members and business-partners are recruited

(Robinson 1976: 130). Indeed, Robinson has suggested (Ibid.) that the

informal functions of these associations are similar to those of Rotary

and other comparable organizations.

Although material considerations are undoubtedly paramount in attracting

these women, the fellowship and support fostered amongst members is also

extremely important. Members regard themselves as sisters and brothers

(Acquah 1958: 89) and will come out in strength to demonstrate solidarity

with a woman in her moments of sorrow and joy: on the occasion of a funeral

members are under an obligation to attend; for other events like out-

doorings or weddings their presence is voluntary. A large following lends

weight to an occasion and demonstrates the high esteem in which the woman

is held: "People, too, know you belong to a society and that you have

admirers and sympathisers"; "I like this fellowship because I know that

when the time comes when I need to call them, they will come and stand by

me until my sorrows are at an end"; "I like this club because as you are

in town you need friends and these members will help you by their presence".

Most of these associations also organize regular social get-togethers for

members17.

17-
Little's summary (1974) of the main social activities organized by

these Ghanaian voluntary associations include all those mentioned by the
present informants: these comprise "excursions and picnics; concerts,
singing, dancing and drumming; religious talks and discussions, literacy
classes, debates and cinema shows; first-aid services; initiation cere¬
monies for new members; and the laying of wreaths on graves of former
members" (pp. 88-89).
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The comprehensive range of services offered by these associations

is very striking. Indeed, the range and extent of their functions lead

Robinson (1976) to conclude that presently in Accra "yoluntary associations

perform more functions than the lineages" (p. 130). Their appeal, however,
18

is largely to uneducated women like these self-employed respondents

In return for the range of services offered, the women are required

to pay an initial admissions fee, and, thereafter, to contribute regular

subscriptions. Entrance fees vary from the y!15 paid by Ernestina, the

Asante beer-bar manageress, to join the Akan Peoples Union, to the lOp

contributed by Patience Nortey, the Ga fishmonger, to join the Malam Atta

Fish Sellers Association. Subscriptions show the same variation: Akosua

Ekua, the Akyem provisions trader, pays 02 monthly for her membership of

the Akyem Association whilst Auntie Isobel, the Ewe seamstress, contributes

just 50p each month to the Volta Women's League. The Zumunchi friendly

society of which Alhajia Iyishattu, the Hausa/Mossi 'chop' bar owner, is

a member, has an elaborate hierarchical structure for members and a

correspondingly complex subscription system: "Each member belongs to a

certain grade within the club", Alhajia explained, "You have the 50p grade,

the £1 grade, £2 grade, and £4 grade. Most of the 04 grade are these

business-women and food sellers; the 50p people are the small petty, petty
19

traders". These regular dues go to pay the association's running expenses

Over and above these entrance fees and subscriptions, the respondents are

also required to donate specific amounts periodically as their contribution

towards the gifts and festivities arranged for fellow members when the

occasion of a bereavement, marriage or outdooring demands.

The associations themselves are highly varied in terms of their members.

With respect to size, at one end of the range are the large friendly asso¬

ciations like Charity, Band of Hope of which Aunties Alice and Teikwo, the

two importers, are members; at the other extreme are the smaller benefit

societies like You Can't Stand Alone to which Auntie Bea, the contractor,

belongs, and which deliberately restricts membership to twenty persons.

18

It was exceptional to find a woman from the other occupational
categories belonging to one of these associations. Thus the social-class
composition of these associations has not changed since the nineteen-fifties
when Acquah (1958) reported that the membership of the sixty-seven mutual
benefit societies then in existence in Accra consisted "mainly of illiterate
women" (p. 89).

19
According to Acquah (1958) subscriptions are used to meet the cost

of items like "rent, lighting, books, stamps, cups, forms, flags, banners,
drums, messengers, tables, refreshments and, in some cases, honoraria to
secretaries" (p. 89).
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In terms of sexual composition, some of the associations like, for

example, the Jlakola Market Women's Association, of which. Auntie Dora,

one of the cloth sellers is a member, confines membership exclusively to

women; other associations, like the large friendly societies and the town

development associations, are open to adults of both sexes. In the case

of regional and home-town associations, membership is usually - in effect -

composed of particular ethnic groups. In the same way certain trading

associations, although having no formal restrictions on membership other

than the criterion of occupation, are composed of members of a particular

sex or ethnic group where these categories have gained a trading monopoly

in the particular commodity item; for example, the Makola Cloth Traders

Association of which Antonia Apprey, a Fante,is a member, is composed

entirely of women and the Accra Charcoal Sellers' Association to which

Aliya Issifu belongs, is constituted entirely of Sisalas. The religious

associations formed by the various Christian denominations and the Muslims

are also, naturally, confined to members of a particular religious persuasion.

The women travel all over Accra to attend the meetings of their

associations - to Korle Woko, James Town, Adabraka, Kaneshie and Kpehe.

The friendly societies and church fellowships tend to hold their meetings

weekly, the occupational associations fortnightly, and the town development

associations once a month.

So, partly by the investment of their considerable skills and energies

in their trading endeavours, and partly by the astute manipulation of their

associational roles in a variety of voluntary bodies constituted to handle

life-crises, women in this self-employed and service category are main¬

taining - and seeking to improve upon - their current economic positions;

in the process they have got themselves into a position whereby their lives

are organized - in large measure - independently of men.

(iv) Ashawo women:

The course of action being pursued by the ashawo is very different

from any adopted by the women discussed up to now. These women have

rejected the path of vocational enrichment chosen by the professional,

semi-professional, and white-collar workers even though opportunities have

been put their way - by parents, in some instances, by boyfriends in others -

to do so; neither does the sale of goods or services, the course chosen by

the self-employed traders and service workers, attract them as a means of

promoting their interests. Instead, these women have opted to capitalize

exclusively on their sexuality and social skills to gain their prizes.

All of the women have chosen their present style of life in the face

of much opposition: their families, and in particular their fathers, have

on many occasions tried to coerce them to return to more conventional

feminine roles, and, in particular, to marry. However, these respondents
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have shown themselves to be as self-willed and opposed to traditional
20

marriage as women similarly engaged elsewhere in Africa

The ashawo are, by and large, dependent for their livelihoods on

the payments they receive for sexual services from casual clients and

also on the money and gifts they receive from lovers with whom they are

engaged in more stable, extra-residential, mistress relationships. The

ashawo are discriminating in their choice of lovers and they will try to

entertain only wealthy clients but this is dependent on their availability
21

and they sometimes find they can not be as choosy as they would like

This form of livelihood yields the ashawo a variety of financial and

social returns: it enables them to enjoy a high material standard of

living; it affords them an exciting and glamorous life around the hotels

and night-clubs of the city; and finally, and most importantly of all, it

gives them access to the social category crucial for the realization of

their longer-term goals - whitemen.

As with the other categories of women discussed, there is little

evidence of complacency or contentment with their present statuses amongst

these respondents. However, as we have observed, their efforts to break their
current dependence on earnings from men are not being directed into any

immediate exploration of other forms of conventional work. None of them

is prepared to enter trading, for example, the option most readily available

to them as their earnings could not be expected to yield them returns

sufficient to maintain their current lifestyles: "Trading, I think, is

alright for somebody whose life is a bit low and you can spend about two

cedis a day"; "With my standards? The money I spend on living alone -

I doubt"; "To go and sit in the market and to sell something small -

maybe four pieces of cloth and you make fifty pesewas on a piece whilst
22

you spend ten cedis a day? I can't do it"

Barkow (1971), for example, notes in respect of the karuwai (courtesans)
of Northern Nigeria that "forced marriage was a reason often given by young
courtesans to explain why they had taken up karuwanci" (p. 4) and that a
woman's kinsmen "are likely to attempt to persuade her to return to them,
provided they are aware of her whereabouts" (p. 11); likewise in East Africa,
Bujra (1977: 34-35) furnishes a number of examples detailing the action taken
by menfolk - husbands, fathers and brothers - against women who 'shamefully'
engage in prostitution.

21
Barkow (1975) makes a similar point in relation to the karuwai: "A

karuwa is discriminating in her choice of lovers only if she can well afford
to be, and a hungry courtesan will readily engage in prostitution" (p. 8).

22
The high standard of living enjoyed and expected by these respondents

is in no way unique by African standards. La Fontaine (1974) notes that the
more successful courtesans in Kinshasa are sometimes referred to by the
Lingala term Basi ya Kilo "because they can buy meat and other luxuries by
the kilo instead of in small quantities" (p. 99). And in Northern Nigeria,
Barkow (1971) observes that the karuwai there enjoy a standard of living far
above the female average: "Glamor, luxury, and freedom are perhaps the chief
advantages for a woman who becomes a courtesan.... The kawuwa eats meat
at every meal and often dresses in considerable finery" (p. 10).
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However, whilst the respondents can not envisage market trading gaining

them their long-term desires, another route is ayailable, in their

estimation, for the realization of their ambitions. This route lies via

mistress relationships with whitemen - which, in the eyent of them attaining

their first priority will lead to marriage but, failing that, will at least

yield them the kind of financial returns which will enable them to enter

areas of self-employment which are to their liking.

The financial benefits to be deriyed from stable 'mistress' relation¬

ships with whitemen are considerable and have been a cause for comment by a
23

number of observers . Indeed, the evidence leads Little (1974) to conclude

that in Africa as a whole the role of mistress to a European places a woman,

in terms of her income, above the majority of her compatriots:

"Receiving a generous allowance every month and with the
housing provided, she probably enjoyed a real income which
was high by local standards and only equalled among Africans
by what highly skilled people can earn. In addition, the
likelihood was that her wardrobe and her trinkets and

jewellery surpassed in variety and quantity what her women
friends owned" (p. 120).

As a mistress of a whiteman, a woman exchanges her sexual, social and

sometimes domestic services for a variety of returns: she is housed, fed,

clothed and adorned: she enjoys - if the man is single - an almost conjugal

status in the course of their joint socializing; and, finally, there is an

expectation that she will either succeed in converting the relationship into

marriage, or receive substantial 'farewell' gifts in lieu.

Marriage to a whiteman is the declared primary aim of all these ashawo.

Indeed, they bitterly regret their past refusals of marriage to expatriates.

They had done so, however, when they were in far stronger bargaining positions -

when demand for their services far exceeded supply. Two factors are largely

responsible for undermining their position: the smaller number of expatriates

present in the country as a result of the government's policy of Ghanaianization;

and, the larger number of women who have decided to earn their livelihoods as

23
Acquah (1958: 72-73) notes, for example, in her Accra survey that a

number of women enjoy relationships with Europeans which endure for the whole
period of the men's service in Ghana: "Such women", she observes, "usually
receive the greatest financial benefits to be derived from sexual services".
Busia (1950: 108) makes a similar point about the prostitutes operating in
Sekondi-Takoradi (W.R.): "Some prostitutes", he notes, "make their living
by remaining mistresses to Europeans who pay them a fixed salary every month..
Europeans are the better customers as they pay more than Africans". Whitemen
are similarly in demand in other parts of Africa. Barkow (1975: 10), for
example, remarks the advent of a new class of courtesan in Northern Nigeria
and Niger who are known respectively as Yan good evening sir and Yan bon soir.
These titles aptly express both the women's initiative in approaching clients
and that the men concerned are Europeans. Indeed, like the ashawo, these
women confine their operations to the hotels and restaurants patronized by
whitemen. In Rwanda, Les filles du "Kiyovu" described by Vandersypen (1977:
99-102), are equally anxious to become mistresses of Buzungu (whitemen)
because of the financial benefits expected.
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ashawo. Ruby and Promise are now prepared to accept proposals of marriage

from any foreigner, regardless of nationality: "What I'ye decided now is

that I would like to marry a foreigner. Because I'm tired now of making

this ashawo and things too are getting spoiled. And I know a whiteman - any

whiteman - will look after me well"; "What I realize is that I can't

continue with this business forever. That is why now, if I get chance, I

will marry a whiteman". The remaining women are also united in their aim

to marry foreigners but they express somewhat more selective views; by and

large their sights are set on Englishmen: "Now my plan is that if I get an

Englishman I'll marry him. I'm ready at any time - like an 'Ever Ready'

battery"; "German, Dutch or Italian - I don't like them; their hand is

tight with their money - although if I got now, I don't think I would refuse.

But I would like an Englishman"; "My mind is telling me now that I should

try and get an Englishman to marry. Because I've stayed with them before

and I know that they're o.k. They will look after all my expenses."

Given, however, that the realization of this ambition to marry whitemen

lies beyond their direct control, the women do not pin all their hopes for

their future security on these mistress relationships culminating in marriage;

their time will not have been wasted, however, because even if repudiated,

there is still the substantial 'parting-gift' to be anticipated. These gifts

have been a feature of inter-racial liaisons in Ghana since the fifteenth or

sixteenth centuries when contact was first established (Trutenau 1968: 119).

Because the unions formed at that time between a whiteman and a Ghanaian

woman were by nature temporary, a woman's recompense was financial security

when her lover departed.

Trutenau (1968) makes the important point that this parting gift is a

"time-honoured convention of high respectability" which serves to reassure

the woman that she is not being treated like a 'cheap girl':

"The settlement is an emotional necessity that allows her
to preserve her self-respect. The money may well be put
in a bank or used to demonstrate her rising status in
society" (p. 120).

These ashawo women have frequently been the recipients of these parting-

gifts in the past: Cassandra, the 28-year old Ewe/Adangbe woman, has bought

an attractive modern bungalow in the select Roman Ridge area of Accra with

the 'farewell' gift given to her by an English civil engineer with whom she

had an eighteen-month affair; Ramatu, the 26-year old Fulani/Hausa woman

had a similar bungalow built for her in Kotobaabi, a mixed-residential area

of Accra, by an English building contractor when he was leaving Ghana; and

Ruby, the 25-year old Asante had sold a car and various items of heavy

household furniture 'dashed' her by a Canadian boyfriend and had used the
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profits to build a small house in her hometown of Kumasi (A.R.)

The hope of many of these men in making these gifts is - in the spirit

of the custom as originally conceived - that the women will set themselves

up in some conventional business and thus eschew prostitution: "I had one

German who wanted me to go into trading", recalled Fidelia, "he wanted to

open a passbook with the Fishing Corporation. But I said no. Then he said

cloth, but I said I'm not a cloth seller. I told him that I can never go

into Makola and trade. But he left me eight-hundred-and-fifty cedis to go

and make my own business"; Abwiya, the twenty-five year old Dagomba woman,

had received a similar 'lump-sum' cash-gift from one of her ex-boyfriends:

"This Englishman wanted to get me to give up this whoring. The time he was

going back to Britain he gave me five hundred cedis to open a small kiosk

so that he would have peace of mind that I was not making this ashawo

business after., he left". In other instances, boyfriends had left money with

the women for vocational training in fashion-designing, hairdressing and

beauty-culture.

These 'farewell' gifts are unquestionably an integral part of the

reciprocities involved in these relationships - at least as far as the women

are concerned. However, inter-racial misunderstandings can arise with regard

to the gifts which probably result, as Trutenau (1968) explains, from the

man's unfamiliarity with the custom:

"To the European who has not been previously acquainted with
the settlement pattern, the insistence by his late girlfriend
on payment of a large sum of money upon termination of friend¬
ship (especially if she was not obviously 'paid' during the
course of the relationship and therefore retained her male
partner's respect) may appear as extortion or even blackmail,
while the woman believes she is only claiming her rights and
may be genuinely puzzled by the man's sudden change of attitude
towards her when his reaction of moral condemnation sets in

(p. 120).

A number of instances were cited (usually by third-parties) where the

present respondents had experienced difficulties in getting their 'gifts'.

However, when gifts are not forthcoming voluntarily, a woman will often

resort to other tactics: Ruby, the Asante respondent, was alleged to have

confiscated the silver-ware, stereo-set, carvings and paintings of a former

boyfriend - an embassy official - until he gave her the three-hundred cedis

In Ghana, property amassed on the proceeds of earnings from sexual
services is not unusual: almost thirty years ago Busia (1950) could note
that several of the prostitutes in Sekondi-Takoradi (W.R.) "own buildings
in the town" (p. 108); and in the sixties Trutenau (1968) observed that
some women in Accra who had lived with more than one European had "amassed
enough money to be able to build a house or houses, raising their status
to that of a 'landlady' (houseowner) of independent means, going about in
a car with driver, and earning the respect of their own society, to the
extreme puzzlement of the European observer" (p. 120).
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to which she felt entitled; Promise, the Ibo woman, was reputed to have

stripped the house she had shared with an electrical contractor for

eighteen months, in lieu of her final settlement.

Thus, the activities of these ashawo women whether engaged in picking

up casual white lovers around the hotels and clubs which they frequent,

or as parties to more stable mistress relationships with them5are not only

expedients for maintaining their present life-styles: they are concentrated

in such a way as to maximize their opportunities for meeting and developing

affairs with whitemen - and thereby to maximize their chances of realizing

their "luck". "You need not be necessarily nice in looks", explained Ruby,

stimming up the basic philosophy of all of the women, "but if you find the

"luck" you will meet some man who will give you something which would take

somebody else a whole lifetime to get".

The women intend to use their 'farewell' gifts to set themselves up as

business-women. For, although market trading holds no attraction for these

women, they do not spurn all forms of conventional work. Memuna, Cassandra

and Fidelia talk about opening boutiques "someplace like Continental Hotel

or Ambassador" where they would sell Ghanaian ethnic clothing like joromi,

batakaris, and local tie-and-dye cloth; Abwiya and A'isha have thought

about running small stores where they would sell an assortment of curios

and locally-made leather goods, largely for the tourist trade; Sophia and

Ruby envisage opening small, select, fashion-houses where they would be

"sewing the latest fashions or getting somebody to send ready-mades from

overseas"; and Ramatu and Promise feel that their intimate knowledge of

West Africa could serve them well in making a success of some form of

international trafficking in women's wear - "I would be going out - maybe

Monrovia, Abidjan and these other French countries - buying there and bringing

back to Ghana and get a reasonable profit"; "Maybe Cotonou or even Gabon.

But definitely in some kind of ladies clothes. There I know I can make my
25

profits" .

The question has got to be addressed as to whether the sexual activities

of these ashawo women warrant their classification as prostitutes. In the

literature, African women who adopt rather looser sexual codes than their

more traditionally-oriented sisters have been termed everything from courtesans,

mistresses, concubines, kept women, 'friends', 'outside wives' and casual

lovers. Little (1973) has proposed that the term prostitute be confined to

women "whose livelihood over a period of time depends wholly on the sale of

The aspirations of the ashawo women with regard to some of these projects
are not unique - nor unrealistic - by African standards: La Fontaine (1974)
notes in connection with the femmes libres in Kinshasa that many of them en¬
deavour to save enough money to buy "a plot of land (and build houses for letting
a bar, or a shop as an insurance for old age" (p. 107); and, Little (1974: 120)
observes that some women who have profitably used the money received as mistresse
of Europeans either to trade or to open small hotels end up as substantial
property or business-owners.



sexual services and whose relationship with customers does not extend

beyond the sexual act" (p. 84). On this definition we were able to exclude

women like the typists and clerks already discussed who, though willing to

exchange their sexual favours to augment their own earnings, do have

independent incomes from their own jobs; however, the definition also

excludes women who "may sometimes exchange sexual services for cash during

a period of unemployment between one regular job and another" (ibid.: 85).

It is in this latter sense - precisely - that the ashawo themselves perceive

their current involvement in casual prosititution - a short-term expedient

until such time as they slip back into more stable and enduring mistress

relationships with single patrons; at the same time, it must be said that

for the moment, their behaviour is primarily geared - of necessity - towards

picking up casual, cash-paying clients.

The ashawo, however, do bear a striking resemblance to certain categories

of women described elsewhere in Africa. For example, they share many features

in common with the 'semi-prostitutes' observed by Pons in his study of the

Congolese community of Stanleyville (now Kisangani) in the ninteen-fifties

(1969: 215). These 'semi-prostitutes', many of whom were mistresses of

wealthier Africans or Europeans, were part of "a set of fashionable women

setting modern or 'urban' standards for the masses":

"The semi-prostitutes commonly had small changing sets of
'lovers' or clients who ordinarily gave them 'presents'
in return for sexual favours granted regularly over a

period of time rather than strictly contracted cash pay¬
ments in return for intermittent sexual encounters" (p. 215).

The Accra ashawo also bear some resemblance to the most successful of

the Kinshasa femmes libres - the vedettes or Basi ya Kilo - described by La

Fontaine (1974):

"The vedette is well established financially. She usually
lives in a modern house with good furniture and a high
degree of material comfort. She employs a servant to do
her domestic work and to cook, whom, according to rumour,
she pays very little. Some vedettes live in expensive
hotels or apartments in the formerly European part of
town. Their clientele may include ministers, members of
the diplomatic corps in Kinshasa, officials of the United
Nations or European businessmen" (p. 99).

In Rwanda, Vandersypen (1977: 99-120) has described another category

of femmes libres - les filles du "Kiyovu" - who evidence the same broad set

of characteristics as those ashawo and other women: they are regularly to

be found in clubs frequented by diplomats, Europeans and other wealthy men;

most of them are extremely beautiful and elegant, make very graceful dancing

partners, and have a sufficient knowledge of French to facilitate easy

interaction with Europeans.

In Anglophone Africa, the karuwai of Northern Nigeria described by

Barkow (1971: 1-16) bear the closest resemblance to the ashawo. Although,
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Barkow points out, karuwa is often translated as 'prostitute' in English,

such a rendering is as misleadinjg "as equating a Japanese geisha with a

Western street-walker" (p. 5). Only rarely would a karuwa agree to sexual

intercourse with a nan on their first meeting: she has first to be courted -

however briefly - her requests for small gifts acceded to, and perhaps taken

dancing or drinking. The more successful karuwai are supported by wealthy

patrons and "may become prosperous and even respected" (p. 9).

It would seem on the basis of this comparative material - and especially

taking a long-term perspective - that these Accra ashawo have more in common

with these elite courtesans found elsewhere in Africa than with ordinary

prostitutes. However, whatever their classification, one point is clear:

these ashawo - like the other single women in the present research - are

intent on promoting their long-term security interests: they are doing so

partly through their sexual activities with casual clients and partly through

the clever manipulation of their beauty, intelligence, wit, sexual attractive¬

ness, and social sophistication in forming mistress relationships with white-

men.

(v) Awasheng women:

The final category of women, the awasheng, are the only respondents

obliged to take whatever comes their way. Ill-equipped educationally,

vocationally unskilled, and not of particular physical attractiveness, they

are dependent for their livelihoods on the sale of their sexual services on

a strictly commercial and instrumental basis.

Prostitution has not been chosen as an immediate or easy option by these

women. Although Robertson (1974b) remarks of Ga traders in Accra that

"prostitution occasionally appeals to them as an easier living than trading"

(p. 664) all of the present respondents had tried to earn their living in

more conventional ways. They found, however, that they were poorly equipped

to bargain effectively in the urban market: lacking any basic formal

education or skills, their only employment opportunities lay in trading or

in unskilled factory work. They discovered, however - after many years of

trying - that with only limited trading capital}turnovers were small and

profits negligible; their attempts to obtain paid, manual employment had
26

proved similarly unsuccessful . It was only at this point that the women

had turned to prostitution as a viable way of surviving in the city.

26
Peil's study of factory workers in Ghana (1972) supports the women's

contention that finding paid employment in Ghana is extremely difficult -

especially for women of their age and limited education: of 124 female
employees in her sample, two-thirds were under 30 years of age; and, only
5 of these had not completed their middle school education. She also
observed that some Ghanaian factories operate policies of not employing
women at all whilst others employ them in clerical positions only (p. 36).
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Despite this lack of personal volition inyolved in the awasheng

women's choice of occupation, prostitution does - at least - enable those

women with children to realize one of the abiding objectives of all of the

women - the care and education of their children; "I'm here because I have

nobody to rely on and because of this child" explained Ayanima, "my sister

is suffering to take care of this child so I must be gi-ving her money. As

I am now, I can get somebody who takes me and gives me five cedis for the

night. At least I can use two cedis for my meals and save the remaining

to help with 'chop' money and schooling for this child"; Justina was even

more blunt: "I'm doing this fucking awasheng business because I need the

money for these two children. This man left me and was not taking care

of his children; he wasn't taking interest to send them to school. That

is why you see me leading such a life - because I want them to have some

better future"; Maame commented in a similar vein: "The fathers of these

two children didn't take care of them. These children must eat; somebody

must buy them clothing; somebody must pay their school-fees, buy their

uniforms, get their text-books. That is why I have to be moving up and

down to get something"; and Nyinwoe's observations are similar: "As I am

now I have three children. I have no helper apart from my mother. So I

had to go myself and get money somewhere. So as I have come to Accra, I

should not fool about. I should try to get something to remit to my mother

so that these children can be helped".

Three of the awasheng are childless - Abba Dampa, Matamua, and Akwea

Adu. However, although free of maternal obligations,they have still to

provide for themselves. Furthermore, as far as they are concerned, their

childlessness entitles them to pursue whatever occupational course they

wish: "It is not everyone that can bring forth so as these men weren't

minding me I had to look out for myself. As it is now I am free to move

about and do whatever I like"; "Me like this, I don't have children to

take care of. This I feel gives me licence to move about freely and to

do whatever I like"; "If I had children maybe I would feel shy to be

moving about. As it is I feel I can suit myself". These remarks to the

effect that their infertility affords them a sexual licence denied other

women are interesting and reminiscent of the account given by Nadel of the

social interpretation of barrenness in Nupe society (1942): "As the barren

woman fails by the common standard of marriage and womanhood, she is also

exempted from the standards of common morality. Adultery and unchastity
27

count less in her than in other women" (p. 154)

27
Barrenness and prostitution are associated empirically as is evident

from a number of African studies: for example, 56% of the 70 Accra prostitutes
studied by Acquah were childless (1958: 73); 48% of the prostitutes in
Leslie's study in Dar es Salaam were barren (1963: 235); 34% of the Nairobi
women studied by Bujra were similarly infertile (1975a: 224); and , in the
present study, although the total number of awasheng is just 7, 43% are barren.
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For the meanwhile, the most immediate priority of these awasheng -

to maintain themselves and, where applicable, their children - is being

served by prostitution. Giyen their lifestyle, however, all of their

offspring are staying elsewhere with relatives. Nonetheless, all of the

children's financial needs are being met by the respondents who provide

a steady flow of money for their feeding, clothing and educational needs.

Whilst prostitution provides the means whereby the women can meet

their immediate, short-term needs, it is also the route which they are using

to improve upon their present statuses. For the awasheng, like the other

women discussed, show no evidence of complacency with regard to their present

lot: they are all determined to try their hand once again at earning their

living in a more socially acceptable way. This is seen - by all of them -

to involve a return to trading: "I will just do this awasheng until I get

some better work to do. That is my plan"; "As soon as I can get some money

coming again I will stop and go back to trading". None of them entertains

grandiose plans: trading in foodstuffs or women's and children's wear is

envisaged for which they have set themselves saving targets of between

£100 - 200 for their initial capital. For the meanwhile, all surplus earnings

are being directed towards this end.

The aspirations of the women to break away from prostitution and to return

to more conventional forms of employment are not entirely unrealistic. Many

prominent Kokomlemle women are available as models to demonstrate that women

can turn prostitution to considerable economic advantage. Also, women similarly

engaged elsewhere in Africa have been reported to entertain - and to realize -

28
the same ambitions

As with the ashawo women already discussed, the question arises as to how

these awasheng can be classified in terms of their sexual activities. Again,

to use Little's definition of a prostitute (1973: 84) these women would

certainly meet his first criterion of being wholly dependent for their live¬

lihoods over a period of time on the sale of their sexual services; however,

with regard to the second qualifying factor - that relationships with customers

should not extend beyond the sexual act - the position is much less clear.

28
Nelson (1978), for example, observes that the women she studied in a

shanty-town in Nairobi who supported themselves by brewing and selling illegal
beer - and by various types of commercial sexual unions - hope to take their
place in respectable society in the future "either by amassing capital to buy
land or buildings, or by educating a child well enough to have him or her
employed in the wage sector" (p. 95). Similarly, the majority of the land¬
ladies studied by Bujra (1975a)in another township of Nairobi had operated as

prostitutes at one time or another in their pasts: "Through prostitution and
beer brewing", the author notes, "they accumulated savings which they invested
in building or buying houses, and occasionally in petty trade. Their ability
to accumulate savings in this way equalled or surpassed that of men in the
earliest phase of Nairobi's history, and until today women own almost half
the houses in Nairobi's oldest existing "African location", Pumwani" (p. 213).
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This factor suggests a strictly mercenary and task-specific relationship

between a woman and her client. This, howeyer, is not how these women

operate: a considerable part of the interaction between an awasheng

and a client takes place under highly sociable and public conditions in
29

local beer bars

On the other hand, the awasheng bear a remarkable resemblance - in

appearance, mode of operation, and type of client - to the Kinshasa

women described by La Fontaine (1974) as "prostitutes in the European

sense of the word" (p. 100). These women are known in Kinshasa as

chambres d'hotel:

""They (Chambres d'hotel) are said to be ready to accept
any man who offers them their price and they have as many
lovers as is feasible. Informants describe their appearance
as slovenly, say they have little self-respect, and must find
their clientele among the poorer men who give them little.
They supplement their earnings by selling foodstuffs in the
market. In the evenings, they sit in the more squalid bars,
'flamencos', waiting for clients" (p. 100).

In Rwanda, a similar category of women - les filles des petits bars -

has been described by Vandersypen (1977: 95-98). The filles des petits

bars also derive their earnings from the provision of company and sexual

services, use local beer bars to "attendre un avion" (pick up a client)

and are prepared to accept all clients indiscriminately.

However one chooses to categorize the awasheng,they themselves are

not unduly despondent about their current statuses. Although 'forced'

into an occupational line which they undoubtedly find distasteful, the

sale of sexual services does, at least, enable the women to support

themselves and their dependents. But more than that: their earnings

from prostitution will also, they hope, enable them return to more

conventional occupations in the future. There is no evidence of passivity

or defeat to be found amongst these women: although presently down on

their luck, they, too, are hopeful that one day they "will be 'somebody'" -

me nso me ye bibi (twi).

(vi) General discussion:

The above analysis of the main behavioural orientations of these

five categories of women enables us to draw a number of conclusions:

firstly, all of the women are agreed that the prize or goal to play for

is the maximization of their own long-term security interests through

economic self-sufficiency and resource accumulation: secondly, women

in each category have adopted their own unique and distinctly structured

2 9
Little's definition (1973: 84-85) does, howeyer, fit another

category of Accra women dealing in sexual services - the Tu Tu women
described by Rouch (1954: 80-82), none of whom figured in the present
sample. These are women who operate in the Zongo (stranger) areas of
Accra and who confine their operations to their own rooms; they sit
in near darkness outside their half-doors waiting for customers whom they
entertain on a short-time, fixed-price basis.
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pattern of behaviour - or method of play - for winning this prize;

thirdly, the methods of play adopted by all of the women haye been chosen

in response to the opportunities which they perceiye present in their

social environment; fourthly, the methods of play or strategies chosen

by each individual category of women are contingent upon the resources -

occupational, educational, social and sexual - available to that category;

and, finally, the resource, or combination of resources, calculated to

optimize their chances of winning the prize is the one being chosen for

activation.

B. INVESTMENT FOR FUTURE SECURITY:

(i) Investment in savings and capital goods:

A consideration of the women's savings and their accumulation of capital

goods or property will provide some insights into the success or otherwise

of their strategies to date. The acquisitions of each major occupational

category will be considered separately.

(a) Professional women:

All of the professional women save on a regular basis. Amounts put

aside vary from the £100 placed monthly in a bank deposit-account by Victoria,

the lawyer, to the £10 lodged by Gertrude, the radio producer, in the post

office. Some of these savings have been ear-marked for use when they embark

on their planned courses; other women are concerned in a general way about

'security' and are anxious for some little nest-egg in the event of crises

involving either themselves or their families. These women are also, where

possible, investing their money in property or capital goods of one kind or

another. Victoria, the lawyer, Madam Cecilia, one of the school principals,

and Gertrude, the radio producer, have invested in house property: Victoria

has built a small bungalow in Abeka, an expanding, privately-developed,

mixed-residential suburb of Accra; and Madam Cecilia and Gertrude have

purchased small, government-built, estate houses in Kaneshi. All three

houses have been set with tenants. Madam Lucille has bought a ground-plot
30

in her home town of Kumasi (A.R.)

In other conspicuous ways, these women have also managed to build up

their possessions: four of the women have been able to buy cars; and their

furniture and household luxuries also bear witness to their own past invest¬

ment - modern dining-room suites, bedroom furniture, and an array of kitchen

A professional woman's desire to invest surplus earnings in house-
property seemingly does not stop even on marriage. Oppong (1974) notes that
the professional Accra wives she studied felt - although living in their
husbands' houses - that "they had no real homes to go to"; consequently,
she notes "a few determined wives intend to build their own houses in their

home towns and one or two do so, either alone or with the help of kin,
even when this entails diverting funds from projects planned by their own
husbands" (p. 120).
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items from deep-freezers to electric cookers; in addition, many of their

homes are equipped with cassette tape-recorders, record-players, televisions,

radios and electric cooling-fans.

(b) Other non-manual:

The majority of the semi-professional, white-collar, and sales workers -

despite their low wages - are also amassing impressi-ve quantities of money

and goods. The amounts being saved are very high - especially when incomes

are considered: Grace, for example, the Ewe secretary, earns £140 monthly

and manages to save £70; Naomi, the Dagomba clerical assistant, earns £110

monthly and saves £60. Some of this money is banked directly; in other

instances it is used to meet hire-purchase repayments on beds, 'vono' matt¬

resses, wardrobes, centre-tables, cupboards, chairs and cooking utensils.

Other women - already in possession of such essential items of furniture -

are saving for refrigerators, electric cooling fans and other luxuries.

House-ownership is a dearly held, long-term objective of these women

and whilst none of them has actually acquired property to date>five of them

are in the process of doing so: Margaret, the x-ray nurse, and Abena, the

family-planning counsellor, have invested in ground-plots on the undeveloped

outskirts of Accra and plan to build when savings permit; Anastasia, the

Kwawu secretary, and Alphonsina, the Ewe receptionist have deposits of

approximately £700 placed on flats being built in a new government housing

estate in Kaneshi; and Lorraine, another Ewe receptionist/telephonist, is

optimistic that she will shortly reach the £900 necessary for the purchase

of a site promised her in Mamprobi.

(c) Self-employed traders and service workers:

Not all of the self-employed traders and service workers are currently

saving. This is explained partly in terms of surplus earnings being ploughed

back immediately and directly into existing businesses; partly because of

heavy domestic outlays; and partly in terms of a generally-reported slump

in profits. However, the majority of the women do try to put aside some

small amount on a regular basis. Amounts vary and are often surprising

when the respondent's line of business is considered: for example, Mansa

Appiah, the Akyem orange seller, deposits £30 monthly in her post office

account; on the other hand, Alhajia Iyishattu, the Hausa/Mossi restaurant

owner, only manages to save £20. Some of the wealthier traders use banks

or the post office for saving large amounts but almost all of the women

participate in the susu schemes organized by voluntary associations which

involve them in regular, small-scale saving. Some of the smaller operators -

the traders, food preparers and seamstresses - also save on a daily basis
31

with local 'ambulatory' bankers

31
These local self-appointed 'bankers' contract with the women to receive

regular, agreed - and usually small - deposits on a daily basis; at the end
of the month, the women receive an amount equal to the sum of their deposits
less one day's investment which the banker retains as his fee.
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But whilst current savings may not be impressive, the more successful

traders - the importers, cloth traders and store-owners - haye obviously

not squandered their profits in the past. Six of these women are property-

owners: Auntie Alice, the Fante/Akyem importer, is the owner of two large

apartment blocks - one in her home town of Koforidua (E.R.) and the other

in Kokomlemle; Auntie Teikwo, the other importer and an Asante, has invested

in two large 2-storeyed houses in Kumasi (A.R,), her home town; Auntie

Dora, an Ewe cloth trader, has a small bungalow in Accra; Antonia Apprey,

another cloth trader but Fante, has put up a building in her home town of

Bekwai (A.R.); Auntie Dinah, the Kwawu drapery store-owner, has also built

a house in her home town - in Obo (E.R.); and AlhaJia Iyishattu, the Hausa/

Mossi restaurant owner, runs a traditional clay-and-wattle compound building
32

in Accra

This emphasis on property-ownership in their home-towns does not,

necessarily, reflect a desire to settle back there; it does, however, in¬

variably express a wish to be seen to be successful by the hometown folk:

"Many a man who has had a measure of success in town" note Gugler and

Flanagan (1978), "will demonstrate it by building a house in the village

to bear witness to his continuing commitment. This rural monument to his

achievement in the city will perhaps be most important on the day he is

brought home to be buried in his compound according to custom" (p. 69).

In other conspicuous ways, the importers, cloth traders and store

owners have also invested in the past. Auntie Teikwo is chauffeur-driven

in either her mercedes benz or peugeot cars; Auntie Dinah has a chauffeur-

driven Toyoto. Their living accommodation also shows many signs of wealth-

expensive imported furniture and a wide range of electrical consumer

luxuries.

However, wealthy women are in the minority amongst these self-employed

traders and service workers: most of the kiosk-owners, food sellers, food-

preparers, and seamstresses, have succeeded in saving little beyond their

working-capital; and their investments comprise little more than the bare

essentials of household equipment and furnishings.

(d) Ashawo women:

Current savings amongst the ashawo are erratic and low. Only Abwiya,

the Kotokoli/Bassare woman, who is involved in a highly lucrative mistress

relationship with a German business-man, represents that she can, in fact,

Property-ownership can be taken as a fair index of general financial
success and by this criterion these six women (comprising 21% of the self-
employed traders and service workers) appear average by the standards of
Accra women traders generally: Sai (1971: 104) found, for example, in
her study of 57 textile and food traders that as many as 17 were house-
owners and 3 owned more than one house; again, Robertson found in her
study (1976: 127) of 72 Ga traders in Central Accra that 26% had invested
money in houses; on the other hand, Pellow's Adabraka 'everywoman' (1977:
133) had not achieved a similarly high level of success - of her 39 respondents ,

only one woman - a respondent in her sixties - had purchased a house.



save regularly. Howeyer, although the majority of the women represent

that they are presently on hard times, matters haye, obyiously, not always

been so.

By contemporary Ghanaian standards these ashawo women are extremely
33

well-placed : Cassandra, Ramatu, and Ruby own houses - which they have

set with tenants: and all of the women possess a very impressive and

expensive array of modern furniture, consumer luxuries, clothing and

jewellery. They are unanimous, however, that they could now be sitting

on far more impressive holdings if they had been a little more prudent

with their money in the past. Very often the large 'parting-gifts' -

intended for investment or for vocational courses - had been recklessly

squandered: "When I got this £850 from this man, I just go and make life";

"In those days I would spill money for life too much - like I get money

before"; "When this man left I make life tay money finish. I would

just take £100, call all my friends to cine, drinks, dance, - make parties".

On rougher times now, they bitterly regret their past profligacy,

(e) Awasheng women:

The awasheng, although earning considerably less than the ashawo,

nevertheless still manage to save. They are all highly motivated in this

respect as savings are necessary to realize their ambition to break with

prostitution and return to trading: "I feel if I spend all in my mouth

this my life is useless." The actual amounts they save, however, are small

and erratic: "What I save depends on how much I have in a particular month.

If I will get, I will put as much as £20 down; if I don't get, then at

least I will try and save £5"; "Anytime I get even £8 in my hand, I won't

spend all. I would try to put £4-5 away and try to forget about it -

just let it grow". This saving is also at the expense of current living-

standards as they have few household or personal possessions.

(ii) Investment in kinship group:

The other major investment strategy of these women centres on their

own families. This strategy will be considered, firstly, in terms of the

women's investment of time and energy to maintain and promote strong social

links with kin and, secondly, in terms of financial investment.

They are not as prosperous, however, as the Accra prostitutes
described by Acquah (1958: 74) twenty years earlier: she notes that 22
of the 70 women in her sample owned houses; in addition, half of the
women possessed gold trinkets valued in excess of one-hundred pounds;
and more than half of them had 40 or more changes of dress.
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(a) Social investment in kin:

All of the women - including eyen the ashqwo ^nd the awasheng - are

still firmly located in their kinship network, and ties of affection,

obligation, co-operation, exchange and loyalty, developed over a lifetime,

show little sign of disappearing. Although the establishment of independent

households has freed the majority of the women from day-to-day control by

kin, frequent contact and many traditional elements of the kinship bond
34

have been retained

Ties between women appear to be especially strong with the main emphasis

placed on direct lineal or lateral female relatives. Traditionally, of

course, the absolute core of matrilineal social organization was the tie

between a woman and her child:

"Through the whole gamut of social relations in Ashanti,
there is no tie so fundamental and so strong as that of
mother and child. Though it has the sanction of the
whole of customary law, on account of the dominance of
the principle of matrilineal descent, Ashanti think of
it as an ultimate and irreducible moral and psychological
fact which needs no sanctions" (Fortes 1949a: 72) .

After the mother-child tie in terms of importance comes the relation¬

ship between children of the same mother, particularly female children,

which can be regarded simply as the tie between mother and child translated

to the level of generational equality:

"The attachment and mutual identification of sisters is

notorious... Sisters try to live together all their lives.
A woman treats her sister's children so much like her own

that orphan children often do not know whether their
apparent mother is their true mother or her sister"
(Fortes 1950: 273-274).

However, although close relationships with female kin are most obvious -

and including aunts and female cousins as well as mothers and sisters - active

and enduring contact with a nucleus of extended family members (male as well

as female) is being maintained by all of the women even when members are

dispersed throughout the length and breadth of Ghana.

None of the women is without some kin in Accra and the majority can claim

that the city is "full of their relatives". When parents, and especially

mothers, are living in the city, visits are exchanged almost daily. Bonds

with sisters are also very close, and scarcely a week-end will pass without

Pellow (1977) also draws attention to the strong kinship ties that
enmesh her Adabraka "everywoman": "The women are obviously tied to their
kin, even though they nay sometimes express the opposite, more "modern"
view. Furthermore, the women do distinguish between living with the
family and being a financial dependent. In both cases, they want their
family ties when they want them and are ambivalent when the dependency
comes from the other side" (p. 184).
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a visit and some form of exchange or co-operation taking place. Female

cousins are similarly in contact. However, although these are the kin

with whom the most intense contact is .maintained, the women keep in touch

with numerous aunts, uncles, second-cousins, etc., who are visited when

the women are "less busy" or who themselves frequently call on the women.

Only the ashawo and the awasheng deviate from this pattern. Neither

of these categories particularly welcomes contact with their Accra kins¬

folk - although for somewhat different reasons in each case. The ashawo

do not overly encourage visiting because of financial demands: "They

regard me as somebody who is very rich and wealthy and they come and start

soaking me so I don't encourage them"; "Because I, too, am struggling and

they expect me to be doing so many things for them"; "If I start getting

to know them, they will start coming after me, and, myself, I'm suffering".

The awasheng, on the other hand, are concerned to maintain a low profile

and to keep their activities as prostitutes away from the family eye:

"You know we blacks, we have taboos in our families. So everything I do
I look left. I wouldn't like my family to know what I'm doing here";

"Some of us know that we are doing bad by living off prostitution. So it

is not good for our families to see"; "If any of my family see me in

these bars picking up men - 'na hell to pay"; "If my uncle knew my place

he would like to know my movements and who is the man keeping with me at

one time or another." However, although not actively encouraging visits

from relatives who may often, in fact, be distant kin, neither the ashawo

nor the awasheng are shunned by kinsfolk and their whereabouts are
35

certainly known to close relatives

Almost two-thirds of the women were country-born and bred so roots

and many enduring loyalties link them with kinsfolk in their villages of

origin. "A person's membership of his lineage", notes Busia (1950),

"binds him for ever to the village where the lineage is localized. Where-

ever he may go, however long he may be away, he belongs to his lineage

town or village" (p. 73). A woman can savour her freedom in the city

all the more if she knows that a secure niche awaits her in the village

35
Their position in this respect is quite different, therefore,

from that described by Busia (1950) in relation to the prostitutes of
Sekondi-Takoradi (W.R.): "Many of them said they had no ties with home,
and had changed their names. They neither shared any family obligations,
nor were wanted by their kinsmen. Some of them said their relatives
did not even know where they were" (p. 107). However, the Accra
prostitutes studied by Acquah (1958: 74) at approximately the same
time were found to be in frequent contact with kinsfolk.
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should things go wrong. Howeyer this welcome is in large measure depend¬

ent upon her present behayiour and commitment, and failure to maintain

good relations with kinsfolk living there - and to assist them - can

jeopardize her position (Caldwell 1967c: 143). Few women are prepared to

risk this.

Ties with females are also the most important with respect to these

country relationships. Mothers are visited as often as time and money allow

although actual frequency is inversely related to their distance from Accra:

"Every two weeks or every month I would long to see my mother so I would go

to Nkawkaw (E.R.) to see her"; "All the Sisala women in Accra visit their

mothers (U.R.) annually". Bonds and frequent contact with other female kin

are also, however, very apparent - with sisters, aunts (MZ), cousins (MZD)

and surviving grandmothers (MM) in particular.

Fathers are not visited often. Indeed, a number of the women feel

resentful and bitter towards their fathers and may even be unaware of their

whereabouts: "My father didn't take any care in looking after me so I don't

see why I should have an interest in my father or his people"; "Because my

father didn't bother about what happened to me so I also, now, couldn't

be bothered to know where he is"; "My father had no time for me so I have

never visited him. Even I learned he had moved to some other place long
36

since but I do not know where"

Apart from attachments to and relationships with individual kin, the

women's familial obligations at the 'outdoorings', marriages, and funerals

of other family members - as well as their continuing vested interest in

lineage property - also ensure that contact with the rural base is main¬

tained. Christmas and Easter are likely to be spent back in the hometown;

and annual festivals in the village or region are occasions for prolonged

visits and enable the women to re-establish direct contact with a wide range

of dispersed kin.

Movement is also, of course, in the other direction as well and the

women frequently host relatives visiting Accra: mothers, sisters and aunts

are always welcome as visitors and younger siblings, nieces, and nephews

may spend school holidays with them.

(b) Financial investment in kin:

Heavy financial responsibilities, either in cash or in kind, are also

being shouldered by the women in relation to kin. In some instances the

women are obviously repaying debts accumulated during their own childhoods;

36

This estrangement and lack of attachment to fathers cannot be explained
in terms of the matrilineal backgrounds of a number of these women for although
many strains are introduced in-:o the father-child relationship resulting from
membership of different lineages, children are, nonetheless, expected to love,
respect and support their fathers (Fortes 1950: 265-270).
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in others, the women feel committed to assist relatives in less affluent
37

circumstances then themselyes . The financial inyestment being made by

the women in their kinship groups can be considered, firstly, in terms

of the remittances and gifts which they make to relatiyes, and secondly,

in terms of their investment in the education of younger family members.

b(i) Remittances and gifts to kin:

Mothers are the most frequent recipients of regular remittances from

the women. They also receive the largest amounts. Some of the professional

women send as much as one-fifth of their monthly incomes regularly to their

mothers. The semi-professional and white-collar workers are equally

generous: Lorraine, for example, the Ewe receptionist in a car assembly

plant, sends £25 of her £160 monthly salary to her mother; Alphonsina,

also Ewe, and a receptionist in a shoe factory, remits £20 of her £150

salary; Naomi, the Dagomba clerical assistant in the State Insurance Company,

is paid £110 monthly and sends £15 regularly to her mother; and even

Rosario, the Kwawu counter-assistant with her below-subsistence salary

of £30 remits £5 monthly to her mother. Where mothers of the self-employed

traders and service workers are still alive, they are treated in just the

same bountiful way: "I know my mother doesn't need anything. She has

more buildings than myself. But, yet still, every month I feel to send

her something"; "My mother is living in Accra. Every month I pay for

her rent - £10. And then provisions every week - I buy one dozen eggs,

rice, milk and butter and give to her"; "Every two weeks I will see people

going to Krobo (E.R.) so I buy bread, soap, sugar and these tinned provisions

and send them to her. Then every Christmas and Easter or anytime I visit

I will give her £10 and a nice cloth which I sew myself"; "You know we

Ghanaians with our mothers, if you have got plenty of thing self, if you

give even a small thing, she will like it - motherly love. So I send £10

every month and if I see some nice scarf or bag I will buy it and send to

her". The ashawo also send money to their mothers but sometimes only in

response to a specific request: "Anytime my mother is in need she writes

to me. It's this thats has been eating my money. If I'm planning to save

and start saving, she will write. 'post us this money; we have famine',

37
This deeply-rooted sense of obligation to reciprocate past favours

and to share what one has with less fortunate kin have been widely observed
amongst Ghanaians at all socio-economic levels. Thus, Oppong (1974) notes
in respect of the senior civil servants in her sample that "almost all,
give money in the form of regular monthly remittances or sporadic gifts
to kin" (p.62); likewise, Azu (1974) found in her study of two Ga
traditional neighbourhoods on the fringes of Accra that "one characteristic
of the lineage which has persisted is the aid given to members" (pp. 75-76).
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this and that'"; "When my lather died he lelt some goats and other things.

II they don't sell it they ask jne and I have to try hard. So I do send

my mother but it is not regular - sometimes _£15, sometimes .£20". Only

two mothers of the awhsheng are still alive and each receives a generous

remittance by the standards ol these women: "I will not let the month pass

without giving her something - at least .£10, sometimes £20. She is the

one who took care of me, so I can't forget"; "I try to remit my mother

for herself at least £5 a month and at Christmas and Easter to buy her

cloth. Then anytime, too, I find myself with some extra money, I will

buy these provisions and give to a lorry driver to take to her".

The women's familial obligations by no means stop, however, with

mothers; a considerable flow of cash also finds its way to the "foster"

mothers - mothers's sisters, fathers' sisters, grandmothers, and other

female relatives - who cared for them at some point during their child¬

hood; in addition, their sisters' children, their brothers' children,

their own sisters and brothers, and an assortment of other kin, are also
38

frequent or occasional recipients of assistance

The help given by the women to their kin in rural areas by way of

non-monetary assistance is also considerable. Gifts of both new and

second-hand clothing, footwear, and 'provisions' - bread, milk, sugar,

soap, meat, fish, and a variety of tinned foods like sardines, pilchards

and corned beef - are regularly sent; and, on visits to hometowns at

Christmas, Easter and annual festivals, the women will amass great quantities

of these items for distribution amongst a wide range of family members. These

commodities are particularly welcome in many of the women's small villages:

"You see in my village they don't have shops - only small traders with their

matches and kerosine"; "The town is a boring town because nobody carries

any things there to trade". At the same time, the women do not return

to Accra empty-handed after these visits: whole bags of corn and millet

which they have received as gifts are carried from the Upper and Northern

Regions and as much cassava, plantain and yam as they can manage when

returning from visits to the Ashanti, Eastern and Volta Regions.

38
Caldwell (1969: 140-170 ) has tried to identify the recipients,

and to quantify the frequency and scale, of migrants' remittances from
the cities to the rural areas of Ghana. On the question of recipients,
he estimates that 77% of migrants send money regularly to one or both
parents; and a further 22% assist siblings, nephews and nieces (often
with education-costs), and uncles and aunts (p. 159). With regard to
frequency of assistance, in 53% of cases money is sent once or more

monthly; in a further 12% of instances 4-11 times yearly; and, in the
remaining cases, when assistance is needed or specifically asked for, or
when there is cash to spare (pp. 152-154). With regard to the actual
amounts sent, urban Ghanaian migrants remit, on average, £43 yearly -

between 1/12 and 3/4 of total income. On the basis of these figures
Caldwell estimates that about 1/10 of the income earned in Accra finds
its way into the homes of rural kinsfolk (p. 143)
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In addition to these regular remittances in money and commodities,

the women may also help relatives with more substantial amounts of money

to assist with specific items; for example, Gertrude, the radio producer,

helped her father with the purchase of a car; Josephine, the store

manageress, provided in large part for the basic materials her mother

needed when 'putting -up a building' in her hometown; Ramatu, one of the

police officers, paid the considerable medical expenses incurred by a

younger brother in the course of a lengthy illness; Ernestina, the beer

bar manageress, sponsored a brother to go to the United States; and even

Aliya, the charcoal seller and mother of five children, managed to accumulate

sufficient savings from her small earnings to purchase two bicycles for her

family in the north.

Gifts to relatives of trading-capital is another way in which the

women occasionally help. A number of the women have made lump-sum gifts -

of between £50-£320 - to mothers, nieces, and nephews to help them to

either start or expand trading ventures. This cash-injection often renders

the recipient economically viable and thus relieves the woman of her

continuing obligations: "My mother - sometime ago I gave her money to

trade - £100. Before I gave her, every month I was giving her £10 but

now its no more regular"; "Four months ago I gave my mother £200. She

was by then trading but I gave her something to add so that she could have

more profit. So now I've stopped sending her - only when I visit her I

will give her £10 or £20"; "The eldest-born of my sister when he finished

school he hadn't got work so I was helping him. I hired him a store around

the market, and bought him a fridge for selling iced-water and coca cola

for £320. Now he is managing the business fine so I don't have to worry

again"; "This sister's child, I helped this girl to trade in pans and

these pots. I gave her £20 capital. She is still with this trade".

b(ii) Education of younger kin:

The women also contribute in another important and instrumental way

in building up the resources of their kinship group: this is through the

education of its younger members - both their own children and those of

other relatives.

Own children:

The women have custody of a total of 86 children of their own who are

either living with them (48) or have done so whilst dependants (6), or they

are staying with the women's mothers. (13) , sisters (13), or aunts (6)

(cf. Table 8.3: p.303). The 14 remaining children of the women are in the

custody of their fathers and are living with the men themselves (4), their

mothers (8) or their sisters (2); responsibility for these children is out

of the women's hands.
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With regard to the 86 children in the women's custody - regardless

of their liying arrangements and whereabouts - it largely falls (pr has

fallen) to the women to see to their education. And, although keeping

children at school may entail considerable scrimping and saving - and

personal sacrifice - all of these women are determined that their children

shall have the best education that their resources can provide: Auntie

Teikwo, for example, is presently sponsoring her three children at

universities in the States; Auntie Alice, the other importer, has her

five children attending secondary schools in Ghana - "The eldest, it is

£73 a term; the next two, I pay £91, and the youngest two, I pay £95

a term. All is secondary school and boarding - that is why it is so

costly. I also have to buy their uniforms, shoes and provisions - every¬

thing"; Antonia Apprey, one of the cloth traders, is educating four

teenage children: "The senior one, I pay £100 a term for his school

fees. The next one is on half-scholarship so last term I paid £69.

The youngest two will soon be starting in secondary school so that will

be another headache"; and even, Aliya, the charcoal seller, can note

with justifiable pride: "I have tried to send all my children to school.

The eldest finished middle school last year. The second is now in middle

form 4 - he will finish this year. The third is now in form 2 of middle

school and the fourth in form 1. It is only the youngest that I couldn't

afford to send; he attends only this local Qur'an school and helps me in

the business. The fees for all these boys is £4.70 a year each". The

ashawo are educating four of their children and they too are determined

that they shall have only the best: Cassandra, the Ewe/Adangbe woman,

remarked in relation to her 12-year old daughter who lives with Cassandra's

sister: "I have tried to push her. You know, she is clever. She is

interested in going to be a doctor. And I've already spent so much money

on her education - she's been enjoying in a boarding school, buses coming

to pick her up This year she got her common entrance so now she will

go to Cape Coast as a boarder - at £100 a term, and provisions every time,

her food, clothing, books, everything I have to pay myself"; two other

younger children of the ashawo women are attending private preparatory

schools where fees are £60 a term. All eight children of the awasheng

are also either presently schooling or had done so in the past and had

left on completion of their middle schooling.

Other writers have also drawn attention to the high educational
39

aspirations Ghanaian women haye for their children . The education of

39
Peil (1972), for example, found in her study of Ghanaian factory

workers that "for a given amount of education, women have higher aspirations
than men" (p. 112); whereas male middle-school leavers favour skilled work
for their children, females prefer teaching and professional occupations.
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children can, of course, be regarded as an investment since the educated

can generally be expected to earn jnore than the uneducated and be, therefore,
more advantageously placed to reciprocate favours. There is also evidence

to suggest that - whether married or single - Ghanaian women are having

to bear an increasingly large burden of the costs of educating their
40

children

Other kin:

Apart Tram their own children, these single women are also responsible

for the education of other younger relatives. A total of 91 young related

dependents actually live with them - sisters (13), brothers (5), nieces

(22), nephews (10), cousins (28), grand-nieces (12), and a grand-daughter

(1) (cf. Table 6.6: p.179). In many instances, the women find themselves

responsible for the school fees of these young relatives; and they may

also have to provide school uniforms, pocket money and travel costs.

In many instances these additional responsibilities place a heavy

burden on the women but they shoulder it willingly in the knowledge both

of possible future returns for themselves and family repercussions if they

did otherwise: "My sister's children, my brother's children - they are all

my children. I like to help to educate them because in future they, too,

will help me"; "I feel I can't send my own children to school and my

sister's children to be there because in the future I don't know what

will happen. They may be the ones to help me"; "It wouldn't speak well

of me to be educating only my own. I'm sending them to school so they come

together with my own children"; "She has left this obligation up to me

as I am her older sister so I must try my best"; "The daughter of my

mother's younger brother was given to me at the age of three. Two daughters

of my father's brother came to me at eight. The parents just gave them to

me to rear. I could have refused but I didn't as they would say I was

trying to shun my own relatives"; "They gave this girl to me and I can't

throw her away. Well, the Ghanaian way of life, it's difficult. You see

if I say anything, then there will be a family trouble".

40
Sai (1971) for example, notes that "the vast majority of traders

in Ghana channel some of their resources into their children's education"

(p. 113); and Robertson (1976: 127) reports that 82% of the Ga traders
in her study spend money on the education of their children. Indeed,
Robertson observes that the education of 50% of these children is
financed primarily by the women although the majority of them are
married. She dismisses any suggestion that informants may be over¬
estimating their own sponsorship roles as, in her experience, women
are more likely to underplay their own investment given the shame
involved in admitting that husbands are reneging on responsibilities
to their children.
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The sense of obligation felt by these women to inyolve themselyes

in the education of younger -members of the kinship group .may not eyen

stop with relatives who are staying with them; in -many instances the

women haye either volunteered, or acceded to requests from relatives,

to pay - either partially or entirely - the costs involved in educating

younger siblings, nieces, nephews, and cousins living with their own
41

families elsewhere : Tictoria, the lawyer, for example, is paying the

preparatory school fees for three young nephews (ZS) schooling in Kumasi

(A.R.); Auntie Dora, one of the cloth traders, is educating her sister's

five children - "school fees, uniforms, everything" - who live with her

sister in the Yolta Region; Araba Kofi, the childless provisions trader,

has undertaken to educate two of her younger brother's children living

in Ada (E.R.); Salina, the Ewe banking clerk, is taking care of the

clothing needs of a younger sister attending university; Naomi, the

Dagomba clerical assistant in the State Insurance Company contributes

£22 a term and buys the course-books for her sister at secretarial college;

and Grace,the Ewe secretary working in the Ministry of Home Affairs, has

specific responsibility for the supply of pocket-money and provisions -

"three cedis each and then eight tins of milk, one packet of sugar, two

toilet rolls and one tin of coffee" - each term for five younger siblings

attending boarding-school.

(iii) General discussion:

In many diverse ways these women - with the possible exception of the

ashawo - are purposefully engaged in strengthening their ties with kinsfolk

and with building up a power-base in same segment of their lineage. The

obligations that this strategy imposes are onerous: money, time and energy

has to be continuously expended. On the other hand, the strategy also

carries many intrinsic satisfactions: the women undoubtedly enjoy their

kinship roles as aunts, mothers, sisters, daughters and nieces, and the

central part they are called upon to play in the many elaborate rituals and

ceremonials which surround key family events such as births, marriages and

deaths. Indeed, Cohen's remarks in relation to these ceremonials in

Sierra Leone (1978: 148) to the effect that a stranger arriving "might be

forgiven for assuming that the party itself was designed by females for

females" also apply to similar occasions in Ghana.

41
This sense of responsibility which older family members assume for

the education of younger relatives is strong amongst Ghanaians generally.
Oppong (1974), for example, notes that "more than a third in the Senior
Civil Service sample have educated their sisters' children, and almost
one in five their own younger brothers and sisters" (p. 63). Also,
Little (1976) found in his study of female Ghanaian university students
that a sizeable majority intended to keep either all or part of their
incomes separate from their husbands' monies after marriage: "The use
to which money kept back would be specifically put" notes Little, "would
be mostly on educating the girls' own and their relatives' children (p. 18).
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Apart, however, from any obvious social returns, it is crucially

important for the women that they establish and maintain enduring ties

of affiliation, affection, obligation, and loyalty with their kin group

given their scepticism at ever being able to forge lasting affective

or co-operative conjugal ties; and, given the women's over-riding

concern for their future security, and their despair at realizing this

through marriage, their strategy of investment in the lineage group

makes sound economic sense. Investment in the lineage recommends itself

for another reason also: women in both matri- and patri-lineal systems

retain an interest in lineage property and have the right of use of the

family homestead and the farmlands vested in the lineage.

The women's present investment in the education and maintenance of

younger family members is also not being undertaken disinterestedly:

this assistance will entitle them to look to this generation for help

should they have need of support in the future. In this way they are

insuring themselves against sickness, unemployment, old age and other

eventualities not catered for under Ghana's existing social services.

Finally, the women's investment of resources in the lineage may also

go some way towards assisting them to secure family acceptance for their

single status. It is very important that relatives should condone their

contravention of the norm that they should marry. Through the conversion

of their wealth into lineage resources they have a strong case for arguing

that both their own and their lineages' interests are best served by

remaining outside marriage. In this way kin acquiescence - if not actual

approval - for their single statuses may be forthcoming.
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CHAPTER X

CONCLUSIONS

"Every real society consists of a core of orthodox norms and
conforming actions round the margins of which continuous
experiment goes on. It is from the margins of experiment that
changing norms and actions emerge into sanctioned acceptance"
(Southall 1961: 14).

Introduction:

We have been concerned in this thesis to look at a social phenomenon

mentioned in passing by numerous sociologists and anthropologists in the

context of African urbanization - the very high incidence of single women

in the cities, despite the continuing high evaluation of marriage and

motherhood. The facts can be readily ascertained: in a city like Accra

from one-third (Dinan, 1977) to two-thirds (Sanjek, 1983) of women of

marriageable age are maintaining an economic and social independence of

legal husbands. This study attempted to discover the reasons behind this

state of affairs. The fieldwork was concentrated on a sample of

eighty-seven single women living in Kokomlemle, a mixed residential and

commercial neighbourhood on the fringes of the central city area of Accra.

In the analysis an attempt was made to demonstrate the utility of

Barth's social exchange or transactional perspective in making

intelligible the women's actions. The adoption of this' framework involves

considering behaviour as the outcome of an allocative choice : in making

decisions individuals are faced with the same problems they face in

economic life - how to apply scarce means to alternative ends. Different

courses of action are open and different choices can be made/ but each

course carries its own costs as well as its own rewards. Marriage, or the

status of a single woman represent the alternative courses of action open

to the Accra women. In adopting this perspective, the analyst focuses on

the individual decisions being taken by the social actors and on the

strategies of action being pursued. Furthermore, it is assumed that

choices are made and strategies of action adopted in the light of the

values, constraints and incentives prevailing in the actors' wider social

environment.

In the review of the social exchange literature in Chapter II, some

of the main points of debate and controversy concerning this approach were
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noted. The issue of rationality in human behaviour emerged as being

particularly problematic. Implicit in Barth's transactional model is a

notion of 'rational man', borrowed from the game theorists, which is

heavily organized around a set of assumptions which has been widely

challenged. A 'strong' version of rationality is assumed: here social

actors are supposed to act with perfect rationality, making conscious

choices based upon self-interest, and estimating their optimal choices and

strategies through calculated expectations of known payoffs. Clearly,

this notion of 'pure' rationality is unsatisfactory in trying to explain

many types of behaviour. Some modification of the notion of rationality

which could, at the same time, be accommodated by Barth's model was,

therefore, necessary if we wished to retain his overall transactional

approach.

What we did was to substitute for Barth's 'pure' notion of

rationality the more plausible, if weaker, assumption of a general

maximization principle governing human behaviour. This notion of

'maximization' assumes that social actors are possessed of

intentionality; that they would prefer to be better off than worse off;

that they are confronted by choices; and that they will do what they can,

in terms of the choices they make and the strategies they adopt, to keep

their rewards high and their costs low, given the way they perceive the

situation. The introduction of this general maximization proposition, and

the women's own 'definition of the situation', removed the problem of

'pure' rationality: the women's behaviour, it was assumed, would follow

heuristic rules in scanning for courses of action rationally designed in

their terms and in the light of their own social situation to produce

optimum returns over time. This modification, at the same time, did not

hinder the adoption of Barth's transactional framework in its more general

form.

The model served as a useful framework for the analysis of the

research evidence. The emphasis was placed on the women as

decision-makers, capable of weighing up alternative courses of behaviour,

and orienting their actions towards a search for rewards. At the same

time, however, we were not dealing with completely unfettered individuals,

nor, following Homans, could the choices and preferences of the women be

deduced from an elementary psychology: their decisions and strategies

would be, in large part, a function of the social system in which they

were embedded. And, once attention was turned on the women's social

environment, and, in particular, on the constraints and incentives

relating to marriage operating in that environment, the women's behaviour
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and their choice of singlehood became readily explicable.

Main Findings:

A total of 61% (53) of the eighty-seven women who participated in the

main study have never married. These respondents tend, by and large, to

be women in professional, semi-professional and white-collar jobs. These

women are in no hurry to get married: and, the fieldwork data lend no

support to any argument that this state of affairs reflects the women's

lack of appeal as marriage partners. On the contrary the analysis reveals

that their single statuses reflect their own choices, and a positive

commitment to the lifestyle of the single woman. These choices, in turn,

are in large part determined by the constraints associated with Ghanaian

marriage.

The women's opinion of Ghanaian marriage, based largely on the

experiences of friends and relatives, and on what they can see happening

around them in Kokomlemle (not to mention their own intimacy with other

women's husbands) is thoroughly negative. Most of their dissatisfaction

hinges on the interpretation by Ghanaian husbands of their marital role.

In particular, the women object to their menfoiks' lack of romantic

involvement with their wives? their highly selfish and instrumental

motives for getting married? their chauvinistic expectations with regard

to the child-bearing and income-generating responsibilities of wives;

their unwillingness to take any part in child-care, domestic chores, or

cooking even when wives are heavily extended in full-time occupations

outside the home; their flagrant involvement in extra-marital affairs;

their reluctance to engage in joint leisure-time activities with their

wives; and their heavy financial outlays on girlfriends and on their own

natal family group, with inevitable drain on domestic resources. The

women's accounts ring like a litany of despair. As far as these

respondents are concerned, the marriage bargain on offer to them from

their menfolk constitutes a totally inequitable arrangement; in any

balancing of the scales, the constraints involved in marriage far outweigh

whatever rewards or incentives may also be present. In plain terms, as

far as these unmarried women are concerned, marriage does not constitute

an objective or goal likely to yield them many financial, emotional or

sexual rewards.

A total of 39% (34) of the women, however, have been married in the

Past- The majority of these respondents are the self-employed traders and
service workers. These women drew heavily on their own marital case
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histories in their discussion of Ghanaian marriage and their own attitudes

towards it. A bitterness, in some instances refined to sadness, emerged

as they looked back over their years of marriage: unhappiness and

ill-treatment clouded most of their recollections. Indeed, these women

emerged as being even more vociferous in their condemnation of marriage,

and in their denunciation of Ghanaian husbands than the unmarried women.

Inadequate financial provision for themselves and their children was the

main factor behind the majority of these broken marriages - "not even a

pocket handkerchief" as one woman scathingly remarked? quite often this

pattern of financial irresponsibility went hand-in-hand with undisguised

involvement with other women; in a few further instances the structural

friction and tension embedded in a social system trying to accommodate

both nuclear and lineal forms of family arrangements erupted as open

conflict between the women and their in-laws. Only a very small minority

of marriages did not fit this general pattern of financial

irresponsibility: in these instances, it was the women who, regardless of

the behaviour of their husbands, wanted to terminate their marriages:

young, restless and tied in arranged marriages with older men whom they

did not love, they - in their own terms - "wanted to taste life".
For these non-married respondents, therefore, the recollection of

former marital unions serves merely to release a flood of unhappy

memories. And, of particular interest and significance is the fact that

these non-married women attribute the break-up of their marriages to

precisely those factors currently deterring the unmarried respondents from

entering marriage. They are insistent that they kept their side of the

marriage bargain and blame their menfoiks' interpretation of their

husbandly role - an interpretation which involved far fewer economic,

sexual, social and emotional obligations than the respondents felt

entitled to as wives - as being largely responsible for the break-up of

their marriages. As far as these women are concerned, marriage now works

to a woman's diasadvantage.

Whether the women are justified in placing all the blame for their

broken marriages on errant husbands whilst they themselves dutifully

honoured their side of the marriage bargain (a position they staunchly

maintain), or whether they are resorting to an acceptable vocabulary of

motives to win sympathy and acceptance for their present single statuses,

cannot, of course, be objectively established. However, the 'truth' or

'falsity' of their motivational accounts is not of particular

significance. As Mills (1940) makes clear, readjusted perspectives and

reconstructed motives can be just as important as any ascertainable 'real'
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motives: the appeal to a socially acceptable vocabulary of motives can

serve as a means of persuading others to accept particular course of

action; and also, once articulated, after-the-event justifications become

an important factor in enabling individuals to continue with their

activities. At the same time, it is only proper to point out that there

are no grounds for suspecting that the reasons offered by the women to

account for the break-up of their marriages are not the 'real' ones: the

same themes of infidelity and financial irresponsibility figure

consistently in their motivational vocabularies whether the context is the

formal interview or other more relaxed, unguarded occasions.

In addition to the constraints involved in marriage which, in

themselves, have made the women chary and reluctant to take on the role of

wife, a number of incentives or enabling features are also present in

their social environment which seem to tilt the balance even more towards

the single status. The first such enabling feature is the possibility of

advancement afforded by the urban economy. Employment opportunities in

both the formal and informal sectors of the Ghanaian economy have exploded

resulting in a highly diversified and stratified system, with occupational

and social positions unequally valued. Ghanaians regard wealth and

success as something worth pursuing; and there is also a widespread

belief that mobility is possible. Ghanaian women hold these beliefs and

aspirations just as firmly as their menfolk (Mclntire et al. 1974:

185-189; Oppong et al. 1975: 175).

From the ethnographic literature we know that there has always been a

strong cultural emphasis placed on women adopting a positive economic

role; so, too, in contemporary Ghana there is little currency for the

idea that 'a woman's place is in the home'. The prevalence and high

visibility in Accra of immensely wealthy, self-made women serve to

reinforce still further the important economic role-image of the Ghanaian

woman as well as acting as testimony to the existence of possibilities for

upward mobility. These factors have combined to produce in the

respondents one of their more remarkable characteristics - a strong

self-image as economic providers and achievers; they have a deeply

internalized sense of themselves being the active and decisive agents in

the creation of their own material circumstances. However, the

acquisition of valued occupational statuses and resources requires certain

investments whether of time, hard work or further study - any of which can

more readily be made without a marital commitment and the responsibilities

of caring for a husband and family.

Another incentive or facilitating feature embedded in their social
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structural milieu which is working towards the canalization of their

choices towards the single status is the lack of normative commitment on

the part of Ghanaian men to monogamous marriage. The data make it

abundantly obvious that men still retain basically polygynous beliefs

about their sexual rights and needs; at the same time formal polygyny is

incompatible with their self-image as 'modern', educated men, and also

with the conditions of modern urban living. The men's resolution of this

dilemma is to pursue an informal form of polygyny - outside their formal

monogamous marriages - through an institutionalized system of girlfriend

relationships. In Accra, this has turned into a macho contest with some

of the city's wealthiest and most successful men competing with each other

for access to desirable women. Women should be the losers in this,

exploited by men for their own macho purposes - pawns in the game. Not,

however, these Ghanaian women: they have turned the situation on its

head so that whatever the continuing returns for the men concerned, it is

a game which is proving to be highly lucrative for women prepared (and

equipped) to play. The women involved in relationships with these men

have managed to convert the traditional 'begifting' of brides into a

present-day 'begifting' of girlfriends: the return on a woman's social

and sexual services as a girlfriend is an acceptance by the man of

responsibility for her main financial outlays - monies for her rent, food

and clothing. The spoils from the clever manipulation of this girlfriend

role - especially when the involvement is with older, wealthy patrons -

can be considerable. For as long as a women retains her single status,

she remains an eligible candidate for this girlfriend role.

A third important enabling feature present within the women's social

environment (again, to adopt the situational logic of a single woman) is
the particularistic-ascriptive quality of social relationships in Ghana.

Recruitment and advancement, and the dispensation of resources of office

are, to a large extent, dependent on a favouritism rooted not only in such

familiar task-irrelevant factors as kinship ties and ethnicity, but also

in friendship and romantic associations. This factor also provides the

women - as single women - with considerable leeway for manoeuvre.

In addition in Ghana the actual structural provisions made for women

support individual attempts for occupational and economic attainment: no

sexually discriminatory practices exist to impede a woman's advancement in

the educational, occupational, legal or political spheres.

It is against this backdrop of constraints and incentives that

following the transactional model, the women have had to make their

choices and to adopt suitable strategies, to serve, to the best of their
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ability, and in terms of their own situational logic, their own long-term

interests. The actual analysis of the women's decision-making processes

revealed this to be substantially the case: there is a clear logic of

choice being used by the women in their resource allocation, and the

women's present single statuses represent the end-result of strategic

decisions taken which are logically designed (with due regard for the

constraints and freedoms afforded by their social milieu and the

educational, occupational, social and sexual assets which they themselves

possess) to produce optimum returns for themselves over the long term. As

the women's situational logic differs somewhat depending on whether they

have ever been married, the decision-making of both the unmarried women

and the non-married had to be considered separately.

The unmarried women's line of reasoning is that, given the

uncertainties and insecurities surrounding their fate in marriage, their

own future, long-term security can be best served by remaining single for

the meanwhile: in this way they can concentrate on their own

self-advancement? they can improve on their existing vocational skills

and/or accumulate their own economic assets; and as single women they

retain control over their own sexuality, a highly valuable asset, as we

have seen, in the society in which they find themselves.

However, despite the fact that the women consider marriage a highly

unsatisfactory institution, and that they remain doubtful as to whether it

will ever prove possible to forge a lasting marital tie, these obvious

career amibitions do not preclude marriage entirely: the women tend to

accept, albeit with many reservations, that at some future date they will,

in all likelihood, marry. The main reasons marriage remains on their

cards relate to their own deep desire for children, and also to the

continued pressure which they anticipate receiving from their families,

friends and society in general. Consequently, it is more appropriate to

speak of the strategy of these unmarried women as being one of postponing

marriage - a decision to put under wraps the question of their marriage

until such time as they feel themselves suitably equipped - in vocational

and economic terms - to take on what in all likelihood will prove to be an

unsuccessful marriage and single-handed responsibility for their

children. This drive towards self-sufficiency and career-advancement is

also, of course, realistically linked with both their prospects on the

matrimonial market and with their chances of survival within marriage.

That is to say, it is a strategy endowed with both an offensive and

defensive value: offensive, in that given the emphasis placed by men on

the income-generating capacities of wives, any real occupational or
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vocational improvement will enhance their own desirability; its defensive

value follows from the fact that career-success and economic

self-sufficiency will afford them a practical let-out if and when their

marital situation becomes intolerable.

With regard to the non-married women, they had already progressed

through a number of the procedural stages now being planned by the

unmarried women. They had succumbed to societal pressure to marry; and

when the conditions of their marriages became intolerable they had resumed

their statuses as single women. However, they had borne their children

under socially approved conditions; and, the pressure is now off them, to

a considerable degree, to remarry. As far as they are concerned, husbands

and marriage have no further role to play in their lives. And, having got

themselvs into positions where they are able to maintain themselves and

their children, their basic strategy involves a concentration of their

endeavours and resources on working for their own and their children's

futures.

The maximization of their own economic assets - whether by way of

career-advancement or capital accumulation - was, therefore, in evidence

for both the unmarried and non-married respondents. But whilst this

concept of maximization provided the underlying explanatory principle for

the general behavioural orientation of all of the women, it could tell us

nothing about the precise ways in which the women were actually setting

about achieving this goal. To discover this, it was necessary to give

some consideration to Bailey's notion of 'pragmatic rules' - those

strategies and manoeuvres which would prove most effective in the pursuit

of the prizes which they desired.

The analysis of the predominant strategies or behavioural

orientations of the women led to the finding that the structural location

or 'situation' of a woman determined, to a considerable degree, the actual

strategies being employed. The variables which defined a woman's

'situation' included her level of education, occupation, wealth, age and

sexual attractiveness. Most of these variables are instantly recognizable

from their use by sociologists and anthropologists in defining groups or

categories which have an interest in common; however, in the present

analysis, with its explicit adoption of the social exchange framework,

these variables were treated as resources which, on analysis, were found

to affect the types of decisions being made, and the strategies of action

being adopted, by the women. Women located in the same social structural

position, or similarly equipped with regard to resources, were found to be

pursuing roughly similar strategies or manoeuvres: for some women like
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the professional and semi-professional categories, and to a certain extent

also the white-collar workers, the emphasis is on acquiring additional

educational resources to enable them to occupy higher occupational

statuses and thereby to reap higher social and economic advantages; for

the self-employed traders and service workers the concentration is almost

entirely on hard work and long working hours for the furtherance of their

commercial interests; and for the prostitutes, avenues for escape to an

alternative life-style are being eagerly explored.

The basic data presented indicate both the problems that the women

are facing, and the energies they have to expend, in their efforts to get

ahead and 'be someone'. The accounts of their activities also reveal the

crucial role that men continue to play in the lives of the majority of the

women - not as husbands but as important, if not indispensable, economic

supports. The women's dependence upon men - and the precise nature of

this dependence - varies in accordance with occupational category : for

some, like the highly-qualified and occupationally successful professional

women, a manipulation of their social connections with highly-placed

members of the Ghanaian elite to procure the favours of their office is

necessary to ensure their advancement; for others, like the white-collar

and sales workers, securing a wealthy lover or lovers appears an almost

indispensable strategy for the realization of their ambitions; for the

independent traders and service workers there is little direct financial

dependence on men, and, indeed, in some instances involving particularly

prosperous women, there is a reverse flow of financial support with them

maintaining younger lovers; and in the case of both the ashawo and the

awasheng there is a total dependence on monies being received from lovers

or casual clients.

These women, therefore, depending on their structural location and

their personal manipulative assets are pursuing distinctive patterns of

behaviour or strategies, in order to win their prize - the maximization of

their own long-term security interests. The effectiveness or otherwise of

the women's strategies to date was gauged by the degree of control over

capital, property and other products of their labour - resources which

could provide them with security in their old age - which they had

achieved. The data suggest that the 'pragmatic' rules' or strategies

adopted are serving them well overall.

The majority of the women are managing to save money regularly, or

they are investing in capital goods or property of one sort or another:

some have already managed "to put up a building" (and more than one in

some instances); others have bought plots of land on which they, too,
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plan to build. Further testimony to their success in providing for

themselves and their continuing and projected needs lies in their

accumulation of a full range of houehold items - suites of furniture,

kitchen equipment, and a wide array of modern consumer luxuries like

deep-freezers, cooling-fans, tape- recorders, television sets,

record-players and radios.

The women's other major form of long-term 'investment' lies in

securing for themselves a firm foothold in their kinship group. For, it

is from this group - not any possible marital unit established at some

future date - that, in the long-term, they anticipate that most of their

support, personal security, and affective gratification will derive.

Links with their extended families and their rural areas of origin are

being actively promoted and frequent visits and regular and generous

remittances ensure that good relations are maintained. They are also

investing heavily in the education of younger kin - their own children and

those of other relatives.

Despite the fact that almost all of the women are quick to mention

problems associated with living in Accra - the high cost of living, the

difficulties involved in finding reasonable accommodation, and the

scarcity of suitable employment - their commitment to an urban way of life

is obvious. The challenge of the city - of "facing life" - and of seeking

their own fortunes, is infinitely preferable to the traditional, rural

life-mode? the independence which follows from 'making life' on your own

is something to be cherished. And, the city offers many advantages beyond

the economic: a cosmopolitan culture and a greatly expanded social world

are there to be savoured by the many, and observed by all; gone, too, is

the rigid dichotomization by sex of a woman's social life - she can enjoy

the same recreational activites as her menfriends and accompany them to

the many hotels, parties and beer-bars of the city. Under such

conditions, the traditional distance which characterized relations between

women and non-kin males is no longer appropriate: as 'single' women they

are treated on a much more egalitarian basis. Also, modern methods of

contraception available in the city enable them to lead sexually active

lives without fears of motherhood. The ready availability of schools,

institutes of higher education, and hospitals are also widely

appreciated. In addition, although at great pains to maintain close

relations with their extended families, being geographically distanced

they can avoid close scrutiny of their activities and enjoy more

day-to-day freedom. The city also affords them a wide range of

associational options: they can still belong to exclusively female
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associations like their own professional women's groups but they can also,

in addition, join a wide range of unsegregated ethnic, benevolent,

religious and educational organizations. As the women perceive things,

urban living represents a real improvement in the life-styles, freedom and

options available to Ghanaian women; such freedoms and options did not

exist in traditional, rural society.

Their commitment to an urban way of life can also be seen in their

long-range plans. The professional and semi-professional women, the

white-collar workers and the ashawo can never envisage a return to their

rural areas of origin; indeed, their attempts to stabilize their

positions by investing in house property in Accra is one way they are

seeking to ensure that they will be able to remain in the city. Some of

the self-employed traders, the service workers, and the awasheng, on the

other hand, are not so keen to spend their old-age in the city and

entertain sane thoughts of retiring eventually to their own villages.

Some of these women already have the security of their own homes there;

others hope to build or plan to retire to existing family homes.

Theoretical Implications of the Study;

Throughout the work the emphasis has been on the individual attempts

being made by the women to improve their positions. The data would

indicate that women are choosing to reject in an individualistic,

practical and pragmatic manner the prescribed role of wife rather than

attempting to work - with other women with similar grievances and

interests - towards effecting a more general improvement of the Ghanaian

woman's marital status. This emphasis does not result from any bias

introduced by adopting a transactional approach as attention was paid

during the fieldwork to all of the women's major involvements and

preoccupations. The question arises, however, as to why it is that given

there is a serious problem over a woman's legal, sexual and financial

rights in marriage, these women are not involved in some form of

collectivist strategy for a general improvement in the marital position of

women; afterall, the women discussed all hold a similarly low impression

of marriage; and they constitute a sizeable social category on the urban

scene. Why, therefore, are they not engaged in some form of joint action

in order to realize their common interest in a better marriage bargain?

Ghanaian women have been involved in attempts to secure changes in

women's legal, social and financial position in marriage (Vellenga 1971:

125-150). Those most actively involved in this movement, however, have
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tended to be members of the elite, and the movement has become virtually

identified with a small number of well-known and highly-respected women.

To date, however, their efforts at reform have not met with much success.

And, amongst the present respondents, only the lawyer and one of the

school principals are involved with any group engaged in the public

debates or campaigns concerned with raising the status of women in the

country.

It is possible to speculate that certain traits in Ghanaian society

encourage a greater preference for individualistic rather than

collectivistic strategies of mobility. Here, one can mention again the

weak visibility of barriers between social-classes in a city like Accra:

people believe that social mobility is possible and the widespread

availability of rags-to-riches models provides confirmation for this

belief. There is, therefore, good reason for believing that a person can

get ahead without having to resort to collective action. Also, in

adopting an exchange approach and the viewpoint of the individual, it is

recognized that in a situation like this, there is a temptation to let

others take responsibility for any necessary action: afterall, whilst

such involvement would require certain inputs of time and energy from the

individual, the impact of any one person's contribution to the collective

would be negligible? and because the improvements sought would be, by

definition, general, all women would serve to profit from their

introduction. Consequently, each woman would hope to benefit regardless

of her personal investment. In these circumstances, there is always a

strong temptation to leave the collective action for reform to others, and

to concentrate on individualistic strategies for the improvement of one's

own social patch. Of course, if everybody succumbs to this temptation,

nothing gets done.

Although the women may be pursuing individualistic strategies, their

behaviour, however, does have a feedback effect on the overall social

system and affects its very structure. This is so because of the

interdependence that exists between actors in any society: individual

actions, repeated at numerous points in the system, will inevitably

translate into the very structure of the system. Thus, it was the

aggregation of the individual choices of women to remain outside marriage

which produced the macro- sociological effect which spurred this research

in the first instance - the high incidence of single women. Likewise, in

a number of important ways, the aggregation of the individualistic

strategies of the present respondents is having an important feedback

effect on the very environment in which they operate. These feedback
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effects may not reflect the women's intentions and may even, possibly, be

the opposite of what is intended; they arise, nevertheless, in large

part, because of the aggregation of the individual decisions and

behaviours of these women who form an integral part of the system.

Examples of these 'emergent' effects can be cited from our data. Thus,

the actions and behaviours of these single women as girlfriends of married

men, and their eagerness to draw off as much financial help as they can

from the resources of husbands (and, consequently from existing marital

households) are major contributory factors behind the syndrome of negative

features associated with Ghanaian marriage, which these same women are

quick to decry: by their behaviour, they are reducing the probability

that men will make good husbands; by their willing compliance as 'outside

women' they are decreasing the likelihood that other Ghanaian women will

contract good marriages. In the same way, these women have a crucial role

to play in the reinforcement of the machismo culture: their compliance as

girlfriends in their menfolk's macho games provides the system with a

crucial prop, and thereby, ensures its maintenance. Thus, although the

women may be engaged in individualistic strategies carried out in relative

independence of each other, the repetition of these behaviours by large

numbers of women gives rise to broad social patterns evident at the

macrosociological level.

Seme general comments on Barth's model are appropriate. Overall, it

is contended, the transactional model served as an indispensable framework

for introducing order to the observational and interview data collected

during the fieldwork. However, more than that: it is a major argument of

this thesis that the widespread phenomenon of singlehood, obvious at the

level of the Ghanaian urban system as a whole, is only explicable when the

unit of analysis is represented by individual actors taking decisions and

trying to serve, to the best of their abilities, their own interests.

This point cannot be overstressed: it is individual women, in terms of

their own life-situations who are finding (or think that they will find)

marriage a disappointing investment; and precisely because of this,

individual women are now turning their thoughts and actions towards a

life-style which allows them a self-sufficiency in independence of

marriage.

The major alternative framework which could have been adopted is the

more conventional Structuralist model. However, the data would not have

been fully comprehended if we had done so: these women's actions could

not have been interpreted in any helpful way as the working out of the

role prescriptions of their social group. Indeed, the hand of 'culture'
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rests but lightly upon them; they have abrogated to themselves a much

more active part in the creation of their own identities and destinies, a

finding which could easily have been overlooked by carrying out a more

straightforward role analysis. At the same time, as Barth makes clear and

as the present research highlights, an individual's behaviour can only

make sense in relation to an environment? and one certainly expects this

environment to constitute a context which will constrain social actors.

But, as the present research also amply illustrates, an environment need

not dictate in any narrow deterministic way the choices that social actors

make.

It should be noted, however, that many of the data collected would

have been amenable to a structuralist or other analysis; for example, an

attempt could have been made to untangle the role relationships of the

women as focused on their kinship groups or their economic activities?

and it would have been possible to carry out a systems analysis of

changing family structures. However, by focusing on the women as

transactors with a view to discovering their decision-making processes -

and the major behavioural orientations following from these decisions -

the model has, it is argued, served to illuminate many key aspects of

their lives which would have been overlooked by adopting an alternative

framework.

It is necessary before we finally leave Barth's model to raise once

more the question of rationality. We will now, therefore, consider -

using a number of arguments advanced by Boudon in his book The Logic of

Social Action (1981) - whether, on the basis of our own findings, we have

been justified in modifying the strong version of rationality contained in

Barth's model. The answer must be an unqualified 'yes'; at many points

our data provide examples of action that could not be understood in the

sense implied by Bart's model as 'rational'.

Uncertainty is one major reason why it is not possible to conclude

that the choices being made by these Accra women are 'rational'. The

changes taking place in the city have generated a context of considerable

uncertainty for the women. Such a context inevitably generates beliefs

which can be more or less grounded in reality. For example, we have been

suggesting that an Accra woman has the choice of Course A - marriage, or

Course B - the single state. Now, even the single women we have been

discussing would agree that Course A - marriage - is the more advantageous

and desirable course of action, but only on condition that C - a good,

caring and providing husband, and harmony in the marital home, results?

if not, it is more in their interests, more 'rational', to choose Course
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B. Unfortunately, the women have no way of knowing if C will occur; yet,

each woman is in a situation where she has to choose. As we have seen,

the women studied, on the basis of their own observations and experiences,

have concluded that condition C is too remote a possibility for them to

invest (or re-invest) themselves in marriage - at least for the

meanwhile; hence they are acting in a highly rational way in choosing

their strategy of singlehood. But, we do not know for certain, and

neither do the women, what the outcome would have been if they had

married; for all we, or they, know a different strategy-decision would

now have seen them as happy, sexually fulfilled, and economically

prosperous married women; in that event, one could only conclude that the

choices which they have made are 'irrational'.

Even if, however, a single status can be considered their most

rational choice, non-rationality may still attach to their actions

because, having made what appeared to them (and the analyst) a reasonable,

rational decision, they may still have ended up with results which were

not envisaged in the original decision and which they may now have every

reason to regret. The ashawo women are a case in point. When they opted

for their present courses of action, they made their decisions as a result

of the picture they were able to draw of the demand for their services at

the time: Accra was awash with expatriate bachelors anxious to seek out

the company of young and beautiful women such as themselves. Initially,

they had reason to congratulate themselves on the 'rationality' of their

action: a glamourous life-style in expatriate social circles, an ample

income to indulge their tastes in fashionable dress and jewellery, and

surplus cash to remit their families and even to invest in house

property; even their decisions to turn down proposals of marriage and

offers of a life overseas were quite 'rational' - afterall, the pickings

in Accra were too attractive to turn their backs on, and bigger fish might

yet have to surface. In the event, however, their decisions rested on

information which was limited and valid only in the short-term: economic

circumstances changed leading to a steady reduction in the number of

expatriates in Ghana and a consequent decline in the demand for their

services; now, when they desperately want expatriate husbands to take

them overseas, they cannot get them. Their initial 'rational' choice has

landed them in what is now, effectively, a structural trap.

A similar scenario can be painted for the down-market awasheng

prostitutes. All of these women were failed traders who had spent years

trying to develop seme form of commercial enterprise. But the returns

from their investments of hard-work and capital accumulation in their
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ventures turned out, due to the vagaries of the market and personal

misfortune, to be the opposite of the outcomes that they could

'rationally' have expected.

One could continue to cite examples from the data: the point is,

however, that there are, inevitably, uncertainties underlying the

conditions under which the women will choose to operate; these

uncertainties will always carry with them the possibility that an

initially 'rational' decision will lead, in the long-term, to action which

is 'non-rational'.

The women's interdependence with other actors in their social system

makes it equally impossible to define, in any rigorous way, the notion of
rational action. Thus, it can be rational for this particular category of

women to act in a certain way, but irrational from the moment all women

proceed to act in that fashion. The 'gold-diggers' provide an apt

example: their calculated exploitation of the Ghanaian husband's lack of

normative commitment to monogamous marriage may be 'rational' - but, only

because there is a sufficient number of 'irrational' women who believe

that marriage brings its own rewards. Another example is provided by the

white-collar workers and their feverish pursuit of additional vocational

courses to improve their career chances: it is impossible for them to

estimate the number of similar aspirants; nevertheless, it is important

for them to take decisions now that will serve their interests. If the

number of highly-qualified stenographers remains less than demand, their

strategy will pay off handsomely - their present actions are highly

'rational'; however, if supply is to outweigh demand, then it is not to

their advantage - nay, 'irrational' - for them to be foregoing other

possibilities and devoting themselves to self-improvement in this way.

Likewise, the position of the ashawo worsened not only because of the

lessening of demand for their services noted already, but also because the

supply situation also changed: the excitements and possibilities for

social and geographical mobility offered by this lifestyle proved

similarly alluring to large numbers of other women who were simultaneously

attracted to it. In instances such as these, the notion of rationality is

indefinable because of the very structural interdependence of actors in

the social systems in which the women have to operate.

It is similarly difficult to define the notion of rationality in

instances of other actions and strategies of the women where they may

simultaneously result in consequences with opposing implications at

different moments of time: thus some present behaviours may be considered

highly rational - but they are so only in the short-term; if persisted
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with a number of long-term perils loom ahead. The data are sprinkled with

many examples of such actions. Thus, the vigorous cultivation of a number

of 'sugar daddies' simultaneously may be highly rational in terms of the

short-tern monetary advantages, but irrational in the sense that this

course of action may lead to long-term results not sought by the women.

Accra is a small place: word gets around and reputations are easily

broken; a name writ too large loses its attraction for the macho man

anxious to impress with his powers to conquer. Hence, a woman who adopts

this course of action may find a much diminished interest in her

attractions over the long-term; also, if and when she does wish to marry,

a reputation for promiscuity is not likely to enhance her chances of

finding a suitable husband. The present strategies of the ashawo and

awasheng women - if maintained over the long-term - would seem to portend

a similarly inevitable downhill slide.

Even if, however, the women are aware - as they are - of the traps

that they are liable to fall into, there still remains a strong likelihood

that they will fall into them: the monetary returns for each socio-sexual

or sexual exchange are immediate while possible penalties can be relegated

to a more distant, future date. And, the consequences of each further

social or sexual exchange are almost negligible: the decision taken now

by a white-collar worker to enter into another liaison can only have a

minute effect on her future, long-term standing; and one client more will

only infinitesimally modify the ashawo or awasheng woman's ultimate

position. Thus a single woman may continue to reason, in a highly

'rational' manner - until it is too late.

The fact, therefore, that the women have to take their decisions in

conditions of uncertainty; that their knowledge of the structure of the

social situations in which they are involved is necessarily imperfect;

that they must operate under conditions of uncertainty with regard to the

actions, moves and responses of others; and that short-term advantages

may sometimes be bought on credit and require repayment in the long-term -

these and other factors place limitations on both the women and the

analyst with regard to deciding whether actions are, strictly speaking,

'rational', that is, derived from the calculation of optimal choices based

on perfect knowledge of the payoffs. The examples from the data can be

multiplied but sufficient have been cited to demonstrate that the adoption

of a notion of rationality in the 'strong' sense intended by Barth would

not have been justified.
A major thrust of this thesis allows that individuals possess a

greater degree of autonomy than is more commonly acknowledged: thus, it
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has been argued that it is because these single women are dissatisfied

with the marital role prescribed for them by their group that they are

choosing to defect from this role and favouring a course of action which

they consider is more likely to maximize their interests. At the same

time, however, we have to acknowledge that single women constitute only a

minority of the total number of women of their age in Kokomlemle; the

majority of women have opted for marriage. Why, we must ask, having heard

the arguments and denunciations of marriage advanced by the single women,

are these women - or indeed any Ghanaian women - married? Must we

conclude that the choices and actions of married women are not following a

logic of choice, that these women are not intent on the maximization of

their interests? The answer to this question is 'no* : one expects to

find a variety of decision-procedures occurring within a single society?

and, following from this, one expects to find that the strategies being

adopted by social actors will similarly differ. The reason for this

expected variation follows from the highly complex nature of the social

actor implied in the social exchange model: it allows that social actors

move in variable situations whose parameters control their evaluation of

the balance of costs and rewards, and the relative worth of alternative

strategies? and it recognizes that the personal characteristics and

resources of actors also vary.

A wide range of factors contributes to the complex picture of the

social actor which has to be assumed in adopting the social exchange

model. Values appear to be one such variable. As Homans asserts (1974:

25) in one of his propositions, the more valuable an expected result of an

action to an individual, the more likely is he to perform that action.

Here Hbmans is referring not to characteristics of the consequences of the

action, but to characteristics of the actor - the way in which the social

actor conceives 'value'. And, this varies. Value is a highly subjective

matter: what may be regarded as a reward by one person may not be

similarly esteemed by another? a cost regarded as prohibitive of action

by one individual may be dismissed as of little consequence by another.

Thus, we should not be surprised to find that whereas one woman may view

'reward' in terms of the esteem which follows from compliance with the

expectations of kin and kith to marry and have children, another may view

'reward' in terms of the personal power which follows from an economic and

social independence of husbands.

Also, the depth at which values are internalized varies resulting in

different evaluations of the balance involved when juggling with estimated

costs and rewards: a deeply internalized sense of the value of marriage
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may lead to an overestimation of the costs involved in not marrying? or,

viewed another way, the returns available from non-compliance with the

norm of marriage would have to be that much greater to compensate for the

major costs perceived to be involved.

In addition, where internalized values compose part of a general

system or weltanschauung, individuals experience considerable difficulty

in shedding them - even when uncommitted themselves. The marriages

arranged for some of the women when young adolescents in rural villages is

a case in point: reluctant personally to marry they found themselves,

however, with no choice ? it was unthinkable for a woman to act

differently.

The 'force of habit' is another factor which influences behaviour,

and it too varies from individual to individual. Some women may have what

Weber calls a ritual-type attitude, believing that what custom dictates is

necessarily the best; others may be less tradition-bound. The 'force of

habit' may also have the effect of reducing the probability that seme

women will even be conscious that there is a variety of behavioural

options open? in extreme cases, the possibility of choice may not even be

entertained.

It is also necessary to acknowledge that individuals act from time to

time on the basis of their emotions. Thus, a woman may intensely desire

career-advancement; she may also know that her chances of realizing this

ambition are greater as a single woman; and she may believe that on

balance, the rewards to be derived from marriage are likely to be less

than those realizable by career-success. Nonetheless, she accepts her

boyfriend's proposal of marriage; she follows her emotions - she is in

love.

A woman's choices and decisions also depend on the amount of

information that she possesses. Information is a scarce resource and is

differentially distributed throughout any social system? the availability

of appropriate role-models and exposure to direct personal influences are

also important factors in building up an individual's information-bank -

and these too are variable. It is conceivable, therefore, that some women

may not have all the relevant information with respect to the true

payoff-matrix from a particular course of action. Differing sensitivities
to the influence of others may also be involved here.

The personal resources that a woman possesses also set limits to any

rewards/costs balance that can be tolerated. For example, a woman may not

have the necessary occupational skills to enable her to become

economically self-sufficient; nor, may she be in a position to maximize
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on the 'girlfriend* role where sexual attractiveness and education are

vital resources and youthfulness a not altogether-inconsequential

additional asset. In addition, it must also be allowed that even if a

woman has whatever personal assets or resources are required, she may not

think that she has.

One has also to accept that individuals possess different

propensities for risk-taking. Non-compliance with the norms of one's

group constitutes a gamble: and seme women may be more prepared than

others to exchange the relative security of marriage - even a bad one -

for the risks and uncertainties of the single status. Related to this

factor of risk is the level of confidence of the individual: singlehood

must be believed to constitute a viable alternative to marriage which

requires that a woman's own subjective probability-estimate be high that

she has what it takes to succeed on her own. Some women may not have this

confidence: they may prefer to settle for a lesser but more attainable

payoff, which, as they perceive things, is realizable in marriage.

The personality characteristics of individuals have also some part to

play: single-mindedness, tenacity, competitiveness and independence, for

example, are not inconsiderable assets in making the single life-style

viable and these - and other personal characteristics - will not be

distributed in the same abundance amongst all women. Also, the genesis of

'success' may be differently construed by different individuals: for some

women a person's socio-economic and emotional future may result from

'luck' or 'fate', factors outside the individual's control; for others, a

much more significant role may be accorded to the individual. And, why

buck the system if you believe that your future is outside your own

control? Also, individuals vary with regard to their temporal

orientations: for some women the present, here-and-now advantages to be

gained from appeasing their social group may appear of greater benefit to

any longer-term, future rewards to be derived from making themselves

economically self-sufficient.

We could continue in this way advancing hypotheses as to why the

married women of Kokomlemle are pursuing their own particular course of

action... However, to demonstrate the validity of these (or any other

partial hypotheses), the research would have had to encompass a sample of

married women. It would have been necessary to ascertain their own

definition of their situation - how they perceive and evaluate the costs,

advantages and risks involved in choosing either marriage or singlehood;

and to observe their main behavioural orientations or strategies.

Finally, by searching through their personal life-histories, we might have
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been able to suggest an explanation, or at least a range of hypotheses,

which would explain the logic of their decisions, and the reasons behind

their divergent course of action. There are scxne clues or pointers

available in the summary data we did collect on the married women in the

original census-survey of the wider population of Kokcmlemle. For

example, it is possible to suggest that being married may partly be a

function of differences based on length of Accra residence: a married

woman is nearly four times more likely to be a 'recent migrant1 to Accra

(that is, settled for less than two years) than a single woman (Table

5.16: p.164). And occupational position is even more closely associated

with marital status: a woman working in a professional capacity is eight

times as likely to be single as married; or if she is engaged in a

white-collar or clerical position she is twice as likely to be single

(Table 4.6: p«120)« However, without more detailed data on the married

women it is impossible to pinpoint precisely the major factors responsible

for precipitating one category of women into marriage, and another into

singlehood. Neither the fieldwork approach adopted for the study nor the

use of an exchange framework for the analysis of the data permit a

resolution of this particular question: the logic of exchange theory does

not purport to explain why some people act in a certain way whilst others

act differently; its explanation is an explanation as to why certain

individuals or categories of individuals do what they do by pointing to

the actions' adaptiveness in a certain environment, given certain

characteristics of the actors.

Another lacuna in the present work is the absence of any first-hand

data on the men involved with the women and who, in many instances, are

crucial to the success of the women's strategies. Ideally, we would have

looked at their calculations and decisions to gain some insight into their

strategies of choice; at the costs sustained by married men in terms of

their own marriages when involved with the present respondents; and, at

the men's behaviour outside the point at which it intersects with the

single women. For, we should not forget, that all the data presented

relating to Ghanaian men - in terms of their poor performances as

husbands, their motivations, and the 'fact' that they are buying status by

accumulating pretty, nubile young women - were gleaned from these single

female informants. As participants in transactions these men have also

their own goals, and are engaged in their own decision-making processes

and their viewpoint and interpretation of their own actions may not

coincide with how they have been represented here by the women. For,

although the women and their menfriends are clearly engaged, as two
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transacting categories, in social exchange (the terms of which must,

necessarily, involve some agreement), this does not allow us to conclude

that both parties come with the same understanding or the same

expectations; though this may be the case, there is no way of knowing -

on the basis of the evidence collected for this thesis - how valid an

assumption this is.

The way ahead:

To be able to predict what will happen to these women in the future

would be, of course, the best empirical test of the usefulness of the

exchange model. It is often alleged, however, that there is a

conservative bias in exchange theory such that it cannot explain change.

However, there is nothing inherent in the exchange model as presented here

to suggest that these women are inevitably tied to their present

situations or that their current behavioural strategies will, necessarily,

continue. Indeed, as Barth makes clear, change is most readily accounted

for by treating it as "emergent effect' resulting from the aggregation of

the purposive actions of individual social actors.

An integral part of the exchange model involves, as we have seen, the

assumption that social actors take account of their environment; also

implicit in the model is a conception of people which sees them as capable

of learning what they find rewarding and non-rewarding in that

environment. Thus, in the present study, we found that the absence of

many obvious rewards attaching to the role of wife has led the present

informants to a reinterpretation of the value of that role, and a search

for a more attractive alternative. At the time of fieldwork, this was the

role of the single woman: from the women's perception of affairs there

was a clear niche for single women in the urban social environment, and

many opportunities - via that status - for economic self-betterment;

consequently, a substantial minority of women inclined towards this social

position.

However, there is no guarantee that the position of the single woman

will continue to prove so attractive. Individual decisions taken by

individual women will have a feedback effect on the social environment -

and affect its very structure. Thus, if enough women take a decision in

favour of singlehood, there is always the danger (as we have already seen

happen in the case of the ashawo) that the category of single women will

become too large - and, thereby, no longer attractive. This question of

'supply' appears to be particularly crucial for those categories of women
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who are dependent to any extent on menfriends for their support and

advancement: for example, it is their scarcity value which enables the

white-collar workers to command such high returns on their 'girlfriend'

role; and, even the meagre takings of the awasheng are dependent on

demand for their services being greater than supply. Any large influx of

other women competing in the same 'markets' will upset the present

equilibrium.

The aggregation of the individual choices of large numbers of other

women could, therefore, result in a situation where single women may find

themselves surplus to requirements. Indeed, there are indications that

this is beginning to happen: the women's accounts (and not only those of

the ashawo) are sprinkled with references to Accra being "full of single

women" and "now the women are more than the men". If this trend

continues, one could anticipate a process of diminishing returns for the

single women's own outlays; in that event, some new equations will have

to be conjured with, and some counter-balancing of the rewards and costs

carried out when juggling with the choice of marriage or singlehood.

Under these circumstances, the single status may lose some of its

attraction and may, at some point, cease to provide a promising

alternative to marriage. Again, the tendency will be for everyone to

carry out the same balancing of rewards and losses which may result, at

sane point, in a broad social trend back to marriage. We do not know

whether this will happen; what is clear, however, is that each of the

women, in trying to realize her own goals within the limits of her own

autonomy and the constraints of her society, is contributing to the

changes taking place in her society.

It is clear, therefore, that there is nothing inherent in the social

exchange framework which would disallow internally generated change. On

the contrary, it is arguable that social change - even at the

macrosociological level - is only intelligible when the principle of

methodological individualism (rooted in the exchange model), is embedded

in the research methods. For, it is only when analysis comes down to the

level of the most basic elements of a social system - the social actors

who compose it - that one can properly comprehend social change.

Changes can also, of course, be brought about by external factors

which may force some readjustment of the balancing of interests for any

individual - and a concomitant alteration of personal strategy. We have

seen how far-reaching the changes in Accra have been to date; and we have

also noted the spectacular development of Kokomlemle from an area of

fallow-bushland at the beginning of this century to a thriving
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neighbourhood served by many modern urban institutions like banks,

schools, clinics, retail and wholesale stores, cinemas, hotels and

dance-halls at the time of fieldwork. The biographies of both the single

women and the larger population of Kokcmlemle residents, which reveal a

high incidence of western education and many and diverse occupational

roles, provide further insight into the enormous social and economic

changes which have taken place in Ghana. These changes have provided the

necessary context for the present behaviours of the single women.

But societies, and the individuals of which they are composed, are

continually in process. The data contained in this thesis relate to

1973-74 and do not necessarily reveal the reality for 1984. Major changes

have taken place in Ghanaian society over the past decade: after a brief

period of civilian government in the latter part of the

nineteen-seventies, there has been a return to military rule; the economy

is experiencing recurring crises with inflation levels soaring, and high

levels of unemployment; and the enforced repatriation in 1983 of anything

up to two million Ghanaians from Nigeria has resulted in major internal

readjustments (Brittain 1983: 50-61; Pellow 1983: 11-35).

These macro political, economic and social changes will have had

major effects on the women studied, introducing many realignments in the

internal balance of forces with which they must conjure in arriving at

their strategy-decisions aimed at promoting their interests as effectively

as possible: the contraction of the economy will have reduced their

employment options and curtailed their prospects for career advancement;

likewise, those engaged in the retail sector will have found themselves

affected by a shortage of goods and a drop-off in demand for their

commodities. Indirectly, also, they will have found themselves affected

by the adverse economic climate - their menfolk will have found themselves

with fewer resources to sustain their macho role. Of course, if avenues

for individual mobility have been blocked to any significant degree, it is

possible that the women may have switched from their individualistic

strategies to ones involving collective action. And, with more educated

women in Ghana - more female lawyers and judges - it is just possible

that, as a group, women have been able to push through legislation which

has made marriage more attractive for women.

AH this, however, is to speculate. The position at the time of

fieldwork was that marriage was exposed to considerable competition from

the single status as a viable life-style for adult Ghanaian women: some

of the most educated, beautiful and successful women of marriageble age

were deeply reluctant to be tied by the marital bond; and others with
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less obvious resources and attractions were also finding that the

lifestyle of the single woman had a number of advantages over that of her

married sister. As single women, these informants may have forfeited a

measure of general esteem and respectability but there were compensations

in the form of greater social and economic freedoms which could be enjoyed

by all the women; for the more successful there was, in addition, the

considerable degree of power which they could command as wealthy,

independent business-women, or as professional career-women. This was the

pragmatic adaptation which these Accra women had made in response to the

constraints and incentives present in their social environment.

However, their choice of behaviour and lifestyle is not allowed to

go unchecked: no opportunity is lost by politicians, churchmen,

journalists and kinsfolk to brand them as selfish, worldly, irresponsible,

sexually- promiscuous, and grasping. At their feet is lain much of the

responsibility for the weakening of the family system in Ghana. However,

these attempts to restate what Southall (1961) calls the "core of orthodox

norms and conforming actions" (p.14) relating to proper Ghanaian

womanhood, are not proving particularly effective. The stigma attaching

to her role is something the single Ghanaian woman is prepared to pay:

balanced against the returns in wealth, security, and independence - and

the enhancement of her bargaining position with men and family alike - it

is worthwhile. The social esteem following from the role of wife and

mother is a pale reward in comparison.

For our final concluding remarks, let us return again to the women

and their own comments. Their thinking and the way they perceive their

position are well caught in the following two quotations. Rebecca, the

25-year old Fante horticulturist, echoed the sentiments of all the

unmarried women when she remarked:

"I think married women are the ones who are really suffering in
Ghana. Because right now, sitting down, as a single woman I
have no problems. I'm not here sitting down waiting for any
husband who may or may not come back, whose food is cold and I
have to reheat it, whose girlfriend is going to pass me at
market and tell me some nonsense. I've got a boyfriend
alright. If he comes, he comes; if he doesn't, well, I'm not
worried. I've got other things to occupy my mind."
(Tape-recorded interview in English).

Likewise, Alhajia Iyishattu, the 42-year old Hausa/ Mossi

restaurant-owner, aptly caught the mood of the non-married women when she

noted:

"I was married for twenty years and troubles all the time and
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what did it gain me? Since I left this man I have realized the
peace of mind I was missing. Now as it is, I can go to any
ceremony without asking anybody's permission; I can come back
at any time. My work is going on alright. I have nothing to
worry about." (Tape-recorded interview in Hausa).

This is the "continuous experiment" of the single woman of Accra.

And, who knows; perhaps, as Southall (1961: 14) suggests, it is from

margins of such experimentation that "changing norms and actions emerge

into sanctioned acceptance".



APPENDIX 1

RESEARCH METHODS

Introduction:

The present research began with the particular fact: "why is
the incidence of single women so high in a society which places
such a high premium on marriage?" At the start of the project
previous empirical work on African single women provided few
clear-cut leads as to which hypotheses would emerge in the course
of the study as being the most promising. Consequently, the research
design was left as open as possible at the commencement of fieldwork in
order to accommodate whatever hypotheses would emerge themselves
from as broad a spectrum of activities and data as could be entertained.
The approach adopted was, therefore, initially highly exploratory;
the leads suggested by the women themselves as to the areas of importance
in their lives would be followed; their own categories of interpretation
would be adopted for organizing the data; and a post-hoc analytic method
for organizing the fieldwork material would be used.

The choice of Kokomlemle as the fieldwork site:

Some decisions, however, had to be made at the outset. One of
these involved the decision to delimit geographically a certain area of
Accra and to focus the study in that locality. This position was adopted
in order to facilitate customary anthropological procedures of first¬
hand observation and informal interaction with the subjects of study.
The importance of a qualitative study, with participant observation
playing a major role, was recognized from the start: my belief was (and
still is) that this method provides one of the best tools we have in
the social sciences to gain real insights into the nature of everyday
behaviour; and given that a major focus of the study was the content
of women's relationships, I felt it important that I should be able to
observe their behaviour in as many different 'natural' settings as
possible. It was anticipated, moreover, that some of the substantive
areas to be investigated might be of a sensitive, personal nature and
not amenable to study without some prior acquaintance with the respondents;
and some resistance to co-operation might have to be broken down given
that the informants were to be approached on the basis of their status
as 'single' women which had generally negative connotations. Hence, I
felt I could not rely on a straightforward questionnaire-type social
survey to gain the information I needed: I required some entree into
the women's physical and social worlds and some form of personal relation¬
ship with them.

The initial plan was to select a 'rooming area' or 'bed-sit' complex
in Accra where one might reasonably expect single women to cluster. It
was also hoped that the area would include some representation of the
more significant socio-economic, ethnic and religious categories of
persons known to be present in Accra. It was presumed that the areas
with sizeable concentrations of single women could be distinguished from
existing demographic statistics on Accra. However, despite the rich
socio-economic and demographic data published by the Census Office, no
data on marital status were available. However, other indirect measures
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for ascertaining the incidence of singlehood were taken: it was hypo¬
thesized that single women would tend to have less children than married
women and - being deviants in terms of prevailing cultural norms - that
they would tend to gravitate towards areas with a low incidence of
locally-born persons where customary constraints would predictably be
weaker. These data on child-woman ratios and the incidence of locally-
born persons were available for the various residential areas of Accra;
on these two measures, one particular residential area in Accra -
Kokomlemle - became the obvious choice.

The suitability of Kokomlemle as an area in which to conduct the
study was confirmed by the comments of a number of persons who, in their
professional capacities as social researchers, sociologists, welfare
workers, teachers, and nurses, were well acquainted with the city; they
were convinced that Kokomlemle was a mixed 'rooming-area' where one could
expect sizeable concentrations of single women. At least another five
residential areas of Accra were, however, also mentioned - Kaneshie,
Mamprobi, Asylum Down, Osu and North Labone Estates. These areas, like
Kokomlemle, were all mixed residential neighbourhoods; they formed
roughly an arc around the central traditional heartland of Accra and the
central administrative and commercial centre. On balance, however, and
deciding finally on the basis of the statistical evidence, Kokomlemle was
chosen.

The fieldwork experience: the first six months:

The fieldwork was started in January 1974 and lasted for fifteen
months. Finding accommodation in Kokomlemle - which was considered
essential in order to have easy access to the population and, in order
to join in the life of the women and the neighbourhood as much as possible
proved very difficult. After six weeks, however, the daily labours via
accommodation agencies, Ghanaian and Lebanese property owners, landlords,
friends and - eventually - compound-to-compound visiting in Kokomlemle
itself, were finally rewarded; I was offered a room on a temporary basis
in a large, two-storeyed house, sharing a bathroom and other facilities
with the forty-five other residents in the house. My co-residents
included my landlady and a number of other members of her extended family,
plus other tenants renting out their own rooms; the latter included
eight single women. I stayed in this house for six weeks, during which
time I was most fortunate to learn of accommodation - a very lovely

Caldwell (1968: 189-213) had drawn up a 'Social Status Index' on
the basis of a number of variables for all neighbourhoods in the three
largest cities in Ghana - Accra, Kumasi and Sekondi-Takoradi; this index
was based on figures collected in the Post Enumeration Survey (the five
per cent sample survey of census 'houses') carried out by the Census
Office in 1960. Data on child-woman ratios were obtained from Table

A:5, p.198 and those on the incidence of locally-born persons from
Table A: 10, p.206.

2
Kokomlemle showed the lowest child-woman ratio in any residential

area in either Accra, Kumasi or Sekondi-Takoradi; with regard to
percentage of locally-born persons, Kokomlemle had the fourth lowest
percentage of locally-born persons in Accra; the three areas which
contained a greater proportion of immigrants were Cantonments, Nima and
New Town; Cantonments was eliminated because of the high percentage of
non-African foreign-born persons resident there, and Nima and New Town
because of the large numbers of mainly male, long-distance, poorly-educated
and foreign-born African migrants.
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small bungalow, also in Kokomlemle - that I could occupy on a more long-
term basis. I remained in this house for the rest of the fieldwork-period.
My landlord and his extended family occupied an identical bungalow within
the same compound.

Few ethnographers can expect full acceptance into the world of their
subjects. Their status as 'strangers' and the temporary nature of
their stay necessarily introduce some restrictions on total acceptance.
Berreman (1962) catches the essence of the fieldwork experience:

"The ethnographer comes to his subjects as an unknown,
generally unexpected, and often unwanted intruder.
Their impressions of him will determine the kinds and
validity of data to which he will be able to gain
access and hence the degree of success of his work.
The ethnographer and his subjects are both performers
and audience to one another. They have to judge
one anothers' motives and other attributes on the

basis of short but intensive contact and then decide
what definition of themselves and the surrounding
situation they want to project; what they will
reveal and what they will conceal and how best to
do it. Each will attempt to convey to the other
the impression that will best serve his interests
as he sees them." (p.11).

The chiefs or community leaders who often provide assistance (in
the form of moral support for the research and initial introductions to
key informants) in more conventional African ethnographic studies, were
absent in Kokomlemle. Consequently I was obliged to forge my own
contacts. However, Ghanaians have a reputation for friendliness and
hospitality towards strangers; and Kokomlemle is not a tight, closed
community. Even in such a relatively open society, however, the
ethnographer is inevitably - initially - an outsider. My foreign origin
and 'whiteness' must have been crucial aspects of my perceived status;
so, too, must my femaleness. I did not fit any of the more familiar
local 'white' female role models: I was obviously not by origin or
behaviour one of the category of Russian women who worked as hostesses
in the local 'Playboy' club; nor could I be classified with the young
'white' set - the British and American overseas service volunteers or

the junior lecturers from the University of Ghana - who came to enjoy
Kokomlemle's night-life; nor was I one of the more exotic 'hippies'
('those people who don't respect themselves') who occasionally found her
way into the area in search of 'dope'. Visits from friends of long¬
standing in Ghana - both Whites from university, embassy and commercial
circles in Accra, and Ghanaians, male and female and of widely varied
socio-economic status - revealed, additionally, that I was neither a
white reject nor unacceptable in conventional - and even high-status -

Ghanaian social circles. On the other hand, local residents must have
had considerable difficulty in knowing just how to categorize me and I
must - inevitably - have been perceived as something of an oddity on
first entry into the area.

I was extremely fortunate at the outset of the research in that
I found myself, in the house where I first found accommodation, presented
with a ready-made population of interest. I immediately struck up
friendships with my landlady - a highly enterprising self-made woman - and
the other women staying in the house which lasted for the whole period
of fieldwork. In addition, the house itself was quite a social centre
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for the area if not also Accra as a whole; the landlady traded from the
house and the single women living there supported themselves in large
measure by prostitution which attracted a steady stream of people to the
house. This greatly facilitated my capacity to get acquainted with a
large number of other persons from the area without having to go out and
search for them.

The first six months were spent largely with this particular clique
of women. No open, direct interviewing was conducted with them:
contact was largely unstructured and involved open participant- and non-
participant observation of their behaviour in a wide variety of situational
contexts; at the same time I was able to get some idea of the content
and intensity of their social relationships with boyfriends, other
girlfriends, clients and with kin. I also sought to participate as
much as possible in their own informal social networks and to be present
in as wide a variety of social situations as possible. This involved
sitting around in my own room or in one of theirs gossiping, cooking,
drinking, smoking or playing games like cards or ludo. In these informal
settings much valuable data on their own ideas, attitudes and values were
casually disseminated. Participation in their routines also involved
following them through their daily round of activities which centred on
the beer-bars in the afternoons, cinemas and road-side restaurants in the
early evenings, and in the hotels, night-clubs and discotheques in the
nights.

My knowledge of Hausa undoubtedly facilitated easy rapport with this
particular group of women; conversation for the most part was in Hausa
or a mixture of Hausa and pidgin-English and my knowledge of the language
was quite adequate to enable me to participate in and comprehend whatever
conversation was taking place.

I was quite open as regards the nature of my own work at all times;
I explained that I was studying how single women were living in Accra.
This was undoubtedly understood clearly by the group of women with whom
I was most intimate: in introductions to others, they represented in
highly intelligible and accurate terms my job assignment. However, the
status of social scientist is not generally well understood and whilst my
main role involved being in the company of single women - many of whom were
well-known prostitutes - and sitting around with them in night-clubs and
beer-bars, it was inevitable that I should become identified with their
own occupational activities. The women themselves, for the most part,
however, became my staunch defenders; they tried to invest me with some
conventional respectability by inventing overseas fiances for me and
were quick to volunteer that I was doing work for the university on women;
on occasion, also, they would assume a protective role towards me and
disabuse a would-be gallant of his expectations. They were not, however,
above using the situation to advantage if short of money and confident
that any promises made could be broken; they accepted meals and drinks
from patrons on the assurance that they would, in return, secure for
them the favours of the 'white woman' for the evening.

As time goes on the ethnographer is judged by those amongst whom
she works on the basis of her own personality, deportment, and character¬
istics. As I got to know this clique of women more intimately and
extended my range of contacts, initial suspicions were relaxed somewhat
and I moved into the role of co-tenant, neighbour, and I believe, friend.
However, the ethnographer-informant relationship will inevitably embody
some strain - not least because of the known transitoriness of the

ethnographer's stay - and is perhaps deserving of a special category of
relationship which falls short of true friendship. On the other hand,
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my own fieldwork experience makes it difficult to subscribe to the mood
of self-flagellation in vogue amongst some contemporary anthropologists
who view the relationship between anthropologist and informants as being
essentially colonial in nature (Murphy and Murphy 1974: Preface). On
the contrary, one of the major difficulties experienced by me throughout
the period of fieldwork was remaining detached in relation to the women.

They were highly sociable, articulate, intelligent, witty and knowledge¬
able women and, tempermentally, extremely congenial company. I was
inclined to believe that 1 was treated as an individual on the basis of

the women's own experience of me; certainly, after a time I was accepted
unselfconsciously into their midst as a companion and confidente. I felt
no hesitation in expressing disagreement with them on any issue or of
volunteering my own feelings or opinions on a wide range of ideas, actions
or events; and I believe that this involvement in no way hindered my
role as observer, but made the relationship, if anything, more natural and
'friend-like'.

Berreman's words of caution in relation to the ethnographer-
informant relationship (1962), however, serve as a healthy reminder not
to be over-optimistic about one's acceptance:

"The nature of his data is largely determined by his
identity as seen by his subjects. Polite acceptance
and even friendship do not always mean that access
will be granted to the confidential back stage regions
of the life of those who extend it" (p.21).

I did find this phase of the fieldwork, however, quite unnerving
emotionally: frequently the only white person present and, on occasion,
moving in questionable surroundings, I was very conspicuous and under
almost constant observation myself. Also the morality of observing and
making notes on what I - though not necessarily the women - considered
to be, sensitive and highly personal matters relating to women whom I had
come to regard as friends, occasioned me anxiety throughout.

The group of friends I met in my first place of residence in
Kokomlemle was just a segment of a larger and looser category of similar
women dispersed throughout the whole of West Africa with whom this clique
kept in contact; I tried, where possible, to make notes on this widely-flung
network of contacts and visited one neighbouring West African country -

Togoland - in the company of one of the women and had an opportunity to
meet some of these other Ghanaian women and to see how they operated in
another social context.

I tried to keep an up-to-date field-diary throughout in which I
recorded a broad range of happenings amongst the women and some of the
more significant incidents, conversations and anecdotes.

Simultaneously with this intensive study of one group of women, I
was also gaining increasing knowledge of the physical and social layout
of Kokomlemle itself. This was partly the result of being brought into
contact with the wider environment of the clique of women as they found
their way to the courts, police stations, houses of friends and social
centres in the area and partly the result of a systematic reconnaissance
survey - street by street - of Kokomlemle, which I undertook after the
first three months of living in the area. I recorded all house numbers,
street names (where they existed) and other salient features of the
neighbourhood and transposed them on to a large blank map of the area.
I also made elementary inventories of all the educational, recreational,
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health and commercial facilities to be found in the area (cf. Map^
inside back cover, for some of the main features of Kbkomlemle recorded
during this survey).

During this six-month exploratory period, I also read whatever
documentary, literary or journalistic material I could find in Ghana
pertaining to women. I kept paper-cuttings on all articles relating
to women that appeared in the two daily newspapers (The Daily Graphic
and the Ghanaian Times), the three weekly papers (The Spectator, The
Weekend Mirror and The Palaver) and the two Ghanaian women's magazines
(Ideal Woman and Chit-Chat). These articles provided very useful
indications as to what the 'proper' Ghanaian feminine role was
deemed to be. The frequency of particular topic-areas also provided
very useful guidelines as to what the main problem-areas confronting
women were.

Although much of the data collected on this one clique of women
were not included in the main body of the thesis, the contact and
intimacy enjoyed with them provided the insights and hypotheses
necessary for the later, more systematic,study. The exercise was
invaluable as a means of building up an overall impression of what being
a single woman in Ghana involved and the kinds of problems that faced
such women. Also, as the work proceeded, certain unanticipated foci to
their lives emerged which became important topic-areas included in the
questionnaire which was eventually devised.

Census-survey of Kokomlemle residents;

It became increasingly obvious, however, as my knowledge of
the area and its population increased that the women in this clique
were not representative of the general female population of single
women in Kokomlemle: there were many other women to be found of
similar unmarried status but with widely different occupational
bases to their lives, different life-styles and who operated in
very different social milieux. It was clear that some more
systematic method of study was necessary in order to reach this wider
cross-section of women. The question was, however, how to reach them
and arrive at an unbiassed sample of single women in the area, given
that the networks of the women in the clique were unlikely to lead to the
professional women in the area or even to the large numbers of white-
collar workers.

I decided eventually to select a sample of women along the lines
more commonly adopted by sociologists than by anthropologists. A
serious practical problem, however, was the absence of any immediately
obvious sampling frame from which to draw such a sample of women. An
electoral register as available in Britain would have provided an excellent
frame: one would have found adult females listed by name, house and
street; one could then have drawn one's sample direct from such a list
and later on eliminated the married women. No such register, however,
existed in Ghana.

Once this problem had been realized, a quota sample of women
classified along occupational lines - a selection of professional women,
white-collar workers, self-employed women and prostitutes - was then
considered. Unfortunately, however, such a method would yield no
information on the proportions of each occupational categy present in
the area; in addition, although the quota controls of age, marital
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status and occupation would have been decided upon in advance, quota
sampling inevitably involves the introduction of bias when the selection
of respondents is finally made.

Eventually, the more time-consuming but more scientifically
rigorous method of a social survey of the entire population of Kokomlemle
was decided upon; the population of this initial statistical sample
would provide the frame for a subsequent sub-sample of single women.
This method seemed to commend itself for a number of reasons:-

(i) A perfectly adequate sampling frame - the Census
Office's list of all houses in Kokomlemle - was

available from which the sample could be drawn.

(ii) There would be no question of bias in the selection
of informants: either all or a statistically-drawn sample
(if the.numbers proved too" large) of single women who turned up
in the initial survey, and who met the criteria for
inclusion in this research as a single woman, would
be included in the study.

(iii) This method would yield data on the incidence of
single women over the entire population of women
in the area.

(iv) It would provide data on the social characteristics
of other persons living in the area which would
provide interesting background information.

(v) The method involved a set procedure capable of
replication in other urban environments. Any
hypotheses to emerge from this research need not,
therefore, be tied to this one specific fieldwork
situation; the procedures could be replicated
and so any findings could be verified or falsified
in other urban centres.

Many reservations, however, have been advanced about the value and
appropriateness of social surveys in Africa, particularly when conducted
by Europeans (Hopkins and Mitchell, 1974; Segall, 1974): of particular
concern is the problem of discerning the validity and reliability of
interviewee-responses given that the role of respondent is not culturally
prescribed and that many questions may prove meaningless to interviewees.
Such criticisms can be met in some part, however, by being extremely
careful with regard to the interview context, by ascertaining that
the questions to be asked are understood by the respondents, by being
directly involved in the survey's execution, and by being empathetic
with and sensitive to the culture of the people being studied (ibid.).
If these criteria are met, the methodological objections remaining in
relation to survey research in Africa are no different, in principle,
from those raised against this form of research wherever it is conducted.

The difficulties inherent in the survey method can, also, be lessened
considerably if the social survey is combined with other more qualitative
research-techniques - the twin-approach to be adopted in the present
research: an initial social survey of the population of Kokomlemle as
a whole to be followed by an in-depth study of the single women whom the
survey would serve to isolate. O'Barr (1974) notes in relation to the
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use of survey techniques followed by a more qualitative study of
particular cases:

"Such a combination is the ideal research plan in my
view because it allows the researcher to say something
about the population characteristics on the one hand
and to show where his detailed cases fit in on the
other" (p.587).

Once the initial decision to carry out a social survey on a
house basis had been made, there still remained the question of sample
size to be considered. I wanted a sample which would be small enough
for the lengthy interviews planned with the single women but also one
that would be large enough for the breakdowns - for purposes of analysis -

which were anticipated. Having estimated that I could cope with
interviews with approximately 100 single women, I calculated that a
l-in-15 house-sample would be ample. It was, however, guesswork: I
had no way of knowing in advance what the actual number of single women
in the sample would be>

The Census Office kindly granted me access to their Register of
Houses for Kokomlemle and also to their Enumeration Visitation Records.

Altogether there were 1098 houses recorded for the area. I typed out
these house numbers in list form. Kokomlemle, in census-office terms,
comprised a Statistical Area; it was further sub-divided into smaller
tracts called Enumeration Areas of which Kokomlemle had 15. I was

aware - from my prior knowledge of the area - that considerable socio¬
economic differences existed between the Enumeration Areas so in order

to ensure that each tract was suitably represented, it was decided to
carry out a systematic random sample; this involved the random
selection of the first house from amongst the first fifteen houses
appearing on the list and then the systematic inclusion of every
fifteenth house following from the lists of all 15 Enumeration Areas.
A total of 73 houses/compounds were selected in this way.

In the Census Office's Enumerator's Manual (1969), a compound or
house is defined as a "self-contained building unit":

"It is a structurally separate and independent place of
abode. The essential features are separateness and
independence. An enclosure may be considered as

separate if it is surrounded by walls, fences, etc.,
so that a person or a group of persons can isolate
themselves from other persons in the community for the
purpose of sleeping, preparing and taking their meals
or protecting themselves from hazards of climate such
as storms and the sun..." (Caldwell 1967: 63).

In the present research the task of identifying compounds or
houses was facilitated by using the numbers already allocated by the
Census Office. This was fortunate as often the structures making up
one compound are not connected nor are they always surrounded by clearly-
defined boundaries. Actually locating compounds from the numbers and roads
listed, however, was another matter: roads are seldom sign-posted and
house numbers are quite complicated and often appear to follow no
apparent order - house No. B378/9 could have been preceeded by B14/9
and followed by B81/9. Fortunately, whilst making the systematic
reconnaissance survey of the area, the location and number of houses
had been recorded on a blank map of Kokomlemle. This made the task
of isolating the houses drawn in the sample relatively easy.
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The next step involved contacting the owners (or, in instances of
absentee-owners, the individuals deputizing for them) of the 73 selected
compounds in order to explain the purpose of the research, and to request
permission to carry out interviewing on their premises. Two buildings
were found to be uninhabited when located: in one instance the building
was being used as a beer-bar, and, in the other, as a fashion boutique
and tie-and-dye workshop. In two further instances, the house-owners
were unobtainable: in one instance one did not feel like pushing one's
luck beyond the front gate with a number of ferocious guard dogs on
duty and the garden boys pleading their Asante landlord's absence - in
fact, this splendid, 2-storeyed house was used as a venue where the
owner and his wealthy and well-positioned friends entertained their
girlfriends; the other unobtainable house-owner was a Ga woman who
spent lengthy periods outside Ghana on trading missions.

In four further instances firm refusals to co-operate with the
research were given. Three of these houses were owner-occupied with the
owners and their families the sole occupants. The three owners - all
male - plainly could not be bothered: one, a successful building
contractor, suggested we consult some other University of Ghana students
who had already wasted three hours of his time at work; another, a
senior civil servant, quite properly pointed out that he had nothing to
gain from participating in the study and that he wanted nothing
'smacking of officialdom' when he returned from the office; the third,
a business-man, was involved in a 'stool' dispute in his home-town and
was unwilling to spare the time. The fourth house was used to quarter
the families of eight police officers: after consultation amongst
themselves, they decided that as policemen they were not prepared to
divulge personal data to strangers. It was pointed out that police
personnel in three other compounds were happy to co-operate but they
would not budge.

In total, therefore, 65 compound-owners (or their agents) agreed
to co-operate and afforded us permission to carry out the interviews
amongst the residents of their compounds.

The plan was to carry out interviews - using a standardized
questionnaire - with the heads of all households in these 65 selected
compounds. The concept 'household', however, is an ambiguous one in
the Ghanaian context (Vercruijsse et al. , 1971) . The Census Office
(Enumerator's Manual, 1969) adopts the following definition:

"A household consists of a person or a group of
persons who live together in the same house or
compound, share the same house-keeping arrangements
and are catered for as one unit" (p.19).

Membership in a household for census purposes is, therefore, largely
dependent on the house-keeping arrangements with regard to cooking,
eating and budgeting of persons living within the same house.

This definition has considerable value in rural areas where

large compounds are constituted entirely of kin and the purpose is to
delineate sociologically significant smaller units; it has also many
advantages where information on patterns of expenditure and consumption
are required. However, no such objectives were involved in the present
research where the main purpose of the household survey was to gain
straightforward demographic data on the population in the area in order
to isolate the single women living there; the data on households would
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be of secondary importance and would, at most, be used as a background
for the more detailed and qualitative data to be obtained in relation
to the single women. Consequently, I wanted a unit that would be
readily and easily definable. This ruled out the use of the Census
Office definition of household: to establish whether people living in
a house could be considered to be co-operating in the performance of
important basic aspects of domestic organization like cooking and eating,
and whether there was common budgeting as a household for the provision
of food, clothing and rent, would have involved prolonged probing and
observation of actual arrangements which would have been far too time-
consuming. In addition, the Census Office definition of household left
considerable scope for interviewer interpretation and bias; and initial
observation of census-type household units in Kokomlemle revealed great
variation in the cooking, eating and other domestic arrangements found
amongst members such that it would have been impossible to speak of
their clear-cut presence or absence in particular units.

On the other hand, I felt that given the present research was
located in an urban context, it would be of interest to try to draw up
a definition of household which would embody the concept of 'family';
and a further consideration was that a unit thus defined would be readily
ascertainable in familiar kinship terms which would leave no scope for
interviewer-bias or ambiguity as regards membership. In the light of
these considerations the following definition of household was finally
adopted:

"A household consists of a person, or a group of persons
who live together in the same compound or house, and are
linked by consanguineal or affinal ties, plus any other
persons living in the house and catered for by the household
head in his/her house-keeping arrangements (adopted
children, foster children, friends, servants, etc)."

The social survey lasted for three months and was carried out
with the assistance of three experienced male research workers from the
University of Ghana - Mohammed Iunnusah, a Hausa; Robert Seffah-Nyame,
a Ga; and Robert Mensah, a Fante; Ramatu - female, Dagombai, and a
secondary school-leaver who lived locally in Kokomlemle - also
assisted.

In obtaining the information on households every effort was made
to interview the household head who was defined as "the person accorded
senior status in the group". The head was not, therefore, necessarily
the oldest person in the household but the one accorded d£ facto
leadership. Where a household head was not available for interview,
however, the assistance of some other household adult was elicited;
all data on relationships, however, were recorded as though defined by
the head. As can be seen, in the vast majority of cases, the data

Household Member

Interviewed

Head of household 85.3
Wife of head 10.4
Child 2.2

Sibling 1.7
Parent 0.3

% "3,!n 354
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on households were supplied by the heads of household.

The information requesteg from these heads of households was of
a simple, demographic nature; it included questions on the composition
of each household and on the age, sex, birthplace, ethnic group,
religion, education, occupation, marital status and migratory history
of each household member.

Interviews were conducted largely through the medium of a Ghanaian

Language
of Interview

Akan 44.9

English 28.5
Hausa 11.9

Combination of
7

languages
Ga 6.5

Mole-Dagbani 0.8

Total %
n

99.9
354

language although English was used in a substantial minority of instances.

Data were collected on a total of 354 households. A number of
heads of household refused to co-operate: four Nkonya women from the
Volta Region who were often to be found in local beer-bars and hotels
led us a merry dance before finally refusing; another woman with two
children was in hiding from her husband and extremely fearful of
strangers; a market-woman living with her child was too busy between
up-country trading expeditions to spare us the time; a man renting a
bungalow set in the grounds of a large 2-storeyed house (whose residents
had already been interviewed) was also unwilling to participate; the
head of a household occupying five rooms in a large multi-storeyed house
similarly refused; and the suspicions of an elderly man and his wife
sharing a single room could not be allayed. In another instance,
an Akuapem landlord refused on behalf of two of his tenants - a market-
trader and an enrolled nurse - who occupied single rooms in outbuildings
in his compound: information on twenty-six persons, including his own
family, had already been given with extreme patience and courtesy but
he felt we had been "hanging around for too long" and should have
completed long since.

Other promising starts petered out: a 58-year old Ga woman living
with 3 sons, a daughter, and 6 grandchildren, after listing the relation¬
ships and ages of her household members, found the exercise too tedious,
and could not be cajoled into finishing; the same thing happened in the
case of 3 young Kwawu brothers and a sister who were in Accra attending
secondary and vocational schools; and, it also occurred in the case
of a household composed of a man, his wife, their 14-year old son and
the wife's niece.

A copy of the Household questionnaire can be found in Appendix 2.
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In total, therefore, 11 (or 14 if it emerged that the 4 Nkonya
women formed separate households) heads of household refused to
co-operate either fully or in part.

A further 16 heads of household were 'unobtainable' - not

contactable after twelve attempts. Factors such as irregular working
hours, frequent and lengthy visits to rural kin, holidays overseas, and
prolonged hospitalization largely accounted for the unavailability of
these heads of household. In one final case, data on a household
of 5 members (composed, it was thought, of 2 couples and a brother)
were not obtained because of language difficulties; even the landlord
professed himself ignorant of his tenants' country of origin or
language although a northern, savannah country was suspected.

To summarize, therefore, access was gained to a total of 65
houses; and data were obtained on 354 households which yielded information
on 1,581 individuals.

In-depth study of single women:

The next stage of the research involved identifying - from these
household questionnaires - those women who met the crit|ria decided
upon for consideration as a single woman in this study. Altogether
94 women qualified for inclusion. These single women would constitute
the main population of study for the last six months of the fieldwork.

The plan at that point was to get detailed case studies on all
94 women. A focussed interview was felt to be the best way of obtaining
such data. A questionnaire was devised which involved a list of
topic areas - outlined in broad terms - which, it was felt, would
accommodate the variety of data expected.® The topic areas to be
covered for each respondent included type of family background, childhood
and adolescence plus details of their educational, marital and child-
bearing histories. Note was also to be made of occupational histories
with particular attention being paid to career development and the
efforts being made towards economic advancement. A further section
was to be devoted to their family relations, to which members of their
family they remained in contact with, to the form this contact took, and
to the obligations being discharged towards kin. Attention was also
to be paid to their main recreational patterns, their formal club or
associational membership and their current relations with girlfriends
and boyfriends. Details on the present composition of their households
were also to be elicited. Finally, it was hoped to ascertain their
attitudes to marriage and their general ambitions for the future.

The interviews were carried out over a 6-month period with
Mohammed, one of the original social survey team, acting as interpreter
when necessary.6 In all, 87 of the original 94 single women

4
See Chapter 1, pp. 11-18 for a detailed discussion of these

criteria.

5
A copy of the Single Woman Questionnaire can be found in Appendix

3; an additional Data Sheet for each respondent is to be found in
Appendix 4.

6
See Chapter 11, pp. 56-61 for a discussion of the use of a male

interpreter/assistant in a study of women.
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identified from the household schedules were interviewed: 2 women

refused to be interviewed; 2 women were unobtainable (after twelve
attempted contacts in each case); and 3 women had moved away from
Kokomlemle by the time the interviews took place. Altogether
Mohammed acted as interpreter for a total of 33 of these interviews
(22 in Twi; 6 in Ga; 3 in Ewe; and 2 in Krobo). I conducted
46 interviews with the women in English and 8 in Hausa (with some
assistance from Ramatu, the local Dagomba secondary school-leaver,
in two instances).

The interviews were long owing to the extensive range of topic
areas to be covered and, consequently, highly demanding of the time and
patience of the respondents. A tape-recorder was used throughout to
speed up the interviews; the women had no objections. On average,
an interview lasted one-and-a-half hours but lengths of two-and-one-half
to three hours were not unusual. To transcribe the interviews from

tape took, on average, a further five hours. I felt strongly that
the women should not be at a loss for so generously allowing me to
take up so much of their time and, where appropriate, I recompensed them
with small gifts - items of clothing or provisions and - on the urgings
of Mohammed - in some instances, actual cash.

The task of actually locating the single women between their very
busy rounds of occupational and social activities proved the most time-
consuming part of the whole process. On the first meeting with respondents,
I merely explained the nature of the research, how they in particular
happened to be chosen and enquired whether they would like to co-operate -

pointing out, at the same time, that there was absolutely no obligation
to do so. I made no attempt to push for the formal interview at that
point but was more concerned to gain the confidence of the women and to
arrange a time when I could return. The interviews followed over the
next six months. The co-operation I received was heavily dependent
on the establishment and maintenance of personal ties with the women.
In some instances I had known the women for six months before the tape-
recordings of their case histories were attempted by which time I had
already built up quite extensive case studies from casual conversation
and interaction with them.

One problem, however, which remained throughout was that of
broken appointments^ "African time" is not unknown in other parts
of the continent and Ghanaians themselves freely admit that the punctual
honouring of appointments is not their particular forte. This is
something with which any research worker in Africa must contend and
allowance must be made for the ensuing slow progress. I frequently
arrived for an appointment at an agreed date and time only to find that
the woman was not there: she had travelled to her home-town for a

traditional festival, funeral or memorial service or to visit a relative;
or, she had not returned from work, church or cinema. Even when one
was lucky enough to meet the woman at home she might say that, afterall,
the time was not suitable: there was that Women's Fellowship meeting
she was on her way out to attend or even a wedding which the previous
day when making the appointment she had forgotten about; or the unexpected
local wake-keeping, funerary or memorial service; or a family discussion
was in progress with kin from up-country; or she was just not prepared
to give the interview at that particular time - she was tired, just back
from market or office and had to take her bath or her food; or there was
an unplanned 'hangover' and her head was 'soaked' and she 'would talk
nonsense'... and so it continued.

Even when interviews did get underway, there was no certainty
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as to when they would be completed: they were constantly interrupted
by the arrival of visitors who had to be entertained and then - as

politeness demanded - escorted back to their own homes; frequently,
also, relatives called unexpectedly or a favourite television
programme was scheduled which required the postponement or suspension
of the interview. Occasionally, too, interviews took place at work¬
places where respondents were busy with their own business - serving
drinks, selling commodities and other activities - with a consequent
slowing-down of the interview.

During the last six months of fieldwork the rate of progress,
consequently, was often a source of intense frustration; the work
involved constant trips to houses in the area - often at quite a
distance from each other and frequently in temperatures in the nineties -

and then a lot of waiting around in the houses for the return of the
respondents. On several weekends it was found by Sunday night that the
appointment made for Friday night, the three made for Saturday and the
three for Sunday had all been broken. The women remained throughout,
however, affable, charming and seemingly co-operative - with an ever-
ready time and date for a further meeting - that one could not justify
writing them off as one might in a similar research project in Britain.

On the other hand, the wealth of information that the women
were prepared to divulge once the interview got underway, the sociological
insights they typically offered into their own society,and the friendly,
hospitable and generous way in which they received me more than
compensated for the frustrations involved in trying to get the interview
in the first place. Also, the many hours spent waiting around in the
compounds or rooms for respondents to turn up or to devote their attention
to the interview proved invaluable for the observation of actual behaviour
and afforded me many insights into the actual workings of their relation¬
ships with boyfriends, girlfriends and kin. They were also extremely
pleasant occasions: the women would invite me to share their delicious
home cooking - the mouth-watering foofoo and the palm-nut, okra or
ground-nut stews - and would offer me chilled beer or soft drinks.
Sometimes, too, in order to compensate for the disappointment of not
granting the interview, they invited me to accompany them to their
churches, choir practices and ethnic association meetings and to accompany
them on visits to their kinsfolk.

In addition to this formal interviewing of the 87 women, my role as
observer throughout this period was kept to the fore - facilitated
in great part by the women themselves. They tended to personalize the
ethnographer-informant relationship and took it as a personal honour
that somebody was interested in their unique affairs. So, deeming it
to have been highly courteous of me to have called on them in the first
instance, they would - once the interview was completed - accompany me
back to my own home so that they could return the visit at some future
date. In this way, the relationships struck up originally through my
interest in a formal interview continued informally after the interviews
had been completed. They felt free to call on me at any time and I,
also, on them. Many of these relationships developed along multiplex
lines as I relaxed with them in their homes or mine or accompanied them
to their workplaces or attended dances or cinema with them, or accompanied
them to the beer-bars or hotels in the area.

During this period my house became quite a social centre. It was
not unusual for the first caller of the day to arrive at seven o'clock
in the morning; thereafter - throughout the day - there was a continuous
stream of visitors. Frequently this required a diplomatic steering of
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the interaction when, for example, a status-conscious white-collar
worker arrived to find me, to her surprise, in the company of a

prostitute - a woman with whom she would not normally be found
socializing. Constant visitors inevitably, also, led to some offence
in instances when I had to excuse myself to go and honour appointments
with other respondents: prior appointments would never, in a Ghanaian's
terms, justify cutting short a visit of somebody who had so kindly made
a domestic call. Overall, however, no irreparable damage appeared to
have been done and the informal contact with the women proved an
invaluable additional source of information and enabled me to gain many
fruitful insights into the workings of their lives.

The fieldwork was completed by the end of March 1975. The 87
taped interviews and the data collected informally on each respondent
provided the main raw data for analysis. The main demographic data -

relating to both the single women and the census-population as a whole -

were processed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) computer programme.

An appropriate conceptual framework for classifying the data began
to emerge only when I had returned from the field and had begun the actual
analysis of the interviews. The data, as it were, began to tell their
own story and the concept of 'strategy' - the central concept used in
the thesis to organize the data - began to appear increasingly appropriate.
Nor had there been, in the first instance, any thought of dividing the
women into distinct occupational categories and of treating each
separately; on analysis of the data, however, significant differences of
strategy and orientation became apparent which seemed to commend the use
of the four occupational categories which were eventually adopted.

It was also decided, where possible, to present verbatim the
women's own accounts of events and their own insights and attitudes.
This was decided upon for a number of reasons: it was felt that
the women's own oral accounts could not be improved upon as a way of
presenting their own thoughts upon and assessments of their own social
world; oral representations also capture, in a highly revealing way,
not only the painful experiences and real pathos in some of their lives
but also the stoicism and humour of the women; the women's own accounts
also appeared to offer the best way of capturing the imaginative, colourful,
racy, savoury and sometimes - by Western standards - vulgar flavour of
Ghanaian conversation; and, finally, it was considered that the informants'
own words constituted a primary source of data and their submission in
their present form represents an important part of the overall evidence
to be presented.

Fictitious names have been allocated to the women in order to

honour the promise of confidentiality and anonymity given at the time
of interview. Data on ethnic background and place-names have also been
altered in some instances by transposing details. In all instances
where such changes have been made, however, care has been taken that no
significant facets of an individual's case history have been lost or
distorted.
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APPENDIX 3

THE SINGLE WOMAN QUESTIONNAIRE

A. FAMILY BACKGROUND: (to be completed on attached data sheet).

Age of respondent

Place of birth of respondent:

Details of respondent's family background:

Father: Ethnic group

Occupation
Present marital status

Present whereabouts

Record each individual marriage of the father
(including marriage with own mother)
Ethnic group of each wife
Occupation of each wife
Present marital status of each wife

Present whereabouts of each wife

Sex, age, occupation, marital status and
whereabouts of each child of each wife

Mother: Record each individual marriage of the mother
(excluding marriage with respondent's father)
Ethnic group of each husband
Occupation of each husband
Present marital status of each husband

Present whereabouts of each husband

Sex, age, occupation, marital status and
whereabouts of each child of each husband

(excluding children with own father)

B° DETAILS OF CHILDHOOD AND ADOLESCENCE:

Physical moves of the respondent in childhood/adolescence.
For each move ascertain:

With whom the respondent stayed
Composition of each household in which respondent lived
Reasons for the move

C. EDUCATIONAL CAREER:

Primary school
Middle school

Secondary school
Vocational institute or other training college
University

Ascertain for each of the various educational levels, whether
the respondent attended, the location of the school, the level
reached or certificate obtained; in the case of vocational or
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university education, record the specific subjects studied.

The person or persons who paid the respondent's school fees.

Ascertain whether there were any gaps in the respondent's
educational career.

The reason why the respondent terminated her educational
career at the point she did.

What were the respondent's plans when she stopped her schooling.
Prompt: for example, to take up employment or to get

married.

Respondent's attitudes to female education:

(i) Is it important for a girl to receive an education
at present in Ghana?

(ii) Is it as important for a girl as it is for a boy to
receive an education in Ghana'

(iii) Are there any disadvantages in Ghana in a girl being
too highly educated'
Prompt: for example, when the question of marriage

arises?

(iv) When it comes to the respondent's own children, will
she educate her daughters as highly as her sons?

BOYFRIEND/S:

Starting with the respondent's first boyfriend, ascertain the
following details about each boyfriend with whom she has had
a relationship, including the present one:

Circumstances of their meeting
Age of the respondent at time of meeting
Age of the boyfriend
Occupation of boyfriend
Religion of boyfriend
Ethnic group of boyfriend
Marital status of boyfriend
Place of residence of boyfriend
Form of contraception used (if any)
History of conceptions with boyfriends and course

of action followed

Material^ducational assistance from boyfriend
Duration of the relationship with boyfriend
Reasons for the break-up of the relationship



E o HUSBAND/S:

IF APPLICABLE

Ascertain the following details for each husband of the
respondent:

Whether the husband was the respondent's choice
or her family's choice; if family choice,
ascertain who arranged the marriage; whether
the respondent was pleased or opposed the proposed
union: if individual choice, ascertain circumstances
of the partners meeting; whether respondent's family
was pleased or opposed the proposed union

Age of respondent at time of marriage
Age of husband
Occupation of husband
Religion of husband
Ethnic group of husband
Marital status of husband

Details of the exchanges made to formalize the marriage
Knocking fee
Head fee

Engagement fee
Details of the stages at which these various exchanges
were made; persons to whom the gifts were given;
persons present on each occasion; details of the
rituals performed on each occasion

Length of time marriage lasted
Reasons for the break-up of the marriage
Attempts made at reconciliation
Divorce proceedings; persons present at divorce hearings;
settlement made

Assessment of the marriage in terms of the happiness or
unhappiness of the respondent

F„ CHILDBEARING HISTORIES:

IF APPLICABLE

Starting with first child, ascertain the following details for
each child of the respondent:

Father of the child

Sex of child

Age of child now
Place of birth of the child
Birth at home (with midwife in attendance/without
midwife in attendance); hospital/maternity home

Details of the outdooring ceremony; place performed;
persons in attendance; gifts exchanged

Present whereabouts/custody of the child
Persons undertaking responsibility for the maintenance
of the child

Educational level or occupation of the child
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GEOGRAPHICAL MOBILITY:

List the various places in which the respondent has lived up
until the move to Accra. For each place of residence
ascertain:

Reasons for moving there
Occupation of respondent whilst there
Duration of residence

Reasons for leaving

Respondent's move to Accra : ascertain,

Age of respondent when she moved to Accra
Persons accompanying respondent (if any)
Reasons why the respondent decided to come to
Accra; Probe: what were her plans at that
point, for example, to obtain further
education, to find work, to make money, to
meet a husband

Support or opposition from the respondent's
family to her move to Accra

Persons with whom the respondent stayed when
she first came to Accra

List the various residential areas in Accra in which the

respondent has lived since moving to the city; for each
ascertain:

Reasons for moving there
Persons with whom the respondent lived; Probe:
whether relatives or friends; if friends,
enquire how the respondent was acquainted with
them, their occupation and ethnic groups

Reasons for leaving

H. OCCUPATIONAL HISTORY:

Record all occupations, including present one, of the
respondent:

IF EMPLOYEE: Ascertain for each position held:

Exact title of position held
How the respondent obtained the job; Probe:
examination, advertisement, with the help of
a relative or friend

Precise job description
Employer of the respondent
Place of work

Hours of work

Permanent or temporary position
Rates of pay

Length of time in particular occupation
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For Former Occupations:

Reason/s for leaving former job

IF SELF-EMPLOYED: Ascertain for each enterprise:

Amount of starting capital
How the respondent acquired her starting capital
Precise description of items traded
Wholesale or retail trader; precise job description
Source of goods
Place of work

Hours of work

Turnover per day/week/month
Length of time in particular enterprise

For Former Enterprises:

Reason/s for stopping former enterprise

IF PROSTITUTE:

How the respondent started her career
Place of work
Hours of work

Type of client
Turnover per day
Length of time working as a prostitute

For Former Occupations:

Reason/s for stopping former job

IF UNEMPLOYED:

Whether the respondent is actively seeking work
Type of work the respondent desires
Reasons why the respondent is unemployed
Present means of support

For Former Occupations:

Reason/s for stopping former job

SPARE-TIME OCCUPATIONS:

Ascertain whether the respondent has any subsidiary
occupation; IF YES: ascertain whether employee or

self-employed; ask the appropriate questions for the
category mentioned as listed above3
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I. INCOME/EXPENDITURE:

Apart from income/s from occupation/s, ascertain whether the
respondent has any other supplementary sources of income:
Prompt: from ex-husband/s, boyfriend/s or family; ascertain
the exact amount/s received; the regularity of payment.

Ascertain the recurring expenses incurred by the respondent on
the following:

Food

Rent

Electricity
Water

Transport; Probe: means of transport used
Laundry
Clothes
Shoes

Cosmetics
Entertainment

Drink

Cigarettes

Whether the respondent is currently saving; the amounts saved
monthly; the form of saving; Probe: bank, post office or susu

IF YES: For what is the respondent saving?

The respondent's savings/investment to date in:

Cash

Property
Capital items; Probe: household appliances, furniture

and consumer luxuries

J, PRESENT HOUSEHOLD STRUCTURE:

Ascertain with whom the respondent is presently living; specify
whether kin or friends:

IF KIN: Specify exact relationship to the respondent

IF FRIENDS: Specify

Circumstances of their meeting
Occupation of girlfriend
Ethnic group of girlfriend
Marital status of girlfriend

Ascertain the respondent's arrangements for:

Cooking
Shopping
Laundry
Ironing
Housework
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KINSHIP ASSOCIATION:

CONTACT WITH KIN:

Go through members of the respondent's family as recorded
on the Information Sheet and ascertain for each individual

member recorded:

Whether the respondent maintains contact with him/her
The frequency of the contact
Whether the respondent goes to the relative or the
relative comes to her

Whether gifts/money are exchanged during the visit

Ascertain whether the respondent maintains contact with
other members of her extended family:

IF YES: Ascertain for each member:

The exact relationship to the respondent
The frequency of contact
Whether the respondent goes to the relative or
the relative comes to her

Whether gifts/money are exchanged during the visit

Ascertain whether the respondent is still involved in the
following events involving members of her extended family:

Outdoorings
Weddings
Funerals

Ascertain the frequency of visits by the respondent to her
hometown:

Ascertain whether the respondent returns to her hometown at
the following times:

Christmas

Easter

Annual festivals

ASSISTANCE TO KIN:

Ascertain whether the respondent remits any member of her
familyo

IF YES: Ascertain for each member

The exact relationship to the respondent
The frequency of remittance
The amount sent

The reasons for remitting this particular relative
The method of remitting: Probe: Post Office Order or
via a friend, relative or a lorry driver.



Apart from the remittances, ascertain whether the respondent
assists any member of her family in any other way: Probe:
with food, clothing or school fees,

IF YES: Ascertain for each member assisted:

The exact relationship to the respondent of the relative
The form assistance takes
The frequency of the assistance
The approximate financial amounts involved
The reasons for remitting this particular relative

ASSOCIATIONAL MEMBERSHIP:

Ascertain whether the respondent is formally a member of any:

Church

Church Group
Women's Group
Voluntary Association
Ethnic Association

Town Development Association
Occupational Group

IF YES: Ascertain for each association:

The time the respondent joined
The function of the association
The activities of members

The frequency of attendance
The place of meeting
The initial joining fee
The membership dues
The membership qualifications
The reasons the respondent joined this particular

association

RECREATION:

Ascertain whether the respondent engages in any of the
following recreational activities:

Cinema

Night Clubs
Discotheques
Dance Halls

Beer Bars

Concerts

Traditional Dances
T.V0 viewing
Radio listening
Record playing
Reading



IF YES: Ascertain for each item mentioned:

The preferences of the respondent on each specific item
The frequency with which the respondent indulges her
interest

The person/s with whom the respondent shares the
paricular recreational activity

GIRLFRIENDS:

Ascertain the three closest girlfriends of the respondent:
elicit the following details on each:

The circumstances of their meeting
Age of girlfriend
Occupation
Religion
Ethnic Group
Marital status

Place of residence

Frequency of contact
Form contact takes: Probe: cinema attendance,
dancehall attendance or gossip sessions

NEIGHBOURS:

Ascertain whether the respondent is friendly with any co-

tenant/s or neighbour/s in Kokomlemle0

IF YES: Elicit the following details on each:

The circumstances of their friendship
Sex of friend

Age
Occupation
Religion
Ethnic group
Marital status

Frequency of contact
Form contact takes: Probe: cinema attendance,
dancehall attendance or gossip sessions

FUTURE MARRIAGE PLANS:

Ascertain whether the respondent desires to marry/remarry:

IF NO: The respondent's reasons for not desiring to marry/
remarry:

IF YES: Ascertain the following:

The respondent's reasons for desiring to marry/remarry
Time respondent desires to marry/remarry
Whether the respondent herself will select her future
husband



The attribute the respondent considers the most
important in a potential husband: Probe: love, money
or occupational position

Age preference in spouse
Ethnic/racial preference
Religious preference
Preferred place of residence once married
Type of marriage preferred or any combination thereof:
Customary marraige
Marriage under the provisions of the Ordinance
Church marriage

Reasons for preferring particular marriage form
Number of children the respondent desires
Whether respondent would accept a polygynous husband
Whether respondent would allow her spouse to flirt
with an 'outside' girlfriend/s

The respondent's opinions as to the ideal family form:
Probe: a nuclear family form or the extended family

form

The respondent's opinions as to the three most
significant factors contributing to:

a happy marriage
an unhappy marriage

Ascertain from the respondent the aspect/s of the marriages
of kin/friends/neighbours that:

she admires

she does not admire

Ask the respondent to describe the rights and duties
of the ideal:

Wife

Husband

Ascertain whether the respondent considers it a good
idea for a husband and wife to pool their resources
when married: Prompt: to open a joint savings
account and/or to own property jointly

Ascertain whether the respondent herself would ever
consider pooling her resources with her husband
once married

Ascertain the respondent's opinions as to the main
reason/s why Ghanaian men marry

Ascertain the respondent's opinions as to the main
change/s taking place in the contemporary Ghanaian
family

Ascertain what are the main changes that the respondent
would like to see taking place in the Ghanaian family

Q„ FUTURE CAREER PLANS:

Ascertain the respondent's plans for her future career.
Whether the respondent plans to continue with her career

once married

If forced to make a choice, which would the respondent
choose:

To get married
To continue with her career plans
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Whether the respondent would accede to her husband's
request should he ask her to discontinue working
after marriage

R. LIFE IN ACCRA:

Ascertain the respondent's opinions on the following aspects
of Accra life:

Finding employment
Finding accommodation
The cost of living with regard to:-

Food

Rent

Transport

The respondent's opinions as to how women generally are faring
in Accra with regard to:

Finding employment
Finding accommodation
Finding husbands

The respondent's opinions as to how women, generally, compare
to men in Accra with regard to:

Finding employment
Finding accommodation

Ascertain the respondent's opinions as to how the status of
women generally in Accra could be improved: Prompt: by
legislative change in marriage or by changes in the inheritance
laws 0

S„ WINDFALL:

Ascertain what the respondent would do with the money if she
suddenly won £2,000 on the lotto stakes.
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APPENDIX 5

KOKOMLEMLE NEIGHBOURHOOD SURVEY

TABLE A5.1: AMENITIES AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES PRESENT IN KOKOMLEMLE
(absolute numbers)

TYPE OF AMENITY Frequency

1„ Educational institutions:

Creche, nursery, kindergarten, day-care centre 4

Primary school 2

Junior boarding-school 1

Secondary school 1

Vocational school:

Technical Training College 1

Business College 2

Secretarial College 1

Homecraft Institute 3

20 Religious institutions:
African Christian Church 5

(revivalist, faith-healing)
Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses 1

Muslim Prayer ground 2

Hindu temple 1

3. Medical facilities:
Private hospital 1

Maternity home 2

Surgery/clinic of doctor in private practice 5

Medical specializations:
Medical Eye Centre 1

Research centre, laboratory, and clinic for
sickle-cell anaemia patients 1

40 Legal facilities:
District court 1

Magistrate's court 1

Legal chambers 2

Commissioner for Oaths 1

5. Recreational facilities:
Hotel 13

Motel 1

Rest house 2

Nightclub 9

Cinema 1

Gambling: lotto kiosk 28



TABLE A5o1: AMENITIES AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES PRESENT IN KOKOMLEMLE
(absolute numbers) (Contd0,,)

TYPE OF AMENITY Frequency

6. Food and drink:

Restaurant, cafe", 'chop' bar
Restaurant 5

CafeT 6

Sandwich bar 1

'Rotissomat' 1

'Chop' bar 29

Roadside-snacks (plantain and groundnuts, Numerous

kenkey, rice, beans, doughnuts, kebabs)
European beer, wine and spirit bar 11

Local beer, wines and spirits
Pito bar 2

Palm-wine bar 2

Akpeteshi bar 8

7. Other economic activities:

Cottage industries (home-based bakery, tie- Numerous

and-dyeing, batik, fowls, 'European' rabbits,
honey, food processing, brick-and-block
making, wood cutting, metal working, etc„
Provisions store or kiosk 57

Cold-drinks store or kiosk 12

Record store or kiosk 3

Fuel:

Charcoal 12

Wood 2

Itinerant trader Numerous

Services:

Personal Services:

Hairdressing
Hairdressing and Beauty Salon 35

Barber 5

Dressmaking and Tailoring
Dressmaker 36

Tailor 27

Tailoring for both men and women 9

Shoe-maker, shoe-repairer 5

Bag-maker, bag-repairer 2

Laundry, Dry Cleaner 2

Local laundryman Numerous

Watch Repairer, Goldsmith 5

Photographic studio 4

Household Services:

Carpenter's workshop 15

Carpet-cleaning, upholstery 1

Electrical services - general house-wiring,
installation of electrical appliances,
repair or electrical appliances 5

Plumbing 6

General repairs - typewriters, refrigerators,
air-conditioners, washing machines, tele¬
visions, radios 15
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TABLE A5„1: AMENITIES AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES PRESENT IN KOKQMLEMLE

(absolute numbers) (Contd. . „)

TYPE OP AMENITY Frequency

7o Other economic activities: (contd.,.)
Blacksmiths and other general metal workers
making gates, windows, balustrades, stair¬
cases, tables, chairs 10

Motor Car Services:
Fitter's workshop offering a range of services -

general servicing, welding, straightening, and
electrical services 59

Electrical repairs only - battery-charging, car
re-wiring, 16

Spare-parts and accessories store 3

Tyres for sale 2

Car upholstery - seat linings, etc. 3

Petrol filling station 6

Second-hand cars 2

Banks - Barclay's Bank and Standard Bank (Ghana)
Limited 2

Offices - head office of a number of Ghanaian

commercial, construction, clothing, and industrial
concerns; representative of overseas company;
distributive and consultancy agency 25

Embassy - economic sub-sections of Embassy 2

Headquarters of Society or Club - Black Brotherhood
International; United Ghana Hoteliers & Bar
Keepers Association; Ghana Society for the Deaf;
National Vocational Training Institute; Catholic
Relief Services, etc. 8

Professional Services:

Accountancy 3

Auctioneer 1

Security 1

Vermin exterminator 1

Signwriter 5

Entertainment facilities - band, chairs, etc. for
hire 2

Diesel transport service 2

General merchant, wholesaler and retailer,
distributor 28

Importer and exporter, packer, shipper 5

Cold stores - wholesale 4

Publisher 4

Printing company offering a range of printing,
binding and stationery services 13

Stationery store 11

Pharmacy 4
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APPENDIX 6

KOKOMLEMLE MARKET SURVEY

TABLE A6ol: COMMODITIES SOLD IN ACCRA NEW TOWN MARKET BY SEX AND
ETHNIC STATUS OF TRADERS (absolute numbers)

COMMODITY

SEX No. of
LARGEST ETHNIC

GROUP INVOLVEDM F T Groups
engaged
in

commodity
line

Name Frequency

1. Starches:
Plantain

Cassava
Corn
Rice

Yam

Coco-yam
Dunkelli (sweet

potato)

64

30
11

11
11

6

1

Sub-total Starches - L34 134 15 Akuapem 44

2. Sugar Cane:
Sugar Cane 2 17

Sub-total Sugar Cane 2 17 19 3 Ewe 13

3. Vegetables:
Tomatoes

Garden Eggs
Onions

Beans

Okra

13

6

5

4

2

Sub-total Vegetables — 30 30 12 Ewe 9

4„ Fruit:

Oranges
Avocado pears
Bananas

Lemons

Guava

Dunya (black¬
berries)

Mangoes
Pawpaw

7

6

4

4

2

1

1

1

Sub-total Fruit - 26 26 9 Akuapem 7
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TABLE A6.1: COMMODITIES SOLD IN ACCRA NEW TOWN MARKET BY SEX AND
ETHNIC STATUS OF TRADERS (absolute numbers Contd. . .)

COMMODITY

SEX No. of
Ethnic LARGEST ETHNIC

M F T
Groups
engaged
in

commodity
line

GROUP INVOLVED

Name Frequency

5. Nuts:
Palm nuts

Groundnuts

Tiger nuts
Kola nuts

Assorted

12

6

3

1

1

Sub-total Nuts - 23 23 13 Akuapem 7

6. Leaves:

Coco-yam (kontomire)
Plaitain (wrappers)
Cassava

14

2

1

Sub-total Leaves - 17 17 8 Ewe and Ga 4 each

7„ Spices, herbs,condi¬
ments :

Chilli peppers
Salt
Herbs (kwali, zuma,

gero, spices)
Ginger

9

7

5

2

Sub-total Spices, Herbs,
Condiments — 23 23 8 Ewe 8

8, Grains:
Corn in bulk

Garri (processed
cassava) in bulk

Corn dough
Garri (sold by the
can)

Corn flour

Cassava starch

Maize

7

2

3

1

23

16

11

2

2

Sub-total Grains 9 58 67 9 Ewe 48

9. Oils and Paste:
Assorted oils

(groundnut, coconut
palm, zomi, etc.)
Groundnut paste
(peanut butter)

6

1

Sub-total Oils and Paste — 7 7 2 Ewe 5
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TABLE A6.1: COMMODITIES SOLD IN ACCRA NEW TOWN MARKET BY SEX AND
ETHNIC STATUS OF TRADERS (absolute numbers) (Contd.,)

SEX No. of
Ethnic LARGEST ETHNIC

COMMODITY
M F T Groups

engaged
GROUP INVOLVED

in

commodity
line

Name Frequency

10, Meat:
Mutton
Beef
Goat

Smoked meat or

skin

Intestines

Fresh pork
Pigs trotters
Smoked bat, bush
meat

Fresh bush meat

30

21

6

L6

5

9
2

4

3

Sub-total Meat 78 18 96 8 Hausa 72

11. Fish:
Smoked fish

Dried fish

'Stinking' fish
Fresh fish

Fried fish

Snails, oysters
Crabs, lobsters

49

5

3

3

2

12

10

Sub-total Fish - 84 84 10 Ga 39

12. Fuel:
Charcoal

Firewood

32

2

38

20

Sub-total Fuel 34 58 92 9 Sisala 67

13. Clothing:
New:

Ready-made womens and
childrens

Khaki, drill and
calico material

Wax-print cloth
Second-hand (Ebruni
Wawo):
Men's wear

Women's wear

Children's wear

Assorted men's,
women's and children's

clothing
Household (sheets,
pillow cases)

1

1

1

1

1

8

1

8

10

5

32

20
32

67

2

Sub-total Clothing 14 176 190 18 Kwawu 60
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TABLE A6.1: COMMODITIES SOLD IN ACCRA NEW TOWN MARKET BY SEX AND
ETHNIC STATUS OF TRADERS (absolute numbers) (Contd.,.)

SEX No. of
Ethnic

Groups
engaged
in

commodity

LARGEST ETHNIC
COMMODITY

M F T
GROUP INVOLVED

Name Frequency

line

14. Footwear, Handbags:
Shoes, sandals,
(tokota,) hand¬
bags

1 13

Sub-total Footwear,
Handbags

1 13 14 7 Ga and Kwawu 4 each

15. Cooked Foods, &
Local Beers:

Rice, and meat or
bean (waki) stew
Fufu, banku, kafa
Plaintains - roasted,
fried or pounded
Kenkey, aboloo
Porridge (fura and
nono)
Assorted snacks -

yaka-yaka,
aprampramsa, etc.
Local beers (asana
and aha)

9

8
8

7

3

10

2

Sub-total Cooked Foods &

Local Beers

- 47 47 18 Ewe 16

16. Provisions:
A variety of tinned
and packaged foods
(milk, fish, corned-
beef, tea, coffee,
chocolate drinks,
sugar, biscuits,
tomatoes and tomato

products, minerals,
candles, and small
cosmetic and sewing
articles)

3 13

Sub-total Provisions 3 13 16 9 Ewe and Fante 4 each

17. Medicine:
A variety of local
roots, herbs, etc.

3

Sub-total Medicine 3 3 2 Yoruba 2
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TABLE A6o1: COMMODITIES SOLD IN ACCRA NEW TOWN MARKET BY SEX AND
ETHNIC STATUS OF TRADERS (absolute numbers ) (Contd„„.)

COMMODITY

SEX No. of
Ethnic

Groups
engaged
in

commodity
line

LARGEST ETHNIC
GROUP INVOLVED

M F T

Name Frequency

18. Hardware:
Modern - a variety
of plastic and
aluminium articles

(cups, plates,
buckets, basins,
glasses, spoons,

torches, padlocks,
nails, knifes, keys,
wire-mesh, etc.)
Traditional - a

variety of articles
in local wood and

clay (mortars,
pounding-sticks,
earthen pots,
chewing sticks,
coal-pots, brooms,
etc.)

2 14

9

SUb-total Hardware 2 23 25 10 Asante 5

190 Cosmetics:
A variety of cosmetic
articles (pomade,
soap, talcum-powder,
mirrors, sponges,

towels, combs,
perfume, bleaching
creams, etc.)

21

Sub-total Cosmetics - 21 21 9 Kwawu 7

20. Jewellery:
Earrings, bangles,
necklaces, waist-
beads, rings, etc.

9

Sub-total Jewellery - 9 9 5 Asante 3

21. Sundry small items
not elsewhere

classified:

Empty bottles, cans,
cement bags, etc.

1 9

Sub-total Sundry Small
Items

1 9 10 8 Akuapem 3
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TABLE A.6.1: COMMODITIES SOLD IN ACCRA NEW TOWN MARKET BY SEX AND

ETHNIC STATUS 0? TRADERS (absolute numbers) (Contd...)

COMMODITY
SEX

No. of
Ethnic

Groups
engaged
in in

commodity
line

LARGEST ETHNIC

GROUP INVOLVED
M F T

Name Frequency

22. Services:
Seamstress and

apprentices
Tailors

Shoe-makers,
repairer
Tinsmith

Bag-maker, bag-
repairer
Bicycle repairer
Barber

Knife sharpener
Grinding machine
operator (corn,
flour, palm-
oil, etc.)

2

5

2

1

1

1

1

8

58

Sub-total Services 21 58 79 16 Ewe 21

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRADERS

AND ETHNIC GROUPS

165 867 1032 36 Ewe 220
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TABLE A6„2: PLACE OF RESIDENCE OF TRADERS ENUMERATED IN ACCRA NEW
TOWN MARKET SURVEY (percentages)

PLACE OF RESIDENCE Frequency

Kokomlemle:

Kokomlemle 19 „ 3

Areas immediately adjoinng
Kokomlemle:

Accra New Town 43.5
Nima 7.8
Adabraka 3 o 1

Asylum Down 0. 4

Outlying areas of Accra:

Kotobaabi 9.5
Mamoobi (Pig Farm) 5.4
Abeka 1 o 6
Other (Abossey Okai, Sabon Zongo,
Bubuashi, Mamprobi, Kaneshi, Tesano, to oo

Roman Ridge, Burma Camp, Airport
Residential area)

Traditional Ga areas of coastal

Accra:

Akoto Lamptey, Palladium, Ussher Fort,
Kokompe, James Town, Sraha, Bukom, 3 0 7
Korle Gonno, Nungua, Labadi, Teshie,
Zongo Lane, Osu, El Wak Stadium

Outside Accra Metropolitan areas:

Achimota, Madina, Asamankese, Suhum,
and a number of villages on the 2.9

Nsawam Road

TOTAL: %
n

lOOoO

1,032
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TABLE A6.3: ETHNICITY OF TRADERS ENUMERATED IN ACCRA NEW TOWN
MARKET SURVEY (absolute numbers)

ETHNIC GROUP Male Female Total

Ewe 14 206 220

Akuapem 5 113 118

Kwawu 9 101 110

Ga 2 97 99

Fante 6 80 86

Hausa 72 4 76

Sisala 31 37 68

Asante - 56 56

Akyem 4 48 52

Adangbe - 21 21

Yoruba 2 16 18

Ada 1 15 16

Krobo - 16 16

Dagomba 7 4 11

Brong - 7 7

Gonja 1 5 6

Nzema - 6 6

Gao 5 - 5

Tchamba - 4 4

Wangara 1 3 4

Zabrama 2 2 4

Zugu - 4 4

Gurense - 3 3

Ibo - 3 3

Kotokoli - 3 3

Wasa - 3 3

Ahanta - 2 2

Bargu 1 1 2

Mosi - 2 2

Anum - 1 1

Efutu - 1 1

Frafra - 1 1

Ibibio 1 - 1

Sarfi - 1 1

Shai - 1 1

Wala 1 " 1

TOTAL: n 165 867 1032
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FIGURE 11

KOKOMLEMLE STREET MAP*
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♦Derived from Survey of Ghana maps nos. X2413/144, 118, 119, 94 and 95, produced by Photogrammetric Survey,Air Photography, March 1969, and published by the Survey of Ghana Office; original scale 1: 2500 or 208.33
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CARMEL DINAN

Pragmatists or Feminists?
The Professional 'Single' Women of Accra, Ghana

This article is offered as a further contribution to the growing body
' of data1 on the status of women in the urban African environment. It

attempts to take up the question raised by Schwarz (1972) and Little
(1975a) as to whether the condition of African women has been improved
or worsened by modernization and a movement to the cities.

Two schools of thought have emerged on this issue which Schwarz
labels 'optimistic' or 'pessimistic' depending on the viewpoint taken by
the authors with regard to women's 'improvement' under urban condi¬
tions. The 'Optimists' feel, generally, that urban living has improved
women's position; that the city offers them wider occupational options
(Baker and Bird 1959: 99) and hence greater scope for financial inde¬
pendence (Ardener 1961: 94); higher standards of living (Southall 1961:
46); greater freedom to assert their economic and sexual independence
from husbands (McCall 1961: 298) or, given the favourable sex imbalance
of the cities, greater scope for selectivity should they decide on marital
or quasi-marital partners (Gugler 1972: 292; Southall 1961: 53); and,
overall, greater possibilities for personal emancipation from male-
dominated traditional family systems (Mayer 1971: 233-234).

The opposite point of view, that represented by the 'Pessimists', holds,
on the other hand, that the urban milieu has eroded the traditionally
powerful position of African women and that urbanization has introduced
new positions of subjection and dependence for them (Schwarz 1972: 188,
191); that unequal educational and economic opportunities result in
the preferential employment of men (Gugler 1972: 293, 299); that the
majority of women, in consequence of this sexual discrimination, have

1. The data on which this paper is based were gathered in the period January
1974-February 1975. The research has been sponsored by the British Social
Science Research Council to whom I acknowledge my gratitude.

The paper was presented at a Seminar on African Urban Culture at the School
i of Oriental and African Studies, London, June 1976. I received many critical
suggestions from the staff and students present at the Seminar. I am also grateful
to colleagues at the Centre of African Studies, Edinburgh University, who kindly
commented on the original draft. The present version of the paper reflects many
of these suggestions and also the many helpful comments of Professor Kenneth
Little.

Cahiers d'Etudes africaines, 65, XVII (1), pp. 153-176.
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few real occupational options apart from petty trading, formal or informal
prostitution and illicit brewing (Boserup 1970: 85-105, 157; Pons 1969:
214; Southall 1961: 58); that urban feminine roles have crystallised in
sexual and domestic areas in contrast to the important 'public' roles they
played in traditional society (Pons 1969: 218); that urban women,
generally, are regarded as unmarriageable because of the negative male
evaluation of city women as being sexually loose (Boserup 1970: 99-103,
157; Schwarz 1972: 202-203); that unmarried women are regarded by
men as prostitutes whether true or not (Wipper 1972b : 339) and that
the general stereotype of city women is that they are superficial, pleasure-
seeking and work-shy (ibid.).

The protagonists of the 'pessimistic' line of argument tend to take as
their basis for comparison the status of women in traditional society
where, they say, women enjoyed a measure of economic, legal and polit¬
ical equality with men (Fortes 1971: 8); that the division of labour in
precolonial subsistence economies placed the main burden of food pro¬
duction on women (UNECA 1972: 362); that this resulted in a comple¬
mentary rather than subordinate position for women vis-a-vis men as
each had equal need of the other (Little 1973: 6); that their economic
status in such economies was high as women could maintain control over
their own self-acquired property (Paulme 1963: 5); that women had their
own political associations where they could promote their own specific
interests as opposed to those of men and could act collectively against
them when necessary (Van Allen 1972: 169-170); that in some societies
women actually held high political office with powers to enthrone or
dethrone a chief, as in Ghana, and that they played an active military
role (Omari i960: 210).

The high status of women in these societies became progressively
modified primarily by external factors, the most important of which
being the advent of the colonial era—generally taken to mark the starting
point in the deterioration of women's status and the erosion of their
rights. Some writers argue that the ideological infiltration of Western
values and norms into indigenous cultures was even more important than
actual conquest in this down-grading process (Brain 1975; Van Allen 1972:
176; UNECA 1972: 360-361). Western colonialists were apparently
imbued with Victorian ideas and assumptions about 'proper' male and
female roles (Van Allen 1972: 165-166, 180-181); their definition of the
female role was that found in their metropolitan Victorian society of
origin and carried more limited expectations of female possibilities than
was behaviourally true in the societies being colonised; such a definition
concentrated largely on domestic and social rather than on economic
(UNECA 1972: 360) and political (Van Allen 1972: 165, 180-181) roles.
The result was that colonial officers tended to ignore the significant eco¬
nomic and political roles of women and the colonial reforms undermined
the women's thriving political associations with a consequent weakening
of female political power (ibid.: 177-178).
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Such colonial attitudes of male supremacy are thought by the
'Pessimists' to have been further reinforced by the Christian missionaries
who, in their educational endeavours, placed greater emphasis on turning
out Christian wives and mothers than on equipping a woman for an
economic or civic role. The women's associations—the locus of their

political power—were also undermined by conversion to Christianity as
membership required avoidance of the pagan rituals which were a basic
requirement in membership of these associations (Van Allen 179).

European technical advisors, coming in the wake of the colonialists,
also apparently carried this narrow definition of the female role with its
assumption that agricultural work was not naturally a woman's job.
This resulted in women being neglected when modern farming technics
were introduced, and thus excluded from lucrative cash-crop agriculture
despite their traditional heavy involvement in subsistence production,
food processing and the retailing of such products (UNECA 1972: 369;
Boserup 1970: 55). The redistribution of tasks resulting from the
introduction of improved agricultural technics worked to the women's
disadvantage: with men monopolizing the modern agricultural machinery,
the productivity gap between men and women widened, with a resultant
decline in women's relative status within agriculture (Paulme 1963: 8;
Boserup 1970: 53). In the later era of development aid they were ignored
by development planners, under-utilized in development programmes and
denied the opportunity to acquire the skills which would have enabled
them to enjoy the benefits of modernization (UNECA 1972: 368).

Some writers tend to the opinion that this exclusion of women from
political and economic involvement was not a policy of conscious dis¬
crimination against women but resulted from the ethnocentricism of the
colonialists, who were unable to entertain an alternative conception of
the female role (Van Allen 1972: 176; UNECA 1972: 360). Others
writers, however, are inclined to the view that the neglect of women may
have been more deliberate. One author argues that it was the colonial
administrators' 'covert envy' of African men which was behind their being
ignored, noting that: 'Most European men serving in Africa tend to envy
African men for their much more overt position of dominance, their
ability to take several wives, and their ability to divorce them without
too much difficulty.' (Brain 1975: 44.) A conspiracy theory involving
Western and African men is offered by another writer who suggests that
African women were up against 'a kind of coalition between Western and
African men about what their roles should be' (Wipper 1972a: 145).

Western feminists have also entered into this debate and unequivocally
come down on the 'pessimistic' side regarding women in the Third World
as the real'wretched of the earth' (Rowbotham 1972: 202). Such writers
tend to take a more activist stand and explicity set themselves the
task of attempting to improve African women's social status, helping
them to foster a better self-image (Pool 1972: 233). These authors see
the development of a feminist consciousness as a prerequisite for their
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liberation and urge that 'women in the colonized countries articulate a
revolutionary feminist consciousness' in order to 'shatter this legacy of
humiliation and domination left them by their colonial masters' (Row-
botham 1972: 206).

The 'pessimistic' line of argument is persuasive up to a degree but
there would seem to be a tendency, on the part of some writers, to
pursue this line of reasoning even when faced with empirical evidence
which points to the opposite direction. An example from the writing
of one of these authors illustrates this. Alf Schwarz (1972), reporting
on his research amongst female Zairian factory workers, notes that they
themselves perceived salaried work as being their 'salvation'. He
describes their expressions of praise for it and records that they reported
that work enabled them to be financially independent; that it afforded
them self-respect and that their status had been elevated to the point
where they felt that they could be treated like a man [ibid.: 208). Never¬
theless, despite such strong evidence from the women themselves that
work enables them to maintain their self-respect and independence,
A. Schwarz concluded that the women are suffering from a false conscious¬
ness; that they are deluded and indulging in self-deception; that they are
living in a fantasy world, attempting to dismiss from their consciousness
their feelings of disgrace and exclusion; that their stand is an elaborate
pretence, gross wishful thinking which struggles to give meaning to an
otherwise degrading existence [ibid.: 208-209). Unless Schwarz's views
are derived from unquoted data, it is unclear how he arrives at such a
'pessimistic' conclusion about the women he was studying.

The notion propounded by Western feminists that ThirdWorld women
have been subordinated, humiliated and dominated (Rowbotham 1972:
206) is one not always subscribed to by African writers themselves. It is,
moreover, a notion that they resent, implying, as it does, that African
women are passive, submissive creatures, incapable of looking after their
own interests. As one African writer remarked: 'Probably no single
charge about the nature of traditional African society has animated
Africans more than the idea commonly held by most foreigners that the
African woman is dominated and used as a beast of burden, and is gener¬
ally a pliable person.' (Mutiso 1971: 4.)

There is some evidence to suggest that the activist stance taken by
a number of feminist writers and their attempts to advise Third World
women on how to liberate themselves, are coming increasingly to be
rejected by the women from these societies. Little (1975b) quotes
a Nigerian journalist writing in the daily news-sheet circulated at the
International Women's Year Conference in Mexico City. The writer
was addressing her remarks to a radical feminist from the West present
at the Conference: 'It is presumptuous for anyone to presume that
women of the Third World are unable to articulate their own outrage
at any issue that concerns them. As a member of the Third World,
I repudiate this patronising attitude and particularly the underlining
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intellectual imperialism. Women in the Third World do not need any
more champions. We are bored and tired of any more Great White
Hopes.' (Little 1975b: 799.)

If, therefore, neither the macro-historical attempts by the 'Pessimists'
to plot the deterioration in status of African women, nor the Western
feminist model bring us closer to an understanding of their status and
roles in a contemporary urban environment, what further models are
available? A useful way, it is suggested, of approaching the problem is
to conceptualize women as social actors using strategies in structured ways
to achieve desired goals. The notion that individuals are social actors
who use strategies to achieve goals has been incorporated in the writings
of a number of social anthropologists in their analyses of political systems
(Leach 1964; Barth 1959,1966; Bailey 1970) and more recently by Rosaldo
and Lamphere (1974) and Little (1975 a) in their examination of women's
roles. In this model, the goals that women set themselves are defined
by their position within the overall social system and by the resources
that they themselves possess. The strategies they use involve attempts
to maximize these resources by manipulating the opportunities that they
perceive in their environment. Barth, moreover, argues in his theoretical
model that the choices and strategies that an individual employs are a
response to the wider constraints and incentives within his social environ¬
ment (Barth 1966: 1).

Such a model would, it seems, limit itself to a description of the
social environment within which the women operate; it would pay par¬
ticular attention to the constraints and incentives in their economic,
occupational, political and social worlds. It would also involve an
elaboration of the goals of the women and the choices they must make to
maximize their chances of attaining them. It would, finally, include a
description of the actual strategies being used by the women.

Such an approach has the advantage of placing the emphasis on the
women's own perception of their situation: it sets aside any ethnocentric
notions of 'proper' women's roles. It also credits women with being, like
men, purposeful social actors actively attempting to control their own
social environment and with maximizing their own resources within that
environment. It assumes that although women, like men, are constrained
by cultural norms, they also evolve their own strategies to cope with
oppressive social structures.

This, therefore, is the model chosen for the present analysis of the
professional 'single' women of Accra, Ghana. The analysis will involve
a description of the social environment within which the women operate,
with its constraints and incentives; it will include an outline of the goals
of these women and will focus on the strategies that they have adopted
for their achievement; finally, a return will be made to the question to
which this paper has been addressed: have African women gained or lost
by modernization and an urban way of life?
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Social Environment

No overt sex discrimination exists in Ghana. Women enjoy an equal
legal right to education from primary school to university and are free to
avail themselves of any type of vocational, professional or academic
training (Bannerman 1975: 1-2). However, differential participation
rates for boys and girls are clearly evident at all levels of the educational
system with a very dramatic decrease in the rate of female participation
at each higher stage of the educational process. Figures for 1973-74
show that girls accounted for 43% of the total population enrolled in
elementary schools; at the secondary school level this figure had dropped
to 28% (Blumenfeld 1975: 123) whilst girls made up only 13% of the total
number of students in all three Ghanaian universities (Bannerman 1975:
3 based on 1970-71 figures). Thus, although official policy does not
discriminate against women's participation in the educational system,
they, nevertheless, remain at an educational disadvantage and have
many fewer opportunities than their male counterparts to acquire the
training and skills necessary to avail themselves of the new job openings
in the modern sectors of the Ghanaian economy.

Women also have equal rights to participate in the political life of
their country; but though they have been highly active in national
political movements, they have seldom achieved high political office or
due representation for their sex in successive national assemblies. Again,
government policy would appear to encourage female participation.
Deliberate efforts were made during the First Republic under Nkrumah,
from 1960-1966, to get women into the legislature; twelve special seats
were created for them and a woman was appointed minister of Education
(Greenstreet 1972: 354). Under the Second Republic, however, from
1969-1972, they did not fare so well and only one woman amongst the
140 elected representatives was returned (Little 1973: 211). Since 1972,
there has been a return to military government in Ghana and, conse¬
quently, there is presently no direct female participation at the highest
executive levels in the running of the country.

Nor do legal barriers exist against women in the occupational sphere,
and no jobs are specifically reserved for men (North 1975: 3, quoting
Ghanaian Appeals Court Judge Annie Jiagge). Women are eligible for
all posts in both national and local government service and are eligible
for all public appointments. The principle of equal pay for equal work
has been accepted in Ghana since 1951 (Greenstreet 1972: 353). In fact,
the government has taken the lead in formulating progressive policies in
relation to their female employees. Since 1948, female government
employees have been entitled to three months maternity leave and
presently enjoy such leave with full pay (ibid.). Despite these statutory
rights, however, and not unexpectedly given their disadvantaged edu¬
cational start, women are heavily underrepresented in the modern
sector of the Ghanaian economy. The i960 Census figures reveal that
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20% of professional or technical workers were women (Central Bureau
of Statistics, Statistical Year Book ig6j-68: 12-28).

But, although their numbers are still small, women are entering new
economic roles and availing themselves of new job opportunities. Also,
there is a great variety of new professional occupations in which women
are engaged. According to the i960 Census, women were employed as
architects, town planners, civil, mechanical and chemical engineers,
surveyors, physical chemists, mathematicians, economists, statisticians,
pharmacists as well as in the more typical female professional roles
of nurses, midwives, social workers and teachers (ibid.). Such a wide
proliferation of occupational roles for women had no parallel in tradi¬
tional rural society and reflects the increased complexity of an urban
occupational structure. Women have always played a significant eco¬
nomic role in Ghana, their contribution to agricultural production
being equal to, if not greater than, that of men (Hill 1963: 164, 168).
They had also carved out quite a reputation for themselves as traders.
But, in the past, women operated in a largely subsistence economy and
they were obliged, if trading, to give their husbands from between half
to two-thirds of their trading profits (Danquah 1928: 154; Amoo 1946:
231; Klingshirn 1971: 155).

But, in these newer urban occupations, women are now wage and
salary earners in their own right with money going directly into their own
hands. The result is that it is now possible for such salary earners to
support themselves directly by their own occupational endeavours and
maintain their own economic independence. This new freedom for
women to earn their living outside their lineage and in independence
from husbands, would seem to offer tremendous opportunities to women
to be independent from men. Such women would now be faced with the
option of marrying or remaining single and attempting to maintain their
own economic and personal emancipation.

But, despite the important economic contribution of women in tra¬
ditional society, it was for their roles as mothers and wives that they were
most valued. Even in modern Ghana, this high evaluation of child-
bearing (Klingshirn 1971: 30) and marriage (ibid.: 68) still prevails:
wedlock and the production of children still remain prescribed roles for
women. Thus, even where women attain professional success and
economic self-sufficiency, they are still expected to have husbands. Yet,
despite the fact that the status of being 'single' is not likely to earn them
social approval, there is emerging in urban Ghana an increasingly large
number of women who have decided to break with the traditionally
defined roles of wives and mothers for as long as possible and are choosing
to retain their 'single' status.

For the remainder of this paper, it is proposed to concentrate on
these 'single' women and, more specifically, on 'single' women in pro¬
fessional occupations. It shall be argued, moreover, that despite the
prevailing sex role asymmetry in both political and economic life, these

11
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professional 'single' women have achieved a remarkable degree of inde¬
pendence from men. Secondly, an attempt will be made to explain
the underlying logic behind this choice by looking at the perceived
constraints on marriage as expressed by the women. Finally, it will be
suggested that this is achieved by two main strategies—in the first
instance by postponing marriage and by concentrating instead on the
build-up of their own careers and economic resources and, in the second,
by consolidating their positions within their own extended family groups.

The findings are based on fieldwork carried out in Accra over a fifteen-
month period 1974-75. The methodology involved a systematic random
sample of houses in a typical mixed residential area of urban Accra; this
provided a sampling frame for a subsequent sub-sample of 'single' women
('single' was taken to include all women presently unmarried regardless
of any former marital or quasi-marital status): eighty-seven women2
turned up as 'single' in the sample. Of this number, seventeen were
engaged in professional occupations and are the group to be considered.
The method of study combined prolonged first-hand direct observational
and participatory techniques in addition to 'free interviews' with all of
the seventeen women.

Some brief demographic data relating to the seventeen women will
first be introduced. They evidenced a wide range of occupational
differentiation and included a doctor, a lawyer, two principals of girls
vocational schools, a public relations officer, a journalist, a radio producer,
a horticulturist, a group-store manageress and a number of secondary
school teachers, police officers and professionally qualified nurses and
midwives. The women tended to be of high social-class background,
their fathers typically being senior civil servants or in other professional
occupations. In a few cases, however, women were of more humble
rural backgrounds and, by virtue of family sacrifice—more often sacrifice
on the part of their mothers—and their own perseverance and ambition,
had worked their way into their present elite occupational positions.

The women ranged in age from 25 to 39 years with the majority being
in their late twenties and early thirties.3 The family backgrounds of

2. These 87 women represented 30% of the total population of women in the
area between the ages of 21-45.

3. J. C. Caldwell (1968: 35) records that 83% of the females in his survey of
urban elites had married before they were 25 years of age. His exact breakdown
for age at first marriage is as follows:

Demographic Characteristics of the Population

Age %
Under 20 years
20-24
25-29
30 and over
No response

21

62
12

2

3
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the women tended to be Christian and monogamous although, in a number
of instances, fathers did have other common-law wives by whom they had
also had children. All the women claimed to belong to one or other of
the major Christian churches—Methodist, Presbyterian, Roman Catholic
or Anglican.

Only four of the women had actually been born in Accra. The
remainder came from the various regions in Ghana, being born more
typically in other provincial capitals. Almost all the women belonged to
themajor southern Ghanaian ethnic group—the matrilineal Akan—; they
were predominantly of Fante or Akuapim origin, ethnic groups histor¬
ically noted for their high evaluation of education and having a tradition
of Western literacy within families going back several generations.

The majority of the women had been educated in private boarding
schools in Ghana—more typically the prestigious long-established denom¬
inational institutions along the coast—and had then proceeded either to
the University of Ghana or overseas, for their professional training. On
completion of these courses, the women went straight into their chosen
professional occupations; they were often, at that point, in their mid-
twenties. The majority of the women are presently working in the public
sector, being employed as medical officers, nurses, teachers, etc., by the
Ghanaian Health and Educational Boards or as company lawyers,
executive officers, etc., in public corporations. The two women running
their own educational institutions were the only persons to be self-
employed. By Ghanaian standards, all the women were earning high
incomes.

Thirteen of the women had never married whilst four had married and
divorced.

Reluctance to Marry

None of the women being discussed were, in their own terms, 'married'.
In Ghana there are presently three different marriage forms: marriage
under the various systems of customary law which are all potentially
polygamous; marriage according to Islamic law which is also polygamous;
and marriage under the ordinance which can be either by religious rites
in Church or by civil rites before a registrar. This latter is the form most
closely related to the conjugal Western form of marriage in that a man
can lawfully marry only one wife, certain property rights are guaranteed
to the wife, and the marriage can only be terminated by legal divorce
in the courts (Tetteh 1967: 205-209). This last type of marriage was the
form preferred by these professional women.

One of the reasons offered by the women for their reluctance to marry
was their desire to consolidate their careers after graduation by building
up their own professional practices, reputations and institutes. They
were unwilling to combine both domestic and professional responsabilities
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which, they felt, could have hindered their occupational ascent. But
although marriage at an earlier age would have involved some brake on
their careers, the main factor, emerging from discussions with the women,
which had discouraged them from marrying was the discrepancy between
their own ideals of marriage and the realities of the institution as they
perceived it in Ghana.

One area of obvious discrepancy between their own expectations and
those of Ghanaian men was that of 'romantic love'. The women appeared
to lay a heavy emphasis on the emotional side of a marital relationship.
They stressed the importance of a companionate, exclusive and individ¬
ualised conjugal relationship4 and were highly articulate about the men's
inability to meet these aspirations. They felt, in the first instance, that
the main factor influencing men in their choice of marriage partners was
the economic viability of the women. Another important reason offered
was the men's general desire to find housemaids and that they were more
likely to be preoccupied with the procreative aspect of marriage than
with maintaining any romantic emotional relationship with their wives.

Neither did they expect as wives to enjoy an egalitarian relationship
with their husbands. They noted that a considerable degree of social
distance still characterised relations even between educated partners and
complained that the Ghanaian male's conception of the role of husband,
even in monogamous unions, still bore a close resemblance to that
prevailing amongst traditional husbands—an expectation that they would
be the dominant partners in the relationship and entitled to respect and
obedience from their wives. Many of the women were reluctant to
accept this subordination to husbands.

Neither did they expect that marriage would involve any cooperation
from their husbands in domestic chores. From their knowledge of
marriages amongst their educated peers in full-time occupations, they
could see no joint participation in child-care, domestic routines or
cooking: all domestic responsibilities devolved on the woman despite the
fact that she was also holding down a full-time occupation.

Another complaint mentioned repeatedly was the Ghanaian husband's
inability to adopt a behavioural pattern of fidelity. They know it is
unrealistic to hope for a faithful husband and anticipate that their
husbands will have mistresses outside. A clear-cut pattern has emerged
in the city whereby men, having opted for monogamous unions, tend to
pursue more informal forms of polygamy outside their formal marriages

4. Other writers have commented on the adoption of this ideal of romantic love
as the basis for conjugal marriage. G. Jahoda (1959: 188), in his analysis of letters
to the advice column of a Ghanaian newspaper, notes 'the taking over of the notion
of romantic love, and of marriage as a partnership of like-minded individuals'.
T. P. Omari (i960: 207), in his research amongst teacher training college and second¬
ary school leavers, also comments on this trend and notes that 'women have a
more radical bent against the traditional family institution than the men'. 94% of
the females as compared with 80% of the males in his sample noted that love would
be the most important factor when they married.
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in an institutionalised system of 'girlfriend' relationships. The masculine
role in Ghana involves a strong element of machismo or male virility which
is articulated through a man's ability to attract and maintain girlfriends.
But the man can only retain the services of such girls by considerable
financial outlays—resources which the women as wives feel should more
properly be directed to the family budget.5 They are highly critical
and resentful of such behaviour, especially as it involves a double standard
with absolute fidelity required of wives. These women are reluctant to
occupy the sexually inferior position to outside girlfriends which they are
convinced is the role of wife in present-day Ghana.

They are also critical of the segregation of social roles of husbands and
wives with the men spending most of their free time, when not occupied
with their girlfriends, with other male friends. They are well aware of
this reluctance on the part of husbands to mix socially with their wives;
and they know that prevailing peer-group norms make it socially oblig¬
atory for men to move with, in all but the most formal social circles,
girlfriends, rather than with their wives. They feel, therefore, that it is
unlikely that they will share a place beside their husbands in society.6 At
the same time, they know that their own autonomous social life will be
rigidly curtailed with men still anxious to confine them as wives to the
home to get on with the wifely tasks of housework, child-minding and
food preparation whilst they pursue their own social and recreational life
with their own friends. They articulated strongly and frequently the
apprehension that on marriage their days of 'seeing life' would be over.

The women also appear to perceive few economic improvements for
themselves in marriage. From the perceived treatment of wives around
them, they are not so confident that their own economic status or standard
of living will necessarily be improved. It appears to them that the man's
financial input into the marriage will depend on how much of his resources
can be diverted not only from his girlfriends and his own autonomous
social life but also from his own extended family. The women anticipate
that even in marriage their husbands will remain strongly obligated to
their own lineage group and that such obligations will remain more
important than the marital ones—disloyalty to the lineage being a far
greater sin in the eyes of the men than conjugal disloyalty. The women,
therefore, anticipate being in competition with their husband's lineage for
the man's resources—their husbands being faced with the conflicting
responsibilities of husbands and fathers, in their conjugal homes, as well
as shouldering responsibilities as brothers and uncles in their own fam-

5. The same fear and resentment with regard to other women benefitting from
their husbands' resources was voiced by the married women in C. Oppong's (1974:
91, 95-96) study of the Accra elite.

6. Caldwell (1968: 61-63) found in his survey of elites, that 32% of his female
respondents claimed that they never or rarely had joint outings with their husbands.
Of those who did, one third specified that these joint outings were formal affairs such
as Church or funeral attendance.
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ilies.7 Such competing forces, the women feel, will undercut any hopes
they might have of conjugal solidarity or joint investment in their
children's future.

They anticipate no joint pooling of resources or joint property owner¬
ship and realise that considerable responsibilities for the maintenance of
the children and their clothing will fall to them as wives.8

Recent reforms entitle a woman to maintenance for her children and
some share as a widow in the self-acquired property of their husbands.
Yet the problem, as the women see it, is one of translating these statutory
reforms into reality, in view of the ingrained reluctance on the part of
women to initiate action against their children's father or his family.
There is, in addition, a widely held scepticism that such action, in any
event, is likely to lead to any positive results for themselves or their
children given the male-dominated legal system.9

So, over all, marriage does not present itself as a particularly attractive
proposition for these women and their attitudes reveal a uniform bias
against it. This disillusionment with marriage has produced, not unex-
pectedfy, a climate of opinion amongst these women that has made them
reluctant to marry. But, although they are basically sceptical of the
possibility of forging meaningful or lasting marital ties (which would be
their own ideal of a marital arrangement), the women rarely ruled out
marriage at some future date. They realise that their status as 'single'
women has not crystallised into an acceptable position in Ghanaian
society; that whilst their society still lays stress on marriage and the
bearing of children as the approved roles for women, there is little option
open to them on that score. Their own education and orientation may
have introduced some doubts in their own minds that this is necessarily
so, but they don't consider any other life pattern as possible in Ghana
at the moment.

For respect in their society, therefore, they are prepared to accom¬
modate traditional demands and take on the roles of wives and mothers,
or, as they phrase it themselves, 'go in and try'. In fact, none of the
women, except those who had been married in the past, accepted their
present status as 'single' women as being other than temporary. What

7. This would appear to be a highly accurate reading of the situation. Oppong
(1972: 215) found amongst her population of married elites that financial respon¬
sibility for kin was almost universal. Such assistance took the form of 'help,
either with maintenance, education, or trading and building projects or medical
and other expenses' in addition to monthly remittances, occasional gifts, money
to cover funeral expenses and 'the rearing and education of relatives' children'.

8. Oppong (1974: 85-94) notes the marked economic autonomy of husbands and
wives. She found that less than one in ten couples had joint savings accounts;
only a few jointly owned property and that the usual practice was for wives to
assume full responsibility for their own and their children's clothing and partial
responsibility for the provision of the household food and the payment of domestic
servants.

9. This problem has been discussed by a number of prominent Ghanaian legal
practitioners (cf. K. Bentsi-Enchill 1975; Appeals Court Judge Annie Jiagge
>974)-
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they do feel, however, is that some choice remains open to them as to the
timing of marriage. For the moment their strategy is to postpone it for
as long as possible and to devote their energies to their own occupational
careers and to the build-up of their own financial resources.

Drive for Economic Self-Sufficiency

Such career ambitions, in fact, are also realistically connected with
both their own matrimonial prospects and their getting a better deal once
married. We noted already how the women themselves were convinced
that men were more likely to put the earning power of women above any
other considerations when it came to choosing wives. Also, there is
considerable evidence to suggest that wives are more likely to enjoy
something approximating an egalitarian relationship with their husbands
if their resources are going into the family budget (Oppong 1974; Little
1975a).

Neither do any of the women envisage stopping work after marriage.
None of them could ever foresee the day that they would allow them¬
selves—even if their husbands desired nonworking wives—to be com¬
pletely dependent on them financially.10 The desire by these women to
continue with their careers after marriage placed them in a better position
to handle unsuccessful marriages; being economically self-sufficient them¬
selves they draw additional confidence from knowing that if theirmarriage
became unbearable at any point, they could dissolve it and still be in a
position to maintain themselves and their children.

So, for the meanwhile, the women feel that their future status as wives
and the long-term security of themselves and their children are best
served by postponing marriage and concentrating on the build-up of
their own careers and economic resources. Getting ahead is a matter
of vital concern for the women and a predominant characteristic of them
all was a high achievement motivation and an orientation of their lives
around their work. All channels for their own advancement were being
explored. A number entertained further educational aspirations, often
involving going overseas for further professional training; others intended
leaving their present places of employment to set up their own private
clinics or legal chambers; yet others were hopeful of further promotion
within the organizations in which they were employed—quite realistically
in view of their rapid mobility in the past. Those already self-employed
had carefully-laid plans for the modernization and expansion of their
educational institutions—the provision of more modern equipment, the

10. This was, of course, also true of women in traditional Ghanaian society.
Ghanaian women were never defined solely in terms of their reproductive or
maternal functions or allowed to enjoy the privilege of an exclusively child-rearing
and minding existence. Married women, even with children, were expected, as
part of their role as mothers, to shoulder a considerable share of the financial
responsibilities in their marital homes.
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introduction of more advanced courses, increasing their student numbers,
employing more teachers, etc.

One would expect that for such dedicated, ambitious and vocationally
qualified women the advancement of their own career interests and the
maintenance of their independence of men would present few problems.
But career advancement in Ghana is not only dependent on one's voca¬
tional endeavours. A striking feature of Ghanaian society is that the
organization of economic and political relations is different from that of
Western capitalist societies. Rationality and bureaucracy are not
characteristics of most Ghanaian State organizations. Despite many
attempts at reform made by successive Ghanaian governments since
independence to curb or eliminate graft, nepotism and patronage (Le Vine
1975: 48), there is cynical resignation amongst the women that people
will make use of the resources of their office as they themselves see fit and,
that the average Ghanaian bureaucrat is influenced more by kin, friend¬
ship or sexual considerations than by any established rules and procedures
operating in any particular instance. The main resources of such offices
are jobs, loans, contracts, scholarships and a wide variety of other lesser,
mainly bureaucratic, favours. All these resources are of vital concern to
the women under discussion.

But, in many instances of favouritism, neither graft nor the exchange
of money is involved; such favours, loans, and deserts are granted on the
basis of friendship. Individuals appear to experience conflicting norms
between their roles as members of such organizations and their own
familial or friendship obligations; favours are very often granted where
traditional expectations with regard to obligation and service are found.
Thus, many functionaries would feel obliged to facilitate members of
their own families, and, by extension in modern Ghana, a wide variety of
friends and acquaintances who are absorbed into their social networks
virtually as fictive kin.

The professional women of the present sample are experts at manip¬
ulating these current values and behavioural norms and have managed
to cultivate friendships with many highly influential individuals and to
gain access to their networks. And, since men still monopolise practically
all the positions of power and influence in the country and control the
resources that the women want, these friendships invariably involve
influential men. Military commissioners, former politicians, top civil
servants, bank managers, housing officials and a wide variety of other
male personnel scattered strategically throughout the various bureau¬
cracies in Accra were mentioned by the women as being friends. The
socialising involved in making and retaining these links is highly demand¬
ing of their time and energy but the efforts involved in keeping such a
large set of acquaintances were amply rewarded at a number of crucial
points in their career histories. Some women were dependent on such
connections in obtaining their employment in the first instance; one
woman had managed to avoid an unwelcome transfer to the rural area
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which would have done nothing to promote her career; another woman
was awarded a scholarship for a three-year course overseas although
technically she did not qualify; personal acquaintance with the bank
manager was essential in the case of another woman who was in need of
a bank loan to expand her educational institution. Other examples are
numerous and did not always involve matters of direct occupational
interest— e.g., jumping waiting lists in the allocation of housing.

On a more regular basis, women have to have recourse to such contacts
to obtain the preferential treatment necessary to overcome the time-
consuming process of enforcing even their legal rights. In order to
bypass the normal 'go/come' delaying tactics of most of the functionaries
in public institutions, the women had to rely on their contacts. Some
women had their telephones installed through contact with somebody in
the post office; others had managed to circumvent the red tape involved
in securing import licences and expedited custom clearance for their
imported cars by getting their own contacts within the organization to
handle the matter for them; passports, foreign exchange, visas, etc., were
all obtained in the same way.

So, partly by their own occupational skills and endeavours and partly
by the skilful manipulation of their social roles and networks, women in
this professional category in the city are achieving a considerable level
of financial and social independence.

Life-Styles of the Women

The women enjoy a high standard of living by any criterion. In a
few instances accommodation was provided by employers; others had
bought or built their own houses whilst others had rented modern self-
contained flats. Most of these homes were modern, Western-style
bungalows often set in their own grounds. Houses were decorated in
modern styles and well furnished; this was largely by their own efforts,
though in one or two instances furnishings were also provided by their
employers. A wide and expensive array of modern consumer goods and
household luxuries characterised these homes: deep freezers, refrigerators,
electrical cooling fans and a wide variety of modern electrical kitchen
equipment. Other acquisitions included televisions, radiograms, drinks
cabinets and sundry European or African ornamental items. Many of
the women drive their own Fiat or Toyota cars. They are invariably
well-groomed and expensively and fashionably dressed in Ghanaian or
European clothes. Occasionally younger relatives were living with the
women and assisted in the maintenance of the home; in other instances,
the women employed maids. The upkeep of these establishments—the
day-to-day budgeting, recurring expenditure, etc.—is being maintained by
the women's own economic efforts.

Most of the women had regular boyfriends. They tended to be high-
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status, highly qualified professional men—accountants, lawyers, officials
with international organizations, etc. Most were fellow-Ghanaians but
some were from other African countries or of non-African origin. The
women had a wide knowledge of modern contraceptive methods which
enabled them lead sexually-active lives without fear of procreation.

Investment for Future Security

The women are also using this period before marriage to invest some
of their surplus income. Some already owned houses; others had bought
plots of land in the suburbs of Accra and either planned or were in process
of building. They were renting or planning to rent such property. They
are also steadily accumulating their own domestic furniture and house¬
hold luxuries.

The women also invest a considerable part of their earnings in their
own extended families. They are still firmly located in the network of
their kin and bonds of affection, obligation, cooperation, exchange and
loyalty—developed over a lifetime—showed little sign of disappearing.
The kin in question tend to be only a segment of their lineage. Ties
between women appear to be especially strong with the main emphasis
on direct lineal or lateral female relatives. Members of this network
are more typically geographically dispersed throughout Ghana but active
and enduring contact with a nucleus of their extended family members
has been maintained since the women arrived in Accra.

None of the women were without some kin in Accra, many of them
claiming that the city was 'full of their relatives'. When parents, and
especially mothers, were living in Accra, visiting could take place on an
almost daily basis. Bonds with sisters also appeared to be particularly
close and scarcely a week-end passed without a visit and some form of
exchange or cooperation. Although these were the kin most frequently
visited, they did keep in touch with a much wider range—aunts (MZ),
uncles (MB), cousins (MZD), etc.-—who would probably be visited or
would themselves call on the women at least fortnightly.

Kin outside Accra were also visited frequently. The mother-daughter
ties was by far the most important and the women visited their mother
on a regular basis, often monthly, but this seemed to depend on how far
away from Accra they were staying. Bonds and visiting patterns with
other female kin were also important, sisters, aunts (MZ), cousins (MZD)
and grandmothers (MM) being visited regularly. They are also in
constant touch with their dispersed families by telephone, and Christmas
and Easter holidays and some portion of their annual holidays were
usually spent back in their mothers' home towns. Annual festivals in
their areas of origin are usually occasions for a prolonged visit and provide
opportunities for the women to meet all the dispersed family members.

Movement is in the other direction as well. The women are frequently
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hosts to visiting members of their families from outside Accra: mothers
often come to stay for a couple of weeks or younger siblings or nieces (ZD)
and nephews (ZS) to spend their school holidays.

Heavy financial responsibilities are also being undertaken by the
majority of the women in looking after their kin. Mothers were the most
frequent recipients of regular remittances, in some instances receiving as
much as one-fifth of the women's monthly incomes. The more typical
pattern, however, was a smaller token amount. Other recipients were
likely to be kin who had at some stage in their lives taken care of the
women and the women felt some element of obligation was involved.

And, it is not only money that is given. Regular gifts of clothing,
footwear and provisions are regularly sent to kin in rural areas. On
their annual visits for festivals, the women amass a considerable quantity
of such items to distribute to a wide range of family members.

Even when the remittances are not regular because other members of
their families are wealthy or in receipt of regular incomes themselves, the
women had often voluntarily contributed substantial sums for specific
items. Thus, one woman helped her father to purchase a new car;
another had provided a large share of the building materials for her
mother who was 'putting up a building' in her home town; another had
insisted on paying the considerable medical expenses involved in a pro¬
longed illness of a younger sibling, and so on.

They also contribute in a more directly instrumental way to building
up the economic strength of their kinship group. Gifts of trading capital
and assistance in the education of kin members are the more typical ways
of doing this. A number of the women had made lump-sum gifts of
money—often substantial—to their mothers or aunts (FZ, MZ), to start
or expand their trading ventures. This often enabled such members to
be economically independent themselves and relieved the women of
their own previous on-going obligations for regular remitting.

Practically all the women had younger relatives (Z, B, ZS, ZD, MZD,
MZS) staying with them for whom they were solely responsible. They
maintained them; they also payed their school fees—often considerable
when attending boarding schools; they bought their school uniforms and
provided them with pocket money and transport costs.

Even on marriage, the women envisage a continuation of these
kinship ties and were adamant that their present responsibilities would
continue. Undoubtedly the women enjoy their kinship roles as sisters,
daughters and nieces at the family rituals surrounding births, marriages
and deaths of their family members. Also, it is important that they
establish and maintain independent ties of affiliation, affection, obligation
and loyalty given their scepticism of being able to forge strong affective
or cooperative conjugal ties. There is also sound economic sense in
ensuring the upkeep of good relations with this group; women in matri-
lineal systems continue to have vested interests in lineage property.
Also, their present pattern of regular investment in kin members will
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enable them, in future, to play a dominant role in relation to the kin
members they have helped; such kin, they are confident, will shoulder any
necessary responsibilities for themselves and their children, in the future,
should the need arise. In a general way, therefore, the retention of
these ties with kin can be viewed as a highly rational adaptation by
the women to the constraints in their social environment.

Evaluation of Status

How do these observations bear on the question posed at the beginning
of this paper? Has the process of urbanization improved or worsened the
position of this important, albeit privileged, category of urban women?

1. One obvious focus of interest for these women is their careers.

Apart from the intrinsic satisfaction that the women obtain from their
professional work, they enjoy steady employment and high, secure
incomes; they also control the allocation of their own economic resources.
Thus the city affords these women much broadened options than did a
rural economy. It offers them a real opportunity to be financially
autonomous of husbands and kin; it enables them to retain their single
status; to maintain themselves if inadequately provided for in marriage;
and, to break away from an unsatisfactory union if they so determine.

2. Another area where the city seems to offer the women increased
options is on the question of marriage and motherhood. In traditional
Ghanaian society, motherhood and marriage were the prescribed roles
for women; they also had little choice to decide whom their husbands
would be. In the surveyed area of Accra, however, as many as 30% of
the women were not complying with this norm. This was not, as the
'Pessimists' would claim because urban women cannot get husbands, but
because they actively choose to remain single. For all these women,
marriage offers were at some point considered but turned down—the
ideal partner did not present himself, or, their own carefully-laid career
plans precluded marriage at that point in their lives.

Neither does the single state preclude boyfriends or a sexual life.
Modern methods of contraception available in the city enable them to
lead sexually active lives without fears of motherhood.

When these women eventually decide to marry, the marriage will be
based on their free consent; they will insist on legal, statutory marriage
which is monogamous and will give them maintenance rights for their
children; as widows they will be entitled to share in the inheritance of
their husbands' property. Their strong economic position also gives
them a greater chance of commanding an egalitarian relationship with
their husbands. They will also enjoy considerable choice in the area of
reproduction: they will be able to decide on the number and spacing of
their children. And, finally, if the marriage proves unsatisfactory, they
can initiate proceedings for a divorce.
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3. A third major area of broadened options for the women concerns
their relationships with kin. Whilst geographically separated from most
members of their extended families, they are able to avoid close scrutiny
of their activities and to enjoy more day-to-day freedom. Their own
economic strength, on the other hand, enables them to select a power-base
in whatever limited but strategic segment of their lineage that they
choose.

4. A last major area of increased freedom lies in the life-styles they
choose to adopt. Living in a city involves a considerable increase in their
freedom of movement and a greatly expanded social world. Tradi¬
tionally, social life was rigidly dichotomized by sex but this rigid segre¬
gation of the sexes breaks down in the city and women are involved in
joint recreational activities with men; they enjoy the same social round
as their men friends, accompanying them to hotels, parties, and beer bars.
This has brought about radical changes in the relations between the
sexes, the traditional distance which characterised relations between
women and non-kin males being no longer appropriate. As 'single'
women they are treated as social equals.

The range of associational options available to them has also increased.
They can still belong to exclusively female associations like their own
professional women's groups but they can also join unsegregated clubs,
lodges. There is too a wider range of benevolent, religious and educa¬
tional organizations open to them than was available in traditional society.

So, overall, it is argued that urban living represents a real improve¬
ment in the life-styles, freedom and options available to these women;
it is put forward particularly that such choices did not exist in traditional
Ghanaian society and are only available in an urban environment.

*

These professional Accra women, therefore, rather than being passive,
submissive creatures subjugated by men, have developed a highly self-
interested orientation and a considerable measure of independence from
them. They are reluctant to marry them, preferring to concentrate on
their own economic and social advancement. At the same time, they
orient their lives in the direction of their own kinship groups, in which
they anticipate most emotional satisfaction, support, and personal
security.

The prevailing ideologies and social structures in Ghana may actually
facilitate a positive approach by women in relation to their economic role.
A strong ideology exists that stresses the economic role of women. The
structural supports of equality of economic opportunity, equal status in
law, maternity leave, etc., also facilitate long-term career ambitions for
women.

Such factors undoubtedly influence the women's own self-image.
They have a real sense of themselves as being the decisive agents in the
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shaping of their own social and economic environment. They are highly
active, resident strategists choosing their own ways of promoting their
own interests based on their own rational assessment of their own social,
economic and political resources. They are satisfied with the existing
channels for economic self-realization and are confident that they can be
financially self-sufficient and, to this extent, have better control of their
own destinies.

The women, however, could in no way be considered feminist.
Although they are aware of the sexual inequalities of their society, there
is no evidence to support any theory of a developing feminism amongst
them. On the contrary, they accept that in many spheres they are
subordinate to men. They choose rather to acknowledge this male
superordination but to manipulate it in their own interests. In this
sense, they can more properly be considered as pragmatists than feminists.
They take as given the fact that men monopolize culturally legitimated
authority and power; but they concentrate their energies on finding self-
fulfilling solutions within existing structures.
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C. Dinan — Pragmatistes ou fiministes? Femmes ciliba-
taires cadres d Accra. L'effet de l'urbanisation sur le statut
des femmes africaines divise les observateurs entre
« optimistes » et « pessimistes », leurs conclusions paraissant
souvent impressionnistes et entachees d'ethnocentrisme.
L'auteur a done pr6f6rd aborder le sujet dans la perspective
de la strategic des roles et intentions. Elle etudie dix-sept
cas de femmes akan, celibataires ou divorcees, occupant
des emplois sup6rieurs ou exer§ant des ftrofessions liberales.
Dans un systeme de valeurs qui continue a privil6gier le
mariage et la maternity, le celibat reste un choix temporaire
qui permet a ces femmes de renforcer leur position dans
leur lignage, surtout du cot6 de la parentele feminine.
Tout compte fait, la modernisation parait avoir, pour ce
groupe restreint, un effet objectivement benefique.


